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FITCHBURG GAS AND ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
2009 ANNUAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY REPORT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

During 2009, the Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company d/b/a Unitil (“Unitil” or
“Company”) continued to offer, as it has for twenty years, a comprehensive portfolio of
programs and initiatives that provided substantial benefits to residential, low income, and
commercial and industrial customers. These cost effective programs promoted energy
efficiency, assisted in transforming energy efficiency markets, and helped customers
achieve permanent energy savings. In doing so, the Company continued to build upon
established marketplace relationships, refined the focus of its programs to meet marketoriented objectives, and coordinated its activities with other regional Program
Administrators (“PAs”) and market players.1 In addition, the Company’s energy
efficiency programs and services maximize the usage of competitive procurement
processes and support the development of an enhanced energy services delivery
infrastructure in Massachusetts. In implementing and administering these programs and
services, Unitil’s overall goal continues to be to help its customers understand their
energy consumption and use energy more efficiently.

Also, in 2009, the Company, together with the other Massachusetts PAs and a diverse
group of regulatory agencies and interested parties in the Commonwealth, began an
unprecedented effort to expand its current programs and develop a comprehensive plan to
procure deeper and broader energy savings through the implementation of its 2010 –

1

Electric Program Administrators in Massachusetts include: NSTAR Electric; Fitchburg Gas and
Electric Light Company; National Grid; Western Massachusetts Electric Company; and the Cape
Light Compact.
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2012 Energy Efficiency Plan. These efforts were undertaken in direct response to the
requirements of the Green Communities Act.

REPORT ORGANIZATION
This report presents the findings of the Company’s 2009 energy efficiency programs,
including:


kW and kWh impacts of the programs;



Cost-effectiveness of the programs;



Achievement of program goals and associated earned incentives

The report contains a summary of 2009 results, an overview of evaluation methodologies
used in preparing this report, program impacts, and a summary of potential and earned
performance incentives. Appendices present a glossary of terms and abbreviations,
summary of impact factors, detailed summary and program specific savings calculations,
benefit/cost calculations, a comparison of planned and actual, outsourced and in-house
expenditures, the Company’s performance incentive calculation, summaries of completed
evaluations, and documents are reports related to performance metrics.

SUMMARY OF 2009 RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes savings and expenses for 2009 programs and compares 2009
evaluated results (the “Amount” column) to preliminary year-end projections and filed
targets. The Company’s targets were approved in accordance with Unitil’s 2009 Energy
Efficiency Plan2.
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TABLE 1
SAVINGS AND EXPENSES FOR 2009
Percent Change Comparison
Measurement
Amount
Units
Preliminary
Filed Target
Program Implementation Expenses
$1,471.065
$ - 000
0
-7%
Total Expenses
$1,636.495
$ - 000
0
-13%
Annual Energy Savings
2.341
GWh
-14%
-25%
Annual Summer Demand Savings
0.482
MW
-5%
-5%
Annual Winter Demand Savings
0.380
MW
-20%
-22%
Lifetime Energy Savings
34.526
GWh
-7%
-11%
Lifetime Demand Savings
7.49 MW-Years
-2%
10%
Total Resource Cost Test
2.6 Benefit / Cost
-5%
8%
Performance Incentive - After Taxes
$77.856
$ - 000
-2%
-10%

In 2009, the Company’s energy efficiency programs provided direct services to 232
customers in the residential, low income, and C&I market segments. In addition to
providing direct services, the Company’s market transformation programs provided 9,248
rebates for lighting products and 163 rebates for refrigerators.

The Company’s incentive for 2009 energy efficiency programs includes three
components: savings mechanism, value mechanism, and performance metrics. The
savings component provides an incentive to the Company for achieving portfolio-level
lifetime energy (MWh) savings, lifetime demand (kW) savings, and non-electric benefits
(“NEBs”) goals. The value component provides an incentive for achieving cost-effective
program implementation. Performance metrics in 2009 included six residential metrics,
four low income metrics, and four commercial and industrial metrics. Of the $77,856 the
Company earned in after tax incentives for its 2009 energy efficiency programs, $33,431,
or 43%, was earned from the savings mechanism component; $24,398, or 31%, was
earned from the value mechanism component; and $20,027, or 26%, was earned from the
performance metrics component. See Appendix 5, Table 1.

Residential Programs
In 2009, the Company implemented Residential Non-Low Income programs for four
BCR Activities: Residential Lost Opportunity (ENERGY STAR® Homes), Residential
2

See Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan, as approved on May 29, 2009
in D.P.U. 08-126
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Retrofit 1-4, Residential Lighting and Residential Appliances. Table 2 provides a
summary of preliminary year end results and evaluated results for each of these BCR
activities, as well as a summary of the dollar value of benefits and costs.

Benefit-Cost Ratio
Activity
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity
A02b Residential HVAC
A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4
A04a Residential Lighting
A04b Residential Appliances
TOTAL

TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF RESIDENTIAL BCR ACTIVITIES
Lifetime $ NEB
Lifetime MWH
Lifetime kW
Prelim Evaluated Prelim Evaluated Prelim Evaluated
139
139
61.07
61.07 $127,534 $127,534
245
245
16.63
16.63 $898,272 $898,272
4,448
1,715 295.83
117.24
$32,571
$11,795
138
138
17.91
17.91
4,970
2,237
391
213 1,058,377 1,037,601

TRC Values
$-Benefits
$-Costs
$155,319
$94,571
$929,215
$547,956
$225,095
$72,828
$16,513
$29,208
$1,326,141
$744,563

Overall, the Company’s residential non-low income programs accounted for 30% of total
costs and contributed 6% of the net lifetime MWh, 3% of the lifetime kW, accounted for
63% of non-electric benefits, and 20% of the total value of the Company’s total portfolio.
As shown in Table 2, the residential programs produced $1,326,141 in benefits at a total
cost of $744,563 (includes after tax SHI) and were cost effective overall with a BCR ratio
of 1.753.

Figures 1 through 4 show the contribution of each residential program implemented in
2009 to: Residential Lifetime MWh (Figure 1), Residential Lifetime kW (Figure 2),
Residential Lifetime $ NEBs (Figure 3), and Residential Total Resource Costs (Figure 4).
Energy impacts, demand impacts, and NEBs are compared to preliminary year-end
estimates. Total costs are compared to total benefits.

3

All BCR results include impact of Demand Reduction Induced Price Effects (DRIPE). Demand reduction
induced price effects (DRIPE) reflect any additional change in costs that occur due to a price response that
results from the demand reduction.
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FIGURE 1 – RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME MWH
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FIGURE 2 - RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME kW
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FIGURE 3 - RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME $ NEB
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FIGURE 4 - RESIDENTIAL TRC VALUES
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Low Income Programs
In 2009, the Company provided Low-Income services for one BCR Activity: LowIncome Retrofit. Low-income customers residing in multi-family units participate and
receive in-home services through the Low Income Retrofit program. New construction
projects are paid for and counted in the Residential Non-Low Income ENERGY STAR
Homes Program. Table 3 provides a summary of preliminary year end results and
evaluated results for each of the BCR activities, as well as a summary of the dollar value
of benefits and costs.
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF LOW INCOME BCR ACTIVITIES
Lifetime $ NEB
Lifetime MWH
Lifetime kW
TRC Values
Benefit-Cost Ratio
Activity
Prelim Evaluated Prelim Evaluated Prelim Evaluated $-Benefits $-Costs
B02a Low-Income Lost Opportunity
B03a Low-Income Retrofit
216
216
1.6
1.6 $578,905 $578,905 596,563.44 $176,084
B03b Low-Income Multifamily Retrofit
TOTAL
216
216
1.6
1.6 578,905
578,905
$596,563 $176,084

Overall, the Company’s residential low-income program accounted for 79% of total costs
and contributed 1% of the lifetime MWh, <1% of the lifetime kW, provided 35% of nonelectric benefits, and accounted for 9% of the total value of the Company’s program
portfolio. As shown in Table 3, the low-income program produced $596,563 in benefits
at a cost of $176,084 and was cost effective overall with a BCR ratio of 3.2.

Figures 5 through 8 show the contribution of the low-income program implemented in
2009 to: Low-Income Lifetime MWh (Figure 5), Low-Income Lifetime kW (Figure 6),
Low-Income Lifetime $ NEBs (Figure 7), and Low-Income Total Resource Costs (Figure
8). Energy impacts, demand impacts, and NEBs are compared to preliminary year-end
estimates. Total costs are compared to total benefits.
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FIGURE 5 – LOW-INCOME LIFETIME MWH
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FIGURE 6 - LOW-INCOME LIFETIME kW
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FIGURE 7 - LOW INCOME-LIFETIME $ NEB
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FIGURE 8 - LOW-INCOME TRC VALUES
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Commercial & Industrial Programs
In 2009, the Company provided energy efficiency services to its Commercial and
Industrial (“C&I”) customers in four BCR activities: C&I Lost Opportunity, Large C&I
Retrofit, Small C&I Retrofit and Multifamily Retrofit. Table 4 provides a summary of
preliminary year end results and evaluated results for each of the BCR activities, as well
as a summary of the dollar value of benefits and costs.

Benefit-Cost Ratio
Activity
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit
TOTAL

TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF C&I BCR ACTIVITIES
Lifetime MWH
Lifetime kW
TRC Values
Lifetime $ NEB
Prelim Evaluated Prelim Evaluated Prelim Evaluated $-Benefits $-Costs
4,794
4,794
1,114
1,114.06
$0
$0
708,379
$177,063
21,520
21,520
4,652
4,652.50
$0
$0 3,058,333
$820,827
5,038
5,038
1,323
1,322.72 $39,096
$39,096
820,904
$509,869
721
721
191
190.63
$640
$640
111,214
$66,527
32,072
32,072
7,280
7,280
39,736
39,736 4,698,829 1,574,286

Overall, the Company’s C&I programs accounted for 63% of total costs, contributed 93%
and 97% of the lifetime MWh and kW, respectively, accounted for 71% of the total value
and provided 2% of non-electric benefits. As shown in Table 4, the commercial and
industrial programs produced nearly $4.7 million in benefits at a cost of almost $1.6
million and were cost effective overall with a BCR ratio of 2.9.

Figures 9 through 12 show the contribution of each C&I program implemented in 2009
to: C&I MWh (Figure 9), C&I Lifetime kW (Figure 10), C&I Lifetime $ NEBs (Figure
11), and C&I Total Resource Costs (Figure 12). Energy impacts, demand impacts, and
NEBs are compared to preliminary year-end estimates. Total costs are compared to total
benefits.
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FIGURE 9 – C&I LIFETIME MWH
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FIGURE 10 - C&I LIFETIME kW
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FIGURE 11 - C&I LIFETIME $ NEB
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FIGURE 12 - C&I TRC VALUES
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OVERVIEW OF EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
TYPES OF EVALUATIONS
The evaluation of 2009 energy efficiency program impacts reflects the Company’s efforts
to apply appropriate methodologies and adjust them for individual program
characteristics. The diverse nature of the programs, including the magnitude of
preliminary kW and kWh impacts, the number of customers served, and the end uses
affected, calls for the adoption of different evaluation approaches. In 2009, the
Company’s evaluation activities focused joint, state-wide and regional studies that
utilized process and market progress evaluations, site-specific gross measurement and
verification (“M&V”) evaluations, and net impact evaluations. Evaluations of some
programs utilized several methodologies to develop overall impact results and provide
meaningful feedback on program delivery and direction.

Process and Market Progress Evaluations
Market

progress

evaluations

review

energy

efficiency

program

design

and

implementation and recommend modifications to program delivery to achieve the goals
set forth for the program. They also study the program market to determine and describe
transformations taking place and based on the analyses, identify recommendations for
program improvements to further the program’s market transformation goals.

Survey Based Net Impact Studies
Survey based impact studies focus on the analysis of information collected through
customer surveys. They are generally used to measure the net factors of free-ridership
and spillover, and to collect information on customer experience. These studies thus
provide timely feedback to program managers as well as input to the impact valuations.

Billing Analyses
Billing analyses involve the analysis of billing data, combined in some cases with survey
data, to determine impacts for programs where a large number of participants install
FG&E 2009 Annual Energy Efficiency Report
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similar measures. Since billing data are available for all customers, billing analysis
techniques may include representative samples of both participants and non-participants
in an evaluation.

Site Specific Measurement Analyses
Impact evaluations for many of the end uses and programs covered in this report rely on
engineering estimates that are based on site specific metering and on-site or telephone
assessments of measure performance and persistence.

CURRENT EVALUATION ACTIVITIES
During 2009 and early 2010, Unitil participated in nine evaluations in collaboration with
other Massachusetts PAs. These evaluations include both traditional process and impact
evaluation methodologies, as well as market progress and assessment studies. An
executive summary of each of the evaluations listed below is included in Appendix 6 of
this report.

Study 1

Evaluation of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR®
Program 2009 Findings and Analysis, NMR Group Inc., May 26,
2010

Study 2

Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® 2009 COOL
SMART Quality Installation Verification Evaluation Report, ICF
International, February 24, 2010.

Study 3

Energy Savings Analysis for the Massachusetts New Homes with
Energy Star, ICF International, June 4, 2009.

Study 4

The Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program,
2009 Progress Report, Dorothy Conant, May 26, 2010

Study 5

Energy Pay and Save Pilot Program Survey & Analysis, Black &
Veatch, March 2010.

Study 6

2009 Massachusetts Multi-Family Program Assessment, Nexus
Market Research, Inc., October 16, 2009.
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Study 7

The Market for CFLs in Massachusetts, NMR Group, Inc., January
28, 2010.

Study 8

Results of the Multistate CFL Modeling Effort, NMR Group, Inc.,
February 4, 2010.

Study 9

Market Assessment and Best Practices for Delivering Plug-Load
Energy Efficiency in Business- Final Report, PA Consulting
Group, June 14, 2010

GENERIC IMPACT EQUATIONS
The general form of the impact equation for most measures installed is:

Net Impacts = Gross Impacts * Realization Rate * (1 – Free-ridership + Spillover)
Realization rates are study-specific parameters which compare the energy or demand
performance of installed equipment to initial estimates of performance. They are typically
based on M&V studies. Realization rates are summarized in Appendix 2. Note that as
unit estimators or new algorithms are adopted, realization rates will be reset from year-toyear to reflect the revised evaluated estimator.

Free-ridership and spillover rates are determined on a regular basis and are required by
the Department of Public Utilities’ Order Promulgating Final Guidelines to Evaluate and
Approve Energy Efficiency Programs, D.T.E. 98-100 (2000) (“D.T.E 98-100” or the
“Guidelines”). In 2003, Unitil participated in the statewide C&I free-ridership and
spillover study which developed a consistent methodology and survey instrument across
electric PAs. This methodology will undergo review and possible revision during the
2010-2012 M&E evaluation period.

The Company has since calculated free-ridership and spillover in a manner consistent
with this approach. Free-ridership and spillover rates for all programs are also
summarized with their sources in Appendix 2. As required in D.T.E 98-100, freeridership
includes both partial and pure free-ridership.
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IMPACTS BY BENEFIT-COST RATIO ACTIVITIES & END-USES
The following section provides program descriptions and summarizes the impact
evaluations for measures offered through the Company’s energy efficiency programs in
2009. Detailed benefit and cost information is provided by BCR Activity in Appendix 3.

RESIDENTIAL NON-LOW INCOME
Impact by BCR Activity
Table 5 summarizes the net impacts of the Company’s residential energy efficiency
programs by BCR activity: Residential Lost Opportunity, ENERGY STAR® HVAC,
Residential Retrofit 1-4, Residential Lighting, and Residential Appliances.
TABLE 5
IMPACT BY RESIDENTIAL BCR ACTIVITIES
Benefit-Cost Ratio
Activity

# of
Custs

A02a Residential Lost Opportunity
13
A02b Residential HVAC
A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4
99
A04a Residential Lighting
1,541
A04b Residential Appliances
163
TOTAL
1,816

Annual
MWH
MWH per
Cust
18 1.421
31 0.314
219 0.142
11 0.065
279 0.154

kW

Lifetime
$- NEB

MWH

3.29 $16,970
139
2.22 $113,698
245
0.00
$1,508 1715
0.10
$0
138
21.56 $132,176 2,237

kW

BenefitCost

Cost
$- NEB

Activity

per
Cust

TRC

61.07 $127,534 $94,571 $7,275
16.63 $898,272 $547,956 $5,535
117.24
$11,795 $72,828
$47
17.91
$0 $29,208
$179
212.86 $1,037,601 $744,563
$410

1.6
1.7
3.1
0.6
1.8

LOST OPPORTUNITY
ENERGY STAR® HOMES
Residential Lost Opportunity New Construction is addressed under the ENERGY STAR®
Homes program. Electric savings results and costs of these programs are summarized in
Table 5. In addition to the electric savings shown here, there are significant non-electric
savings associated with this program.

The ENERGY STAR® Homes program promotes energy efficiency in the design and
construction of new homes, regardless of heating fuel type. It targets builders and
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homebuyers involved in the construction of single- and multi-family homes. The
program offers technical assistance, quality assurance inspections, and financial rebates.
In 2009, Unitil qualified thirteen single family homes – ten market rate homes and three
low-income. All homes were natural gas heat and included one ground source heat pump
project.

Program Evaluation
Savings attributed to the ENERGY STAR Homes Program come from two main areas:
savings that are associated with heating, cooling, and water heating in the home; and
savings that are associated with appliances and lighting installed in the home.

Heating, Cooling, Water Heating Savings - As part of the ENERGY STAR certification
process, projected energy use is calculated for each ENERGY STAR home and a User
Defined Reference Home (“UDRH”) (a geometrically matching baseline home) using
REM/rate software. The REM/rate software, a detailed residential simulation tool, is also
the tool used to determine compliance with ENERGY STAR standards. This process was
used to calculate both electric and fossil fuel energy savings due to heating, cooling, and
water heating for all homes, both single-family and multi-family, certified in 2008. The
UDRH was last updated in 2005. Information garnered from a 2005 baseline study,
combined with the revisions to the ENERGY STAR Homes specification for 2006, was
used to create a new UDRH. The new UDRH is the basis for determining the energy
savings for ENERGY STAR Homes completed in 2009.

Appliance and Lighting Savings - Savings for ENERGY STAR® appliances and lighting
installed in certified homes are consistent with the unit savings obtained in the ENERGY
STAR Appliance and ENERGY STAR® Lighting programs.

There were four studies completed for this program relevant to the 2009 program year.
Summaries follow below.
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In 2010, the joint management committee (JMC) completed an evaluation report entitled
“Evaluation of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® 2009 Findings
and Analysis, Final Report” (see Appendix 6, Study 1). The evaluation included:
•

An evaluation of California’s mechanisms for claiming savings from code-related
activities and proposed attribution framework for Massachusetts;

•

Recommendations for streamlining the process by which builders participate in
the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program;

•

Identification of lessons learned from the Zero Energy Challenge Pilot;

•

Other approaches to estimating whole house savings for homes undergoing major
renovations or additions.

Codes and Standards: An extensive review of the California protocols for attribution of a
portion of the savings from C&S activities to utility efforts was completed. Using these
as a template, a proposed attribution mechanism was developed for Massachusetts which
will cover savings from both upgrades to state codes and increased compliance with both
state code and stretch codes for homes that do not participate in the Program. The
principal recommendation is to use the California Delphi panel approach to assure an
independent assessment of how much of the resulting savings to attribute to utility
efforts.

Streamlining the Process: Interviews were conducted with 26 builders, 10 HERS raters,
three rating companies listed on the web site and 3 ICF account managers. Additionally
four builders who did not participate were interviewed. Principal conclusions include,
flexibility among market players in program implementation is important, builders are
very satisfied with the raters, ICF account managers are used mainly when an issue needs
resolution and HERS raters screen out marginally interested builders. One issue that
needs to be addressed is getting checks to the builders sooner.

Zero Energy Challenge: Two builders who built such homes achieved negative HERS
ratings meaning that the homes are net producers of energy. Both builders have
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incorporated what they learned in building these homes into their standard building
practice. Creating home buyer demand will be the key to getting more builders involved.
Builders want to know how they can recover the significant additional costs involved in
building these homes.

Major Renovations: Very few programs have provisions that cover additions to existing
structures. The major renovations pilot program will assess the merits of blending parts
of the residential retrofit program, such as are offered thru MassSAVE, with the unique
features associated with the services offered with the pilot for large additions to existing
house.

“Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® 2009 COOL SMART Quality
Installation Verification Evaluation Report” (see Appendix 6, Study 2). The intent of this
study was to evaluate the quality of installations for central air conditioning (CAC)
systems as well as adherence to the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR®
guidelines in a select number of homes. A sample of fifty (50) new homes that
participated in the program in 2008-09 was selected for this study. The findings indicate
that most of the homes in the sample did not meet the standards for a quality installation.
For example, very few would meet “ACCA Quality Installation Specifications”, 50% of
the AC systems were oversized, 70% had out-of-spec measured air flow, 40% had
incorrect refrigerant charges, 30% lacked thermal expansion valves and, 26% had
unverified indoor-outdoor cooling equipment matches. Most homes had installed
equipment that barely met the code requirement for efficiency (13 SEER).

Changes to the program have been adopted as a result of these findings and identified
short-comings.

“Energy Savings Analysis for the Massachusetts New Homes with Energy Star” (see
Appendix 6, Study 3). Historically the New Homes with ENERGY STAR® program has
used a tiered approach to encourage participants to build to higher levels of energy
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efficiency. Greater incentives were paid for greater energy efficiency and higher tier
levels. Higher tiers were assumed to equate to greater energy savings, and were based on
the Home Energy Rating System (HERS). HERS ratings were, therefore, assumed to be a
sufficiently accurate predictor of energy savings. Program results, however, lead the Joint
Management Committee (JMC) to question that relationship. The JMC went on to
determine that a low HERS rating does not necessarily guarantee greater energy savings.

The JMC then undertook an analysis that resulted in expanding the tier structure from
three to four tiers, and identifying new criterion for achieving various tier levels. The new
criterion is based on a percentage savings above a User Defined Reference Home
(UDRH) baseline. The old tier levels were structured as follows: Code+, HERS 85 and
HERS 65. The new tier levels are structured as follows: Code+, HERS 85, HERS 85 plus
30% improvement over the UDRH baseline, and HERS 85 plus 60% improvement over
the UDRH baseline.

Results of this analysis are being used in the statewide working group to enhance
implementation and energy savings derived from the program moving forward.

The Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program, 2009 Progress Report
(see Appendix 6, Study 4). The Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR®
Program (Program) 2009 Progress Report is a summary of 2009 Program activity.
Program performance information includes historical as well as current information to
show the growth of the Program over time. In preparing the report, the vendor looked at
the following aspects of the New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program:
•

Permits, Completions, and Energy Star Penetration Rates

•

HERS Ratings

•

Energy Star Lighting, Windows, Heating and Central Air Conditioning

•

Envelope and Duct Leakage

•

HERS Raters

•

New Homes Recruited
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All findings included in this report are taken into consideration by the statewide working
group in an effort to enhance the program implementation, participation, and derived
savings.

Results
Preliminary and evaluated lifetime energy and demand savings are the same.

RESIDENTIAL HVAC
ENERGY STAR® HVAC
The Company did not offer this program in 2009.

RESIDENTIAL RETROFIT 1-4
Residential Conservation Services/MassSAVE
Residential Conservation Services (“RCS” or “MassSAVE”) is a state mandated, fuelblind residential audit program available to any residential customer upon request. The
RCS program has been available in some form since 1980. The Division of Energy
Resources (“DOER”) oversees this program statewide, while the Company is responsible
for implementation of the program for its customers.

Two tiers of service are available.


Tier One service includes general information and education about energy
efficiency. It also attempts to identify customers’ specific needs and direct them
to the other energy efficiency programs and/or sponsor resources as appropriate.
Low income customers are referred to the appropriate low-income agency as part
of the Tier One process.



Tier Two services include an on-site home energy assessment (HEA) to identify
and recommend specific energy efficient upgrades. Eligible customers receive a
comprehensive home energy audit including an appliance assessment, education
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on energy savings opportunities, and direct installation (free of charge) of lowcost efficiency measures (hot water measures, air sealing, CFLs).


The 2009 RCS/MassSAVE Program continued delivery of the 2008 HEAT Loan
Pilot Program as resource to help make energy-saving improvement more
affordable to program participants.

In addition, from April through December of 2009, the Company implemented a Pay and
Save Pilot that offered an on-bill financing option for customers. The cost of purchased
measures was added to a customer’s monthly electric bill through a Department-approved
tariff until such cost is paid off. The cumulative monthly EPS charges in any given year
were not to exceed a customer’s reduction in bills due to energy savings for the same
year. Additionally, as part of the EPS Pilot, the Company included a “quick pay” option
that allowed customers to pay off the entire purchase on the first billing cycle.

Program Evaluation
A statewide evaluation of the Pay and Save Pilot Program was conducted in 2010
(see Appendix 6, Study 5). The purpose of the study was to determine the extent to which
on-bill financing motivates customers to install energy efficiency measures. The pilot ran
from April 2009 through December 2009, and was offered to residential customers and
small commercial and industrial customers. Statewide participation was low among
residential customers, averaging 4% across the five participating Program Administrators
(PA’s), but was much higher among small business customers, averaging 22% across the
five PA’s.

Unitil had one residential customer participate in the EPS program. The customer
received insulation and air sealing. The measures that were installed and financed
through the EPS program qualified for $2,140 in rebates. The customer financed the
amount of $275 with a term of two months. The residential customer that participated in
the program paid off the loan in two monthly installments and subsequently, there were
no payment issues.
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The results of this evaluation suggest a very limited need for an on-bill financing option
for residential customers. The results of this pilot study are being reviewed and used in
conjunction with the statewide on-bill financing working group. Any findings will be
used to inform financing options in future program years.

Results
Preliminary and evaluated lifetime energy and demand savings are the same.

RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING
ENERGY STAR® Lighting
The ENERGY STAR® Lighting Program is administered jointly by the Massachusetts
program administrators (“PAs”)4. The program is designed to increase the overall
penetration of energy efficient lighting technologies and to transform the market for high
efficiency light bulbs and fixtures.

ENERGY STAR® is a voluntary labeling program established by the Department of
Energy (“DOE”) and Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”). Manufacturers and
retailers of high efficiency lighting products can use the ENERGY STAR® label and
point of purchase materials for qualifying products, and receive other marketing
assistance to educate customers about the energy and environmental benefits of efficient
technologies.

Customers are able to purchase efficient lighting products via four different channels; 1)
mail order catalog; 2) online orders through www.myenergystar.com; 3) instant rebates at
participating retail stores; or 4) the Negotiated Cooperative Promotions (“NCP”) which
include buy downs and mark downs. The ongoing collection of data on overall market

4

Participating PAs include Massachusetts Electric Company d/b/a National Grid U.S.A., NSTAR Electric,
Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company d/b/a Unitil, Western Massachusetts Electric Company, and
Cape Light Compact.
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conditions, product availability, market share, and pricing keeps program sponsors up to
date on changes in the residential lighting market.

Program Evaluation
Two studies were conducted for this program and are summarized below.

“The Market for CFLs in Massachusetts” (see Appendix 6, Study 9). This report presents
the findings of research conducted to understand the current market conditions and
possible new program approaches for common and specialty CFLs in Massachusetts.
The report presented findings within the following categories:
•

Awareness and satisfaction

•

CFL use

•

Socket saturation

•

CFL purchases

•

LEDs and other energy-saving technologies

•

Federal lighting standards

•

New technologies and policies

The recommendations that came out of this study will be taken into consideration in the
statewide working group to enhance implementation, marketing, and program offerings
moving forward.

“Results of the Multistate CFL Modeling Effort” (see Appendix 6, Study 9). This report
summarizes the analyses conducted in support of the multistate CFL modeling effort,
highlighting the results as they pertain to the net-to-gross ratio (NTG) for the
Massachusetts ENERGY STAR® Lighting Program. Thirteen companies in 7 states
sponsored 9,300 household phone surveys and 1,400 on-site visits in 15 states to estimate
the net-to-gross (NTG) ratio of sales and penetration of compact fluorescent light bulbs
(CFLs). The 15 surveyed states ranged from 4 states with established CFL programs to 7
states with no CFL program. The working penetration / market transformation model is
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that each CFL sold via a program would induce several non-program CFL sales in the
early years. As the market matured, and as sales spilled over into other states, according
to plan, the ratio of non-program sales to program sales would fall, eventually to zero.

NMR Group built a variety of regression models that used demographics in the
various study areas, plus measures of program strength and history, to explain (1)
purchases of CFLs in the past 3 and 12 months and (2) cumulative penetration of CFLs in
homes. The modeling suggested that CFL programs had a statistically significant net
positive effect on CFL purchases in 2008, as well as on current CFL use and saturation.
However, it did not find a net positive program effect on CFLs purchased in the past
three months. In general, years using CFLs was a little more important predictor of
purchases than was strength of program. A purchase model without CFL saturation as a
predictor yielded a 19% NTG ratio, while a similar model with saturation yielded a 63%
NTG ratio. Given the uncertainties involved, the report recommends an average of the
two, a 41% NTG ratio.

The suggested realization rate of 0.41 has been applied to the Company’s evaluated
savings.

Results
Evaluated lifetime energy and demand savings are 60% lower than preliminary results.
The difference between evaluated and preliminary savings is attributed to the multi-state
modeling effort which resulted in a NTG for MA of 0.41. The NTG is applied with an
installation rate of 97% which was included in the Company’s 2008 Annual Energy
Efficiency Report (see Appendix 6, Study 3) for an overall in-service rate of 39.8%.

RESIDENTIAL APPLIANCES
ENERGY STAR® Appliances
The ENERGY STAR® Appliances Program is administered jointly by the Massachusetts
PAs. The program is educates consumers about the benefits of ENERGY STAR qualified
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to increase consumer acceptance of those appliances and to encourage them to look for
and purchase ENERGY STAR qualified models when they shop.

The program promotes raising federal and ENERGY STAR standards for appliances by
promoting ENERGY STAR qualified products. ENERGY STAR® is a voluntary
labeling program established by the Department of Energy (DOE) and Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). Manufacturers and retailers of high efficiency appliances and
select consumer electronics can use the ENERGY STAR® label and point of purchase
materials for qualifying products, and receive other marketing assistance to educate
customers about the energy and environmental benefits of efficient technologies.

Program Evaluation
This program was not evaluated in 2009.

Results
Preliminary and evaluated lifetime energy and demand savings are the same.
Impacts by End-Use
The residential program impacts by end-use are summarized below in Table 6 and in
Figures 13 - 15.

TABLE 6
IMPACT BY RESIDENTIAL END USES
Lifetime MWH
Lifetime kW
$ Lifetime NEB
End Use
Preliminary Evaluated Preliminary Evaluated Preliminary Evaluated
Lighting
4,752
2,019
316
137
$34,877
$14,101
HVAC
45
45
53
53
$998,674 $998,674
Refrigeration
148
148
20
20
$0
$0
Hot Water
26
26
3
3
$24,825
$24,825
Motors
$0
$0
End User Behavior
$0
$0
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Lighting accounts for most of the evaluated energy and demand savings with 90% of total
lifetime MWH and 64% of lifetime kW. HVAC accounts for nearly 2% of total energy
savings and 25% of demand savings. Refrigeration MWH and kW savings are 7% and
9% respectively of total savings. Hot water accounts for just 1% of lifetime energy
savings and about 2% of lifetime demand savings.

FIGURE 13 – RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME MWH - END USE
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FIGURE 14 - RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME kW - END USE
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FIGURE 15 - RESIDENTIAL LIFETIME NEB - END USE
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RESIDENTIAL LOW INCOME

Impact by BCR Activity
Table 7 summarizes the net impacts of the Company’s low-income energy efficiency
programs by BCR Activity. Unitil delivers the low income new construction component
through its Residential Non-Low Income ENERGY STAR Homes Program. Lowincome customers residing in multi-family units participate and receive In-Home
Services through the Low Income Retrofit program.
TABLE 7
IMPACT BY LOW INCOME BCR ACTIVITIES
Benefit-Cost Ratio
Activity
B02a Low-Income Lost Opportunity
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4
B03b Low-Income Multifamily Retrofit
TOTAL

Annual
Lifetime
Cost
Cust
MWH
per
MWH per kW $- NEB MWH kW
$- NEB Activity
Cust
Cust
35
14 0.395 0.10 $36,978 216
1.57 $578,905 $176,084 $5,031
35
14
0 0.10 $36,978 216
1.57 $578,905 $176,084 $5,031

BenefitCost
TRC
NA
3.4
NA
3.4

LOW INCOME LOST OPPORTUNITY
ENERGY STAR® Homes Low Income
Low Income New Construction is addressed under the Residential ENERGY STAR®
Homes program. This program is managed in conjunction with the non- low income
program. The program design, implementation plan, schedule, and program
administration for Low Income ENERGY STAR® Homes is the same as for non-low
income customers. However, additional incentives are available to assist low income
developers.

This program targets owners and developers of low income multi-family buildings as
well as single-family homes for low income customers that are built by organizations
such as Habitat for Humanity and Twin Cities Community Development Corporation. In
2009, three income eligible homes participated in the ENERGY STAR Homes Program.
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Program Evaluation
The low income new construction program is included in the residential ENERGY
STAR® Homes Program evaluation section. Energy and demand savings are calculated
and evaluated exactly the same for the non- low income program.

Results
Savings are reported with the Residential ENERGY STAR® Homes Program.

LOW INCOME RETROFIT 1-4
Residential Low Income In-Home Services
The focus of the Low Income In-Home Services Program is to deliver and install energy
efficient products and services directly into the homes of eligible single- and multi-family
low income customers. The program is also designed to provide non-energy benefits
such as improved comfort for low-income residents and a reduction in utility arrearages.
The target market for this program includes customers who are at or below 60% of the
state median income level. Under Unitil’s low income program, particular attention is
paid to those with high usage, and those with health and safety risks, including elderly or
disabled low-income households. Technologies offered by the program include
weatherization measures, lighting, appliances and heating system repair or replacement.

Program Evaluation
Lighting and appliance end-use savings use planned assumptions that are consistent with
the other utilities. Other end-use savings, including electricity and fossil fuel savings, are
based on TREAT modeling software. In addition, this program has non-energy benefits
unique to the low-income sector such as arrearage reduction, property value benefit, and
annual fire, illness and moving avoidance benefits.

Results
Preliminary and evaluated lifetime energy and demand savings are the same.
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RETROFIT MULTI-FAMILY
Low-income customers residing in multi-family units participate and receive In-Home
Services through the Low Income Retrofit component. To be eligible for participation in
the program, at least 50% or more of the tenants living in multi-family homes must
qualify as low-income under the current program income guidelines.

Impact by End-Use
Residential low income program impacts by end-use are summarized in Table 8 and
Figures 16-18 below.
TABLE 8
IMPACT BY LOW INCOME END USES
Lifetime MWH
Lifetime kW
$ Lifetime NEB
End Use
Preliminary Evaluated Preliminary Evaluated Preliminary Evaluated
Lighting
216
216
1.6
1.6
$4,163
$4,163
HVAC
$571,311 $571,311
Refrigeration
$0
$0
Hot Water
$3,431
$3,431
Motors
$0
$0
End User Behavior
$0
$0
TOTAL
216
216
1.6
1.6
$578,905 $578,905

Lighting accounts for 100% of lifetime MWH and kW savings. NEBS in lighting are
attributed to reduced O&M costs due to the avoided incandescent bulbs that would have
been installed over the lifetime of the CFL bulb. Additionally, when a participant's usage
is reduced, the discount provided to the participant is also reduced (annual discounted
rate cost reduction). Other NEBs include a one time arrearage benefit per participant,
one-time property value benefit, and annual fire, illness and moving avoidance benefits
(i.e., due to avoided service termination).
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FIGURE 16 – LOW INCOME LIFETIME MWH - END USE
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FIGURE 17 - LOW INCOME LIFETIME kW - END USE
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FIGURE 18 – LOW INCOME LIFETIME NEB - END USE
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

Impact by BCR Activity
Table 9 below summarizes the net impacts of the Company’s C&I energy efficiency
programs by four BCR Activities: C&I Lost Opportunity, Large C&I Retrofit, Small C&I
Retrofit and Multifamily Retrofit.

Benefit-Cost Ratio
Activity
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit
TOTAL

Cust

MWH

4 320
12 1,306
35 388
34
34
85 2,048

TABLE 9
IMPACT BY C&I BCR ACTIVITIES
Ben-Cost
Annual
Lifetime
Cost
MWH per
per
kW $- NEB MWH
kW $- NEB Activity
TRC
Cust
Cust
79.894 74.27
$0 4,794 1,114.06
$0 $177,063 $44,266 4.0
108.851 275.24
$0 21,520 4,652.50
$0 $820,827 $68,402 3.7
11.072 101.75 $3,007 5,038 1,322.72 $39,096 $509,869 $14,568 1.6
1.014 9.60 $49
721 190.63 $640 $66,527 $1,957 1.7
201 461 3,057 32,072 7,280 39,736 1,574,286 129,192
3.0
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LOST OPPORTUNITY
Commercial and Industrial New Construction/Lost Opportunity
This program targets opportunities for installation of energy efficient equipment for
major renovation, failed equipment replacement, and new construction projects. In
addition, this program also seeks to educate developers, customers, and design
professionals and to encourage adoption of new design features and equipment selection
in the early design phase in order to promote efficient energy usage in commercial,
government, institutional, and industrial buildings.

The program is implemented through financial rebates for energy efficient equipment
installation. Customer incentives are based on incremental equipment and labor costs as
compared to baseline technology assumptions (i.e., the efficiency rating/energy usage
associated with the “standard” piece of equipment or standard practice that would have
been used absent the program). In general, the program will pay up to 60% of the
incremental cost difference between standard and premium efficiency. Prescriptive
elements of the regional energy efficiency initiatives (premium efficiency motors,
HVAC) specify a range of rebates for eligible measures. Custom measures are initiated
on a separate application form which allows more site-specific and comprehensive
energy efficiency measures not available through the prescriptive application approach.

Recommended technologies include efficiency lamp technologies, lighting fixtures,
lighting controls, efficient motor drives, efficient unitary HVAC equipment, and energy
management systems in addition to custom, cost-effective equipment installations,
process improvements, and building shell measures. In 2009, the program provided
financial rebates for installations of energy efficient lighting and motors.

Evaluation
This program was not evaluated in 2009.
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Results
Preliminary and evaluated lifetime energy and demand savings are the same.

LARGE RETROFIT
Commercial & Industrial Retrofit Program
This program focuses on energy efficiency opportunities associated with existing
mechanical and electrical systems that are outdated or energy inefficient. It is targeted at
medium-to-large commercial customers with monthly demand greater than 100kW.

Financial incentives are designed to pay up to 40% of the project‘s cost or buy the cost of
project down to a 1 year pay-back, whichever is less. Targeted end-uses include but are
not limited to lighting, motors, HVAC, compressed air, and industrial processes. In
2009, the Retrofit Program provided customers with rebates for energy efficiency
improvements in lighting and HVAC end-uses.

Evaluation
This program was not evaluated in 2009.

Results
Preliminary and evaluated lifetime energy and demand savings are the same.

SMALL RETROFIT
Small Commercial and Industrial Program
The Small Commercial and Industrial (“SC&I”) Program is a comprehensive Companyspecific energy efficiency program targeting both retrofit and lost opportunity projects for
small C&I customers with average demands of 100kW or less. Through the program,
Unitil provides financial incentives for completion of cost-effective energy efficiency
projects; and supports strategies to encourage early the replacement of existing electric
equipment with high efficiency alternatives through regional initiatives.
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Customers receive a technical assessment to identify energy efficient opportunities. The
primary technology for these customers is lighting, although other technologies, where
cost-effective are included. In 2008, financial incentives were provided for energy
efficient lighting measures only.

Evaluation
One evaluation was conducted for this program in 2010. “Market Assessment and Best
Practices for Delivering Plug-Load Energy Efficiency in Business – Final Report”(see
Appendix 6, Study 9).

The purpose of this study was to provide information on current plug-load programs,
provide a preliminary estimate for potential energy savings, and recommend program
strategies for the C&I sector, with an emphasis on small businesses.

The scope of this study was somewhat limited as there was no budget for primary data
collection and analysis. While the results of the study include certain caveats, including
recommendations for primary data collection, the results also point to a number of
overarching recommendations, as well as numerous measure specific strategies for
consideration. Overarching recommendations include:

•

Integrate plug-load efficiency into existing programs;

•

Consider programs that target upstream market actors;

•

Explore the use of total work space control systems;

•

Provide plug-load efficiency training and education.

Measure specific recommendations include:

•

Distribute smart strips during energy audits and as part of a direct install program;
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•

Distribute educational materials on the benefits of computer and monitor power
management;

•

Encourage replacement of office task lights with energy efficient lights.

The results of this study lead to recommendations for additional primary data collection
to refine the market potential estimates and detailed market delivery strategies. All
recommendations from this study will be taken into consideration by the appropriate
statewide PA working group. It is anticipated that some of the recommendations will be
used to enhance C&I program offerings, and potentially residential program offerings as
well.

Results
Preliminary and evaluated lifetime energy and demand savings are the same.

MULTIFAMILY
Multifamily Retrofit Program
This program provides education, financial incentives and technical services for retrofit
projects in multifamily, master-metered buildings with 5+ housing units. Eligible
customers receive a comprehensive energy audit, energy education and installation of
low-cost efficiency measures (e.g. compact fluorescent light bulbs, hot water measures,
and air sealing for electrically heated buildings). Additionally, major measures include
heat pump testing and tune-ups, duct sealing, air sealing, thermostats, and insulation.

Incentives of up to 50% are provided with a cap of $20,000 per master-metered account.

Evaluation

Study 7 - 2009 Massachusetts Multi-Family Program Assessment (see Appendix 6, Study
7). On March 24, 2009 the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) issued a
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“Priorities Resolution” to support the development of statewide electric and natural gas
efficiency investment plans.

In response to the Council’s resolution, a Multifamily Program Design Workshop was
held in April 2009. The purpose of the workshop was to obtain key stakeholder feedback
on the design elements of a successful multifamily program. The workshop was attended
by customers, the EEAC members and their consultants, vendors providing service for
MA multifamily programs, and PA staff. Customers that attended the workshop were
primarily from the low-income/affordable housing sector.

As required by law, the PA’s filed the statewide gas and electric energy efficiency plans
on April 30, 2009. Due to time constraints, the PA’s did not have the opportunity to fully
assess the results of the workshop, identify and fill additional data needs, or develop a
comprehensive multifamily program design. As a result, the PA’s and EEAC agreed that
additional time and effort was required, including gathering input from market rate actors
given the composition of customers attending the workshop.

Accordingly, the purpose of this assessment was to obtain further data to inform the
program design effort including:
•

Confirm or disconfirm, as well as augment, the findings and recommendations
from the workshop;

•

Understand the progress made to date on overcoming technical barriers;

•

Identify successful strategies for delivering a program that is fuel and rate class
blind, takes a “whole building” approach to identifying energy efficiency
opportunities, and encourages customers to achieve “deeper savings” within
multifamily properties.

The following tasks were completed in support of this assessment:
•

Four focus groups with multi-family building owners, managers and landlords;

•

Eight interviews with program administrators in other states;
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•

A review of available literature and a review of the April 2009 workshop results.

Findings indicate that the same barriers identified in 1995 and 2001, hold true in 2009,
suggesting continuing challenges in penetrating this market.

Key strengths of the existing program include, technical assistance offered, customer
service, labeling and brand recognition, the whole building approach and quality
assurance. Key weaknesses include, the inability to operate blind to fuel type, poor
uptake of tenant training services, insufficient market research, lack of funding for
additional training services and not keeping up with client expectations. The principal
barriers continue to be the split incentive issue, uncertainty of equipment performance,
financial constraints and lack of program awareness.

The findings will be considered in the statewide working group to inform successful
implementation of the program moving forward.

Impact by End-Use
The C&I program impacts by end-use are summarized in Table 10 and Figures 19-21
below.
TABLE 10
IMPACT BY C&I END USES
Lifetime MWH
Lifetime kW
$ Lifetime NEB
End Use
Preliminary Evaluated Preliminary Evaluated Preliminary Evaluated
Lighting
17,431
17,431
4,107
4,107
$39,736
$39,736
HVAC
984
984
243
243
$0
$0
Motors / Drives
8,871
8,871
2,289
2,289
$0
$0
Refrigeration
314
314
19
19
$0
$0
Hot Water
$0
$0
Compressed Air
4,141
4,141
601
601
$0
$0
Process
332
332
20
20
$0
$0
End User Behavior
$0
$0
TOTAL

32,072

32,072
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Lighting accounts for nearly 51% of the total lifetime savings followed by process with
29% of savings. Compressed air and refrigeration account for 12% and 8%, respectively.
HVAC is less than 1% of total savings.

FIGURE 19 – C&I LIFETIME MWH - END USE
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FIGURE 20 - C&I LIFETIME kW - END USE
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FIGURE 21 - C&I LIFETIME NEB - END USE
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PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE
BACKGROUND
Section 5 of the Guidelines provides distribution companies with direction about the
Department’s preferred structure for performance incentive mechanisms and how to
calculate incentives associated with distribution companies’ performance under their
energy efficiency plans. The Company, with the support of the Settling Parties in D.P.U.
08-10, proposed that the calculation algorithm in D.T.E. 98-100 be modified to address
concerns that the low prevailing Treasury bill rates may not provide an appropriate
incentive to the electric distribution companies.

The Company’s filing in D.P.U. 08-10, as approved by the Department, stated that:
•

the Company’s 2009 performance incentive will be calculated as 5 percent of
energy efficiency program expenses after taxes;

•

the threshold level of performance in 2009 will be set at 75 percent of design level
performance;

•

the exemplary level of performance in 2009 will be set at 110 percent of design
level performance;

•

the total after-tax performance incentive for 2009 shall be equivalent to the
product of: (1) the actual 2009 energy efficiency program expenses; (2) the 5
percent performance incentive percentage rate that the distribution companies and
the Settling Parties have agreed to; and (3) the percentage of the overall design
performance level actually achieved, subject to the threshold and exemplary
levels described above; and

•

specific calculation of the total after-tax incentive will be the sum of three
incentive components (the savings mechanism, the value mechanism, and
performance metrics), with the threshold and exemplary performance levels
applied for each of the three components.
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As designed, the total overall after-tax performance incentive for 2009 does not exceed
the product of (1) the actual 2009 program implementation expenses, (2) the agreed-to
5% incentive rate, and (3) the percentage of the overall design performance level actually
achieved, subject to the threshold and exemplary levels described above. Each of the
three components of the overall performance incentive (savings mechanism, value
mechanism, and performance metrics) is capped consistent with this approach. Because
actual expenses are used as the basis for calculation of the performance incentives, the
Company can earn an incentive on a given dollar of funding only once, when it is
actually spent.

PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE MECHANISM
The Company’s performance incentive mechanism for 2009 includes three components:
Savings Mechanism, Value Mechanism, and Performance Metrics. Results for each of
these components are discussed below.

Savings Mechanism
The intent of the savings mechanism is to reward the Company for achieving portfolio
level lifetime energy savings, demand savings, and NEBs goals, as defined in Unitil’s
2009 Energy Efficiency Plan, as filed with the Department on December 1, 2008, and as
approved on May 29, 2009 in D.P.U. 08-126. The potential Design level after tax
incentive for the Savings mechanism was calculated to be $30,392. Appendix 5, Table 3
shows that the Company achieved earned $33,431 after tax incentive dollars, representing
110% of the Design level incentive for the savings mechanism.
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Value Mechanism
The Value Mechanism provides an incentive to the Company for achieving positive net
benefits through cost effective program implementation. The potential Design level after
tax incentive for the Value mechanism was calculated to be $23,638. Appendix 5, Table
4 shows that the Company’s efforts resulted in benefits that achieved 103% of the Design
level incentive for the value mechanism, resulting in $24,398 after tax incentive dollars
earned in 2009 for this component.

Performance Metrics
Performance metrics reward the Company for supporting program development and
implementation or such efforts as conducting outreach, training and market research
activities. The Company’s performance metrics for 2009 are described in Appendix 5,
Table 5 of this report. The potential after tax performance incentive at the design level of
performance for Performance Metrics was $21,473. The actual after tax incentive dollars
earned by Unitil in 2008 for this component of the incentive mechanism is $20,027,
achieving 93% of the Design level for performance metrics.

SUMMARY OF EARNED PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES FOR 2009

The potential design level performance incentive is calculated by multiplying actual
expenses incurred during program year 2009 by 5%. The potential threshold level
incentive is 75% of that amount while the potential exemplary level incentive is 110% of
that amount. The information provided in Appendix 5, Table 1 shows that the
Company’s total potential design level incentive in program year 2009 was $75,503 after
tax. The results presented in this report document the Company’s final calculated earned
incentive of $77,856 after tax, representing 103% of the available design level incentive
for the year.
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APPENDIX 1
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX 1
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
BCR
BCR Activity
C&I
CFLs
Company
Demand
Department
DOE
DOER
DRIPE
ENERGY STAR®
EPA
Evaluated Result
FCM
Filed Target
Free Riders

Guidelines

HEA
HVAC
Impact Factor

kW
kWh

Lifetime
Lost Opportunity

Benefit-Cost Ratio
A common designation in benefit cost ratio analysis for
organizing programs.
Commercial and Industrial
Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs
Fitchburg Gas & Electric Light Company or FG&E d/b/a
Unitil.
The amount of electric energy used by a customer or piece of
equipment at a specific time, expressed in kilowatts.
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities
Department of Energy
Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources
Demand Reduction Induced Price Effect
Brand name for the voluntary energy efficiency labeling
initiative sponsored by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and Department of Energy.
United States Environmental Protection Agency
A result that includes an element of independent measurement
and verification.
Forward Capacity Market
Design level target as filed with the Company’s 2009 Energy
Efficiency Plan.
Customers who participate in an energy efficiency program
but would have installed the same measure(s) on their own if
the program had not been available.
The Department of Public Utilities’ Order Promulgating Final
Guidelines to Evaluate and Approve Energy Efficiency
Programs, D.T.E. 98-100 (2000).
Home Energy Assessment
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Generic term for persistence, realization rates, in-service rates,
non-coincident connected demand factors, etc., developed
during the evaluation of energy efficiency programs and used
to calculate net savings.
Kilowatt-A measure of electric demand = 1,000 watts.
Kilowatt-hour – The basic unit of electric energy usage over
time. One kWh is equal to one kW of power supplied to a
circuit for a period of one hour.
The expected length of time, in years, that an installed
measure will be in service and producing savings.
A program or group of programs that captures energy
efficiency opportunities at the time of a naturally-occurring
market event, such as when a customer constructs, expands,
renovates, or remodels a home or building or makes an initial
purchase of equipment, or replaces failed equipment.
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APPENDIX 1
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Measure

M&V
MW
MWh
NEB

NUP
PA or Program
Administrator

Persistence Rate

Preliminary Year-End
Estimate

Portfolio
PY
RCS
Realization Rate
Spillover

Spillover Rate

Specific technology or practice that produces energy and/or
demand savings for which the Company provides financial
incentives.
Measurement and Verification
Megawatt – a measure of electric demand equal to 1,000
kilowatts.
Megawatt hour – a measure of energy use over time equal to
1,000 kWh or 1,000,000 watts.
Non-Electric Benefits. Includes resource benefits (or costs)
from fossil fuel or water savings (or increased usage) and nonresource benefits from other sources such as reductions in
operations and maintenance.
Non-utility parties, who participate in some program planning
activities.
Utilities and municipal aggregators that offer energy
efficiency programs. Program Administrators in
Massachusetts include: NSTAR Electric and Gas, Fitchburg
Gas and Electric Light Company, National Grid, Western
Massachusetts Electric Company, and Cape Light Compact.
Percentage of first year energy or demand savings expected to
persist over the life of the installed measure; developed by
conducting surveys of installed equipment several years after
installation to determine presence and operational capability
of the equipment.
Estimates as of December 31, 2009 before the results of any
evaluation studies completed since the program year planning
are taken into consideration. Preliminary year-end estimates
reflect actual program production, but not any updated
evaluation factors.
All of the Company’s energy efficiency programs as filed in
its 2009 Energy Efficiency Plan.
Program Year. The program year commences on January 1
and ends December 31.
Residential Conservation Services
An impact factor expressed as the ratio of the evaluated
savings divided by the tracking savings.
Additional energy efficient equipment installed by customers
that was influenced by the Company’s sponsored program,
but without direct financial or technical assistance from the
program. Spillover is separated into Participant and Nonparticipant factors. Non-participating customers may be
influenced by product availability, publicity, education and
other factors that are affected by the program.
Estimate of energy savings attributable to spillover effects
expressed as a percent of savings installed by participants
through an energy efficiency program.
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SPWG
TRC
UDRH

State Program Working Group
Total Resource Cost
User Defined Reference Home
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APPENDIX 2
IMPACT FACTORS

Appendix 2
Impact Factors

Program

Measure

A02a ENERGY STAR Homes
ES Homes
A02a ENERGY STAR Homes
ES Homes CFLs
A03a MassSave
Free CFL
A03a MassSave
Refrigerators
A03a MassSave
Insulation
A03a MassSave
Air Sealing
A03a MassSave
Thermostats
A03a MassSave
Energy Star Windows
A03a MassSave
DHW ISMs
A03a MassSave
Water Heater
A03a MassSave
Heating System Replacement
A03a MassSave
Indirect Water Heater
A04a ENERGY STAR Lighting
A04a CFLs
A04a ENERGY STAR Lighting
A04a Indoor Fixtures
A04a ENERGY STAR Lighting
A04a Exterior Fixtures
A04a ENERGY STAR Lighting
A04a Torchiere
A04b ENERGY STAR Appliances Refrigerators
B03a LI In-Home Services
LI CFLs
B03a LI In-Home Services
LI Wx
C02a C&I New Construction
C&I New Construction
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
LC&I Retrofit
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
SC&I Lighting
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
SC&I HVAC
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FreeRidership
Rate

0.00%
0.00%
2.00%
35.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
8.00%
12.00%
6.00%
35.00%
0.00%
0.00%
7.10%
2.30%
31.10%
25.00%

Spillover
[Partic.]
Rate

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
36.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
4.00%
7.00%
3.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
2.80%
0.10%
0.00%

InService
Rate

100.00%
99.00%
90.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
39.77%
95.00%
87.00%
83.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

kW
kW
Summer
Winter
kWh
NEBs
Realization Realization Realization
Rate
Realization
Rate
Rate

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
102.00%
100.00%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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APPENDIX 3
DETAILED BENEFITS AND COSTS BY BCR ACTIVITY

Appendix 3: Table 1
Summary of Benefit/Cost Ratios by Program

Planned
TRC
Benefit/Cost

BCR Activity

TRC Net Benefits

TRC Benefits

TRC Costs

PA Costs

Residential
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity

1.6

$

58.982

$

A02b Residential HVAC

0.0

$

-

$

A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4

1.1

$

51.361

$

458.998

$

A04a Residential Lighting

5.2

$

338.142

$

417.786

$

A04b Residential Appliances

1.0

$

(0.845) $

46.476

-

-

A07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability

n/a

Subtotal: Residential

1.7

$

447.640

$

213.664

156.077
-

$

97.095

$

-

$

58.393

407.636

$

225.534

79.644

$

71.012

$

47.321

$

44.786

$

12.282

$

12.282

$

1,079.337

$

643.979

$

412.007

$

435.425

$

221.760

$

221.760

$

6.817

$

6.817

Low Income
B02a Residential Lost Opportunity - LI
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4

2.0

B07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability

n/a

Subtotal: Low Income

1.9

$

C02a C&I Lost Opportunity

5.0

C03a Large C&I Retrofit

2.9

C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit

213.664

$

435.425

$

228.577

$

228.577

$

1,324.184

$

1,658.854

$

334.670

$

317.414

$

1,592.493

$

2,441.009

$

848.516

$

473.036

2.7

$

545.209

$

866.895

$

321.687

$

303.878

1.7

$

84.874

$

202.911

$

118.038

$

105.192

$

37

$

36.874

Commercial & Industrial

C07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability

n/a

Subtotal: C&I

3.1

TOTAL

2.6

-

$

3,546.759

$

5,169.669

$

1,659.783

$

1,236.394

$

4,208.064

$

6,684.430

$

2,532.340

$

1,876.979

Reported
TRC
Benefit/Cost

BCR Activity

TRC Net Benefits

TRC Benefits

TRC Costs

PA Costs

Residential
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity

1.6

$

60.748

$

A02b Residential HVAC

0.0

$

-

$

A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4

1.7

$

381.289

$

929.215

$

547.925

$

303.571

A04a Residential Lighting

3.1

$

152.267

$

225.095

$

72.828

$

61.278

A04b Residential Appliances

0.6

$

(12.695) $

16.513

$

29.208

$

29.208

-

-

$

13.570

$

13.570

$

463.527

$

176.084

A07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability

n/a

Subtotal: Residential

155.319
-

$

94.571

$

$

-

$

1.7

$

581.579

$

1,326.141

$

758.133

3.4

$

420.479

$

596.563

$

176.084

55.869
-

Low Income
B02a Residential Lost Opportunity - LI
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4
B07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: Low Income

3.2

$

420.479

$

596.563

$

186.616

$

10.532

$

186.616

Commercial & Industrial
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity

4.0

531.315

708.379

177.063

146.410

C03a Large C&I Retrofit

3.7

2,237.506

3,058.333

820.827

419.688

C03b Small C&I Retrofit

1.6

311.035

820.904

509.869

377.665

C03c Multifamily Retrofit

1.7

44.687

111.214

66.527

17.797

C07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: C&I
TOTAL

n/a

2.9

3,124.543

2.6

4,698.829

4,126.6

6,621.5

24.792

24.792

1,599.078

986.352

2,543.8

1,636.5

Variance
TRC
Benefit/Cost

BCR Activity

TRC Net Benefits

TRC Benefits

TRC Costs

PA Costs

Residential
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity
A02b Residential HVAC

(0.0) $
n/a $

A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4

(0.6) $

A04a Residential Lighting

2.2

A04b Residential Appliances

(1.766) $
-

$

(329.928) $

0.758

$

2.525

$

-

$

-

$

(470.217) $

(140.289) $

Low Income

(78.036)

$

185.875

$

192.691

$

6.816

$

9.733

n/a $

11.850

$

29.963

$

18.113

$

15.578

A07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: Residential

2.525

(0.1) $
0.0

$

$

(1.288)

(133.939) $

(246.804) $

(114.154) $

(51.519)

-

-

-

$

-

$

45.676

$

$

B02a Residential Lost Opportunity - LI
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4

(1.4) $

(206.815) $

(161.139) $

45.676

$

(3.715)

(1.3) $

(206.815) $

(161.139) $

41.961

$

41.961

-

$

B03b Residential Retrofit Multifamily - LI
B07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: Low Income
Commercial & Industrial

0.0

$

C02a C&I Lost Opportunity

1.0

$

(0.8) $

C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit

792.869

$
$

(645.013) $

950.475

$
$

(617.324) $

1.1

$

234.174

$

45.991

$

0.2

$

422.216

$

470.840

$

0.0

$

81.463

$

62.897

$

157.606

$

27.689

$

(188.182) $

C07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: C&I
TOTAL
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171.004
53.347
(73.786)

$

12.082

$

250.042

(11.487) $

240.484

60.706
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Appendix 3: Table 2
Expense Summary of 2009 BCR Activities

PLANNED
BCR Activity
Residential
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity

A02a Residential Lost Opportunity Total
A02b Residential HVAC

A02b Residential HVAC Total
A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4

A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4 Total
A04a Residential Lighting

A04a Residential Lighting Total
A04b Residential Appliances

A04b Residential Appliances Total
A07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: Residential
Low Income
B02a Residential Lost Opportunity - LI
B02a Residential Lost Opportunity - LI Total
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4

B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4 Total
B03b Residential Retrofit Multifamily - LI
B03b Residential Retrofit MF - LI Total
B07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: Low Income
Commercial & Industrial
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity Total
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03a Large C&I Retrofit Total
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit Total
C03c Multifamily Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit Total
NA - Tax Liability Total
Subtotal: C&I
TOTAL
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Total
Costs
($000)

Programs/General Support

A02a Energy Star Homes
A06b ISO-Related Expenses
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment
A02b Energy Star HVAC
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment
A03a MassSave
A05a Website / Awareness
A06b ISO-Related Expenses
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment
A04a ENERGY STAR Lighting
A05a Website / Awareness
A06b ISO-Related Expenses
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment
A04b ENERGY STAR Appl
A05a Website / Awareness
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment

B02a Energy Star Homes LI
B03a LI In-Home Services
B05a Website / Awareness
B06b ISO-Related Expenses
B07b DOER Assessment
B03b Multifamily LI

C02a C&I New Construction
C04a MotorUp
C04b Cool Choice
C05a Website / Awareness
C06b ISO-Related Expenses
C07a NUP Collaborative
C07b DOER Assessment
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C05a Website / Awareness
C06b ISO-Related Expenses
C07a NUP Collaborative
C07b DOER Assessment
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C05a Website / Awareness
C06b ISO-Related Expenses
C07a NUP Collaborative
C07b DOER Assessment
C03c Multifamily Retrofit

Cost Categories
Program
Shareholder
Incentive
Implementation
($000)
($000)

PA
Costs
($000)

Evaluation
($000)

Total
Costs
($000)

Customer
($000)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

94.543
1.463
0.478
0.612
97.095
392.821
9.240
1.463
1.803
2.310
407.636
73.955
2.940
1.474
0.559
0.716
79.644
44.679
1.820
0.361
0.462
47.321
12.282
643.979

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

55.840
1.463
0.478
0.612
58.393
210.719
9.240
1.463
1.803
2.310
225.534
65.323
2.940
1.474
0.559
0.716
71.012
42.144
1.820
0.361
0.462
44.786
12.282
412.007

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50.559
1.463
0.478
0.612
53.112
180.901
9.240
1.463
1.803
2.310
195.717
57.429
2.940
1.474
0.559
0.716
63.118
37.051
1.820
0.361
0.462
39.693
351.640

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.840
2.840
10.719
10.719
3.323
3.323
2.144
2.144
12.282
31.308

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.441
2.441
19.099
19.099
4.571
4.571
2.949
2.949
29.060

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

38.702
38.702
182.102
182.102
8.632
8.632
2.535
2.535
231.971

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

208.560
10.000
2.200
1.000
221.760
6.817
228.577

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

208.560
10.000
2.200
1.000
221.760
6.817
228.577

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

187.551
10.000
2.200
1.000
200.751
200.751

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10.560
10.560
6.817
17.377

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10.449
10.449
10.449

$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

301.273
10.519
10.519
3.647
3.890
2.479
2.341
334.670
833.275
3.581
3.890
3.996
3.774
848.516
307.085
5.772
3.919
2.525
2.385
321.687
118.038
118.038
36.874
1,659.783
2,532.340

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

284.018
10.519
10.519
3.647
3.890
2.479
2.341
317.414
457.795
3.581
3.890
3.996
3.774
473.036
289.277
5.772
3.919
2.525
2.385
303.878
105.192
105.192
36.874
1,236.394
1,876.979

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

242.219
10.000
10.000
3.647
3.890
2.479
2.341
274.576
390.421
3.581
3.890
3.996
3.774
405.661
247.044
5.772
3.919
2.525
2.385
261.646
89.834
89.834
1,031.718
1,584.109

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

14.018
0.519
0.519
15.056
22.595
22.595
14.277
14.277
5.192
5.192
36.874
93.994
142.678

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

27.781
27.781
44.780
44.780
27.956
27.956
10.166
10.166
110.682
150.191

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

REPORTED
Cost Categories
Program
Shareholder
Implementation
Incentive
($000)
($000)

PA
Costs
($000)

Evaluation
($000)

Customer
($000)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

93.885
0.456
0.229
94.571
537.836
8.428
0.456
1.236
547.956
70.344
1.774
0.459
0.249
72.828
28.201
0.887
0.120
29.208
13.570
758.133

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

55.183
0.456
0.229
55.869
293.481
8.428
0.456
1.236
303.602
58.795
1.774
0.459
0.249
61.278
28.201
0.887
0.120
29.208
13.570
463.527

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

46.926
0.456
0.229
47.611
276.154
8.428
0.456
1.236
286.274
49.160
1.774
0.459
0.249
51.643
24.153
0.887
0.120
25.160
410.688

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3.351
3.351
14.239
14.239
2.516
2.516
1.199
1.199
13.570
34.875

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4.907
4.907
3.088
3.088
7.120
7.120
2.849
2.849
17.964

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

38.702
38.702
244.355
244.355
11.549
11.549
294.606

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

174.848
1.850
(2.448)
1.834
176.084
10.532
186.616

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

174.848
1.850
(2.448)
1.834
176.084
10.532
186.616

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

155.183
1.850
(2.448)
1.834
156.420
156.420

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

16.771
16.771
10.532
27.303

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.894
2.894
2.894

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

17.255
17.255
375.480
375.480
17.808
17.808
12.846
12.846
423.390
655.361

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6.011
6.011
17.230
17.230
15.505
15.505
0.731
0.731
24.792
64.269
126.446

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.047
5.047
7.414
7.414
5.242
5.242
0.423
0.423
18.126
38.984

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30.653
30.653
401.138
401.138
132.204
132.204
48.730
48.730
612.726
907.332

170.448
0.981
1.004
2.051
1.064
1.516
177.063
815.306
2.014
1.064
2.443
820.827
504.007
3.246
1.072
1.544
509.869
66.527
66.527
24.792
1,599.078
2,543.826

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

139.795
0.981
1.004
2.051
1.064
1.516
146.410
414.167
2.014
1.064
2.443
419.688
371.803
3.246
1.072
1.544
377.665
17.797
17.797
24.792
986.352
1,636.495

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

128.737
0.981
1.004
2.051
1.064
1.516
135.352
389.523
2.014
1.064
2.443
395.044
351.056
3.246
1.072
1.544
356.917
16.644
16.644
903.957
1,471.065
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Appendix 3: Table 2
Expense Summary of 2009 BCR Activities

VARIANCE
BCR Activity
Residential
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity

A02a Residential Lost Opportunity Total
A02b Residential HVAC

A02b Residential HVAC Total
A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4

A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4 Total
A04a Residential Lighting

A04a Residential Lighting Total
A04b Residential Appliances

A04b Residential Appliances Total
A07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: Residential
Low Income
B02a Residential Lost Opportunity - LI
B02a Residential Lost Opportunity - LI Total
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4

B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4 Total
B03b Residential Retrofit Multifamily - LI
B03b Residential Retrofit MF - LI Total
B07x Perf. Incentive Tax Liability
Subtotal: Low Income
Commercial & Industrial
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity

C02a C&I Lost Opportunity Total
C03a Large C&I Retrofit

C03a Large C&I Retrofit Total
C03b Small C&I Retrofit

C03b Small C&I Retrofit Total
C03c Multifamily Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit Total
NA - Tax Liability Total
Subtotal: C&I
TOTAL

FGE 2009 Energy Efficiency Annual Report

Total
Costs
($000)

Programs/General Support

A02a Energy Star Homes
A06b ISO-Related Expenses
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment
A02b Energy Star HVAC
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment
A03a Res. Conservation Service
A05a EE Website
A06a Residential HEAT Loan
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment
A04a ENERGY STAR Lighting
A05a Website / Awareness
A06b ISO-Related Expenses
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment
A04b ENERGY STAR Appl
A05a Website / Awareness
A07a NUP Collaborative
A07b DOER Assessment

B02a Energy Star Homes LI
B03a LI In-Home Services
B05a Website / Awareness
B06b ISO-Related Expenses
B07b DOER Assessment
B03b Multifamily LI

C02a C&I New Construction
C04a MotorUp
C04b Cool Choice
C05a Website / Awareness
C06b ISO-Related Expenses
C07a NUP Collaborative
C07b DOER Assessment
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C04d O&M Training (BOC)
C05a C&I Consumer Awareness
C07a NUP Collaborative
C07b DOER Assessment
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C05a Website / Awareness
C06b ISO-Related Expenses
C07a NUP Collaborative
C07b DOER Assessment
C03c Multifamily Retrofit

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Cost Categories
Program
Shareholder
Implementation
Incentive
($000)
($000)

PA
Costs
($000)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(3)
145
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
140
(4)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(7)
(16)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(18)
1
114

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(131)
(10)
(10)
(2)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(158)
(18)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)
(28)
197
(3)
(3)
(3)
(1)
188
(52)
(52)
(12)
(61)
11

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
4 $
(42) $

(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(3)
83
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
78
(7)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(10)
(14)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(16)
1
52
-

(34)
(8)
(5)
1
(46)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(34)
(8)
(5)
1
(46)
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
4 $
(42) $

(144)
(10)
(10)
(2)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(171)
(44)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)
(53)
83
(3)
(3)
(3)
(1)
74
(87)
(87)
(12)
(250)
(240)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(4)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(6)
95
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
91
(8)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(11)
(13)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(15)
59
-

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
(32) $
(8) $
(5) $
(44) $
$
$
$
(44) $

(113)
(9)
(9)
(2)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(139)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)
(11)
104
(3)
(3)
(3)
(1)
95
(73)
(73)
(128)
(113)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Evaluation
($000)
1

1
4
4
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
1
4
6
6
4
10

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(8) $
(1) $
(1) $
$
$
$
$
(9) $
(5) $
$
$
$
$
(5) $
1 $
$
$
$
$
1 $
(4) $
(4) $
(12) $
(30) $
(16) $

Customer
($000)
2

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
(8) $
$
$

-

(8) $
$
$
$
(8) $

-

2
(16)
(16)
3
3
(0)
(0)
(11)
-

-

(23) $
$
$
$
$
$
$
(23) $
(37) $
$
$
$
$
(37) $
(23) $
$
$
$
$
(23) $
(10) $
(10) $
$
(93) $
(111) $
-

62
62
3
3
(3)
(3)
63

13
13
26
26
114
114
36
36
189
252
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Appendix 3: Table 3
Detail Summary of Benefits by BCR Activity
PLANNED
Benefits
BCR Activity
Residential
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity
A02b Residential HVAC
A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4
A04a Residential Lighting
A04b Residential Appliances
Subtotal: Residential
Low Income
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4
Subtotal: Low Income
Commercial & Industrial
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit
Subtotal: C&I
TOTAL

Capacity
Trans
(1)

Generation
Summer
Winter

Total
Benefits

MDC
(1)

Load Reduction in kW
Energy
Winter
Summer
Peak
Off Peak
Peak
Off Peak

DRIPE
(2)

Non-Electric
NonResource
Resource

Max
Annual

19

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

839
657
9,708
1,138
12,342

$
$
$
$
$
$

7,619
5,967
88,186
10,342
112,113

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,296
778
11,171
3,527
16,772

$
$
$
$
$
$

4,029
6,052
88,805
6,763
105,649

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,961
5,959
87,396
6,642
103,960

$
$
$
$
$
$

2,022
3,025
44,492
3,436
52,976

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,920
2,883
42,311
3,238
50,351

$
$
$
$
$
$

126,580
430,465
557,045

$
$
$
$
$
$

998
1,708
23,280
25,986

-

-

-

26
379
23
447

2
29
9
43

8
108
2
123

14
209
100
384

31
440
27
516

145
215
3,169
249
3,777

$
$

435,425
435,425

$
$

1,829
1,829

$
$

-

$
$

354
354

$
$

3,213
3,213

$
$

342
342

$
$

6,432
6,432

$
$

6,268
6,268

$
$

3,330
3,330

$
$

3,079
3,079

$
$

333,533
333,533

$
$

77,047
77,047

3
3

1
1

1
1

16
16

16
16

247
247

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,658,854
2,441,009
866,895
202,911
5,169,669
6,684,430

$
$
$
$
$
$

336,833
292,093
165,404
28,111
822,440
866,412

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

47,832
42,330
19,623
5,020
114,804
127,500

$
$
$
$
$
$

434,487
384,508
178,251
45,596
1,042,842
1,158,167

$
$
$
$
$
$

74,816
74,940
42,437
5,426
197,619
214,733

$
$
$
$
$
$

216,302 $
466,130 $
158,845 $
39,423 $
880,699 $
992,779 $
REPORTED

222,959
481,829
121,822
38,434
865,043
975,270

$
$
$
$
$
$

191,749
410,353
81,908
20,336
704,347
760,652

$
$
$
$
$
$

133,877
288,826
59,747
18,848
501,298
554,728

$
$
$
$
$
$

890,578

$
$
$
$
$
$

38,858
1,718
40,576
143,609

193
193
134
52
572
1,022

193
193
109
14
509
553

158
158
54
21
391
516

2,892
2,510
1,422
250
7,074
7,474

647
1,588
401
110
2,747
3,279

9,706
20,639
5,218
1,509
37,072
41,096

-

-

Capacity
Trans
(1)

Generation
Summer
Winter

MDC
(1)

5

Lifetime

6,814
1,503
22,437
11,390
42,143

Load Reduction in kW
Energy
Winter
Summer
Peak
Off Peak
Peak
Off Peak

DRIPE
(2)

Non-Electric
NonResource
Resource

Max
Annual

Summer

18

Winter

Lifetime

Annual

61

18

$
$
$
$
$
$

6,774
1,795
12,731
2,083
23,383

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

821
810
5,357
302
7,291

$
$
$
$
$
$

7,460
7,358
48,665
2,742
66,225

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,276
860
5,656
534
8,326

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,867
6,791
47,557
3,652
61,867

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,803
6,672
46,732
3,573
60,779

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,942
3,420
23,932
1,874
31,168

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,843
3,237
22,670
1,752
29,502

$
$
$
$
$
$

126,580
896,920
1,023,500

$
$
$
$
$
$

954
1,352
11,795
14,101

-

-

23
192
1
234

2
15
1
21

8
55
1
68

17
117
18
213

31
219
11
279

139
245
1,715
138
2,237

$
$

596,563
596,563

$
$

183
183

$
$

-

$
$

68
68

$
$

614
614

$
$

39
39

$
$

5,638
5,638

$
$

5,497
5,497

$
$

2,919
2,919

$
$

2,702
2,702

$
$

287,599
287,599

$
$

291,306
291,306

1
1

0
0

0
0

2
2

14
14

216
216

$
$
$
$
$
$

708,379
3,058,333
820,904
111,214
4,698,829
6,621,534

$
$
$
$
$
$

129,760
538,154
153,897
21,650
843,461
867,026

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

17,061
72,676
17,921
3,057
110,715
118,073

$
$
$
$
$
$

154,979
660,160
162,784
27,773
1,005,697
1,072,535

$
$
$
$
$
$

28,822
106,812
39,484
3,724
178,841
187,206

$
$
$
$
$
$

106,826 $
475,036 $
153,353 $
18,492 $
753,708 $
821,213 $
VARIANCE

110,113
488,851
117,610
17,547
734,122
800,398

$
$
$
$
$
$

94,700
422,818
79,076
9,682
606,276
640,363

$
$
$
$
$
$

66,118
293,825
57,682
8,649
426,274
458,478

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,311,098

$
$
$
$
$
$

39,096
640
39,736
345,144

83
292
128
16
518
753

74
275
102
10
461
482

51
206
47
8
312
380

1,114
4,652
1,323
191
7,280
7,494

320
1,306
388
34
2,048
2,341

4,794
21,520
5,038
721
32,072
34,526

-

-

Benefits

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(758)
470,217
(192,691)
(29,963)
246,804
161,139
161,139
(950,475)
617,324
(45,991)
(91,697)
(470,840)
(62,897)

Capacity
Trans
(1)

Generation
Summer
Winter
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(40)
292
(9,706)
(9,307)
(18,761)
(1,646)
(1,646)
(207,073)
246,061
(11,507)
(6,461)
21,020
614

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(17)
153
(4,351)
(837)
(5,052)
(286)
(286)
(30,770)
30,346
(1,703)
(1,962)
(4,089)
(9,427)

MDC
(1)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(159)
1,391
(39,521)
(7,599)
(45,887)
(2,599)
(2,599)
(279,508)
275,652
(15,467)
(17,823)
(37,146)
(85,632)

(21)
81
(5,515)
(2,993)
(8,447)
(303)
(303)
(45,994)
31,871
(2,952)
(1,702)
(18,777)
(27,527)

-

Load Reduction in kW
Energy
Winter
Summer
Peak
Off Peak
Peak
Off Peak

DRIPE
(2)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4

Lifetime

155,319
929,215
225,095
16,513
1,326,141

Total
Benefits

3

MWh Saved

$
$
$
$
$
$

BCR Activity
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Annual

61

$
$
$
$
$
$

Total
Benefits

3

Lifetime

156,077
458,998
417,786
46,476
1,079,337

Benefits

Residential
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity
A02b Residential HVAC
A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4
A04a Residential Lighting
A04b Residential Appliances
Subtotal: Residential
Low Income
B02a Res. Lost Opportunity - LI
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4
B03b Res. Retrofit Multifamily - LI
Subtotal: Low Income
Commercial & Industrial
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit
Subtotal: C&I
TOTAL

Winter

$
$
$
$
$
$

BCR Activity
Residential
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity
A02b Residential HVAC
A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4
A04a Residential Lighting
A04b Residential Appliances
Subtotal: Residential
Low Income
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4
Subtotal: Low Income
Commercial & Industrial
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit
Subtotal: C&I
TOTAL

Summer

18

MWh Saved

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(161)
739
(41,248)
(3,111)
(43,782)
(793)
(793)
(109,476)
8,907
(5,492)
(20,930)
(126,991)
(171,566)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(159)
712
(40,665)
(3,070)
(43,181)
(771)
(771)
(112,845)
7,022
(4,212)
(20,887)
(130,921)
(174,873)

$
(81)
$
$
394
$ (20,560)
$
(1,562)
$ (21,808)
$
$
$
(411)
$
$
(411)
$
$ (97,049)
$
12,465
$
(2,832)
$ (10,655)
$ (98,071)
$ (120,290)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(77)
354
(19,641)
(1,485)
(20,849)
(377)
(377)
(67,759)
4,999
(2,066)
(10,200)
(75,024)
(96,251)

Non-Electric
NonResource
Resource
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

466,454
466,454
(45,934)
(45,934)
420,520

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(43)
(355)
(11,485)
(11,884)
214,259
214,259
238
(1,078)
(840)
201,534

Max
Annual
-1
0
-3
-187
-22
-213
0
0
-2
0
-2
0
-110
99
-7
-36
-54
-269

Summer
0
0
0
-14
-8
-22
0
0
-1
0
-1
0
-119
82
-8
-4
-48
-71

Winter
0
0
0
-53
-1
-55
0
0
-1
0
-1
0
-107
48
-7
-13
-79
-135

MWh Saved

Lifetime
0
0
3
-92
-82
-171
0
0
-14
0
-14
0
-1,778
2,142
-99
-59
206
21

Annual
-1
0
0
-221
-16
-237
0
0
-2
0
-2
0
-328
-281
-14
-76
-699
-938

Lifetime
-6
0
31
-1,454
-111
-1,540
0
0
-31
0
-31
0
-4,913
882
-180
-788
-4,999
-6,571
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APPENDIX 4
COMPARISON OF PLANNED AND REPORTED OUTSOURCED
AND IN-HOUSE EXPENDITURES

Appendix 4
Comparison of Planned and Reported Outsourced In-house Expenditures

Sector

A - Residential
A - Residential Total
B - Low Income
B - Low Income Total
C - Commercial & Industrial

OutsourceRebate

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

C - Commercial & Industrial Total
Grand Total
A - Residential
A - Residential Total
B - Low Income
B - Low Income Total
C - Commercial & Industrial

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

C - Commercial & Industrial Total
Grand Total
A - Residential
A - Residential Total
B - Low Income
B - Low Income Total
C - Commercial & Industrial

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

C - Commercial & Industrial Total
Grand Total
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A001 Program
Planning &
Administration

A002
MarketingAdvertising

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25,421
18,183
43,604
11,288
17,121
28,409
77,766
20,768
98,534
170,546

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,189
29,016
35,205
5,499
6,930
12,429
6,818
6,818
54,452

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

42,605
4,464
47,068
16,968
3,887
20,855
84,540
6,925
91,465
159,388

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,464
7,193
16,656
78
1,142
1,220
4,810
8,371
13,182
31,058

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17,183
(13,719)
3,464
5,680
(13,234)
(7,554)
6,774
(13,842)
(7,069)
(11,159)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,275
(21,824)
(18,549)
(5,421)
(5,788)
(11,209)
(2,008)
8,371
6,364
(23,394)

A004 Sales,
Technical
Assistance &
Training
Planned
$
72,690
$
49,570
$
122,261
$
36,850
$
39,335
$
76,185
$
224,632
$
81,561
$
306,193
$
504,639
Reported
$
144,961
$
27,159
$
172,121
$
45,787
$
18,471
$
64,259
$
205,645
$
28,010
$
233,656
$
470,035
Variance
$
72,271
$
(22,411)
$
49,860
$
8,937
$
(20,864)
$
(11,926)
$
(18,986)
$
(53,551)
$
(72,537)
$
(34,603)

A005 Evaluation
& Market
Research

Grand
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

19,374
9,686
29,060
7,974
2,475
10,449
44,084
66,599
110,682
150,191

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

123,675
106,455
230,130
61,611
65,861
127,471
353,299
168,928
522,227
879,828

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,870
12,094
17,964
2,640
254
2,894
14,297
3,829
18,126
38,984

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

202,900
50,909
253,809
65,473
23,755
89,228
309,293
47,136
356,429
699,465

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(13,504)
2,408
(11,096)
(5,334)
(2,221)
(7,555)
(29,786)
(62,770)
(92,556)
(111,207)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

79,225
(55,546)
23,679
3,862
(42,106)
(38,244)
(44,006)
(121,792)
(165,798)
(180,363)

Percentage
Outsource

Percentage
Competitively
Bid

Total $
Competitively
Bid

46%

100%

$

106,455

52%

22%

$

14,500

32%

100%

$

168,928

$

289,883

20%

100%

$

50,909

27%

12%

$

2,769

13%

100%

$

47,136

$

100,814

-26%

0%

$

(55,546)

-25%

-10%

$

(11,731)

-19%

0%

$

(121,792)

$

(189,069)
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APPENDIX 5
PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE

APPENDIX 5
TABLE 1: 2009 EARNED SHAREHOLDER INCENTIVE

Potential

Earned

% Earned

COMPONENT 1: SAVINGS MECHANISM

$

30,392

$

33,431.20

110%

COMPONENT 2: VALUE MECHANISM

$

23,638

$

24,397.87

103%

COMPONENT 3: PERFORMANCE METRICS

$

21,473

$

20,027.10

93%

TOTAL AFTER TAX-INCENTIVE

$

75,503

$

77,856.17

103%

TOTAL BEFORE-TAX INCENTIVE

$

122,919
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$ 126,749.84

APPENDIX 5
Table 2: Available Performance Incentive Dollars
Actual Energy Efficiency Expenses
1. Residential Non-Low Income
2. Residential Low-Income
3. Commercial and Industrial
4.
Total

2009 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES
$
428,652
$
159,314
$
922,083
$
1,510,048

5. Performance Incentive Rate - After Tax %

6. Incentive Range
7. Potential Available After-Tax Incentive
Available Incentive by Component
8. Component 1: Savings Mechanism
9. Component 2: Value Mechanism
10. Component 3: Performance Metrics
11. Total Available Incentive
Weights for Incentive Components
12. Residential Non-Low Income
13. Residential Low-Income
14. Commercial and Industrial

5.00%
Threshold
75%
$
56,628

$
$
$
$

Threshold
22,794
17,729
16,105
56,628
Savings
45%
0%
45%

Design
100%
$
75,503

$
$
$
$

Exemplary
110%
$
83,053

Design
30,392
23,638
21,473
75,503

$
$
$
$

Exemplary
33,431
26,002
23,620
83,053

Value
35%
0%
35%

Perf. Metrics
20%
100%
20%

Line Notes:
1-4. The energy efficiency expenditures includes all program expenses net of customer co-pays and performance incentives.
5. Performance Incentive Rate - After Tax % = 5%.
6. The incentive range is from 75% (threshold performance level) to 110% (exemplary performance level.
7. Total design level incentive = (Line 4 x Line 5); threshold level incentive = design level incentive x 75%;
exemplary level incentive = design level incentive x 110%.
8-10. The design level incentives are calculated and allocated according to the weights in Lines 12 - 14.
11. Sums of Lines 8 - 10.
12-14. For each customer class and incentive component, the design incentive will be equal to the expenses times
the incentive rate in Line 5 times the weight for the component.
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APPENDIX 5
Table 3: Component 1 - Savings Incentive
1. Available Design Level Savings Incentive

2. Achieved Lifetime MWh
3. Achieved Lifetime kW
4. Achieved Lifetime Non-Electric Benefits

Tb 2, Ln 8

MWh
kWYr
$'s

$

13. Earned Incentive (capped at Exemplary, Ln 11)

34,310
7,493
1,077,337

% of
$ Benefits
45%
37%
18%

Threshold @ 75%
$
29,129
$
5,131
$
250,452

Calculated Incentive
Ln 2 * Ln 5
$
15,982
Ln 3 * Ln 6
$
13,927
Ln 4 * Ln 7
$
6,249
$
36,157

11. Calculated Incentive as % of Design
12. Exemplary Performance - Savings Mechanism

30,392

Incentive Rates
$
0.4658
$
1.8587
$
0.0058

5. $/Lifetime MWh Savings Incentive Rate
6. $/Lifetime kW Savings Incentive Rate
7. $/Lifetime Non-Electric Benefits Incentive Rate

8. Calculated Lifetime MWh Incentive
9. Calculated Lifetime kW Incentive
10. Calculated Lifetime NEBs Incentive

$

119%
Tb 2, Ln 8

$
$

33,431
33,431

Line Notes:
1. Available Design Level Incentive - Savings Mechanism - from Table 2.
2. Achieved lifetime MWh savings from benefit/cost analysis; % of $ Benefits from Table 4.
Excludes lifetime MWh associated with the Residential Low Income Program.
3. Achieved lifetime kW savings from benefit/cost analysis; % of $ Benefits from Table 4.
Excludes lifetime kh associated with the Residential Low Income Program.
4. Achieved lifetime non-electric benefits from Table 4. (Excludes non-electric benefits from Residential Low Income Program)
5. Equals (Line 1 x Line 2 %) ÷ Line 2 MWh.
6. Equals (Line 1 x Line 3 %) ÷ Line 3 kW.
7. Equals (Line 1 x Line 4 %) ÷ Line 4 Non-Energy Benefits.
8. The sum of the earned incentives related to lifetime MWh savings, lifetime kW savings and lifetime non-electric
benefits cannot exceed 110% of the design level incentive for the Savings Mechanism from Table 2.
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APPENDIX 5
Table 4: Component 2 - Value Mechanism
1. Available Design Level Value Incentive

Tb 2, Ln 9

$

23,638

$'s
$'s
$'s

$
$
$

6,024,970
2,258,067
3,766,904

5. Planned Design Net Benefits
6. Plan Threshold Net Benefits @ 75%

$
$

3,649,584
2,737,188

7. Achieved as % of Plan Net Benefits
8. Calculated Value Incentive

$

103%
24,398

$

26,002

2. Achieved Program Benefits
3. Actual Program Costs
4. Actual Net Benefits

9. Exemplary Performance - Value Mechanism
10. Earned Value Incentive

Tb 2, Ln 9
$

MWh
$ 2,703,695
$
0.45

Value of Benefits ($)
kW
Non-Electric
$ 2,243,938
$ 1,077,337
37%
18%

24,398

Line Notes:
1. Available Design Level Incentive - Value Mechanism - from Table 2, Line 9.
2. Achieved benefits from benefit/cost analysis.
Excludes the benefits associated with the Residential Low Income Program.
3. Achieved costs from benefit/cost analysis. Includes all cost categories except Performance Incentive.
Excludes the cost associated with the Residential Low Income Program.
4. Line 2 minus Line 3.
5. The actual earned value incentive is calculated as Actual Net Benefits (Line 4) ÷ Design Net Benefits (Line 5).
At least 75% of the net benefits in line 5 must be achieved before a value incentive can be earned.
The value incentive will be capped at the exemplary performance incentive (110% of design) for this component.
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APPENDIX 5
Table 5: Component 3 - Performance Metrics
1. Available Design Level Performance Metrics Incentive

$

21,473

2. Exemplary Level - Performance Metrics

$

23,620

3. Total Earned Peformance Incentive

$

20,027

4. Percent of Design
Line Notes:
1. Design Level Efficiency Incentive Table 2, Line 10
2. Exemplary Level for Performance Metrics, Table 2 Line 9
3. Table 5 Detail, Page 10
4. Line 3 / Line 1.
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93%

APPENDIX 5
Table 5: Performance Metrics
Residential Program/Initiative

Residential #1
CAC QIV in ENERGY STAR Homes

Threshold

Performance Metric Description

Threshold: Develop a cost-effective plan for addressing quality installation and verification (“QIV”:
system sizing, charge, airflow, duct design and duct leakage) of central air conditioning (CAC)
systems in ENERGY STAR Homes based on the results of the Summer 2008 QIV study.
Coordinate with Cool Smart and the national ENERGY STAR pilot QIV effort. Draft plan to Energy
Efficiency Advisory Council ("Council") Consultants by June 15, 2009, Council Consultant final
comments by July 1, 2009, and final plan by August 1, 2009.

Design

Units

Dollars

See description

$376

Design: Implement the plan within 60 days of approval by the Council Consultants.

Units

See description

Exemplary
Dollars

$

Residential #1 Results
Threshold: Develop a three-year plan by June 30, 2009 that outlines utility support and involvement
with code development and implementation activities that lines up with the Green Communities Act
code activities, such as baseline studies, training, enforcement support, monitoring and verification,
municipality assistance and integration with ENERGY STAR Homes efforts.

See description

$376

Design: Implement all of the 2009 activities outlined in the plan.

Residential #2 Results
Threshold: Research and recommend an appropriate energy rating approach for existing homes for
the following times: 1) at the time of sale or transfer, 2) upon interest in making energy
improvements, and/or 3) post-improvement.

See description

$

$551.10

501.00

See description

$376

-

See description

$

501.00

See description

See description

$376

Design: Go out to bid or evaluate existing available options, and decide on the final single audit
customer information package within 90 days of completing report.
Threshold: Present a plan by January 15, 2010 to customize the software and/or customer
deliverables for the MassSAVE program and to implement the new customer information package
statewide (including training all vendors and contractors, and field testing), including a timeline with
the goal of having all components in place, ready to operate by September 1, 2010.
Residential #4 Results
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See description

$

501.00

$

501

-

$551
-

See description

-

$551

$551.10

Exemplary: Develop an implementation plan, and incorporate an agreed upon rating system
mechanism into the MassSAVE program as a pilot in 2010.
Residential #3 Results
Threshold: Evaluate home energy audit customer information package options and decide on which
package(s) to consider for Massachusetts. Evaluation criteria could include elements such as
common outputs and reports, efficiency rating, ‘action plan’ ranking measures, audit identifiable by
location, ability to archive audit report in an electronic database, simple and user-friendly. Draft
report to the Council Consultants by August 15, 2009. Council Consultant final comments by
September 1, 2009, and final report by September 15, 2009.

$551

See description

Design: Coordinate efforts with at least one other entity outside of Massachusetts (e.g. RESNET,
NEEP, CT, NJ, VT, etc.) to develop the rating system. Approach the real estate industry (including
organizations representing real estate professionals and home inspectors) about assisting with the
effort. Document the research conducted with a white paper. Draft report to the Council
Consultants by 9/1/09. Council Consultant final comments by September 15, 2009, and final report
by October 15, 2009.

Residential #4
Single Statewide MassSAVE Audit

See description
-

Exemplary: Research California’s mechanisms for claiming savings from code development,
support, implementation and enforcement activities and design a similar mechanism for claiming
savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts. Coordinate with NEEP and any
others in the Northeast who are also looking at this approach. Draft plan and recommendations for
applicability in Massachusetts, and report to the Council Consultants by December 31, 2009.
Council Consultant final comments by January 15, 2010, and final report by January 31, 2010.
Residential #3
Existing Homes Ratings

Dollars

501.00

Exemplary: Incorporate a QIV protocol as a program component in the 2010 program for all
ENERGY STAR Homes participants that have CAC systems.
Residential #2
Codes and Standards Support

Units

$551

$551

1 of 4

Residential Program/Initiative

Residential #5
Comprehensive Education Package

Performance Metric Description

Threshold

Threshold: Identify resources to develop an electronic media Comprehensive Education Package,
to be provided to Massachusetts customers, that educates and prepares them for participation in
the MassSAVE program.. Prepare a plan, or RFP if determined necessary, and present draft to
Council Consultants for review and comment by April 1, 2009. Council Consultant final comments
by April 15, 2009, and final plan or RFP by May 1, 2009. Comprehensive Education Package would
be prepared in DVD and web viewable/downloadable formats, and include a visual presentation of:
• Basic building science concepts
• Overview of insulation, air sealing, other envelope measures
• Home performance testing (blower door, duct blaster, thermal imaging)
• Mechanical systems (heating, cooling, water heating, ventilation)
• Things in buildings (lighting, appliances, consumer electronics, etc.)
• Cash flow and savings calculations
• Resources for further information

Design

Units

Dollars

See description

$376

Design: Begin work on Comprehensive Education Package by July 1, 2009. If an RFP has been
sent out, review bids and award work by this date.

Units

Exemplary
Dollars

See description

$

Residential #5 Results
See description

$376

Dollars

See description

$551

501.00

Exemplary: Have Comprehensive Education Package ready for distribution to customers by
December 31, 2009.
Residential #6
Advance Customer Communication
Activities

Units

-

$551

Threshold: Inventory all of the customer service phone numbers for Massachusetts efficiency
programs and investigate the specifics of each number such as: purpose, program(s) served,
number of callers annually, number/percentage of callers referred to other phone numbers,
efficiency information provided, follow-up actions from calls, etc. Document findings by May 1, 2009
See description

Design: Initiate a feasibility study to determine the requirements and components of integrating the
Massachusetts residential energy efficiency call centers (e.g. ENERGY STAR Homes, MassSAVE,
CoolSmart, GasNetworks) to provide consumers with a central information clearinghouse for all
Massachusetts efficiency programs. Consider the benefits from MassSAVE branding and of a single
800 number for customers to get all of the relevant efficiency program information in one place at
one time. Complete feasibility study by September 1, 2009.
Exemplary: Program Administrators will prepare a position paper based on the feasibility study
findings and submit to Council Consultants and DOER by January 30, 2010 for follow-up roundtable
discussions to determine best course of action.
Residential #6 Results

$

501.00

See description

-

-

$551

Subtotal - Residential

$3,256.50

Low Income Program/Initiative

Low Income #1
Best Practices Working Group

Threshold

Performance Metric Description

Threshold: N/A

Design

Units

Dollars

N/A

$2,859

Design: In coordination with LEAN, implement best practices as agreed in 2008. Continue at least
quarterly discussions and technology analysis. This will include providing written updates on
meetings, analyses and additional best practices implemented, and continuing to assess and adopt
possible new measures, including micro-combined-heat-and-power, landlord heating systems
where tenants pay for heat, solar domestic hot water heating, single family horizontal axis clothes
washers, and measures to be included in TLC Kit, indirect hot water heating, and demand control
measures.

Low Income #2
Best Practices Auditor Training

Exemplary: To achieve Exemplary, the Design level for Low Income Metrics 1, 2, and 3 must be
attained.
Low Income #1 Results
Threshold: N/A

N/A

Dollars

See description

$3,812

$2,859

Low Income #2 Results

Units

Dollars

See description

$4,193

See description

Design: Contribute funding and logistical support of LEAN's efforts and those of the Massachusetts
Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) for auditor training and explore
common protocols in areas identified through the Best Practices Working Group. This will include
developing and distributing new auditor training materials related to plug loads, air conditioning,
ducts, and space heaters

Exemplary

Units

$4,193

$3,812

Exemplary: To achieve Exemplary, the Design level for Low Income Metrics 1, 2, and 3 must be
attained.
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$551

See description
-

-

$4,193
$4,193
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Residential Program/Initiative

Low Income #3
Best Practices Contractor Support

Low Income 4: Outreach

Performance Metric Description

Threshold

Threshold:N/A
Design: In coordination with LEAN and the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community
Development (DHCD), contribute increased funding and logistical support of LEAN's efforts and
those of the DHCD to continue efforts to recruit and train Weatherization and heating contractors to
support network activities sufficient for the ramp up of the program. Specifically, working closely
with LEAN and the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD),
strongly support their recruitment of weatherization and heating contractors in numbers appropriate
to meet the requirements of Energy Efficiency funding.
Exemplary: To achieve Exemplary, the Design level for Low Income Metrics 1, 2, and 3 must be
attained
Low Income #3 Results
Threshold: In coordination with LEAN, DHCD to the extent practical, other Massachusetts utilities,
and other stakeholders, continue Energy Bucks campaign through March 2010 and prepare a
memorandum that describes campaign activities completed during winter 08/09.

Design

Units

Dollars

N/A

$2,859

Exemplary

Units

Dollars

See description

$3,812

Units

Dollars

See description

$4,193
$4,193

See description

$2,859

See description

Design: In coordination with LEAN, other MA utilities, and other stakeholders, provide a summary
of the numbers of customers who contacted the call center and website. Collect information from
CAP agency staff on their perceptions of the effectiveness of the Energy Bucks campaign.
Summarize information in a memorandum that facilitates decision making for Exemplary level of this
metric.

$3,812

See description

Exemplary: In coordination with LEAN, other MA utilities, all gas distribution companies in the
Commonwealth, to the extent practical and other stakeholders, recommend appropriate statewide
marketing/outreach activities for the winter of 09/10 and subsequent years in a memorandum
informed by the data collected in the Design level of this metric.
Low Income #4 Results

-

-

$4,193

Subtotal - Low Income

C&I Program/Initiative

C&I #1
Large Retrofit

$16,771

Threshold

Performance Metric Description

In 2009, 1 building will commit to energy efficiency activities to achieve a minimum of “X%” overall
electric savings as a percent of total electricity consumption.

Design

Units

Dollars

15%

$604

Units

20%

Exemplary
Dollars

$

C&I #1 Results
% of NC/MR projects
X percent of 2009 new construction and major renovation (NC/MR) projects that include lighting
with lighting in PLP
projects go through the performance lighting path (PLP) and achieve a collective average of Y
(X) = 20%
percent savings that is better the Massachusetts Energy Code in effect on January 1, 2009.
Average savings
Projects that qualify under this program must be new construction projects or renovation projects
(Y) = 20%
that involve the installation of new fixtures throughout the building or renovated spaces.

$604

Dollars

25%

$886

-

% of NC/MR projects
with lighting in PLP
(X) = 25%
Average savings
(Y) = 20%

Note: If no such NC/MR were available during 2009, the associated Design level monies will be
allocated among the remaining metrics.

Units

805.00

Note: Project commitment means a signed application or Letter of Agreement
C&I #2
Performance Lighting

$

-

805.00

% of NC/MR projects
with lighting in PLP (X)
= 30%
Average savings
(Y) = 25%
C&I #2 Results
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$4,193

-

-

$886

-
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Residential Program/Initiative

Performance Metric Description

Threshold
Units

C&I #3
Planning Actions

In response to the Massachusetts Green Community Act the PAs will develop and execute an
action plan, including a set of milestones, that will accelerate the changes necessary in their
business to meet increased savings goals for 2009-2011. Accordingly each PA will demonstrate the
completion of an action plan that will incorporate the following program elements. The plan will
include jointly delivered elements where appropriate.
1) Workforce development, that addresses needs for additional internal and external staff and
resources;
2) Outreach and communications, that stimulates participation by channels and other trade allies;
3) Statewide awareness, via public media or common website that elevates customers’ recognition
of program administrator sponsored efficiency services, and
4) Effective gas and electric integration.
The plan must be in place by June 1st and implementation no later than September 15th. (Plan
must be approved by the DOER/Energy Efficiency Advisory Council prior to implementation)

Design
Dollars

Units

Exemplary
Dollars

Units

Dollars

N/A

N/A

N/A

Complete all tasks

$

805.00

Note: for WMECO, report on efforts to engage with gas companies where appropriate and possible.

Metric #4
Combined Heat & Power (CHP)

C&I #3 Results
Develop an approved
Develop a plan approved by the DOER/Energy Efficiency Advisory Council prior to implementation
plan by April 1, 2009
for incorporating CHP into the energy efficiency portfolio by April 1, 2009 and demonstrate that one
project proposal is developed and seek customer commitment by Dec. 31, 2009

$604

Develop proposal and $
submit to customer

Note: Proposal means prepared customer-specific proposal, including screening and an incentive
offer by the Company; the project proposal can have originated from a vendor, customer, or third
party. Customer commitment means signed MOU indicating intent to proceed with installation of
CHP project.

C&I #4 Results
Subtotal - Commercial & Industrial
Total Component 3 - Performance Metrics

FGE 2009 Energy Efficiency Annual Report

-

-

805.00

Project commitment

-

$886

-

-

-

$0
$20,027
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APPENDIX 5
Table 5: Performance Metrics
Residential Program/Initiative

Residential #1
CAC QIV in ENERGY STAR Homes

Threshold

Performance Metric Description

Threshold: Develop a cost-effective plan for addressing quality installation and verification (“QIV”:
system sizing, charge, airflow, duct design and duct leakage) of central air conditioning (CAC)
systems in ENERGY STAR Homes based on the results of the Summer 2008 QIV study.
Coordinate with Cool Smart and the national ENERGY STAR pilot QIV effort. Draft plan to Energy
Efficiency Advisory Council ("Council") Consultants by June 15, 2009, Council Consultant final
comments by July 1, 2009, and final plan by August 1, 2009.

Design

Units

Dollars

See description

$376

Design: Implement the plan within 60 days of approval by the Council Consultants.

Units

See description

Exemplary
Dollars

$

Residential #1 Results
Threshold: Develop a three-year plan by June 30, 2009 that outlines utility support and involvement
with code development and implementation activities that lines up with the Green Communities Act
code activities, such as baseline studies, training, enforcement support, monitoring and verification,
municipality assistance and integration with ENERGY STAR Homes efforts.

See description

$376

Design: Implement all of the 2009 activities outlined in the plan.

Residential #2 Results
Threshold: Research and recommend an appropriate energy rating approach for existing homes for
the following times: 1) at the time of sale or transfer, 2) upon interest in making energy
improvements, and/or 3) post-improvement.

See description

$

$551.10

501.00

See description

$376

-

See description

$

501.00

See description

See description

$376

Design: Go out to bid or evaluate existing available options, and decide on the final single audit
customer information package within 90 days of completing report.
Threshold: Present a plan by January 15, 2010 to customize the software and/or customer
deliverables for the MassSAVE program and to implement the new customer information package
statewide (including training all vendors and contractors, and field testing), including a timeline with
the goal of having all components in place, ready to operate by September 1, 2010.
Residential #4 Results
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See description

$

501.00

$

501

-

$551
-

See description

-

$551

$551.10

Exemplary: Develop an implementation plan, and incorporate an agreed upon rating system
mechanism into the MassSAVE program as a pilot in 2010.
Residential #3 Results
Threshold: Evaluate home energy audit customer information package options and decide on which
package(s) to consider for Massachusetts. Evaluation criteria could include elements such as
common outputs and reports, efficiency rating, ‘action plan’ ranking measures, audit identifiable by
location, ability to archive audit report in an electronic database, simple and user-friendly. Draft
report to the Council Consultants by August 15, 2009. Council Consultant final comments by
September 1, 2009, and final report by September 15, 2009.

$551

See description

Design: Coordinate efforts with at least one other entity outside of Massachusetts (e.g. RESNET,
NEEP, CT, NJ, VT, etc.) to develop the rating system. Approach the real estate industry (including
organizations representing real estate professionals and home inspectors) about assisting with the
effort. Document the research conducted with a white paper. Draft report to the Council
Consultants by 9/1/09. Council Consultant final comments by September 15, 2009, and final report
by October 15, 2009.

Residential #4
Single Statewide MassSAVE Audit

See description
-

Exemplary: Research California’s mechanisms for claiming savings from code development,
support, implementation and enforcement activities and design a similar mechanism for claiming
savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts. Coordinate with NEEP and any
others in the Northeast who are also looking at this approach. Draft plan and recommendations for
applicability in Massachusetts, and report to the Council Consultants by December 31, 2009.
Council Consultant final comments by January 15, 2010, and final report by January 31, 2010.
Residential #3
Existing Homes Ratings

Dollars

501.00

Exemplary: Incorporate a QIV protocol as a program component in the 2010 program for all
ENERGY STAR Homes participants that have CAC systems.
Residential #2
Codes and Standards Support

Units

$551

$551
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Residential Program/Initiative

Residential #5
Comprehensive Education Package

Performance Metric Description

Threshold

Threshold: Identify resources to develop an electronic media Comprehensive Education Package,
to be provided to Massachusetts customers, that educates and prepares them for participation in
the MassSAVE program.. Prepare a plan, or RFP if determined necessary, and present draft to
Council Consultants for review and comment by April 1, 2009. Council Consultant final comments
by April 15, 2009, and final plan or RFP by May 1, 2009. Comprehensive Education Package would
be prepared in DVD and web viewable/downloadable formats, and include a visual presentation of:
• Basic building science concepts
• Overview of insulation, air sealing, other envelope measures
• Home performance testing (blower door, duct blaster, thermal imaging)
• Mechanical systems (heating, cooling, water heating, ventilation)
• Things in buildings (lighting, appliances, consumer electronics, etc.)
• Cash flow and savings calculations
• Resources for further information

Design

Units

Dollars

See description

$376

Design: Begin work on Comprehensive Education Package by July 1, 2009. If an RFP has been
sent out, review bids and award work by this date.

Units

Exemplary
Dollars

See description

$

Residential #5 Results
See description

$376

Dollars

See description

$551

501.00

Exemplary: Have Comprehensive Education Package ready for distribution to customers by
December 31, 2009.
Residential #6
Advance Customer Communication
Activities

Units

-

$551

Threshold: Inventory all of the customer service phone numbers for Massachusetts efficiency
programs and investigate the specifics of each number such as: purpose, program(s) served,
number of callers annually, number/percentage of callers referred to other phone numbers,
efficiency information provided, follow-up actions from calls, etc. Document findings by May 1, 2009
See description

Design: Initiate a feasibility study to determine the requirements and components of integrating the
Massachusetts residential energy efficiency call centers (e.g. ENERGY STAR Homes, MassSAVE,
CoolSmart, GasNetworks) to provide consumers with a central information clearinghouse for all
Massachusetts efficiency programs. Consider the benefits from MassSAVE branding and of a single
800 number for customers to get all of the relevant efficiency program information in one place at
one time. Complete feasibility study by September 1, 2009.
Exemplary: Program Administrators will prepare a position paper based on the feasibility study
findings and submit to Council Consultants and DOER by January 30, 2010 for follow-up roundtable
discussions to determine best course of action.
Residential #6 Results

$

501.00

See description

-

-

$551

Subtotal - Residential

$3,256.50

Low Income Program/Initiative

Low Income #1
Best Practices Working Group

Threshold

Performance Metric Description

Threshold: N/A

Design

Units

Dollars

N/A

$2,859

Design: In coordination with LEAN, implement best practices as agreed in 2008. Continue at least
quarterly discussions and technology analysis. This will include providing written updates on
meetings, analyses and additional best practices implemented, and continuing to assess and adopt
possible new measures, including micro-combined-heat-and-power, landlord heating systems
where tenants pay for heat, solar domestic hot water heating, single family horizontal axis clothes
washers, and measures to be included in TLC Kit, indirect hot water heating, and demand control
measures.

Low Income #2
Best Practices Auditor Training

Exemplary: To achieve Exemplary, the Design level for Low Income Metrics 1, 2, and 3 must be
attained.
Low Income #1 Results
Threshold: N/A

N/A

Dollars

See description

$3,812

$2,859

Low Income #2 Results

Units

Dollars

See description

$4,193

See description

Design: Contribute funding and logistical support of LEAN's efforts and those of the Massachusetts
Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) for auditor training and explore
common protocols in areas identified through the Best Practices Working Group. This will include
developing and distributing new auditor training materials related to plug loads, air conditioning,
ducts, and space heaters

Exemplary

Units

$4,193

$3,812

Exemplary: To achieve Exemplary, the Design level for Low Income Metrics 1, 2, and 3 must be
attained.
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$551

See description
-

-

$4,193
$4,193
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Residential Program/Initiative

Low Income #3
Best Practices Contractor Support

Low Income 4: Outreach

Performance Metric Description

Threshold

Threshold:N/A
Design: In coordination with LEAN and the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community
Development (DHCD), contribute increased funding and logistical support of LEAN's efforts and
those of the DHCD to continue efforts to recruit and train Weatherization and heating contractors to
support network activities sufficient for the ramp up of the program. Specifically, working closely
with LEAN and the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD),
strongly support their recruitment of weatherization and heating contractors in numbers appropriate
to meet the requirements of Energy Efficiency funding.
Exemplary: To achieve Exemplary, the Design level for Low Income Metrics 1, 2, and 3 must be
attained
Low Income #3 Results
Threshold: In coordination with LEAN, DHCD to the extent practical, other Massachusetts utilities,
and other stakeholders, continue Energy Bucks campaign through March 2010 and prepare a
memorandum that describes campaign activities completed during winter 08/09.

Design

Units

Dollars

N/A

$2,859

Exemplary

Units

Dollars

See description

$3,812

Units

Dollars

See description

$4,193
$4,193

See description

$2,859

See description

Design: In coordination with LEAN, other MA utilities, and other stakeholders, provide a summary
of the numbers of customers who contacted the call center and website. Collect information from
CAP agency staff on their perceptions of the effectiveness of the Energy Bucks campaign.
Summarize information in a memorandum that facilitates decision making for Exemplary level of this
metric.

$3,812

See description

Exemplary: In coordination with LEAN, other MA utilities, all gas distribution companies in the
Commonwealth, to the extent practical and other stakeholders, recommend appropriate statewide
marketing/outreach activities for the winter of 09/10 and subsequent years in a memorandum
informed by the data collected in the Design level of this metric.
Low Income #4 Results

-

-

$4,193

Subtotal - Low Income

C&I Program/Initiative

C&I #1
Large Retrofit

$16,771

Threshold

Performance Metric Description

In 2009, 1 building will commit to energy efficiency activities to achieve a minimum of “X%” overall
electric savings as a percent of total electricity consumption.

Design

Units

Dollars

15%

$604

Units

20%

Exemplary
Dollars

$

C&I #1 Results
% of NC/MR projects
X percent of 2009 new construction and major renovation (NC/MR) projects that include lighting
with lighting in PLP
projects go through the performance lighting path (PLP) and achieve a collective average of Y
(X) = 20%
percent savings that is better the Massachusetts Energy Code in effect on January 1, 2009.
Average savings
Projects that qualify under this program must be new construction projects or renovation projects
(Y) = 20%
that involve the installation of new fixtures throughout the building or renovated spaces.

$604

Dollars

25%

$886

-

% of NC/MR projects
with lighting in PLP
(X) = 25%
Average savings
(Y) = 20%

Note: If no such NC/MR were available during 2009, the associated Design level monies will be
allocated among the remaining metrics.

Units

805.00

Note: Project commitment means a signed application or Letter of Agreement
C&I #2
Performance Lighting

$

-

805.00

% of NC/MR projects
with lighting in PLP (X)
= 30%
Average savings
(Y) = 25%
C&I #2 Results
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$4,193

-

-

$886

-
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Residential Program/Initiative

Performance Metric Description

Threshold
Units

C&I #3
Planning Actions

In response to the Massachusetts Green Community Act the PAs will develop and execute an
action plan, including a set of milestones, that will accelerate the changes necessary in their
business to meet increased savings goals for 2009-2011. Accordingly each PA will demonstrate the
completion of an action plan that will incorporate the following program elements. The plan will
include jointly delivered elements where appropriate.
1) Workforce development, that addresses needs for additional internal and external staff and
resources;
2) Outreach and communications, that stimulates participation by channels and other trade allies;
3) Statewide awareness, via public media or common website that elevates customers’ recognition
of program administrator sponsored efficiency services, and
4) Effective gas and electric integration.
The plan must be in place by June 1st and implementation no later than September 15th. (Plan
must be approved by the DOER/Energy Efficiency Advisory Council prior to implementation)

Design
Dollars

Units

Exemplary
Dollars

Units

Dollars

N/A

N/A

N/A

Complete all tasks

$

805.00

Note: for WMECO, report on efforts to engage with gas companies where appropriate and possible.

Metric #4
Combined Heat & Power (CHP)

C&I #3 Results
Develop an approved
Develop a plan approved by the DOER/Energy Efficiency Advisory Council prior to implementation
plan by April 1, 2009
for incorporating CHP into the energy efficiency portfolio by April 1, 2009 and demonstrate that one
project proposal is developed and seek customer commitment by Dec. 31, 2009

$604

Develop proposal and $
submit to customer

Note: Proposal means prepared customer-specific proposal, including screening and an incentive
offer by the Company; the project proposal can have originated from a vendor, customer, or third
party. Customer commitment means signed MOU indicating intent to proceed with installation of
CHP project.

C&I #4 Results
Subtotal - Commercial & Industrial
Total Component 3 - Performance Metrics
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-

-

805.00

Project commitment

-

$886

-

-

-

$0
$20,027
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APPENDIX 6
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION STUDIES

•

Study 1 - Evaluation of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR®
Program 2009 Findings and Analysis, NMR Group Inc., May 26,
2010

•

Study 2 - Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® 2009 COOL
SMART Quality Installation Verification Evaluation Report, ICF
International, February 24, 2010.

•

Study 3 - Energy Savings Analysis for the Massachusetts New Homes with
Energy Star, ICF International, June 4, 2009.

•

Study 4 - The Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program,
2009 Progress Report, Dorothy Conant, May 26, 2010

•

Study 5 - Energy Pay and Save Pilot Program Survey & Analysis, Black &
Veatch, March 2010.

•

Study 6 - 2009 Massachusetts Multi-Family Program Assessment, Nexus
Market Research, Inc., October 16, 2009.

•

Study 7 - The Market for CFLs in Massachusetts, NMR Group, Inc., January
28, 2010.

•

Study 8 - Results of the Multistate CFL Modeling Effort, NMR Group, Inc.,
February 4, 2010.

•

Study 9 - Market Assessment and Best Practices for Delivering Plug-Load
Energy Efficiency in Business- Final Report, PA Consulting
Group, June 14, 2010
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Executive Summary
This document summarizes the 2009 evaluation work completed for the Massachusetts New
Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program (Program) run by the Joint Management Committee
(JMC). Individual evaluation reports on which the findings and analysis contained in this
document are based are included as appendices. The evaluation work conducted for the 2009
Program includes:
•

•

•

Codes and Standards: In accordance with the second part of the Massachusetts
Residential Metrics for 2009, which called for the Program Administrators (PAs) to
“…research California’s mechanisms for claiming savings from code development,
support, implementation and enforcement activities and design a similar mechanism for
claiming savings for codes and standards (C&S) activities in Massachusetts.”, the process
of developing such a mechanism made considerable progress in 2009. The process started
with an extensive review of the California protocols for estimating savings from C&S
upgrades and attributing a portion of these savings to investor-owned utility (IOU)
activities. Proposed attribution mechanisms for Massachusetts were subsequently
outlined covering the attribution of savings from both upgrades to the state code and
increased compliance with both the state code and the stretch code for homes that do not
participate in the Program. (Outline for Attribution of Codes and Standards Savings,
Appendix A)
Identifying changes that could make participation in the Massachusetts New Homes
with ENERGY STAR Program more streamlined and user friendly for builders:
Interviews were conducted with 26 ENERGY STAR builders; 10 Home Energy Rating
System (HERS) raters, one from each of the HERS rating companies listed on the
Program’s website when the interviewing began; and 3 ICF account managers. In
addition, four builders who inquired about enrolling a home in the Program, but decided
not to, were interviewed. Prior to conducting the interviews, Program Sponsors provided
input via a conference call with the NMR team. In addition to addressing the steps
involved in participating in the Program, interviews with ENERGY STAR builders
addressed awareness of Program components and offerings, experience marketing
ENERGY STAR homes, building rates 1 in a depressed housing market, experience
incorporating renewable technologies, and awareness of near zero energy homes and the
Zero Energy Challenge (Challenge). Also, interviews with HERS raters addressed plans
for expanding HERS rating services and Program compatibility with HERS rating
company business models. (Streamlining Participation Process, Appendix B)
Zero Energy Challenge Pilot: Interviews were conducted with the four Sponsors, five
builders, four HERS raters, five homeowners and ICF personnel involved in the Zero
Energy Challenge (Challenge). The focus of the interviews was on identifying lessons

1

Building rate refers to the number of homes built in 2009 compared to 2008. Builders were asked if they built
fewer, more or the same number of homes in 2009 as they built in 2008.
NMR
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learned from the Challenge and how, going forward, to convince builders to build near
zero energy homes and buyers to look for or ask their builder to build them a near zero
energy home. Interviews were also conducted with an insulation contractor and an
HVAC contractor who worked on a Challenge home; three energy consultants working
with near zero energy homes, passive homes, or other very energy efficient homes in
New England; and personnel working with other ENERGY STAR Homes Programs that
are encouraging builders to build very energy-efficient homes. (Zero Energy Challenge,
Appendix C)
Major Renovations Pilot: Secondary research was conducted to learn how other utilitysponsored programs across the country estimate whole house savings for homes
undergoing major renovations or additions. Research included reviewing the websites of
utility-sponsored ENERGY STAR Home Programs and Home Performance with
ENERGY STAR (HPwES) Programs across the country. Also, calls were made to several
ENERGY STAR Homes Program managers in other states to learn how, if at all, they
address large additions. In addition, interviews were conducted with the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) lead on the “Remodel to ENERGY STAR” approach being
developed as part of the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR (HPWES) Program
and an energy consultant doing modeling for the Remodel to ENERGY STAR approach.
(Major Renovations Pilot, Appendix D)

Program Overview
The Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program qualified more than 2,100
housing units in 2009, bringing the total number of housing units ENERGY STAR qualified
since Program inception to more than 16,400. The total number of housing units ENERGY
STAR qualified through the Program in 2009 is more than double the number qualified in 2008;
986 housing units were qualified in 2008 and 2,110 in 2009. The number of total building
permits issued in Massachusetts continued to fall. The number of permits issued in
Massachusetts in 2009 was 7,941, which is 20% lower than in 2008 and 67% lower than in 2005.
The estimated number of housing units completed in Massachusetts in 2009 is 23% lower than in
2008. With the estimated number of statewide completed housing units lower than in 2008 and
the number of housing units ENERGY STAR qualified through the Program much higher in
2009, the penetration of ENERGY STAR housing units increased dramatically, from 10% in
2008 to 25% in 2009.

Conclusions and Recommendations
As described above, evaluations of the 2009 Program covered diverse tasks and included many
interviews covering a wide range of topics with a multitude of market players. It is not
surprising, therefore, that these evaluations generated many conclusions and recommendations.

NMR
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Conclusions
The following conclusions from the 2009 evaluations are presented by topic.
Codes and Standards
•

Massachusetts will benefit greatly from the development of a mechanism that
rewards the PAs for undertaking activities that promote the adoption of and
compliance with more energy-efficient codes and standards. Such a mechanism was
outlined by the PAs and EEAC consultants in 2009 and will need final approval from the
EEAC and regulators.

•

The proposed attribution framework uses the California model Delphi panels to
develop attribution scores. The Massachusetts framework involves panels of industry
experts for both code upgrade and increased compliance savings. Attribution scores will
allocate a portion of the savings realized to the PAs. In each case, the panels will consider
the relative importance of several factors in generating the savings, as well as the PAs’
relative contribution to those factors. This process will require the PAs to design
activities that specifically promote compliance with and upgrades to the existing code.
The PAs will also need to enhance documentation of their codes and standards activities
and impacts.

•

The factors involved in attributing savings from code upgrades to the PAs include
providing technical and cost information, promoting compliance with the upgrade,
and documenting the feasibility of meeting the upgrade. These factors are similar to
those currently used in California since, in both cases, taking the initiative by providing
research into technical requirements and costs of a code upgraded is necessary.

•

The factors involved in attributing savings from compliance enhancement to the
PAs depend on the type of program (training and education, incentive, enforcement)
deployed. The Delphi panel will need to weigh the relative importance of the PAs’
program(s) for the savings due to each factor in improving code compliance while also
considering the weight of non-program factors that may contribute to naturally improving
code compliance.

Program Participation Process
•

Flexibility is important. Individual builders need or request different levels of support
and services, and HERS raters appreciate having flexibility in several areas, including
how plan review results are presented, pricing policies and services offered.

•

Builders are very satisfied with their HERS raters. On a scale of one to ten, where one
is the lowest and ten is the highest rating, most of the interviewed ENERGY STAR
builders (88%: 23 of 26 builders) give their HERS rater a rating of nine or ten.
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•

Builders have little contact with their ICF account managers. Builders prefer working
through their HERS raters as much as possible, turning to their account managers only
when there is a problem their HERS raters cannot resolve. Account managers agree with
this assessment.

•

Marginal builders may not be encouraged to enroll homes. HERS raters screen
builders calling about enrolling a home in the Program to assess the likelihood of their
being willing to make the changes required to meet Program standards. This is only
reasonable given that the HERS rater will not be paid by the Program unless the home is
certified. This is an issue the JMC may want to address.

Builder Awareness of Program Components and Offerings
•

Builders would like more information on most Program components and offerings.
Overall, the only Program components and offerings that one-half or more of all
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders say they have enough information about are the
technical requirements for certification and the 2009 Compact Fluorescent Lamp (CFL)
lighting requirements.

•

HERS raters are clearly a prime source of information for participating builders.
Builders are most likely to say they learned about various Program components and
offerings from their HERS rater.

Other Areas Addressed in Participation Process Evaluation
•

All interviewed builders without an active project will consider enrolling future
projects. Builders with deactivated projects or who had not enrolled any new projects
since 2007 and builders who inquired about the Program and decided not to enroll a
home say they are interested in enrolling future projects.

•

Builders continue to see value in building ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes. The
percentage of all interviewed ENERGY STAR builders saying that being able to market
their homes as ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes is somewhat or very valuable fell only
slightly, from 93% in 2008 to 88% in 2009, while the percentage of builders saying
buyers have come to them looking for an ENERGY STAR-qualified Home or decided to
buy one of their homes because it was an ENERGY STAR-qualified Home grew slightly,
from 20% to 23%. 2

•

Building rates appear to be stabilizing. Only 21% of interviewed builders say they built
fewer homes in 2009 than in 2008; 55% say they built the same number of homes and
24% say they built more homes.

2

Nexus Market Research, Inc. Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Builder Interview Report,
submitted to the Joint Management Committee, June 2009.
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•

Interest in incorporating renewable technologies is high.3 Over one-third of
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (38%: 10 of 26 builders) say they have
incorporated renewable technologies in their homes and another two builders say they
plan on incorporating renewable technologies in upcoming projects. However, HERS
raters say builders who are not already incorporating renewables seldom decide to
implement recommended improvements involving renewables.

•

Interest in learning about building near zero energy homes is high. Almost threefourths of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders) say they are
familiar with zero energy homes. Four builders say they have built a near zero energy
home and more than one-half of builders who have not built a near zero energy home
(55%: 12 of 22 builders) say they are interested in building a zero energy home or
learning more about what is involved in building one.

•

Roughly one-third of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are aware of the Zero
Energy Challenge. Thirty-five percent of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (9 of 26
builders) say they are familiar with the Challenge. No builders could say for sure that
they had visited the Challenge website. However, when interviewers offered to send the
website address to builders, almost three-fourths of builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders)
asked to get the website address.

•

Providing hands-on training for builders is important. Account managers say the best
way to convince builders to incorporate some of the recommended measures and
practices that they currently seldom incorporate is through technical, hands-on field
training. They also say the HERS raters are supposed to provide this training, but that the
Program needs to help.

•

Consistent communication is important. Though few builders or HERS raters cited
instances of receiving inconsistent information depending on who they talked to, they
find it very frustrating when it happens.

•

Finding providers 4 for new HERS raters continues to be a problem. 5,6 Some HERS
raters working with the Program have had to work with out-of-state providers. One
HERS rater called twelve providers in New England and not one was willing to be his

3

The time period during which interviews were conducted included the Green Affordable Homes Initiative from the
former Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC), now Clean Energy Center, and other grants that helped to
fund some of these technologies. This may skew results.
4
New HERS raters need to work with a provider to be certified. “Accredited rating providers have the responsibility
of ensuring the quality of rating services. Rating providers are responsible for administering rating programs. These
responsibilities include certification of raters.” Source: http://www.resnet.us/programs/providers
5
This conclusion addresses provider services for new HERS raters. Though no interview questions addressed
providers, Program Sponsors raised the lack of providers as one of their concerns in the conference call with the
NMR team and several HERS raters commented on providers in interviews.
6
This is not a problem for the HERS rating companies that are providers; these companies will be the provider for
any new HERS rater hires within their company.
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provider. On the bright side, four of the smaller HERS rating companies serving the
Program recently banded together to form Energy Raters of Massachusetts (ERM). ERM
is now incorporated, is a provider, and plans to take on new raters for other companies.
Status of Near Zero Energy Building in Massachusetts
•

•

•
•

Challenge builders achieved very low HERS indices. Two homes–one custom and one
affordable home–earned negative HERS indices, meaning that they are a net producer of
energy. More important, all Challenge builders have adopted what they learned building
their Challenge homes as standard practice, showing they believe building near zero
energy homes is a viable option in today’s housing market, at least for them.
Builders not already building near zero energy homes are showing interest in
learning about or building a near zero energy home. However, so far, the Challenge
has not convinced them to decide to build a near zero energy home.
Creating homebuyer demand is key to getting more builders to build near zero
energy homes; builders want to know they can recover any additional costs.
It will be at least five years before near zero energy homes will represent more than
a small percentage of the new housing market.

Major Renovations
•
•
•

•

•

•

Few energy-efficiency programs address additions; only one other existing program
specifically addressing additions was identified.
ENERGY STAR Homes Programs typically address additions only if they are part
of a full gut rehab eligible for ENERGY STAR certification.
Many states, including Massachusetts, have deep energy retrofit programs for
existing homes. The Major Renovations Pilot offers an attractive option for homeowners
who want to improve the energy-efficiency of their existing home at the same time they
are adding living space, but do not want to go as far as doing a deep energy retrofit.
Some HPwES Programs serve homes that are adding living space: finishing
basement space, finishing attic space or building an addition. No programs were
identified that have a minimum requirement for the square feet of living space being
added.
EPA’s plan to address remodeling projects that include adding living space is
similar to the Massachusetts Major Renovations Pilot; energy-efficiency
improvements would be made to the existing home and the new space would be built to
EPA ENERGY STAR Homes Program standards. The premise of the EPA “Remodel to
ENERGY STAR” concept is that the energy savings generated by making the existing
home more energy-efficient will cover the added energy use required for the newly
renovated space, resulting in no increase in energy use.
Originally, the incentives available for energy-efficiency improvements to existing
homes for participants in the MassSAVE Program and the Major Renovations Pilot
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were the same. Now, air sealing is provided at no cost to participants in the MassSAVE
Program. The program manager of the Major Renovations Pilot says this has caused
some confusion for customers because it may not be clear which program will best serve
their needs.

Recommendations
The following recommendations from the 2009 evaluations are presented by topic.
Codes and Standards
•

Work to obtain final approval of a mechanism that rewards the PAs for
undertaking activities that promote the adoption of and compliance with more
energy-efficient codes and standards. This process will require the PAs to design
activities that work towards these ends as well as enhance documentation of their codes
and standards activities and impacts.

Program Participation Process
•

•

•

•

Ensure builders receive incentive checks within a reasonable time after the final
inspection. Explain to builders up front how long after the final inspection they should
expect to receive their incentive check and develop a process that ensures checks are
issued within the expected time frame.
Encourage builders to talk with more than one HERS rater before choosing one to
work with. Builders need or request varying levels of support and feedback, and prefer
dealing with one person, typically their HERS rater. Individual HERS raters vary with
respect to pricing policies and services offered. Builders who take the time to talk with
HERS raters from multiple companies should have no problem finding a HERS rater who
meets their specific needs.
Provide builders more information on how HERS ratings are determined and how
to lower their HERS indices. Several interviewed builders requested this. Information
on HERS ratings could be provided on the Program’s website, as a handout HERS raters
could give to builders or in the technical manual. In particular, it will be important to
identify the changes in design or equipment choices that have the biggest impact on the
HERS rating.
Provide a clear and simple description of what the TBC (Thermal Bypass Checklist)
inspection will entail. Several builders asked for this. The NMR team is aware that
detailed information on TBC requirements can be accessed through the Program’s
website. However, the website now contains so much information that builders may be
overwhelmed and get frustrated searching for the specific bit of information they are
looking for. It may be worth providing builders with a page or two list of links that will
take them directly to the key Program information and documents they will most likely
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want to access, thereby saving them time. Such a list could also be included in the
technical manual.
Consider HERS raters’ suggestions for improving the participation process.
Consider requiring projects to submit a Manual J calculation early in the participation
process; this could avoid homes failing the final inspection because of improperly sized
HVAC equipment. Consider writing a user’s manual for the Data Collection Form (DCF)
and avoid making frequent changes to data requirements; HERS raters say they
understand why ICF needs the information provided in the DCF, but the form is not user
friendly and can be confusing, especially to new HERS raters. In the longer run, consider
developing a more user friendly template format and using a web-based service for
submitting and reviewing DCF information.

Builder Awareness of Program Components and Offerings
•

Raise builder awareness of and understanding of Program offerings. A surprising
percentage of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are either unaware of or would like
more information about Program offerings. Builders clearly have access to ample
information through their HERS raters, the Program’s website and marketing materials,
and email/fax/letter correspondence from account managers. However, builders are busy
and, obviously, not taking advantage of the information sources available to them.
Therefore, the challenge is how to get builders to read information already available to
them. One suggestion is to provide information in a different format. One option is
simple one page weekly or monthly email messages addressing only one topic or issue
and including links to additional information sources for those who are interested in
learning more. Builders, like everyone else, are more likely to read and retain information
presented in a short, easy to read, user-friendly format.

Training and Education
•

•

Provide formal training for new raters. New HERS raters need to understand how the
Program works and what role they are expected to play. Getting HERS rating training
and certification does not prepare a HERS rater to market the Program.
Should the Program adopt EPA’s 2011 changes to ENERGY STAR-qualification
requirements, provide training to ensure that all builders are prepared to meet the
new requirements. Provide easy to understand documentation on the additional
checklists currently proposed. 7 This will be particularly important for builders with 2010
projects that, for any reason, may not be completed until after July 1, 2011. Informing
builders about the 2011 changes and helping them meet the new requirements will clearly
require HERS raters to spend more time with most builders.

7

Currently proposed checklists are: Thermal Enclosure System Rater Checklist; HVAC System Quality Installation
Rater Checklist, HVAC System Quality Installation Contractor Checklist, Water Management System Rater
Checklist and the Water Management System Builder Checklist.
Source: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=bldrs_lenders_raters.nh_2011_comments (3/1/2010)
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Encourage all builders to visit the Zero Energy Challenge website. Interviewed
ENERGY STAR builders express a high level of interest in learning about building near
zero energy homes. The Challenge website includes information on the specifications of
the five competing homes. Consider sharing cost information available for the Challenge
homes with builders; learning that with the rebates and incentives available for renewable
technologies it is possible to build a near zero energy home for a marketable price may
help convince other builders to move toward building near zero energy homes. In
addition, seeing how Challenge builders achieved much lower heating, cooling and water
heating energy use will help inform builders interested in meeting the Tier 3 energy
savings requirement.

Major Renovations
•

•

Savings Methodology: Consider adopting the suggestion made by energy consultants
working on modeling savings for similar programs that estimating the annual energy
consumption of the baseline home by modeling the existing home as one structure, with
the new addition built to UDRH characteristics, may produce more accurate results. (The
current methodology models the existing structure and the new addition built to UDRH
characteristics separately, and then adds the two resulting annual energy consumption
estimates to estimate total baseline home annual energy consumption.)
Incentives for Existing Home Improvements: Make the incentives available for
making improvements to the existing home consistent with incentives available through
the MassSAVE Program. This will help avoid confusion among customers deciding
which program will best serve their needs. Ideally, all potential participants in the Pilot
should be made aware of all the energy-efficiency program options available to them
when building an addition, such as the Deep Energy Retrofit and MassSAVE programs as
well as the ENERGY STAR Homes Program if they should decide to do a gut rehab.
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1 Program Status and Accomplishments
The Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program certified more than 2,100
ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units in 2009. As of the end of 2009, the Program had
completed more than 16,400 ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units and 1,500 Code Plus
housing units since Program inception.
Residential new construction programs in Massachusetts began in 1991 with The Energy-Crafted
Homes (ECH) Program and transitioned to the ENERGY STAR Homes Program in April 1998.
In 2007 the Program’s name was changed to Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR.
The JMC’s New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program is part of a national energy-efficiency
campaign developed by the U.S. EPA. Nationally, 106,386 ENERGY STAR-qualified homes
were certified in 2009, and over one million ENERGY STAR-qualified homes (1,080,074
homes) have been built since the Program began labeling homes in 1995. 8 The EPA website lists
Boston as one of the top cities for the number of ENERGY STAR homes built to date: Boston
ranks 17th with 10,000 ENERGY STAR homes. 9
A total of 2,194 housing units were completed through the Program in 2009—2,110 ENERGY
STAR and 84 Code Plus housing units; an additional 30 homes failed to meet Program
requirements for ENERGY STAR certification. Beginning in 2009, only builders new to the
Program were given the option to have their first project default to Code Plus; previously any
builder could default to Code Plus. Under the Code Plus option, housing units that fail to meet all
the requirements for ENERGY STAR qualification, but have air infiltration of 6 ACH50 (air
changes per hour at 50 Pascal) or lower and duct leakage of 8% or lower, can participate in the
Program, earn an incentive and have free CFL bulbs installed in appropriate sockets.
Figure 1-1 on the following page shows the number of ENERGY STAR-qualified and Code Plus
housing units completed through the Program annually since 1998. As shown, the number of
ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units certified in 2009 is more than double the number
certified in 2008—the number of certified housing units jumped from 986 in 2008 to 2,110 in
2009.
One general indicator of the Program’s progress is the penetration of ENERGY STAR homes in
the marketplace. Figure 1-2 on the following page shows the estimated percentage of new homes
completed in Massachusetts that are ENERGY STAR qualified climbed from 3% in 1999 to 16%
in 2006, then dropped to 9% in 2007, increased to 10% in 2008, and climbed sharply to 25% in
2009.

8
9

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?fuseaction=new_homes_partners.locator May 23, 2010
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/new_homes/mil_homes/top_20_markets.html May 23, 2010
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Figure 1-1: ENERGY STAR and Code Plus Housing Units Completed

Figure 1-2: ENERGY STAR-qualified Housing Units—Estimated Percentage of
New Housing Units Completed in Massachusetts
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2 Codes and Standards
In accordance with the second part of the Massachusetts Residential Metrics for 2009, which
called for the Program Administrators to “… research California’s mechanisms for claiming
savings from code development, support, implementation and enforcement activities and design
a similar mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards (C&S) activities in
Massachusetts.”, the process of developing such a mechanism made considerable progress in
2009 and will need final approval from the EEAC and regulators.

2.1

Review of the California Protocols

The process started with an extensive review of the California protocols for estimating savings
from C&S upgrades and attributing a portion of these savings to investor-owned utility (IOU)
activities. In 2005, California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) contractors estimated electric
energy, electric demand, and gas savings for 21 appliance standards (Title 20 Appliance
Efficiency Standards) and 14 building codes (Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards)
adopted in California since 2003, with the 2001 codes and standards used as the baseline.
Calculated savings began with making a first-year estimate of the expected savings due to the
new building codes and appliance standards to be realized in 2006. For each code or standard,
the “Standards Gross Savings” was derived from several published sources and estimated across
the entire state, based on annual housing starts, nonresidential new construction, and appliance
sales. “Net Savings” were then derived from first-year gross savings by adjusting for several
factors including Naturally Occurring Market Adoption (NOMAD), Normally Occurring
Standards Adoption (NOSAD), non-compliance with codes and standards, and measure life.
“Program Net Savings” were defined as the annual electric energy (or electric demand or gas)
savings in the market that were attributable to the IOUs’ C&S activities and would not have
accrued in the absence of the program’s efforts. To estimate program net savings, there were five
factors, such as the preparation of a Code and Standard Evaluation (CASE) analysis and work
with various stakeholders in the adoption process, for each code and standard that received a
weight and an IOU score, each on a zero-to-one scale. The weight represented the relative
importance of each factor to the adoption of each code or standard; the weights for each of the
five factors summed to one. The IOU score measured the importance of the IOU activities for
each factor. The attribution score, which ranged from 34% to 95% for appliance standards and
32% to 85% for building codes, was a sum of the products of the weights and scores for each
factor. These scores were multiplied by the net savings to derive “Program Net Savings” for each
code and standard. The estimated “Program Net Savings” could account for substantial annual
savings during the 2006 to 2008 program years, ranging from 9% to 15% of total IOU savings
goals.
For the 2006 to 2008 program evaluations, a modified methodology for estimation and
attribution of C&S savings was used. The adjustments included a review of the technical
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documents that form the basis of the gross first year savings, removal of NOSAD, inclusion of a
whole building performance analysis, adjustments to NOMAD, compliance rates, construction
rates, and attribution to the C&S programs.
The calculation of “Program Net Savings” or the attribution to C&S Programs was modified to
use three factors rather than the five factors used in 2005. The three factors are as follows:
•

Development of compliance determination methods

•

Development of technical and cost information

•

Addressing stakeholder concerns on the practicality and feasibility of meeting the
standard

Data sources included surveys of standards experts, interviews of participants in the
development of a particular standard, and review of public documents. All the information
collected for each code or standard was summarized in a spreadsheet and presented to a Delphi
panel of non-IOU researchers familiar with the adoption of energy efficiency standards. The
attribution scores, again the sums of the products of the weights and scores for each factor, had
less variation than in 2005 for appliance standards, ranging from 58% to 83%. However,
building code attribution scores continued to vary widely, ranging from 26% to 94%.

2.2

Development of the Overall Massachusetts Framework

The proposed attribution mechanisms for Massachusetts need to cover the following two main
categories of savings, which should be distinguished from the savings generated by the
Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program that are already claimed by the
Program Administrators:
•

Upgrades to the state code

•

Increased compliance with both the state code and the stretch code for homes that do not
participate in the Program

The overall framework is similar to that used in California in that it uses Delphi panels of
industry experts for both upgrade and increased compliance savings to develop attribution scores
allocating a portion of the savings realized to the PAs. In each case, the panels will consider the
relative importance of several factors in generating the savings, as well as the PAs’ relative
contribution to those factors. The panels will estimate both factor weights and factor scores.
Factor weights measure the relative importance of each factor and need to sum to one for all the
factors considered for each category of savings. The factor scores, which range between zero and
one, represent the relative contribution of the PAs’ efforts in achieving each category of savings,
recognizing that other organizations are also involved in advocacy or compliance efforts.
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The attribution score is the sum of the products of the weights and scores for each factor or:
Attribution Score = Σ (FWi * FSi)
where:
FWi = factor weight for factor i
FSi = factor score for factor i
The savings generated through code upgrades or increased compliance may then be multiplied
by the attribution score to obtain the savings allocated to the PAs. This process will require the
PAs to design activities that specifically promote compliance with and upgrades to the existing
code. The PAs will also need to enhance documentation of their codes and standards activities
and impacts.
2.2.1 Attribution Factors for Upgrades to the State Code
Under the Green Communities Act, Massachusetts is due to have both the state code and the
stretch code updated every three years, with the latest IECC code adopted by the state within 12
months of its release. The Act also calls for any other efficiency measures warranted to be
adopted. Thus, there are opportunities for the Sponsors to advocate for enhancements to the
IECC 2009 that would be applicable to Massachusetts.
The proposed attribution mechanism for upgrades to the state code uses factors similar to those
currently used in California since, in both cases, taking the initiative by providing research into
technical requirements and costs is necessary. The three proposed factors for attribution of
savings from upgrades to the state code are:
•

Providing technical and cost information

•

Promoting compliance with the upgrade

•

Documenting the feasibility of meeting the upgrade

2.2.2 Attribution Factors for Compliance Enhancement
As code upgrades become more frequent, compliance may be initially low due to lack of
understanding and knowledge on the part of code officials, builders and sub-contractors.
Therefore, there are opportunities for the Program Administrators to support compliance
enhancement programs that improve compliance with both the state code and the stretch code for
homes that do not participate in the Program at a faster rate than would normally occur.
In order to measure the effects of a compliance enhancement program, pre-program and postprogram rates of compliance will need to be measured at the state level for statewide code
compliance efforts and, quite likely, at the community level for efforts that target stretch code
communities. Baseline studies should therefore take into account the need for before and after
measurements.
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The proposed attribution mechanism for compliance enhancement programs uses factors based
on the type of program deployed by the PAs. The Delphi panel will need to weigh the relative
importance of the PAs’ program(s) for the savings due to each factor in improving code
compliance while also considering the weight of non-program factors that may contribute to
naturally improving code compliance. The potential factors for attribution of savings from
enhanced code compliance are:
•

Training and education programs

•

Incentive programs

•

Enforcement programs

3 Streamlining Participation Process
The primary focus of the evaluation of the Program participation process was on identifying
changes that could make participation in the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR
Program more streamlined and user friendly for builders. Builders, HERS raters and ICF account
managers were interviewed.
In addition to the participation process, interviews with ENERGY STAR builders addressed
awareness of Program components and offerings, experience marketing ENERGY STAR homes,
building rates 10 in a depressed housing market, experience incorporating renewable technologies,
and awareness of near zero energy homes and the Challenge. Interviews with builders who
inquired about enrolling a home in the Program, but decided not to, addressed why they decided
not to enroll a home. Interviews with HERS raters addressed plans for expanding HERS rating
services and Program compatibility with HERS rating company business models.

3.1

Builder Suggestions for Improving the Participation Process

Nineteen of the 26 ENERGY STAR builders interviewed provided suggestions on how
participation in the Program could be made more user friendly or improved in other ways. These
19 builders are a mix of new and experienced ENERGY STAR builders—six have been building
ENERGY STAR homes for one or two years, seven for three to five years and six for seven to
ten years. The only participation step that more than eight builders suggested improvements for
is the distribution of ENERGY STAR certificates, ENERGY STAR labels and incentive checks.
The most frequently suggested improvement is to speed up the distribution of incentive checks
(12 builders). Other suggestions from builders tend to focus on getting more up front information
or written documentation on how HERS ratings are determined, exactly what is required to pass
inspections and how to achieve lower HERS indices.

10

Building rate refers to the number of homes built in 2009 compared to 2008. Builders were asked if they built
fewer, more or the same number of homes in 2009 as they built in 2008.
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Individual builders want or need varying levels of HERS rater support. Some builders know how
to meet the requirements for having their homes certified and do not want their HERS rater to do
anything more than conduct the required inspections. Other builders want ongoing support to
continually improve the energy efficiency of the homes they build and lower their HERS indices.

3.2

HERS Rater Suggestions for Improving the Participation
Process

All ten interviewed HERS raters offered suggestions for how the Program could be improved.
HERS rating companies vary in size, geographical coverage and pricing policies. Some of the
smaller companies target builders interested in building very energy-efficient homes—ENERGY
STAR II or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) homes.
Key HERS rater suggestions address the need to have projects provide Manual J calculations
early in the participation process, compensation for working with new builders who may go very
far down the road and not have a project certified and frustration with the Data Collection Form
(DCF). They offer the following comments and suggestions related to the DCF:
•

“There are too many changes too often, and we don't always understand the changes until
after the fact.”

•

The DCF data format and spreadsheet design are problematic.

•

Provide a user’s manual for how to use/complete the DCF.

•

“It would be good to have one place we all went to to submit data—a web-based service.
The rater, provider and Program Administrator could all go to the same file.”

Three HERS raters provided suggestions for how to make HERS rater meetings more useful.
Their suggestions are to issue meeting notices earlier, to send out meeting slides a week in
advance and solicit questions so ICF staff can be better prepared to respond to HERS raters’
questions and to make the meetings more user friendly to HERS raters attending by phone—
phone participants cannot hear what others say and are not given a chance to ask questions.

3.3

Builder Awareness of Program Components

All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked if they were aware of various Program
components and offerings, how they learned about them and if they thought they had enough
information or would like to have more information. Builders were most likely to say they
learned about Program offerings from their HERS raters, followed by an email, fax or letter from
ICF, and the Program website.
Overall, the only components or offerings that one-half or more of all interviewed ENERGY
STAR builders say they have enough information about are the technical requirements for
certification and the 2009 CFL lighting requirements.
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Three examples of what fewer than one-third of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders think they
have enough information about are:
•

Benefits of becoming an EPA ENERGY STAR partner

•

Training opportunities for HVAC and insulation subcontractors

•

HERS rater technical assistance and support provided by the Program and additional
support available on a fee for service basis from HERS raters
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4 Zero Energy Challenge
The focus of the Zero Energy Challenge evaluation was on lessons learned and how, going
forward, to convince builders to build near zero energy homes and buyers to look for or ask their
builder to build them a near zero energy home. In-depth interviews were conducted with the
Challenge Sponsors, builders and HERS raters; owners of the Challenge homes; ICF staff
involved in the Challenge; other energy consultants—some working with utility efforts to
promote zero energy building in other states; and Connecticut Light and Power staff involved
with the Connecticut Zero Energy Challenge.

4.1

Sponsors

Two of the three Sponsors involved in the Challenge before the winners were chosen say the
Challenge met their expectations. One Sponsor says the Challenge did not meet his expectations
because it fell short on sharing information with other builders.

4.2

Owners

Owners of both custom Challenge homes say they knew about near zero energy homes before
planning their homes, that building a near zero energy home was a high priority and that their
homes have produced more energy than they have used. When asked how much of the extra cost
incurred in building their near zero energy homes they think they would be able to recoup if they
decided to sell their home in the next few years, one owner says she would not use a Realtor and
thinks she would more than recoup any extra costs. The owner/builder says he would use a
Realtor, but adds, “I don't think I could get a Realtor to understand. It would have to sell itself or
the Realtor would say something somewhat accurate and the buyer would figure it out.”
All three owners of the affordable Challenge homes had limited prior knowledge of near zero
energy homes and initially had concerns about living in and maintaining a home with
photovoltaic (PV) panels and other very energy-efficient technologies. In particular, they were
concerned about the PV panels breaking. They say that none of their concerns have been
realized. Perhaps the best endorsement is one of these owners ending her interview by saying, “I
love my home.”

4.3

Builders

Challenge builders say it is not more difficult to build a near zero energy home. One builder
says, “The funny part is that builders think it is such a big issue until they do one, and then they
say it wasn't that bad.” Only one builder reports putting together an integrated design team to
help him build a competitive home for the Challenge. No builders say they encountered
problems during construction related to their homes being near zero energy homes. Two builders
say it takes a little longer to build a near zero energy home; another says the Challenge home he
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built was the “easiest and quickest” home he has ever built. Three of the Challenge builders say
the cost of building their near zero energy homes matched their expectations, one says it was a
little higher than he had hoped and one said he did not know.
If they had it to do again, two builders whose Challenge homes were one or one and a half story
say they would build two-story homes. Another builder, who used a natural gas system for back
up heating, would like to go to a fossil-fuel-free home. The owner/builder, who installed an air
source heat pump (ASHP), would change to a solar thermal heating system. The final builder
says he would not change anything.
All four builders who build homes for clients say there are no, or only minor, differences
between the homes they built for the Challenge and the other homes they are now building.
Three builders named practices and/or equipment they used or learned about while building their
Challenge home that they are now incorporating as standard features. One builder is using
double walls, higher amounts of PV capacity, mini-split ASHPs and Paradigm triple pane
windows. The second builder is using mini-split ASHPs and the Lifebreath heat recovery
ventilator (HRV) system. The third builder is using high-efficiency boilers and spray foam
insulation.

4.4

HERS Raters

HERS raters report providing from 10 to 30 hours of technical support, including plans analysis
and inspections, for Challenge homes. Compared to working with a more traditional ENERGY
STAR home, individual raters identified the following differences:
•
•
•

4.5

Wall input data needed to be entered in detail in REM/Rate input fields rather than using
the standard library.
“I took pictures. We used infrared imaging at the mid-point and final inspections. We
guided the insulation contractors doing air sealing. There is better documentation.”
Needed to research an unfamiliar product—Durisol insulated concrete forms (ICF)

Challenge Promotion and Marketing

Sponsors were asked if they thought the marketing and promotion of the Challenge was effective
and builders were asked how valuable the marketing and promotion they received as a
participant in the Challenge was to them and their business.
One Sponsor thinks the early promotion of the Challenge was not effective because there were
only eight applicants—he would do more advertising to attract applicants. One affordable
housing builder does not know that the marketing and promotion of the Challenge helped her
business much; another says it has not helped him because the market is quiet now, but time will
tell; the third says he will know more about how effective it was in several years, as potential
homes in the pipeline come to fruition and other new homes come in. The custom-home builder
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thinks publicity from the utilities was lacking. The owner/builder says that being a participant in
the Challenge was more valuable to him than the marketing and promotion.
It is important to remember that the Challenge had a limited budget for marketing. Marketing
included PR events at three of the Challenge homes, the Challenge website (zechallenge.com)
and the awards luncheon. ICF reports that the Challenge website and the awards luncheon with
the Massachusetts Secretary of Energy have been recognized nationally and picked up on over
30 PR websites. There have been more than 15,000 visits to the website; from June 2009 on, the
number of visits per month has consistently exceeded 1,000.

4.6

Builder Interest in Near Zero Energy Homes

Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked if they thought the Challenge increased builder
interest in near zero energy homes. Two Sponsors say they think interest has increased. Only one
builder says other Massachusetts builders have contacted him about building near zero energy
homes; three ENERGY STAR builders have contacted him, but he does not know if any of them
have decided to build a near zero energy home. Two HERS raters think interest in near zero
energy homes has increased because of the Challenge, but say builders are not installing PV
panels or deciding to build a near zero energy home because of the Challenge.
HERS rater estimates of the percentage of builders they work with who have shown interest in
building or learning more about near zero energy homes range from two percent or less to ten
percent. HERS raters say few spec-home builders have shown interest. Only two HERS raters
say builders have asked them how to build a zero energy home. They say these builders want to
know if it is possible, what materials to use and the easiest path to achieving zero energy. One of
these HERS raters says builders’ biggest concern is the cost of building a near zero energy home
and the ability to pass on the added cost to the buyer. Another HERS rater says builders are not
interested in moving all the way to building near zero energy homes, but are interested in
learning how to build a more energy-efficient home or move to a higher incentive level.

4.7

Lessons Learned

All categories of interviewees cited lessons learned about using the HERS rating system for near
zero energy homes. Sponsors and builders cited lessons learned about the importance of
improving the building shell. Examples showing the range of lessons learned cited are:
•
•

•

“A modest sized near zero energy home can be done affordably.” (Sponsor)
“Originally I thought that raters would be helping the builder—educating them on how
to build a zero energy home—and it ended up that the builders taught the raters.”
(Sponsor)
“Educating builders is one thing—educating raters to sell it [building near zero energy
homes] is a whole other art. We need documents for raters to use to help convince
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builders to do more and have an opportunity from what we learned in the Challenge to
create these documents.” (Sponsor)
“Technology is secondary to building shell improvements.” (Sponsor)
“I am moving closer to the passive house concept—it makes sense.” (Builder)
“I learned that I can build a nice energy-efficient home and it is not that hard to do. It is
a little more time and money, but well spent.” (Builder)
“I learned I need to be reading the HERS reports and challenging the HERS rater. With
stretch code coming it is going to make a difference and the builder needs to be able to
read and challenge results if they are not correct.” (Builder)
“Working with the on-site supervisor on the ground is really important; in order to get
true performance in the home, the site supervisor and subs need to be on board.” (HERS
rater)
“It is great to build zero energy homes, but they need to be cost effective; you need to
consider the cost per square foot to be able to sell the home or turn it into a production
model.” (HERS rater)
“There are more cost effective ways to get to zero than using large roofs covered with
PV panels.” (HERS rater)

Near Zero Energy Building Industry

Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked to describe the state of the near zero energy
building industry in Massachusetts prior to the Challenge, now, and how they expect it to change
over the next five years. Most interviewees (79%: 11 of 14) say they think that the near zero
energy building industry has advanced at least somewhat from what it was before the Challenge.
They describe the current industry as fledgling, pioneering, in its infancy, nascent, happening;
one Sponsor believes it is relatively strong compared to other parts of the country. In five years,
four interviewees say they think that a small percentage of new homes will be near zero energy;
three say they think the industry will have grown, but do not say by how much; four say the state
of the industry will depend on fuel prices, the economy, the housing market, Program incentives,
state and federal tax incentives/credits and rebates/credits for renewable technologies; and three
expect it will take five or more years for near zero energy homes to become more mainstream.

4.9

Going Forward

Interviewees agree dealing with cost issues will be one of the biggest non-technical challenges
facing builders of near zero energy homes: higher construction costs, convincing buyers to spend
more money on the building shell, gathering cost information on new products and materials,
keeping cost per square foot competitive, ability to recover costs. Two other challenges
identified by multiple interviewees are the need to do some things differently when building a
near zero energy home and the need to create customer demand for near zero energy homes.
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The most common suggestion for how to convince builders to build near zero energy homes is to
show builders it can be done. Other suggestions include increasing financial incentives,
providing training and education, facilitating the renewable rebate application process for
builders installing PV for the first time, increasing buyer awareness and documenting energy
savings. One builder suggests offering training that follows a building in process from beginning
to end because, “Fear or ignorance, as with most things, can be a barrier—you need to see it to
believe it.” The implementation contractor agrees that the more hands-on training the Program
can provide to show builders how to build near zero energy homes the better.
The most frequently suggested marketing message to encourage builders to build near zero
energy homes and buyers to look for or ask a builder to build them one is the low operating cost
of a near zero energy home. Other marketing message suggestions address marketability;
comfort; indoor air quality (IAQ); durability; environmental benefits; educational information on
technologies, techniques and equipment; financial feasibility; appearance (aesthetically
pleasing); low maintenance; insurance against high fuel prices. Four interviewees proposed
specific marketing messages:
•
•
•
•

“It is doable.” (homeowner)
“Don't miss the boat.” (builder)
“It’s win/win and not a lot of effort.” (builder)
Saving money makes people happy. (homeowner)
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5 Major Renovations Pilot
The focus of the Major Renovations Pilot evaluation was to identify other utility-sponsored
programs addressing renovation projects that include additions, and to find out how those
programs estimate whole house savings for homes undergoing major renovations or additions.
Secondary research included a review of utility-sponsored ENERGY STAR Home Program and
Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program websites. Interviews were conducted with:
•
•
•
•

Program managers and/or staff at four utilities that either have an existing program that
addresses renovations that include an addition or are planning on launching one
An energy consultant modeling savings for other programs addressing additions
EPA project manager developing an approach to serve remodeling projects through the
Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program
Energy consultants facilitating development of the Massachusetts Technical Reference
Manual content addressing residential measures

The Massachusetts Major Renovations Pilot (Pilot) serves homeowners who are renovating or
remodeling their home and adding at least 500 square feet of new space. Participants are required
to make appropriate energy-efficiency upgrades to the existing home and additions must be built
to ENERGY STAR standards. As of late May 2010, there are 14 active projects.

5.1

Savings Calculation Methodology

The methodology used to calculate the energy savings associated with projects participating in
the Major Renovations Pilot was developed by ICF. Project energy savings are the difference
between the estimated energy consumption of the original existing home plus the new addition
built with Massachusetts baseline or UDRH features, minus the estimated energy consumption of
the final completed home, including the addition.
The interviewed energy consultant who worked on modeling savings for the EPA Remodel to
ENERGY STAR approach suggests one change to the current methodology. Rather than
modeling the original existing home and the addition built to UDRH characteristics separately
and then adding the resulting energy consumption results to estimate total annual energy
consumption for the baseline home, he suggests the following approach:
•

Develop a baseline by modeling the structure with the addition using the original
structure's specifications (except the portion of the structure against which the addition is
built) before the addition is built, and assuming the addition is built to UDRH standards.

•

Model the new structure as-built, including any improvements to the existing structure.

•

Estimate claimed savings by subtracting new-structure projected consumption from the
baseline model and do not try to distinguish between savings attributable to the addition
and savings attributable to improving the old structure.
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Other Programs Addressing Additions

Only one other program specifically addressing additions was identified: Sacramento Municipal
Utility District’s (SMUD) Energy Efficient Remodel Demonstration (EERD) Program. No
programs were identified that have a minimum requirement for the square feet of living space
being added. ENERGY STAR Homes Programs typically address additions only if they are part
of a full gut rehab eligible for ENERGY STAR certification. Some Home Performance with
ENERGY STAR Programs serve homes that are adding living space by finishing basement
space, finishing attic space or building an addition. Many states have deep energy retrofit
programs for existing homes; some projects may include additions. The Major Renovations Pilot
offers an attractive option for homeowners who want to improve the energy-efficiency of their
existing home at the same time they are adding living space, but do not want to go as far as a
deep energy retrofit.
EPA is working on ways to address remodeling projects that include adding living space through
the HPwES Program. EPA’s proposed approach is similar to the Massachusetts Major
Renovations Pilot in that energy-efficiency improvements would be made to the existing home
and the new space would be built to EPA ENERGY STAR Homes Program standards.
Connecticut Light and Power (CL&P) has worked with additions through its Residential New
Construction Program. The program manager says that if the addition is a completely separate
unit not tied to the rest of the house, savings are estimated using a HERS rating. If the addition is
integrated with the rest of the house, or ties into the rest of the house, it qualifies for prescriptive
incentives, but not ENERGY STAR certification.
New York: Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) will be launching a pilot program in 2010
that will address additions to existing homes. It will follow the EPA Remodel to ENERGY
STAR approach.
California: Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) addresses additions as part of its
Energy Efficient Remodel Demonstration (EERD) Program. There is no limitation on the size of
additions. (To date, no projects with additions have participated.) Savings will be calculated as
the difference in modeled energy consumption for the existing home renovation and planned
addition, assuming the work met California’s Title 24 energy-efficiency standards, and the final
remodeled home.
Wisconsin addresses additions in its HPwES Program. REM/Rate analyses are done of both the
original and the remodeled building. However, savings claimed are deemed savings for the
improvements made to the original building, no savings are claimed for the addition.
Iowa: MidAmerican Energy is rolling out a HPwES Program, and additions will be addressed
through that program. No information is currently available on how savings associated with
additions will be calculated or claimed.
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1

Conclusions

The following conclusions from the 2009 evaluations are presented by topic.
6.1.1 Codes and Standards
•

•

•

•

Massachusetts will benefit greatly from the development of a mechanism that
rewards the PAs for undertaking activities that promote the adoption of and
compliance with more energy-efficient codes and standards. Such a mechanism was
outlined by the PAs and EEAC consultants in 2009 and will need final approval from the
EEAC and regulators.
The proposed attribution framework uses the California model Delphi panels to
develop attribution scores. The Massachusetts framework involves panels of industry
experts for both code upgrade and increased compliance savings. Attribution scores will
allocate a portion of the savings realized to the PAs. In each case, the panels will consider
the relative importance of several factors in generating the savings, as well as the PAs’
relative contribution to those factors. This process will require the PAs to design
activities that specifically promote compliance with and upgrades to the existing code.
The PAs will also need to enhance documentation of their codes and standards activities
and impacts.
The factors involved in attributing savings from code upgrades to the PAs include
providing technical and cost information, promoting compliance with the upgrade,
and documenting the feasibility of meeting the upgrade. These factors are similar to
those currently used in California since, in both cases, taking the initiative by providing
research into technical requirements and costs of a code upgraded is necessary.
The factors involved in attributing savings from compliance enhancement to the
PAs depend on the type of program (training and education, incentive, enforcement)
deployed. The Delphi panel will need to weigh the relative importance of the PAs’
program(s) for the savings due to each factor in improving code compliance while also
considering the weight of non-program factors that may contribute to naturally improving
code compliance.

6.1.2 Program Participation Process
•

•

Flexibility is important. Individual builders need or request different levels of support
and services, and HERS raters appreciate having flexibility in several areas, including
how plan review results are presented, pricing policies and services offered.
Builders are very satisfied with their HERS raters. On a scale of one to ten, where one
is the lowest and ten is the highest rating, most of the interviewed ENERGY STAR
builders (88%: 23 of 26 builders) give their HERS rater a rating of nine or ten.
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Builders have little contact with their ICF account managers. Builders prefer working
through their HERS raters as much as possible, turning to their account managers only
when there is a problem their HERS raters cannot resolve. Account managers agree with
this assessment.
Marginal builders may not be encouraged to enroll homes. HERS raters screen
builders calling about enrolling a home in the Program to assess the likelihood of their
being willing to make the changes required to meet Program standards. This is only
reasonable given that the HERS rater will not be paid by the Program unless the home is
certified. This is an issue the JMC may want to address.

6.1.3 Builder Awareness of Program Components and Offerings
•

•

Builders would like more information on most Program components and offerings.
Overall, the only Program components and offerings that one-half or more of all
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders say they have enough information about are the
technical requirements for certification and the 2009 Compact Fluorescent Lamp (CFL)
lighting requirements.
HERS raters are clearly a prime source of information for participating builders.
Builders are most likely to say they learned about various Program components and
offerings from their HERS rater.

6.1.4 Other Areas Addressed in Participation Process Evaluation
•

•

•

All interviewed builders without an active project will consider enrolling future
projects. Builders with deactivated projects or who had not enrolled any new projects
since 2007 and builders who inquired about the Program and decided not to enroll a
home say they are interested in enrolling future projects.
Builders continue to see value in building ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes. The
percentage of all interviewed ENERGY STAR builders saying that being able to market
their homes as ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes is somewhat or very valuable fell only
slightly, from 93% in 2008 to 88% in 2009, while the percentage of builders saying
buyers have come to them looking for an ENERGY STAR-qualified Home or decided to
buy one of their homes because it was an ENERGY STAR-qualified Home grew slightly,
from 20% to 23%. 11
Building rates appear to be stabilizing. Only 21% of interviewed builders say they built
fewer homes in 2009 than in 2008; 55% say they built the same number of homes and
24% say they built more homes.

11

Nexus Market Research, Inc. Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Builder Interview Report,
submitted to the Joint Management Committee, June 2009.
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Interest in incorporating renewable technologies is high. 12 Over one-third of
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (38%: 10 of 26 builders) say they have
incorporated renewable technologies in their homes and another two builders say they
plan on incorporating renewable technologies in upcoming projects. However, HERS
raters say builders who are not already incorporating renewables seldom decide to
implement recommended improvements involving renewables.
Interest in learning about building near zero energy homes is high. Almost threefourths of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders) say they are
familiar with zero energy homes. Four builders say they have built a near zero energy
home and more than one-half of builders who have not built a near zero energy home
(55%: 12 of 22 builders) say they are interested in building a zero energy home or
learning more about what is involved in building one.
Roughly one-third of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are aware of the Zero
Energy Challenge. Thirty-five percent of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (9 of 26
builders) say they are familiar with the Challenge. No builders could say for sure that
they had visited the Challenge website. However, when interviewers offered to send the
website address to builders, almost three-fourths of builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders)
asked to get the website address.
Providing hands-on training for builders is important. Account managers say the best
way to convince builders to incorporate some of the recommended measures and
practices that they currently seldom incorporate is through technical, hands-on field
training. They also say the HERS raters are supposed to provide this training, but that the
Program needs to help.
Consistent communication is important. Though few builders or HERS raters cited
instances of receiving inconsistent information depending on who they talked to, they
find it very frustrating when it happens.
Finding providers 13 for new HERS raters continues to be a problem. 14,15 Some
HERS raters working with the Program have had to work with out-of-state providers.
One HERS rater called twelve providers in New England and not one was willing to be
his provider. On the bright side, four of the smaller HERS rating companies serving the

12

The time period during which interviews were conducted included the Green Affordable Homes Initiative from
the former Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC), now Clean Energy Center, and other grants that helped
to fund some of these technologies. This may skew results.
13
New HERS raters need to work with a provider to be certified. “Accredited rating providers have the
responsibility of ensuring the quality of rating services. Rating providers are responsible for administering rating
programs. These responsibilities include certification of raters.” Source: http://www.resnet.us/programs/providers
14
This conclusion addresses provider services for new HERS raters. Though no interview questions addressed
providers, Program Sponsors raised the lack of providers as one of their concerns in the conference call with the
NMR team and several HERS raters commented on providers in interviews.
15
This is not a problem for the HERS rating companies that are providers; these companies will be the provider for
any new HERS rater hires within their company.
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Program recently banded together to form Energy Raters of Massachusetts (ERM). ERM
is now incorporated, is a provider, and plans to take on new raters for other companies.
6.1.5 Status of Near Zero Energy Building in Massachusetts
•

•

•
•

Challenge builders achieved very low HERS indices. Two homes–one custom and one
affordable home–earned negative HERS indices, meaning that they are a net producer of
energy. More important, all Challenge builders have adopted what they learned building
their Challenge homes as standard practice, showing they believe building near zero
energy homes is a viable option in today’s housing market, at least for them.
Builders not already building near zero energy homes are showing interest in
learning about or building a near zero energy home. However, so far, the Challenge
has not convinced them to decide to build a near zero energy home.
Creating homebuyer demand is key to getting more builders to build near zero
energy homes; builders want to know they can recover any additional costs.
It will be at least five years before near zero energy homes will represent more than
a small percentage of the new housing market.

6.1.6 Major Renovations
•
•
•

•

•

•

Few energy-efficiency programs address additions; only one other existing program
specifically addressing additions was identified.
ENERGY STAR Homes Programs typically address additions only if they are part
of a full gut rehab eligible for ENERGY STAR certification.
Many states, including Massachusetts, have deep energy retrofit programs for
existing homes. The Major Renovations Pilot offers an attractive option for homeowners
who want to improve the energy-efficiency of their existing home at the same time they
are adding living space, but do not want to go as far as doing a deep energy retrofit.
Some HPwES Programs serve homes that are adding living space: finishing
basement space, finishing attic space or building an addition. No programs were
identified that have a minimum requirement for the square feet of living space being
added.
EPA’s plan to address remodeling projects that include adding living space is
similar to the Massachusetts Major Renovations Pilot; energy-efficiency
improvements would be made to the existing home and the new space would be built to
EPA ENERGY STAR Homes Program standards. The premise of the EPA “Remodel to
ENERGY STAR” concept is that the energy savings generated by making the existing
home more energy-efficient will cover the added energy use required for the newly
renovated space, resulting in no increase in energy use.
Originally, the incentives available for energy-efficiency improvements to existing
homes for participants in the MassSAVE Program and the Major Renovations Pilot
were the same. Now, air sealing is provided at no cost to participants in the MassSAVE
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Program. The program manager of the Major Renovations Pilot says this has caused
some confusion for customers because it may not be clear which program will best serve
their needs.

6.2

Recommendations

The following recommendations from the 2009 evaluations are presented by topic.
6.2.1 Codes and Standards
•

Work to obtain final approval of a mechanism that rewards the PAs for
undertaking activities that promote the adoption of and compliance with more
energy-efficient codes and standards. This process will require the PAs to design
activities that work towards these ends as well as enhance documentation of their codes
and standards activities and impacts.

6.2.2 Program Participation Process
•

•

•

•

Ensure builders receive incentive checks within a reasonable time after the final
inspection. Explain to builders up front how long after the final inspection they should
expect to receive their incentive check and develop a process that ensures checks are
issued within the expected time frame.
Encourage builders to talk with more than one HERS rater before choosing one to
work with. Builders need or request varying levels of support and feedback, and prefer
dealing with one person, typically their HERS rater. Individual HERS raters vary with
respect to pricing policies and services offered. Builders who take the time to talk with
HERS raters from multiple companies should have no problem finding a HERS rater who
meets their specific needs.
Provide builders more information on how HERS ratings are determined and how
to lower their HERS indices. Several interviewed builders requested this. Information
on HERS ratings could be provided on the Program’s website, as a handout HERS raters
could give to builders or in the technical manual. In particular, it will be important to
identify the changes in design or equipment choices that have the biggest impact on the
HERS rating.
Provide a clear and simple description of what the TBC (Thermal Bypass Checklist)
inspection will entail. Several builders asked for this. The NMR team is aware that
detailed information on TBC requirements can be accessed through the Program’s
website. However, the website now contains so much information that builders may be
overwhelmed and get frustrated searching for the specific bit of information they are
looking for. It may be worth providing builders with a page or two list of links that will
take them directly to the key Program information and documents they will most likely
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want to access, thereby saving them time. Such a list could also be included in the
technical manual.
Consider HERS raters’ suggestions for improving the participation process.
Consider requiring projects to submit a Manual J calculation early in the participation
process; this could avoid homes failing the final inspection because of improperly sized
HVAC equipment. Consider writing a user’s manual for the Data Collection Form (DCF)
and avoid making frequent changes to data requirements; HERS raters say they
understand why ICF needs the information provided in the DCF, but the form is not user
friendly and can be confusing, especially to new HERS raters. In the longer run, consider
developing a more user friendly template format and using a web-based service for
submitting and reviewing DCF information.

6.2.3 Builder Awareness of Program Components and Offerings
•

Raise builder awareness of and understanding of Program offerings. A surprising
percentage of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are either unaware of or would like
more information about Program offerings. Builders clearly have access to ample
information through their HERS raters, the Program’s website and marketing materials,
and email/fax/letter correspondence from account managers. However, builders are busy
and, obviously, not taking advantage of the information sources available to them.
Therefore, the challenge is how to get builders to read information already available to
them. One suggestion is to provide information in a different format. One option is
simple one page weekly or monthly email messages addressing only one topic or issue
and including links to additional information sources for those who are interested in
learning more. Builders, like everyone else, are more likely to read and retain information
presented in a short, easy to read, user-friendly format.

6.2.4 Training and Education
•

•

Provide formal training for new raters. New HERS raters need to understand how the
Program works and what role they are expected to play. Getting HERS rating training
and certification does not prepare a HERS rater to market the Program.
Should the Program adopt EPA’s 2011 changes to ENERGY STAR-qualification
requirements, provide training to ensure that all builders are prepared to meet the
new requirements. Provide easy to understand documentation on the additional
checklists currently proposed. 16 This will be particularly important for builders with 2010
projects that, for any reason, may not be completed until after July 1, 2011. Informing

16

Currently proposed checklists are: Thermal Enclosure System Rater Checklist; HVAC System Quality
Installation Rater Checklist, HVAC System Quality Installation Contractor Checklist, Water Management System
Rater Checklist and the Water Management System Builder Checklist.
Source: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=bldrs_lenders_raters.nh_2011_comments (3/1/2010)
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builders about the 2011 changes and helping them meet the new requirements will clearly
require HERS raters to spend more time with most builders.
Encourage all builders to visit the Zero Energy Challenge website. Interviewed
ENERGY STAR builders express a high level of interest in learning about building near
zero energy homes. The Challenge website includes information on the specifications of
the five competing homes. Consider sharing cost information available for the Challenge
homes with builders; learning that with the rebates and incentives available for renewable
technologies it is possible to build a near zero energy home for a marketable price may
help convince other builders to move toward building near zero energy homes. In
addition, seeing how Challenge builders achieved much lower heating, cooling and water
heating energy use will help inform builders interested in meeting the Tier 3 energy
savings requirement.

6.2.5 Major Renovations
•

•

Savings Methodology: Consider adopting the suggestion made by energy consultants
working on modeling savings for similar programs that estimating the annual energy
consumption of the baseline home by modeling the existing home as one structure, with
the new addition built to UDRH characteristics, may produce more accurate results. (The
current methodology models the existing structure and the new addition built to UDRH
characteristics separately, and then adds the two resulting annual energy consumption
estimates to estimate total baseline home annual energy consumption.)
Incentives for Existing Home Improvements: Make the incentives available for making
improvements to the existing home consistent with incentives available through the
MassSAVE Program. This will help avoid confusion among customers deciding which
program will best serve their needs. Ideally, all potential participants in the Pilot should
be made aware of all the energy-efficiency program options available to them when
building an addition, such as the Deep Energy Retrofit and MassSAVE programs as well
as the ENERGY STAR Homes Program if they should decide to do a gut rehab.
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MEMORANDUM
To: Sponsors of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
From: Betty Tolkin, Greg Clendenning, and Lynn Hoefgen, Nexus Market Research
Date: December 22, 2009
Re: Outline for Attribution of Codes and Standards Savings

This memo presents a framework for attribution of codes and standards savings that result from
the efforts of the Sponsors in the residential new construction markets. This framework is
intended to address the second part of the Massachusetts Residential Metrics for 2009, which call
for the Sponsors to “research California’s mechanisms for claiming savings from code
development, support, implementation and enforcement activities and design a similar
mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts.”
The proposed attribution mechanisms cover the following two main categories of savings, which
should be distinguished from the savings generated by the Massachusetts New Homes with
ENERGY STAR® Program that are already claimed by the Sponsors:
•

Upgrades to both the state code; and

•

Increased compliance with both the state code and the stretch code for homes that do not
participate in the program.

The proposed framework uses Delphi panels of industry experts for each category of savings to
develop attribution scores allocating a portion of the savings realized to the Sponsors. In each
case, the panels will consider the relative importance of several factors in generating the savings,
as well as the Sponsors’ relative contribution to those factors. The panels will estimate both
factor weights and factor scores. Factor weights measure the relative importance of each factor
and need to sum to one for all the factors considered for each category of savings. The factor
scores, which range between zero and one, represent the relative contribution of the Sponsors’
efforts in achieving each category of savings, recognizing that other organizations are also
22 Haskell Street, Cambridge, MA 02140
Phone: (617) 497-7544 Fax: (617) 497-7543
www.nexusmarketresearch.com
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involved in advocacy or compliance efforts. The attribution score is the sum of the products of
the weights and scores for each factor or:
Attribution Score = Σ (FWi * FSi)
where:
FWi = factor weight for factor i
FSi = factor score for factor i
The savings generated through code upgrades or increased compliance may then be multiplied by
the attribution score to obtain the savings allocated to the Sponsors.
This methodology is similar to what is currently used in California, where attribution factors are
being estimated for 35 codes and standards upgrades, a much larger number than is likely to
apply to Massachusetts. An overview of the history of the California Codes and Standards (C&S)
Programs and the algorithms and calculations used to claim savings for the Investor Owned
Utilities (IOUs) for code and standard upgrades is provided in Appendix A. The study of the
California C&S Programs raised several issues on the application of their procedures and
algorithms to Massachusetts, a much smaller state. These issues, mainly concerning the
magnitude of savings and expenditures and how long the Sponsors would need to wait to claim
savings from codes and standards activities are summarized in Appendix B.
In addition to California, the treatment of savings from code upgrades, increased compliance, and
stretch codes by the Long Island Power Authority and British Columbia Hydro was studied.
Tables comparing treatments in these three jurisdictions are provided in Appendix C.
Many of the activities for which the Sponsors would receive credit under a codes and standards
attribution mechanism have occurred as part of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY
STAR Program. In order to avoid double counting, the savings calculated under the attribution
mechanism in Massachusetts are to be considered separate from the program savings; in the case
of compliance increases, the savings are restricted to homes not participating in the program. As
the Sponsors increase their efforts in supporting codes and standards, particularly upgrades which
will require more focused efforts, it may be desirable to create a separate Codes and Standards
Program dedicated to planning and documenting these efforts.
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Cr eation of the Delphi panels. The proposed Delphi panels will consist of five individuals.
(The same individual may serve on multiple panels.) The Delphi process involves having each
panel member develop weights and scores after reviewing all applicable materials followed by
sharing the weights, scores, and justifications in an attempt to reach consensus; if the panelists
cannot agree, an average is taken dropping the highest and lowest values. Desirable attributes of
the Delphi panel candidates include:
•

Independence

•

Experience in the residential new construction market

•

Long-term familiarity with the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR
Program

The Delphi panelists will be provided with extensive documentation of the Sponsors’ activities
affecting savings from state code upgrades and increased compliance. This documentation may
include but not be limited to:
•

Lists of training sessions held for builders, subcontractors, and code officials

•

Letters of support and testimony provided for stretch codes and upgrades

•

Engineering studies of the expected savings and costs of proposed upgrades

•

Input from different stakeholders affected by stretch codes and upgrades

Homes built in communities under the cur r ent str etch code. Under the Green Communities
Act of 2008, Massachusetts cities and towns may apply for a “green community” designation;
part of this process includes adopting a stretch code requiring new homes to meet a HERS index
of 70 or less, or 65 or less for homes over 3,000 square feet. These homes will thus be more
efficient than those meeting the current minimum ENERGY STAR standards. The Sponsors
have currently agreed to offer the same program incentives and services to program participants
in communities that adopt the Stretch Code as are available to customers in towns that don't
adopt the Stretch Code and claim savings from program participants using the Massachusetts
User Defined Reference Home (UDRH) in place at that time. Given these conditions, it is
expected that most of the new homes built in stretch code communities in the next two years will
come in under the program. Thus, at the present, there is no attribution mechanism proposed to
capture savings from non-participant homes in stretch code communities. Because the Sponsors
will be getting energy saving credit for all participant stretch code homes, it does not appear that
any other incentive mechanism need be developed to encourage the Sponsors to develop new
stretch code communities. It is also recognized that stretch code communities should not be
included in the establishment of the next new construction baseline or the UDRH.
However, the agreement outlined may need to be revised if the situation changes, should the
number of stretch code communities significantly increase, the provisions of the stretch codes
Nexus Market Research
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and the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program significantly diverge, or if a
substantial number of new homes in stretch code communities do not participate in the
Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program. These changes may require that a
separate baseline and UDRH be established for stretch code communities and/or an attribution
mechanism be developed so that the Sponsors can claim credit for stretch code savings resulting
from their efforts to support communities adopting stretch codes.
Attr ibution for upgr ades to the state codes. Under the Green Communities Act,
Massachusetts is due to have both the state code and the stretch code updated every three years,
with the latest IECC code adopted by the state within 12 months of its release. The Act also calls
for any other efficiency measures warranted to be adopted. Thus, there are opportunities for the
Sponsors to advocate for enhancements to the IECC 2009 that would be applicable to
Massachusetts. Examples of code upgrades the Sponsors may consider for advocacy include 1:
•

Those requiring ENERGY STAR or equivalent light fixtures where applicable

•

Those requiring ENERGY STAR qualified heating and cooling systems

•

Those requiring the use of an ENERGY STAR qualified hot water storage tank or an
instantaneous hot water system

•

Those requiring Quality Installation Verification (QIV) for all HVAC systems

•

Those highlighting the ability to use alternative technologies such as micro combined
heat and power (CHP) and biomass to meet the requirements for an energy efficient
heating system

•

Those highlighting the ability to use renewable energy systems towards achieving a
desired HERS rating

•

Those mandating the use of EPA’s Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) checklist which would
include whole house ventilation systems

•

Those requiring 2 by 6 framing or systems-built construction techniques

•

Those requiring builders to properly flash around exterior penetrations and incorporate
drainage planes on exterior walls

•

Those requiring use of the Thermal Bypass Checklist

The proposed attribution mechanism for upgrades to the state code uses factors similar to those
currently used in California since, in both cases, taking the initiative by providing research into
technical requirements and costs is necessary. Three proposed factors for attribution of savings

1

These examples have been provided by ICF International, the implementer of the Massachusetts New Homes with
ENERGY STAR Program
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from upgrades to the state code are presented below; the bullet points under each factor list
examples of activities for which the Sponsors may get credit. 2
Factor 1) Pr ovide technical and cost infor mation
•

Support the research and development and/or demonstration of potential technologies or
techniques that leads to inclusion in new codes.

•

Estimate energy savings and, if applicable, peak demand savings through engineering
studies and updated baselines

•

Document the incremental cost of the measure over baseline practices

•

Document the measure’s cost-effectiveness

Factor 2) Pr omote compliance with the upgr ade
•

Provide builder, subcontractor, and code official trainings

•

Develop reliable test methods for compliance with upgrades to the code

Factor 3) Document the feasibility of meeting the upgr ade
•

Analyze the general market readiness of builders and the appropriate subcontractors to
meet the upgrade

•

Document market readiness, such as availability of products to meet the upgrade, market
penetration, and homebuyer acceptance

•

Document the Sponsors’ contributions to market readiness, such as builder and subcontractor readiness to comply with the code upgrade due to the Sponsors’ previous
training programs

•

Document experiences with the upgrade in stretch code communities and the support
provided by the Sponsors in helping communities adopt the stretch code

•

Respond to stakeholder concerns about the costs of compliance

Increased compliance with both the state code and the stretch code for homes that do not
participate in the program. As was noted previously, under the Green Communities Act,
Massachusetts is due to have both the state code and the stretch code updated every three years.
With each code update, compliance with the state code and stretch code may be low due to lack
of understanding and knowledge on the part of code officials, builders and sub-contractors.
Compliance can be expected to increase gradually over time as the building community becomes
more familiar with the code and methods of compliance. Therefore, there are opportunities for
2

Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP) studies and advocacy of upgrades that are funded by the
Sponsors would be considered part of the Sponsors’ efforts to support upgrades.
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the Sponsors to support compliance enhancement programs that improve compliance with both
the state code and the stretch code at a faster rate than would normally occur. Examples of
compliance enhancement programs include training and education programs, enforcement
programs, and incentive programs.
Programs to improve code compliance could be developed to target an individual building
measure or section of the code (ostensibly for building measures for which there is poor
compliance) or programs could target improved compliance with the overall code. Programs for
specific building measures could target a wide range of actors, such as builders, sub-contractors,
suppliers, retailers and building inspectors. In contrast, programs to improve overall compliance
may be directed at building departments.
Building code measures that the Sponsors may consider for enhanced code compliance activities
include 3:
•

Basement wall insulation

•

Duct insulation

•

Mechanical system pipe insulation

•

Insulating ceilings with attic spaces

•

Sealing of building thermal envelope to limit infiltration

•

Sealing to prevent air leakages around recessed lighting

•

Fenestration air leakage rates and proper use of the glazed fenestration exemption

•

Insulating circulating hot water system pipes

•

Properly sizing heating and cooling equipment

•

Having controls on heat pumps providing supplementary heat

•

Posting certificates with energy efficiency information and providing the appropriate
information for equipment and systems that require preventative maintenance

•

Using adequate vapor retarders or ventilation for moisture control

•

Testing all new homes to achieve HERS scores of 100 or less

In order to measure the effects of a compliance enhancement program, pre-program and postprogram rates of compliance will need to be measured at the state level for statewide code
compliance efforts and, quite likely, at the community level for efforts that target stretch code

3

These examples have been provided by ICF International based on areas observed to have uneven compliance in
the field.
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communities. 4 Baseline studies should therefore take into account the need for before and after
measurements. One strategy involves vintaging—for example the baseline sample could include
homes built in each of the last three years. The changes in code compliance rates can then be
measured and the savings from these changes quantified.
The baseline sampling design that is compatible with measuring pre-program and post-program
rates of compliance would be more expensive than the baseline studies done in the past. Future
baseline studies need to be carefully designed to deal with the fact that some communities will
have stretch codes in place, and the Sponsors will want to measure code compliance and to
establish the UDRH separately for stretch code communities and communities under the state
code. NMR, working with ICF, will examine the potential savings involved under different levels
of code compliance efforts, hence the implementation and evaluation costs that could be justified
given those different levels of effort. For example, the Sponsors may target compliance in stretch
code communities or statewide. As already noted, efforts may focus on overall code compliance
or on individual building code measures. This work is scheduled for early 2010.
Increased code compliance and other standard and code program efforts have the potential to
yield substantial savings. In California, codes and standards program efforts are among the most
cost-effective activities undertaken by the California utilities. It is likely that Massachusetts’
activities towards promoting codes and better code compliance will also be very cost-effective.
However, the current cost-effective test protocols require the PAs to lump the codes and
standards expenditures into the cost side of the equation without a commensurate accounting of
future benefits. Since the long-term benefits for Massachusetts have not yet been investigated
and quantified, no future benefits derived from the codes and standards activities would be
included in the equations. This situation may cause PAs to under-invest in codes and standards
activities, because the addition of codes and standards expenditures into the cost effectiveness
calculations lowers overall program cost-effectiveness scores. Until a method is developed that
includes both the long term costs and benefits of codes and standards activities, it is advisable
that codes and standards activities not be included in cost effectiveness calculations.
The proposed attribution mechanism for compliance enhancement programs uses factors based
on the type of program deployed by the Sponsors: training and education programs, enforcement
programs, incentive programs, or other programs. The Delphi panel will need to weigh the
relative importance of the Sponsors’ program for the savings due to each factor in improving
code compliance while also considering the weight of non-program factors that may contribute to
naturally improving code compliance. The potential factors for attribution of savings from
enhanced code compliance are presented below; the bullet points under each factor list examples
of activities for which the Sponsors may get credit.
4

For compliance enhancement programs that target stretch code compliance, compliance rates measurements will
need to include control communities that have not enacted stretch codes.
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Factor 1) Tr aining and education pr ogr ams
•

Training of builders, subcontractors and trade allies

•

Training of building departments and code officials

•

Educational programs that improve customer or trade ally awareness of the code and need
for compliance

Factor 2) Incentive pr ogr ams
•

Support an infrastructure of HERS raters who can provide performance testing for
different homes

•

Provide incentives for homes that comply with the energy code

Factor 3) Enfor cement pr ogr ams
•

Take enforcement actions against non-complying properties
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Executive Summary
The exemplary portion of the Codes and Standards metric for the 2009 Massachusetts New
Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program is to research California’s mechanisms for claiming
savings from code development, support, implementation and enforcement activities and design
a similar mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts.
This interim report presents a history of the California Codes and Standards (C&S) Programs and
the algorithms and calculations used to claim savings for the Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) for
code and standard upgrades, as well as an outline suggesting how these findings may be applied
in Massachusetts.
California IOUs put considerable effort into this area before they could claim any credit from
C&S Program savings. However, once the IOUs are allowed to claim savings, C&S Programs are
remarkably cost-effective. Estimated costs of conserved energy over 25 years range from
$0.00032 / kWh to $0.00198 / kWh (Heschong Mahone Group (HMG), 2005a).

Codes and Standards Savings Estimation in 2005
Investments by the California IOUs in support of codes and standards are made over a period of
years, beginning two to three years before the new codes and standards take effect. The savings
do not accrue until four or five years after the initial investments, as new buildings are
constructed and appliances are purchased under the new codes and standards. Further, the
savings accumulate over the life of the measure and beyond (HMG, 2005a). For example,
savings realized in 2006 are attributable, in part, to new building codes that took effect in 2005,
which were enacted in 2003, for which the IOUs’ C&S programs developed and submitted
supporting studies and documents (CASE reports) during the 2001 to 2003 time period. In other
words, savings realized in 2006 are due to efforts made by the IOUs in 2001, 2002 and 2003.
In 2005, before the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) had determined whether
IOUs could claim any savings for their support of codes and standards changes and updates,
CPUC contractors estimated electric energy, demand, and gas savings for 21 appliance standards
(Title 20 Appliance Efficiency Standards) and 14 building codes (Title 24 Building Energy
Efficiency Standards) adopted in California since 2003, with the 2001 codes and standards used
as the baseline. Calculated savings began with making a first-year estimate of “Standards Gross
Savings,” or the expected savings due to the new building codes and appliance standards to be
realized in 2006. For each code or standard, the “Standards Gross Savings” was derived from
several published sources and estimated across the entire state, based on annual housing starts,
nonresidential new construction, and appliance sales. “Net Savings” were then derived from firstyear gross savings by adjusting for several factors including Naturally Occurring Market
Adoption (NOMAD), Normally Occurring Standards Adoption (NOSAD), non-compliance with
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codes and standards, and measure life. For each factor, the study team convened a panel of
experts to assign values to each factor, similar to the methods used in a Delphi Panel (HMG,
2005a).
“Program Net Savings” were defined as the annual electric energy (or demand or gas) savings in
the market that were attributable to the C&S Program and would not have accrued in the absence
of the program’s efforts, and extending over the time period in which those savings will occur.
To estimate program net savings, there were five factors for each code and standard that received
a weight and an IOU score, each on a zero-to-one scale. The weight represented the relative
importance of each factor to the adoption of each code or standard; the weights for each of the
five factors summed to one. The IOU score measured the importance of the IOU C&S programs
for each factor. The factor scores and weights were estimated for each of the 2005 building and
appliance standards by a group of IOU, consultant, and CEC experts. The attribution score,
which determined the percentage of savings attributed to the C&S Program, was a sum of the
products of the weights and scores for each factor. The five factors were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Importance of Energy Efficient Products in the Market
Efforts Needed for Test and Research Methods
Innovativeness of Standards Idea
Preparation of Code and Standard Evaluation (CASE) Analysis
Work with Stakeholders and Public Process

The overall weighted scores had a wide variation, ranging from 34% to 95% for appliance
standards and 32% to 85% for building codes. The overall weighted scores were multiplied by
the net savings to derive “Program Net Savings” for each code and standard. The estimated
“Program Net Savings” could account for substantial annual savings during the 2006 to 2008
program years, ranging from 9% to 15% of total IOU savings goals (HMG, 2005a). 5

Updates to the Estimation Process in 2008
In 2007, for the 2006 to 2008 program years, the CPUC issued a decision (CPUC Decision
D0509043) allowing for the IOUs to claim 50% of the verified “Program Net Savings” for
energy, demand and gas that are attributable to the pre-2006 IOU C&S programs (Cadmus, 2008;
CPUC 2007, 2009a). 6 For the 2006 to 2008 program evaluations, a modified methodology for
estimating C&S savings and attributing them to the IOU programs is being used. The
5

It should be noted that at the time that HMG made the estimates of savings attributable to the C&S programs
(HMG, 2005a), there was no mechanism for the IOUs to claim savings for their C&S programs. The CPUC
contracted the HMG report in order to inform its decision on claiming savings from C&S programs.
6
For the 21 appliance and 14 building standards adopted since 2003 (the 2005 Building Standards and the
2006/2007 Appliance Standards), with the 2001 codes and standards used as the baseline. The IOUs will be able to
claim 100% of the savings for their post-2006 C&S Programs for the 2009 to 2011 program years and beyond
(CPUC 2009b).
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adjustments include a review of the technical documents that form the basis of the gross first year
savings, removal of NOSAD, inclusion of a whole building performance analysis, adjustments to
NOMAD, compliance rates, construction rates, and attribution to the C&S programs (Cadmus,
2009, 2008b; KEMA et al., 2009b; Lee et al, 2008).
The calculation of “Program Net Savings” or the attribution to C&S Programs was modified to
use three factors rather than the five factors used in 2005. The three factors are as follows:
•
•
•

Development of compliance determination methods
Development of technical and cost information
Address stakeholder concerns on the practicality and feasibility of meeting the standard

The process of estimating factor weights and scores was designed to be more standardized,
transparent, and replicable in the future. The IOUs were asked to provide input about their efforts
in each area, and some utility staff who were closely involved in the adoption of Title 20 and
Title 24 standards participated in the Delphi panel responsible for determining factor weights
(i.e., the relative effort of a factor to get a standard adopted), utility staff are no longer involved
in determining factor scores (i.e., the role of IOU efforts in getting the standard adopted). 7 Data
sources include surveys of standards experts, interviews of participants in the development of a
particular standard, and review of public documents. All information is summarized in a
spreadsheet for each standard, and a panel familiar with the adoption of energy efficiency
standards will attempt to reach consensus on factor weights and scores for each standard. As in
2005, the attribution score is a sum of the products of the weights and scores for each factor.

Treatment of Local Reach Codes
The IOUs’ 2009 to 2011 Energy Efficiency Portfolio filings include, as part of the C&S Program,
a Reach Codes subprogram, which is intended to support the development of reach codes, or
locally adopted ordinances, that exceed statewide minimum requirements (CPUC, 2009b). Reach
codes, which may be referred to as stretch codes in Massachusetts, typically are codes adopted by
local governments and provide a means to test new codes as well as the feasibility of raising
existing codes at a local level before adopting higher codes on a statewide basis.
There are approximately a dozen local jurisdictions in California in 2009 with reach code
ordinances surpassing the 2005 version of Title 24. Since each of the reach codes contains
different elements, the goal now is to develop consistent reach codes surpassing the 2008 version
of Title 24 (T-24). The California IOUs have proposed that they should be able to claim energy
savings that result from their activities associated with the Reach Codes subprogram. The CPUC
Energy Division staff review of this proposal noted that savings resulting from completed

7

Direct IOU involvement in determining factor scores represented a potential conflict of interest (Cadmus 2008b,
KEMA et al., 2009b).
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projects that do not participate in an incentive or rebate program might be claimed by either the
C&S program or Local Government Partnership programs. More recently, IOUs have paid
incentives and claimed savings in communities with reach codes through new construction
programs (Budner, 2009).

Treatment of Compliance Activities
The IOUs’ 2009 to 2011 Energy Efficiency Portfolio filings also include, as part of the C&S
Program, a Compliance Enhancement subprogram intended to increase the number of customers
complying with code (CPUC, 2009b). The subprogram includes a pilot program where IOUs
anticipate working with approximately twelve building departments collectively to develop
process improvement interventions including, but not limited to, role-based training and tools
customized in accordance with program theory by market actor type and jurisdiction. The pilot is
expected to begin in late 2009.
The California IOUs have proposed to claim savings from the Compliance Enhancement
subprogram and not treat it as an information program. The CPUC Energy Division staff review
of this proposal noted that the IOUs should ensure that their activities only target T-24 and T-20
measures that the IOUs did not and will not include in their pre-2006 and post 2006 codes and
standards advocacy work (i.e. CASE studies) to avoid double counting savings resulting from
compliance enhancement work.

Outline of Options for Claiming Credit for Codes and Standards
Savings in Massachusetts
A framework for addressing codes and standards issues in Massachusetts should encompass four
issues:
• Estimating savings attributable to statewide code and standard upgrades
• Attributing credit for the statewide code and standard upgrades savings to Program
Sponsors’ efforts
• Claiming savings for local stretch building codes, separate from statewide upgrades
• Claiming savings for compliance enhancement activities to existing codes and standards
Savings estimation for codes and standards upgrades may initially use existing models for
calculating savings for homes built to the ENERGY STAR level and beyond. Savings based on
statewide code and standard upgrades will eventually need to take into account naturally
occurring market adoption (NOMAD), which may be estimated, as in California, by a panel of
independent experts. At the point that code and standard savings estimations proceed in
Massachusetts they will benefit from the work done and factors developed in California and,
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possibly, other states. It is thus anticipated that the effort required for this task will be much
smaller than that described in this report.
Attributing credit for statewide code and standard upgrades to Program Sponsors’ efforts,
however, is likely to be more complex. Again, a simplified version of the California model may
be used with an independent panel of experts using a Delphi approach to rate the importance
(weight) of a few factors in code or standard adoption and the Program Sponsor contribution
(score) to each factor. The sum of the products of the weights and scores determine the
percentage of savings that may be attributed to the Program Sponsors.
There is precedent in both California and Long Island for Program Sponsors claiming credit for
savings due to local stretch building codes. A similar case may be made for Massachusetts. As in
Long Island, the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program has laid the
groundwork for local stretch codes by supporting an infrastructure of home energy raters and
conducting builder trainings; going forward, the program plans to provide support to towns that
choose to adopt increased energy efficiency codes through “town hall” type of discussions where
code officials and builders can ask specific questions about requirements for building and
verifying these homes. The program is also planning to increase training offered to both builders
and code officials. These efforts support claiming savings for all ENERGY STAR homes built
throughout Massachusetts, including in towns with stretch codes, with baseline levels used to
calculate savings.
Claiming savings for compliance enhancement activities, such as training and assistance offered
to code officials, has less of a precedent. If evaluation of the California compliance enhancement
pilot discussed in the previous section provides evidence of increased savings in communities
where the California IOUs have promoted compliance, a case may be made, depending on the
extent of Program Sponsor efforts in Massachusetts, for claiming some credit for compliance
enhancement activities. Such findings, however, would not be available for at least two years. 8

8

Compliance enhancement activities are currently being proposed by the California IOUs but the CPUC has not
determined whether the programs will be information only programs or savings programs (Mahone, 2009b)
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1 Introduction
The exemplary portion of the Codes and Standards metric for the 2009 Massachusetts New
Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program is to research California’s mechanisms for claiming
savings from code development, support, implementation and enforcement activities and design
a similar mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts.
This interim report presents a history of the California Codes and Standards (C&S) Programs and
the algorithms and calculations used to claim savings for the Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) for
code and standard upgrades. The California history and calculations are followed by an outline
suggesting how these findings may be applied in Massachusetts.
It is worth noting at the outset that the California IOUs have put considerable effort in this area
over the past ten years, that should pave the way for Massachusetts and other states who are
beginning to address these issues. A lot of effort was expended in California before the IOUs
could claim any credit from C&S Program savings. However, once the IOUs are allowed to claim
savings, C&S Programs are remarkably cost-effective. Estimated costs of conserved energy over
25 years range from $0.00032 / kWh to $0.00198 / kWh (HMG, 2005a).
The California C&S Programs, administered by the IOUs, are part of a broader portfolio of
California’s Energy Efficiency programs. The California Energy Efficiency programs offer a
combination of resource acquisition (i.e., incentives), training, and education programs that
promote and incentivize new technologies and building practices. The C&S programs build on
incentive and training programs to develop proposed updates and changes to codes and standards
and also work to improve compliance. In addition, The California C&S programs exist in a
regulatory environment in which building codes and appliance standards are updated regularly
(generally a three year cycle) and in which all cost-effective energy savings measures must be
adopted. 9 While the California C&S programs have been working on codes and standards
updates since 1998, the IOUs have not been able to claim any savings stemming from their
program activities until the 2006 to 2008 program year cycle. 10 An overview of the recent history
and evolution of the California C&S programs provides useful context and background for
understanding the current status of claimed codes and standards savings by the California IOUs.

9

The cost effectiveness test is a societal cost effectiveness test. Personal communication with Doug Mahone, July 7,
2009. See also Mahone et al., 2005.
10
The California Public Utility Commission sets multi-year savings goals for the IOU efficiency programs.
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2 Recent History of Codes and Standards in California
Energy efficiency standards were introduced in California in 1976 with the passage of the
Warren-Alquist Act. The act mandated the California Energy Commission (CEC) to create and
periodically update energy efficiency standards, with the first version of Title 24 building codes
being adopted in 1978 (HMG 2005b; ADM 2004). The updates are based on the life cycle cost
effectiveness of the required efficiency measures, and all cost effective proposals must be
adopted. The CEC is currently on a three-year cycle of reviewing and updating building codes
(Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards) and appliance standards (Title 20 Appliance
Efficiency Standards). 11 Until the late 1990s, the CEC developed updates and changes to codes
and standards while the IOUs had little involvement in the process.

2.1 Early IOU Role
Beginning in 1998, the IOUs began using public benefits funds for codes and standards
enhancement (CASE) initiatives and reports. Individual reports provide comprehensive technical,
economic, market, and infrastructure information helpful to the CEC and other stakeholders in
the development of proposed new and updated standards (i.e., each CASE report targets an
individual code or standard). Standards changes have also been supported by the IOUs’ incentive
programs, which increase market share and familiarity with the supported technologies, helping
the incented technology become mandated by a code or standard. For example, the hardwired
lighting programs helped prepare for the adoption of the hardwired lighting requirements in the
2005 Title 24 standards (ADM 2004, HMG 2005b).
The CEC, in the year 2000, requested that the IOUs provide CASE reports recommending code
upgrades for the 2001 upgrade/adoption cycle; 14 code and standards upgrades were made based
on the IOU CASE reports. 12 Since then, the CEC has been largely dependent on IOU proposals
for code changes as they provide the necessary analysis and supporting documentation for
adoption (Mahone et al., 2005). Building codes were updated in 2003 (effective in 2005) and
again in 2008 (effective in 2010), while appliance standards were updated in 2004 (effective in
2006 and 2007) and are currently in the process of being updated again (Table 2-1). In general,
there is a two- to three-year lag between the adoption of new codes and standards and the date
they become effective.

11
12

In practice, codes and standards updates have been on a three- to five- year cycle (ADM 2004)
The request was made in response to the California energy crisis of 2000 (ADM 2004, Mahone et al, 2005)
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Table 2-1: Codes and Standards Adoption Cycle
Year of Code Change Adoption

Effective Date of Code

2001

2001

2003 (Building only)

2005

2004 (Appliance only)
2008 (Building only)

2006 / 2007

13

2010

Before 2005, there was no mechanism for the IOUs to receive any credit for savings due to the
C&S programs and CASE reports. Instead, C&S programs were considered information-only
programs (Mahone et al., 2005). From 1998 to 2005 the C&S programs operated in a tense
relationship with the more traditional resource acquisition programs because some felt that the
C&S programs, by helping make codes and standards more stringent, were taking away from
savings opportunities from the resource acquisition programs, thus making the programs more
expensive and making it more difficult to meet state-mandated savings goals.

2.2 California Public Utilities
Considering Savings from
Estimating C&S Savings

Commission (CPUC) Begins
C&S Programs: White Paper

Beginning in 2004, as the CPUC began setting savings goals for the 2006 to 2008 program year
cycle, 14 CPUC findings directed the IOUs to “…aggressively pursue programs that support new
building and appliance standards.” (Mahone et al., 2005, p. 6). In response to this directive, a
white paper was commissioned by the Joint Utilities to develop a method for estimating the
effects of past C&S programs on savings that would be realized in 2006 and could be attributed
to codes and standards changes (HMG, 2005a; Mahone et al., 2005). The white paper developed
methods for estimating one-year energy savings for 2006 due to statewide adoption and
implementation of building codes and appliance standards since 2000.
Investments by the IOUs in support of codes and standards are made over a period of years,
beginning two to three years before the new codes and standards are adopted. The savings do not
accrue until four or five years after the initial investments, as new codes and standards go into
effect and new buildings are constructed and appliances are purchased under the new codes and

13

Updates
to
the
appliance
standards
are
currently
under
review.
http://www.energy.ca.gov/appliances/2008rulemaking/2008-AAER-1B/
14
The CPUC sets multi-year savings goals for the IOU efficiency programs. For example, the 2006-2008 Energy
Efficiency Program cycle included goals of 6,811 net GWh of savings, 1,448 peak MW savings and 112 net
Mtherms and budgeted $2 Billion for the programs during the three year period. http://eega2006.cpuc.ca.gov/ and
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/40212.pdf
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standards (HMG, 2005a). 15 For example, savings realized in 2006 are attributable, in part, to new
building codes that took effect in 2005, which were enacted in 2003, for which the IOUs C&S
programs developed and submitted CASE reports during the 2001 to 2003 time period. In other
words, savings realized in 2006 are due to efforts made by the IOUs in 2001, 2002 and 2003.
In addition, the white paper method estimated the portion of the savings that could be attributed
to the IOU C&S programs as well as the savings that accumulate over the lifetime of the codes
and standards upgrades. Because the C&S programs are not the only factor responsible for the
adoption of a new code or standard, total energy savings are adjusted to determine what portion
of the total savings are due to the C&S programs. For lifetime savings, first-year savings are
estimated over the baseline of the previous codes and standards (in this case 2000), and assumed
to accrue over time. However, savings are adjusted because savings decline over time due to
several factors, including “naturally occurring” efficiency improvements and adoption of those
improvements by the market, normally occurring standards adoption, non-compliance and the
effective lifetime of a given measure (i.e., “measure life”). Savings can also be adjusted over
time based on updated data about codes and standards compliance and construction activity.
Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 report the estimated one-year savings attributable to all codes and
standards changes made since 2000 compared to a baseline of codes and standards effective in
2000. The potential savings attributable to the C&S programs are quite substantial, ranging from
11% of IOU statewide savings goals for natural gas to 22% of IOU statewide savings goals for
electric energy.

15

In California, codes and standards typically go into effect two to three years after they have been adopted.
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Table 2-2: White Paper Estimates of C&S Program Savings, 2000 to 2005 – Single-Year 2006 Savings Estimates
Electric Energy
Savings Goals
GWh
IOU Statewide Savings Goals
Total Statewide Standards
Savings
Savings Attributable to IOU
C&S Programs
Source: Mahone et al, 2005

% of
Standards
Savings

Electricity Demand

% of
Statewide
Goal

% of
Standards
Savings

MW

Gas Energy

% of
Statewide
Goal

Therms

% of
Standards
Savings

% of
Statewide
Goal

2,032

100%

1,199

100%

72,000,000

100%

1,422

70%

689

57%

21,700,000

30%

22%

200

17%

8,090,000

445

31%

29%

37%

11%

Table 2-3: White Paper Estimates of C&S Program Savings, 2000 to 2005 – Single-Year 2006 Savings Estimates, by Code
Cycle and Sector

Code Cycle / Sector

2001/Residential

GWh,
Statewide
Code
Savings

Electric Energy
GWh,
% of
IOU
Code
C&S
Savings
Programs

% of
Statewide
Goal

MW,
Statewide
Code
Savings

Electricity Demand
MW,
% of
% of
IOU
Code
Statewide
C&S
Savings
Goal
Programs

Gas Energy
Therms,
Statewide
Code
Savings

Therms,
IOU C&S
Programs

% of
Code
Savings

% of
Statewide
Goal

131

21

16%

1%

199

29

15%

2%

800,000

150,000

19%

0%

63

26

41%

1%

41

16

39%

1%

650,000

280,000

43%

0%

2001/Appliances

217

74

34%

4%

76

29

38%

2%

6,500,000

1,760,000

27%

2%

2005/Residential

117

83

71%

4%

104

41

39%

3%

6,890,000

2,900,000

42%

4%

2005/Nonresidential

368

80

22%

4%

107

36

34%

3%

300,000

1,030,000

343%

1%

2006/2007/Appliances
526
Total Statewide
1,422
Standards Savings
IOU Statewide
2,032
Savings Goals
Source: Mahone et al, 2005

158

30%

8%

162

49

30%

4%

6,560,000

1,970,000

30%

3%

445

31%

22%

689

200

29%

17%

21,700,000

8,090,000

37%

11%

2001/Nonresidential

1,199

72,000,000
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3 Savings Estimation
3.1 Estimating Savings for the 2005 Building Codes and 2006/2007
Appliance Standards
In 2005, in response to the white paper, the CPUC ordered the lead member of the study team,
HMG, to estimate the electric energy, demand and gas savings that could be reasonably attributed
to the IOU C&S programs for the 2006 to 2008 program years (HMG 2005a). Savings were
estimated for 21 appliance standards and 14 building codes adopted since 2003 (i.e., 2005
Building Codes and the 2006/2007 Appliance Standards), with the 2001 codes and standards
used as the baseline (in contrast to the white paper method, which examined savings due to codes
and standards since 2000, using the 2000 codes and standards as a baseline). Program net savings
were defined as the annual electric energy (or demand or gas) savings in the market that were
attributable to the C&S Program and would not have accrued in the absence of the program’s
efforts, and extending over the time period in which those savings will occur (HMG, 2005a). To
calculate the savings, HMG developed a publicly available Savings Estimate Spreadsheet (SES)
(HMG 2005b). 16 According to the SES, savings that can reasonably be attributed to the C&S
programs account for substantial annual savings during the 2006 to 2008 program years (Table
3-1, Table 3-2, Table 3-3). Initially, the appliance standards account for a larger proportion of the
savings, but over time the savings from building code increase due to the longer measure life of
many of the building measures (HMG 2005a).
Table 3-1: Codes and Standards Savings Estimates Spreadsheet Model 17
2006
Type of
Savings

Energy
(GWh/yr)
Demand
(MW/yr)
Gas
(Mtherm/yr)

2007

2008

IOU
C&S
Savings

C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,032

195

10%

2,275

194

9%

442

55

12%

478

53

30.0

4.6

15%

37.3

4.4

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

IOU
C&S
Savings

C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

IOU
C&S
Savings

C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,504

247

10%

11%

528

64

12%

12%

44.4

4.2

9%

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

16

The SES has been revised four times since it was originally released in 2005, with the most recent revision taking
place on August 16, 2007.
17
See HMG 2005a and 2005b
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Table 3-2: Building Codes, Savings Estimates Spreadsheet Model 18
2006
Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

Type of
Savings

Energy
(GWh/yr)
Demand
(MW/yr)
Gas
(Mtherm/yr)

IOU
C&S
Savings

2007
C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

Statewid
e IOU
Savings
Goal

IOU
C&S
Savings

2008
C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

IOU
C&S
Savings

2,032

87

4%

2,275

81

4%

2,504

75

3%

442

38

9%

478

35

7%

528

32

6%

30.0

1.7

6%

37.3

1.5

4%

44.4

1.4

3%

Table 3-3: Appliance Standards, Savings Estimates Spreadsheet Model
2006
Type
Savings

of

Energy
(GWh/yr)
Demand
(MW/yr)
Gas
(Mtherm/yr)

C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

2007

IOU
C&S
Savings

C&S as
% of IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,032

108

5%

442

17

30.0

2.9

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

19

2008

IOU
C&S
Savings

C&S as
% of IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,275

113

5%

4%

478

18

10%

37.3

2.9

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

IOU
C&S
Savings

C&S as
% of IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,504

173

7%

4%

528

32

6%

8%

44.4

2.8

6%

3.2 Calculation Methods and Data Sources
Calculated savings begin with making a first-year estimate of “Standards Gross Savings,” or the
expected savings due to the new building codes and appliance standards (compared to the
corresponding 2001 codes and standards), that are expected to be realized in 2006. For each code
or standard, the “Standards Gross Savings” was derived from several published sources. For the
appliance standards, savings were derived from analysis conducted by Energy Solutions (2005)
for the CEC; the analysis consisted of a technical review of all CASE reports prepared by the
C&S Programs. For the building codes, savings were derived from an evaluation report that
reviewed CASE reports prepared for 13 code changes (see ADM 2004 and Elay Associates
2003). The remaining building code updates did not have CASE reports, so these measures were
aggregated into a “Composite for Remainder” (CFR) term that was calculated as a residual term
18
19

See HMG 2005a and 2005b
See HMG 2005a and 2005b
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after accounting for all savings due to CASE report-supported codes and standards updates
(HMG, 2005a). Examples of measures included in the CFR include outdoor air and demand
control ventilation, variable air volume (VAV) systems, hydronic system measures, and outdoor
lighting (Stewart, 2009). In general, savings estimates were derived by using engineering
estimates of savings or best-available calculations of savings compared to the previous version of
each standard. For cases in which there was no previous standard, current market practices were
assumed as the baseline. The savings were estimated across the entire state, based on annual
housing starts, nonresidential new construction, and appliance sales (HMG, 2005a). 20 Table 3-4
and Table 3-5 report the estimated first-year gross savings of the individual appliance standards
and building codes.

20

The calculations assumed the following levels of construction in California in 2006: 108,470 single family homes,
41,730 multi-family homes for a total of 150,200 homes
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Table 3-4: Appliance Standards, 1st Year Gross Savings 21
1st Year
Savings
(GWh)

Adopted Appliance Standard

1st Year
Demand
Savings (MW)

1st Year Gas
Savings
(Mtherms/yr)

Start
Year

Commercial Refrigeration Equipment, Solid Door

9.54

1.25

Jan-06

Commercial Refrigeration Equipment, Transparent
Door

8.37

1.10

Jan-07

Commercial Ice Maker Equipment

6.60

0.87

Jan-08

Walk-In Refrigerators / Freezers

47.97

6.30

Jan-06

Refrigerated Beverage Vending Machines

12.63

1.66

Jan-06

Large Packaged Commercial Air-Conditioners, Tier 1

13.47

6.99

Oct-06

Large Packaged Commercial Air-Conditioners, Tier 2

10.05

5.21

Jan-10

Residential Pool Pumps, High Eff Motor, Tier 1

18.59

3.54

Jan-06

Residential Pool Pumps, 2-speed Motors, Tier 2

148.72

34.31

Jan-08

6.60

1.26

Jan-06

General Service Incandescent Lamps, Tier 1

79.18

9.82

Jan-06

Pulse Start Metal Halide HID Luminaires, Tier 1

89.15

15.90

Jan-06

Modular Furniture Task Lighting Fixtures

0.83

0.15

Jan-06

Hot Food Holding Cabinets

1.50

0.22

Jan-06

External Power Supplies, Tier 1

47.75

5.45

Jan-06

External Power Supplies, Tier 2

8.64

0.99

Jul-08

Consumer Electronics – Audio Players

56.10

6.40

Jan-07

Consumer Electronics – TVs

67.50

7.71

Jan-06

Consumer Electronics – DVDs

12.00

1.37

Jan-06

6.14

0.81

Jan-06

Portable Electric Spas

Water Dispensers
Unit Heaters and Duct Furnaces
Commercial Dishwasher Pre-Rinse Spray Valves
st

TOTAL, 1 Year Gross Savings, Appliance Standards

2.050

Jan-06
Jan-06

34.31

7.39

4.54

685.63

118.71

6.59

21

Savings are based on an assumption of 150,200 homes constructed in 2006 (108,470 single and 41,730 multifamily) (Mahone et al., 2005b). Singly family home (SFH) construction in California was slightly lower in 2006 and
substantially lower in 2007 and 2008 with 107,939 SFHs built in 2006, 68,348 in 2007 and 33,204 in 2008 (KEMA
et al., 2009a).
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Table 3-5: Building Codes, 1st Year Gross Savings
1st Year
Savings
(GWh)

Adopted Building Code

1st Year
Demand
Savings (MW)

1st Year Gas
Savings
(Mtherms/yr)

Start
Year

Time dependent valuation, Residential

6.70

27.20

0.00

Jan-06

Time dependent valuation, Nonresidential

4.30

18.70

0.00

Jan-06

64.60

2.97

0.00

Jan-06

Duct improvement

5.70

8.50

1.10

Jan-06

Window replacement

6.34

2.40

0.30

Jan-06

25.46

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

9.73

7.36

1.04

Jan-06

14.60

9.50

0.00

Jan-06

2.90

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

12.14

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

Duct testing/sealing in new commercial buildings

8.01

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

Cooling tower applications

3.01

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

Multifamily Water Heating

0.00

0.00

1.50

Jan-06

Composite for Remainder

321.54

134.87

3.25

Jan-06

TOTAL, 1st Year Gross Savings, Building Codes

485.03

211.50

7.19

Res. Hardwired lighting

Lighting controls under skylights
Ducts in existing commercial buildings
Cool roofs
Relocatable classrooms
Bi-level lighting control credits

Net Savings are derived from first-year gross savings by adjusting first-year gross savings by
several factors. For each factor, the study team convened a panel of experts to assign values to
each factor, similar to the methods used in a Delphi Panel (HMG, 2005a; Mahone et al, 2005).
The factors were as follows:
• Naturally Occurring Market Adoption (NOMAD). This factor adjusts for the market’s
adoption of more energy efficient products in the absence of the C&S program and
adoption of new or upgraded codes and standards. For the purposes of these calculations,
a panel of experts assigned a linear market adoption curve of 3, 6, 12, 18 or 24 years to
reach naturally occurring market adoption rates of 100%. In other words, if the panel
determines that the NOMAD for residential hardwired lighting is 12 years, gross savings
are discounted by 8.3% for each year after the adoption of the code and after 12 years
there are no longer any savings attributed to the code or standard.
• Normally Occurring Standards Adoption (NOSAD): This factor adjusts for the fact
that codes and standards are updated on a three year cycle by the CEC; the C&S
programs accelerate C&S adoption, but they do not replace updates to codes and
standards. The panel reviewed each code and standard and determined how long it would
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take the CEC to adopt a new code or standard if it depended on its own resources. The
panel assigned NOSAD values of six, nine or 12 years for each code or standard.
• Non-Compliance with Codes and Standards: This factor adjusts for non-compliance
with codes and standards in the market. Because the panel did not have reliable data on
non-compliance rates, the panel assigned a uniform non-compliance rate of 30% to all
codes and standards. 22
• Measure Life: This factor adjusts the savings estimates to reflect the estimated lifetimes
of individual measures.
Table 3-6: Sample Adjustment Factors Made to 1st Year Gross Savings
Building Codes and Appliance Standards
Commercial Refrigeration Equipment, Solid Door

Natural
Market
Adoption

Normally
Occurring
Standards
Adoption

Measure
Life

9

6

9

Commercial Ice Maker Equipment

18

9

8

Walk-In Refrigerators / Freezers

18

9

10

6

6

10

18

12

10

Consumer Electronics - Audio Players

6

6

4

Consumer Electronics – TVs

6

6

6

Consumer Electronics – DVDs

6

6

6

18

6

8

6

12

10

Ducts in existing commercial buildings

18

9

15

Cool roofs

12

6

10

Multifamily Water Heating

12

9

15

Composite for Remainder

12

6

15

Refrigerated Beverage Vending Machines
Residential Pool Pumps, High Eff Motor, Tier 1

Res. Hardwired lighting
Window replacement

Next, Program Net Savings were calculated by estimating the portion of the net annual savings
that were attributable to the C&S programs. For each standard there were five factors that
received a weight and an IOU score, each on a zero-to-one scale. The weight represented the
relative importance of each factor to the adoption of each code or standard; the weights for all
five factors summed to one. The IOU score measured the importance of the IOU C&S programs
for each factor. The factor scores and weights were estimated for each of the 2005 building and
22

A recent evaluation report has examined non-compliance rates and the SES has been updated to incorporate
updated non-compliance rates (Quantec and The Benningfield Group, 2007).
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appliance standards by a group of IOU, consultant, and CEC experts. The attribution score,
which determined the percentage of savings attributed to the C&S Program, was a sum of the
products of the weights and scores for each factor. The five factors were as follows:
•

•
•

•
•

Importance of Energy Efficient Products in the Market: This factor measures the
importance of the presence of substantial share of energy efficient products in the market
affected by the code or standard.
Efforts Needed for Test and Research Methods: This factor measures the importance
of new test or research methods and the amount of effort required to develop the methods.
Innovativeness of Standards Idea: This factor measures the innovativeness of the idea
to develop the standard. For example, was it the type of standard or measure that had
already been adopted, or was it entirely new as a standard?
Preparation of CASE Analysis: This factor measures the importance of the CASE
reports to the adoption of the code or standard.
Work with Stakeholders and Public Process: This factor measures the extent of effort
required to work with outside stakeholders and to participate in the public process.

Table 3-7 and Table 3-8 report the weight and attribution scores for each of the five factors and
an overall weighted score for each code or standard. The overall weighted scores have a wide
variation, ranging from 34% to 95% for appliance standards and 32% to 85% for building codes.
The overall weighted scores were multiplied by the Net Savings to derive Program Net Savings
for each code and standard.
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Table 3-7: Weights and IOU Scores for C&S Program Attribution Factors, Appliance Standards

Appliance Standards

Commercial Refrigeration Equipment, Solid
Door
Commercial Refrigeration Equipment,
Transparent Door
Commercial Ice Maker Equipment
Walk-In Refrigerators / Freezers
Refrigerated Beverage Vending Machines
Large Packaged Commercial AirConditioners, Tier 1
Large Packaged Commercial AirConditioners, Tier 2
Residential Pool Pumps, High Eff Motor,
Tier 1
Residential Pool Pumps, 2-speed Motors,
Tier 2
Portable Electric Spas
General Service Incandescent Lamps, Tier 1
Pulse Start Metal Halide HID Luminaires,
Tier 1
Modular Furniture Task Lighting Fixtures
Hot Food Holding Cabinets
External Power Supplies, Tier 1
External Power Supplies, Tier 2
Consumer Electronics - Audio Players
Consumer Electronics – TVs
Consumer Electronics – DVDs
Water Dispensers
Unit Heaters and Duct Furnaces
Commercial Dishwasher Pre-Rinse Spray
Valves

Importance of
Energy Efficient
Products in the
Market
IOU
Weight
Score

Effort Needed for
Test
Methods/Research
Weight

IOU
Score

Innovativeness of
Standards Idea
Weight

IOU
Score

Preparation of CASE
Analysis
Weight

IOU
Score

Worked w/
Stakeholders &
Public Process
Weight

IOU
Score

Weighted
Score

10%

5%

20%

0%

10%

90%

50%

90%

10%

50%

60%

10%

5%

20%

0%

10%

90%

50%

90%

10%

50%

60%

10%
20%
25%

5%
5%
5%

20%
0%
20%

0%
0%
0%

20%
20%
10%

90%
90%
90%

30%
50%
35%

90%
90%
90%

20%
10%
10%

50%
50%
30%

56%
69%
45%

20%

15%

0%

0%

10%

80%

40%

90%

30%

30%

56%

10%

15%

0%

0%

20%

80%

40%

90%

30%

30%

63%

10%

100%

20%

100%

30%

100%

35%

90%

5%

75%

95%

10%

100%

20%

100%

30%

100%

35%

90%

5%

75%

95%

5%
5%

0%
0%

30%
10%

100%
0%

20%
30%

100%
100%

40%
35%

90%
90%

5%
20%

80%
30%

90%
68%

30%

70%

0%

0%

20%

30%

40%

90%

10%

70%

70%

40%
30%
5%
5%
20%
20%
20%
30%
15%

30%
50%
0%
0%
10%
10%
10%
0%
0%

0%
20%
20%
20%
10%
10%
10%
0%
0%

0%
100%
0%
0%
15%
15%
15%
0%
0%

20%
10%
15%
15%
20%
20%
20%
25%
20%

50%
100%
10%
10%
0%
0%
0%
100%
80%

30%
35%
40%
40%
25%
25%
25%
40%
40%

90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%

10%
5%
20%
20%
25%
25%
25%
5%
25%

80%
50%
70%
70%
30%
30%
30%
50%
50%

57%
79%
52%
52%
34%
34%
34%
64%
65%

20%

50%

30%

100%

10%

100%

30%

90%

10%

30%

80%
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Table 3-8: Weights and IOU Scores for C&S Program Attribution Factors, Building Codes

Building Codes

Time dependent valuation, Residential
Time dependent valuation, Nonresidential
Res. Hardwired lighting
Duct improvement
Window replacement
Lighting controls under skylights
Ducts in existing commercial buildings
Cool roofs
Relocatable classrooms
Bi-level lighting control credits
Duct testing/sealing in new commercial
buildings
Cooling tower applications
Multifamily Water Heating
Composite for Remainder

Importance of
Energy Efficient
Products in the
Market
IOU
Weight
Score
0%
0%
0%
0%
40%
60%
35%
60%
40%
60%
30%
70%
20%
60%
20%
60%
20%
70%
20%
60%

Effort Needed for
Test
Methods/Research

40%
40%
0%
10%
0%
20%
25%
35%
0%
0%

IOU
Score
60%
60%
0%
80%
0%
100%
90%
80%
0%
0%

Weight

Innovativeness of
Standards Idea

Preparation of CASE
Analysis

20%
20%
20%
25%
20%
30%
20%
15%
30%
30%

IOU
Score
80%
80%
50%
50%
50%
90%
50%
30%
90%
70%

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
10%
25%
20%
30%
40%

IOU
Score
75%
75%
70%
80%
80%
90%
80%
80%
60%
80%

Weight

Weight

Worked w/
Stakeholders &
Public Process

Weighted
Score

20%
20%
20%
10%
20%
10%
10%
10%
20%
10%

IOU
Score
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
80%
50%
40%
60%
60%

65%
65%
58%
63%
60%
85%
70%
65%
71%
71%

Weight

20%

60%

25%

90%

20%

50%

25%

80%

10%

50%

70%

30%
30%
20%

60%
70%
60%

0%
20%
25%

0%
100%
30%

20%
30%
20%

70%
90%
30%

40%
10%
20%

80%
90%
10%

10%
10%
15%

60%
80%
30%

70%
85%
32%
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Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-3 display the cumulative, statewide net savings and ”Program Net
Savings” of energy, demand and natural gas due to the codes and standards updates and the C&S
programs. The net energy savings reflect gross savings that have been adjusted for NOMAD,
NOSAD, non-compliance and measure life.
Figure 3-1: Statewide Net Energy Savings vs. Program Net Energy Savings

Source: HMG, 2005a and 2005b.
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Figure 3-2: Statewide Net Demand Savings vs. Program Net Demand Savings

Source: HMG, 2005a and 2005b.

Figure 3-3: Statewide Net Natural Gas Savings vs. Program Net Natural Gas Savings

Source: HMG, 2005a and 2005b.
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Figure 3-4 reports the aggregated savings, over time, due to the 2005 building code and
2006/2007 appliance standards updates. The Standards Gross Energy Savings is represented by
the blue line while the adjusted Program Net Savings is represented by the black, hump shaped
curve (HMG, 2005a).
Figure 3-4: Program Net Energy Savings

Source: HMG, 2005a and 2005b.

3.3 Examples of CASE Reports
It is useful here to examine several CASE reports as examples of IOU efforts in the adoption of
codes and standards. The CASE reports for two building codes and two appliance standards are
provided in a separate document. (Appendix B) Building code CASE reports are generally more
detailed and comprehensive than appliance standard CASE reports; Appendix B provides a
relatively simple example and one that is more complex. The building code CASE report dealing
with window replacement is relatively short and straightforward. It estimates the benefits of
requiring residential replacement windows to meet the U-factor and SHGC levels found in the
prescriptive new construction package. It then describes the measure availability and cost
showing the measure to be cost-effective, even at higher prices than currently available.
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The building code CASE report dealing with the treatment of cool roofs (primarily roofs with
high solar reflectance and high thermal emittance) in Title-24 standards for non-residential
buildings is more complex. The proposal seeks to make cool roofs a prescriptive requirement for
nonresidential buildings with low-sloped roofs rather than a compliance option. The CASE
report describes the market for cool roofs, including manufacturers, distributors, and cost. It also
describes the technology and simulations of building energy savings using DOE 2.1E modeling.
Energy savings are projected across the state and cost-effectiveness is assessed. The CASE report
also discusses the proposed standards language for adopting this measure.
The appliance standards CASE report for unit heaters and duct furnaces reviews the market
penetration for unit heaters with different efficiency levels, and estimated sales volume of all unit
heaters in California. It presents energy savings and incremental costs for high-efficiency options
and argues that marketplace acceptance is in place for a standard upgrade.
Similarly, the appliance standards CASE report for pool pumps reviews the market saturation for
all pool pumps, annual sales volume, and market penetration of high-efficiency options. It also
provides test results for high-efficiency pool pumps, energy savings estimates, and incremental
costs. Research with industry experts on market acceptance is included, along with a discussion
of infrastructure issues affecting availability of more efficient pumps. The CASE report
concludes with the proposed language for an upgraded standard.
While preparation of the CASE reports was an important part of the California IOUs’
contribution to the codes and standards upgrade process, a more complete account of the process
to upgrade residential hardwired lighting codes is found in Appendix C. The documents
supporting this code upgrade include an activity timeline beginning with initial technology
screening in June 2001 through final code adoption in November 2003, a list of the key
stakeholders, communications logs, and the CASE report.

3.4 Current Status of Codes and Standards: Attribution of Codes and
Standards Savings to C&S Programs in 2008.
In 2007, for the 2006 to 2008 program years, the CPUC issued a decision (CPUC Decision
D0509043) allowing for the IOUs to claim 50% of the verified “Program Net Savings” for
energy, demand and gas that are attributable to the pre-2006 IOU C&S programs (Cadmus, 2008;
CPUC 2007, 2009a). 23 For the 2006 to 2008 program evaluations, the Cadmus Group, which is
serving as the evaluator of the C&S Programs, developed a modified methodology for attributing
C&S savings to the IOU programs. The methodology retains the Savings Estimate Spreadsheet
23

For the 21 appliance and 14 building standards adopted since 2003 (the 2005 Building Standards and the
2006/2007 Appliance Standards), with the 2001codes and standards used as the baseline. The IOUs will be able to
claim 100% of the savings for their post-2006 C&S Programs for the 2009 to 2011 program years and beyond
(CPUC 2009b).
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(SES) developed by HMG but incorporates several modifications and adjustments to the overall
methodology. Several adjustments will be made to the SES, including a review of the technical
documents that form the basis of the gross first year savings, adjustments to NOMAD,
compliance rates, attribution to the C&S programs, and construction rates (Cadmus, 2009,
2008b; Lee et al, 2008). The adjustments to NOMAD involved changing the naturally occurring
market adoption curve from a linear curve to a Bass curve (S curve) commonly used to
characterize market diffusion. The Bass curve allows the panel members to take into account the
impact of “innovative” customers (i.e., “early adopters”) as well as the “imitative” customers that
tend to follow the early adopters. The Cadmus group convened panels of experts for each
building and appliance measure and used a Delphi method and Web-based tool to estimate the
NOMAD curves. In addition, NOSAD was eliminated from the evaluation methodology because
Cadmus determined that NOSAD did not adequately account for program impacts in the C&S
adoption process, and a whole building performance analysis was added to the methodology for
the purpose of analyzing program impacts on energy savings (KEMA et al., 2009b; Lee et al.,
2008).
The calculation of “Program Net Savings” was modified as Cadmus will use three factors to
estimate the portion of the net annual savings that are attributable to the C&S programs rather
than the original five factors used by HMG. 24 The three factors are as follows:
•
•
•

Development of compliance determination methods
Development of technical and cost information
Address stakeholder concerns on the practicality and feasibility of meeting the standard

The Cadmus factors are assigned weights based on the relative effort required in each area.
Factor scores are assigned to IOU efforts in each area based on their relative contribution, taking
into account the contributions of the CEC and other stakeholders. A list of illustrative activities
for each factor for which C&S Programs may receive credit has been developed (see Appendix
A). As in the HMG method, the attribution score is a sum of the products of the weights and
scores for each factor.
The Cadmus process of estimating factor weights and scores was designed to be more
standardized, transparent, and replicable in the future. The IOUs were asked to provide input
about their efforts in each area, and some utility staff who were closely involved in the adoption
of Title 20 and Title 24 standards participated in the Delphi panel responsible for determining
factor weights (i.e., the relative effort of a factor to get a standard adopted), utility staff are no
longer involved in determining factor scores (i.e., the role of IOU efforts in getting the standard
adopted). 25 Data sources include surveys of standards experts, interviews of participants in the
24

Cadmus modified and reduced the number of factors in order to avoid overlapping factors and potential double
counting (Cadmus, 2008b).
25
Direct IOU involvement in determining factor scores represented a potential conflict of interest (Cadmus 2008b,
KEMA et al., 2009b).
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development of a particular standard, and review of public documents. The latter include the
original Code Change Proposal, CASE reports, transcripts of CEC workshops and hearings,
comments to the CEC, and Code Change Theory reports submitted by the IOUs. All information
is summarized in a spread sheet for each standard and a panel familiar with the adoption of
energy efficiency standards will attempt to reach consensus on factor weights and scores for each
standard. If the panel cannot reach consensus, scores may be averaged with the highest and
lowest scores being dropped (Cadmus, 2009 & 2008b; Lee, 2009; Stewart, 2009). The factor
scores are expected to be made available in early 2010.
As part of the savings goals for the 2006 to 2008 program years, the CPUC adopted a
Risk/Reward Incentive Mechanism (RRIM) in order to encourage the IOUs to invest in energy
efficiency. The RRIM allows the IOUs to earn rewards on energy efficiency programs in amounts
comparable to what the IOUs would otherwise earn through supply side investments if the IOUs
reach energy efficiency savings thresholds. There are two interim earnings claims during the
2006-2008 program cycle that are “progress payments” towards total expected earnings, and one
final “true-up” payment after the program cycle is completed. In 2009 the CPUC issued an
interim Verification Report to verify savings for the 2006-2007 program years. These verified
savings were applied towards the first RRIM progress payment (CPUC 2009a).
As part of the Verification Report and in accordance with CPUC Decision D0509043, 26 Cadmus
estimated the 50% of the verified savings that the CPUC allows to be attributable to the pre-2006
C&S Programs using the HMG spreadsheet, adjusting for changes in rates of construction and
the lag time between permit applications and construction completion (Cadmus 2008a). 27 The
verified savings, reported in Table 3-9, range from 3.6% of statewide energy savings goals to
7.8% of statewide natural gas savings goals.

26

CPUC Decision D0509043 allows the IOUs to claim 50% of the verified energy, demand and gas savings that are
attributable to the pre-2006 IOU C&S programs (Cadmus, 2008; CPUC 2007, 2009a)
27
Final savings estimates will utilize the full revised methodology developed by Cadmus
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Table 3-9: Comparison of C&S Savings: Savings Awarded Under 2006-2007 Verification Report and Savings Estimated by
HMG Savings Estimate Spreadsheet (SES)
Type of Savings

2006-07 Verification Report
(50% of Verified Savings)
2006

2007

Energy (GWh/yr)

74

80.7

Demand (MW/yr)

21

Gas (Mtherm/yr)

2.7

Total

HMG SES (50% of Estimated
Savings)
Total

HMG SES (100% of Estimated
Savings)
2006

2007

Total

Total Statewide Savings Goals

2006

2007

2006

2007

Total

154.7

97.3

96.8

194.1

194.6

193.6

388.2

2,032

2,275

4,307

22.2

43.2

27.3

26.7

54.0

54.6

53.4

108.1

442

478

920

2.5

5.2

2.3

2.2

4.5

4.6

4.4

9.0

30

37

67
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Currently, Cadmus is continuing with the evaluation of the pre-2006 C&S programs for the 2006
to 2008 program cycle evaluation. Final savings due to the pre-2006 C&S programs will be
calculated using the revised Cadmus methodology (Cadmus 2009). Results are expected to be
available in early 2010. 28
For the 2009 to 2011 program cycle, unlike the 2006 to 2008 program cycle, the IOUs will be
able to claim 100% of the verified savings attributable to the post-2006 C&S programs. This will
include advocacy work and CASE reports that contributed to codes and standards adopted in the
2008 building codes, which go into effect January 1, 2010 (CEC, 2009; CPUC, 2009b; Lee,
2009; Stewart, 2009). A number of changes and updates were made to the 2008 building codes,
including revisions to insulation and roofing products requirements, outdoor lighting
requirements, lighting controls requirements, window requirements (solar heat gain coefficient
and U factor requirements), and cool roof requirements for steep-sloped roofs. (Shirakh, 2008)

28

Final savings during the 2006 to 2008 Program cycle due to the pre-2006 C&S programs were not available at the
time this report was submitted. These tables can be provided to the Program Administrators in 2010.
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4 Treatment of Local Reach Codes
The IOUs’ 2009 to 2011 Energy Efficiency Portfolio filings include, as part of the C&S Program,
a Reach Codes subprogram, which is intended to support the development of reach codes, or
locally adopted ordinances, that exceed statewide minimum requirements (CPUC, 2009b). Reach
codes, which may be referred to as stretch codes in Massachusetts, are typically codes adopted by
local governments and provide a means to test new codes as well as the feasibility of raising
existing codes at a local level before adopting higher codes on a statewide basis. The main
activities of the Reach Codes subprogram are to:
•

Encourage all local governments to first improve compliance with existing codes. The
IOUs will request that prior to adopting any new codes, building department staff attend
training designed to increase compliance.

•

Coordinate efforts among local governments to better set the stage for statewide adoption
of higher codes.

•

Work with interested local governments and other organizations to identify characteristics
of reach codes that meet the needs of the majority of jurisdictions. The IOUs will then
develop a package of climate-zone based reach codes for both new construction and
existing buildings (at time of sale) to be submitted to the CEC.

There are approximately a dozen local jurisdictions in California in 2009 with reach code
ordinances surpassing the 2005 version of Title 24. There are different reach codes in different
locations; most are 15% higher than Title 24 but some are 10% higher. The reach codes are all
tied to the current version of Title 24 and will be void once the new version goes into effect.
Cities and towns face a difficult process to get reach codes certified with the CEC; IOUs have
begun working with the CEC to standardize language and make it easier for cities and towns to
enact reach codes (Budner, 2009). Since each of the reach codes contains different elements, the
goal now is to develop consistent reach codes surpassing the 2008 version of Title 24. The IOUs
are also proposing to work with various agencies such as school districts, colleges, universities,
and industry groups which may adopt reach-code policies.
The California IOUs have proposed that they should be able to claim energy savings that result
from their activities associated with the Reach Codes subprogram. The CPUC Energy Division
staff review of this proposal noted that savings resulting from completed projects that do not
participate in an incentive or rebate program might be claimed by either the C&S program or
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Local Government Partnership programs. More recently, IOUs have paid incentives and claimed
savings in communities with reach codes through new construction programs (Budner, 2009). 29

29

Similarly, the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) has justified claiming savings from homes built to “ENERGY
STAR Homes equivalent” energy codes in some Long Island towns since it has set the stage for towns to adopt
ENERGY STAR Homes code language by training and supporting an infrastructure of home energy raters,
conducting builder trainings, enlisting Long Island Builder’s Association (LIBI) and NY State Builders Association
(NYSBA) support, offering incentives to drive builders to construct ENERGY STAR Homes, meeting with towns
and code officials, conducting technical analysis on code impacts and energy savings, meeting with the US EPA to
explain the code efforts, marketing ENERGY STAR Homes, performing evaluations and generally supporting code
efforts (VEIC, 2007).
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5 Treatment of Compliance Activities
The IOUs’ 2009 to 2011 Energy Efficiency Portfolio filings also include, as part of the C&S
Program, a Compliance Enhancement subprogram intended to increase the number of customers
complying with code (CPUC, 2009b). This subprogram includes two elements:
•

Measure-specific efforts that focus on existing regulations not adopted as a result of the
C&S program, also known as non-CASE studies measures.

•

Holistic efforts that support local building departments seeking general improvements to
operations and compliance improvement processes.

The holistic element will be implemented initially as a pilot program. The IOUs anticipate
working with approximately twelve building departments collectively to develop process
improvement interventions including, but not limited to, role-based training and tools customized
in accordance with program theory by market actor type and jurisdiction. The pilot is expected to
begin in late 2009.
The California IOUs have proposed to claim savings from the Compliance Enhancement
subprogram and not treat it as an information program. The CPUC Energy Division staff review
of this proposal noted that the IOUs should ensure that their activities only target T-24 and T-20
measures that the IOUs did not and will not include in their pre-2006 and post 2006 codes and
standards advocacy work (i.e. CASE studies) to avoid double counting savings resulting from
compliance enhancement work.
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6 Outline of Options for Claiming Credit for Codes and
Standards Savings in Massachusetts
A framework for addressing codes and standards issues in Massachusetts should encompass four
issues:
•

Estimating savings attributable to statewide code and standard upgrades

•

Attributing credit for the statewide code and standard upgrades savings to Program
Administrators’ efforts

•

Claiming savings for local stretch building codes, separate from statewide upgrades

•

Claiming savings for compliance enhancement activities to existing codes and standards

Savings estimation for codes and standards upgrades may initially use existing models for
calculating savings for homes built to the ENERGY STAR level and beyond. Savings based on
statewide code and standard upgrades will eventually need to take into account naturally
occurring market adoption (NOMAD), which may be estimated, as in California, by a panel of
independent experts. At the point that code and standard savings estimations proceed in
Massachusetts they will benefit from the work done and factors developed in California and,
possibly, other states. It is thus anticipated that the effort required for this task will be much
smaller than that described in this report.
Attributing credit for statewide code and standard upgrades to Program Administrators’ efforts,
however, is likely to be more complex. Again, a simplified version of the California model may
be used with an independent panel of experts using a Delphi approach to rate the importance
(weight) of a few factors in code or standard adoption and the Program Administrator
contribution (score) to each factor. The sum of the products of the weights and scores determine
the percentage of savings that may be attributed to the Program Administrators.
There is precedent in both California and Long Island for Program Administrators claiming
credit for savings due to local stretch building codes. A similar case may be made for
Massachusetts. As in Long Island, the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR
Program has laid the groundwork for local stretch codes by supporting an infrastructure of home
energy raters and conducting builder trainings; going forward, the program plans to provide
support to towns that choose to adopt increased energy efficiency codes through “town hall” type
of discussions where code officials and builders can ask specific questions about requirements
for building and verifying these homes. The program is also planning to increase training offered
to both builders and code officials. These efforts support claiming savings for all ENERGY
STAR homes built throughout Massachusetts, including in towns with stretch codes, with
baseline levels used to calculate savings.
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Claiming savings for compliance activities, such as training and assistance offered to code
officials, has less of a precedent. If evaluation of the California compliance enhancement pilot
discussed in the previous section provides evidence of increased savings in communities where
the California IOUs have promoted compliance, a case may be made, depending on the extent of
Program Administrators’ efforts in Massachusetts, for claiming some credit for compliance. Such
findings, however, would not be available for at least two years.
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Appendix A: Illustrative List of Activities for Which C&S
Program Will Get Credit
(Source: Cadmus 2009)
Factor 1: Development of Compliance Determination Methods (Compliance)
a) Development of reliable test method
• Development of reliable methods for estimating energy consumption of products
under prescribed conditions
• Assessment of existing test methods to identify appropriate ones for use with a
standard
• Development of reliable methods for estimating performance of building components
or equipment
b) Development of method for estimating energy savings
• Development of reliable algorithms for calculating energy use or savings of building
components
o Example: Development of adjustment for degradation of cool roofs in
calculation of energy savings
o Example: Creating new hourly TDV values for water heaters and other
appliances
• Development of compliance software or modules capable of accurately analyzing
energy consumption effects of specific building components
Factor 2: Development of Technical Information (Technical)
a) Definition of the standard
• Drafting the standard language
• Defining key words, terms, and concepts used in the standard language
• Presenting ideas or recommendations that shape the standard language, refine it, or
make it clearer
o Example: Making standard language for an appliance consistent with
ENERGY STAR requirements for the ease of compliance
b) Energy and peak demand savings
• Market Studies
o Estimate the number of units in California
o Estimate the number of units that will be sold annually in California
• Engineering Studies
o Calculate the baseline energy use of a unit
o Calculate the energy use of a unit with the energy efficient
measures/technologies applied
o Determine the effects of climate zones on potential savings
• Energy Modeling Calculations
o Using reliable simulation models to estimate annual energy and peak demand
savings of an efficient building component
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c) Costs and cost effectiveness
• Cost Research
o Obtain and document reliable base and incremental cost information from
engineering and market studies and interviews with manufacturers
o Develop and apply verified cost estimating models
• Cost Effectiveness
o Determine the life expectancy of a unit from market or engineering studies
o Perform climate-zone and state-level cost-benefit calculation by comparing
the incremental cost of the measure with expected present discounted value of
energy savings
Factor 3: Feasibility of Meeting the Standard (Feasibility)
a) Document market readiness
• Writing and publication of CASE report to demonstrate overall market readiness
• Conduct and report on manufacturer interviews to determine market availability
• Surveys of end users to gauge market penetration and customer acceptance
• Analysis of historical and current state and national sales data
• Analysis of utility and government incentive programs to gauge customer acceptance
and market penetration
b) Document standard does not impose unreasonable and avoidable costs on end users,
manufacturers, and other stakeholders
• Respond to concerns of stakeholders about costs of compliance with research based
evidence
o Example: Demonstrating that insurance costs on buildings with skylights are
affordable and not significantly higher than on buildings without skylights
• Provide studies showing costs of compliance are not burdensome
• Addressing concerns about costs of compliance from research-based evidence or
market expertise and suggesting changes to standard language to clarify
o Example: Explaining cost implication of insulating floors in a walk in freezer,
and showing that insulation is not necessary because of the difference in
ambient temperature from the freezer floor and the ground it rests on
c) Document no significant negative health and environmental externalities
• Respond to and ease concerns of stakeholders about externalities by presenting clear and
compelling evidence that externalities are insignificant
o Example: Researching the levels of mercury in CFLs and showing the minimal
affects on humans or allaying concerns about cool roofs blinding pilots
• Preparing reports in support of required environmental impact documents
• Raising concerns about potential externalities that ultimately lead to changes in the
standard.
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MEMORANDUM
To: Sponsors of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
From: Betty Tolkin, Greg Clendenning, and Lynn Hoefgen, Nexus Market Research
Date: September 30, 2009
Re: Codes and Standards Roadmap

The objective of this memo is to discuss the issues and considerations associated with the
Massachusetts Residential Metrics for 2009, which call for the sponsors to “research California’s
mechanisms for claiming savings from code development, support, implementation and
enforcement activities and design a similar mechanism for claiming savings for codes and
standards activities in Massachusetts.” These issues and considerations reflect several sponsor
questions raised at the JMC meeting of September 18, 2009, mainly concerning timing and
savings attribution from codes and standards activities. After a comparison of the California and
Massachusetts markets, these questions are presented in a framework that lays out a roadmap that
may be followed to design a mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards activities.
Magnitude of Savings and Expenditur es. As noted in the Overview of the California Codes
and Standards Programs Draft Report of August 31, the California Codes and Standards (C&S)
Programs have generated considerable savings (over 40 MW and 150 GWh for the years 2006
and 2007) much more cost-effectively than other energy efficiency programs. However, the
differences in new home construction and existing housing units between California and
Massachusetts will mean proportionately lower savings for Massachusetts; expenses will also be
lower, but not likely in proportion to savings. Code upgrade impacts would be governed by new
construction; in 2006, Massachusetts had only 12% as many new private housing units
authorized by building permits as California. Standards upgrade impacts would be governed by
both new construction and the total number of housing units; Massachusetts had 21% as many
housing units as California in 2006. (Table 1) The new construction and housing comparisons,
naturally, provide only rough guides to the savings that may be claimed in Massachusetts; the
code and standard upgrades will also be different. For example, California realized considerable
savings from upgrades to pool pump standards which is less likely to be the case in
Massachusetts.

22 Haskell Street, Cambridge, MA 02140
Phone: (617) 497-7544 Fax: (617) 497-7543
www.nexusmarketresearch.com
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Table 1: California and Massachusetts New Construction and Housing Units
California

Massachusetts

MA as % of CA

160,502

19,580

12%

13,178,357

2,712,500

21%

New private housing units authorized by
permits,20061
Housing units, 20062
1
2

http://www.census.gov/const/www/C40/annualhistorybystate.pdf
http://www.census.gov/popest/housing/tables/HU-EST2008-01.xls

The size comparison with California does not mean that Massachusetts codes and standards
activities will not be cost-effective; the main purpose of the exercise is to illustrate the
importance of focusing efforts on the most effective upgrades and developing mechanisms
appropriate to Massachusetts for measuring and attributing savings.
Timing. As noted in the August 31st Draft, the California IOUs put considerable effort into
supporting code and standard upgrades before they could claim any credit from C&S Program
savings. Investments are made over a period of years, beginning two to three years before the
new codes and standards are adopted; there may then be another delay of a year or so until they
take effect. The savings thus do not accrue until four of five years after the initial investments, as
new buildings are constructed and appliances are purchased under the new codes and standards.
The timing issue raises several questions:
•

What is the likely timeframe in Massachusetts for statewide adoption of codes and
standards which are, at least in part, attributable to the sponsors’ efforts?

•

How long would the sponsors need to wait to claim any savings from codes and standards
efforts?

•

Would Massachusetts follow a timeline similar to California with the sponsors working
on codes and standards for two to three years before adoption, followed by a year or so
before implementation, followed by assessment and attribution of savings.

•

How would the resources devoted to codes and standards efforts by the sponsors be
treated before the any savings come on line?
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Savings attr ibution. Once code and standard upgrades produce savings, as noted in the August
31st Draft, a framework for addressing codes and standards issues in Massachusetts should
encompass four issues:
•

Estimating savings attributable to code and standard upgrades

•

Attributing credit for statewide code and standard upgrades to sponsor efforts

•

Claiming savings for local stretch building codes

•

Claiming savings for compliance activities

Savings estimation for codes and standards upgrades is described in the August 31st Draft; at the
point that code and standard savings estimations proceed in Massachusetts they will benefit from
the work done and factors developed in California and, possibly, other states. It is thus
anticipated that the effort required for this task will be much smaller than what has been done in
California.
Attributing credit for statewide code and standard upgrades to sponsor efforts, however, is likely
to be more complex. Again, a simplified version of the California model may be used with an
independent panel of experts using a Delphi approach to rate the importance (weight) of a few
factors in code or standard adoption and the sponsor contribution (score) to each factor. The sum
of the products of the weights and scores determine the percentage of savings that may be
attributed to the sponsors. Savings attribution raises several questions:
•

Do the sponsors need to assume a level of savings attributable to codes and standards for
planning purposes, and, if so, how would this be determined? Note that developing
planning figures involves estimating both the savings attributable to code and standard
upgrades and the portion of those savings attributable to sponsor efforts

•

How often will codes and standards programs be evaluated? Will attribution scores be
recalculated with each evaluation? How many different codes and standards are likely to
be evaluated?

•

How long can the sponsors claim savings for codes and standards efforts?

•

What level of effort will the sponsors put into codes and standards work? How will this
compare with resources for other energy efficiency programs?

The last question presents somewhat of a loop in the decision process. The decisions concerning
the savings attribution and timing issues will guide the sponsors’ level of effort for codes and
standards activities in comparison with the resources for other energy efficiency programs.
However, the level of resources the sponsors expend on codes and standards activities is also a
factor in determining how they are treated for planning and evaluation.
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Claiming savings for str etch codes and compliance activities. Savings attribution
encompasses the treatment of stretch codes and compliance activities. There are precedents in
both California and Long Island for IOUs claiming credit for savings due to local stretch building
codes. A similar case may be made for Massachusetts. As on Long Island, the Massachusetts
New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program has laid the groundwork for local stretch codes by
conducting builder trainings and supporting an infrastructure of home energy raters; going
forward, the program plans to provide support to towns that choose to adopt increased energy
efficiency codes through “town hall” type of discussions in which code officials and builders can
ask specific questions about requirements for building and verifying these homes. The program is
also planning to increase training offered to both builders and code officials. These efforts
support claiming savings for all ENERGY STAR homes built throughout Massachusetts,
including in towns with stretch codes, with baseline levels used to calculate savings. They also
raise the following questions:
•

How can the sponsors avoid double counting savings in communities with stretch codes?
Would some homes still go through the ENERGY STAR for New Homes Program?

•

Would builders in communities with stretch codes still receive ENERGY STAR
incentives? If so, would incentives be limited to higher efficiency levels? Would this vary
by community if stretch codes differ by community?

•

How do the expected efficiency level of stretch codes compare to the minimum ENERGY
STAR efficiency level?

•

How long can the sponsors claim savings for homes built in communities with stretch
codes? In California, local stretch codes are void once statewide building codes are
updated, with updates following a three-year schedule. In New York, LIPA is proposing
to claim savings from local stretch codes until the New York state code catches up with
Long Island’s local codes, or for at least ten years.

Claiming savings for compliance activities, such as training and assistance offered to code
officials, has less of a precedent. If evaluation of the California compliance enhancement pilot
discussed in the previous section provides evidence of increased savings in communities where
the IOUs have promoted compliance, a case may be made, depending on the extent of IOU
efforts in Massachusetts, for claiming some credit for compliance. Such findings, however,
would not be available for at least two years. Meanwhile, credit for compliance activities raises
questions about double counting:
•

Should compliance activities be part of the sponsors’ efforts to support statewide code
and standard upgrades and thus be factored into determining the portion of code and
standard savings credited to the sponsors?
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•

Similarly, should compliance activities be part of the sponsors’ efforts to support local
stretch codes and thus support the sponsors claiming savings for ENERGY STAR-level
homes built in these communities?

A flowchart presenting a roadmap for resolving the questions raised in this memo and moving
forward with C&S activities is presented on the next page. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1: Roadmap for Codes and Standards Activities
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Appendix C: Codes and Standards in Three Jurisdictions
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Codes and Standards – Three Jurisdictions
California Utilities
Propose code upgrades / changes
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adoption
Support
for code
upgrades
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efficiency and training programs,
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Develop technical and cost
information
Address stakeholder concerns
Propose code upgrades / changes
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Supporting an infrastructure of home
energy raters
Builder trainings
Enlisting builder association support

Develop Compliance Determination
Methods
Statewide Training centers
Code
Training of builders
compliance
Training of code officials
Stretch
Training of code officials
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BC Hydro
Yes (Informal
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LIPA

Yes

Yes

NA
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Yes

NA

No

NA

No
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Reports; Factor 2)

Yes
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No
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No
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Codes and Standards – Three Jurisdictions
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Code
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net savings
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portion of savings)
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Codes and Standards – Three Jurisdictions

California Utilities

Timing

Costs

Separate Codes and Standards
Department

BC Hydro

LIPA

5 to 6 year process,
encompassing
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2 year process
1 to 2 year process
adoption and code
in effect
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reports range from
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figures available; at
$50,000 to
$250,000 (not
least one FTE for
$150,000; CASE
documented)
residential code
reports average
$80,000 to $90,000
Yes

Yes

No
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Executive Summary
The primary focus of this report is on identifying changes that could make participation in the
Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program (Program) more streamlined and
user friendly for builders. Interviews were conducted with 26 ENERGY STAR builders; 10
HERS raters, one from each of the HERS rating companies listed on the Program’s website when
the interviewing began; and 3 ICF account managers. In addition, four builders who inquired
about enrolling a home in the Program, but decided not to, were interviewed. Interviewing began
on October 7, 2009 and ended on December 3, 2009. Prior to conducting the interviews, Program
Sponsors provided input via a conference call with the NMR team.
ENERGY STAR builder and HERS rater interviews addressed more than the participation
process. Interviews with ENERGY STAR builders addressed awareness of Program components
and offerings, experience marketing ENERGY STAR homes, building rates in a depressed
housing market, experience incorporating renewable technologies, and awareness of near zero
energy homes and the Zero Energy Challenge (Challenge). Interviews with HERS raters
addressed plans for expanding HERS rating services and Program compatibility with HERS
rating company business models. Interviews with builders who inquired about enrolling a home
in the Program, but decided not to, addressed why they decided not to enroll a home.
Builder and HERS rater suggestions for improving the participation process are summarized
below, followed by a summary of builder awareness of Program components and offerings.
Conclusions and recommendations from all the work done as part of this task are listed at the end
of the Executive Summary.

Builder Suggestions for Improving the Participation Process
Nineteen of the 26 ENERGY STAR builders interviewed provided suggestions on how
participation in the Program could be made more user friendly or improved in other ways. These
19 builders are a mix of new and experienced ENERGY STAR builders—six have been building
ENERGY STAR homes for one or two years, seven for three to five years and six for seven to
ten years. The only participation step that more than eight builders suggested improvements for
is the distribution of ENERGY STAR certificates, ENERGY STAR labels and incentive checks.
The most frequently suggested improvement is to speed up the distribution of incentive checks
(12 builders). Other suggestions from builders tend to focus on getting more up front information
or written documentation on how HERS ratings are determined, exactly what is required to pass
inspections and how to achieve lower HERS indices.
Individual builders want or need varying levels of HERS rater support. Some builders know how
to meet the requirements for having their homes certified and do not want their HERS rater to do
anything more than conduct the required inspections. Other builders want ongoing support to
continually improve the energy efficiency of the homes they build and lower their HERS indices.
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HERS Rater Suggestions for Improving the Participation Process
All ten interviewed HERS raters offered suggestions for how the Program could be improved.
HERS rating companies vary in size, geographical coverage and pricing policies. Some of the
smaller companies target builders interested in building very energy-efficient homes—ENERGY
STAR II or LEED homes.
Key HERS rater suggestions address the need to have projects provide Manual J calculations
early in the participation process, compensation for working with new builders who may go very
far down the road and not have a project certified and frustration with the Data Collection Form
(DCF). They offer the following comments and suggestions related to the DCF:
•

“There are too many changes too often, and we don't always understand the changes until
after the fact.”

•

The DCF data format and spreadsheet design are problematic.

•

Provide a user’s manual for how to use/complete the DCF.

•

“It would be good to have one place we all went to to submit data—a web-based service.
The rater, provider and Program administrator could all go to the same file.”

Three HERS raters provided suggestions for how to make HERS rater meetings more useful.
Their suggestions are to issue meeting notices earlier, to send out meeting slides a week in
advance and solicit questions so ICF staff can be better prepared to respond to HERS raters’
questions and to make the meetings more user friendly to HERS raters attending by phone–
phone participants cannot hear what others say and are not given a chance to ask questions.

Builder Awareness of Program Components
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked if they were aware of various Program
components and offerings, how they learned about them and if they thought they had enough
information or would like to have more information. Builders were most likely to say they
learned about Program offerings from their HERS raters, followed by an email, fax or letter from
ICF, and the Program website.
Overall, the only components or offerings that one-half or more of all interviewed ENERGY
STAR builders say they have enough information about are the technical requirements for
certification and the 2009 CFL lighting requirements.
Three examples of what fewer than one-third of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders think they
have enough information about are:
•

Benefits of becoming an EPA ENERGY STAR partner

•

Training opportunities for HVAC and insulation subcontractors
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HERS rater technical assistance and support provided by the Program and additional
support available on a fee for service basis from HERS raters

Conclusions
The following conclusions address the participation process, builder awareness of Program
components and offerings, and findings related to other questions builders, HERS raters and ICF
account managers were asked.
Conclusions related to the steps involved in participating in the Program are:
•

Flexibility is important. Individual builders need or request different levels of support
and services, and HERS raters appreciate having flexibility in how plan review results are
presented, pricing policies and services offered.

•

Builders are very satisfied with their HERS raters. On a scale of one to ten, where one
is the lowest and ten is the highest rating, most of the interviewed ENERGY STAR
builders (88%: 23 of 26 builders) give their HERS rater a rating of nine or ten.

•

Builders have little contact with their ICF account managers. Builders prefer working
through their HERS raters as much as possible, turning to their account managers only
when there is a problem their HERS raters cannot resolve. Account managers agree with
this assessment.

•

Marginal builders may not be encouraged to enroll homes. HERS raters screen
builders calling about enrolling a home in the Program to assess the likelihood of their
being willing to make the changes required to meet Program standards. This is only
reasonable given that the HERS rater will not be paid by the Program unless the home is
certified.

Conclusions related to builder awareness of Program component and offerings are:
•

Builders would like more information on most Program components and offerings.
Overall, the only Program components and offerings that one-half or more of all
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders say they have enough information about are the
technical requirements for certification and the 2009 CFL lighting requirements.

•

HERS raters are clearly a prime source of information for participating builders.
Builders are most likely to say they learned about various Program component and
offerings from their HERS rater.

Conclusions related to other areas addressed in interviews are:
•

Consistent communication is important. Though few builders or HERS raters cited
instances of receiving inconsistent information depending on who they talked to, they
find it very frustrating when it happens.
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•

All interviewed builders without an active project will consider enrolling future
projects. Builders with deactivated projects or who had not enrolled any new projects
since 2007 and builders who inquired about the Program and decided not to enroll a
home say they are interested in enrolling future projects. (See Section 2.2 ENERGY
STAR Builders with No Active 2009 Projects and Section 2.3 Builders Who Inquired
About but Did Not Enroll a Home.)

•

Builders continue to see value in building ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes. The
percentage of all interviewed ENERGY STAR builders saying that being able to market
their homes as ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes is somewhat or very valuable fell only
slightly, from 93% in 2008 to 88% in 2009, while the percentage of builders saying
buyers have come to them looking for an ENERGY STAR-qualified Home or decided to
buy one of their homes because it was an ENERGY STAR-qualified Home grew slightly,
from 20% to 23%. 1 (See Section 3.4 Marketing ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes)

•

Building rates appear to be stabilizing. Only 21% of interviewed builders say they built
fewer homes in 2009 than in 2008; 55% say they built the same number of homes and
24% say they built more homes. (See Section 3.2.3 Building Rates)

•

Interest in incorporating renewable technologies is high.2 Over one-third of
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (38%: 10 of 26 builders) say they have
incorporated renewable technologies in their homes and another two builders say they
plan on incorporating renewable technologies in upcoming projects. However, HERS
raters say builders who are not already incorporating renewables seldom decide to
implement recommended improvements involving renewables. (See Section 3.5
Renewables)

•

Interest in learning about building near zero energy homes is high. Almost threefourths of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders) say they are
familiar with zero energy homes. Four builders say they have built a near zero energy
home and more than one-half of builders who have not built a near zero energy home
(55%: 12 of 22 builders) say they are interested in building a zero energy home or
learning more about what is involved in building one. (See Section 3.6 Zero Energy
Homes)

•

Roughly one-third of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are aware of the Zero
Energy Challenge. Thirty-five percent of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (9 of 26
builders) say they are familiar with the Challenge. No builders could say for sure that

1

Nexus Market Research, Inc. Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Builder Interview Report,
submitted to the Joint Management Committee, June 2009.
2
The time period during which interviews were conducted included the Green Affordable Homes Initiative from the
former Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC), now Clean Energy Center, and other grants that helped to
fund some of these technologies. This may skew results.
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they had visited the Challenge website. However, when interviewers offered to send the
website address to builders, almost three-fourths of builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders)
asked to get the website address. (See Section 3.6 Zero Energy Homes)
•

Providing hands-on training for builders is important. Account managers say the best
way to convince builders to incorporate some of the recommended measures and
practices that they currently seldom incorporate is through technical, hands-on field
training. They also say the HERS raters are supposed to provide this training, but that the
Program needs to help. (See Section 7.1 Recruiting Builders and Section 7.4 Builder
Training)

The following conclusion addresses provider services for new HERS raters. Though no interview
questions addressed providers, Program Sponsors raised the lack of providers as one of their
concerns in the conference call with the NMR team and several HERS raters commented on
providers in interviews.
•

Finding providers for new HERS raters continues to be a problem. 3 Some HERS
raters working with the Program have had to work with out-of-state providers. One
HERS rater called twelve providers in New England and not one was willing to be his
provider. On the bright side, four of the smaller HERS rating companies serving the
Program recently banded together to form Energy Raters of Massachusetts (ERM). ERM
is now incorporated, will be a provider, and plans to take on new raters for other
companies.

Recommendations
Based on the above conclusions, the NMR team makes the following recommendations
addressing the Program participation process:
•

Ensure builders receive incentive checks within a reasonable time after the final
inspection. Explain to builders up front how long after the final inspection they should
expect to receive their incentive check and develop a process that ensures checks are
issued within the expected time frame.

•

Encourage builders to talk with more than one HERS rater before choosing one to
work with. Builders need or request varying levels of support and feedback, and prefer
dealing with one person, typically their HERS rater. Builders who take the time to talk
with HERS raters from multiple companies should have no problem finding a HERS rater
who meets their specific needs.

3

This is not a problem for the HERS rating companies that are providers; these companies will be the provider for
new HERS rater hires.
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•

Provide builders more information on how HERS ratings are determined and how
to lower their HERS indices. Several interviewed builders requested this. Information
on HERS ratings could be provided on the Program’s website, as a handout HERS raters
could give to builders or in the technical manual. In particular, it will be important to
identify the changes in design or equipment choices that have the biggest impact on the
HERS rating.

•

Provide a clear and simple description of what the TBC (Thermal Bypass Checklist)
inspection will entail. Several builders asked for this. The NMR team is aware that
detailed information on TBC requirements can be accessed through the Program’s
website. However, the website now contains so much information that builders may be
overwhelmed and get frustrated searching for the specific bit of information they are
looking for. It may be worth providing builders with a page or two list of links that will
take them directly to the key Program information and documents they will most likely
want to access, thereby saving them time. Such a list could also be included in the
technical manual.

•

Consider HERS raters’ suggestions for improving the participation process.
Consider requiring projects to submit a Manual J calculation early in the participation
process; this could avoid homes failing the final inspection because of improperly sized
HVAC equipment. Consider writing a user’s manual for the DCF and avoid making
frequent changes to data requirements; HERS raters say they understand why ICF needs
the information provided in the DCF, but the form is not user friendly and can be
confusing, especially to new HERS raters. In the longer run, consider developing a more
user friendly template format and using a web-based service for submitting and reviewing
DCF information.

The following recommendation addresses builder awareness of Program components and
offerings:
•

Raise builder awareness of and understanding of Program offerings. A surprising
percentage of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are either unaware of or would like
more information about Program offerings. Builders clearly have access to ample
information through their HERS raters, the Program’s website and marketing materials,
and email/fax/letter correspondence from account managers. However, builders are busy
and, obviously, not taking advantage of the information sources available to them.
Therefore, the challenge is how to get builders to read information already available to
them. One suggestion is to provide information in a different format. One option is
simple one page weekly or monthly email messages addressing only one topic or issue
and including links to additional information sources for those who are interested in
learning more. Builders, like everyone else, are more likely to read and retain information
presented in a short, easy to read, user-friendly format.
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The following recommendations address more general Program areas:
•

Provide formal training for new raters. New HERS raters need to understand how the
Program works and what role they are expected to play. Getting HERS rating training
and certification does not prepare a HERS rater to market the Program.

•

Should the Program adopt EPA’s 2011 changes to ENERGY STAR-qualification
requirements, provide training to ensure that all builders are prepared to meet the
new requirements. Provide easy to understand documentation on the additional
checklists currently proposed. 4 This will be particularly important for builders with 2010
projects that, for any reason, may not be completed until after July 1, 2011. Informing
builders about the 2011 changes and helping them meet the new requirements will clearly
require HERS raters to spend more time with most builders.

•

Encourage all builders to visit the Zero Energy Challenge website. Interviewed
ENERGY STAR builders express a high level of interest in learning about building near
zero energy homes. The Challenge website includes information on the specifications of
the five competing homes. Consider sharing cost information available for the Challenge
homes with builders; learning that with the rebates and incentives available for renewable
technologies it is possible to build a near zero energy home for a marketable price may
help convince other builders to move toward building near zero energy homes. In
addition, seeing how Challenge builders achieved much lower heating, cooling and water
heating energy use will help inform builders interested in meeting the Tier 3 energy
savings requirement.

4

Currently proposed checklists are: Thermal Enclosure System Rater Checklist; HVAC System Quality Installation
Rater Checklist, HVAC System Quality Installation Contractor Checklist, Water Management System Rater
Checklist and the Water Management System Builder Checklist.
Source: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=bldrs_lenders_raters.nh_2011_comments (3/1/2010)
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1 Introduction
This report presents findings related to the experience of interviewed builders, HERS raters and
ICF account managers with each of the steps involved in enrolling and completing an ENERGY
STAR-qualified home through the Program and their suggestions for how the process could be
improved. Prior to conducting interviews, several Program Sponsors participated in a conference
call with the NMR team on October 5, 2009. The purpose of this conference call was to learn
about the Sponsors’ ideas and suggestions for how to improve the participation process–how to
make it smoother or more user friendly for builders, HERS raters, ICF and Sponsors. The call
also addressed the process for ICF providing the data Sponsors need to track and report on
Program achievements.
In addition to questions addressing the participation process, interviewed builders were asked
about their awareness of various Program components and offerings; how they learned about
them; and if they thought they had enough information or would like to have more information.
The following Program components and offerings were addressed:
•

Incentive levels available and the HERS indices required to meet different incentive
levels

•

Incentives available for homes outside electric Sponsor territory

•

Technical requirements for ENERGY STAR certification

•

2009 CFL lighting requirement that CFLs must be installed in at least 50% of all hardwired screw-based fixtures

•

Training opportunities available through the Program for builders

•

Training opportunities available through the Program for HVAC and insulation
subcontractors

•

Marketing support available from the Program

•

Benefits of becoming an EPA ENERGY STAR partner

•

Who to contact with questions–when builders should contact their account manager and
when they should contact their HERS rater

•

HERS rater technical assistance and support provided by the Program and additional
support available on a fee for service basis from HERS raters

•

Changes to Massachusetts and national program eligibility requirements for multi-family
buildings over three stories and that in Massachusetts all structures with five or more
attached units will now receive multi-family incentives

•

Changes in requirements for ENERGY STAR qualification being considered by EPA for
housing units built in 2011
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Phone interviews were conducted with 30 builders, 10 HERS raters and 3 ICF account managers.
Interviewing began on October 7, 2009 and ended on December 3, 2009. Interviews with the 26
ENERGY STAR builders ranged from 27 minutes to one hour and 15 minutes in length; the
average was 44 minutes. Interviews with builders who had not participated in the Program
ranged from 13 to 16 minutes. Interviews with HERS raters ranged from 24 minutes to 2 hours
and 25 minutes; the average was one hour and 16 minutes. Interviews with ICF account
managers ranged from 25 minutes to one hour and 30 minutes; the average was one hour.
Interviewed builders were recruited from lists provided by ICF, the Program implementation
contractor, and HERS raters. ICF provided four builder lists:
•

Builders who completed an ENERGY STAR-qualified housing unit in 2009

•

Builders who were active in 2007, but who had not enrolled any 2008, 2009 or 2010
projects

•

Builders with deactivated projects

•

Builders who have called or emailed ICF but who have not enrolled a home in the
Program.

Several HERS raters provided names and contact information for a few builders who (1) decided
not to enroll their home or project in the Program, (2) decided at some point in the participation
process to drop out, or (3) completed ENERGY STAR homes in the past but are not currently
enrolling their projects in the Program. The NMR team randomly called builders from these lists
falling into various targeted builder categories and, in some cases, emailed them as well. All
interviewed builders received $75 for their participation.
Please note that due to the small sample size the results should not be considered statistically
representative of the population of Massachusetts ENERGY STAR builders; rather, the results
should be viewed as qualitative in nature.
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2 Builder Sample
The 30 builders interviewed for this report include 21 ENERGY STAR builders who completed
at least one ENERGY STAR-qualified housing unit in 2009, 5 ENERGY STAR builders
identified by ICF or HERS raters as either not enrolling a project in 2008 or 2009 or having a
deactivated project, and four builders who inquired about participating in the Program but did
not enroll a home. Four of the five builders identified as having no 2008, 2009 or 2010 enrolled
projects or having a deactivated project when interviewing began say that they hope to have
projects they are currently building certified through the Program; ICF has since verified that two
of these builders now have active projects.

2.1 ENERGY STAR Builders Completing Qualifying Homes in 2009
The NMR team attempted to interview a mix of new and experienced ENERGY STAR builders
who completed a qualifying home in 2009 as well as builders representing a mix of one single
family detached home projects, projects with multiple single family homes and multi-family
housing projects. Figure 2-1 shows that the NMR team targeted interviewing ten builders new to
the Program in 2009, but completed only five interviews with new builders. The reason for this is
that several of the builders ICF identified as new to the Program in 2009 are builders who
participated in the Program prior to 2007. Figure 2-1 also shows that the number of targeted and
completed interviews with builders of various project types are very close.
Figure 2-1: Completed vs. Targeted Interviews by Builder and Project Type

The NMR team also attempted to have the sample of interviewed builders who completed an
ENERGY STAR-qualified home in 2009 reflect as closely as possible the mix of projects
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completed in 2009 as provided by ICF. The ICF list included 159 projects for builders who were
not involved in the Zero Energy Challenge 5 or interviewed for 2008 evaluation studies.
Figure 2-2 shows the interviewed builders are a relatively close match to the ICF project list with
respect to the percentages working with different HERS raters, in different electric Sponsor
territories and achieving targeted ENERGY STAR incentive levels.
Figure 2-2: Completed Interviews vs. ICF Project List by HERS Rater, Electric Sponsor
and if Targeted Incentive Level was Achieved

2.2 ENERGY STAR Builders with no Active 2009 Projects
Five interviewed builders are experienced ENERGY STAR builders who did not have an active
project when interviewing started. ICF identified three of these builders as having deactivated
projects and two as builders who participated in 2007 and had not enrolled any 2008, 2009 or
2010 projects.

5

Builders involved in the Zero Energy Challenge will be interviewed as part of a separate evaluation task.
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One of the builders with a deactivated project joined the Program in 2006 and says that he has
completed 20 ENERGY STAR homes. He enrolled his current projects in the Program and then
decided to drop out for a variety of reasons. Reasons he mentioned for dropping out are:
•

The initial contact person changed part way through the process.

•

He was told his utility may not be participating.

•

He was not receiving incentive checks that were promised for previous projects.

•

The very indirect, confusing communication process involved in participating in the
Program

However, he does not rule out participating in the Program. He is willing to work with the
Program again because he thinks it is important, but the participation process needs to be
streamlined and cleaned up. He says that if this happens he would be willing to sit down with an
ENERGY STAR representative to discuss the Program and his projects moving forward. 6
The second builder ICF identified as having a deactivated project enrolled a spec home in 2008
and later decided not to have it certified. The home is still unfinished, but will be completed
soon. This builder says he is currently requesting information from ICF in hopes of having the
final inspection conducted and the home certified. (ICF verified that as of December 2009 this
project has not been reactivated by the builder or HERS rater.) This builder of market rate single
family spec homes says he has been building ENERGY STAR homes for five years and has
completed five ENERGY STAR homes.
The builder of the third project ICF identified as being deactivated states that he put the project
on hold for a while, but has since finished construction and the project will be ENERGY STAR
certified. (ICF verified that as of December 2009 this project is active.) This builder of
affordable single family attached housing says he has been building ENERGY STAR housing
for 6 years and has completed 150 ENERGY STAR housing units.
One of the interviewed builders ICF identified as participating only in 2007 says he is from a
family of builders and most of their work in the last few years has been remodeling. This builder
of custom homes says he has been building ENERGY STAR homes for 8 years, has completed
12 ENERGY STAR homes and is in the process of having his most recent home certified. (As of
December 2009, ICF records show this builder completed a home in September 2008 and has no
current active projects.)
The second builder ICF identified as participating only in 2007 says that he recently finished a
16 unit project through the Program. This builder of market-rate and affordable multi-family
housing says he has been building ENERGY STAR homes for five years and has completed 70

6

The HERS rater working with this builder said the builder’s HVAC contractor received duct leakage
training, but has several crews and only some of the crews do work that meets Program requirements. This frustrates
the builder, but he does not seem willing to use a different HVAC contractor.
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ENERGY STAR housing units. (As of December 2009, ICF shows this builder enrolled a fourunit project in August 2009.)

2.3 Builders Who Inquired About the Program but Did Not Enroll A
Home
Four interviewed builders talked with a HERS rater about enrolling a home in the Program and
then decided not to enroll the home. All four build single family detached custom homes.
Individually, they have been building homes for 12 to 25 years and have built from 40 to 60
homes.
These four builders learned about the Program from a variety of sources: one builder learned
about the Program from a builder association, one by visiting the Program website, one from the
U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) and one from his insulation salesman. All four contacted
a HERS rater to learn more about the Program. Three of the four builders say the HERS rater
they talked with was able to answer all their questions about what is involved in building an
ENERGY STAR-qualified home. None has submitted a plan for review. Their reasons for not
submitting home plans vary: one builder’s project was put on hold; one builder’s project was
halfway through construction and the owner did not want to pay for the added costs to have the
home certified; another owner was not interested in paying the HERS rater fee, particularly since
it did not guarantee ENERGY STAR certification; and one builder did not have final plans
because the home was still in the design stage.
All four builders say they would consider enrolling a home in the Program in the future. Two say
they are interested in building ENERGY STAR homes because of the marketing effects and one
because he is interested in sustainable design. The fourth builder says he would consider
enrolling a home if the incentives were in place and a customer was interested.
The builder whose home was still in the design stage when he talked with a HERS rater says he
would like to enroll the home, but it is going to have a propane heating system and he thinks that
heating with propane instead of natural gas could hurt his chances of achieving ENERGY STAR
certification. (An ICF account manager has since called this builder to tell him propane is treated
the same as natural gas in ENERGY STAR homes.)

3 ENERGY STAR Builders
The 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are a mix of experienced ENERGY STAR
builders and builders new to the Program. Five of the interviewed builders were new to the
Program in 2009. Overall, years of experience building ENERGY STAR homes among the 26
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders range from one to ten years. All but one of the
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders either knew or could estimate the number of ENERGY
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STAR-qualified housing units they have built. 7 Table 3-1 shows interviewed ENERGY STAR
builders have participated in the Program from one to ten years; the average and median are four
years. Interviewed builders have had from one to 150 housing units ENERGY STAR-qualified;
the average is 29 and the median is 8 housing units.
Table 3-1: ENERGY STAR Builder Sample Statistics
Statistics
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Median

Years Building
ENERGY STAR
Homes
(n=26)

1
10
4
4

Number of ENERGY STAR
Housing Units Built
(n=25)

1
150
29
8

Figure 3-3 shows that just over one-fourth of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (27%: 7 of
26 builders) build only custom housing, over one-third build only spec-built housing (38%: 10 of
26 builders); and just over one-third build a mix of spec and custom housing (35%: 9 of 26
builder).
Figure 3-3: Builders by Type of Housing Built

One-half of the 26 interviewed builders say they build only one type of housing and one-half say
they build from two to five types of housing. Of the builders who build only one type of housing,
six build only custom single family homes, three build only spec single family detached homes,
two build only market rate multi-family housing, one builds only market rate single family
attached housing and one builds only affordable single family attached housing. Builders who
build more than one type of housing build from two to five different types of housing. Figure 3-4
shows the percentage of interviewed builders building various types of housing. As shown, over
7

One builder could not estimate the number of ENERGY STAR homes he has built, but said that all the
homes he built in the last ten years were ENERGY STAR.
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one-half (58%) of interviewed builders build custom single family homes, slightly fewer than
one-half (42%) build market-rate spec single family detached homes and almost one-third (31%)
build market-rate multi-family housing.
Figure 3-4: Type of Housing Built by Interviewed Builders

(multiple responses)

3.1 ENERGY STAR Builders Building Non-ENERGY STAR Homes
Almost one-third (31% or 8 builders) say they build some non-ENERGY STAR homes. (Figure
3-5) Three of these eight builders say that when building a custom home they leave it up to the
owner to decide whether or not to have their home certified. The other five builders who build
some non-ENERGY STAR homes give the following reasons:
•

One says he does not enroll the homes he builds in municipal territories.

•

One says he plans on building only ENERGY STAR homes going forward.

•

One says his next project will be a high-rise project that will not qualify.

•

One says he thinks the custom home he is building is too large to qualify.

•

One says certification is not of the utmost importance to her and she does not have
enough time for the process.

The “other” category (3 builders) includes: a woman who completed a gut rehab of a threedecker she owns, but does not plan on doing more building; a builder who is not currently
participating in the Program but is willing to consider enrolling future projects; and a builder
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who enrolled a spec-built home in 2008, decided not to have it certified, is now finishing the
home and plans to talk to ICF in hopes of having the home inspected and certified.
Figure 3-5: Build Non-ENERGY STAR Homes

*Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.

3.2 What Makes Homes Sell
Builders of spec homes were asked to identify the most important things they need to incorporate
in their homes to attract buyers. Builders of custom homes were asked what features their clients
ask for most often. A high-end kitchen is the most frequently mentioned component by both spec
and custom builders.
3.2.1 Spec Homes
Builders of spec homes cite many things they believe are important to incorporate into their
homes to get them to sell. One builder pointed out that the most important thing is to build the
right home for the targeted market—a home has to fit the targeted customer profile.
Figure 3-6 shows the five most frequently mentioned things builders say they need to incorporate
to get their spec homes to sell and the percentage of builders mentioning them. The most
frequently mentioned characteristic is a high-end kitchen; builders specifically identify granite
countertops and stainless steel or ENERGY STAR appliances as important. Over one-half of
builders (58%: 7 of 12 builders) cite overall energy efficiency; one of these builders says using
well insulated structural components is important. Close to one-half of builders (42%: 5 of 12
builders) talk about the importance of pricing homes to sell; buyers want value for their dollar.
Close to one-half of builders (42%: 5 of 12 builders) say incorporating custom features is
important. Specific custom features mentioned include: tile, millwork/molding, trim packages,
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quality finishes and high-end cabinetry. One-third of builders (4 builders) simply say good
design is important.
Figure 3-6: Important Features for Spec Homes

(multiple responses)

Other important features mentioned by one or two builders are:
•

Four bedrooms and three baths

•

Walk-out basement

•

Third floor walk up attic that can be finished later

•

Quality construction materials

•

Efficient or ENERGY STAR HVAC system

•

Gas heating system

•

High R-value insulation

•

Eco-friendly components

•

Hardwood floors

•

Lighting (Builder did not indicate what type of lighting.)

3.2.2 Custom Homes
Builders of custom homes named several features their clients frequently ask for. A builder of
both spec and custom homes says that the spec and custom home markets are totally different;
custom home clients are more picky and money is not a problem. Builders who responded to this
question are 15 ENERGY STAR builders and the 4 interviewed builders who have not enrolled a
home in the Program.
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Figure 3-7 shows the eight most frequently mentioned features builders say their custom home
clients ask for and the percentage of builders saying their clients request them. The most
frequently mentioned feature, named by just under one-half of builders (47%: 9 of 19 builders),
is a high-end kitchen; builders specifically cite tile floors, granite countertops, upscale cabinets
and surround sound. Roughly one-third (32%: 6 of 19 builders) cite a high-end bathroom;
builders say clients ask for tile floors and whirlpool or jetted tubs. Third on the list is overall
energy efficiency; approximately one-fifth of builders (21%: 4 builders) say their clients ask for
an energy-efficient home. (One architect/builder of very high-end homes says his company
brings up energy savings, but he has no experience with the client bringing up energy
efficiency.) Each of the following features was named by roughly one-sixth of builders (16%: 3
builders): superior craftsmanship, using high quality materials, high-end finish work and
cabinetry, good or creative design, and a specific type of heating system (two builders mentioned
radiant heat).
Figure 3-7: Important Features for Custom Homes

(multiple responses)

Other features mentioned by one or two builders are:
•

Value for their dollar (2 builders)

•

High-end flooring (2 builders)

•

Air sealing

•

Central air conditioning

•

Green home

•

High ceilings

•

Natural gas

•

Recessed lighting
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The builder saying his clients ask for a green home commented:
“Green means different things to different people. Every person's concept of
green is different. They understand energy efficiency is a critical part of green
building. Beyond that it is personal whim–lumber, lighting, healthy home, low
VOC (volatile organic compounds), good air, or a particular thing such as PV
(photovoltaic) panels, a geothermal heat pump or something else. In general,
people who come to me view green building as a more energy-efficient, long
lasting home.”
3.2.3 Building Rates
All 30 interviewed builders, including those who have not enrolled a home in the Program, were
asked how the number of homes they built in 2009 compared to the number they built in 2008.
All but one interviewee responded; the question did not apply to one woman who completed a
gut rehab in 2009 of a three-decker she owns.
Figure 3-8 shows over one-half of builders (55%: 16 of 29 builders) say they built the same
number of homes in 2008 and 2009, roughly one-fifth (21%: 6 builders) say they built fewer
homes in 2009 and roughly one-fourth (24%:7 builders) say they built more homes in 2009.
Figure 3-8: Number of Homes Built in 2009 vs. 2008

One builder of spec single family homes who built more homes in 2009 says that he could not
sell anything in 2007 or 2008. A builder of spec and custom single family homes who built more
homes in 2009 says:
“2008 was the worst year of my career—I sold two homes that I held on to for a
year. In 2009 I presold five homes. In 2008 I dropped my prices and began
building ENERGY STAR to help me compete. ENERGY STAR was quite a help.
Also, the building inspector where I was building was interviewed about why
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there was a boom in building in 2009 and he said that I was the only builder doing
ENERGY STAR homes.”

3.3 Why Building ENERGY STAR
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders explained why they decided to build ENERGY
STAR homes—most builders gave more than one reason. Figure 3-9 shows the percentage of
builders giving the most commonly cited reasons for building ENERGY STAR homes. As
shown, almost one-half of builders (46%: 12 builders) say they decided to build ENERGY
STAR homes because it enables them to differentiate themselves in the market as builders of
energy-efficient housing. Just over one-third of builders (35%: 9 builders) say one reason they
joined the Program is for the incentives available. Slightly fewer than one-third of builders (31%:
8 builders) say they build ENERGY STAR homes because it is good for the environment.
Almost one-fourth of builders (23%: 6 builders) say they think building ENERGY STAR homes
is the right, sensible or moral thing to do. Four builders (15%) say they build ENERGY STAR
homes because they want to build energy-efficient homes.
Figure 3-9: Why Building ENERGY STAR Housing

(multiple responses)
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Other reasons for building ENERGY STAR homes, mentioned by one or two builders, are:
•

Lower operating costs for owners/tenants (2 builders)

•

Required for affordable housing (2 builders)

•

Another builder recommended

•

Building Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) home

•

Green-conscious owners

•

To improve construction practices

•

Interested in sustainable building

Two builders commented in more detail on why they are building ENERGY STAR homes:
•

“I met with the housing assistance corporation doing the lottery for homes. They asked
what ENERGY STAR features I would include. I said appliances and looked on the
internet for other options. Then I found the Cape Light Compact website, which
described Program awards for ENERGY STAR and LEED homes, etc. I contacted Cape
Light Compact and found out there might be funding available for me. I was awarded
five grants for homes that were ENERGY STAR, LEED and had PV panels. You can't go
wrong. The homes sold. I am now a disciple. I drink the Kool-Aid. I am looking at
structural changes, insulation, design changes, systems, furnaces and water measures to
make a home more affordable to own, maintain and purchase. I am using recycled
components and materials with longer than conventional life and building low
maintenance and attractive price point homes.” (builder of custom, market rate spec and
affordable spec single family detached homes)

•

“I was racking my brain thinking about what I could do in this market. I knew about
ENERGY STAR because I had been getting literature about it. My first thought was that
it was going to cost me more, and I was trying to lower my prices. I thought maybe
advertising ENERGY STAR would be good. I interviewed four HERS raters. I have gone
to several seminars with the rater I chose and have learned a lot. Given the HERS index, I
find I can make a good estimate of yearly energy costs, which intrigues buyers. I tell
buyers to call the current owners of ENERGY STAR homes I have built and ask them
what they think of the quality and also to talk with the building inspector. The building
inspector used to nitpick me and now he is in and out.” (builder of custom and spec single
family detached homes)
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3.4 Marketing ENERGY STAR Homes
Several questions addressing homebuyer interest in ENERGY STAR homes and the value of
building and marketing ENERGY STAR homes in today’s depressed and competitive housing
market were asked both of builders interviewed in 2008 and builders interviewed in 2009.
As shown in Figure 3-10 the responses of builders interviewed in 2008 and in 2009 are similar.
The percentage of builders saying buyers are showing more interest in buying an ENERGY
STAR home dropped from 57% to 50%. The percentage of all builders saying about one-half or
more of buyers are showing more interest in ENERGY STAR homes increased from 40% to
42%. Looking only at builders who say buyer interest in ENERGY STAR homes is increasing,
the percentage of these builders saying about half or more of customers are showing more
interest grew from 71% to 85%. The percentage of all builders saying that being able to market
their homes as ENERGY STAR homes is somewhat or very valuable fell slightly from 93% to
88%, while the percentage of builders saying buyers have come to them looking for an ENERGY
STAR home or decided to buy one of their homes because it was ENERGY STAR qualified
grew slightly from 20% to 23%.
Figure 3-10:Marketing ENERGY STAR Homes—2008 vs. 2009
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In both years, roughly one-half of 21 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders with active projects
say they are taking advantage of the marketing support offered by the Program; 50% in 2008 and
48% in 2009. The percentage of builders taking advantage of marketing support who say they
use ENERGY STAR signage increased slightly from 67% in 2008 to 70% in 2009 while the
percentage using ENERGY STAR brochures almost doubled, growing from 27% in 2008 to 50%
in 2009.
Three builders interviewed in 2009 commented on the value of building and marketing
ENERGY STAR rental units. Two of these builders say being able to market their rental units as
ENERGY STAR qualified is very valuable and one said the question does not apply to him
because he builds rental units.
A builder who completed four ENERGY STAR-qualified affordable single family attached
homes in 2009 says that he thinks being able to market homes as ENERGY STAR qualified is
somewhat valuable, but goes on to say that he thinks the value of the ENERGY STAR label is
falling off, both in terms of standards and in terms of what ENERGY STAR means. He thinks
ENERGY STAR has been superseded by higher federal standards; he says the homes he recently
completed, which were built to federal energy-efficiency standards, had HERS indices of 45.

3.5 Renewables
Over one-third of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (38%: 10 of 26 builders) say they have
incorporated renewable technologies in their homes. 8 Figure 3-11 shows that 70% (7 builders)
have incorporated PV panels, 50% (5 builders) have incorporated geothermal systems and 40%
(4 builders) have incorporated solar thermal technologies. One of these builders is working on a
project that will have heat recovery, co-generation and PV roof shades.
Figure 3-11: Builders Incorporating Renewables—Technologies Installed

(multiple responses)

8

It is important to note that some builders are already incorporating renewables when they enroll in the Program.
This may be especially true of builders enrolling because they are building a LEED home. It would be misleading to
suggest that all builders incorporating renewable technologies are doing so because of Program influence.
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Most (81%: 13 builders) of the 16 builders who have not incorporated renewable technologies
say they are interested in learning about how to incorporate them in their homes. Two of these
builders say they plan on incorporating renewable technologies in upcoming projects. One
builder plans on incorporating PV panels and solar water heating and the other is considering
installing a geothermal heat pump.

3.6 Zero Energy Homes
Awareness of zero energy homes and interest in building or learning more about zero energy
homes is high. Almost three-fourths of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (73%: 19 of 26
builders) say they are familiar with zero energy homes. Four builders say they have built a near
zero energy home; one of these builders says that the electric bill for the entire summer for the
home he worked on was $8. Another builder, who has not built a near zero energy home,
commented that his HVAC contractor has one.
Three of the seven builders not currently familiar with zero energy homes say they are interested
in building a zero energy home or learning more about what is involved in building one. Over
one-half of the builders who are familiar with zero energy homes but have not built one (60%: 9
of 15 builders) are interested in building one or learning more about what is involved in building
one. One of these builders commented:
“To me, first and foremost, I like doing new things. It would be exciting to build a
zero energy home. I almost did a LEED house this summer, but didn't win on
price. The client was not looking for zero energy, but a pretty high LEED rating.
Business is pretty competitive even in that niche market—very energy-efficient
LEED homes.” (builder of custom homes)
ENERGY STAR builders were asked if they were familiar with the Zero Energy Challenge the
Program sponsored. Over one-third of builders (35%: 9 of 26 builders) say they are familiar with
the Challenge. One of these builders says he considered submitting a project for the Challenge
and another says he wished he had submitted a project.
No builders could say for sure that they had visited the Challenge website (zechallenge.com).
One builder thought he had visited the Challenge website; this builder is familiar with the work
of one of the Challenge builders and knew he had visited that builder’s website. Interviewers
offered to send the Challenge website address to builders and 73% of builders (19 of 26 builders)
said they wanted to get the website address. One builder asked for the website address during the
interview, went to the website during the interview and said he was impressed.
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4 Participation Process
There are several distinct steps involved in participating in the Program and completing an
ENERGY STAR-qualified home. These steps include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calling ICF or being recruited by a HERS rater or account manager
Choosing a HERS Rater
Plan Review
Application and Incentive Request
Award Letter
TBC Inspection
Final Inspection
Home Labeled and Incentive Paid

Interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked about their experience with each of these steps
and if they had any thoughts or ideas about how the participation process could be made more
user-friendly or less confusing for builders or improved in other ways. Nineteen of the 26
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders offered suggestions for how the participation process
could be improved. These 19 builders are a mix of new and experienced ENERGY STAR
builders. Roughly one-third (31%: 6 of 19) have been building ENERGY STAR homes for 1 or
2 years, have built from 1 to 8 ENERGY STAR homes and achieved HERS indices of 39 to 75
in 2009. Just over one-third (37%: 7 of 19) have been building ENERGY STAR home for 3 to 5
years, have built from 2 to 100 ENERGY STAR homes and achieved HERS indices of 45 to 79
in 2009. Roughly one-third (31%: 6 of 19) have been building ENERGY STAR homes for 7 to
10 years, have built from 2 to 150 ENERGY STAR homes and achieved HERS indices of 58 to
82 in 2009.
Before addressing the individual participation steps, builders were asked, “In general are there
parts of the process that you find to be a problem or steps that you think work well?” Seven
builders (27% of 26 ENERGY STAR builders) simply said they have no problems with the
process or that it was working better. Several builders identified both parts of the process they
think work well and parts they think do not work well. Of the 26 interviewed builders, 42% (11
builders) identified parts of the participation process they think do not work well and 42% (11
builders) identified areas they think work well.

4.1 Participation Steps Not Working Well
The most frequently mentioned problem area is the rebate and incentive payment process,
mentioned by five builders. One builder does not understand how rebates/incentives are
calculated, one calls the rebate process a mess, one describes a “horrible” experience getting
reimbursed, one says the process needs to be streamlined and one did not comment on why she
thought the rebate process was a problem. The builder who had a “horrible” experience said:
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“One of the main reasons I agreed to respond to this survey is that I had a horrible
experience getting reimbursed. I started in February and didn't get paid until last
week (first week of October). I talked to 20 people, the check was sent to the
wrong place. A total waste of time.” (experienced ENERGY STAR builder of
custom homes)
Two builders say that, overall, there are too many people involved in the process. Another two
builders say the front end of the process could be made clearer to help builders know exactly
what they need to do to have a home certified.
Other problems cited by individual builders include:
•

Too much paperwork

•

Need a clear line of command in terms of who to contact with which issues

•

Requirements should not change once the building process has started.

•

The inspections and inspection scheduling could be made more clear and concise.

•

Would have liked more help understanding the final inspection report

•

Technical issues with ENERGY STAR requirements

•

Light bulbs were never delivered

•

Would like to see the Program better advertised to the general public

One builder commented:
“In the beginning it was very confusing and tedious and I almost wanted to give
up. There was too much paperwork etc. I went to a couple seminars, talked to my
HERS rater face to face, and now it is the normal thing. It takes time to get used
to the process, like anything else new.” (experienced ENERGY STAR builder of
custom and market-rate spec single family detached homes)

4.2 Participation Steps Working Well
Most of the builders identifying steps in the participation process they think are working well (10
of 11 builders with positive comments) mention their HERS raters. Eight of these builders say
the participation process went well for them because of their HERS rater. One builder says what
he likes most about process is the extra sets of eyes HERS raters provide and another says the
technical support from HERS raters is helpful. The one builder who did not specifically mention
his HERS rater says the initial design stage and the process for getting ideas for improvements
work well.
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Representative comments from builders on the importance of HERS raters are:
•

“The process is pretty straight forward. Working with responsive people is the most
important thing. Being responsive to changing schedules is important. My HERS raters
were, so everything was positive, but I see responsiveness of the raters as being critical to
the Program.” (experienced ENERGY STAR builder of market-rate single family spec
homes and multi-family housing)

•

“It has all been positive. There is a lot to learn. The key would be the HERS rater you
choose. I had good luck with my HERS rater, everything went really smoothly.” (new
ENERGY STAR builder of market-rate single family spec homes)

4.3 Joining the Program
Five of the interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were new to the Program in 2009. One of
these builders had a general knowledge of the Program and called ICF to get more information.
One builder says he was recruited by an ENERGY STAR representative at the Boston Trade
Show. Two builders say they were building LEED homes and their LEED consultant encouraged
them to participate. The owner of a three-decker home being rehabbed says her insulation
contractor encouraged her to enroll in the Program.

4.4 Choosing a HERS Rater
The five builders new to the Program in 2009 were asked how they went about choosing a HERS
rater. Three of these builders say they were given a list of HERS raters; two say they talked with
more than one HERS rater and one called just one HERS rater. Of the other two builders, one
says she was recruited by the LEED consultant she was working with, who is also a HERS rater,
and the other builder called the HERS rater her insulation contractor recommended.
Four of the five builders say they found a HERS rater to work with immediately or within a few
days. One of the builders who talked with more than one HERS rater says it took him about a
month to find a HERS rater to work with. All five builders say their HERS rater explained the
services the HERS rater would be providing and what the builder’s responsibilities would be,
and all five say they are satisfied with the HERS raters they selected.
Of the 21 experienced ENERGY STAR builders interviewed, 9 say they were assigned a HERS
rater in 2007 and 11 say they selected their HERS rater; one builder did not remember. Only one
builder says he has changed HERS raters. All builders say they are satisfied with the HERS
raters they work with. One builder says he originally used two HERS raters, one for a high-end
home and another for townhomes, but is moving to using one exclusively.
Only two builders had suggestions for improving the HERS rater selection process. Both of these
builders suggested providing more information on the options for choosing a HERS rater and one
suggested providing a better description of the HERS rater’s role.
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4.5 Plan Review
4.5.1 When Plans Submitted
The majority of builders (65%: 17 of 26 builders) say they submit home plans when projects are
still in the planning stage. Another 19% of builders (5 builders) say they have started
construction but the homes are not framed when they submit plans. The remaining four builders
each provided a different response:
•

Plans finalized

•

Varies: some during foundation work and some during framing

•

Home framed

•

Finished gutting the home, but rehab not started

A builder of single family spec homes described his process for submitting plans as follows:
“We have four floor plans for our spec homes—the same four since we started building
ENERGY STAR homes. We submitted these floor plans in 2007. Now we call our HERS rater
and they have them on file. We tell them what lot number and what floor plan. It would be more
challenging if we had 30 different floor plans. There are no hassles. It works and everything gets
done on time.” (experienced ENERGY STAR builder of custom and spec single family homes)
All but two builders say their HERS rater explained what was involved in the plan review to
their satisfaction. One of two builders says she would have liked more information and
comments before the plan review was finalized and more information on the rating process for
home designs. The other builder says he would have liked clarification of the technical
requirements and what was needed for his home to be qualified.
One builder submitting his first home to the Program commented:
“The HERS rater did a good job explaining it (the plan review), but there was still
confusion since this was my first ENERGY STAR project. I really needed to go
through the entire process to understand it. It would have been helpful if the
whole process could have been explained, with timelines, and put in writing.”
(new ENERGY STAR builder of custom and spec single family homes and
market-rate single family attached and multi-family housing.)
4.5.2 Time to Review Plans
Almost all interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (88%: 23 of 26 builders) say their HERS rater
completed the home plan review within a reasonable time. Two other builders do not know how
long the plan review took and could not say whether or not it was completed in a reasonable
amount of time. Only one builder found the time to conduct the plan review unacceptable; this
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builder says it took his HERS rater one month to complete the plan review and thinks that two
weeks would have been more reasonable.
Over one-half of builders say their plans were reviewed within two weeks of being submitted.
Figure 4-12 shows that almost one-fourth of builders (23%: 6 builders) say their plans were
reviewed within a week and almost one-third of builders (31%: 8 builders) say their plans were
reviewed in a couple weeks. Almost one-fourth of builders (23%: 6 builders) cannot remember
how long the plan review process took but say it was reasonable. The “other” builder category
includes four builders: one of these builders says the plan review process took three weeks, one
says it took a few weeks, one says it took a month and one says it took a year because of the
LEED process. All four builders in the “other” category find the time it took to review their plans
reasonable. As described above, two builders (8% of builders) do not know how long it took to
have their plans reviewed and do not know if the reviews were completed within a reasonable
time frame.
Figure 4-12: Time for HERS Rater to Complete Plan Review

4.5.3 Recommended Plan Changes
Most builders (85%: 22 of 26 builders) say that their HERS rater recommended making changes
to their plans to ensure their projects would meet ENERGY STAR standards. All but two of
these builders say they implemented all recommended changes. One of the two builders who did
not implement all recommended changes says he did not implement some changes because of
cost and the other builder says some changes required too much of a design change.
Figure 4-13 shows the categories of changes most frequently recommended and the percentages
of the 22 builders who had changes recommended to their plans in each category of
recommended changes. The most frequently recommended changes involve insulation and air
sealing. HERS raters recommended insulation changes to 82% and sealing changes to 36% of the
22 builders who had changes recommended. Changes to the type of insulation used mentioned
by builders include using spray foam, changing from fiberglass batts to cellulose, and using dry
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dense cellulose rather than wet spray insulation. Also, recommendations were made to insulate
foundation walls, the slab perimeter, bulkhead doors and between floors. Sealing
recommendations addressed ducts, pipes, windows, cellar doors, air gaps and judicious foaming
of electrical and plumbing openings. Framing recommendations included using 2x6 framing and
California corners. Roofing/rafter recommendations addressed adjustments to roofing techniques
around baffles and blocking.
Figure 4-13: Recommended Changes to Submitted Plans

(multiple responses)

Other recommended changes mentioned by individual builders include:
•

Do not using furring with ceiling insulation.

•

Reduce window area.

•

Continuity of air barrier

•

Install heat recovery ventilation.

•

Install higher SEER air conditioning.

•

Install a more efficient boiler.

•

Install different lighting fixtures.

4.5.4 Suggestions for Improving the Plan Review Process
Just over one-fourth of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (27%: 7 builders) have suggestions
for improving the plan review process. Their suggestions are:
•

“Have the HERS raters come to the site during the plan review.”

•

“Give builders a menu of options to achieve a lower HERS index.”
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•

“Provide a checklist to help incorporate the list of recommended changes into the
design.”

•

“Provide better cost benefit analysis (CBA) for customers and builders alike (HERS
raters are sensitive about doing this.)”

•

“Provide more information on the Program's website on how HERS ratings are
determined.”

•

“Provide more information on the rating process for home designs. This would be
helpful, because if you can make changes in the design stage it is more cost- and energyeffective.”

•

“Provide more education for builders, including seminars, on how to achieve different
HERS ratings.”

•

“Make sure everything is communicated effectively.”

•

“Streamline the process—decrease the time between steps.”

Builders who did not have suggestions for improving the plan review process provided the
following comments on their positive experience going through the plan review process:
•

“Everything was done by email—it was quick and easy.”

•

“I met with my HERS rater and we talked about my project.”

•

“My architect was good and was familiar with the system, which helped in the plan
review process.”

•

“My HERS raters were fabulous.”
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4.6 Application and Incentive Request Process
Builders were asked if their HERS rater discussed additional changes that they could make to
achieve a lower HERS index, earn a higher incentive level or approach building a zero energy
home. Almost three-fourths of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders)
say their HERS rater discussed additional changes with them. However, only 53% of these
builders (10 of 19 builders) decided to implement any of the additional recommendations.
Builders were asked if they knew what incentive level they requested. Figure 4-14 shows that
only 58% of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (15 of 26 builders) could say what incentive
level they requested.
Figure 4-14: Do Builders Know Incentive Level Requested

4.6.1 Suggestions to Improve the Application and Incentive Request Process
Slightly fewer than one-third of builders (31%: 8 of 26 builders) have suggestions for how the
application process–deciding what changes to implement and what incentive level to request–
could be improved. These eight builders provided the following suggestions:
•

“It would be nice if the HERS rater would tell us about what we need to do to score lower
on a home.”

•

“Certain things were confusing in terms of systems allowed for residential vs.
commercial buildings. The boiler we used was considered not applicable for residential
use even though it was highly efficient, and we didn’t get credit for it.”

•

“Have HERS raters understand that it comes down to the cost and the builders will do
what their clients are willing to pay for.”

•

“Make sure the incentives are clearly listed on the form.” (This interviewee thought she
would get $750 per unit; instead she got $650 because the three-decker home she
rehabbed was treated as a multi-family project.)

•

More education
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•

“Builders are not likely to enjoy a classroom setting, so a different medium for education
could be useful. Cocktail party or golf day are some ideas. You need to get builders’
attention to start talking to them—they don’t want to stare at a screen.”

•

“Calls to all builders telling them they could implement changes and asking them if they
are interested in new opportunities or implementing changes that may become
requirements.”

•

“Less confusion on ordering things, and filling out forms—not a big deal.”

A builder who does not have any suggestions for improving the application and incentive request
process commented that it is easy for him because he is used to the process, but could see it
being tough for new builders.

4.7 Account Manager Assigned and Award Letter Sent
Builders were asked how long from the time they and their HERS rater agreed on the incentive
level they would target and submitted a signed application/agreement form to ICF did they
receive their award letter and have an account manager assigned.
4.7.1 Award Letter Received
Figure 4-15 shows that almost one-half of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (46%: 12 of 26
builders) do not know how long from the time they sent in their application they received their
award letter. Three of these builders do not remember getting an award letter. More than onefourth of builders (27%: 7 of 26 builders) say they received their award letter within two weeks
and an additional 15% (4 builders )say they received it within a month. Two additional builders
say it was a couple months and one builder says it was three months before he received his award
letter. All 14 builders who remember how long it took to get the award letter say the timeframe
was acceptable.
Figure 4-15: Time to Receive Award Letter
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4.7.2 Account Manager Assigned
Figure 4-16 shows that almost one-half of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (46%: 12 of 26
builders) do not know their account manager and another 38% (10 builders) say they do not
know when their account manager was assigned. Only 15% of interviewed builders (4 builders)
know when they were assigned an account manager and all say it was within a month of
submitting their applications.
Figure 4-16: Time to Have Account Manager Assigned

*Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.
Only six builders say their account manager contacted them: one builder says his account
manager came to meet him, two builders say their account manager emailed them and three say
their account manager called them. Only four of these six builders say they have had any
discussions or other contact with their account manager. These builders say:
•

“The first time was useful. I wouldn't have participated without useful input from ICF
when they originally came to meet me.”

•

“We have asked some questions and they have been helpful.”

•

“I just asked him where my rebate check was.”

•

“We had numerous conversations trying to nail down exactly which buildings would be
allowed to be included in the Program. We had a wide mix of building types, some of
which can't be certified under the Program, and we had difficulty getting answers.”

Another two builders say their account manager did not contact them, but they contacted their
account manager because of a problem. One of these is a builder who had a problem with his
incentive check and says, “I talked to so many people, one of them had to be the account
manager.” The other builder says:
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“We were denied certification on a project and requested that ICF reconsider after
we submitted additional documents. ICF reconsidered and certified the project.
ICF was very helpful.”
4.7.3 Suggestions for Improving Award Letter and Account Manager Assignment
Process
Only three builders provided suggestions for how to improve the process for issuing award
letters and assigning account managers. Builders appear to prefer working through their HERS
raters as much as possible, turning to their account manager only when there is a problem their
HERS rater cannot resolve.
Suggestions for improvement are:
•

“More frequent contact perhaps and face to face visits in the process.”

•

“Make it clear what the chain of command is.”

•

“It would be useful to have ICF account managers have construction experience.”

4.8 Pre-insulation Inspections for New Builders
Builders new to the Program in 2009 were asked if their HERS rater recommended conducting
an inspection before insulation was installed on their first ENERGY STAR home, or if they
requested a pre-insulation inspection. Four of the five interviewed new ENERGY STAR builders
say they had a pre-insulation inspection; three of these builders say their HERS rater
recommended the inspection and one builder says he requested the inspection. All four builders
who had a pre-insulation inspection say they found it useful. One builder says it was the most
useful part of the process. Another builder says he believes it was vital in getting his project to
pass the final inspection on the first try. All four builders say they would recommend having the
inspection to other builders joining the Program.

4.9 Thermal Bypass Checklist Inspection
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked about how long it took to schedule the
Thermal Bypass Checklist (TBC) inspection; if their project passed the inspection; what changes,
if any, they had to make; and if they had suggestions for improving the TBC inspection process.
4.9.1 Scheduling the TBC Inspection
Builders were asked how long from the time they requested the TBC inspection was their HERS
rater able to schedule and conduct the inspection. Figure 4-17 shows that almost two-thirds of
interviewed builders (65%: 17 of 26 builders) say the TBC inspection was conducted within a
few days or a week from when they called their HERS rater to request the inspection. Another
15% of builders (4 builders) say it took a couple weeks and 8% (2 builders) do not know how
long it took. The “other” category includes three builders: one of these builders says it took less
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than a few weeks to schedule and complete the inspection, one did not respond to the question,
and one builds modular homes. The builder of modular homes says he needed to have a certified
HERS rater go to the modular plant to conduct the inspection; his HERS rater helped arrange the
inspection and it was conducted within an acceptable timeframe.
Figure 4-17: Time to Schedule and Conduct TBC Inspection

Only one builder finds the time it took to schedule the inspection unacceptable; this builder says
it took two weeks to schedule and conduct the inspection and that one week would have been
more acceptable. Several builders say they notify their HERS rater several weeks in advance of
when they will want the inspection. One builder says, “I anticipate. I give them a three to four
week heads up. They can pencil me in and then I call and tell them what day I will be ready–the
more warning I can give, the better.”
4.9.2 Passing the TBC Inspection
Only three builders say they had a home that failed to pass the TBC inspection on the day the
inspection was conducted. All three say their HERS rater provided the technical support they
needed or requested to incorporate the changes required to pass the inspection. One of these
builders says a second inspection was required and one says he has been able to make the
required changes the day of the inspection for some homes and had to schedule a second
inspection for other homes. The third builder did not know if a second inspection was required.
Two of the builders who passed the TBC inspection say they needed to make a few changes and
were able to make those changes the day the inspection was conducted.
Changes required to pass the TBC inspection include:
•

Air barriers

•

Attic access seal

•

Attic baffles
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Basement door sweeps

•

Fire blocking not in place

•

Sealing a few gaps

•

Bypasses

•

Dealing with dead space area
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4.9.3 Suggestions for Improving the TBC Inspection Process
Only six builders (23% of 26 builders) provided suggestions for improving the TBC inspection
process. Suggestions for improvement are:
•

Clearer scheduling and coordination of inspections

•

“It is most useful when there is a team approach—have subcontractors, the builder, and
the HERS rater there so there are no miscommunications.”

•

Provide paperwork and feedback in a timely manner.

•

Builders need to understand the inspection process beforehand—when each inspection is
required and what is needed to pass.

•

Educate the people in the field. Have someone come in and talk about the TBC with
builders during coffee break or something of that nature.

•

“The HERS rater is very knowledgeable and helpful when on site. Maybe a little more
written documentation explaining what you did well and what could have been better
would be good–a checklist on the back end.”

Several builders made positive comments about the TBC inspection process:
•

“Educational and very good process overall”

•

“I see my HERS raters all the time. Good communication is the most important thing in
most things you do.”

•

“Quick, painless, no damage.”

•

“HERS raters are extremely helpful, particularly in finding leaky ducts.”
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4.10 Final Inspection
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked about how long it took to schedule the
final inspection; if their project passed the inspection; what changes, if any, they had to make;
and if they had suggestions for improving the final inspection process.
4.10.1 Scheduling the Final Inspection
Builders were asked how long from the time they requested the final inspection was their HERS
rater able to schedule and conduct the inspection. Most builders say the time to schedule and
conduct the final inspection is the same as for the TBC inspection. Figure 4-18 shows that almost
two-thirds of interviewed builders (65%: 17 of 26 builders) say the final inspection was
conducted within a few days or a week from when they called their HERS rater to request the
inspection. Another 12% of builders (3 builders) say it took a couple weeks and another 8% (2
builders) say it took two or three weeks. The “other” category includes four builders: two of
these builders say the time it took to schedule the final inspection varied and two builders did not
respond to the question.
Figure 4-18: Time to Schedule and Conduct Final Inspection

Only one builder finds the time it took to schedule the final inspection unacceptable; this builder
says it took three weeks to schedule and conduct the inspection and that one week would have
been better. (This is the same builder who found two weeks to schedule the TBC inspection
unacceptable.)
4.10.2 Passing the Final Inspection
Most builders say their homes passed the final inspection on the first try. Figure 4-19 shows that
over two-thirds of interviewed builders (69%: 18 of 26 builders) say their homes passed the final
inspection on the first try. Three of these builders say they had to make minor changes to pass
and were able to make those changes the day of the inspection. Another 15% of builders
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(4 builders), who have multiple-home projects, say some of their homes passed on the first try.
Two builders (8%) say their homes did not pass the final inspection on the first try and two did
not respond to the question.
Figure 4-19: Passed Final Inspection on First Try

Five of the six builders who say their homes did not pass the final inspection on the first try, or
that only some of their homes passed, scheduled a second inspection and passed; two of these
five builders say they had to pay from $100 to $250 for the second inspection. All five builders
say their HERS rater provided the technical support they needed or requested to make the
changes required to pass the final inspection. One of these builders commented that his HERS
rater’s help was above and beyond the call of duty. The sixth builder simply said that only some
of his homes passed. This builder, who has completed 20 ENERGY STAR-qualified homes,
decided to pull his most recent project out of the Program, but says he is willing to work with the
Program again.
Builders reported having to make the following changes to pass the final inspection:
•

Air sealing to pass the blower door test

•

Duct work—tighten duct joints or better duct sealing

•

Inadequate exhaust fans in bathrooms

•

Insulation

•

Insulation changes in HVAC unit

•

Seal register leakage

•

Weather stripping
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4.10.3 Suggestions for Improving the Final Inspection Process
Only four builders (15% of 26 builders) provided suggestions for improving the final inspection
process. Suggestions for improvement are:
•

“Make the Program’s website as information friendly as possible so that the builder is
prepared for the inspections. Informative website is crucial.”

•

“Clearer scheduling and coordination of inspections.”

•

“Put recommendations in writing in a timely manner.”

•

“Builders need to understand the inspection process beforehand and what is included in
each inspection.” (This builder knew about the blower door test before the final
inspection, but did not understand other parts of the inspection.)

4.11 Certificate, Label and Incentive Process
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked how long after their homes passed the
final inspection they received the ENERGY STAR certificates and labels for their homes, if their
HERS rater gave them the certificates and put the labels on utility boxes, if they achieved their
targeted ENERGY STAR level, and how long after the final inspection they received their
incentive check.
4.11.1 Certificates and Labels
Several builders report they have not received the certificates and/or labels for their homes.
Figure 4-20 shows that one-half of builders (50%: 13 of 26 builders) say they have received the
certificates and ENERGY STAR labels for their homes, 23% (6 builders) say they have received
the certificates, but not the labels, and 19% (5 builders) say they have not received any
certificates or labels. The “other” category includes two builders; one builder does not know if
the certificates and labels were received because they go to someone else in his company and one
builder did not respond to the question.
Figure 4-20: Received Certificates and ENERGY STAR Labels
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Interviews with the six builders who report they received certificates, but not labels, took place
two to six months after the final inspections. Interviews with the five builders who report they
have not received any certificates or labels took place one to three months after the final
inspections.
4.11.1.1 Time to Receive Certificates and Labels
Figure 4-21 shows that over one-third of builders (35%: 9 of 26 builders) received certificates
and/or labels less than a month after the final inspection and 19% (5 builders) received them
within one or two months after the final inspection. Two builders (8%) say that when they
received the certificates and/or labels varied from weeks to months after the final inspections and
two builders do not know how long after the final inspection they received them. As described
earlier, 19% of builders (5 builders) had not received any certificate or labels when they were
interviewed. The “other” category includes three builders: one says it was at least two months
before she got the certificates and labels, one does not know when they were received and one
builder did not respond to the question.
Figure 4-21: Time to Receive Certificates and Labels*

*Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.
All but one builder who received certificates and/or labels say the timeframe was acceptable.
One builder who received the certificates three weeks after the final inspection says he would
have liked to get them within a week. Of the five builders who had not received certificates or
labels, one says a month after the inspection would be acceptable, two simply say it should be
faster and two did not provide a time frame they would find acceptable.
4.11.1.2 Labeling Homes
One-half of the 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders say they got the labels for their homes.
Most of these builders (54%: 7 of 13 builders) say they put the label on the utility box. Two
builders (15%) say their HERS rater put the label on the utility box, and two builders (15%) say
they gave the label to the tenant or homeowner. One builder says the label is in her files and one
builder says he does not know what was done with the labels—his project manager handles that.
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4.11.2 Targeted Incentive Level
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked if they achieved their targeted incentive
level, exceeded it or fell short. The NMR team had data from ICF on the targeted and achieved
incentive levels of the housing units in the projects of the 21 interviewed builders who completed
2009 homes by mid September, when ICF provided the list of builders eligible for interviewing.
For these builders, what they said in the interviews can be compared to ICF records. For the five
builders who did not have an active project when the interviewing started, the NMR team is not
able to verify whether or not what these builders say about achieving targeted incentive levels is
accurate. Therefore, these two builder groups are discussed separately in this section.
4.11.2.1 Builders Completing a 2009 Home by Mid September2009
Most interviewed builders with homes completed by mid September 2009 (81%: 17 of 21
builders) say they know whether or not they achieved their targeted incentive level and 19% (4
builders) say they do not know. Figure 4-22 shows that over one-half of builders (57%: 12
builders) know they met their targeted incentive level, 10% (2 builders) know they exceeded
their targeted level, one knows she fell short of her targeted level and one knows some of his
homes fell short of his targeted level. One builder said his home met his targeted level, but ICF
records show he targeted ENERGY STAR II and achieved ENERGY STAR I.
Figure 4-22: Aware of Meeting Targeted Incentive Level

*Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.
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Figure 4-23, based on ICF records, shows the percentages of projects that met, exceeded, fell
short or had only some homes meet targeted incentive levels. Just over three-fourth of builders
(76%: 16 of 21 builders) had all the completed homes in their projects meet or exceed their
targeted levels. As shown, 29% of projects (6 builders) targeted and achieved ENERGY STAR I,
one-third of projects (33%: 7 builders) targeted and achieved ENERGY STAR II, 10% (2
builders) targeted ENERGY STAR I and achieved ENERGY STAR II, 19% (4 builders) targeted
ENERGY STAR II and achieved ENERGY STAR I, one builder targeted ENERGY STAR I and
some homes in his project achieved ENERGY STAR II, and one builder targeted ENERGY
STAR II and some homes in his project achieved ENERGY STAR I.
Figure 4-23: Projects Meeting, Exceeding & Falling Short of Targeted Incentive

*Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.
Over one-half of builders (57%: 12 of 21 builders) said they knew the HERS indices their homes
achieved and all reported HERS indices that are within a point or two of what ICF reported.
4.11.2.2 Five Builders without Active Projects as of September 2009
Two of the five builders without an active project in 2009 say they achieved their targeted
incentive level on their last project, one says he exceeded the targeted level and one says 75% of
the units in his project achieved the targeted level and 25% exceeded it. None of these builders
knew the HERS indices their homes achieved. The fifth builder is finishing a spec home that was
enrolled in the Program and then put on hold. He now hopes to have it reactivated and certified.
He says the home has not had the final inspection so he does not know if it will meet his targeted
incentive level. As of December 2009 ICF had no record of this project being reactivated.
4.11.3 Incentive Check Process
All 21 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders with verified completed homes in 2009 were asked
how long from the time the final inspection was conducted did they receive their incentive check
and if they thought the timeframe was acceptable. Figure 4-24 shows that one-third of builders
(33%: 7 builders) say they received their incentive checks within six weeks after the final
inspection. Another 24% (5 builders) say they received their checks within two or three months.
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Three builders (14%) do not know how long after the final inspection they received their
incentive checks. Two builders (10%) had not received their incentive checks when interviewed;
in both cases the interview took place just over two months after the final inspection. The “other”
category includes four builders: one of these builders says it took five months to get his incentive
check, two say it took months to get their incentive checks, and one who had a project in a
municipal territory simply said that incentive checks for municipal projects are slow.
Figure 4-24: Time to Receive Incentive Check

Figure 4-25 shows that almost one-half of builders (48%: 10 of 21 builders) say the time it took
to get their incentive checks was acceptable. Six of these builders received their checks within
six weeks of the final inspection, two received their checks two or three months after the final
inspection, one simply said the check came months after the final inspection and one builder had
not received his check when he was interviewed. The builder who had not received his check
says, “Earlier would be nice, but it is not important–it is not why I do it.”
Over one-third of builders (38%: 8 builders) consider the time it took to get their incentive
checks unacceptable. These builders include one builder who received his check within six
weeks of the final inspection, three builders who received their checks two to three months after
the final inspection, the builder who received his check five month after the final inspection, the
builder who says it took months to get his check and one builder who had not yet received his
check two and a half months after the final inspection. When asked what they thought would be
an acceptable timeframe for getting the incentive check: one builder said three weeks would be
acceptable, two said one month would be acceptable and three said closer to the time of the final
inspection without giving a specific timeframe. The builder whose project was in a municipal
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territory did not say what timeframe he would find acceptable. One of the builders who waited
two to three months for his check says, “The reward should come soon after the final inspection
or it is not worth the trouble—it does not motivate me to stay involved in the Program.”
Figure 4-25: Incentive Checks Received in an Acceptable Amount of Time

4.11.4 Suggestions for Improving the Processes for Issuing Labels, Certificates
and Incentive Checks
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked if they had suggestions for how the
process for issuing the certificate, affixing the label and paying the incentive could be improved.
Almost two-thirds of builders (65%: 17 of 26 builders) offered suggestions. The most frequently
offered suggestion is to speed up the incentive check distribution.
Suggestions for improving the processes for issuing certificates, labeling homes and paying
incentives are listed below with the number of builders making the suggestion in parentheses:
•

Speed up the incentive check distribution. (12 builders)

•

A detailed explanation of rebates and where they are coming from should arrive with the
certificate. (2 builders)

•

The certificate and check should come together. (1 builder)

•

Clarify with the HERS raters what rebates/incentives a builder is eligible for; eliminate
confusion by spelling out what is single family and what is multi-family. (2 builders)

•

Get the labels to builders. (2 builders who had not received labels)

•

Provide something besides the label to make sure customers know their home is
ENERGY STAR qualified—something to put on the lawn or hang on a wall. (1 builder)

•

“Provide a sample timeline so builders know what to expect and when to expect it.” (1
builder)
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•

Improve accountability. (1 builder)

•

Clarification of marketing materials (1 builder)
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Two builders provided positive comments. The builder who suggests the certificate and check
should come together says they did in her case. She liked that, and her HERS rater came and put
label on the box as well. Another builder simply said, “Its perfect.”

4.12 Overall Satisfaction with Account Managers and HERS Raters
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked if they received the training and
support they needed or requested from their ICF account manager and HERS rater to
successfully complete their ENERGY STAR home and were asked to rate their satisfaction with
their account manager and HERS rater.
When asked if they received the training and support they needed or requested, 25 of the 26
interviewed builders say yes; one experienced ENERGY STAR builder who says he has worked
with several raters says the level of support varied. Figure 4-26 shows that almost two-thirds of
builders (65%: 17 of 26 builders) say they received all their support from their HERS rater.
Figure 4-26: Received Needed Support from Account Manager and HERS Rater
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Figure 4-27 shows that one-half of all 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders say they
received prompt responses to questions they had for their account manager or HERS rater and
one-half noted that their responses applied only to their HERS raters. This result is consistent
with many builders saying they have not had contact with their account managers. In most cases
interviewed builders work solely with their HERS raters unless they have questions that are
outside the scope of HERS rater responsibilities.
Figure 4-27: Account Manager and HERS Rater Responded Promptly

When builders were asked to rate their overall satisfaction with their account managers and
HERS raters, all builders rated satisfaction with their HERS rater, but only a few rated
satisfaction with their account manager. Figure 4-28 shows that only 19% (5 of 26 builders) rated
their satisfaction with their account manager; one-half of builders (50%: 13 builders) said they
had not had contact with their account manager and almost one-third of builders (31%: 8
builders) said they did not know.
Figure 4-28: Builders Asked to Rate Account Managers
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Builders rated their satisfaction with account managers and HERS raters using a scale of one to
ten, where one is the lowest and ten is the highest rating. Table 4-2 shows that the five builders
rating their account managers gave them ratings of from 2 to 10—the average rating is 7 and the
median is 8. One builder gave a rating below 5; he says the primary reason for his low rating is
that his account manager could not answer his questions or provide confirmation on incentives.
Table 4-2: Account Manager Satisfaction Rating Statistics
Statistics
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Median

Account Manager
Satisfaction Ratings
(n=5)

2
10
7
8

All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders rated their overall satisfaction with their HERS
rater. Figure 4-29 shows that most builders (88%: 23 of 26 builders) give their HERS rater a
rating of 9 or 10 and 12% (3 builders) give their HERS raters a rating of 6 to 8. Table 4-3 shows
the average and median ratings are 9. One builder says, “They bring a lot to the table in terms of
watching the process and catching mistakes that would otherwise go unnoticed.” The builder
giving the 6 rating has worked with two or three HERS raters and 6 is his average rating.
Figure 4-29: HERS Rater Rankings

Table 4-3: HERS Rater Satisfaction Rating Statistics
Statistics
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Median

HERS Rater
Satisfaction Ratings
(n=26)

6
10
9
9
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5 Awareness of Program Components and Offerings
All 26 interviewed ENERGY STAR builders were asked if they were aware of various Program
components and offerings, how they learned about them and if they thought they had enough
information or would like to have more information. The following Program components and
offerings were addressed:
•

Incentive levels available and the HERS indices required to meet different incentive
levels

•

Incentives available for homes outside electric Sponsor territory

•

Technical requirements for ENERGY STAR certification

•

2009 CFL lighting requirement that CFLs must be installed in at least 50% of all hard
wired screw based fixtures

•

Training opportunities available through the Program for builders

•

Training opportunities available through the Program for HVAC and insulation
subcontractors

•

Marketing support available from the Program

•

Benefits of becoming an EPA ENERGY STAR partner

•

Who to contact with questions–when builders should contact their account manager and
when they should contact their HERS rater

•

HERS rater technical assistance and support provided by the Program and additional
support available on a fee for service basis from HERS raters

•

Changes to Massachusetts and/or national program eligibility requirements for multifamily buildings over three stories and/or that in Massachusetts all structures with five or
more attached units will now receive multi-family incentives

•

Changes in requirements for ENERGY STAR qualification being considered by EPA for
housing units built in 2011

All interviewed ENERGY STAR builders say they are aware of the technical requirements for
ENERGY STAR certification. One-half or more of builders say they are aware of:
•

Incentive levels available and the HERS indices required to meet different incentive
levels

•

Training opportunities available through the Program for builders

•

2009 CFL lighting requirement that CFLs must be installed in at least 50% of all hard
wired screw based fixtures
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Marketing support available from the Program

Fewer than one-half, but more than one-third, of builders say they are aware of:
•

Who to contact with questions–when to contact their account manager and when to
contact their HERS rater

•

Benefits of becoming an EPA ENERGY STAR partner

Fewer than one-third of builders say they are aware of:
•

HERS rater technical assistance and support provided by the Program and additional
support available on a fee for service basis from HERS raters

•

Training opportunities available through the Program for HVAC and insulation
subcontractors

•

Changes in requirements for ENERGY STAR qualification being considered by EPA for
housing units built in 2011

•

Incentives available for homes outside electric Sponsor territory

Only builders of multi-family and single family attached housing (13 builders) were asked about
their awareness of changes to Massachusetts and national program eligibility requirements for
multi-family buildings over three stories and that in the Massachusetts Program all structures
with five or more attached units will now receive multi-family incentives. Over one-third of
these builders (38%: 5 of 13 builders) say they are aware of the changes, but only three of the
five builders aware of the changes say they have enough information about them.
Only slightly more than one-third of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (35%: 9 of 26
builders) say they are an EPA ENERGY STAR partner; another 35% (9 builders) say they are
not and the remaining 30% (8 builders) say they do not know. When asked which elements of the
partnership are most important to them, seven of the nine builders who are ENERGY STAR
partners say being able to use the ENERGY STAR logo, two say being listed on the EPA's
website, and one says technical support. Two of the ENERGY STAR partners say they use
marketing brochures available from the EPA website and find them useful.
Two figures on the following pages summarize builder awareness of Program components and
offerings. Figure 5-30 shows the percentage of interviewed builders aware of each Program
component or offering, the percentage of aware builders who say they have enough information
and the percentage of all interviewed builders who say they have enough information.
Figure 5-31 shows which Program components builders were most likely to say they learned
about from their HERS rater; from an email, fax or letter from ICF; or the Program website. The
detailed information on which these figures are based is provided in a table in Appendix A.
The table in Appendix A: Awareness of Program Components and Offerings Data provides data
on the number and percent of all interviewed builders aware of each Program component or
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offering and the number and percentage of aware builders who learned about each component or
offering from their HERS rater; an email, fax or letter from ICF; the Program website; their ICF
account manager; the EPA website; or experience participating in the Program. Other ways
mentioned by builders when asked how they learned about a Program component are: the
application, technical requirement handbook, training conference/seminar, builder show, LEED
process, architect, consultants, other builders, subcontractors and electrician.
In Figure 5-30, Program components and offerings are ordered by the percent of interviewed
builders aware. The blue bars show the percentage of builders aware of a component, the red
bars show the percentage of aware builders who say they have enough information and the green
bars show the percentage of all interviewed builders who say they have enough information. All
builders are aware of the technical requirements for ENERGY STAR certification, but only 62%
say they have enough information. All, or almost all, builders who are aware of 2009 lighting
requirements, when to contact their account manager and when to contact their HERS rater, or
what HERS rater services are provided by the Program and what is available on a fee-for-service
basis from HERs raters say they have enough information about these Program components.
However, only 31% to 54% of all interviewed builders say they have enough information about
these Program components. Interviewed builders were least likely to be aware of changes in EPA
certification requirements being considered for 2011 and the incentives available for homes built
in municipal territories. Only 19% of builders (5 of 26 builders) say they are aware of changes in
EPA certification requirements and only one says he has enough information. Overall, the only
components that one-half or more of all interviewed builders say they have enough information
about are technical requirements for certification and 2009 CFL lighting requirements.
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Figure 5-30: Awareness of Program Components and Offerings
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HERS raters are clearly a prime source of information for participating builders. Figure 5-31
shows which Program components builders were most likely to say they learned about from their
HERS rater; from an email, fax or letter from ICF; or the Program website. These three sources
of information are the ones builders mentioned most frequently.
Figure 5-31: Where Aware Builders Most Frequently Learned about Program Components
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6 HERS Raters
Ten HERS raters, one from each of the ten HERS rating companies listed on the Program
website when the interviewing began in October, were interviewed. An abbreviated interview
guide was used for interviewing the five HERS raters from companies with zero to four homes
on ICF’s list of homes completed from January through mid September 2009. When interviewed,
these five HERS raters reported they were currently working with a total of 55 projects and 471
housing units; individual HERS raters reported having from 3 to 30 projects and 3 to 250
housing units.
Characteristics of the ten HERS rating companies are:
•

They have from 1 to 13 certified raters—5 have only one certified rater. Two have an
additional three raters each who are not certified.

•

All HERS raters at six companies work with builders participating in the Program.

•

HERS raters at six companies do similar work for ENERGY STAR Homes Programs in
other states; the states mentioned are Connecticut, New Hampshire, New York and
Rhode Island.

•

For nine companies, the estimated percentage of HERS rating business coming from
work for the Massachusetts Program, including fees paid by individual builders for
supplemental services not covered by the Program; ranges from 25% to 90%.
•

One HERS rater says Massachusetts is not a core market for the company he works
for and he could not estimate the percentage of rating work attributable to the
Massachusetts Program other than saying it would be very small.

HERS raters were asked how much time they spend recruiting new projects and builders for the
Massachusetts Program. Only three HERS raters estimated the percentage of time they spend
recruiting projects and builders for the Massachusetts Program; these estimates are about 10%,
5% to 10%, and 10% to 20%. Another HERS rater says the company he works for has one staff
member working on recruiting almost full time. The remaining six HERS raters do not spend
much time recruiting because builders call them, they do not have time, or they are selective in
whom they recruit. One HERS rater comments:
•

“Historically we have spent a lot more time on recruitment. In the last year or so we have
not done as much because of the general decline in the building industry—time in has not
yielded projects out. We have relied more on existing relationships with builders.”
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Figure 6-32 shows that fewer than one-third (30%: 3 of 10 HERS raters) say they are satisfied
with the number of referrals they get from the Program; one-half (5 HERS raters) say they are
not satisfied with the number of referrals they get and 20% (2 HERS raters) would like more
referrals.
Figure 6-32: Satisfied with Number of Referrals from Program

6.1 Work with Other ENERGY STAR Homes Programs
The six HERS raters who work with ENERGY STAR Homes Programs in other states were
asked if the components of the work they do are handled differently in the other states and what,
from their perspective, works better in the other states and what does not work as well. Two
HERS raters described differences as follows:
•

“The others do not have anyone like ICF coordinating the work.”

•

“I find the MA paperwork easier. Maybe because of the volume we do I am more
familiar with it. It is simpler to have incentives based on one criterion—meeting EPA
requirements—where you get a HERS index and that determines the incentive.”

When asked about what works better and what does not work as well in other states, one HERS
rater says New Hampshire pays as they bill, but is not sure that is better because if he is unsure
of the scope of work required it is hard to write the agreement with the builder; in Massachusetts
he knows what he will get from ICF and can go beyond that amount if needed by billing the
builder. Another HERS rater says things that do not work as well in other states are: New York
having additional safety testing requirements and prescriptive requirements and Connecticut
having additional incentives based on specific measures.
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6.2 Business Expansion and Compatibility with the Program
All ten HERS raters were asked if their companies were looking to expand their HERS rating
business and had the trained personnel to expand, and if they had suggestions about how to make
the Massachusetts Program more compatible with company business models.
6.2.1 Business Expansion
Seven of the ten interviewed HERS raters say their companies are looking to expand HERS
rating business, but only three say their companies have the trained personnel to expand. The
three HERS raters saying their companies are not interested in expanding HERS rating business
say their companies are not interested in expanding right now, but would be if circumstances
change. One company will expand its HERS rating business if the market dictates by adopting
stretch codes or if ratings are required at the time of sale; another does a lot of consulting and
work with LEED for homes and has a lot of business, but if new staff was added might want to
expand its HERS rating business; the third company (one certified rater) will be more interested
in expanding when the Program offers a passive house level incentive—this HERS rater wants
builders to know what a passive house is and how to get there.
6.2.2 Compatibility with the Program
All ten HERS raters have suggestions for how the Massachusetts Program could be made more
compatible with company business models. A few HERS raters say the current Program
payments do not cover the cost of hiring and training staff and providing services or that they are
just breaking even. Other suggestions cover a range of topics:
•

“Payment consistency is key. It is hard when changes are made in how much the rater
will earn at different tiers and in different years. This complicates agreements with
builders. It is confusing to builders and difficult to write the agreements. I wouldn't mind
a low fixed price per builder/project and do the rest with a builder agreement.”

•

“If builders are required to pay something up front, maybe they will be more committed
and will stick out the process. There needs to be a way, something, to lock builders in and
keep them interested and moving along. When everything is free for the builder they
don't care—altruism is not their first concern. There needs to be an easier way not to be
disappointed at the end if a home fails.”

•

“Add a Tier 3 for very high performance homes.”

•

“Measure building energy use in reality—start learning how they perform in the ground.”

•

“There should be some kind of formal training for new raters in the Program. You need
to figure out how the system works. You are expected to market the Program, but getting
HERS rating training and certification is different than working in the Program. I am
relying on other raters—asking them questions—and they should not need to spend time
helping me.”
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•

“Require the HERS rater or HVAC contractor to do Manual J when the home design is
complete to make sure the cooling system meets the requirement for not exceeding being
15% oversized for cooling.”

•

“Repackage marketing to market the incentive as an offset of fees for the HERS rater.
HERS raters act as advisors, not just inspectors. Tell builders it helps make their house
more marketable and is good for the homeowner.”

•

“Plan ahead. It is difficult to be running any kind of business without opportunities for
transitioning. There was absolutely no transition when multi-family eligibility
requirements were changed.”

•

“Anything that lowers the administration burden on raters would be helpful. There is a
huge administration non-billable hours burden on raters. I don't mind spending nonbillable hours on recruiting.”

6.3 Marketing Services
HERS raters market their services in a variety of ways. Figure 6-33 shows marketing approaches
used by two or more HERS rating companies. As shown, having a website is the most frequently
cited approach (50%: 5 of 10 HERS rating companies). Marketing approaches mentioned by two
or three HERS raters are home/trade shows, networking, making presentations, word-of-mouth
and being listed on the RESNET website.
Figure 6-33: How HERS Rating Services Marketed

Other ways HERS raters say they market their services are:
•

Program literature

•

Newspaper ads
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•

Conducting educational workshops

•

Conducting trainings

•

Conferences

•

LEED certification

•

Various green programs

•

One-to-one correspondence

•

At home improvement centers

•

At construction and supply company annual meetings

•

Drop in at new construction sites

•

Drive by, get phone number and call or send out mailer

•

Active in community—energy task force, work with planners, etc.

•

Reputation
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6.4 Identifying Builders and Projects
When asked how they go about identifying new projects and builders, Figure 6-34 shows that
one-half of the ten HERS raters say most builders find them. Ways of identifying builders and
projects cited by two or three HERS raters are talking with building inspectors and/or looking at
permit lists; networking—one HERS rater specifically mentioned networking with architects;
driving by and visiting job sites and trailers; and staying in touch with what is happening in their
communities and participating in local events. One HERS rater says, “If I just show up, I am just
another person giving a sales pitch for something.”
Figure 6-34: How Projects and Builders Identified
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Other ways individual HERS raters say they identify new project and builders are:
•

Newspaper articles

•

Leads from ICF

•

Through existing relationships

•

As a passive house certifier

Figure 6-35 shows, by HERS rater, the percentage of the builders/projects they say they recruited
or found and the percentage they say contacted them. As shown, these percentages vary widely,
ranging from one HERS rater saying all projects/builders contacted them to one saying all were
recruited.
Figure 6-35: Builders/Projects Recruited vs. Contacted

6.5 Establishing Relationships with Builders
All HERS raters were asked about how long they typically take to respond to builders who call
looking for a HERS rater to work with, if they screen builders who have not already built an
ENERGY STAR home when they call to assess the likelihood that they will follow through and
complete a qualifying home and if they require the builders they work with to sign a written
agreement.
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6.5.1 Responding to Builders Looking for a HERS Rater
Six of the ten HERS raters say they try to get back to builders the same day they call and four
say within a day or two. The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with
the Program the longest were asked how they describe their role in the Program and what
services are covered (paid for) by the Program and what services builders will be expected to pay
for if they need or request them.
The level of detail explained may vary, but all HERS raters tell builders they (HERS raters)
provide rating and technical services. One HERS rater walks builders through the entire process,
from plan review to final certification, incentives, rebates and CFL bulbs. Another explains their
job is to identify and minimize any barriers to smooth the process of getting homes certified and
getting the incentives and rebates with minimum headaches on the builder's part. One HERS
rater says builders are most interested in understanding the process. Two HERS raters say they
explain to builders that ICF is the managing entity and that they (builders) can choose to work
with any one of several HERS rating companies providing certification services to the Program.
6.5.1.1 Explaining What Services are Paid for by the Program
Four of the five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the
longest say they explain what services are paid for by the Program and what services builders
will be expected to pay for if they need or request them. One of these HERS raters explains that
he is able to offer services at a reduced rate if the builder participates in the Program because the
Program pays a fixed amount toward HERS rater services. The fifth HERS rater says, “Even I
don't know that. We charge a set fee.”
In fact, there is no way to tell builders what they may have to pay for when they first call. Each
HERS rating company has its own policies on what it charges for and when. Some charge a fixed
fee, some charge a fee for doing the plan analysis, some charge for having to conduct a second
TBC or final inspection, and some may charge for travel under certain circumstances. Also, a
HERS rating company may waive or reduce some or all of its typical charges for affordable or
low income projects, if a builder is building a multi-home or large multi-family project, if a
builder is already building very energy-efficient homes and will likely not need much support, or
if a builder is likely to enroll future homes in the Program. As one HERS rater says:
“It is a pretty customized process. If there is a chance for us to get a large project,
there is an incentive for us to be more flexible. In general, we say the payment
from the Program to us is $X and that covers most of the cost; the rest is the
builder's responsibility.”
Specific services HERS rating companies may charge for include:
•

Plan analysis

•

Specification writing

•

Sub-contractor training
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•

Additional on-site support

•

Repeat inspections

•

Additional diagnostic testing

•

Testing for leakage with fog machine at pre mid-point inspection

•

Extra charge for homes with multiple air handlers or duct systems

•

Green building, Passive House, LEED certification

•

Travel
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When asked what percentage of the builders they have worked with through the Program have
paid for services not covered by the Program, two of the five HERS raters say 50% of builders
and 10% of homes, one says 60% of builders and one charges everyone for the initial plan
analysis. One HERS rater did not give a percentage, but says his company charges a fee for all
single family homes except non-profit and low income projects, which typically have a very tight
budget and very small and simple homes, drops the fee for repeat or very small homes, and does
not charge multi-family projects with many units.
6.5.1.2 Screening Builders
All ten HERS raters say they screen builders who have not already built an ENERGY STAR
home when they call to assess the likelihood that they will follow through and complete a
qualifying home.
In general, HERS raters ask builders about their standard specifications and if they are willing to
make changes. Builders more interested in the rebates than energy efficiency and not willing to
make changes tend to screen themselves out. One HERS rater says, “If they use 2x4 framing and
meet minimum standards they are not likely to pass and this is a red flag to me.” Another says, “I
screen people not experience. If someone is clueless about the Program or what is required, or
really doesn't understand the process I am hesitant to send out a contract.”
When asked what they tell builders who they do not think will follow through and complete a
qualifying home, HERS raters gave a variety of responses:
•

“We do not refuse to do a plans analysis for builders, but we let them know what they are
getting into.”

•

“We will do the plan review for anyone wanting it unless they are clearly not interested in
making changes, particularly because of the cost of making changes.”

•

“We don’t spend a lot of time forcing builders not willing to make necessary changes.”

•

“I ask builders what their interest is in the Program and if the answer is ‘To get an easy
$750’ the Program is not for them.”
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•

“I try to refer them to someone else who may have more time to invest and is trying to
build up their business.”

•

“If you are not going to make air barrier and insulation changes it is probably not worth
your time. Talk to your architect and come back to me.”

6.5.1.3 Written Contracts
HERS raters from six HERS rating companies say they always have builders sign an agreement
and a HERS rater from another company almost always asks builders to sign an agreement.
HERS raters from three HERS rating companies say they never ask builders to sign an
agreement; one of these gives builders a written fee proposal, but does not ask them to sign it.
6.5.2 Retaining Builders
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked, “What do you do to retain builders–encourage them to enroll their next project and
continue working with you?” Their responses are:
•

“We follow up and ask about other work going on. Networking. We do a good job. We
are consistent. We provide one-on-one service. We hear from some builders that the
larger HERS rating companies can be harder to work with–there is more confusion and
more people are involved. Different people may conduct the inspections.”

•

“There hasn't been a lot of repeat business because of the market. We do a brief followup and encourage them to call us in the future. We provide good service.”

•

“We try to make sure they feel that we're in this to educate them and make the homes
they build more energy efficient so they see us as a resource, not an adversary in the
process. We keep a database of all our projects and when time allows we call builders we
have worked with in the past to see if they have new projects.”

•

“Education. We show them we are the best raters. We find something at almost every site
that could be improved and they appreciate the value we bring to them.”

•

“Provide good service. Communicate with them about future projects. Inform builders of
Program changes.”

6.5.3 Suggestions for Improving the HERS Rater Selection Process
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked if they had suggestions for improving the HERS rater selection process. They
provided the following suggestions:
•

“I like it now, but the literature should make it clear that builders have choices and
encourage them to talk to more than one rater. Some builders don't know they can change
if they want.”
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•

“It works fine, but if the list of raters included all business locations it would be better–
right now it just puts one location in and we have two locations.”

•

“If a builder calls the 800 number they may get a different impression of the Program. If
they then call us, I have to work around any preconceptions. They may be told by ICF
that it is easy to participate, they probably won't have to pay anything extra, etc. It is a
thin line–ICF doesn't want to discourage builders ,but they may make it sound too easy.
You have to assume a builder will ask about the fees involved and I'm not sure how ICF
answers that. Builders need to be referred to the HERS raters about fees because they
each have a different approach.”

•

“Reach out to building inspectors and trainers to get them to recommend the Program and
raters.”

•

“In addition to just the names of raters, the Program could provide additional information
about particular companies–staff size, etc.”

6.6 Plan Review
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked how long it takes builders to submit home plans and how long it takes to complete
plan reviews. All ten HERS raters were asked how they present plan review results to builders
and if they routinely recommend changes beyond those required to meet minimum ENERGY
STAR standards. The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the
Program the longest were asked if they provide details about the energy savings and/or HERS
point reduction associated with each recommended measure. All HERS raters were asked which
recommended changes builders are willing to make and which they seldom make. The five
HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest were
asked if they think builders understand the different performance/incentive levels and appreciate
the incentives. All HERS raters were asked if they have had any builders decide not to go
forward with building an ENERGY STAR home after the plan review. Finally, the five HERS
raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest were asked if
they had suggestions for improving the plan review process.
Four HERS raters say all or almost all builders understand the different performance/incentive
levels and appreciate the incentives attached to different performance levels; one HERS rater
says more than one-half of builders understand the performance/incentive levels and about onehalf appreciate the incentives. One HERS rater commented that the 2010 performance/incentive
levels are a whole other thing. On incentives, one HERS rater says for many builders it is less
about money and more about bragging rights. Another HERS rater says, “The incentive
difference is not enough on its own to make them go further—they do it more for marketing.”
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6.6.1 Plan Submission and Analysis
The time it takes for builders to submit their plans varies depending on what stage of design or
construction they are in when they call and request a plan review. Two of the five HERS raters
from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest say they typically get
plans within a week, two say one to three weeks, and one says it can take from a week for some
projects to years for affordable housing projects that are waiting for funding. One HERS rater
says that more and more often they are getting digital versions of plans in a couple days. Another
HERS rater says some builders do not call until a month before needing the final inspection.
HERS raters say they try to complete the plan review within two weeks after receiving a full set
of plans and in many cases complete the review in less than two weeks. One HERS rater says, “It
depends on how soon they are going to start construction. If it is an emergency we do it in a
rush–48 hours.”
6.6.2 Presenting Plan Review Results to Builders
All ten HERS raters were asked how they present plan review results to builders. Figure 6-36
shows that most HERS raters present results in more than one way, depending on the project and
builder.
Figure 6-36: How Plan Review Results Presented

The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked if they provide details about the energy savings associated with each recommended
measure or just the HERS point reduction. Three HERS raters provide both the energy savings
and the HERS point reductions associated with recommended measures, one provides only
HERS point reductions, and one HERS rater says, “If anything, the HERS point reduction–
definitely not savings.”
Two HERS raters say they use a template developed by one of the HERS rating companies to
present plan review results. The template is a three page letter summarizing requirements and
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results with a couple of scenarios for achieving a higher incentive, higher savings, and/or a lower
HERS index. The final page discusses the next steps. One of these HERS raters says ICF has
been promising a technical manual and when it becomes available he will attach it to the
template letter. The other HERS rater using the template says that if the insulation has been
installed when a builder calls he may do the mid-point TBC inspection before doing the plan
review. This is out of sequence, but he says he can determine whether the house is going to be
ENERGY STAR I or ENERGY STAR II and if the house is very energy efficient the template
letter is not necessary.
One HERS rater schedules an in-person half-day meeting with all new builders to go over the
plan review. Another HERS rater describes the presentation of plan review results as follows:
“We give them a before and after out of RemRate—as designed and with
recommendations. We give them a spreadsheet of recommended improvements
and show the effect of improvements and, sometimes, a really loose estimate of
the cost of upgrades. The improvement effects are typically in terms of energy
savings—difference in energy use. We also address the impact of improvements
on operation cost, durability and safety, as appropriate. For example, the
differences between installing an air source heat pump (ASHP) vs. a propane
system include differences in the stability of fuel prices (electricity prices are
more stable) and the ASHP means no combustion in the home.”
Another says, “I do face to face meetings with new builders–they pay up front. I do the modeling
and show them how to get from here to there–it is a half-day meeting.”
Six HERS raters say they have had builders decide not to build an ENERGY STAR home after
the plan review, but that this does not happen often—one or two homes a year at most. HERS
raters cite the following reasons builders have decided not to enroll homes:
•

Project financing falls through

•

Too far along in the design, subcontracting or construction process to make changes

•

When coming in late in the planning/building process builders may be unwilling to
change from fiberglass batts to blown in insulation in strapped ceilings.

•

Perceived cost of having to bring subs back to redo work etc.—seal ducts, fix insulation
problems

•

No budget to make changes

•

Builders walk away when they find out it will cost them money.

6.6.3 Recommended Changes
Eight of the ten HERS raters say they always discuss changes that could be made to achieve a
lower HERS index, earn a higher incentive level or approach building a zero energy home and
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one does so most of the time. One newer HERS rater working in the Program says, “The houses I
have worked with so far were too far along. I would if they were still in the planning stage.”
When asked approximately what percentage of builders express interest in making these
additional changes, three of the ten HERS raters say all builders, one says almost all builders,
one says 90%, one says at least 75%, two say 50% and one says 40%. One HERS rater says he
only works with builders looking to achieve ENERGY STAR II.
When asked approximately what percentage of builders end up incorporating at least some of the
additional recommended changes, five HERS raters say all builders, two say almost all builders,
one says 95% and one says 20%. One HERS rater says roughly 50% of builders express interest
in making additional changes and 95% of those builders incorporate at least some changes:
“This has been our experience in the past year with the building decline. Builders
who contact us are the more conscientious ones already doing good work and
sometimes they just want the certification because it is more of a validation of
what they are already doing. We work with some clients always looking for more
ways to incorporate energy efficiency or approach building a zero energy home.
Very few are barely making ENERGY STAR and need to make changes.”
The HERS rater saying almost all builders he works with express interest in making additional
changes and incorporate at least some says:
“Some builders do a great job on continual improvement. They try out one thing
and then another: foam, cellulose, higher AFUEs, ventilation. I am impressed—
they are all trying. I haven't seen the push back I thought I might see. It is a selfselected group. Builders have a global perspective on the importance of energy
efficiency and the environment in many cases.”
HERS raters say if builders decide not to make additional changes it is usually because of the
cost. One HERS rater described a large builder who, because of funding constraints, was not
interested in deeper savings on one large project, but on another large project all homes achieved
ENERGY STAR II and the federal tax credit. Another HERS rater says that making the
additional changes needed to achieve a lower HERS index may mean using different contractors
and getting additional quotes, which is time consuming for builders, but when homeowners work
as the general contractor they always try to make the changes.
6.6.3.1 Changes Builders Most and Least Likely to Incorporate
HERS raters say the changes builders are most willing to make are:
•

Any change needed to pass the TBC inspection

•

Air sealing

•

Duct sealing

•

Using better materials and higher R-value attic insulation
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•

Changing from fiberglass batts to blown in insulation in strapped ceilings

•

Ventilation

•

HERS raters say builders seldom make the following changes:

•

Anything that challenges a builder's axiom

•

Wall insulation upgrades

•

Insulating foundation walls

•

Insulating the roof (whole building envelope)

•

Not installing second systems in the attic

•

Getting all mechanicals into the envelope

•

Building in another duct chase to bring ducts into conditioned space

•

Renewable energy 9
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When asked what they think could be done to encourage builders to incorporate these seldom
accepted recommendations, one HERS rater says, “You can educate builders and make them
more aware, but it is dollars and cents—if they can’t get the cost back in a quicker sale they
won't do it.” Other HERS raters offer the following suggestions for getting builders to make
these seldom incorporated changes:
•

Stronger building codes and building inspectors that actually go out and enforce them

•

Energy efficiency valued in the market place

•

“Getting builders to have ducts and air handling equipment within the envelope is about
getting more players involved in an integrated design process. These specs need to be in
plans from the beginning. Builders are not being unreasonable if they say they can't make
changes after the fact. Get them to enroll earlier.”

•

“Incentives and the pleasure of getting their HERS index lower—it would take just a
small incentive to get them to bring the mechanicals inside.

6.6.4 Suggestions for Improving the Plan Review Process
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked for suggestions about how to improve the plan review process; only one HERS rater
provided a suggestion. His suggestion is for the Program to have a preapproval process where
HERS raters could do an initial plan review and get paid for it as a form of outreach. This HERS
9

Almost one-third (30%) of builders say they are incorporating renewable technologies in their homes. Some
builders have renewables incorporated into the plans they submit. When HERS raters say builders seldom choose to
make recommended changes addressing renewables, they are typically talking about builders who are not currently
incorporating renewables.
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rater says raters working with new clients or new projects are being asked to bear that cost
themselves and new builders may go very far down the road with no project being certified.
One of the newer HERS raters working in the Program made a similar suggestion in response to
an earlier question addressing how plan review results are presented. This HERS rater says:
“It would be a good idea for the Program to have an educational incentive. Hook
builders up with a rater who is compensated for a day for building the model for
their first house and meeting with them. Have an incentive to help the builder
without a financial risk to the rater. You should still have builder kick in money—
$250 to $300—because they have to learn and I have to teach.”
One HERS rater commented positively on the plan review process, saying:
“It is very open ended about how we do the review and present recommendations
and I like that. It is important that it remain flexible. Some builders want a face to
face meeting–some want an email with a punch list. Be flexible.”

6.7 Submitting Applications
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked how long after reviewing home plans with a builder and agreeing on what incentive
level to request they typically get the application form to the builder to sign, and how long after
receiving the signed application from the builder they submit the application and incentive
request to ICF. These HERS raters were also asked if they had any suggestions for how the
application/agreement process could be improved.
Two HERS raters ask builders to sign and submit the application form with their plans. One
HERS rater gets the application to the builder within days and another says from a day to two to
three weeks. One HERS rater says, “The issue is getting builders to get the signed application to
us.”
All five HERS raters say they get the signed application and the incentive request form to ICF
within days of receiving the signed application from a builder. All five HERS raters also say that
projects have sometimes been forgotten or left unprocessed by ICF. One HERS rater commented
that ICF is much more responsive to emails than faxes. Three HERS raters commented that the
ICF process had greatly improved in recent months.
Two HERS raters provided suggestions for improving the application submission process and
one said, “Don’t make any changes—keep it status quo.” The two suggestions are:
•

“Receive notification when ICF receives the application–this allows us to get a project
number.”

•

“The application form is on the website but the incentive sheet is not. Set it up in one
place, not two—it is confusing to builders.”
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6.8 Award Letters
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked how long after submitting the signed application/agreement to ICF the builders
receive the award letter and if ICF notifies HERS raters when the award letter is sent. These
HERS raters were also asked if they had any suggestions for improving the award letter process.
HERS raters say that recently the award letters have been issued very quickly, usually within a
few days. Two HERS raters say the turnaround time has improved in recent months; previously
some applications were lost for weeks. All HERS raters say ICF notifies them when an award
letter is sent to a builder.
No HERS raters have suggestions for improving the process for issuing award letters.

6.9 Free Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs)
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked when they talked to builders about the free CFLs available through the Program and
the requirement that homes in electric Sponsor territories must have CFLs installed in at least
50% of all hard wired screw based fixtures. These HERS raters were also asked if they had any
suggestions for improving the CFL installation process.
All five HERS raters tell builders about the free CFLs and the requirement that CFLs be
installed in at least 50% of all hard wired screw based fixtures in their first conversation.
Only one HERS rater offered a suggested for improving the CFL process—making the CFL form
a modifiable pdf file. This HERS rater says the current form is not user friendly and that there
are formatting issues (units showing up as dollars etc.) that could easily be corrected, but have
not been corrected.
Three HERS raters described their processes for installing the free CFLs and each process is
unique.
•

“ICF initially wanted HERS raters to do it all–including installing the bulbs. Our builders
are diligent. We get paid per bulb whether we install them or not. We assist the
electrician with what bulbs go where etc. Our approach helps, especially in large custom
homes that can have over 100 bulbs installed. We take the amount we get for the bulbs
into account when writing our agreement with the builder. We verify the bulbs are
installed.”

•

“Builders do not accurately know what CFLs they will need. We keep an inventory at our
office and we install them at the final inspection. Then we order the bulbs after the fact
from the Program to restock our inventory. We found the envisioned system of placing
orders before the final inspection doesn't work.”
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“It can be tough. It is too risky to the rater if bulbs are not mailed out in time. In some
cases, when we walk on site when the bulbs have been shipped, there are spirals in cans,
etc. It can be confusing and hard to verify everything was there in the first place. It is
easiest for me to bring the bulbs and install/do it in the first place. Otherwise, I may have
to move bulbs from one fixture to another, or from one unit to another.”

6.10 Inspections
All ten HERS raters were asked how many times they typically meet with a builder on site
during construction and specific questions about pre-insulation, TBC and final inspections. Four
HERS raters say they typically meet with builders on site twice, three say at least three times,
two say three or four times and one says two or three times.
6.10.1 Pre-insulation Inspection
Seven of the ten interviewed HERS raters always suggest or recommend a pre-insulation
inspection for a builder’s first ENERGY STAR-qualified Home. Of the remaining three HERS
raters, one suggests or recommends a pre-insulation inspection most of the time, one sometimes
and one almost never.
Six of the seven HERS raters who always suggest a pre-insulation inspection say builders always
or almost always agree to the inspection. One HERS rater recommending the inspection to all
new builders reports only about one-half of builders agree to the inspection because there is a
charge for the inspection. The HERS rater recommending the inspection most of the time reports
fewer than one-half of builders agree to the inspection; this HERS rater charges single home
projects for the inspection. The HERS rater recommending the inspection sometimes reports all
or almost all builders agree to the inspection; this HERS rater says, “Builders like being able to
hand off the dirty work to the rater–making the insulation guy come back to make changes.” The
HERS rater who almost never recommends a pre-insulation inspection did not report how often
builders he recommended have a pre-insulation inspection agreed to the inspection.
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked how long it takes to conduct a pre-insulation inspection and if they charge for it. Four
HERS raters estimate it takes an hour or less to conduct the inspection; one HERS rater says it
can vary from 30 minutes to 3 hours depending on how engaged the builder is. One HERS rater
always charges for the inspection because it is part his company’s standard fee, one charges less
than one-half the time, one charges sometimes and two do not charge large projects.
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When asked how often they find problems at the pre-insulation inspection that need to be
addressed, two of the five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the
Program the longest say always, two say frequently and one says sometimes. Problems they are
likely to find are:
•

Soffit issues

•

Band joist area leakage

•

Tubs installed without an air barrier

•

Exposed slab edge not insulated

•

Openings in connections from garage to living space need blocking

•

Ducts outside envelope need more sealing

•

Chases for duct work

•

Ventilation issues

Three HERS raters have each had one project drop out of the Program after a pre-insulation
inspection. In one case the builder was not willing to change from fiberglass batt to blown-in
insulation in a strapped ceiling. In the second case the builder of a 12 home project did not think
it would be worth the effort to block holes. In the third case, the builder thought the extra labor
and costs required to upgrade air sealing, blocking etc. would be too much.
6.10.2 Thermal Bypass Checklist Inspection
All HERS raters were asked how long after a builder requested a TBC inspection they were able
to schedule and conduct the inspection, approximately what percentage of homes need to make
changes to pass the inspection and if any builders had decided not to have their homes certified
after the TBC inspection. In addition, the five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies
associated with the Program the longest were asked how long it takes to conduct a TBC
inspection, what the learning curve is for builders, how often builders who need to make changes
can make them the day of the inspection, how often builders need or request technical support to
make required changes, and if they had any suggestions for improving the TBC inspection
process.
6.10.2.1 Scheduling TBC Inspections
All ten HERS raters say they schedule and conduct TBC inspections within a week or less of
when builders call to request the inspection. Estimates of the time it takes to conduct the TBC
inspection vary because some HERS raters test ducts as part of the TBC inspection; estimates
from the five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the
longest ranged from one-half hour to two hours without duct testing and up to three hours with
duct testing.
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6.10.2.2 Homes Needing to Make Changes to Pass the TBC Inspection
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
estimated the percentage of homes that have to make changes to pass the TBC inspection; two
HERS raters say 20% need to make changes, one says 25%, one says at least 40% and one says
almost all homes require changes.
These five HERS raters were also asked what the learning curve is for builders with respect to
the TBC–what percentage get it right after their first try, what percentage after their third try and
what percentage continue to have issues passing the TBC inspection. One HERS rater says all
builders need ongoing guidance. Another HERS rater says most builders get it right on their first
home and then get better; less than 10% continue to have issues passing the TBC inspection. The
other three HERS raters say:
•

Most (75%) get it right after their first try, 13% after their third try and 12% continue to
have issues.

•

Half get it right after their first try, 25% after their third try and 25% continue to have
issues.

•

About 20% get it right on their first try, 70% after their third try and 10% continue to
have issues.

Four of the five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the
longest provided estimates of the percentage of builders who could make the required changes
the day of the inspection and the percentage of builders needing technical support to make
required changes. Their estimates, which vary, are:
•

Builders are able to make required changes the day of the inspection less than one-half
the time and one-half of the builders needing to make changes need technical support.

•

Builders are able to make required changes the day of the inspection 25% of the time and
25% of the builders needing to make changes need technical support.

•

Builders are rarely able to make required changes the day of the inspection and one-half
of the builders needing to make changes need technical support.

•

Builders are rarely able to make required changes the day of the inspection, but rarely
need technical support to make required changes.

The fifth HERS rater says:
“It is more that not everything is always done at the time of the midpoint
inspection. For example some ceiling area or the attic hatch is not insulated,
sealing may not be done for all the plumbing/wiring etc. We make sure it is on
their radar screen and look for it at the final inspection.”
Three of the five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the
longest say they schedule a second TBC inspection for builders who cannot make required
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changes the day of the inspection and two say, if feasible, they verify compliance at the final
inspection. Three say that if they need to conduct a second inspection they charge the builder
most of the time, one rarely charges for the second inspection and one says it is covered in the
initial agreement fee.
All ten HERS raters were asked if they have had builders decide not to have their homes certified
after the TBC inspection. Five HERS raters have had a builder drop out after the TBC
inspection; all five say this rarely happens. One HERS rater says that at this point the builder
wants to have the project certified. Another says, “It happens very rarely because we don’t let
them off the hook that easy.” Another says builders may drop out because there is something
unfixable from their perspective or they can’t make the changes within their time schedule. One
HERS rater described a potentially very energy-efficient home that dropped out:
“I had a house entirely done in foam on the Cape. They failed to foam around the
fireplace, just used fiberglass batts. They could have put an air barrier around the
fireplace, but it would have been tough and they refused to make the extra effort
so the whole project failed. I told them how they could use $12 worth of drywall
to seal the area and pass. I got no money. It would have been a HERS 54 or 55
and failed because of stupidity.”
6.10.2.3 Suggestion for Improving the TBC Inspection Process
Only one HERS rater provided a suggestion for improving the TBC inspection process:
“Change the data collection form from a pass/fail system for the TBC. Frequently,
not everything that needs to be done to pass the TBC inspection is completed at
the time of the inspection. Make it easier for new HERS raters to understand—
just call it a midpoint inspection. Some raters don't bill for the TBC inspection
until the final inspection because of this.”
6.10.3 Final Inspection
All HERS raters were asked how long after a builder requested a final inspection they were able
to schedule and conduct the inspection, approximately what percentage of homes need to make
changes to pass the inspection, how often they need to conduct a second inspection, if they
charge for conducting a second inspection, if they have had builders decide not to make the
changes necessary to pass the final inspection, how many homes fail to pass the final inspection
and how many of these homes are able to default to code plus. In addition, the five HERS raters
from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest were asked how long
it takes to conduct a final inspection and if they had suggestions for improving the final
inspection process. No HERS raters made suggestions for improving the final inspection process.
6.10.3.1 Scheduling Final Inspections
HERS raters say the time required to schedule the final inspection is the same as for the TBC
inspection—typically in a few days, but always within a week.
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The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
provided estimates of the time it typically takes to conduct a final inspection; estimates range
from two to five hours depending on how complicated the home is and how many duct systems
need to be tested. Two HERS raters say that it may take an hour or less for homes with no ducts
or if the builder is really prepared.
6.10.3.2 Homes Needing to Make Changes to Pass the Final Inspection
HERS raters’ estimates of the number of homes having to make changes to pass the final
inspection range from none to at least one-half of homes. Three HERS raters say approximately
10% of homes fail to pass on the first try, two say 50%, and one each say at least 50%, 15%,
10% to 15%, 2% or none fail to pass on the first try.
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
estimated the percentage of time that required changes can be made the day of the final
inspection and what percentage of the time builders need technical support to make
recommended changes. Their estimates, which vary widely, are:
•

Builders are able to make necessary changes the day of the inspection most of the time
and all builders needing to make duct leakage or ventilation related changes need
technical support.

•

Builders are able to make necessary changes the day of the inspection over one-half the
time and rarely need technical support because at this point the changes are usually pretty
small.

•

Builders are rarely able to make necessary changes the day of the inspection and need
technical support about one-third of the time.

•

Builders are never able to make necessary changes the day of the inspection and need
technical support less than one-half of the time.

•

Builders are able to make necessary changes the day of the inspection less than one-half
of the time and need technical support less than one-half of the time.

Eight of the ten HERS raters say they have had to make a second on-site visit to verify
compliance. Five of these eight HERS raters say they need to make a second on-site visit less
than one-half the time, two say rarely and one says most of the time. Two of the eight HERS
raters say they always charge for a second on-site inspection to verify compliance, one charges
over one-half of the time, one about one-half of the time and one never charges. The remaining
three HERS raters say:
•

“Always if we are losing money on the agreement”

•

“We charge a set fee up front–we take a gamble on how much extra service will be
required.”
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“It is in my agreement that I won't charge for doing a second inspection on their first
house, but will after that. I charge everyone up front for the plan review.”

6.10.3.3 Reasons Homes Fail to Pass the Final Inspection
HERS raters provide the following reasons why homes fail to pass the final inspection:
•

Did not follow through on TBC changes

•

No or incorrect Manual J calculation

•

Air sealing

•

Duct leakage and/or sealing

•

Duct system—unsealed chase from basement to attic

•

Never insulated the basement walls

•

Did not push insulation up against the floor in an unconditioned basement

•

Could not open the attic hatch

•

Ventilation not adequately addressed

•

Final ventilation size, controls and timer switches

•

Incorrect equipment

•

Not enough CFLs

•

Lighting—did not seal properly around cans

•

Lighting—housings not compatible with CFLs

•

Homeowner is in the home and does not want builder back in to make changes

6.10.3.4 Failed Homes
Only the five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the
longest say they have worked with builders who decided not to make the changes needed to pass
the final inspection; all five say this rarely happens. Reasons they say builders decided not to
make the necessary changes are:
•

“The homeowner was in the house and did not want the builder back in to make any
changes.”

•

“The builder felt it was not a high enough priority or the closing was coming up and he
decided to throw in the towel.”

•

“The changes were too extensive. An example is a duplex where one-half failed. The
builder would have had to alter the building–put in a more efficient heating system or
insulate the basement.”
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•

“The builder did not want to deal with duct work–he said they would not be able to get
their HVAC sub to come out and do it right.”

•

“A big multi-family project is trying to justify what it did for ventilation–find a loop hole
and pass–but have been unsuccessful. This is a rare occasion. It is likely to happen more
in multi-family projects because they tend to come in mid-stream after the plans have
been stamped by the mechanical engineer and it is hard to change things.”

•

“Duct leakage or some outstanding TBC issue was never addressed.”

•

“A missing piece of air barrier on the back of a knee wall.”

Overall, only the five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program
the longest and one of the HERS raters newer to the Program say they have worked with homes
that failed to pass the final inspection. These HERS raters were asked what percentage of the
homes they worked with failed to pass the final inspection, how many of the homes that failed
were able to default to Code Plus, how many builders who have a home fail decide to enroll
other homes in the Program and how many decide to drop out of the Program. The six HERS
raters who have worked with homes that failed provide varying estimates:
•

One to two percent of homes failed and some were able to default to Code Plus. Most of
the time builders who have a home fail decide to enroll other homes—they rarely drop
out.

•

One percent or less of homes failed and about one-half of the homes were able to default
to Code Plus. One-half of the builders who have a home fail decide to enroll other homes
and one-half drop out.

•

Two percent or less of homes failed and they were rarely able to default to Code Plus.
Builders who have a home fail rarely decide to enroll other homes—most of the time they
drop out.

•

Approximately four percent of homes failed and approximately 75% were able to default
to Code Plus. Most of the time builders who have a home fail decide to enroll other
homes—they rarely drop out.

•

Less than five percent of homes failed and they were rarely able to default to Code Plus.
Most of the builders who have a home fail decide to enroll other homes, but if their
homes continue to fail they drop out; overall, over one-half of the builders end up
dropping out.

•

Less than five percent of homes failed and almost all were able to default to Code Plus.
Most of the time builders who have a home fail decide to enroll other homes—they rarely
drop out.
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Several HERS raters commented on failed projects. One HERS rater says initial failures show
builders how to improve and another says some builders say they will never do it again and then
come back.. Other HERS raters commented:
•

“We have had more failures this year than we like and are assessing that and how to put
more responsibility for success on the builder. They have all the information they need,
but they have to follow through.”

•

“Recently the failures have been spotty—only one out of several homes in a project so
the builder stays in the Program.”

•

“Developers—if only a few fail they enroll again, if the majority keep failing they just
drop out. The custom guy will try again; usually they get it right the first time. The track
guy is not as likely to get it right the first time.”

6.10.4 Issuing Certificates and Labeling Homes
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked when they give builders whose homes pass the final inspection their ENERGY
STAR certificates and ENERGY STAR labels, and if they had any suggestions for improving the
process for issuing the ENERGY STAR certificate and labeling the home.
Three HERS raters say they mail the certificate and label to the builder after the final inspection.
One puts the sticker on the electric panel if they are sure the home will pass and mails the
certificate later. (This interviewee said if a home did not pass for sure the builder may not get a
label; some raters in his company may not be sending labels with the certificates.) Another
HERS rater typically affixes the label at the final inspection and sends the certificate later; if he
does not label the home the day of the inspection he mails it to the builder. Three HERS raters
say they mail certificates and/or labels monthly and two say they mail the certificates and/or
labels a week after the final inspection.
Only one HERS rater had a suggestion for improving the process for issuing certificates and
labeling homes. This HERS rater says:
“I don't see the value in the label. The certificate is what is important, but I work
mostly with custom homes, it may be more valuable for spec builders. Leave it up
to the discretion of the rater whether or not to put the label on a home—a label on
the electric panel is almost useless.”
6.10.5 Meeting ICF Reporting Requirements
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
were asked a series of questions about meeting ICF reporting requirements for completed REM
files, the Data Collection Form (DCF) and any additional documentation generated from their
home energy rating software if requested in writing by ICF. They were also asked if they had any
suggestions for improving the reporting processes. The five HERS raters from HERS rating
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companies newer to the Program were asked one broad question, “Do you have any comments
on the process for submitting data on projects to ICF–RemRate files, DCF spreadsheet, status
reports, completion forecasts, etc.?”
HERS raters provide information to ICF monthly. Four of the five HERS raters from the HERS
rating companies associated with the Program the longest store project information in a company
database of project files and one stores individual project files. The number of homes certified
each month varies widely across HERS rating companies and, logically, so do the hours HERS
raters say they spend meeting ICF’s reporting requirements; individual HERS raters provide
estimates of from 4 to 40 hours per month.
When asked how often they have to resubmit final inspection information because ICF finds
errors or has questions about the documentation originally submitted, two HERS raters say rarely
and one says less than one-half the time. The other two HERS raters say the process has
improved over the last several months and now they get questions on only one or two projects a
month, if any.
Only one HERS rater has had a home he originally certified end up not meeting the requirements
for certification through the Program. As described by this HERS rater:
“It happened once because of the weather location. The final inspection was done
prior to ICF sending out a list of preferred weather locations for each town in
Massachusetts. The home was part of a larger project where every other unit
passed. I called the builder and he understood. He had also failed to call me for
the insulation inspection on the house so we had to give the insulation installation
a grade 3. It was the combination of that along with the change in the weather
station that resulted in the house failing. The builder understood that he had to
take some responsibility for the home failing.”
All five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies associated with the Program the longest
gave suggestions for improving the reporting process. Their suggestions are:
•

“Better communication”

•

“Need a document explaining how to use/complete the DCF–a user’s manual.”

•

“There are too many changes too often, and we don't always understand the changes until
after the fact.”

•

“It is the devil I know. I don't want any more changes–no additional data. Keep changes
to the bare essential minimum going forward.”

•

“The process is improving but it seems like extra work to fill in the DCF spreadsheet.”

•

“There has got to be a way; maybe set up a template we could follow–the ICF form is a
one line spreadsheet.”

•

“Leave us out of it. The raters could just turn in RemRate files, meter numbers, etc.”
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“The turnaround time. If ICF has questions, they want the revised DCF in around a week
or two and it may take longer. If the data is intact and they just have a question, that is
OK, but if I have to re-enter missing data and/or records it is a problem.”

One HERS rater says:
“They (ICF) are making progress. I find that the invoices they send rarely match
what I report to them. There have been some recent improvements. In the past
they could be off by thousands of dollars. This means every time I get an invoice
from them I feel like I have to review it unit by unit and dollar by dollar.”
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies newer to the Program provided the
following comments and suggestions on submitting data:
•

“It would be nice to have step by step guidelines describing what needs to be submitted
when. I am still not sure about all of the steps.”

•

“The DCF data format and spreadsheet design are problematic. The biggest problem is
invoicing. There is nothing that shows what payment is due for what service that
connects to the check you receive. I have tried to account for money I am paid for
services I rendered and can't link the invoice to the DCF. The DCF needs to encompass
all the variables that impact payments to the rater and incentives to the builders.”

•

“Let’s make it easier. The DCF requires a lot of information, it is not clear, and this
allows for miscommunication. It would be good to have just one place we all went to
submit data—one web-based service. The Massachusetts Technology Collaborative
(MTC) has a system for installers that qualify to sign up for Power Clerk. I submit and
track all applications on line–MTC and I go and see same document. The rater, the
provider and the Program administrator could all go to same file. I understand the need
for the DCF, but all it takes is for me to enter the REM file name incorrectly and the
connection is lost.”

•

“The DCF is as tough as RemRate if not everything is put down exactly. It has changed
six times in the last year. It should be simpler. If the meter number is wrong you don't get
paid fast enough. If you send in your information and if you don't get paid, the payment is
bumped out for another six weeks. I hardly ever receive a check within 45 days.”

6.11 HERS Rater Meetings
The five HERS raters from the HERS rating companies newer to the Program were asked if they
had attended any of the HERS rater meetings conducted by ICF and, if so, did they have any
suggestions for how these meetings could be made more useful to them. These five HERS raters
were also asked if ICF gets back to them in a timely manner if they have questions or issues that
they think ICF needs to know about; two say yes, two say sometimes and one says no.
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Three HERS raters provided suggestions for how to make HERS rater meetings more useful.
Two HERS raters say meeting notices need to be sent out earlier; one of these HERS raters says
he received a meeting notice the afternoon before a meeting. Another HERS rater suggests ICF
send out meeting slides a week in advance and solicit questions so ICF staff can be better
prepared to respond to the HERS raters’ questions at the meeting. One HERS rater suggests the
meetings be made more user-friendly to HERS raters who need to attend by phone:
“They say you can dial in by phone, but the equipment they use is not adequate to
let you hear what others say and they never give the phone participants a chance
to ask questions. Also, at one meeting they forgot to turn the phone on until 40
minutes into the meeting.”
One HERS rater thinks the meetings are a good sounding board for issues. He goes on to say:
“Many of us have suggested we need regulations in black and white to address
multi-meter issues etc.. There are gray areas. One day they say, ‘let it fly’ and the
next day they say, ‘read the requirements.’ The Program is kind of wishy-washy
on HVAC sizing right now. It makes us look not too good in the field if we have
been making them meet all the requirements, including Manual J, and now are
softer on sizing.”
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7 ICF Account Managers
Three ICF account managers were interviewed. Interview questions addressed builder
recruitment, contact with builders and HERS raters, Program changes, Program training
offerings, marketing support, establishing relationships with subcontractors, HERS rater data
reporting, quality assurance inspections, and builder recognition.

7.1 Recruiting Builders
The amount of time account managers typically spend recruiting varies; one says 5% to 10%,
one says 20% and one says 40%. When asked how they identify new builders they mention
several sources:
•

Leads from Sponsors, such as new service requests

•

Lists from regional home builders' associations (HBA)—HBAs are very helpful in telling
builders about opportunities with ENERGY STAR and informing ICF when a builder has
shown interest.

•

Word-of-mouth

•

Drive-bys

•

Through HVAC and insulation contractors who have attended training: ICF expanded the
training invitation list to include ally groups so they would understand the Program and
be able to tell builders.

Account managers say the most successful ways of identifying new builders are by word-ofmouth, through regional HBAs and by increasing the number of HERS raters working with the
Program and having them recruit builders.
One account manager manages all HERS raters for the Program. This account manager is
building a HERS rater infrastructure—maintaining and supporting raters so they recruit builders
and projects on their own. ICF has a separate database for all building departments and is starting
to build relationships with the departments. ICF gets monthly permit reports and this account
manger distributes leads to HERS raters geographically on a rotating schedule. HERS raters are
asked to process the permit leads or, if they are not interested, to pass them back to the account
manager to pass on to HERS raters at other HERS rating companies. The objective is to try to
capture all homes being built. ICF wants to make sure HERS rating companies are strong
financially and will recruit builders/projects on their own rather than rely on what is given to
them or the easy ones.
Account managers also work with the 800 number call ins, referring them to the HERS rating
company list. One account manager says ICF staff answering the 800 calls got the impression
that callers had looked into what was needed to build an ENERGY STAR home and thought it
would be too much work. Callers to the 800 number are not being marketed to the way they
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would be if they talked with a HERS rater, so it is important to encourage them to call and talk
with a HERS rater.
When asked how they approach potential new builders, account managers gave different
responses:
•

“I call and introduce myself and the Program and ask if they are familiar with ENERGY
STAR homes and the Program. I give them brief details and then try to set up a meeting
on site. I say, ‘Let me make this as simple as possible.’"

•

“I make cold calls. I contact them and tell them about the incentives and rebates
available. I also tell them that we are seeing the ENERGY STAR label drawing buyers to
homes. If a builder sounds uncertain, I try to draw him in by exploring what is important
to him—the incentives, making homes affordable for buyers by lowering operating costs,
building in a sustainable fashion, etc. I have had builders who are drawn to ENERGY
STAR as their contribution to ending wars in the Middle East by weaning the US from
foreign oil.”

•

“I introduce them to the Program by giving them materials; tell them how many builders
are involved; and emphasize that they can get rebates from Cool Smart and GasNetworks
as well as ENERGY STAR, that the Program actually serves as one-stop shopping for
incentives.”

Account managers say the things builders are most interested in learning before deciding
whether or not to enroll a home are: how to build more energy-efficient homes, the energy
efficient techniques used, and the technical requirements for certification. One account manager
says builders are concerned that their homes will not qualify and tells them their homes are
probably very close to the ENERGY STAR level. One account manager commented that three
years ago builders would have been most interested in how much money they could make.
Account managers estimate that approximately 75% of the builders they contact decide to enroll
a home in the Program, but say it is hard to tell because they refer all builders to the list of HERS
rating companies. The reasons account managers say that some builders decide not to participate
in the Program are consistent with what HERS raters say:
•

“They don't want to change specs–they may be set in stone and can't be changed or I may
not be talking to the right person. If it is a production building company, the person I am
talking with may not be the decision maker and may not want to bring it to the decision
maker because he is afraid of repercussions.”

•

“Timing–the house may be too far along. In this case we follow up on their next project–
enter date and other fields in our database.”

•

“I talked with a builder still under the mindset that people don't care. He is building less
expensive houses–he says people are looking for a home they can afford, get a mortgage
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for, and get into rather than how the house was built. This builder used to participate in
the Program, but not anymore.”
•

“Spec builders consider the incremental costs too high since they are only partially
covered by the rebates and it is hard to raise prices to cover the higher cost. These
builders need to understand that the first ENERGY STAR home may be a loss leader, but
once they have completed a project, the next one will have lower incremental costs.”

•

“Some code officials don't know much about practices such as SIPS panel construction or
use of hybrid foam and cellulose and demand an engineering study to cover themselves,
which adds hassle for the builder.”

When asked how they have tried to convince builders to participate, two account managers say:
•

“I first gauge how important it is to them to build an energy-efficient home. I talk with
them about how the Program is the easiest and most supported way for them to build an
energy-efficient home and explain how this is supported by a national brand label. I
explain the whole concept of EPA and ENERGY STAR—that the label means the energy
efficiency of the house has been verified.”

•

“It is tough to get over the hurdle of incremental cost in this economy. I tell them about
other builders' successes in selling homes for higher prices; also that ENERGY STAR
increases the home's resale value so homebuyers will prefer it—people will come to them
once they are known as ENERGY STAR builders.”

When asked what tools or Program enhancements would be helpful in getting builders to commit
account managers say:
•

“More field training—technical, hands-on training—works the best; the raters are
supposed to provide this, but the Program also needs to help. There was more field
training when CSG ran the Program because they had more money available for it.”

•

“I have been very interested in the evaluation work on codes and standards. We want to
do outreach in building departments—meet with the inspectors and talk about the
Program. We want to give them an understanding of ENERGY STAR. We want to see if
we can get them to participate, similar to what we do with GasNetworks and supply
houses. We would like to set up an outreach center in offices—a display of information
on the Program and get the person giving out permits to give builders some pieces of
information to increase our capture rate.”

7.2 Working with Builders
Account managers say their responsibilities working with participating builders include:
•

Helping them understand Program requirements

•

Explaining technical and administrative requirements
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•

Answering questions in general about energy efficiency and building science and
directing them to different resources

•

Getting the builder, HERS rater, and ICF in the same room to set goals

•

Making sure they are having proper contact with their HERS raters

•

Resolving issues the builder has with their HERS rater, incentives, CFLs, etc.

•

Meeting with builders involved in high profile projects—ones that are getting scrutiny
due to zoning or other issues

Builders are assigned an account manager when they receive their award letters; the award letter
names the builder’s account manager and HERS rater. One account manager emails builders the
same week they get their award letter. One account manager emails or calls builders within two
weeks of when they get their award letter and tells them to call or email if they need more
support or have questions their HERS rater cannot answer, but does not follow up if they do not
respond. One account manager says:
“Honestly, there are too many to call them all. So, we try the best we can and
have confidence in the fact that the HERS rater is actively engaged with the
builder and we don't want to interfere with anything the HERS rater may have
said or be in the process of doing.”
Account managers say they spend roughly 25% of their time working with participating builders.
When asked how many times they have contact with a builder from the time a project is enrolled
until it is completed, account managers say that in many cases they never have contact with a
builder. One account manager estimates there is no contact with 75% of participating builders.
Account managers say they are in contact with builders who have incentive related questions or
issues or whose relationship with their HERS rater disintegrates. There is also contact with
builders who express concern when their home fails the TBC, have ordered the wrong CFLs, or
have other issues arise. In these cases account managers may talk with a builder two or three
times. When asked under what circumstances they visit builders on site, account managers say:
in the recruitment process or at the request of a Sponsor, builder or HERS rater. When asked
how often they visit builders on site, one account manager stops by sites if in the area and one
makes roughly one on-site visit a month at the request of a Sponsor, HERS rater or builder.

7.3 Program Changes
Account managers say they share responsibility for explaining Program changes with the HERS
raters. They make sure the HERS raters know and fully understand any changes. Information on
changes is issued formally in a memo to HERS raters. Then, ICF emails or does a fax blast to all
builders notifying them of changes and/or telling them to ask their HERS rater about changes.
One account manager noted that builders were caught unaware by the TBC change in 2007 and
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wants to make sure that does not happen again. One account manager said builders and HERS
raters would probably be informed about 2010 Program changes in November 2009.
Two account managers say yes and one says no when asked if they are responsible for explaining
that EPA will be making changes to Program requirements and that these changes will likely be
implemented in 2011. When asked if they have started telling builders about the EPA changes,
one account manager says no, because Sponsors have not decided whether or not the Program
will adopt the EPA changes. Two account managers say they are telling builders about the
proposed EPA changes, but telling them the proposed changes are not yet final and that they will
let them know when the changes are finalized.

7.4 Builder Training
Two account managers say they are responsible for letting builders know when training is being
offered. Three months prior to the start of training they start emailing or fax blasting builders and
stagger the information going out. As the date of training gets closer they promote the training
more aggressively.
Account managers say builder interest in training depends on the topic and builders’ availability.
There were three training sessions covering the performance path, HVAC right sizing and
equipment, and a general overview of the Program in 2009; one session was very well attended,
one had 35 attendees, and one had only 10 attendees. One account manager says EPA trainings
bring in a lot of builders—95 have signed up for indoor air quality (IAQ) EPA Air Plus training.
Another account manager says builders are very interested in training and are quick to sign up,
but they will drop off if something else comes up that day; if training falls on a rainy day, they
get high attendance. One account manager estimates 60% and one estimates 30% to 40% of the
builders they work with have attended training.
When asked what elements of the Program or building performance they think builders would
find training on valuable, account managers say:
•

Multi-family four to five story buildings that require each unit to have its own heating
and cooling system; this is a great challenge—not always cost effective.

•

Stretch codes

•

How to achieve a lower HERS index

7.5 Marketing Support
Account managers say builders are interested or very interested in marketing support. Two
account managers say they are responsible for letting builders know about the marketing support
available from the Program. They say other sources of information are the Program website and
HERS raters.
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When asked how they get information on marketing support to builders, account managers say
they refer builders to the Program’s marketing manager, talk about marketing support during
their initial call to a builder, and that builders learn about marketing by word of mouth. One
account manager says:
“I start with sending them an email or link to the EPA partner's site. I tell them it
takes time to search the EPA website, that they can take the logos to the right
person in their company to incorporate it into their marketing materials.”
This account manager has proposed identifying 10 to 15 top builders and sitting down with them
in a meeting to make sure they are aware of what is available to market the ENERGY STAR
brand. Another account manager says the issue is that builders need marketing information more
toward the end of the project, and at this point the marketing materials are supplied by the HERS
raters, who get them from ICF. Sometimes, builders think the HERS raters are providing the
marketing materials.
One manager estimates 65% to 70% of builders take advantage of marketing support offered by
the Program. This account manager points out that a lot of builders do their own marketing or
turn everything over to a Realtor, who may not know about ENERGY STAR or think it is
relevant, and that ICF is working with Realtors this year.

7.6 Working with Subcontractors
Account managers say they establish relationships with subcontractors through GasNetworks,
networking through Air Conditioning Contractors of America (ACCA) and supply houses,
conferences and trade shows. One account manager gets a list of who participating builders are
working with and how familiar they are with ENERGY STAR standards. HERS raters also reach
out to subcontractors by giving them flyers on duct sealing and technical manuals on the TBC
because they want them to know what is required for a project to pass.
Account managers say builders rarely ask them to recommend a subcontractor who is familiar
with Program standards and able to meet them. When builders do ask for recommendations, one
account manager refers them to the COOL SMART list. This account manager has encouraged
HERS raters to include the list of COOL SMART contractors in the packages they give builders
and says some HERS raters are now doing this. Another account manager avoids making
recommendations because of the high employee turnover rate in the insulation and HVAC
industries.
One account manager is responsible for informing subcontractors about training offered through
the Program. Local subcontractors on ENERGY STAR, COOL SMART and other program lists
are informed of training opportunities. This account manager says subcontractors are very
interested in training and estimates that 25% of subcontractors have taken advantage of Program
training opportunities.
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7.7 Working with HERS Raters
Account managers say their responsibilities working with HERS raters are:
•

To help with recruiting

•

To make sure they understand Program requirements

•

To make sure they know about training

•

To make sure they have the materials to perform outreach to their clients

•

To help resolve technical requirement questions/issues

•

To make sure they report accurately and on time

•

To resolve invoicing issues

One account manager says that when helping resolve technical issues the answers need to be
black and white because HERS raters are hesitant to do research on their own—they just want an
answer because they are very busy and time is an issue. This account manager also periodically
polices HERS rating companies’ marketing materials to make sure they are in compliance with
the Program.
One account manager is responsible for checking the accuracy of the REM files and DCF
spreadsheets submitted by HERS raters. Invoices typically go out one week after data is
submitted. If there are suspected errors in the submitted information the account manager calls
the HERS rater directly and sets a deadline of a few days or less for resolving any discrepancies.
Depending on where they are in the billing cycle, if the HERS rater does not correct errors within
the deadline the invoice will not go out for another month.

7.8 Quality Assurance Inspections
Account managers coordinate with builders and HERS raters to gain access to units for quality
assurance/quality control (QA/QC) testing. Account managers say they work closely with the
Program’s QA/QC task leader, who contacts them if he finds something questionable.
Account managers say the QA/QC task leader is very helpful when there are inconsistencies.
One account manager says:
“We have a good relationship with most HERS raters and need them to do a lot
for us. They do more than they get paid for. So, we want to maintain a very high
level positive relationship with them. We are always careful and respectful when
addressing quality assurance issues. We present it as helping the HERS rater’s
business if there are problems that need addressing.”
Account managers say quality assurance inspections rarely result in a HERS index that is
different from what was originally submitted by the builder’s HERS rater. One account manager
knew of two cases in the last year where projects dropped from ENERGY STAR II to ENERGY
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STAR I. QA/QC inspections are conducted to check the work of HERS raters. The results of
QA/QC inspections do not change what builders were told or incentivized.

7.9 Builder Recognition and Reporting Questionable Activity
Only one account manager has recommended a builder who has been particularly successful in
their Program activity in terms of quality and/or volume of work and customer satisfaction for
special recognition. This account manager recognized a builder for going beyond his comfort
zone to make a home more energy efficient and deciding to use a new technology heating
system. This builder was recommended for a PRISM (Prestigious Results in Sales and
Marketing) award and called out at builder trainings. The account manager says the builder
appreciated this recognition.
Only one account manager reported activities by contractors/consultants that were out of
compliance with Program or industry standards, of questionable ethics, or which in any way
diminished the effectiveness and/or the integrity of the Program or of the client in 2009. This
account manager says there were two or three cases where subcontractors should have been
called back to try to fix problems or credit the builder or homeowner for a discrepancy. These
situations were addressed to the account manager’s satisfaction.
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations
8.1 Conclusions
The following conclusions address the participation process, builder awareness of Program
components and offerings, and findings related to other questions builders, HERS raters and ICF
account managers were asked.
Conclusions related to the steps involved in participating in the Program are:
•

Flexibility is important. Individual builders need or request different levels of support
and services, and HERS raters appreciate having flexibility in how plan review results are
presented, pricing policies and services offered.

•

Builders are very satisfied with their HERS raters. On a scale of one to ten, where one
is the lowest and ten is the highest rating, most of the interviewed ENERGY STAR
builders (88%: 23 of 26 builders) give their HERS rater a rating of nine or ten.

•

Builders have little contact with their ICF account managers. Builders prefer working
through their HERS raters as much as possible, turning to their account managers only
when there is a problem their HERS raters cannot resolve. Account managers agree with
this assessment.

•

Marginal builders may not be encouraged to enroll homes. HERS raters screen
builders calling about enrolling a home in the Program to assess the likelihood of their
being willing to make the changes required to meet Program standards. This is only
reasonable given that the HERS rater will not be paid by the Program unless the home is
certified.

Conclusions related to builder awareness of Program component and offerings are:
•

Builders would like more information on most Program components and offerings.
Overall, the only Program components and offerings that one-half or more of all
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders say they have enough information about are the
technical requirements for certification and the 2009 CFL lighting requirements.

•

HERS raters are clearly a prime source of information for participating builders.
Builders are most likely to say they learned about various Program component and
offerings from their HERS rater.

Conclusions related to other areas addressed in interviews are:
•

Consistent communication is important. Though few builders or HERS raters cited
instances of receiving inconsistent information depending on who they talked to, they
find it very frustrating when it happens.
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•

All interviewed builders without an active project will consider enrolling future
projects. Builders with deactivated projects or who had not enrolled any new projects
since 2007 and builders who inquired about the Program and decided not to enroll a
home say they are interested in enrolling future projects. (See Section 2.2 ENERGY
STAR Builders with No Active 2009 Projects and Section 2.3 Builders Who Inquired
About but Did Not Enroll a Home.)

•

Builders continue to see value in building ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes. The
percentage of all interviewed ENERGY STAR builders saying that being able to market
their homes as ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes is somewhat or very valuable fell only
slightly, from 93% in 2008 to 88% in 2009, while the percentage of builders saying
buyers have come to them looking for an ENERGY STAR-qualified Home or decided to
buy one of their homes because it was an ENERGY STAR-qualified Home grew slightly,
from 20% to 23%. 10 (See Section 3.4 Marketing ENERGY STAR-qualified Homes)

•

Building rates appear to be stabilizing. Only 21% of interviewed builders say they built
fewer homes in 2009 than in 2008; 55% say they built the same number of homes and
24% say they built more homes. (See Section 3.2.3 Building Rates)

•

Interest in incorporating renewable technologies is high. 11 Over one-third of
interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (38%: 10 of 26 builders) say they have
incorporated renewable technologies in their homes and another two builders say they
plan on incorporating renewable technologies in upcoming projects. However, HERS
raters say builders who are not already incorporating renewables seldom decide to
implement recommended improvements involving renewables. (See Section 3.5
Renewables)

•

Interest in learning about building near zero energy homes is high. Almost threefourths of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders) say they are
familiar with zero energy homes. Four builders say they have built a near zero energy
home and more than one-half of builders who have not built a near zero energy home
(55%: 12 of 22 builders) say they are interested in building a zero energy home or
learning more about what is involved in building one. (See Section 3.6 Zero Energy
Homes)

•

Roughly one-third of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are aware of the Zero
Energy Challenge. Thirty-five percent of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders (9 of 26
builders) say they are familiar with the Challenge. No builders could say for sure that

10

Nexus Market Research, Inc. Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Builder Interview Report,
submitted to the Joint Management Committee, June 2009.
11
The time period during which interviews were conducted included the Green Affordable Homes Initiative from
the former Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC), now Clean Energy Center, and other grants that helped
to fund some of these technologies. This may skew results.
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they had visited the Challenge website. However, when interviewers offered to send the
website address to builders, almost three-fourths of builders (73%: 19 of 26 builders)
asked to get the website address. (See Section 3.6 Zero Energy Homes)
•

Providing hands-on training for builders is important. Account managers say the best
way to convince builders to incorporate some of the recommended measures and
practices that they currently seldom incorporate is through technical, hands-on field
training. They also say the HERS raters are supposed to provide this training, but that the
Program needs to help. (See Section 7.1 Recruiting Builders and Section 7.4 Builder
Training)

The following conclusion addresses provider services for new HERS raters. Though no interview
questions addressed providers, Program Sponsors raised the lack of providers as one of their
concerns in the conference call with the NMR team and several HERS raters commented on
providers in interviews.
•

Finding providers for new HERS raters continues to be a problem.. 12 Some HERS
raters working with the Program have had to work with out-of-state providers. One
HERS rater called twelve providers in New England and not one was willing to be his
provider. On the bright side, four of the smaller HERS rating companies serving the
Program recently banded together to form Energy Raters of Massachusetts (ERM). ERM
is now incorporated, will be a provider, and plans to take on new raters for other
companies.

8.2 Recommendations
Based on the above conclusions, the NMR team makes the following recommendations
addressing the Program participation process:
•

Ensure builders receive incentive checks within a reasonable time after the final
inspection. Explain to builders up front how long after the final inspection they should
expect to receive their incentive check and develop a process that ensures checks are
issued within the expected time frame.

•

Encourage builders to talk with more than one HERS rater before choosing one to
work with. Builders need or request varying levels of support and feedback, and prefer
dealing with one person, typically their HERS rater. Builders who take the time to talk
with HERS raters from multiple companies should have no problem finding a HERS rater
who meets their specific needs.

12

This is not a problem for the HERS rating companies that are providers; these companies will be the provider for
new HERS rater hires.
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•

Provide builders more information on how HERS ratings are determined and how
to lower their HERS indices. Several interviewed builders requested this. Information
on HERS ratings could be provided on the Program’s website, as a handout HERS raters
could give to builders or in the technical manual. In particular, it will be important to
identify the changes in design or equipment choices that have the biggest impact on the
HERS rating.

•

Provide a clear and simple description of what the TBC (Thermal Bypass Checklist)
inspection will entail. Several builders asked for this. The NMR team is aware that
detailed information on TBC requirements can be accessed through the Program’s
website. However, the website now contains so much information that builders may be
overwhelmed and get frustrated searching for the specific bit of information they are
looking for. It may be worth providing builders with a page or two list of links that will
take them directly to the key Program information and documents they will most likely
want to access, thereby saving them time. Such a list could also be included in the
technical manual.

•

Consider HERS raters’ suggestions for improving the participation process.
Consider requiring projects to submit a Manual J calculation early in the participation
process; this could avoid homes failing the final inspection because of improperly sized
HVAC equipment. Consider writing a user’s manual for the DCF and avoid making
frequent changes to data requirements; HERS raters say they understand why ICF needs
the information provided in the DCF, but the form is not user friendly and can be
confusing, especially to new HERS raters. In the longer run, consider developing a more
user friendly template format and using a web-based service for submitting and reviewing
DCF information.

The following recommendation addresses builder awareness of Program components and
offerings:
•

Raise builder awareness of and understanding of Program offerings. A surprising
percentage of interviewed ENERGY STAR builders are either unaware of or would like
more information about Program offerings. Builders clearly have access to ample
information through their HERS raters, the Program’s website and marketing materials,
and email/fax/letter correspondence from account managers. However, builders are busy
and, obviously, not taking advantage of the information sources available to them.
Therefore, the challenge is how to get builders to read information already available to
them. One suggestion is to provide information in a different format. One option is
simple one page weekly or monthly email messages addressing only one topic or issue
and including links to additional information sources for those who are interested in
learning more. Builders, like everyone else, are more likely to read and retain information
presented in a short, easy to read, user-friendly format.
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The following recommendations address more general Program areas:
•

Provide formal training for new raters. New HERS raters need to understand how the
Program works and what role they are expected to play. Getting HERS rating training
and certification does not prepare a HERS rater to market the Program.

•

Should the Program adopt EPA’s 2011 changes to ENERGY STAR-qualification
requirements, provide training to ensure that all builders are prepared to meet the
new requirements. Provide easy to understand documentation on the additional
checklists currently proposed. 13 This will be particularly important for builders with 2010
projects that, for any reason, may not be completed until after July 1, 2011. Informing
builders about the 2011 changes and helping them meet the new requirements will clearly
require HERS raters to spend more time with most builders.

•

Encourage all builders to visit the Zero Energy Challenge website. Interviewed
ENERGY STAR builders express a high level of interest in learning about building near
zero energy homes. The Challenge website includes information on the specifications of
the five competing homes. Consider sharing cost information available for the Challenge
homes with builders; learning that with the rebates and incentives available for renewable
technologies it is possible to build a near zero energy home for a marketable price may
help convince other builders to move toward building near zero energy homes. In
addition, seeing how Challenge builders achieved much lower heating, cooling and water
heating energy use will help inform builders interested in meeting the Tier 3 energy
savings requirement.

13

Currently proposed checklists are: Thermal Enclosure System Rater Checklist; HVAC System Quality
Installation Rater Checklist, HVAC System Quality Installation Contractor Checklist, Water Management System
Rater Checklist and the Water Management System Builder Checklist.
Source: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=bldrs_lenders_raters.nh_2011_comments (3/1/2010)
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Appendix A: Awareness of Program Components and Offerings Data
Appendix Table A-1: Awareness of and How Builders Learned About Program Components and Offerings
Program Offering or
Component

From My HERS Email/Fax/ Letter
Program
ICF Account
Program
EPA Website
%
Rater
from
ICF
Website
Manager
Experience
#
Builders
Builders
% of
% of
% of
% of
% of
% of
Aware
#
#
#
#
#
#
Aware
Aware
Aware
Aware
Aware
Aware
Aware
(n=26) Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders
Builders

Technical requirements for
ENERGY STAR certification

26

100%

19

73%

Different incentive levels
available and HERS indices
required to meet them

20

77%

11

55%

3

Builder Training Opportunities

18

69%

4

22%

2009 CFL lighting requirement

15

58%

12

Marketing support available

13

50%

EPA partnership Benefits

11

When to contact account
manager and when to contact
HERS Rater

3

12%

2

8%

1

4%

15%

3

15%

2

10%

1

5%

10

56%

1

6%

1

6%

80%

1

7%

2

15%

2

15%

5

38%

1

8%

1

8%

42%

1

9%

4

36%

2

18%

11

42%

9

82%

Subcontractors Training

8

31%

1

13%

5

63%

HERS rater support through
Program and fee for service
support from HERS raters

8

31%

6

75%

1

13%

Multi-family eligibility &
definitions (n=13 MF builders)

5

38%

2

40%

2

40%

5

19%

4

80%

3

12%

1

33%

EPA 2011 certification
requirement changes
Incentives in muni territory

1

13%

1

9%

1

13%

3

12%

1

8%

1

9%
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Appendix B: Final Comments
The final question on all interview guides asked interviewees if there was anything else they
would like to add—any suggestions they might have for the Program in addition to what they
had already said.

Builder Comments
Several builders commented on their positive experiences participating in the Program:
•

“My HERS rater provides good quality service.”

•

“I am completely happy with the Program and my HERS rater.”

•

“I am satisfied with the Program. We did what we set out to do.”

•

“We are very satisfied—our HERS rater is excellent and helpful. We have no real issues.
If we were unhappy we would have dropped out. It is a good selling feature and we make
all customers aware, even if they are not that interested. We go through the whole process
with buyers.”

•

“The only thing is if we could put a sign out in the yard so people would be more aware.
Other than that they are doing a fantastic job.”

•

“It is a good Program. You need to have EFI administrating rebates–the company that
sends out light bulbs so quickly. My HERS rater is great to work with; I have built great
homes with his help.”

•

“I am very pleased with the Program. The only thing that could be improved from my
perspective is the incentive distribution.”

•

“You did a fine job of interviewing me. I am very proud to be an ENERGY STAR
builder.”

Several builders had suggestions for how the Program could be improved:
•

“The ‘rap’ is that ENERGY STAR needs to be more because the market and technology
is moving very quickly. ENERGY STAR standards don’t mean anything; they used to
mean more. Now it means you meet energy code. There is no buzz.”

•

“There is obviously a lot of information I am not aware of. There should be more effort to
reach out to builders to make them aware of what is available."

•

“I would like better information about credits and incentive levels. I would like to get all
municipalities involved. It is harder for small towns to learn what is going on and become
involved.”
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•

“Providing a simple letter showing the process in writing—what happens at different
stages, the time needed for each stage, how long it takes to get a certificate, how long it
takes to get a check—would make it much easier for builders.”

•

“It is tougher and tougher to stay in the Program because of costs. You are not getting
dollar for dollar in terms of incentive and costs. Education is not good enough for the end
customer, builders are left to educate the public. It would be useful to understand changes
that are coming before they are mandated.”

A builder of a LEED home commented:
“The process was streamlined for me because of the LEED process. If I were
building a specifically ENERGY STAR-rated home, I think I might have trouble
unless the website is very informative.”
One builder simply said, “I think the Program ran much smoother before ICF took over.”

HERS Rater Comments
Five HERS raters provided final comments:
•

“Looking forward I have concerns about the 2010 Tier 3 incentive. Really, my biggest
problem is that it is nearly impossible to achieve, so it makes for more frustration from
builders rather than being a positive. I am working with a builder doing a sub division not
using fossil fuels. The homes have double walls and solar water heat and passive solar
design and don't make Tier 3. So, the fact that these good projects don't make 2010 Tier 3
makes me feel like it is not a productive goal—without PV the projects achieve about a
50 HERS index.”

•

“It is good and bad that builders don't know their account manager. When rebate
questions etc. arise we have to reach out to the account manager. We are the middle man.
Builders know we don't administrate the Program, but it can be frustrating.”

•

“Re smaller vs. larger rating companies. Smaller companies need to charge to more than
break even because it is their main source of income. For larger companies, ratings may
account for a very small percentage of their total company work, but their overheads are
higher, so they seldom do more than break even unless they charge.”

•

“If you are your own provider and have a large company there is less supervision. The
Program could do more QA/QC. Knowing most of the independent raters, I don't think
any of them would do anything knowingly wrong or make many mistakes. Given the
gray areas within the administration, they sometimes want numbers. The administrators
are saying one thing and have a high standard one week and then a week later ask you to
bring something on a little iffy because they want to capture savings. There are mixed
messages. If you save 65 homes without dotting all the i's and crossing all the t's what is
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that saying to us out in the field. It is not a level playing field. I understand some
flexibility is needed. If you are too rigid nobody is going to play. You can't give
flexibility to everyone—those in higher places, in charge of the money, are making the
decisions.”
•

“I am eager to go forward. They should manage the Program better.”

Account Manager Comments
Account managers provided the following final comments:
•

“ICF is staying very responsive to the Sponsors' needs.”

•

“Put more money into marketing the Program, building consumer brand awareness and
assisting builders with their marketing.”

•

“Provide more technical training and assistance.”
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Appendix C: Builder Interview Guide
Final Builder Interview Guide

2009 Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
Process Evaluation: Streamlining Participation Process

Builder Background Questions:
Read: First I have a few basic questions about your experience as a builder and your
experience with the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program (the Program):
1. How many years have you been building homes?
2. About how many homes have you built in total?
3. What type of housing do you currently build? (custom/spec, single-family
attached/detached, multifamily market rate/affordable/low income etc.)
3.1. If builder builds spec homes ask: What are the three most important things that you
need to include in your spec homes to get them to sell?
3.2. If builder builds custom homes ask: What are the three features that buyers most often
ask for when hiring you to build their homes? (Probe for importance of deeper
energy-saving measures.)
4. How does your building rate in 2009 compare to 2008?
5. How many years have you been building ENERGY STAR homes?
6. How many ENERGY STAR homes have you built?
7. Why did you decide to build ENERGY STAR homes?
8. Do you currently build only ENERGY STAR homes or do you build some homes you do not
have ENERGY STAR qualified?
8.1. If builder builds some non-ENERGY STAR homes ask: Why do you choose to not
have some homes ENERGY STAR qualified?
9. How many ENERGY STAR homes do you plan on completing this year (2009)?
10. How important, or valuable, is it to you to build ENERGY STAR homes and be able to
market them as ENERGY STAR-qualified homes in the current housing market?
11. Are buyers showing more awareness of and/or interest in buying an ENERGY STARcertified home?
11.1. If yes, how much more awareness/interest?
11.1.1. Can you give an example?
12. Have any buyers come to you specifically looking for an ENERGY STAR home or decided
to buy one of your homes because it was ENERGY STAR? (Probe for examples.)
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13. Have you incorporated renewable technologies in any of your homes?
13.1. If yes, which technologies?
13.2. If no, are you interested in learning about how to incorporate renewable technologies in
your homes?
14. Are you familiar with zero energy homes?
14.1. If yes, have you built a near zero energy home?
14.2. If no, are you interested in building a zero energy home or learning more about what is
involved in building a zero energy home?
15. Are you familiar with the Zero Energy Challenge Pilot the Program sponsored last year?
15.1. If no, offer to give them the website address: http://www.zechallenge.com.
15.2. If yes, have you visited the Zero Energy Challenge website? (If not, offer to give them
the address: http://www.zechallenge.com/)

Participation Process Questions:
Read: As you know, there are several steps involved in participating in the New Homes with
ENERGY STAR Program and completing an ENERGY STAR-qualified home. I am going to
ask you about your experience with each of these steps. I am particularly interested in any
thoughts or ideas you have about how participation could be made more user-friendly or less
confusing for builders, or improved in other ways.
16. Before I ask you about specific steps, in general are there parts of the process that you find to
be a problem or steps that you think work well?
16.1. If yes, what are they?

Getting Started:
Note to interviewer: If builder is new to the Program in 2009, ask questions 17 through 23
and then skip to question 28. If builder participated in the Program prior to 2009, go to
question 24.
17. Did you call ICF to inquire about how to participate in the Program or did someone recruit
you?
17.1. If called ICF ask: How did you learn about the Program?
17.2. If recruited ask: Who talked to you about the Program and encouraged you to
participate?
18. What made you decide to participate in the Program and build an ENERGY STAR home?
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Selecting a HERS Rater:
One of the first things builders new to the Program are asked to do is select a HERS
rater to work with.
READ:

19. Prior to participating in the Program had you ever worked with a HERS rater?
20. How did you go about selecting a HERS rater? (Probe to see if they selected from the list on
the Program’s website and, if so, if they contacted more than one rater, if they were
recruited by a HERS rater and decided to work with them, if another ENERGY STAR
builder referred them to a HERS rater, if they already knew a HERS rater they wanted to
work with, etc.)
21. How long did it take for you to find a HERS rater to work with?
22. Did your HERS rater explain the services he/she would be providing and what your
responsibilities would be to your satisfaction?
22.1. If not, what was not covered that you would have liked to have had explained?
23. Are you satisfied with the HERS rater you selected?
23.1. If not, why not?
23.1.1. Do you plan on selecting a different HERS rater?
Questions 24 through 27 are for builders who participated in the Program prior to 2009.

24. As an experienced builder who participated in the Program prior to this year, did you have a
HERS rater assigned to you in 2007 or did you choose a HERS rater to work with in 2008?
25. Had you ever worked with a HERS rater Prior to having one assigned to you in 2007 or
choosing one to work with in 2008?
26. If was assigned a HERS rater in 2007 ask: Are you still working with the HERS rater you
were assigned or have you selected a different HERS rater to work with?
26.1. If chose a different rater, why?
26.2. How did you go about selecting a different HERS rater?
26.3. Are you satisfied with the HERS rater you are currently working with?
26.3.1. If not, why not?
26.3.2. Do you plan on selecting a different HERS rater?
27. If choose HERS rater in 2008 ask: How did you go about selecting a HERS rater?
27.1. Are you satisfied with the HERS rater you selected?
27.1.1. If not, why not?
27.1.2. Do you plan on selecting a different HERS rater?
Ask all builders question 28.

28. Do you have any suggestions for how the process of selecting a HERS rater could be
improved?
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Plan Review:
29. What stage of construction/planning were you in when you submitted your building plans for
review?
30. Did your HERS rater explain to you what was involved in the plan review to your
satisfaction?
30.1. If not, what was not covered that you would have liked to have had explained?
31. How long did it take for your HERS rater to complete the review of your home plans?
31.1. Was this an acceptable timeframe?
31.1.1. If not, what would be?
32. Did your HERS rater recommend changes to your plans to ensure your home would meet
ENERGY STAR standards?
32.1. If yes, what changes were recommended?
32.1.1. Did you implement all recommended changes?
32.1.1.1. If not, why not?
33. Do you have any suggestions for how the plan review process could be improved?

Application-Incentive Request:
34. Did your HERS rater discuss additional changes that you could make to achieve a lower
HERS Index, earn a higher incentive level or approach building a zero energy home?
34.1. Did you decide to implement any of these changes?
34.1.1. If yes, which recommendations did you implement?
35. What incentive level did you decide to request?
36. Do you have any suggestions for how the application process–deciding what changes to
implement and what incentive level to request–could be improved?

Account Manager Assigned and Award Letter:
37. How long from the time you and your HERS rater agreed on the incentive level you would
target and your signed application/agreement form was submitted to ICF did you receive
your award letter?
37.1. Was this an acceptable timeframe?
37.1.1. If not, what would be?
38. How long from the time your application/agreement form was submitted were you assigned
an ICF account manager?
38.1. Was this an acceptable timeframe?
38.1.1. If not, what would be?
39. When and how did your account manager first contact you?
40. Did you have any discussions or other contact with your account manager?
40.1. If yes, what were these and how useful would you say they were?
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41. Do you have any suggestions for how the process for issuing award letters and assigning
account managers could be improved?

Inspections:
If builder is new to the Program in 2009, ask question 42. If an experienced ENERGY
STAR builder skip question 42.
42. Did your HERS rater recommend conducting an inspection before insulation was installed on
your first ENERGY STAR home, or did you request a pre-insulation inspection?
42.1. If yes, did your HERS rater conduct a pre-insulation inspection?
42.1.1. If yes, did you find the inspection useful?
42.1.2. Would you recommend other builders new to the Program have a pre-insulation
inspection conducted on their first home?
TBC Inspection:
43. How long from the time you requested the Thermal Bypass Checklist (TBC) inspection did
your HERS rater schedule and conduct the inspection?
43.1. Was this an acceptable timeframe?
43.1.1. If not, what would be?
44. Did your home pass the TBC inspection?
44.1. If not, what changes did you have to make?
44.2. Were you able to make the necessary changes at the time of the inspection or did your
HERS rater conduct a second inspection at a later time?
44.3. Did your HERS rater provide the technical support you needed or requested to
incorporate changes required to pass the TBC inspection?
45. Do you have any suggestions for how the TBC inspection process could be improved?
Final Inspection:
46. How long from the time you requested the final inspection did your HERS rater schedule and
complete the inspection?
46.1. Was this an acceptable timeframe?
46.1.1. If not, what would be?
47. Did your home pass the final inspection?
47.1. If not, were you told what changes you would need to make to pass the final inspection
and given the opportunity to make those changes?
47.1.1. If so, what changes did you need to make to pass the final inspection?
47.1.2. Did you decide to make the changes necessary to pass the final inspection, decide
to default to the Code Plus option if possible, or decide to simply not have your
home certified?
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47.2. If only simple changes were required to pass the final inspection, were you given the
option to make those changes at the time the final inspection was conducted or did you
have to schedule another inspection?
47.3. If your HERS rater had to conduct another inspection, did you have to pay your HERS
rater for that inspection?
47.4. Did your HERS rater provide the technical support you needed or requested to
incorporate changes required to pass the final inspection?
48. Do you have any suggestions for how the final inspection process could be improved?

Home Labeled and Incentive Paid:
49. How long from the time of the final inspection did you receive the ENERGY STAR
certificate and the ENERGY STAR label for your home?
49.1. Was this an acceptable timeframe?
49.1.1. If not, what would be?
50. Did you achieve your targeted HERS Index and incentive level?
50.1. If not, did you exceed or fall short of your targeted incentive level?
51. Do you know the HERS Index your home achieved?
51.1. If so, what was the HERS Index?
52. Did your HERS rater give you the ENERGY STAR certificate and affix the ENERGY STAR
label on the utility box?
52.1. If your HERS rater did not affix the label on the utility box, did you put the label on the
utility box?
52.1.1. If not, what did you do with the label?
53. How long from the time the final inspection was conducted did you receive your incentive
check?
53.1. Was this an acceptable timeframe?
53.1.1. If not, what would be?
54. Do you have any suggestions for how the process for issuing the certificate, affixing the label
and paying the incentive could be improved?

General Questions:
55. Throughout the process of building your ENERGY STAR home, from the time you selected
a HERS rater to the final inspection, would you say that you received the training and
support you needed or requested from your ICF account manager and your HERS rater to
successfully complete your ENERGY STAR home?
55.1. If not, what additional training and support would you have liked?
56. If you had questions for your HERS rater or your ICF account manger, did they respond
promptly?
56.1. If not, did this delay construction of your home or affect your ability to pass the final
inspection?
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57. Using scale of one to ten, where one is the lowest and ten is the highest rating, how would
you rate your overall satisfaction with your account manager? (If response is a rating below
5 ask why they give that relatively low rating.)
Using scale of one to ten, where one is the lowest and ten is the highest rating, how would
you rate your overall satisfaction with your HERS rater? (If response is a rating below 5 ask
why they give that relatively low rating.)

Builder Awareness of Program Offerings:
Read: There are many sources of information about the Program, what is required to
participate in the Program and have a home qualify for the ENERGY STAR label, and the
support available to help you build and market your ENERGY STAR home. We would like to
know if you are aware of various Program offerings and, if so, how you learned about them
and if you think you have all the information you need or would like more information.
Examples of how you may have learned about Program offerings are a call from your ICF
account manager; a letter, email or fax from ICF; your HERS Rater; the Massachusetts
Program website (massenergystarhomes.com); the EPA website (energystar.gov); another
ENERGY STAR builder; your subcontractors, a town building inspector; or some other
source. In some cases you may have received information from more than one source.
58. Are you aware of the different incentive levels available and the HERS indices required to
meet different incentive levels?
58.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
58.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
59. Are you aware of the incentives available for homes outside electric Sponsor territory?
59.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
59.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
60. How did you learn about the technical requirements for ENERGY STAR certification?
60.1. Do you have enough information or would you like more information?
61. Are you aware of the new 2009 CFL lighting requirement that CFLs must be installed in at
least 50% of all hard wired screw based fixtures?
61.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
61.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
62. Are you aware of the training opportunities available through the Program for builders?
62.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
62.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
62.3. If aware, have you attended any trainings provided by the Program?
62.3.1. If yes, what training have you attended?
62.3.2. Using a scale of one to ten, where one is the lowest and ten is the highest rating,
how would you rate your overall satisfaction with the training you attended? (If
response is a rating below 5 ask why they give that relatively low rating.)
62.3.3. If no, why haven’t you attended training?
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63. Are you aware of the training opportunities available through the Program for HVAC and
insulation subcontractors?
63.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
63.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
63.3. If aware, as far as you know, have any of your subcontractors attended any training
provided by the Program?
63.3.1. If yes, what training have they attended?
63.3.2. Using a scale of one to ten, where one is the lowest and ten is the highest rating,
how do you think they would rate their overall satisfaction with the training they
attended? (If response is a rating below 5 ask why they give that relatively low
rating.)
64. Are you aware of the marketing support available from the Program?
64.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
64.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
64.3. Are you taking advantage of any of the marketing support options offered by the
Program?
64.3.1. If yes, what marketing support are you taking advantage of?
64.3.1.1. Do you think the marketing support has helped you sell your ENERGY
STAR homes?
65. Are you aware of the benefits of becoming an EPA ENERGY STAR partner, for example
being able to use the ENERGY STAR logo and being listed on the EPA website?
65.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
65.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
65.3. Are you an ENERGY STAR partner?
65.3.1. If yes, which elements of the partnership are important to you?
66. Are you aware of the marketing materials available from the EPA website?
66.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
66.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
66.3. Have you taken advantage of any of the marketing materials available from the EPA
website?
66.3.1. If yes, what materials have you used?
66.3.1.1. Did you find them useful?
66.3.2. If not, why not?
67. Do you know who to contact with questions–when to contact your account manager and
when to contact your HERS Rater?
67.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
67.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
68. Are you aware of what HERS rater technical assistance and support is provided by Program
and what additional support is available on a fee for service basis from your HERS rater?
68.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
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68.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
68.3. Did you pay your HERS rater for services not provided through the Program?
68.3.1. If yes, what services did you pay for?
69. If you build multi-family or attached housing units, are you aware of changes to 2009
Massachusetts and/or national program eligibility requirements for multi-family buildings
over three stories, or that in Massachusetts all structures with five more attached units will
now receive multi-family incentives, etc.
69.1. If aware, how did you learn about these changes?
69.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
70. Are you aware that EPA is considering introducing changes to the requirements for
certification of housing units in 2011?
70.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
70.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?

Closing:
That's all the questions I have. Is there anything else you would like to add—any suggestions for
how the Program could be improved or how to make participation more user friendly or
smoother that you have not already mentioned?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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Appendix D: HERS Rater Interview Guide
Final HERS Rater Interview Guide

2009 Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
Process Evaluation: Streamlining Participation Process

Read: I am going to ask you about your experience working with builders and ICF. I am
particularly interested in any thoughts or ideas you have about how participation could be
made more user-friendly or less confusing for you or for participating builders, or improved in
other ways.

Background Questions:
First I have a few basic questions about your company and your work with the Massachusetts
New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program (the Program):
1. How many HERS raters does your company have?
2. How many of your HERS raters currently work with builders participating in the Program?
3. Do you do similar work for other ENERGY STAR Homes programs in other states?
3.1. If yes, what states?
3.2. Are the components of the work you do handled differently in the other states?
3.2.1. If yes, from your perspective, what works better in the other states?
3.2.1.1.
What does not work as well?
4. Approximately what percentage of your company’s business does your work with the MA
Program account for, including fees paid by individual builders for supplemental services not
covered by the Program?
5. About how much time do you spend recruiting new builders or projects for the MA Program?
6. How do you identify new builders and projects?
7. About what percentage of your work with the MA Program is with builders/projects you
find/recruit and what percentage is from builders who contacted you?
8. Are you satisfied with the number of referrals you get from the program?
9. Where and how do you market your services: What are the ways that builders find you?
10. Are you looking to expand your HERS rating business?
11. Do you have the trained personnel (HERS raters) to expand your business?
12. Do you have suggestions about how to make the MA Program more compatible with your
business model?
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Establishing Relationship with Builder:
13. About how long does it typically take for you to respond to builders who call looking for a
HERS rater to work with?
14. How do you describe your role in the Program to builders who call looking for a HERS rater
to work with or builders you recruit?
14.1. Do you explain what services are covered (paid for) by the Program and what services,
if they need or request them, they will be expected to pay for?
14.2. Can you give examples of services not covered by the Program that builders have paid
for?
14.2.1. For raters who have charged builders for these services ask: About what
percentage of the builders you work with through the Program have paid for
services not covered by the Program?
15. Do you screen builders who have not already built an ENERGY STAR home when they call
to assess the likelihood that they will follow through and complete a qualifying home?
15.1. If yes, how do you screen them?
15.2. What do you tell builders who you do not think will follow through and complete a
qualifying home?
16. Do you sign a written contract with the builders you work with?
17. What do you do to retain builders–encourage them to enroll their next project and continue
working with you?
18. Do you have any suggestions for how the HERS rater selection process could be improved?
19. Can you provide name and contact information for some builders who decided not to enroll
their home/project in the Program, who decided at some point in the participation process to
drop out, or who have completed ENERGY STAR homes in the past but are now either not
currently enrolling their projects in the Program or enrolling only some of their
homes/projects in the Program?

Plan Review:
20. About how long from the time you first talk with a builder do you typically receive the home
plans?
21. About how long from the time you receive the home plans do you complete the review and
get back to the builder?
22. How do you present the results of the plan review to a builder? (Probe–In person meeting?
Phone call? Email? Mail? Other?)
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23. In addition to identifying changes needed to meet basic ENERGY STAR requirements, do
you discuss additional changes that could be made to achieve a lower HERS Index, earn a
higher incentive level or approach building a zero energy home?
23.1. If yes, approximately what percentage of builders express interest in making these
changes?
23.1.1. What percentage end up incorporating at least some of these changes?
23.1.1.1. If not, why not?
24. Do you provide details about the energy saving associated with each recommended measure
or just the HERS point reduction?
25. What are the measures that builders seem willing to add to their plans?
26. What are the ones that they seldom accept?
26.1. What do you think it will take to get builders to implement these measures?
27. Do builders understand the different performance/incentive levels?
28. Do they appreciate the incentives attached to different levels?
29. Have you had any builders decide not to go forward with building an ENERGY STAR home
after the plan review?
29.1. If so, how often does this happen?
29.1.1. Can you give an example of why a builder has decided not to participate in the
Program?
30. Do you have any suggestions for how the plan review process could be improved?

Submitting Application/Agreement to ICF:
31. How long after reviewing the home plans with a builder and agreeing on what incentive level
to request do you typically get the application form back to the builder to sign?
32. How long after receiving the signed agreement do you typically submit the
application/agreement to ICF?
33. Do you track the status of applications submitted to ICF?
33.1. How frequently has a project been forgotten or left unprocessed by ICF?
34. Do you have any suggestions for how the application/agreement process could be improved?

Award Letter:
35. About how long after submitting the signed application/agreement to ICF does the builder
receive the award letter?
35.1. Does ICF notify you that an award letter has been sent or do you wait to hear from the
builder?
36. When a home fails, does the award letter provide a clear means for remediation?
37. Do you have any suggestions for how the process for issuing the award letter could be
improved?
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Free CFL Installation:
38. When do you talk to builders about the free CFLs available through the Program and the
requirement that homes in electric Sponsor territories must have CFLs installed in at least
50% of all hard wired screw based fixtures?
39. Do you have any suggestions for how the CFL installation process could be improved?

On-site Inspections:
40. How many times do you typically meet with a builder on site during construction?
Pre-insulation Inspection:
41. Do you suggest or recommend a pre-insulation inspection for a builder’s first ENERGY
STAR Home?
41.1. If yes, do most builders agree to having a pre-insulation inspection?
41.1.1. How long does it take to conduct a pre-insulation inspection?
41.1.2. Do you charge for this inspection or include it in the services covered by the
Program?
41.1.3. About how often do you find problems during the pre-insulation inspection that
need to be addressed?
41.1.4. Can you describe the type of problems you find?
41.2. If no, why not?
42. Have you had any builders decide not to go forward with building an ENERGY STAR home
after a pre-insulation inspection?
42.1. If so, how often does this happen?
42.1.1. Can you give an example of why a builder has decided not to participate in the
Program?
TBC Inspection:
43. About how long after a builder requests a TBC inspection are you able to schedule and
conduct the inspection?
44. How long does it take to conduct a TBC inspection?
45. Approximately what percentage of the homes you work with in the Program need to make
changes to pass the TBC inspection?
46. What is the learning curve for builders?
46.1. What percentage get it right after their 1st project or home?
46.2. What percentage get it right after their 3rd project or home?
46.3. What percentage seem to still have issues?
47. For builders who need to make changes to pass the TBC, how often are they able to make the
necessary changes at the time the inspection is conducted?
48. How often do builders need or request technical support to make the necessary changes?
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49. If builders are unable to correct problems at the time of the initial inspection, do you
typically schedule a second on-site inspection to verify TBC compliance or do you wait until
the final inspection?
49.1. If you decide you need to schedule a second on-site inspection to verify TBC
compliance, do you charge the builder for this inspection?
50. Have you had any builders decide not to go forward with building an ENERGY STAR home
after the TBC inspection?
50.1. If so, how often does this happen?
50.1.1. Can you give an example of why a builder has decided not to participate in the
Program?
51. Do you have any suggestions for how the TBC inspection process could be improved?
Final Inspection:
52. About how long after a builder requests a final inspection are you typically able to schedule
and conduct the inspection?
53. How long does it take to conduct a final inspection?
54. Approximately what percentage of the homes you work with in the Program need to make
changes to pass the final inspection?
54.1. How often are builders able to make the necessary changes at the time the inspection is
conducted?
54.2. How often do builders need or request technical support to make the necessary
changes?
54.3. Can you give examples of why homes fail to pass the final inspection?
55. If builders are unable to correct problems at the time of the inspection, do you schedule a
second on-site inspection to verify ENERGY STAR compliance or do you fail the home?
55.1. About how often do you need to make a second on-site visit to verify ENERGY STAR
compliance?
55.2. If you need to schedule a second on-site inspection to verify ENERGY STAR
compliance, do you charge the builder for this inspection?
55.3. Have you had any builders decide not to make the changes need to pass the final
inspection?
55.3.1. If so, how often does this happen?
55.3.2. Can you give an example of why a builder has decided not to make the needed
changes?
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56. Approximately what percentage of the homes you work with end up failing to pass the final
inspection?
56.1. Approximately how many of these homes are able to default to Code Plus?
56.2. As far as you know, how often do builders who have a home fail decide to enroll other
homes in the Program?
56.3. As far as you know, how often do builders who have a home fail decide to drop out of
the Program?
57. Do you have any suggestions for how the final inspection process could be improved?

Labeling Homes:
58. For homes that pass the final inspection, do you give the builder the ENERGY STAR
certificate at the final inspection and put the ENERGY STAR label on the utility box or do
you mail them to the builder later?
58.1. If mail later, about how long from the time of the inspection until you mail the
certificate and label?
59. About how long after certifying a home do you submit the certificate to EPA?
60. Do you have any suggestions for how the process for issuing the ENERGY STAR certificate
and labeling the home could be improved?

Reporting to ICF:
Read: We understand you are required to submit the following documentation for each
participating home to ICF: 1) a completed and final REM file, 2) a completed Data Collection
Form (DCF) Excel spreadsheet, including an electric and gas (where applicable) meter and 3)
additional documentation generated from your chosen home energy rating software, if
requested in writing by ICF.
61. About how much time does it take to meet these reporting requirements?
62. How do you store project data–do you store information on individual projects or use
databases to store information on multiple projects?
63. Do HERS raters store information on just the projects they work with, or is there a company
level database of information provided to ICF?
64. Do you have any ideas on how the process for providing documentation to ICF could be
streamlined or improved to provide quicker uploads with fewer errors?
64.1. If yes, what would you suggest?
65. About how long after completing a final inspection do you report the required information to
ICF?
66. About how often do you have to resubmit the information because ICF finds errors in or has
questions about the documentation you originally submitted?
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67. Have there been any cases where a home you originally certified ended up not meeting the
requirements for certification through the Program?
67.1. If yes, how do you inform the builder?
68. Do you have any suggestions for how the reporting process could be improved?
Read: In addition, we understand you are responsible for providing ICF with periodic updates
on projects as requested during the year and unit production forecasts.
69. How often do you provide project status updates?
70. How often do you provide unit production forecasts?
71. About how much time do you spend preparing the project updates and production forecasts?
72. Do you have any suggestions for how the process for reporting project updates and
production forecasts could be improved?

Closing:
That's all the questions I have. Is there anything else you would like to add—any suggestions for
how the Program could be improved or how to make participation more user friendly or
smoother that you have not already mentioned?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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Appendix E: ICF Account Manager Interview Guide
Final ICF Account Manager Interview Guide

2009 Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
Process Evaluation: Streamlining Participation Process
Read: I am going to ask you about your experience working with builders and HERS raters. I
am particularly interested in any thoughts or ideas you have about how the participation
process could be made more user-friendly or less confusing for you, participating builders or
HERS raters, or improved in other ways.

Recruiting Builders:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

About how much of your time is spent recruiting new builders/projects?
How do you identify potential new builders and projects?
What is the most successful method of finding new builders?
How do you approach potential new builders?
About what percentage of the builders you contact decide to enroll a home in the Program?
Can you give an example of what builders are most interested in learning about before
deciding whether or not to enroll a home?
7. What are the reasons that builders you have contacted have decided not to participate?
(Probe to understand what are the critical points at which builders opt out, right away
after hearing about program, or further in at what spots.)
8. How have you tried to convince them to participate?
9. What tools or program enhancements would be helpful in getting these builders to commit?
10. Do you know of any builders who used to participate in the program but have stopped
participating?
11. Can you provide name and contact information for some builders who decided not to enroll
their home/project in the Program, who decided at some point in the participation process to
drop out, or who have completed ENERGY STAR homes in the past but are now either not
currently enrolling their projects in the Program or enrolling only some of their
homes/projects in the Program?

Participating Builders:
General Questions:
12. Approximately how many builder accounts do you currently manage?
13. About what percentage of the builders you work with decide to enroll their next project in the
program, i.e. what is your retention rate
14. Can you briefly describe your responsibilities working with participating builders?
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15. Our understanding is that a new builder is assigned an account manager after ICF receives
the application/agreement form. How long after the application/agreement form is submitted
and the award letter issued do you contact new builders assigned to you?
16. How do you typically contact builders new to the Program? (Probe–by phone, an on-site
visit, email?)
17. About how much of your time is spent working with participating builders?
18. About how many times do you have contact with a builder from the time a project is enrolled
until it is completed?
19. How often, or under what circumstances, do you visit builders on site?
Program Changes:
20. Are you responsible for explaining changes in Program requirements to your builders– for
example, the requirement that all homes in electric Sponsor territories must now have CFLs
installed in at least 50% of all hard wired screw based fixtures, the revised multi-family
building eligibility requirements, and that all structures with five more attached units will
now receive multi-family incentives?
20.1. If yes, when did you start telling builders about these changes?
20.2. If not, how were these changes communicated to builders?
21. Are you responsible for explaining that EPA will be making changes to Program
requirements and that these changes will likely be implemented in 2011?
21.1. If yes, have you already started telling builders about these changes?
21.2. If not, when do you plan on starting to talk to builders about potential changes for
homes completed in 2011?
Builder Training Opportunities:
22. Are you responsible for letting your builders know when builder training is being offered?
22.1. If yes, how do you get this information to your builders?
22.1.1. How interested would you say builders are in attending training?
22.1.2. About what percentage of your builders have attended a builder training session?
22.2. If not, how do builders learn about training being offered?
22.3. Are there elements of the Program or building performance that you think more
builders would find training on valuable?
22.4. Are there any training elements that you think should be developed for non-participant
builders?
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Marketing Support:
23. Are you responsible for informing your builders about marketing support available through
the Program?
23.1. If yes, how do you get this information to your builders?
23.1.1. How interested would you say builders are in marketing support?
23.1.2. About what percentage of your builders have taken advantage of the marketing
support available through the Program?
23.2. If not, how do builders learn about available marketing support?

Working with Subcontractors:
24. How do you go about establishing relationships with HVAC and insulation subcontractors
and making sure that their work meets Program standards?
25. How often do your builders or their HERS raters ask you to recommend subcontractors who
are familiar with Program standards and able to meet them?
26. Are builders satisfied with the work performed by subcontractors you recommend?
27. Are you responsible for informing subcontractors about training offered through the
Program?
27.1. If yes, how do you get this information to subcontractors?
27.1.1. How interested would you say subcontractors are in training?
27.1.2. About what percentage of subcontractors would you say have taken advantage of
training available through the Program?
27.2. If not, how do subcontractors learn about training being offered by the Program?

Working with HERS Raters:
28. Can you briefly describe your responsibilities working with the HERS raters working with
your builders?
29. Are you responsible for checking the accuracy of the REM files and Data Collection Form
(DCF) Excel spreadsheets submitted by HERS raters for your accounts?
29.1. If yes, about how much time does it take to review a REM file and DCF spreadsheet?
29.2. How often do you find errors or have questions about the accuracy of the submitted
information?
29.2.1. What do you do when you have questions or find errors?
29.3. If not, who is responsible for reviewing the information provided by HERS raters?

Quality Assurance Inspections:
30. Could you briefly describe your responsibilities related to coordinating or following up on
Program quality assurance inspections?
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31. Do you know how often a quality insurance inspection results in a HERS Index that is
different from the HERS Index originally submitted by the builder’s HERS rater?
31.1. Are you aware of any instances where the Quality Assurance inspection resulted in a
different HERS Index that would move the home to a higher or lower incentive level?
31.1.1. If so, what do you do when this happens?

Reporting Questionable Activity:
Read:
The account manager job description includes reporting activities by
contractors/consultants that are out of compliance with program or industry standards, of
questionable ethics, or which in any way diminish the effectiveness and/or the integrity of the
program or of the client, and making recommendations for appropriate corrective actions,
such as assistance, education, or sanctions (probation, suspension, expulsion).
32. Have you encountered any situations that resulted in your reporting such activities?
32.1. If yes, how often have you encountered situations that required corrective action?
32.2. What corrective actions did you recommend?
32.3. Where these situations addressed to your satisfaction?

Builder Recognition:
33. Have you recommended any of your builders who have been particularly successful in their
Program activity in terms of quality and/or volume of work, customer satisfaction, etc. for
special recognition?
34. If so, what activities were your recommendations based on?
34.1. What special recognition did these builders receive?
34.2. How much do you think builders appreciate this special recognition?

Closing:
That's all the questions I have. Is there anything else you would like to add—any suggestions for
how the Program could be improved or how to make participation more user friendly or
smoother that you have not already mentioned?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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Appendix F: Final Builders who have Not Enrolled a Home
Interview Guide
Final Builders who have Not Enrolled a Home Interview Guide
2009 Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
Process Evaluation: Streamlining Participation Process

Builder Background Questions:
Read: First I have a few basic questions about your experience as a builder and your
experience with the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program (the Program):
1. How many years have you been building homes?
2. About how many homes have you built in total?
3. What type of housing do you currently build? (custom/spec, single-family
attached/detached, multifamily market rate/affordable/low income etc.)
3.1. If builder builds spec homes ask: What are the three most important things that you
need to include in your spec homes to get them to sell?
3.2. If builder builds custom homes ask: What are the three features that buyers most often
ask for when hiring you to build their homes? (Probe for importance of deeper
energy-saving measures.)
4. How does your building rate in 2009 compare to 2008?

Experience with ENERGY STAR Homes:
Ask the following questions of builders who considered building ENERGY STAR homes, but
decided not to enroll a home/project and have never built an ENERGY STAR home.
5. How did you learn about the MA New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program?
6. Why did you decide to get more information about the Program and consider building an
ENERGY STAR home?
7. When, what year, did you decide to get more information about building ENERGY STAR
homes?
8. Did you call the Program administrator (ICF) to get more information about the Program?
8.1. If yes, what did they tell you?
8.2. Did they suggest you talk to a HERS rater and tell you where to find a list of HERS
raters working with the Program?
9. Did you talk with a HERS rater about the Program? (If yes, find out if the HERS rater
contacted them (tried to recruit them) or if they contacted a HERS rater from the list
provided by the Program.)
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9.1. If yes, was the HERS rater able to answer any questions you had about what is
involved in building an ENERGY STAR home?
9.2. Did the HERS rater suggest you send your home plans to be reviewed so they could
tell you what changes you would likely have to make to have your home meet the
requirements for being ENERGY STAR certified?
9.2.1. If yes, did you send your plans in to be reviewed?
9.2.1.1.
If yes, what changes did the HERS rater tell you that you would have to
make to your plans to have your home qualify for ENERGY STAR
certification?
9.2.1.2.
Did the HERS rater ask you to pay for having your plan(s) reviewed?
9.2.2. If no, why did you decide not to send in your plans?
10. Why did you decide not to pursue enrolling your home or project in the Program?
11. Would you consider enrolling a home in the Program in the future?
11.1. If yes, why?
11.1.1. Would you like to have a HERS rater contact you to talk about enrolling a home?
11.2. If no, why not?

Builder Awareness of Program Offerings:
Read: There are many sources of information about the Program, what is required to
participate in the Program and have a home qualify for the ENERGY STAR label, and the
support available to help you build and market your ENERGY STAR home. We would like to
know if you are aware of various Program offerings and, if so, how you learned about them
and if you think you have all the information you need or would like more information.
12. Are you aware of the different incentive levels available and the HERS indices required to
meet different incentive levels?
12.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
12.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
13. Are you aware of the incentives available for homes outside electric Sponsor territory?
13.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
13.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
14. How did you learn about the technical requirements for ENERGY STAR certification?
14.1. Do you have enough information or would you like more information?
15. Are you aware of the new 2009 CFL lighting requirement that CFLs must be installed in at
least 50% of all hard wired screw based fixtures?
15.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
15.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
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16. Are you aware of the training opportunities available through the Program for builders?
16.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
16.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
16.3. If aware, have you attended any trainings provided by the Program?
16.3.1. If yes, what training have you attended?
16.3.2. Using a scale of one to ten, where one is the lowest and ten is the highest rating,
how would you rate your overall satisfaction with the training you attended? (If
response is a rating below 5 ask why they give that relatively low rating.)
16.3.3. If no, why haven’t you attended training?
17. Are you aware of the training opportunities available through the Program for HVAC and
insulation subcontractors?
17.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
17.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
17.3. If aware, as far as you know, have any of your subcontractors attended any training
provided by the Program?
17.3.1. If yes, what training have they attended?
17.3.2. Using a scale of one to ten, where one is the lowest and ten is the highest rating,
how do you think they would rate their overall satisfaction with the training they
attended? (If response is a rating below 5 ask why they give that relatively low
rating.)
18. Are you aware of the marketing support available from the Program?
18.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
18.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
19. Are you aware of the benefits of becoming an EPA ENERGY STAR partner, for example
being able to use the ENERGY STAR logo and being listed on the EPA website?
19.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
19.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
19.3. Are you an ENERGY STAR partner?
19.3.1. If yes, which elements of the partnership are important to you?
20. Are you aware of the marketing materials available from the EPA website?
20.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
20.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
21. Are you aware of what HERS rater technical assistance and support is provided by Program
and what additional support is available on a fee for service basis from your HERS rater?
21.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
21.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?
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22. Are you aware that EPA is considering introducing changes to the requirements for
certification of housing units in 2011?
22.1. If aware, how did you learn about this?
22.2. If aware, do you have enough information or would you like more information?

Closing:
That's all the questions I have. Is there anything else you would like to add—any suggestions for
how the Program could be improved or how to make participation more user friendly or
smoother that you have not already mentioned?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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Executive Summary
The focus of this report is on lessons learned from the Zero Energy Challenge (Challenge) and
how, going forward, to convince builders to build near zero energy homes and buyers to look for
or ask their builder to build them a near zero energy home. In-depth interviews were conducted
with the Challenge Sponsors, builders and Home Energy Rating System (HERS) raters; owners
of the Challenge homes; ICF staff involved in the Challenge; other energy consultants—some
working with utility efforts to promote zero energy building in other states; and Connecticut
Light and Power staff involved with the Connecticut Zero Energy Challenge. (All interview
guides are attached as appendices.)
Sponsor, builder, HERS rater and home owner experiences are summarized below, followed by
summaries of interviewee views on Challenge promotion and marketing, builder interest in near
zero energy homes, lessons learned, the near zero energy building industry in Massachusetts and
how to convince builders to build and buyers to look for or ask their builder to build them a near
zero energy home. Information on what other programs in other states are doing to promote near
zero energy home building is provided in Section 15: What Other Programs Are Doing.
Conclusions and recommendations are listed at the end of the Executive Summary.

Background
The Challenge was designed to meet a 2008 residential new construction metric that called for
implementing a near zero energy home pilot program. The metric called for recruiting at least
three builders to build homes that included renewable energy, innovative technologies and
products, “best practice” HVAC installations and achieved HERS indices of 35 or better. To
meet the exemplary level of the metric, one participating home had to be considered affordable
using Housing and Urban Development (HUD) income guidelines (80% of area median income).
The Challenge was promoted to interested builders. Eight builders applied, six projects were
selected by the Challenge Sponsors (National Grid, NSTAR Electric, Western Massachusetts
Electric and Unitil) based on established size and replicability criteria as well as ICF
recommendations based on interviews with the applicants. Five builders completed Challenge
homes.
The Challenge was designed as a competition with the winners determined based on HERS
indices. The first-place finisher received $25,000, the second place finisher $15,000 and the third
place finisher $10,000. The total cost of the Challenge to the sponsoring utilities was $123,368.1
Costs covered the $50,000 in awards; pilot design; builder recruitment; technical support for
participating builders; quality assurance inspections to verify final HERS indices; promotion,
including developing the Challenge website (zechallenge.com) and an awards ceremony at the
state house; and reporting.
1

This does not include any builder costs.
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The five Challenge homes far exceeded the metric HERS 35 or lower requirement. Two of the
five homes achieved negative HERS indices (HERS –8 and HERS -4); the other three homes
achieved HERS indices of 7, 15 and 27. 2 In addition, three of the five Challenge homes are
affordable homes. 3

Sponsors
Two of the three Sponsors involved in the Challenge before the winners were chosen say the
Challenge met their expectations. One Sponsor says the Challenge did not meet his expectations
because it fell short on sharing information with other builders.

Owners
Owners of both custom Challenge homes say they knew about near zero energy homes before
planning their homes, that building a near zero energy home was a high priority and that their
homes have produced more energy than they have used. When asked how much of the extra cost
incurred in building their near zero energy homes they think they would be able to recoup if they
decided to sell their home in the next few years, one owner says she would not use a Realtor and
thinks she would more than recoup any extra costs. The owner/builder says he would use a
Realtor, but adds, “I don't think I could get a Realtor to understand. It would have to sell itself or
the Realtor would say something somewhat accurate and the buyer would figure it out.”
All three owners of the affordable Challenge homes had limited prior knowledge of near zero
energy homes and initially had concerns about living in and maintaining a home with
photovoltaic (PV) panels and other very energy-efficient technologies. In particular, they were
concerned about the PV panels breaking. They say that none of their concerns have been
realized. Perhaps the best endorsement is one of these owners ending her interview by saying, “I
love my home.”

Builders
Challenge builders say it is not more difficult to build a near zero energy home. One builder
says, “The funny part is that builders think it is such a big issue until they do one, and then they
say it wasn't that bad.” Only one builder reports putting together an integrated design team to
help him build a competitive home for the Challenge. No builders say they encountered
problems during construction related to their homes being near zero energy homes. Two builders
say it takes a little longer to build a near zero energy home; another says the Challenge home he
built was the “easiest and quickest” home he has ever built. Three of the Challenge builders say
the cost of building their near zero energy homes matched their expectations, one says it was a
little higher than he had hoped and one said he did not know.
2

3

HERS Index REM/Rate ver. 12.6.
Affordable housing serving families and individuals with annual incomes at or below 80% of area median income.
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If they had it to do again, two builders whose Challenge homes were one or one and a half story
say they would build two-story homes. Another builder, who used a natural gas system for back
up heating, would like to go to a fossil-fuel-free home. The owner/builder, who installed an air
source heat pump (ASHP), would change to a solar thermal heating system. The final builder
says he would not change anything.
All four builders who build homes for clients say there are no, or only minor, differences
between the homes they built for the Challenge and the other homes they are now building.
Three builders named practices and/or equipment they used or learned about while building their
Challenge home that they are now incorporating as standard features. One builder is using
double walls, higher amounts of PV capacity, mini-split ASHP and Paradigm triple pane
windows. The second builder is using mini-split ASHPs and the Lifebreath heat recovery
ventilator (HRV) system. The third builder is using high-efficiency boilers and spray foam
insulation.

HERS Raters
HERS raters report providing from 10 to 30 hours of technical support, including plans analysis
and inspections, for Challenge homes. Compared to working with a more traditional ENERGY
STAR home, individual raters identified the following differences:
•
•
•

Wall input data needed to be entered in detail in REM/Rate input fields rather than using
the standard library.
“I took pictures. We used infrared imaging at the mid-point and final inspections. We
guided the insulation contractors doing air sealing. There is better documentation.”
Needed to research an unfamiliar product—Durisol insulated concrete forms (ICF)

Challenge Promotion and Marketing
Sponsors were asked if they thought the marketing and promotion of the Challenge was effective
and builders were asked how valuable the marketing and promotion they received as a
participant in the Challenge was to them and their business.
One Sponsor thinks the early promotion of the Challenge was not effective because there were
only eight applicants—he would do more advertising to attract applicants. One affordable
housing builder does not know that the marketing and promotion of the Challenge helped her
business much; another says it has not helped him because the market is quiet now, but time will
tell; the third says he will know more about how effective it was in several years, as potential
homes in the pipeline come to fruition and other new homes come in. The custom-home builder
thinks publicity from the utilities was lacking. The owner/builder says that being a participant in
the Challenge was more valuable to him than the marketing and promotion.
It is important to remember that the Challenge had a limited budget for marketing. Marketing
included PR events at three of the Challenge homes, the Challenge website (zechallenge.com)
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and the awards luncheon. ICF reports that the Challenge website and the awards luncheon with
the Massachusetts Secretary of Energy have been recognized nationally and picked up on over
30 PR websites. There have been more than 15,000 visits to the website; from June 2009 on, the
number of visits per month has consistently exceeded 1,000.

Builder Interest in Near Zero Energy Homes
Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked if they thought the Challenge increased builder
interest in near zero energy homes. Two Sponsors say they think interest has increased. Only one
builder says other Massachusetts builders have contacted him about building near zero energy
homes; three ENERGY STAR builders have contacted him, but he does not know if any of them
have decided to build a near zero energy home. Two HERS raters think interest in near zero
energy homes has increased because of the Challenge, but say builders are not installing PV
panels or deciding to build a near zero energy home because of the Challenge.
HERS rater estimates of the percentage of builders they work with who have shown interest in
building or learning more about near zero energy homes range from two percent or less to ten
percent. HERS raters say few spec-home builders have shown interest. Only two HERS raters
say builders have asked them how to build a zero energy home. They say these builders want to
know if it is possible, what materials to use and the easiest path to achieving zero energy. One of
these HERS raters says builders’ biggest concern is the cost of building a near zero energy home
and the ability to pass on the added cost to the buyer. Another HERS rater says builders are not
interested in moving all the way to building near zero energy homes, but are interested in
learning how to build a more energy-efficient home or move to a higher incentive level.

Lessons Learned
All categories of interviewees cited lessons learned about using the HERS rating system for near
zero energy homes. Sponsors and builders cited lessons learned about the importance of
improving the building shell. Examples showing the range of lessons learned cited are:
•
•
•

•
•
•

“A modest sized near zero energy home can be done affordably.” (Sponsor)
“Originally I thought that raters would be helping the builder–educating them on how to
build a zero energy home–and it ended up that the builders taught the raters.” (Sponsor)
“Educating builders is one thing—educating raters to sell it [building near zero energy
homes] is a whole other art. We need documents for raters to use to help convince
builders to do more and have an opportunity from what we learned in the Challenge to
create these documents.” (Sponsor)
“Technology is secondary to building shell improvements.” (Sponsor)
“I am moving closer to the passive house concept—it makes sense.” (Builder)
“I learned that I can build a nice energy-efficient home and it is not that hard to do. It is
a little more time and money, but well spent.” (Builder)
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“I learned I need to be reading the HERS reports and challenging the HERS rater. With
stretch code coming it is going to make a difference and the builder needs to be able to
read and challenge results if they are not correct.” (Builder)
“Working with the on-site supervisor on the ground is really important; in order to get
true performance in the home the site supervisor and subs need to be on board.” (HERS
rater)
“It is great to build zero energy homes, but they need to be cost effective; you need to
consider the cost per square foot to be able to sell the home or turn it into a production
model.” (HERS rater)
“There are more cost effective ways to get to zero than using large roofs covered with
PV panels.” (HERS rater)

Near Zero Energy Building Industry
Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked to describe the state of the near zero energy
building industry in Massachusetts prior to the Challenge, now, and how they expect it to change
over the next five years. Most interviewees (79%: 11 of 14) say they think that the near zero
energy building industry has advanced at least somewhat from what it was before the Challenge.
They describe the current industry as fledgling, pioneering, in its infancy, nascent, happening;
one Sponsor believes it is relatively strong compared to other parts of the country. In five years,
four interviewees say they think that a small percentage of new homes will be near zero energy;
three say they think the industry will have grown, but do not say by how much; four say the state
of the industry will depend on fuel prices, the economy, the housing market, Program incentives,
state and federal tax incentives/credits and rebates/credits for renewable technologies; and three
expect it will take five or more years for near zero energy homes to become more mainstream.

Going Forward
Interviewees agree dealing with cost issues will be one of the biggest non-technical challenges
facing builders of near zero energy homes: higher construction costs, convincing buyers to spend
more money on the building shell, gathering cost information on new products and materials,
keeping cost per square foot competitive, ability to recover costs. Two other challenges
identified by multiple interviewees are the need to do some things differently when building a
near zero energy home and the need to create customer demand for near zero energy homes.
The most common suggestion for how to convince builders to build Near Zero Energy Homes is
to show builders it can be done. Other suggestions include increasing financial incentives,
providing training and education, facilitating the renewable rebate application process for
builders installing PV for the first time, increasing buyer awareness and documenting energy
savings. One builder suggests offering training that follows a building in process from beginning
to end because, “Fear or ignorance, as with most things, can be a barrier—you need to see it to
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believe it.” The implementation contractor agrees that the more hands-on training the Program
can provide to show builders how to build near zero energy homes the better.
The most frequently suggested marketing message to encourage builders to build near zero
energy homes and buyers to look for or ask a builder to build them one is the low operating cost
of a near zero energy home. Other marketing message suggestions address marketability;
comfort; indoor air quality (IAQ); durability; environmental benefits; educational information on
technologies, techniques and equipment; financial feasibility; appearance (aesthetically
pleasing); low maintenance; insurance against high fuel prices. Four interviewees proposed
specific marketing messages:
•

•
•
•

“It is doable.” (homeowner)
“Don't miss the boat.” (builder)
“It’s win/win and not a lot of effort.” (builder)
Saving money makes people happy. (homeowner)

Conclusions
The following conclusions address the overall status of near zero energy building in
Massachusetts:
•

•

•
•

Challenge builders achieved very low HERS indices. Two homes earned negative HERS
indices–one custom and one affordable home. More important, Challenge builders have
adopted what they learned building their Challenge homes as standard practice, showing
they believe building near zero energy homes is a viable option in today’s housing
market.
Builders not already building near zero energy homes are showing interest in learning
about or building a near zero energy home, but so far the Challenge has not convinced
them to decide to build a near zero energy home..
Creating homebuyer demand is key to getting more builders to build near zero energy
homes; builders want to know they can recover any additional costs.
It will be at least five years before near zero energy homes will represent more than a
small percentage of the new housing market.

Recommendations
Based on study findings, the NMR team makes the following recommendations. These
recommendations focus on expanding builder awareness of the feasibility of building a
marketable near zero energy home and homebuyer demand for near zero energy homes.
Provide Access to Near Zero Energy Homes: Consider offering an incentive to builders
willing to have their near zero energy home be an unoccupied model home for several months,
similar to what the New York ENERGY STAR Homes Program offers. Ideally, have multiple
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model homes to provide easy access to builders and homebuyers across the state. Builders
thinking about building a near zero energy home need to see and believe that they are doable and
marketable. Model homes should include exhibits on the building techniques, materials and
technologies used in the home and their cost. Proof of low operating cost could be provided by
including a real-time energy monitoring system and documented annual energy use information
for several occupied near zero energy homes.
Training/Education: Consider training that follows the process of building a near zero energy
home from beginning to end. This could include on-site training at key stages in construction; a
website tracking what was done each week or two, as appropriate, and/or videos of key steps in
construction. Both builders and HERS raters need more information on what is involved in
building near zero energy homes including the materials, products and technologies used and
their costs.
Support for Builders and HERS Raters: Consider developing documents that show the cost of
materials, products and technologies commonly used in building near zero energy homes and the
costs of using different framing techniques, etc. Builders and HERS raters want and need this
information. Having the Program develop this documentation would ensure consistency in what
builders are told. Also, consider facilitating the renewable rebate process for builders installing
renewables for the first time.
Marketing Message to Homebuyers: In addition to touting low utility bills, stress that near
zero energy homes are low maintenance and that the PV panels are durable and have a long life.
The owners of affordable Challenge homes were concerned about maintenance and needing to
replace PV panels, but say none of their concerns have been realized; it is likely that most
homebuyers who are not very knowledgeable about near zero energy homes will have these same
concerns.
Should the Program decide to offer another Challenge pilot:
•

•

Consider having two categories of Challenge participants and awards. One category
would be builders who have already built a near zero energy home and are interested in
seeing how far they can go by incorporating new technologies and building
techniques/practices etc. The other category would be builders building their first near
zero energy home; these builders will likely be more interested in participating if they
know they will be competing with other builders working on their first near zero energy
home.
Determining Challenge Winners: Consider expanding the criteria for determining
Challenge winners beyond the HERS index, which at very low levels can be somewhat
inaccurate and misleading, to consider construction cost per square foot, cost per unit of
achieved energy savings, total energy consumption per square foot or other factors
affecting the marketability of near zero energy homes in the new-housing market.
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1 Introduction
The focus of this report is on lessons learned from the Zero Energy Challenge (Challenge) and
how, going forward, to convince builders to build near zero energy homes and buyers to look for
or ask their builder to build them a near zero energy home. This report supplements ICF’s 2008
year-end update report on the Challenge 4 and Zero Energy Challenge Summary Notes document.
The Challenge was designed to meet a 2008 residential new construction metric that called for
implementing a near zero energy home pilot program. The metric’s threshold, design and
exemplary levels were:
•

•

•

Threshold: Develop and provide a pilot design for Zero Net Energy Homes. Include
renewable energy, innovative technologies and products, and ‘best practice’ HVAC
installations. Provide incentives, comprehensive technical assistance, and other
appropriate support to encourage builders to participate. The maximum modeled energy
performance rating of homes will be HERS index 35 or better.
Design: Recruit at least three builders to participate in the pilot with at least one of their
homes. Builders will sign an MOU indicating their intention to participate and agreeing
that all participating homes are scheduled to be substantially completed by December
31, 2009.
Exemplary: One of the participating pilot homes is considered “affordable”, using the
HUD income guidelines (80% of area median income). Provide a pilot status update
memo documenting 2008 pilot accomplishments.

Five builders participated in the Challenge and the homes they built far exceeded the metric
HERS 35 or lower requirement. Two of the five homes achieved negative HERS indices
(HERS –8 and HERS -4); the other three homes achieved HERS indices of 7, 15 and 27. 5 In
addition, three of the five homes are affordable homes. 6
Study findings presented in this report are based on interviews conducted with:
•
•
•
•
•

Challenge Sponsors (National Grid, NSTAR, Unitil and Western Massachusetts Electric
Company)
The Program Sponsor representing Cape Light Compact (not a Sponsor of the
Challenge) who followed the Challenge and reviewed various Challenge documents
ICF staff involved in designing the Challenge, marketing the Challenge, and verifying
the HERS ratings of the Challenge homes
The five builders who participated in the Challenge
An insulation contractor who worked on a Challenge home

4

ICF International. Near Zero Energy Homes Metric 2008 Year End Update, submitted to NSTAR Electric,
National Grid, Unitil and Western Massachusetts Electric Company, January 2009.
5
HERS Index REM Rate ver. 12.6.
6
Affordable housing serving families and individuals with annual incomes at or below 80% of area median income.
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An HVAC contractor who worked on a Challenge home
The four HERS raters who worked with the builders of the Challenge homes and
certified the homes
The five owners of the Challenge homes
Three energy consultants working with near zero energy homes, passive homes, or other
very energy efficient homes in New England
Two Connecticut Light and Power staff involved with the Connecticut Zero Energy
Challenge

In addition, some of the information on what other ENERGY STAR Homes Programs are doing
is from those programs’ websites.
Sponsor, builder, HERS rater, subcontractor and homeowner interviews were conducted from
January 25, 2010 to February 12, 2010. Interview guides are attached as appendices.
Interviewees are given as much time as they want to explain their responses to specific questions
and to provide examples to support their response. Interviews with Sponsors and occupants
averaged approximately 30 minutes and interviews with builders and HERS raters averaged
approximately one hour. At the end of each interview, respondents were asked if there was
anything they wanted to add about their involvement with the Challenge or about their near zero
energy home, as appropriate; their closing comments are in Appendix A: Final Comments.
Although not key to understanding overall study findings, the NMR team believes it is
appropriate to make some of the more detailed interviewee comments available to project
Sponsors; selected comments are provided in Appendix B: Selected Interviewee Comments.
Interview questions addressed the following broad topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sponsors’ role in the Challenge and their expectations
Builder experiences building a Challenge home
Technical support provided by HERS raters
Owners of Challenge homes concerns about and experience living in a near zero energy
home
Impact of Challenge marketing and promotion
Builder interest in near zero energy homes
Lessons learned
State of the near zero energy building industry in Massachusetts
Non-technical challenges facing builders of near zero energy homes
How to convince more builders to build near zero energy homes and increase buyer
demand for near zero energy homes
What the Program can do to encourage more builders to build near zero energy homes
and more homebuyers to look for near zero energy homes
Marketing messages to encourage more builders to build near zero energy homes and
more homebuyers to look for near zero energy homes
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2 Sponsors
All five electric Program Sponsors were interviewed: the four Challenge Sponsors (National
Grid, NSTAR, Unitil and Western Massachusetts Electric Company) and the Cape Light
Compact Program Sponsor, who followed the Challenge and reviewed various Challenge
documents.
Only two interviewed Challenge Sponsors were involved in planning the Challenge. One says he
participated in Joint Management Committee (JMC) discussions about how the promotion would
be done. The other says he provided ideas and direction for defining the ultimate objective of the
Challenge. One of the two Challenge Sponsors not involved in planning the Challenge did not
get involved until projects were being selected and the other did not get involved until after the
winners were selected.
Three interviewed Challenge Sponsors report being involved in the process of selecting
Challenge projects. One says he, along with other JMC members, reviewed potential projects
based on established size and replicability criteria. This Sponsor also says that the Sponsors
involved in selecting Challenge projects relied pretty heavily on ICF recommendations from
interviews with builders. One Sponsor says he reviewed proposals and another says he recruited
a builder for the Challenge.
Four Sponsors say they had contact with Challenge participants. One Sponsor says, based on the
Challenge format, his contact with participants was minimal aside from getting updates. He says,
“We didn't want to provide any favoritism to any home or builder. We wanted to keep the
contest as fair as possible.” One Sponsor occasionally stopped by the construction sites in his
company’s service area, but had no contact with Challenge participants during construction—
only prior to and post construction. One Sponsor, who recruited a builder for the Challenge, says
he met with the builder a couple times and discussed different building techniques being
considered. One Sponsor reports having contact with Challenge participants, but that these
interactions were only as part of green building and affordable housing forums.
No Sponsors say they played a role in selecting winners of the Challenge—winners were
determined based solely on HERS ratings.

2.1 Challenge Expectations and Results
Four Sponsors described their expectations for the Challenge. One Sponsor had hoped to have
two Challenge homes in his company’s service territory, but one was forced to drop out because
of a lack of financing. This Sponsor’s focus was on making sure all the participants were treated
equally throughout all of the service territories. Another Sponsor expected the Challenge homes
to be low-energy homes that pushed the envelope. The other two Sponsors described their
expectations for the Challenge as follows:
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“To learn something. Learn whether it was possible and at what cost. Learn about
specific building techniques that would help lower the HERS index. I was looking for
recommendations that could be given to other builders about the costs and HERS score
impacts of different techniques.”
“First, to be able to get a sense of the state of the art or best practices in how to put
together or test the concept of zero energy building in New England—to help inform the
viability of the concept.”

Four Program Sponsors commented on whether or not the results of the Challenge met their
expectations; three say the Challenge met their expectations. One of the Sponsors who says the
Challenge met his expectations says great values and lessons were learned, which the JMC was
able to use in developing Tier 3 incentives. One Sponsor says the Challenge did not meet his
expectations because:
“We fell short with what we did on informing and sharing information with other
builders. We don't always have the information we want/need, we don't always
collect the information we need, and when we have it we don't always share it
optimally.”
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3 Builders
The five Challenge builders include two builders of affordable housing projects, one builder of
affordable and market-rate spec-built homes and custom homes, one custom-home builder and
one owner/builder.

3.1 Putting a Team Together
Builders were asked how they went about putting together a team to provide the support they
needed to successfully build a competitive near zero energy home for the Challenge. Only one
builder reports putting together a team to specifically help him build a competitive home for the
Challenge. He describes it as an iterative process and says, “I wanted to bring in people who are
detailed and passionate.” He started with his architect and his HERS rater, who did several plan
iterations, and then brought in two additional energy professionals—one did the next stage of
brainstorming and iterative runs of options and the other focused on air sealing.
Two of the five builders participating in the Challenge say they already had teams in place from
previous projects; both of these builders had experience building very energy-efficient affordable
housing. One builder says he knew the owners of the Challenge home and they worked together
as a team on how to approach the entire project; they picked the brains of people they knew, but
did not have formal arrangements with anyone else. One of the builders is the owner/builder who
also designed his home. This builder says he was well into construction by the time he learned
about the Challenge and began working with his HERS rater. All five builders say the people on
their teams worked well together.
When asked how they went about choosing subcontractors to work on their Challenge homes, no
builders say that they looked for new subcontractors to work with who had experience working
on near zero energy or other very energy-efficient homes. Three builders say that in most cases
they used subcontractors they had worked with before; one of these builders hired a new
insulation contractor because it was the first time he was using spray foam insulation and one
interviewed and hired a new plumber. Another builder put subcontractor work out to bid. The
owner/builder did almost all the work himself—the only subcontractors he hired were a plumber,
a plasterer, a painter and someone to prepare the site.

3.2 Design and Construction
Builders were asked how different the design and construction process for their Challenge homes
was compared to a typical code-built home or the ENERGY STAR® homes they build. One
builder says there was no difference because she is now building only near zero energy homes
and had built one prior to starting the near zero energy development that the Challenge home is
in. Another builder, a custom-home builder, says the Challenge home was not that different from
what he normally builds.
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Two builders identified changes they made for their Challenge homes. One of these builders says
he took a standard home he was going to build and modified it to meet the HERS rating required
for the Challenge; he made the walls thicker, insulated more, installed an HRV system and
installed additional PV capacity. The other builder says the windows are higher efficiency (argon
filled); on the exterior there is one inch of rigid insulation board; closed cell spray foam
insulation is used in walls, the roof and in the basement; and there is one inch of rigid insulation
under the basement. The owner/builder does not build for others, but says he does not think that
it would be that far a reach for most builders; they would have to increase insulation and install
PV capacity.
No builders say they encountered problems during construction related to their homes being near
zero energy homes. However, two builders mention making changes in mechanical equipment;
one changed from an annual fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE) 80 boiler to a 96 AFUE boiler
and one changed from the heating system he normally installs to a mini-split ASHP.
3.2.1 Does it Take Longer to Build a Near Zero Energy Home?
When asked if it takes longer to build a near zero energy home, two builders say it takes a little
longer. Only one of these builders estimated how much longer it took; this builder estimated it
may have taken ten days more, which he considers minor because he was working on other units
at the same time.
Another builder says it took him a little longer to build his Challenge home, but only because he
had to stop for filming a Discovery Channel segment.
The custom-home builder says the Challenge home was the “easiest and quickest” home he has
ever built:
“It was built in four-foot modules. It is a small one story and we used prefab
trusses for the roof. The assembly was very fast and easy. Also, the house has
only four corners, which makes air sealing easier.”
The owner/builder does not believe it would take longer to build a custom near zero energy
home, but that building production near zero energy homes could take longer because framing
and insulation might take more time, and the PV contractor’s time would have to be worked into
the schedule.
3.2.2 Differences in Near Zero Energy Homes
All four builders who build homes for clients say there are no, or only minor, differences
between the homes they built for the Challenge and the other homes that they are now building.
They also say it is not more difficult to build a near zero energy home. One builder says, “The
funny part is that builders think it is such a big issue until they do one, and then they say it wasn't
that bad.”
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3.2.3 Meeting Budgets
Three of the Challenge builders say the cost of building their near zero energy homes matched
their expectations. One of these builders, a builder of affordable housing, says financing for a
near zero energy home is affected because it takes longer to build than a typical home. The
custom-home builder says the cost was a little higher than he had hoped, but that he could now
duplicate the home for less. One of the builders of an affordable Challenge home said he did not
know how the final cost compared to what was expected, but his client would know.

3.3 What Builders Would Change if They Did it Again
Builders were asked, “What would you do differently if you had it to do again?” Two builders,
whose Challenge homes were one story or one and a half stories, say they would build two-story
homes. One of these builders says he likes two-story homes because, compared to a one-story
home with comparable living area, “the foundation is smaller, you use a lot less concrete and
there is less excavation.” Another builder, who used a natural gas system for back up heating,
would like to go to a fossil fuel free home. The owner/builder, who installed an ASHP, would
change to a solar thermal heating system. The final builder says he would not change anything.

3.4 Plans Going Forward
Builders were asked about their future plans with respect to building near zero energy homes,
passive homes or other very energy-efficient green homes. One builder of affordable housing
says funding has dried up for affordable housing so she may not be doing any building, but that
in a perfect world she would like to use ASHPs and more PV. Another builder of affordable
housing says he will be building three duplexes starting in the spring and that they will be built
the same as the Challenge home. The custom-home builder is building another home now that
almost meets passive house standards.
The builder of both affordable housing and market rate homes says he has finished five near zero
energy homes since building his Challenge home. He is bidding on a 91-near zero energy home
development and has a 46-home development, to be built on land he owns, in the pipeline. In
addition, he has two near zero energy custom homes under contract and nine under design and
development contracts.
Builders were also asked if there were practices or equipment they used or learned about while
building their Challenge home that they plan to incorporate as a standard feature in the homes
they build going forward. Three builders named practices and/or equipment they are
incorporating as standard features. One builder will use double walls, higher amounts of PV
capacity, mini-split ASHPs and Paradigm triple pane windows. The second builder will
incorporate mini-split ASHPs and the Lifebreath HRV system. The third builder will incorporate
high-efficiency boilers and use spray foam insulation.
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4 Subcontractors
Interviewed builders were asked if they would be willing to provide the names of some of the
subcontractors they worked with and their level of experience working on very energy-efficient
homes so they could be interviewed as part of this study. Builders provided the names and
contact information for three insulation subcontractors and one HVAC subcontractor, but noted
that some of these subcontractors are very busy and might not have time to be interviewed.
After multiple calls, interviews were completed with two subcontractors—one insulation and one
HVAC subcontractor. Both subcontractors worked on one of the affordable Challenge homes.

4.1 Insulation Subcontractor
The insulation contractor interviewed used spray foam insulation in a Challenge home. He
markets his business as being able to meet the needs of builders interested in building very
energy-efficient homes. He says he only works on very energy-efficient homes and has worked
on hundreds of ENERGY STAR homes in Massachusetts, Maine and New Hampshire. He adds
that builders who contact him for spray foam insulation are usually already at least considering
participating in an ENERGY STAR Homes Program. He also says that he works almost entirely
on custom homes; the Challenge home is the only affordable housing he has worked on.
He says that working on near zero energy homes is not very different from working on other
homes, except that it takes a little bit longer to do the extra air sealing (caulking) required.
When asked what he thinks would be the best way to convince more home builders to build near
zero energy homes he said:
“Put them in one. They don't know the benefits until they walk into a home and
it’s 90 degrees outside, it’s cool inside, and the air conditioner isn't on. The cost to
run the building is minimal.”
When asked if he thinks the Program should provide more training to subcontractors on the
techniques, practices, equipment and materials used in building very energy-efficient homes he
said:
“I've been doing it for a while, but there are a handful of people who decide to
buy a rig and decide to spray. I’m not sending someone out there who doesn't
know what they are doing. If someone is new to the business they may need
training; they won’t know that caulking seams can make such a big difference.
They also need to know what HERS raters are going to expect.”

4.2 HVAC Subcontractor
The HVAC contractor who was interviewed does not market his business as being able to meet
the needs of builders interested in building very energy-efficient homes. He says he worked on
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one green home in North Hampton and is not aware of working on other ENERGY STAR
homes.
When asked what he learned from working on the Challenge home, he says he learned how tight
near zero energy homes are and that it does not take much to heat them. He says it was not more
difficult working on a near zero energy home. However, he used 95% to 97% efficient Munchkin
boilers for the first time and it took a little extra time figuring out the boiler. He now
recommends high-efficiency Munchkin boilers to builders whenever appropriate.
When asked if he thinks the Program should provide more training to subcontractors on the
techniques, practices, equipment and materials used in building very energy-efficient homes he
said he would attend training and would recommend it to other subcontractors. He added that all
he did in the Challenge home was install a boiler and training was not necessary for that.
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5 HERS Raters
Four HERS raters from three different HERS rating companies worked with Challenge homes.
One HERS rater worked with two Challenge homes—one affordable housing home and one
custom home.

5.1 Technical Support
HERS raters were asked how many hours of technical support they provided to the builders of
the Challenge home(s) they worked with and how that compared to the number of hours they
provide for an average ENERGY STAR home. HERS raters report providing from 10 to 30
hours of technical support, including plans analysis and inspections, for Challenge homes.
One HERS rater reports providing “not many” more hours of technical support for the Challenge
home; he says he typically provides roughly ten hours of support for an ENERGY STAR home.
Another HERS rater, who worked with two Challenge homes, also says he typically spends
about 10 hours working with an ENERGY STAR home. This rater says he spent an extra four to
six hours working with one of the Challenge homes; the home was a small unit in a two-unit
building, the people working on it knew what they were doing, there were no ducts and it was
not being LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certified. The other
Challenge home this HERS rater worked with is a LEED-certified custom home and he says he
provided roughly 12 more hours of support than he would for a typical ENERGY STAR home;
the extra time included a day (8 hours) of support related to LEED certification.
Another HERS rater, who says he typically provides five hours of support for an ENERGY
STAR home, says he provided an extra seven to ten hours of support for the affordable
Challenge home he worked with. The extra hours covered extra modeling, writing a preliminary
report, working out alternatives to optimize the home and conducting additional diagnostic
testing. He talked to the insulation contractors to get them to do a better job, the spray foam
insulation was going on thinner than he liked, and he had them do air sealing while the blower
door fans were running to ensure the home was tight. The insulation contractor for this home was
also interviewed and says working with HERS raters can be a challenge. He says spray foam is a
chemical reaction, there are going to be highs and lows. He also says it takes about one-half day
more, with a four-man crew, to do the extra air sealing (caulking) for a near zero energy home
that he does not do for a traditional home.
The final HERS rater says he provides 10-12 hours of support for a typical ENERGY STAR
home and spent a total of, maybe, 30 hours working with the owner-built Challenge home. He
says he would have spent more time on this home, but the owner/builder was very competent.
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5.2 Working with a Team
Two of the HERS raters worked with other team members involved with the Challenge homes.
Both of these HERS raters say the teams worked well together— there were no problems. One of
these raters says he communicated with other team members via email. The other HERS rater
who worked with two Challenge homes, says that the team building the affordable Challenge
home he worked with “had it together” and he did not meet with him. The two owners and
builder of the custom Challenge home he worked with were very open to having him ask
questions and give support. He attended one of their planning meetings and, other than that, they
corresponded through calls and emails.
These two HERS raters were asked if working with several people ever caused confusion and
how any instances where individual team members had conflicting ideas were addressed. The
HERS rater working with a team of professional consultants says if an error in a model was
identified or there was an on-site issue, emails or phone calls were made to the appropriate
consultant and the issue was quickly remedied. This HERS rater says there are constraints in the
REM/Rate software that needed to be addressed for a zero energy building and that the
individual consultants sometimes had different ideas about how something should be modeled,
but they worked it out. Overall, this HERS rater reports the process of working with other
consultants was seamless for him. The HERS rater working on the custom home with the two
owners and the builder says it was sometimes hard to know who was the leader—all three are
passionate about saving energy—but that at some point one of the owners became the one he
mainly dealt with via email. This HERS rater says the builder and owners dealt with issues or
conflicting ideas on their own; he did not hear about them until later.
The other two HERS raters say they worked solely with the builder; no other consultants were
involved. One of these homes was an affordable attached single family home and the other was
the owner-built home. The HERS rater working with the owner/builder says, “He picked my
brain and made me break out of my routine role.”

5.3 Inspections and Certification
All of the Challenge homes underwent extensive quality assurance (QA) verification because the
final HERS ratings determined the winners of the competition. HERS raters were asked what, if
anything, they did differently working with the Challenge homes to ensure they would meet all
required standards. Each HERS rater responded differently. Their responses are:
•

“It was not that much different. There was a lot of wall input data that needed to be
entered in detail in REM/Rate input fields rather than using the standard library field.
Wall and ceiling data inputs were much more detailed. Examples are reduced thermal
bridging, triple pane windows, double walls, etc.” (HERS rater for affordable Challenge
home)
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“It is hard to tell because I was doing a lot of extra things for LEED certification. The QA
lead for the Challenge was very involved in the last month to make sure the home would
meet requirements. He developed a spreadsheet for solar data and wanted to be at the
final inspection for the custom home.” (HERS rater for two Challenge homes—one
affordable and one custom)
“I took pictures. We used infrared imaging at the mid-point and final inspections. We
guided the insulation contractors doing air sealing. There is better documentation. All this
was done more to enable the home to be tighter—I didn't expect anyone to look at the
results.” (HERS rater for affordable Challenge home)
“I did a little more verification. The owner used Durisol insulated concrete forms (ICF)
for the foundation; they are made of ground wood chips coated in cement and in the
shape of cinder blocks. This was the only thing I wasn't familiar with and I had to do
some research.” (HERS rater working with owner/builder Challenge home)
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6 Owners of Challenge Homes
Owners of all five Challenge homes were interviewed. An abbreviated form of the owner
interview guide was used for the owner who built his Challenge home because he answered
many of the owner questions while being interviewed as the builder of his home.

6.1 Owners of Affordable Homes
None of the owners of the affordable Challenge homes worked with a Realtor to help them find a
home in their price range. Two of the owners say it was important to them to get an energyefficient home and one says she was not necessarily looking for an energy-efficient home.
Owners of two of the three affordable Challenge homes say they looked at other homes before
deciding to purchase their Challenge home. One of these owners says she did not look at many
other homes because her price range was so limited, and that the other homes she looked at were
not energy efficient and had holes in the roof or other problems. The second owner who looked
at other homes says the other homes she looked at cost twice as much; this occupant says she
paid only $75,000 for her brand new home. 7 The owner who did not look at any other homes
says, “My mother knew of the developer and that is the only reason we wound up here.” Owners
of the affordable Challenge homes do not know if they have an energy-efficient mortgage, but
one owner knows she got tax credits.
Owners were asked, “What was the most important factor in your decision to purchase this
home–sales price, near zero net energy use, or affordability?” One owner says that she would not
have considered the home without the near zero energy aspects and that its affordability helped.
One says that the home was in the town she wanted to live in and that its affordability helped.
One says she bought it because it was affordable and brand new; this owner did not know it was
a near zero energy home until after the home was purchased.
6.1.1 Learning about Near Zero Energy Homes
Two owners of affordable Challenge homes were aware of near zero energy homes before they
began looking for a home. Owners were asked when they learned the home that they were
buying was a near zero energy home. One owner was aware during the application process—she
went to buyers meetings and knew from the start it was going to have solar panels and be very
well insulated etc. This owner is the only one who says that knowing the home was a near zero
energy home was an important factor in her decision to purchase the home. Another owner says
the home was already being built when she looked at it and that the developer explained it was a
near zero energy home. The third owner, who did not know her home was a near zero energy
home until after she bought it, says, “When I saw some metal and stuff poking out of my house I
asked what that was.”
7

This is the Bread and Roses Challenge home. Homes are sold at a reduced price. The buyer owns the home and
Bread & Roses Housing continues to own the land.
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6.1.2 Energy Use and Maintenance Experience
All three owners of affordable Challenge homes say they were told they would have very low
energy bills and all three say they initially had some concerns about living in and maintaining a
home with PV panels and other very energy-efficient technologies. In particular, they were
concerned about the PV panels breaking.
One owner says her energy bills have been about what she expected; monthly electric bills are
higher in the winter, but she has never paid more than $18. Two owners say their electric bills
are higher than they expected. One owner says she expected to have her electric bill for the year
as a whole to be zero, but that all the homes in the development she lives in are consuming more
than they are producing. The last owner says electric bills are a little higher than she expected.
This owner says she paid $25 in January, $2 in February, earned credits for March through July,
and was surprised when the bill for September was over $80. (This owner also commented that
her utility may not have processed her solar readings for the September bill.)
No owners have had any problems with PV panels, but two owners have experienced problems
with their water heating systems; in one home it was a piping issue and in the other home there
was a leak in the solar hot water panels. In both cases, owners say the problems were fixed to
their satisfaction and the costs of the repairs were covered. The owner of the home with the
piping issue says there is only a one year warranty on the water heating system. The owner of the
home with the leak in the solar water heating panel says the manufacturer, SunDrum Solar, is a
new company and that they did not charge for the repairs because they want a good reputation.
6.1.3 Living in a Near Zero Energy Home
Owners say none of their initial concerns about living in and maintaining a home with PV panels
and other renewable energy and very energy-efficient technologies have been realized. When
asked what, if anything, is different about living in a near zero energy home compared to a more
traditionally built home, two home owners identified differences:
•
•

“Things are going to last longer, things are going to run smoother. With solar panels I
don't have to worry about energy nearly as much as I would in another home.”
“I am used to sitting on radiators to keep warm. When the sun comes in here it is
amazing how it warms up.”

When asked what they like best about living in a near zero energy home, two owners mention
lower energy costs. One owner likes that her children think that solar panels are the norm and
says, “I love feeling like just hanging out at home with my kids is helping the environment.” One
owner likes that her home maintains the heat well in the winter and another likes that people see
her home as new and modern.
Two of the three owners identified something they do not like about living in their near zero
energy home. One of these owners says a lot of people come to look at her home and ask
questions about the solar panels, but she does not have any information to give them. This owner
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would like to have a brochure by the solar system that people could read. The other owner says
the Mitsubishi Mr. Slim ASHP shuts off at minus five degrees and she has had to buy
supplemental space heaters; she would have liked to have known about this ahead of time. This
owner also says the ASHP tends to get very dusty.

6.2 Owners of Custom Homes
Owners of both custom Challenge homes say they knew about near zero energy homes before
planning their homes and that building a near zero energy home was a high priority. One couple
learned about the Challenge when they went to their HERS rater to start the process for building
a LEED platinum home. The other owner learned about the Challenge when he called ICF about
getting an ENERGY STAR rating, which is required for Massachusetts Technology
Collaborative (MTC) rebates. Owners were asked about the benefits of participating in the
Challenge, besides having the chance to win a sizeable financial award. One owner says she
liked working with ICF staff and the Program administrator for her utility. The other owner says
he liked having his home get more publicity and being able to point interested people to the
Challenge website.
When asked if participating in the Challenge resulted in their building a more energy-efficient
home than they had original planned, the owner/builder said no. The other owner said. “We were
just going to do a good job and make it pretty inexpensive. The Challenge got us to say wow,
how low can we go?”
6.2.1 Building the Home
One owner worked with a builder who had previously built a passive solar house for her and a
HERS rater she had also previously worked with. The other builder built his home himself and
worked with a HERS rater recommended by ICF. Neither of these builders hired any other
energy professionals to help build their Challenge homes, though one owner says she talked with
green building professionals. Neither builder encountered any problems during construction. One
owner says her HERS rater was extremely creative and diligent in helping identify how to reach
her goals at the cheapest cost. The owner/builder says he was already pretty well versed about
what was needed because he has done a lot of blower door testing, duct testing and solar work
and that his HERS rater understood that.
When asked what they would do differently if they built another near zero energy home, one
owner did not mention anything related to energy-efficiency and the owner/builder said he would
use a solar thermal space heating system.
6.2.2 Energy Use and Maintenance Experience
Both owners say their homes have produced more energy than they used. One owner says net
energy use has been quite a bit better than she expected—energy production is two and a half
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times energy used. The owner/builder, who says his first PV panels were installed in 2007 and he
added more in 2008, reports net energy production of 2,000 kWh.
Neither owner thinks near zero energy homes require more maintenance. One owner thinks near
zero energy homes require less maintenance and the owner/builder describes near zero energy
homes as “plug and play” homes. The only maintenance problems mentioned are a condensation
on windows issue in the owner-built home and a glycol leak in the solar water heating system in
the other custom home.
6.2.3 Living in a Near Zero Energy Home
Owners say they did not have any concerns about living in and maintaining a home with PV
panels and other renewable energy and very energy-efficient technologies, and that their homes
are meeting their expectations. One owner says what she likes best about living in a near zero
energy home is the low energy bills: she has figured out that she can buy a two-seater electric
vehicle using the money saved on energy bills. The owner/builder says what he likes best is,
“The novelty that I am not consuming fossil fuels.” Neither owner identified anything they did
not like about living in a near zero energy home.
Owners were asked how much of the extra cost incurred in building their near zero energy home
they think they would be able to recoup if they decided to sell their home in the next few years.
One owner thinks she would more than recoup any extra costs and she would not use a Realtor to
help sell the home. The owner/builder says he would use a Realtor, but adds, “I don't think I
could get a Realtor to understand. It would have to sell itself or the Realtor would say something
somewhat accurate and the buyer would figure it out.” He also likes the idea of working with a
Realtor specializing in very energy-efficient or green homes because buyers coming to them
would be looking for an energy-efficient home.
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7 Impact of Challenge Marketing/Promotion
Sponsors were asked if they thought the marketing and promotion of the Challenge was effective
and builders were asked how valuable the marketing and promotion they received as a
participant in the Challenge was to them and their business.
Promotion of the Challenge included PR events at three of the Challenge homes, the Zero Energy
Challenge website (ZEChallenge.com) and the awards luncheon with the Massachusetts
Secretary of Energy. ICF reports that these efforts have been recognized nationally by others
who want to emulate this work and have been picked up on over 30 PR websites. Figure 7-1
shows the number of visits to the Challenge website from December 2008 through January 2010.
There have been more than 15,000 visits to the website and, as shown, from June 2009 on,
monthly visits have consistently exceeded 1,000.
Figure 7-1: Visits to ZEChallenge.com

The Challenge had a limited budget for marketing. The Challenge website includes a project
update page for each of the Challenge homes. The project update page lists specifications and
assumptions, including estimated annual energy consumption, for a comparable code compliant
home, the proposed Challenge home design and the final HERS verified Challenge home. The
original plan was to update each project sheet with actual performance data: annual heating,
cooling, water heating, lighting and appliances, photovoltaics and total MMBtu. However, this
area of the project sheet is blank; after the Challenge homes were completed and the awards
issued, the Sponsors decided not to update the website with actual performance data.
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7.1 Sponsors
Three Sponsors commented on the effectiveness of Challenge marketing and promotion. One
believes it was effective, given how the Challenge was structured, but would change some things
if builders had more time to complete projects or there were more participants. Another Sponsor
who thinks it was effective says the awards ceremony was interesting and received a lot of press
and political coverage.
The third Sponsor thinks it was not effective because there were only eight applicants. He would
do more advertising to attract applicants and would not award prizes until a year of consumption
data was available. The implementation contractor reports that more than 16 qualified builders
expressed interest in participating in the Challenge. However, strict time deadlines were
established for builder recruitment to ensure participating homes would be able to meet the
metric requirement that all participating homes be scheduled to be substantially completed by
December 31, 2009, and only eight builders decided they would be able to meet the enrollment
deadline and applied.
These same three Sponsors were asked if they thought Challenge marketing and promotion
raised awareness of the viability of building near zero energy homes among interested builders.
Two of these Sponsors say they think Challenge marketing and promotion raised awareness
among interested builders. One Sponsor does not think the Challenge raised awareness because
he did not see a lot of information going out to builders about how to build a near zero energy
home. This Sponsor would like to see more op-ed articles, more articles in Fine Home Building
and other journals, and presentations on the Challenge at North East Sustainable Energy
(NESEA) and other conferences.

7.2 Builders
One builder of an affordable Challenge home does not know that the marketing and promotion of
the Challenge helped her business much, but says all awards and programs that get written about
are helpful. This builders says her utility did a series of ads—30 second spots—on national and
Fox television channels for three months, but she never knows what brings a buyer in to see her
homes. She says, “I have learned you need 55 different formats for marketing to buyers.”
Another affordable housing builder says the marketing and promotion has not helped him
because the market is quiet now, but time will tell.
The third builder of an affordable Challenge home says he will know more about how effective
Challenge marketing and promotion was in several years, as potential homes in the pipeline
come to fruition and other new homes come in. This builder, on his own, had a segment on his
Challenge home aired on the Discovery Channel; he says the utilities did not help him get this
spot, but that the Discovery Channel may have been more interested because the home was part
of the Challenge. He says that, as of a year ago the Discovery Channel segment had aired 17
times, providing a lot of PR for his business.
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One of the custom-home builders thinks publicity from the utilities was lacking. He says some
local papers did something and that a lot of people visited the home he built because of local
media coverage, but that there was not really much marketing from the utilities. The
owner/builder says that being a participant in the Challenge was more valuable to him than the
marketing and promotion of the Challenge because he does not build for others, but he works
with clients interested in renewable technologies and he will be able to talk to them about his
experience building a Challenge home.
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8 Interest From Other Builders
Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked if they thought the Challenge increased builder
interest in near zero energy homes.

8.1 Sponsors
Three Sponsors say they think builder interest has increased. One of these Sponsors says interest
has increased somewhat, that builders interested in this type of construction are reaching out.
Another says the city of Boston has come looking to do some near zero energy work and that
another near zero energy project was recently started. Two Sponsors say they have not had any
builders come to them inquiring about building near zero energy homes.

8.2 Builders
Four of the five builders who participated in the Challenge say no builders have contacted them
about building near zero energy homes; one of these, a custom home builder, says potential
clients have called him and another says architects and engineers from outside Massachusetts
who visited the Challenge website have called him, but no Massachusetts builders. The one
builder who says other builders have contacted him about building near zero energy homes says
three Massachusetts builders, all ENERGY STAR builders, have contacted him, but he does not
know if any of them have decided to build a near zero energy home. They all want to know how
he builds a near zero energy home and how he does it for the cost he claims. He has given them
tours of his homes, billing them for the tour, and shows them what he is doing—unless they are
his competitor. He has also had a California builder and a Rhode Island builder contact him.

8.3 HERS Raters
Two of the four HERS raters interviewed think interest in near zero energy homes has increased
because of the Challenge. One of these HERS raters says builders mention the Challenge, but
they have not decided to install PV panels because of the Challenge. The other thinks the
Challenge may have gotten some builders to think about near zero energy homes; he ran some
scenarios for interested builders, but none decided to build a near zero energy home. One thinks
the Challenge woke up people's interest in utility incentives/prize money; they knew the utilities
were accepting these more exceptional projects and that prompted them to look for more
opportunities for utility support.
The other two HERS raters say it is hard to tell if the Challenge increased builder interest in near
zero energy homes because no builders have come to them saying they have questions or want to
know more about building near zero energy homes because of the Challenge. One of these HERS
raters says he received some quite advanced building plans before the Challenge and that these
builders would have built the same home without incentives–incentives were icing on the cake.
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8.3.1 Builder Interest in Near Zero Energy Homes
All four HERS raters say some of the builders they work with who did not participate in the
Challenge have shown interest in building near zero energy homes, though few are building
them. They also say that either all, or predominantly all, of the builders interested in building
near zero energy homes are builders of custom homes. One HERS rater says it is hard to get
production builders to even consider building near zero energy homes. Estimates of the
percentage of builders they work with interested in building near zero energy homes range from
two percent or less to ten percent. One HERS rater says builders are not interested in moving all
the way to building near zero energy homes, but are interested in learning how to build a more
energy-efficient home or move to a higher incentive level.
One of the HERS raters is working with two near zero energy home projects that were started
before the Challenge and has signed up Tier 3 homes since the Challenge. Another HERS rater is
working with two projects where builders are trying to get the lowest HERS index they can
without using renewables; one is achieving HERS indices in the mid 30s and one in the mid 40s.
This HERS rater is also working with a builder who is just completing his first ENERGY STAR
home; it will have PV panels and a HERS rating in the 30s. Going forward, this builder plans on
building only near zero energy homes. This HERS rater says this is rare, but that he is starting to
see builders see value in the quality of construction. He also says that, for many builders, energy
reduction is nice, but indoor air quality (IAQ), detail and comfort are the immediate selling
points they are interested in.
8.3.2 What Builders Want to Know and What HERS Raters Tell Them
Two HERS raters say builders have asked them how to build a zero energy home. They say these
builders want to know if it is possible, what materials to use and the easiest path to achieving
zero energy. One of these HERS raters says builders’ biggest concern is the cost of building a
near zero energy home and the ability to pass on the added cost to the buyer.
Two HERS raters say builders have not specifically asked them how to build a near zero energy
home, but have asked other questions. One of these HERS raters says builders of new homes are
interested in the utility and solar incentives available, and builders working on retrofits are
interested in the cost and the engineering and building science behind a near zero energy home.
One HERS rater says that if a builder is already installing added insulation and PV panels he tells
them, based on their building style, what they would have to move to in order to achieve near
zero energy. This rater adds “That's when I usually lose them.” One HERS rater says he usually
encourages builders to consider installing solar hot water because the payback is pretty good. For
more information he sends them to dsireusa.org for a list of incentives and programs; he says
builders are more interested in learning about financing and getting into programs than the
technical issues. One HERS rater tells builders interested in building near zero energy homes,
“Work with us; we can help guide you in that direction.” Finally, one HERS rater simply said he
has not talked to many builders about how to move toward building near zero energy homes.
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9 Lessons Learned
Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked what key lessons they learned from being
involved with the Challenge and each of these groups cited several lessons. All categories of
interviewees cite lessons learned about using the HERS rating system for near zero energy
homes. Sponsors and builders cite lessons learned about the importance of improving the
building shell.

9.1 Sponsors
Sponsors cited the following general lessons learned from the Challenge:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“It is possible to build a net zero energy home.”
“The homes were well received and sold very quickly.”
“A modest sized near zero energy home can be done affordably.”
“Originally I thought that raters would be helping the builder–educating them on how to
build a zero energy home–and it ended up that the builders taught the raters.”
“We fell short with what we did on informing and sharing information with other
builders.”
“Going deeper for energy efficiency can be accomplished if enough efforts are taken to
move in that direction.”
“An experienced team can help aid the efforts toward better building; team coordination
works well to get things moving.”
“We got a lot of press for both the Challenge and the individuals involved.”

Lesson learned related to using the HERS rating system for near zero energy homes:
•

“There are some gray areas in the calculation of HERS scores for near zero energy
homes.”

Lessons learned related to building shell improvement:
•
•
•

“Technology is secondary to building shell improvements.”
“Advanced framing and shell design is key.”
“Without renewables (solar water heat, PV panels) you won't get to zero, but can come
close.”

Lessons learned about what the Program needs to do to encourage more builders to move toward
building near zero energy homes:
•
•

“We need to educate builders on the cost of various options—cost of closed vs. open cell
foam vs. fiberglass batts etc.”
“We don't incentivize HERS raters to convince a builder to make changes. The Program
is more and more leaving it up to raters to recruit projects and there is not a big incentive
for a rater to get a builder to do anything other than enroll. I hope we can incorporate
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into the Program some documents/manuals to encourage adoption of more energyefficient practices/techniques.”
“We need to develop procedures and training for raters, and maybe incentives, to move a
project from point A to point B. This is difficult because some builders are starting out at
a 40 HERS index and it might take a lot more time on the rater's part to move a builder
from a 90 HERS index to a 75. I don't know what the process or system would look like,
but we need to develop a process to convince builders to achieve significant changes in
their HERS index.”
“Educating builders is one thing but educating raters to sell it is a whole other art. We
need documents for raters to use to help convince builders to do more. We have an
opportunity from what we learned in the Challenge to create documents for raters to
use.”

9.2 Builders
Lessons learned related to using the HERS rating system for near zero energy homes:
•

•
•

“I learned I need to be reading the reports and challenging the HERS rater. I say this
because I knew from the first near zero energy homes I built what to expect, and the
score on the Challenge home was higher. I learned to ask for the builder's report. HERS
raters have 25 to 30 reports at their finger tips. I now look at the builder report carefully
and challenge the HERS rater. With stretch code coming it is going to make a difference
and the builder needs to be able to read and challenge results if they are not correct.”
“Using the HERS approach, not everyone has the same comparison home and it doesn’t
look at kWh/day/square foot.”
“The Sponsors are doing this to promote lower energy use. I would judge homes on the
HERS rating before PV to encourage people to do the shell work—it doesn’t take
maintenance and saves energy forever.”

Lessons learned related to building shell improvement:
•
•

“Minimize the heating system cost and improve the shell.”
“I am moving closer to the passive house concept—it makes sense.”

Lessons learned about building near zero energy homes:
•

•

“I learned that I can build a nice energy-efficient home and it is not that hard to do. It is
a little more time and money, but well spent. You get it back in full. With fuel prices
constantly going up, if you can contain those costs you are way ahead of the game.”
“If you are building on spec and looking at the yearly cost of owning a home, building a
near zero home is a plus because fuel costs are basically fixed for years.”
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9.3 HERS Raters
HERS raters cited the following general lessons learned related to building near zero energy
homes and the Challenge:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“It is great to build zero energy homes, but they need to be cost effective. Builders and
buyers may want to use best of everything, but you need to consider the cost per square
foot to be able to sell the home or turn it into a production model.”
“Working with the on-site supervisor on the ground is really important; in order to get
true performance in the home the site supervisor and subs need to be on board.”
“You definitely need PV to get to net zero energy use.”
“There are more cost effective ways to get to zero than using large roofs covered with
PV panels.”
“It is definitely possible to achieve net zero energy use.”
“The home has got to be well planned.”
“Building a near zero energy home is worth it.”
“The Challenge was a big effort and a lot of people were involved, which is good. With
more people, the information and the energy flows outward; if you are working with one
builder on one lot it can get lost.”

Lessons learned related to HERS ratings:
•

•

“I learned there are some barriers to building zero net energy homes. I gained a better
understanding of HERS ratings and am spending time modeling and thinking about
where the rating system makes it difficult for near zero energy homes and why.”
“High plug loads are beyond a builder's scope—you need a conscientious owner to get
to zero. There are approaches that could across the board reduce plug loads–an energy
dash board showing real time usage. I would like to see the rating system credit having a
real time monitoring system in the house.”

Group, LLC
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10 Near Zero Energy Building Industry
Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked to describe the state of the near zero energy
building industry in Massachusetts prior to the Challenge, now, and how they expect it to change
over the next five years.
Most interviewees (79%: 11 of 14) say they think that the near zero energy building industry has
advanced at least somewhat from what it was before the Challenge—only two of these
interviewees say they think there has been a significant change. The remaining three
interviewees say they think the zero energy building industry is the same as it was before the
Challenge.
When asked how they would describe the current state of the near zero energy building industry
in Massachusetts, interviewees agree it is coming together. They describe the current industry as
fledgling, pioneering, in its infancy, nascent, happening; one Sponsor believes it is relatively
strong compared to other parts of the country.
Interviewees were also asked what they think the state of the near zero energy building industry
in Massachusetts will be in five years. Four interviewees say they think that a small percentage
of new homes will be near zero energy homes. Three interviewees say they think the industry
will have grown some, but do not say by how much they expect it to grow. Four say the state of
the industry will depend on fuel prices, the economy, the housing market, Program incentives,
state and federal tax incentives/credits and rebates/credits for renewable technologies. Three
interviewees say they expect it will take five or more years for near zero energy homes to
become more mainstream; one of these interviewees, a builder, says, “I hope it becomes more
and more mainstream. We have all the makings to transform the industry.”
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11 Going Forward
Interviewees were asked questions addressing non-technical challenges facing builders of near
zero energy homes, how to convince builders to build near zero energy homes, and what the
Program can do to encourage more builders to build near zero energy homes.

11.1 Challenges
Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked what issues, besides the technical ones, they
think present the greatest challenge(s) to new or existing near zero energy builders. Dealing with
cost issues is by far the most frequently identified challenge—all but one interviewee brought up
at least one cost related issue. Examples are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher construction costs
Convincing buyers to spend more money on the building shell
Gathering cost information on new products and materials
Finding good windows for a reasonable price
Documenting total cost
Keeping cost per square foot competitive
Long payback without rebates or incentives
Ability to recover costs

Two other challenges were mentioned by more than one interviewee; five mention the need for
builders to do some things differently when building a near zero energy home and two mention
the need to create customer awareness and demand for near zero energy homes. Other challenges
identified by individual interviewees are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

More planning and learning required
More coordination of trades (subcontractors) required
Convincing clients a near zero energy home can be built for a reasonable price
Selling the downsizing of conditioned space
Educating Realtors on how to sell the benefits of a near zero energy home
Increasing the availability of green mortgages that take lower operating costs into
consideration

11.2 Convincing Builders to Build Near Zero Energy Homes
Interviewed Sponsors, builders, HERS raters and the owners of Challenge homes were asked
what they think will be the best way to convince more home builders to build near zero energy
homes. The most common suggestion is to show builders it can be done (home tours), followed
by higher financial incentives (Program/state/federal incentives, tax breaks, affordable housing
grants), providing training and education, increasing buyer awareness and showing documented
energy savings. One builder suggests offering training that follows a building in process from
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beginning to end because, “Fear or ignorance, as with most things, can be a barrier—you need to
see it to believe it.”
Other suggestions from individual interviewees are:
•
•
•

Provide information on the cost of different technologies
Get the cost of building near zero energy homes down
Help builders market their near zero energy homes

One forward looking builder comments that when other builders see market share being taken
over by zero energy home builders, they will need to learn how to build zero energy homes to
compete.

11.3 What the Program Can Do to Encourage Builders
Interviewed Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were asked what they think the Program can do
to encourage more builders to build near zero energy homes. Responses are similar to what
interviewees suggested as ways to convince more builders to build near zero energy homes.
The most frequently suggested way interviewees say the Program can encourage builders to
build near zero energy homes is to provide monetary incentives, followed by providing training
and education, creating demand for near zero energy homes, showing near zero energy homes
are marketable, and using different labels to distinguish very energy-efficient homes from the
basic ENERGY STAR home.
On incentives, one builder says:
“The Program is doing great. The Tier 3 $8,000 incentive is fantastic—the wisest
thing the utilities could have done. That is a HERS 40 without PV. If you want
zero energy homes I might split the $8,000 incentive, giving $3,000 for a home
with a 40 HERS and an additional $4,000 for a zero energy home. Getting to 40
without PV is really difficult.”
Additional suggestions for the Program, offered by individual interviewees are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Produce case studies.
Facilitate the renewable rebate application process for builders installing PV for the first
time.
Incent HERS raters to spend more time convincing builders to adopt new technologies
and techniques, moving them closer to building near zero energy homes.
Media marketing—get This Old House to build a near zero energy home
Program outreach
Offer tours of near zero energy homes.

Sponsors, builders and HERS raters were also asked what they think the Program can do to
encourage builders to build spec near zero energy homes. Two interviewees, one Sponsor and
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one builder, say they would not encourage spec builders to build near zero energy homes given
the current housing market. Builders and HERS raters were also asked if builders of market rate
homes interested in building near zero energy homes are predominantly interested in building
near zero energy custom homes or spec homes; seven of these nine interviewees say custom
homes and two (one builder and one HERS rater) say they do not know.
Suggestions for what the Program could do to encourage builders to build spec near zero energy
homes are generally the same as described above. Two additional suggestions specifically
targeting spec homes are to include HERS ratings in MLS listings and to bring zero financing for
near zero energy homes to the table.
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12 Marketing Messages
Interviewed Challenge Sponsors, builders, HERS raters and owners of Challenge homes were
asked what key messages they think should be used in marketing materials to encourage builders
to build near zero energy homes and to encourage homebuyers to look for or ask a builder to
build them a near zero energy home.

12.1 Builder Marketing Messages
Interviewees suggested several key marketing messages to use to encourage builders to build
near zero energy homes. By far the most frequently suggested marketing message is the low
operating cost for a near zero energy home, suggested by over one-half of interviewees (53%:
9 of 17 8 interviewees). Other suggestions offered by multiple interviewees are:
•
•
•
•
•

The marketability of near zero energy homes (24%: 4 of 17 interviewees)
Comfort and IAQ of near zero energy homes (18%: 3 of 17 interviewees)
Educational pieces—information on technologies/techniques/equipment (12%: 2 of 17
interviewees)
The environmental benefits of near zero energy homes (12%: 2 of 17)
The durability of near zero energy homes (12%: 2 of 17)

Additional suggestions from individual interviewees are to address awards received or given and
to encourage builders to visit a near zero energy home.
Four interviewees proposed specific marketing messages:
•

•
•
•

“It is doable.” (homeowner)
“Don't miss the boat.” (builder)
“It’s win/win and not a lot of effort.” (builder)
“Saving money makes people happy.” (homeowner)

12.2 Homebuyer Marketing Messages
Interviewees suggested several key marketing messages to use to encourage homebuyers to look
for or ask a builder to build them a near zero energy home. Consistent with suggestions for
marketing messages directed toward builders, by far the most frequently suggested message to
use in marketing to homebuyers is low operating cost (47%: 8 of 17 interviewees).
Other suggestions offered by multiple interviewees are:
•
•
•

Comfort and IAQ of near zero energy homes (18%: 3 of 17 interviewees)
Near zero energy homes are financially feasible. (18%: 3 of 17 interviewees)
Near zero energy homes are aesthetically pleasing. (12%: 2 of 17 interviewees)

8

The 17 interviewees include the four Challenge Sponsors, five builders, four HERS raters and four owners of
Challenge homes. One of the owners of a Challenge home is also the builder and is counted just once.
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Additional suggestions from individual interviewees are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Near zero energy homes are technically possible.
Near zero energy homes are low maintenance.
Near zero energy homes provide insurance against high fuel prices.
Near zero energy homes are quality homes.
Near zero energy homes have increased value.
The ENERGY STAR label is available for homes, not just computers.
Environmental issues/social awareness

One builder suggested using the following message: “You can do it—there is no reason you
can't have an energy efficient home.”
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13 Documented Energy Use
Only three of the Challenge homes were occupied all of 2009. Electricity data for the 2009
calendar year were provided for these three Challenge homes—one custom home, one single
family attached affordable home and one single family detached affordable home. Table 13-1
shows summary statistics for these three homes.
The custom home has a PV array that was HERS verified at nearly 5 kW. Over the course of
2009, the custom home produced roughly 3,000 kWh more electricity than it consumed. This
home consumed more electricity than it produced in only two months—January and December.
For every other month, this home fed an average of approximately 244 kWh into the grid. This
house is heated by an ASHP.
The single family attached affordable home consumed roughly 1,200 kWh more electricity than
it produced over the course of 2009. This home produced more energy than it consumed in four
months: April, May, June, and October. This home has a smaller PV array than the custom
home—the array has been HERS verified at 3.51 kW—and is 928 square feet larger than the
custom home.
The single family detached affordable home consumed roughly 1,900 kWh more electricity than
it produced over the course of 2009. This home produced more electricity than it consumed in
six months–April through September. This home has a PV array that was HERS verified at 5.7
kW and is heated by an ASHP.
Table 13-1: 2009 Summary of Challenge Homes
Custom Home

Affordable
Attached Home

Affordable
Detached Home

No

Yes

No

Uses Gas
Number of months with negative
electricity consumption
2009 average net kWh/month
PV Array (kW)
HERS score

10

4

6

-244
4.94
-8

97
3.51
27

157
5.7
-4

Home square footage

1,152

2,080

1,252
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14 Other Interviewees
Other interviewees include an energy consultant from the recently formed DEAP Energy Group 9
serving eastern New England and an EEAC consultant to the Massachusetts Energy Efficiency
Advisory Council (EEAC). DEAP Energy Group energy consultants provide full energy
consulting services for zero energy homes, passive homes, Massachusetts Tier III ENERGY
STAR homes and other very energy-efficient homes. They are currently working with several
Massachusetts builders, including one of Challenge builders.
The EEAC consultant believes marketing and education will be a huge component of getting
builders interested in building near zero energy homes. He says zero energy homes are likely a
novel concept to 90% of builders today, that standard thinking is far below what the Challenge
builders are doing. He also thinks builders today can relate better to zero energy homes than
passive homes, that the message of net zero energy is one people can relate to and rally around.
He also points out that many of the clear benefits of a zero energy home are not factored into
traditional cost-benefit analyses: IAQ, superior comfort, insulation from increasing fuel cost, etc.
The DEAP Group consultant believes the essence of the problem is that there is no market
demand for zero energy homes; if you asked a builder to build you a zero energy home you
would get a blank look. He says that all we need is a market that says we want zero energy
homes, and that the Challenge provided a market for a hand full of homes. People need to be able
to visit a zero energy or passive house to see what they are like and what the energy bills are.
The DEAP Group consultant says the first step for a builder interested in zero energy or passive
houses is to do something, reach a goal, and then ask, “How can I do it better.” Builders need to
leverage knowledge from one project to the next. He believes the Challenge was a catalyst for
some of the participating builders to look at a home and ask, “How good can it get and what can
I do?” What the Challenge did was allow builders using conventional materials and techniques to
build the best building they could with those materials and techniques. The next step is using
new materials and techniques, learning from others.
L

9

http://deapgroup.com (This website includes an extensive list of links of technical resources.)
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15 What Other Programs are Doing
15.1 Connecticut Zero Energy Challenge
Two people from Connecticut Light and Power who are involved with the 2009 Connecticut
Zero Energy Challenge 10 were interviewed. The 2009 Zero Energy Challenge has 18
participating homes, including some spec homes. Most of the participating spec homes are the
first house in a subdivision that plans to be a green community. 11 A majority of the homes are
still under construction. Similar to the Massachusetts Challenge, three winners will be
determined based on HERS indices; awards will be $15,000, $10,000 and $5,000.
When asked if they think the Challenge brought in new builders, the interviewees said all the
participants were building very good homes before the Challenge. Some homes were close to
near zero and the Challenge may have pushed them to add extra elements. They say the
Connecticut Challenge did not inspire anyone to say, “Now I am going to build a zero energy
home.” They say there is still a significant cost barrier, but many builders think it costs more
than it does; “We need to educate builders that spending a lot more on the shell saves on HVAC
costs.”
Looking back, they say they wish they had done more marketing. However, they also say that
they must have done something right because they have 18 participating homes. Whenever they
talked about ENERGY STAR homes they also talked about the Challenge. They advertised in a
Connecticut builder magazine and the Challenge was featured in the Hartford home show. When
they got the Challenge off the ground, they reached out to builders they knew were building
highly energy-efficient projects. They talked to builders and architects etc. and spread the word
through HERS raters, and they brought in projects. They are now trying to promote the
Challenge everywhere they can. They say that the increase in interest in building very energyefficient homes that Home Builder Associations (HBA) have generated is remarkable. 12 They
leverage these relationships to get the message out to the builders.
Connecticut is now getting ready to introduce a 2010 Zero Energy Challenge. Some
modifications they plan on making, or are considering, for the 2010 Challenge are:
•
•

Requiring all applicants to have already hired a HERS rater and have the initial
submission be done by the HERS rater.
Incorporating a cost metric into the scoring—cost per savings unit achieved or cost per
square foot.

10

http://www.ctzeroenergychallenge.com
They note that spec builders participating under the Connecticut Clean Energy rebate fund have a problem
because the owner is the only one eligible to claim the PV rebate, so the PV cannot be put on until the owner owns
the house.
12
Seven to eight years ago the last HBA award announced was the energy efficiency award—now it is the first.
11
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Leveling the playing field to balance a 1,500 square foot affordable home versus a 5,000
square foot custom solar home.
Using a different formula to give a bigger impact to smaller homes coming in with a low
HERS index. The size of the homes was capped at 5,000 square feet in the 2009
Challenge. A reward was given to homes that were under 3,000 sq. feet–they were given
a small credit on the HERS index for being smaller.

In Connecticut, both builders and applicants get incentives. 13 In 2009, a single family Tier 4
home (HERS index under 55) earned an incentive of $3,000. In 2010 the Tier 4 home incentive
was increased to include an additional $25 incentive per HERS point below 55: a home
achieving a zero HERS index can earn an incentive of $4,125. In both 2009 and 2010, incentives
to HERS raters range from $100 for a single family home achieving a HERS index of 75 to 85 to
$400 for a single family home achieving a HERS index below 55. Builders are responsible for
paying their HERS rater; builders of zero energy homes get an additional $500 incentive to help
cover HERS rater fees.

15.2 New Jersey Tier 3 Climate Choice Homes
Information on New Jersey’s ENERGY STAR Homes Program is from the program’s website
and an interview with a Vermont Energy Investment Corporation (VEIC) consultant working
with the New Jersey program. The New Jersey 2010 ENERGY STAR Homes Program 14 is
transitioning to having independent HERS raters work directly under contract with builders, with
2010 incentives designed to be cost neutral with respect to the transition. Table 15-1 shows the
certification progress payments to offset the independent HERS rater fees for Tier 1 and Tier 2
homes.
Table 15-1: NJ Certification Progress Payments
Building Type

When
Commitment
Letter is issued*
(per model unit)

When Pre-Drywall
Inspection(s) is
completed
(per unit inspected)

When Final
Certification is
received
(per unit)

$300

$300

$600

Single Family
Multiple Single
Family(“Townhouse”)
Multiple-Family Building
(“Multifamily”)

13

http://nuwnotes1.nu.com/apps/clp/clpwebcontent.nsf/AR/NewContruction/$File/New_Construction_App.pdf

14

Link to New Jersey ENERGY STAR® Homes 2010 Program Changes:
http://www.njcleanenergy.com/files/file/Residential%20Programs/NJ%20ENERGY%20STAR%20Homes/2010%2
0Program%20Changes%20Highlights%20FINAL%201-22-2010%20II.PDF
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A limited number of Tier 3 projects will be approved in 2010. Tier 3 homes are New Jersey
Climate Choice Homes–net-zero or near net-zero energy homes. Tier 3 homes must have a
HERS index of 50 or lower. The incentive for a single family Tier 3 home is $10,000, plus $800
per index point below 50 (maximum possible incentive is $26,000). The per point incentives for
HERS indices below 50 are for efficiency improvements only, not including renewables. In
addition, Tier 3 homes completed and certified by the end of 2010 will be eligible for an
additional $5,000 bonus incentive.
The VEIC consultant working with the program says some multifamily and a dozen or more
single family projects are in the pipeline for Tier 3. He says that the first projects that signed on
did not need to do much to meet Tier 3 requirements. Other potential participants are ENERGY
STAR builders interested in moving toward building net-zero energy homes, but they may not
know how to get there and will need more technical assistance. These builders are encouraged to
work with an integrated design team.

15.3 New York— Long Island Power Authority—Tier 4 Homes
Long Island Power Authority’s ENERGY STAR Homes Program promotes very energy-efficient
homes by offering tiered incentives based on the expanded HERS score and kWh savings. 15 The
highest level, Tier 4, requires a home to achieve an expanded HERS score of 95 or higher, which
is equivalent to a HERS index of 25 or lower, and savings of 2,000 kWh. Homes meeting Tier 4
earn a $10,000 incentive. 16 The program also offers incentives for model homes. A model home
must be ENERGY STAR qualified, be unoccupied and be accessible for public viewing for at
least 60 days. The incentive for a Tier 4 model home is $12,500.

15.4 Vermont
Information on what the Vermont ENERGY STAR Homes Program is doing is based on an
interview with a HERS rater for the program working with a Habitat for Humanity home being
built to meet Passive House standards. This is the first home in Vermont built to the Passive
House Energy Standard. 17 Another Habitat passive house is being planned.
This HERS rater met with the construction lead and Habitat for Humanity lead to discuss how a
passive home is constructed and what the challenges would be. He was able to convince them to
build a passive home. He says that, for a Habitat home, it comes down to what can be achieved
with in-field framing etc. using volunteers who are not highly trained framers and insulators. He
is providing them with movies on the remote wall system and green building advisor clips on
foam exterior sheathing, window installation and air sealing etc. Getting donations or reduced
pricing for building components is also key. Serious Windows is providing the windows at a
15

http://www.lipower.org/pdfs/cei/cw/Why_build.pdf
http://www.lipower.org/pdfs/cei/cw/PartnerAgreement_Addendum.pdf
17
www.passivehouse.us
16
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greatly reduced price and the HRV was obtained at a reduced price. Dow has been donating
materials for decades for Habitat homes and was willing to provide newer products, not just
fiberglass batts etc. Because the qualifying buyers make 60% less than the median Vermont
income, they qualify for Vermont weatherization services and will get dense pack cellulose
insulation in wall cavities and the ceiling installed by skilled insulation contractors.
The goal of working with the Habitat passive house is to create an easily built design and system
that can be replicated for all Habitat or market rate housing—one that can be expanded to a
larger footprint with a full basement. He says modeling shows this can be done cost effectively.
He thinks if other builders see what can be done for a reasonable price they will feel far more
comfortable about moving toward the passive house concept. After getting close to passive house
insulation levels builders can choose to add renewables.
This HERS rater also says that working with an architect and experienced energy consultant to
model different options is essential for a passive house; if the architect and energy consultant are
both good the house works, and not just on paper. The architect is key for not only making the
exterior look appealing, but for designing a smaller, compact geometry home that works—a
20x28 square foot house with two bedrooms upstairs and one downstairs.
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16 Conclusions and Recommendations
16.1 Conclusions
The following conclusions address the overall status of near zero energy building in
Massachusetts:
•

•

•
•

Challenge builders achieved very low HERS indices. Two homes earned negative HERS
indices–one custom and one affordable home. More important, Challenge builders have
adopted what they learned building their Challenge homes as standard practice, showing
they believe building near zero energy homes is a viable option in today’s housing
market.
Builders not already building near zero energy homes are showing interest in learning
about or building a near zero energy home, but so far the Challenge has not convinced
them to decide to build a near zero energy home..
Creating homebuyer demand is key to getting more builders to build near zero energy
homes; builders want to know they can recover any additional costs.
It will be at least five years before near zero energy homes will represent more than a
small percentage of the new housing market.

16.2 Recommendations
Based on study findings, the NMR team makes the following recommendations. These
recommendations focus on expanding builder awareness of the feasibility of building a
marketable near zero energy home and homebuyer demand for near zero energy homes.
Provide Access to Near Zero Energy Homes: Consider offering an incentive to builders
willing to have their near zero energy home be an unoccupied model home for several months,
similar to what the New York ENERGY STAR Homes Program offers. Ideally, have multiple
model homes to provide easy access to builders and homebuyers across the state. Builders
thinking about building a near zero energy home need to see and believe that they are doable and
marketable. Model homes should include exhibits on the building techniques, materials and
technologies used in the home and their cost. Proof of low operating cost could be provided by
including a real-time energy monitoring system and documented annual energy use information
for several occupied near zero energy homes.
Training/Education: Consider training that follows the process of building a near zero energy
home from beginning to end. This could include on-site training at key stages in construction; a
website tracking what was done each week or two, as appropriate, and/or videos of key steps in
construction. Both builders and HERS raters need more information on what is involved in
building near zero energy homes including the materials, products and technologies used and
their costs.
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Support for Builders and HERS Raters: Consider developing documents that show the cost of
materials, products and technologies commonly used in building near zero energy homes and the
costs of using different framing techniques, etc. Builders and HERS raters want and need this
information. Having the Program develop this documentation would ensure consistency in what
builders are told. Also, consider facilitating the renewable rebate process for builders installing
renewables for the first time.
Marketing Message to Homebuyers: In addition to touting low utility bills, stress that near
zero energy homes are low maintenance and that the PV panels are durable and have a long life.
The owners of affordable Challenge homes were concerned about maintenance and needing to
replace PV panels, but say none of their concerns have been realized; it is likely that most
homebuyers who are not very knowledgeable about near zero energy homes will have these same
concerns.
Should the Program decide to offer another Challenge pilot:
•

•

Consider having two categories of Challenge participants and awards. One category
would be builders who have already built a near zero energy home and are interested in
seeing how far they can go by incorporating new technologies and building
techniques/practices etc. The other category would be builders building their first near
zero energy home; these builders will likely be more interested in participating if they
know they will be competing with other builders working on their first near zero energy
home.
Determining Challenge Winners: Consider expanding the criteria for determining
Challenge winners beyond the HERS index, which at very low levels can be somewhat
inaccurate and misleading, to consider construction cost per square foot, cost per unit of
achieved energy savings, total energy consumption per square foot or other factors
affecting the marketability of near zero energy homes in the new-housing market.
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Appendix A: Closing Comments
At the end of each interview, respondents were asked if there was anything they wanted to add
about their involvement with the Challenge or about their near zero energy home, as appropriate.
Owner comment:
•

“I love my home.”

Sponsor comment:
•

“From my own perspective, I was hoping they would build on efforts in my service area,
and they did a good job on that. Any type of generic process, like a competition, loses
the personal touch. The homes speak for themselves and the Challenge was fair and
unbiased.”

Builder comments:
•

•

•

“Ask what is next. I would like to see beyond zero energy homes. I would like to see
developments built with enough PV on the roof to not only displace the green house
gases (GHG) of the home, but supply transportation needs. Buildings account for over
40% of America's GHGs. With a -31 HERS home you could plug in a Prius or Nissan
Leaf vehicle. Have a net zero home that pays for your transportation. We have a -31
HERS home on the books. We are working on workforce housing with proposed pricing
less than $350,000. Passive homes are not focused on the active part of homes and are
missing the boat. There are diminishing returns and it is much cheaper to work with PV
rather than the additional cost and specifications required to meet passive house
requirements.”
“After we won, it wasn't ever posted who won. I called and asked ICF to post who won.
I would have more than five entries in a competition and would judge on the HERS
score before renewables.”
“I am really glad we participated. It was enlightening and the way of the future. We
learned a lot about energy, heating systems and insulation. A lot of it is education and
being informed.”

HERS Raters comments:
•

•

“I think I said a lot. The only other thing is I guess there are pros and cons to Program
changes. There are a lot of changes and it is hard for builders and providers to keep up.
At the same time, it is good that things change. The new program (Version 3) is more
advanced. Both builders and providers need V3 training.”
“Raters are doing so much more than verification. I think some should be consultants
and some should focus on verification. Paying us only for successes tends to be a
problem. You run into people who don't trust us and could have raters who abuse the
system because they are paid only when a home succeeds. This is awkward.”
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“It was a positive experience. I am glad to know that you can build nine more houses
like Mark's and they would equate to using the same energy as one code home. I hope I
can get a couple of builders just interested in doing it. I think one builder I am working
with will soon have his first net zero home under his belt--an ENERGY STAR tier 3
home.”
“A NH builder I am working with is doing 48 homes using geo-thermal and foam, but
doesn't like PV. I am always trying to get him to offer PV as an option.”
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Appendix B: Selected Interviewee Comments
Interviewees are given as much time as they want to explain their responses to questions and to
provide examples to support their responses. Interviews with Sponsors and occupants averaged
approximately 30 minutes and interviews with builders and HERS raters averaged approximately
one hour. Although not key to understanding overall study findings, the NMR team believes it is
appropriate to make the following more detailed interviewee comments available to project
Sponsors.
Comments on whether or not interest in building near zero energy homes has increased because
of the Challenge:
•

•

“Yes. Not sure how many people heard about it, but a lot of people talk about zero
energy homes in general and several mention the Challenge. We are involved with the
city of Lowell—they got a community grant putting up money for reducing existing
home energy use close to zero. I am also involved with the governor's task force and am
on the advisory committee. I have more exposure to state and city level players.
However, builders don't seek us out because of zero energy homes but, luckily, find us.”
(HERS rater)
“It is hard to say. From my standpoint, when I work with the owner of a development
company or the site supervisor they are more interested in specific products they are
building with and how they can move up to a higher incentive. They are not asking
about zero energy, but are interested in PV or new HVAC technologies. There is a green
angle, but it is not fully absorbed. In all honesty, they are just trying to get by now and
not lose money.” (HERS rater)

Comments on other very energy-efficient home projects:
•

•

•

“I spent at least 75 hours on a home where the builder was interested, but decided not to
pursue the Challenge. He built ENERGY STAR HERS 30-35 to homes. I didn’t charge
for the extra hours. Then, he wanted some extra work done (infrared camera etc.), but
when I told him I would have to charge him he wasn't interested.” (HERS rater)
“I am finding in the LEED homes I am doing that it is a complex system and a builder's
first experience building a LEED home takes a lot more hand holding, explaining and
translating information from the certification materials to what they need to be doing. It
is more complex than ENERGY STAR.” (HERS rater)
“I worked with architects who wanted a tight house with low ACH50 before insulation.
In the end, they eliminated the heating system—they use a gas fireplace and ceiling fans
with electric resistance heat built in. It will be a Tier 3 home in 2010. The owner used to
be an insulation contractor.” (HERS rater)
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“Only a handful of builders have shown interest in building a near zero energy home.
One home is being built by a Realtor and her husband, who is an engineer. Another
owner did all the research and built one and was interested in the Challenge, but the
home was not a repeatable design. The home performed fantastically during last year's
ice storm. They were out of heat for 5 days and heating with geothermal the temperature
only dropped from 68 to 58 degrees in five days.” (HERS rater)
“I just got off the phone with a builder who is close to completing his first ENERGY
STAR home. People are already living there. It is a duplex rehab. It has geothermal and
he is putting in PV. The utility bill is only $125 per month and bills for the other half of
duplex are double that. Adding the PV will move the HERS score down to the 30s. He is
setting up to build all his homes this way— to net zero.” (HERS rater)
“One builder decided not to apply for the Challenge because he is not doing renewables.
He did geothermal; he wanted to see how low he could get without renewables. He got
to the mid thirties (35 or 37). You pick your battles—what you spend your money on. I
want them to spend on a super-insulated shell. If can get them to R-21 to 26 diminishing
returns hit, but if I can get them in that range, that is good.” (HERS rater)
“One builder interested in the Challenge is doing a 16 home sub division and is about
5 homes into it. HERS score will be around the mid 40s to 50: geothermal, insulated
basements, cellulose walls, inch rigid insulation on the exterior. He considered PV
(priced at $25,000) but it was not something he was interested in. He couldn't get below
35 without renewables so he opted not to apply for the Challenge—he was not going to
take a chance on spending money and coming in 4th.” (HERS rater)
“Before the challenge, a couple builders submitted plans to us that were pretty advanced.
They would have built the same home without incentives– incentives were icing on the
cake. This is the way it should be–passionate about it and from the heart.” (HERS rater)
“One builder built his own home and five others. His home is a HERS 46 with no
renewables. For the five spec homes he asked me to give him an ENERGY STAR
package he can be proud of, but that people won't try to hammer him down on price. He
has a similar concern going to zero energy.” (HERS rater)

Builder comment on putting together a team:
•

“We had a long history of green building. We had already won a national award for
responsibility. Then, I heard about passive house homes at a NESEA conference. I Knew
I had land. A consultant from Steven Winter Associates (SWA) had done some
commissioning for homes we had built with MTC grants. He and I sat informally. I was
inspired by passive house, and decided to do a zero energy home in one town and to do a
development in another town. Our architect said he would love to design a zero energy
house and offered to do it pro bono. Those are the two principal characters for the one
house. The other thing I had been doing, when we first got involved in green building,
was to bring all the contractors together for a pizza party at the end of a project—the
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team included all of them. I had a team going in when we started the Challenge home.
There was one exception; we went out to bid and used a different plumber, who has been
good. To me, as tradeswoman myself, it is important to include everyone in an
integrated design team. They came to meetings. We picked a home for the Challenge.
Everybody—PV, solar water heat, architect, plumber etc.— sat in the basement and we
talked about what would makes sense. We worked together to figure out where and how
to put the systems in the basement to still leave some open space for the owner to use.”
(builder)
Comments on building near zero energy homes:
•

•

•

•

“The mission is nice affordable energy efficient clean housing. The developer applies for
grants and the more money granted the more upgrades we do. Grants on the last six units
provided 80-90% of the cost of solar panels, but now it is only 50%. The average bill for
occupants of the near zero units is $1-$3 per month for families of five to six living in
the home. The cost to them is $75,000 per home. There are stories about what happens
when the families are brought in to see their home about a week before closing. They
come with their friends and when they walk in their mouths drop and they start crying.
They can't believe they are getting such a nice home. The kids run around so happy. We
should get it on tape—it is like the Extreme Makeover show. Owners have a lot of pride.
I have been in units several years old and they look like they were just built.” (builder)
“Design and construction for a zero energy home is not that different. I have observed
that when trying new techniques you train a crew to do it a new way and it is not that far
a reach. Invariably they are initially concerned and increase prices, for say added
insulation, and if they did it five times the up charge would be negligible. The primary
zero energy home up charge is PV etc. to offset energy consumption.” (builder)
“Building a reasonably air sealed home with an ASHP and renewables is the way to go
to build ENERGY STAR homes. I am interested in the best approach to reach a goal. A
lot of sites don't work with renewables; there could be utility sized renewables.”
(builder)
“I am a big window nut. It is a challenge. I was sent through the Building America
Program and went to a national home builders meeting. It became clear that windows in
America are built for the southern climate because that is where construction is. The
windows are great for low heat and high air conditioning areas. We have big heating
loads and not much of a cooling season. For the Challenge home we worked with
Paradigm windows. Thermo-tech in Canada understands the northern climates and
builds great windows, but they were too expensive for us. Paradigm does a vinyl triple
pane U-0.18 window we used on the North, East and West walls. So little building is
going on that there is no incentive for manufacturers to adopt the Canadian process now.
You can't get perfect windows for northern climates in the U.S. for a reasonable price.
Most builders are ignoring the issue and going with double pane windows. We are also
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using Hardi-plank siding and minimizing vinyl. We found a place in Boston that would
build the windows we wanted, but they would be fiberglass (very expensive).” (builder)
“After R-20 to R-30 for walls and R-30 to R-40 for ceilings you hit diminishing
returns— after that it is better to go to PV. Ask others what their break down for cost
and savings is for increasing insulation from R-20 to R-40 for a roof. Going from R-40
to R-60 in the roof, depending on the size of the roof, may save you only $20 a year.
People are afraid of the cost of PV but don't understand the cost of insulation. You have
to work out all window details etc. —it takes time and labor and materials. Having used
non-standard wall depths, it definitely cost something. When you go beyond an inch or
two of foam on an exterior wall I can't see that it works better than PV. You can easily
monitor PV, but using 2 to 4 inches of foam in a wall, you can do the math, but
measuring the impact in the field it is a small number to chase down.” (builder)
“You can cost effectively get to a 50 HERS without PV and can get below 50 with PV
doing some pretty nutty stuff. SRECs (solar renewable energy credits) start this year and
the amount of PV is unlimited. (With residential projects the limit is 5 kW with MTC.)
With unlimited SRECs we are still seeing what the best mix is. SRECs are encouraging.
With no cap, we are doing a 7.14 kW system on home. It is encouraging for any size
house.” (builder)
“I am really sold on the ASHP mini split systems for heating and air conditioning. It is
very simple, inexpensive to put in and comes in multiple configurations. It is much
better than electric resistance heat.” (builder)
“I always use passive solar, but some people are not happy with a concrete floor. The
house I am building now is using water in the ceiling–tons of water in jugs in a hatched
ceiling.” (builder)
“We are getting closer to the passive house concept. I am more on the passive house side
than zero energy, but not that excited about not using real wood etc. However, the goal
makes sense. I am doing another home now that is almost at the passive house level. It
has a more complicated shape. I would really like to take an old house and turn it into a
zero energy house. There are a lot of existing houses out there. (builder)

Comments on cost of near zero energy homes:
•

•

“One interesting thing, we spent more on our kitchen than on our PV system. Ours is a
custom home, but I would think for non-affordable housing this is pretty consistent in
MA. It would be great if people understood that in renovations done for appearance
there is no consideration of payback. However, anytime someone is looking at solar
panels they want to know the payback.” (builder)
“The Challenge home cost only a little more than I expected. I could duplicate it now for
less. We used a metal roof—totally recyclable—and used only non toxic materials.
Spent more on framing. Spent less on other things by using recycled materials from old
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houses–shower, doors and sink are all second hand. Windows were the most expensive
item—the best from Canada.” (builder)
“Solar panels are a big expense, but how can I go backwards. I don't want to build
anything any less energy efficient than the last homes built with solar etc. I am building
a bit more green, saving energy and recycling when I can.” (builder)

Comments on homebuyer interest in near zero energy homes:
•

•

•

“I am building one now for a client. Five other people called wondering if I would be
interested in building them a home. I gave them a free explanation of what I do, but
didn't take any on because I do one thing at a time. I can refer them to architects who can
refer them to builders. I send people to architects I work with who know how to build a
house right.” (builder)
“If they [custom-home clients] don't have any construction experience they bring hi-tech
ideas from magazines. They are thinking about lots of panels, mechanical systems—
exciting things. I try to talk them out of it. The things they have read about are usually
unnecessary and they are not thinking about putting money into the shell. I tell them that
they should focus on the shell—good windows, good air sealing and proper siting—
because this will drop the size of HVAC systems required.” (builder)
“They hear about zero energy homes through an article or speech and want their own
version. They have different needs—an all on one floor home, a retirement home, etc.
They range from cost-effective homes to high-end homes. They range in size from 1,248
to 5,402 square feet.” (builder)

Comment on marketing very energy-efficient homes:
•

“In late 2007, after we got money from the state and there were articles about us
building zero energy homes, another ENERGY STAR development was being built in
the area. The builder realized I was going to be in competition with him so he should at
least do ENERGY STAR—at least that is my hunch. The Realtor working with that
builder has become a green Realtor. We have put our market-rate homes with Realtors
and they are lost—they haven't sold any.” (builder)

Comments on interest from others in near zero energy homes:
•

•
•

“I have made presentations to several organizations. We have a lot of grass root groups
in our area. Last week I talked to a carbon reduction group interested in what could be
done for older houses. It was an educational thing for the community. Several builders
and people with old houses came—it was a lot of fun.” (builder)
“I wrote some articles for a local organization and a local newspaper article.” (builder)
“I have talked at public libraries for climate change groups, for the MA Watershed
Coalition, NESEA conference, Journal of light Construction, and Build Boston
conference. I have a Power Point presentation with pictures of homes saving 60%, 70%
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and 80% on building energy use. For Low Impact Development (LID) projects I talk
about porous papers, rain gardens—things like that.” (builder)
Comments on the state of the near zero energy building industry in Massachusetts:
•

•

•

“I hope it becomes more and more mainstream. The government is helping quite a bit. I
was asked to join the zero energy task force–everything zero energy by 2030 and
substantially by 2020. It is technically and financially possible and not that hard to learn.
There will be some people dragging their feet. We need more substantiated documented
pilots showing how it can be done. We have all the makings to transform the industry.”
(builder)
“With Stretch Codes and the new 2010 codes, HERS ratings may go down, but not many
will go to zero energy. People are starting to like the look of PV panels. They see it as a
proud ownership thing rather than something to hide. I don't think you will see zero
energy on a large scale for 5-10 years. Most homes are already built. There is a lot more
opportunity for retrofits and fixing older houses, but that is more difficult.” (builder)
“The Challenge gave specific types of building schemes and builders good PR and there
was a lot of PR from other organizations trying to achieve reduced carbon impacts etc. If
I ask builders about zero energy homes they don't know much. It is important is to target
homeowners. Builders say they need to be building what is being demanded.” (HERS
rater)

Comments on issues challenging builders of near zero energy homes:
•

•
•
•

•

•

“There are no technical challenges, it is all about how people think about houses and
money. They are happy and willing to buy expensive interior finishes, but not energyrelated features. The challenge is to increase people's concern over global warming and
getting using less energy to be a status symbol.” (builder)
“Clients want to see what they are spending their money on. They can see that great
picture window, but not what is in the walls.” (builder)
“Trying to pass new regulations on mortgages–green mortgages–that will allow banks to
lend more if the cost of operating the home is less. That would be helpful.” (builder)
“The definition of zero energy and the idea that all energy has to be generated on site.
Some sites don't lend themselves to renewables, but communities have space on no one's
property. More collectively owned or invested in solar options would be good. Say there
is one big hill in the neighborhood and I am at the bottom of the hill. I could invest with
others on wind power installed on top of the hill.” (HERS rater)
“As builders become more educated things may change–now it may be a fear of the
unknown. They have bills to pay. What is the benefit and the potential risk? Will they be
able to recover the cost over a traditional home?” (HERS rater)
“Costs per sq. foot have to remain competitive. Zero energy homes will be smaller
homes and customers will wonder why they are more expensive. Builders and Realtors
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need to be educated on how to sell the benefits. You can't just build them and think
people will buy them. Costs need to be managed. People want larger homes and greater
amenities—not things they can't see in the walls or HVAC closet.” (HERS rater)
“Builders need to learn about low energy heating systems and ventilation systems sized
for low energy homes. Germany has several in the low output range. HRV systems less
than 300 CFM were not available earlier. Now there are a few, but many are not very
good.” (HERS rater)

Comments on convincing more builders to build near zero energy homes:
•

•

•

•

•

•

“It is hard to convince builders. To get a greater demand for zero energy homes, fuel and
operation costs need to increase. Then builders will build zero energy homes. It all has to
hit us in the pocket book.” .” (HERS rater)
“Right now there is an opportunity because the building market is slow. A lot of builders
are without a lot of opportunities to build. So, it is a good time to encourage them to do
the best they can do—learn to build the most advanced homes. It is in their best interest
because it is the way things are going and you better jump on board. If I said that to a
builder in front of me right now, that might not encourage him. Maybe having more
educational training at these zero homes—free on-site tours and trainings—or offer
training that follows a building in process to see the beginning, middle and end of the
process. Guided on-site air sealing impresses builders—offer on-site training that
includes that.” (HERS rater)
“There are still a lot of myths about green. Some builders are still wary of tight homes.
They need to understand how ventilation works—to see it is a whole other thing.”
(HERS rater)
“Provide assistance with marketing and products and overall information/training on the
most cost effective way to get there. Renewables is the buzz word, but builders have
trouble figuring out how to incorporate them into projects.” (HERS rater)
“Try to use higher level incentives to get builders to start building better homes. Most
could achieve Tier 2 if they insulated foundation walls, but that cost will exceed the
extra incentive associated with moving from Tier 1 to Tier 2. It is almost impossible to
get to zero. It is a step by step process getting builders to change practices.” (HERS
rater)
“The new Tier 3 might help. Maybe create a different kind of certification and logo,
something that can be marketed as, ‘If you are not doing this then . . .’ Distinguish very
energy-efficient homes from the basic ENERGY STAR home. Providing more training
would be my best recommendation—see it on the ground. Do training and then tell them
here are the resources to help you do this; these are the people who can help you build a
certified home; here is the help to get you where you need to be. Enhanced labeling
could be as simple as blue, green and gold ENERGY STAR labels to differentiate
different energy-efficiency levels. This would have to be at the national level. There are
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assumptions about what ENERGY STAR means and what are you really getting from
being more energy efficient and sometimes I think that is lost. It is the issue of putting a
little more time and money into a project in the short term provides long term comfort
and energy savings to the buyer. It is complex thinking, but it needs to be
communicated—the principle behind it is getting lost.” (HERS rater)
“A lot of it is cost and the market right now. It is tough for selling homes and there is not
room for much mark up. It would be a gamble to spend more and try to sell to people
unaware of the benefits—high risk. If you can get the cost down, it would be nice to see
this as the standard. We are not at that point yet.” (builder)
“Builders build what people ask for. They can only do so much. A project I worked with
in another state showed people their total cost to the bank for the mortgage and utility
costs. Public awareness and opinions will change as utility costs increase and scarcity
hits.” (builder)
“Marketing. It really needs to go to the TV level–not necessarily a commercial, but a
Sunday night chronicle type thing. Walk people through a few homes. A full half hour
show—This Old House type of thing. Have This Old House do a zero energy home.
Provide case study comparisons.” (HERS rater)

Comments on encouraging builders to build spec near zero energy homes:
•

•

•

•

“Tier 3 is the wisest thing the utilities could have done. That is a HERS 40 without PV
and if you want zero energy homes you should incentivize. I might split the $8,000
incentive, giving $3,000 for a home with a 40 HERS and an additional $4,000 for a zero
energy home. Getting to 40 without PV is really difficult. You have got to look at cost
effective options to get to zero and encourage builders if you want spec near zero energy
homes. “(builder)
“I think the ENERGY STAR labeling program is great for awareness. People interested
in that characteristic are interested in PV panels. It seems it would be good if ENERGY
STAR had gradations—one or two levels. Everything now is just the ENERGY STAR
label. Maybe have ENERGY STAR Plus for HERS 50 or lower homes.” (builder)
Custom-home builders are definitely more interested because there is more opportunity
for making changes. It is funny, when I tell them to increase R-values they ask, ‘Why
would I want to do that?. Isn't R-19 enough?’ The challenge in this industry is to
convince and educate builders and home buyers.” (HERS rater)
“It depends, at this point I think, on education and training for spec builders. Because
cost is such an issue you would need incentives. Encourage builders to apply for MTC
solar grants and more expanded utility incentives–Tier 3 is going in that direction.
However, it seems to me in a lot of ways there is not much you can do unless you can
show them how to do it and get them excited about it or offer incentives to excite them.
MA Energy Code has changed dramatically and builders are going to have to jump to
meet what is expected of them, so this is an opportunity to tag along ENERGY STAR. It
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is an opportunity to say it is not about this code, but the other reasons we should be
doing the best of the best and this is what we should be striving for. Merge zero and
deep retrofit with the new code.” (HERS rater)
Comments on marketing to builders and homebuyers:
•

•

•

•

•

•

“The bulk of what I do is educate—builders, developers, owners. The Program needs
help closing the loop. If we can get buyers to ask ‘What is a HERS index?’ and they ask
one builder, that gives the builder a reason to call a rating company and look into it.
More builders will be willing to make the leap to ENERGY STAR and, potentially, net
zero if people are asking.” (HERS rater)
“Responsibility is everywhere—long term financial responsibility. There is a great quote
from Al Gore's latest book, Our Choice, "The US is still borrowing money from China
to buy oil from the Persian Gulf to burn in ways that destroy the planet. Every bit of that
has to change." We need to hammer this home—a nationalistic view. The local view is
that nobody should want cheap homes with high utility bills in their community because
they drain money from community. You can win twice by building better homes—
homeowners and the community win.” (HERS rater)
“How do you get to the homeowner—through the real estate industry. Educate real
estate players on the important issues and get them to market them, not limit marketing
to curb side appeal, kitchens and baths. Advertise. Use case studies. Market in
publications that are likely to be read by someone other than an energy geek. (Carter
Scott's article was in Solar Today, which is predominantly read by energy geeks.)
Market in more main stream magazines: "Town and Home" or "Dwell Magazine" or
"This Old House." (HERS rater)
“It is hard to get to homebuyers because, as far as I can tell, building a near zero energy
home is more expensive–a big factor in their thinking. They need education. Educate the
public that zero energy homes should be the standard–the old way is no longer
acceptable. A paradigm shift is happening. We need to go to the next step and hammer
that buyers are saving money in the short term, not the long term, if they don't move
toward zero energy homes. This can be tricky for new construction programs because
you alienate those builders building cheap homes. You want to keep offering something
to builders now meeting code, but who could be persuaded to do something more. I
think there is a shift. A score of 85 is not very common anymore. They are moving to
50s and 60s.” (HERS rater)
“Maybe target niche markets to start? One builder I know targets chemically sensitive
clients. It is a lot of extra work for the contractor. In one of his home every material had
to go through a smell test. A piece of each material was brought to the owner who could
immediately tell by smelling it if he had a bad reaction from it.” (builder)
“I usually start my presentation with a couple slides. One talks about 48% of energy
used in America is in buildings. The lion's share of America's energy use is for
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buildings. Then I show a small car. The corollary slide shows a picture of a house and a
car (13-15 year life) in a junk yard with a tree growing through it. The home pictures are
of a 123 year old house old when it was new and now that it has been renovated. This
points out how much longer the impact of changes in homes, compared to cars, will
impact climate change.” (builder)
“Impress on people the point that utilities are part of the mortgage to understand the full
cost of things. In one project I worked on the company/builder used long term payback
to show buyers how to compare his homes to other homes—spend a little more up front
but pay less by month.” (builder)
“Personally, I encourage using non toxic materials and avoid using materials that are not
recyclable or take a huge amount of energy to produce.” (builder)
“Control yearly costs. Be in control. End up with additional disposable income. Take a
great vacation every year for free.” (builder)
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Appendix C: Sponsor Interview Guide
Questions for Sponsors of the Zero Energy Challenge
Role in Zero Energy Challenge
Read: I would like to ask about your involvement in planning and implementing the Zero
Energy Challenge.
1. What role did you play in planning the Zero Energy Challenge (ZEC)?
2. What role did you play in selecting participants for the ZEC?
3. What contact did you have with the participants in the ZEC while they were building their
homes?
4. What role did you play in selecting the winners of the ZEC?
Expectations and Results
5. What were your expectations for the ZEC?
6. Did the results of the ZEC meet your expectations?
6.1. If not, what did not meet your expectations?
Lessons Learned
7. What do you believe are the key lessons learned from the ZEC?
8. What, if anything, would you do differently if you decided to offer another pilot to
encourage near zero energy building?
Impact of Zero Energy Challenge Marketing/Promotion
9. Do you think the marketing and promotion of the ZEC was effective?
9.1. If not, what would you have done differently?
10. Do you believe the promotion and marketing of the ZEC raised awareness of the viability
of building near zero energy homes?
11. Do you believe the promotion and marketing of the ZEC has increased the number of
builders or others contacting you, ICF or HERS raters about building near zero energy
homes?
11.1. If yes, would you say interest in near zero energy building has increased significantly,
somewhat, only a little or not at all because of the ZEC?
The Near Zero Energy Building Industry
12. How would you describe the state of the near zero energy building industry in
Massachusetts at this time?
13. What was it prior to the Challenge?
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14. Where do you think it will be in one year, three years, and five years?
Going Forward
15. What issues besides the technical ones do you think present the greatest challenge(s) to
new or existing near zero energy builders?
16. What do you think would be the best way to convince more home builders to build near
zero energy homes?
17. What do you think the Program can do to encourage more builders to build near zero
energy homes?
17.1. What do you think the Program can do to encourage builders to build near zero energy
spec homes?
18. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
builders to build near zero energy homes?
19. What do you think the Program can do to encourage homebuyers to look for a near zero
energy home or ask a builder to build them a near zero energy home?
20. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
buyers to look for or build a near zero energy home?
21. Those are all the questions I have, is there anything you would like to add about your
involvement in the Zero Energy Challenge?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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Appendix D: Builder Interview Guide
Questions for Builders of Zero Energy Challenge Homes
Putting Together a Team
22. How did you go about putting together a team to provide the support you needed to
successfully build a competitive near zero energy home for the Zero Energy Challenge?
23. Who was on your team, in addition to your HERS rater, and what were their
responsibilities?
24. Did your team work well together?
25. How did you go about choosing subcontractors to work on your home?
26. Did you look for subcontractors with experience working on near zero energy or other very
energy efficient homes?
27. Would you be willing to provide the names of some of the subcontractors you worked with
and their level of experience working on very energy-efficient homes so we could
interview them?
27.1. If yes, get names, contact information and experience level.
Design and Construction
28. How different is the design and construction process for a near zero home compared to a
typical code built home or the ENERGY STAR® homes you build?
29. Did you encounter any problems during construction?
29.1. If yes, what problems did you encounter?
29.2. How were these problems solved–did your team work together to solve problems?
30. Did you make any design or equipment choice changes during construction?
30.1. If so, what changes did you make and why?
31. Does it take longer to construct a near zero energy home?
31.1. If so, how much longer?
32. What are the major differences between the home you built for the Zero Energy Challenge
and the typical homes you build?
33. Overall, how much more difficult was it to successfully complete a near zero energy home
compared to the typical home you build?
Cost and Financing
34. Did the cost of building your near zero energy home match, exceed or come in under what
you expected?
34.1. If the cost was higher or lower than expected, by how much was it off and why?
35. Ask of builders who said earlier that it takes longer to build a near zero energy home:
Is the financing for a near zero energy home affected because it takes longer to build than a
typical home?
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Lessons Learned
36. What would you say are key lessons you learned participating in the Zero Energy
Challenge?
37. What would you do differently if you had it to do again?
38. What are your future plans with respect to building near zero energy homes, passive homes
or other very energy-efficient green homes?
38.1. In particular, are there any practices or equipment you used or learned about while
building your Zero Energy Challenge home that you plan to incorporate as a standard
feature in the homes you build going forward?
38.1.1. If so, what practices or equipment?
Impact of Zero Energy Challenge Marketing/Promotion
39. How valuable to you and your business was the marketing and promotion you received as a
participant in the Zero Energy Challenge?
39.1. Ask for examples.
40. Since participating in the Zero Energy Challenge, have other builders contacted you about
building near zero energy homes?
40.1. If so, how many?
40.1.1. Do they tend to be builders who are already building ENERGY STAR homes?
40.1.1.1. About what percentage are ENERGY STAR builders?
40.2. What questions do they ask?
40.3. What do you tell them?
40.4. As far as you know, have any of these builders decided to build a near zero energy
home?
40.4.1. If yes, how many?
40.4.2. Do you know if they plan on going through the MA New Homes with
ENERGY STAR Program (the Program)?
40.5. Have you had more home buyers come to you interested in building or buying a near
zero energy home?
40.5.1. If so, how much more interest or how many more buyers?
40.5.2. What questions do these interested home buyers ask?
40.5.3. As far as you know, have any of these homebuyers bought or decided to build a
near zero energy home?
40.5.3.1. If yes, how many?
40.6. Since participating in the Zero Energy Challenge, have any homebuyers asked you to
build a near zero energy home for them?
40.6.1. If yes, how many?
40.7. Have others, besides builders and home buyers, contacted you wanting to know more
about near zero energy homes? (Note: In particular, have the affordable housing
builders had other affordable housing groups come to them showing interest in
building more energy-efficient affordable housing?)
40.7.1. If yes, who has contacted you?
40.7.2. What questions have they asked?
40.7.3. What do you tell them?
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The Near Zero Energy Building Industry
41. How would you describe the state of the near zero energy building industry in
Massachusetts at this time?
42. What was it prior to the Challenge?
43. Where do you think it will be in one year, three years, and five years?
Going Forward
44. What issues besides the technical ones do you think present the greatest challenge(s) to
new or existing near zero energy builders?
45. What do you think would be the best way to convince more home builders to build near
zero energy homes?
46. What do you think the Program can or should do to encourage more builders to build near
zero energy homes?
47. Do you think builders of market rate homes interested in building near zero energy homes
are predominantly interested in building near zero energy custom homes or building near
zero energy spec homes?
47.1. What do you think the Program can do to encourage builders to build near zero energy
spec homes?
48. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
builders to build near zero energy homes?
49. What do you think the Program can do to encourage homebuyers to look for a near zero
energy home or ask a builder to build them a near zero energy home?
50. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
buyers to look for or build a near zero energy home?
51. Those are all the questions I have, is there anything you would like to add about your
participation in the Zero Energy Challenge?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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Appendix E: HERS Rater Interview Guide
Questions for HERS Raters of Zero Energy Challenge Homes
Technical Support
1. How many hours of technical support did you provide to the ZEC home you worked with?
1.1. How does this compare to the number of hours of technical support you provide to an
average ENERGY STAR® home?
2. We understand the builders competing in the ZEC typically put together a team of energy
consultants to work with during the design and construction of their home. When
providing technical support, did you work with the other consultants working on the home?
2.1. If yes, did the team work well together?
2.2. If no, what were the problems?
3. How did the team address problems or issues identified during construction?
3.1. What role did you play?
4. Were there any instances where working with multiple consultants/advisors caused
confusion?
4.1. If yes, how was this addressed?
5. Were there instances where individual members of the team had conflicting ideas?
5.1. If yes, how was this addressed?
Inspections and Certification
6. We understand that all of the participating homes underwent extensive quality assurance
verification because the final HERS ratings would determine the winners of the
competition. What, if anything, did you do differently working with the ZEC home to
ensure it met all required standards compared to an average ENERGY STAR home?
Interest From Other Builders
7. Have other builders you work with showed interest in building near zero energy homes?
7.1. If yes, do you think interest in building near zero energy homes has increased because
of the ZEC?
7.2. About what percentage of the builders you work with have expressed interest in near
zero energy homes?
7.3. What do they want to know about near zero energy homes?
7.4. What are their biggest concerns about building a near zero energy home?
7.5. Are both builders of spec homes and builders of custom homes showing more interest
in building near zero energy homes?
8. What do you tell builders interested in learning more about building a near zero energy
home?
9. Have you had any of the builders you work with who did not submit a home to the ZEC
decide to build a near zero energy home?
9.1. If yes, how many?
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9.1.1. How many of these builders plan on building near zero energy spec homes and
how many plan on building near zero custom homes?
9.1.2. What influence do you think the ZEC had on their decision to build a near zero
energy home?
Lessons Learned
10. What would you say are the key lessons you learned working with a home participating n
the ZEC?
The Near Zero Energy Building Industry
11. How would you describe the state of the near zero energy building industry in
Massachusetts at this time?
12. What was it prior to the ZEC?
13. Where do you think it will be in one year, three years, and five years?
Going Forward
14. What issues besides the technical ones do you think present the greatest challenge(s) to
new or existing near zero energy builders?
15. What do you think would be the best way to convince more home builders to build near
zero energy homes?
16. What do you think the Program can do to encourage more builders to build near zero
energy homes?
17. Do you think builders of market rate homes interested in building near zero energy homes
are predominantly interested in building near zero energy custom homes or building near
zero energy spec homes?
17.1. What do you think the Program can do to encourage builders to build near zero energy
spec homes?
18. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
builders to build near zero energy homes?
19. What do you think the Program can do to encourage homebuyers to look for a near zero
energy home or ask a builder to build them a near zero energy home?
20. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
buyers to look for or build a near zero energy home?
Closing
21. Those are all the questions I have, is there anything you would like to add about your
participation in the Zero Energy Challenge?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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Appendix F: Owner Interview Guides
Questions for Occupants of Affordable Housing
Home Buying Process and Purchase/Sale
1. Did you consider other homes before choosing this one?
1.1. If yes, how did the price of the other homes you considered compare to this home?
1.2. How did the expected monthly energy costs compare?
1.3. What was the most important factor in your decision to purchase this home–sales price,
near zero net energy use, or affordability?
2. Did you work with a Realtor to help you find homes in your price range?
2.1. If yes, did your Realtor suggest you look for an “affordable” home or did you already
know you wanted to consider buying an “affordable” home? By “affordable” home we
mean a home that must be sold to a buyer who meets certain income and other
requirements.
3. The home you purchased is an affordable home: did you apply for purchasing other
affordable homes?
3.1. If yes, how did the price of the other affordable homes you applied for or considered
purchasing compare to this one?
4. Do you know if you were able to get an energy-efficient mortgage–an energy efficient
mortgage credits a home’s energy efficiency, allowing borrowers to qualify for a larger
loan?
Learning about Near Zero Energy Homes
5. When you started looking for a home, how important was it to you to that the home you
bought be energy efficient?
6. Had you heard of a near zero energy home before you started looking for a home?
7. How and when did you learn the home you were applying to buy was a near zero energy
home?
8. Who told you about the benefits of living in a near zero energy home?
9. What did they tell you about the benefits of living in a near zero energy home?
10. How did knowing that the affordable home you were applying for would be a near zero
energy home influence your decision to apply for or buy this home rather than another
more traditionally built home?
11. Did you have any concerns about living in and maintaining a home with photo voltaic
panels and other very energy-efficient technologies?
11.1. If yes, what were your concerns.
12. How much extra do you think it cost to put all of the energy features into your home?
13. Do you know how much of the extra cost of incorporating very energy-efficient features
was covered by incentives and tax credits?
13.1. If yes, how much?
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Energy Use and Maintenance Experience
14. Were you told what to expect your energy bills would be?
15. What was your first thought when you learned how low your energy bills would be?
16. Have your actual energy bills been about what you expected, higher or lower ?
17. What were you told about what would be involved in maintaining your near zero energy
home?
18. Do you think there is there more maintenance involved living in a near zero energy home
compared to a more traditionally built home?
18.1. If yes, can you give an example?
19. Have you had to call for servicing on any of the equipment in your home?
19.1. If so, what equipment?
19.2. Were the problems solved to your satisfaction?
19.3. Was the cost of servicing or repairs reasonable?
Living in a Near Zero Energy Home
20. What expectations did you have about living in a near zero energy home?
21. Now that you have lived in your home for several months, would you say your home is
meeting, exceeding or falling short of your expectations?
21.1. If response is exceeding or falling short, ask for examples of why they say that.
22. Did you have any concerns about living in and maintaining a home with photo voltaic
panels and other renewable energy and very energy-efficient technologies?
22.1. If yes, what were your concerns?
22.2. Have any of your concerns turned out to be real?
22.2.1. If so, please explain.
23. In general, what, if anything, would you say is different about living in a near zero energy
home compared to a more traditionally built home?
24. In what ways, if any, have you changed the way you live?
25. What things do you like best about living in a near zero energy home?
26. Is there anything you don’t like about living in a near zero energy home?
26.1. If so, what?
27. Would you recommend buying a near zero energy home to others?
27.1. If yes, what would you tell others about why they should consider a near zero energy
home?
27.2. If not, why not?
Increasing Interest in and Demand for Near Zero Energy Homes
28. What do you think would be the best way to convince more home builders to build near
zero energy homes?
29. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
builders to build near zero energy homes?
30. What do you think would be the best way to convince more home buyers to look for a near
zero energy home or ask a builder to build them a near zero energy custom home?
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31. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
buyers to look for or build a near zero energy custom home?
32. Those are all the questions I have, is there anything else you would like to say about your
near zero energy home?

Questions for Occupants of Custom Homes
Planning Your Home
1. When you started planning your new home, how important was it to you that it be energy
efficient?
2. Had you heard of a near zero energy home before you started planning your home?
2.1. If yes, what did you know about near zero energy homes?
2.2. If no, how and where did you learn about near zero energy homes?
3. What made you decide to build a near zero energy home?
Participating in the Zero Energy Challenge4. How did you learn about the Zero Energy Challenge pilot?
5. Why did you decide to submit your home for the Zero Energy Challenge pilot?
6. What would you say were the benefits of participating in the Zero Energy Challenge pilot,
besides the chance to win a sizeable financial award?
7. How did you go about choosing a builder to work with?
8. How did you or your builder go about choosing a HERS rater to work with?
9. How valuable was the technical assistance (up to 30 hours) provided by the Challenge in
tandem with the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR program in helping you
with your home?
10. Did you hire and work with other energy consultants in addition to the help available
through the pilot?
10.1. If so, how did you choose them and how valuable was their help?
11. Did you run into any problems or issues building your home that required making design
or equipment changes?
11.1. If so, can you give examples?
11.2. Did you, your builder, your HERS rater and any other energy consultants you were
working with work together as a team to develop solutions to any problems
encountered?
11.2.1. If so, did they work well as a team?
12. If you were to build another near zero energy home, what, if anything, would you do
differently?
13. If you had not participated in the Zero Energy Challenge, would you have built a house that
is as efficient as the one you built?
13.1. Did the Challenge spur you on to build a more efficient home?
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Energy Use and Maintenance Experience
14. Have your actual energy bills been about what you expected, higher or lower?
15. Do you think there is there more maintenance involved living in a near zero energy home
compared to a more traditionally built home?
15.1. If yes, can you give an example?
16. Have you had to call for servicing on any of the equipment in your home?
16.1. If so, what equipment?
16.2. Were the problems solved to your satisfaction?
16.3. Was the cost of servicing or repairs reasonable?
Living in Your Near Zero Energy Home
17. What expectations did you have about living in a near zero energy home?
18. Now that you have lived in your home for several months, would you say your home is
meeting, exceeding or falling short of your expectations?
18.1. If response is exceeding or falling short, ask for examples of why they say that.
19. Did you have any concerns about living in and maintaining a home with photo voltaic
panels and other renewable energy and very energy-efficient technologies?
19.1. If yes, what were your concerns?
19.2. Have any of your concerns turned out to be real?
19.2.1. If so, please explain.
20. In general, what, if anything, would you say is different about living in a near zero energy
home compared to a more traditionally built home?
21. In what ways, if any, have you changed the way you live?
22. What things do you like best about living in your near zero energy home?
23. Is there anything you don’t like about living in your near zero energy home?
23.1. If so, what?
24. Would you recommend buying or building a near zero energy home to others?
24.1. If yes, what would you tell them about why they should consider a near zero energy
home?
24.2. If not, why not?
Higher Cost of Building a Near Zero Energy Home
25. Do you know how much more it cost to build your near zero energy home compared to a
more traditionally built home?
25.1. If yes, about how much more did it cost?
26. Do you think it was worth the extra up front cost to build a near zero energy home?
27. Should you decide to sell your home in the next few years, how much of the extra cost do
you think you would be able to recoup?
27.1. Would you work with a Realtor to sell your home?
27.1.1. If yes, do you think the Realtor would need special knowledge or training about
the energy-efficient aspects of your home to sell your home for what it is worth
or do you think the home would sell itself?
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27.1.1.1. If Realtor would need special knowledge, what special knowledge or
training would the Realtor need?
27.1.2. Would you look for a Realtor who was already aware of the benefits of buying
and living in a near zero energy home or who specialized in marketing energyefficient or green homes?
Increasing Interest in and Demand for Near Zero Energy Homes
28. What do you think would be the best way to convince more home builders to build near
zero energy homes?
29. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
builders to build near zero energy homes?
30. What do you think would be the best way to convince more home buyers to look for near
zero energy homes?
31. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
buyers to look for or build a near zero energy home?
32. Those are all the questions I have, is there anything else you would like to say about your near zero
energy home?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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Appendix G: Subcontractor Interview Guide
Questions for Subcontractors who Worked on Zero Energy Challenge Homes
Near Zero Energy and ENERGY STAR® Home Experience
1. How many near zero energy or other very energy-efficient homes have you worked on?
1.1. If several homes, ask: Do you market yourself as being able to meet the needs of
builders interested in building very energy-efficient homes?
2. Have you worked on other ENERGY STAR homes besides the home participating in the
ZEC?
2.1. If yes, about how many ENERGY STAR homes have you worked on?
2.2. About how many ENERGY STAR builders have you worked with?
2.3. Do you encourage builders you work with to participate in the New Homes with
ENERGY STAR Program (the Program)?
2.3.1. If yes, what do you tell them?
2.3.2. How often do they decide to become an ENERGY STAR builder?
Lessons Learned Working on a Near Zero Energy Home
3. What did you learn from working on the near zero energy home that participated in the
ZEC?
4. Would you say it was more difficult working on a near zero energy home than a typical
home?
4.1. If yes, in what ways was it more difficult?
5. Did you use any techniques, practices, equipment or materials for the first time on the near
zero energy home?
5.1. If so, what?
5.2. Did you run into any problems?
5.2.1. If so, what problems and how did you resolve them?
6. Did you need to spend more time working on the near zero energy home than on a typical
home?
6.1. If yes, how much more time?
6.2. What required more time?
7. If subcontractor said they used new techniques, practices, equipment or materials ask: Are
you now recommending any of the new techniques, practices, equipment or materials you
used working on the near zero energy home to other builders?
7.1.1. If so, what do you recommend?
7.1.2. Have builders been interested in incorporating these recommendations?
7.1.2.1.If yes, have both builders of spec homes and builders of custom homes
shown interest?
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Going Forward
8. What do you think would be the best way to convince more home builders to build near
zero energy homes?
9. What do you think the Program can do to encourage builders to build near zero energy
homes?
10. What are the key messages you think should be used in marketing materials to encourage
builders to build near zero energy homes?
11. Do you think the Program should provide more training to subcontractors on the
techniques, practices, equipment and materials used in building very energy-efficient
homes?
11.1. If yes, what specific training do you think the Program should provide?
11.2. Would you attend the training and/or recommend the training to other subcontractors?
11.2.1. If not, why not?
Closing
12. Those are all the questions I have, is there anything you would like to add?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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Executive Summary
This report presents the results of secondary research and interviews conducted to find out how
existing energy-efficiency programs across the country estimate whole house savings for homes
undergoing major renovations or additions. Interviews were conducted with:
•

•
•

•

Energy-efficiency program managers and/or staff at four utilities that either have an
existing program that addresses renovations that include an addition or are planning on
launching one
An energy consultant modeling savings for other programs addressing additions
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) project manager developing an approach to
serve remodeling projects through the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR
(HPwES) Program
Energy consultants facilitating development of the Massachusetts Technical Reference
Manual content addressing residential measures

With respect to energy-efficiency programs in general, additions tend to be the orphan of new
construction projects. Additions are rarely, if at all, specifically targeted or addressed, although
some benefits and support may be available to homeowners through energy-efficiency programs
addressing renovations. The Major Renovations Pilot tries to address this need and is unique
because it targets homeowners building additions of 500 square feet or larger. Participants are
required to make appropriate energy-efficiency upgrades to the existing home and additions must
be built to ENERGY STAR standards. As of late May 2010 there are 14 active projects. Project
energy savings are the difference between the estimated energy consumption of the original
existing home plus the new addition built with Massachusetts baseline or User Defined
Reference Home (UDRH) features minus the estimated energy consumption of the final
completed home, including the addition.

Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on the secondary research and interviews conducted.
•
•
•

Few energy-efficiency programs address additions; only one other existing program
specifically addressing additions was identified.
ENERGY STAR Homes Programs typically address additions only if they are part of a
full gut rehab eligible for ENERGY STAR certification.
Many states, including Massachusetts, have deep energy retrofit programs for existing
homes. The Major Renovations Pilot offers an attractive option for homeowners who
want to improve the energy-efficiency of their existing home at the same time they are
adding living space, but do not want to go as far as doing a deep energy retrofit.
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Some HPwES Programs serve homes that are adding living space by finishing basement
space, finishing attic space or building an addition. No programs were identified that
have a minimum requirement for the square feet of living space being added.
EPA’s plan to address remodeling projects that include adding living space is similar to
the Massachusetts Major Renovations Pilot in that energy-efficiency improvements
would be made to the existing home and the new space would be built to EPA ENERGY
STAR Homes Program standards. The premise of the EPA “Remodel to ENERGY
STAR” concept is that the energy savings generated by making the existing home more
energy-efficient will cover the added energy use required for the newly renovated space,
resulting in no increase in energy use.
Originally, the incentives available for energy-efficiency improvements to existing homes
for participants in the MassSAVE Program and the Major Renovations Pilot were the
same. Now, air sealing is provided at no cost to participants in the MassSAVE Program.
The program manager of the Major Renovations Pilot says this has caused some
confusion for customers because it may not be clear which program will best serve their
needs.

Recommendations
•

•

Savings Methodology: Consider adopting the suggestion made by energy consultants
working on modeling savings for similar programs that estimating the annual energy
consumption of the baseline home by modeling the existing home as one structure, with
the new addition built to UDRH characteristics, may produce more accurate results. (The
current methodology models the existing structure and the new addition built to UDRH
characteristics separately, and then adds the two resulting annual energy consumption
estimates to estimate total baseline home annual energy consumption.)
Incentives for Existing Home Improvements: Make the incentives available for
making improvements to the existing home consistent with incentives available through
the MassSAVE Program. This will help avoid confusion among customers deciding
which program will best serve their needs. Ideally, all potential participants in the Pilot
should be made aware of all the energy-efficiency program options available to them
when building an addition, such as the Deep Energy Retrofit and MassSAVE programs as
well as the ENERGY STAR Homes Program if they should decide to do a gut rehab.
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1 Introduction
This report presents the results of secondary research on how existing programs elsewhere in the
country estimate whole house savings for homes undergoing major renovations or additions and
interviews with:
•

•
•
•

Energy-efficiency program managers and/or staff at utilities that either have an existing
program that addresses renovations that include an addition or are planning on launching
such a program
Energy consultants working with energy-efficiency programs outside Massachusetts
addressing additions
The EPA project manager developing an approach to serve remodeling projects through
the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program
Energy consultants facilitating development of the Massachusetts Technical Reference
Manual content addressing residential measures

Secondary research included a review of information available on the EPA energystar.gov
website and utility-sponsored energy-efficiency program websites for the 22 states identified by
EPA as having the highest ENERGY STAR Home market penetration rates in 2008. (See Table
1-1on the next page.)
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Table 1-1: 2008 ENERGY STAR Home Market Penetrations
State

a

Iowa
Nevada
Hawaii
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Arizona
Connecticut
Oklahoma
New Jersey
Kentucky
New Hampshire
New York
Ohio
Colorado
Indiana
California
Wisconsin
Nebraska
Massachusetts
North Dakota
New Mexico
Oregon

2008 ENERGY STAR
a
Qualified New Homes

2008 One-Unit Housing
b
Permits

3,962
4,455
1,347
31,995
2,594
344
5,944
973
2,548
2,492
1,712
523
2,733
2,697
2,150
2,163
5,381
1,748
697
797
266
653
899

6,217
7,033
2,483
78,760
7,007
1,046
18,945
3,105
8,306
9,069
6,817
2,308
12,599
12,733
11,026
11,652
32,079
10,014
4,639
5,310
1,867
5,167
7,385

1

2008 ENERGY
STAR Market Penetration
64%
63%
54%
41%
37%
33%
31%
31%
31%
27%
25%
23%
22%
21%
19%
19%
17%
17%
15%
15%
14%
13%
12%

In addition to site-built, there are ENERGY STAR qualified multifamily homes as well as ENERGY STAR
qualified manufactured homes. However, these homes are not included in the indices because of
differences in the definition and tracking of these types of homes by the US EPA and Census. ENERGY
STAR qualified new homes data are submitted quarterly to EPA on behalf of builders by third-party rating
providers accredited by the Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET).
b
These are final 2008 census numbers as of 5/15/2009.
Source - http://www.census.gov/const/C40/Table2/tb2u2008.txt

1

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?fuseaction=qhmi.showHomesMarketIndex April 26, 2010.
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2 Program Description and Requirements
As described on the massenergystarhomes.com website:
The Major Renovations Pilot provides homeowners who are renovating,
remodeling or making other home improvements the opportunity to increase the
energy performance of the home. Residential Energy Service Network, or
RESNET, develops national standards for energy efficiency rating systems.
RESNET certified home energy raters, or HERS (Home Energy Rating System)
raters, measure relative energy use on the HERS index and make
recommendations for cost effective improvements that can be achieved by the
rated building. 2

2.1 Pilot Participation Requirements
Projects must be adding at least 500 square feet of space to be eligible to participate in the Major
Renovations Pilot. Requirements for upgrading the energy efficiency of the existing home
include:
•
•
•
•

Exterior Walls: Install a dense pack cellulose or other high performance insulation in all
empty wall cavities.
Flat Attic Ceilings: Seal all air leakage locations including all accessible top plates.
Install loose blown insulation to achieve R-38 minimum insulation level.
Crawl Space: Insulate crawl space walls with a code approved rigid insulation board
with a minimum of R-10. Insulate sill perimeter with R-19 blockers.
Seal Ductwork to meet ENERGY STAR recommendations.

Newly constructed and gutted areas must meet the ENERGY STAR Builder’s Option Package
(BOP) requirements. 3 2009 BOP requirements include:
•
•
•
•
•

Insulation Levels: R-30 insulation in basement ceilings, R-19 insulation in walls, R-38
insulation in attic ceilings
Windows: U-value lower than 0.354
Meeting ENERGY STAR Thermal Bypass Checklist (TBC) requirements
Ductwork: Ducts sealed and measured leakage to the outside of 4 CFM25 per 100 square
feet of conditioned floor area or lower
Newly installed HVAC and water heating equipment serving the addition meet ENERGY
STAR BOP energy-efficiency and sizing requirements

2

http://massenergystarhomes.com/homebuyers/programs.htm
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/bldrs_lenders_raters/downloads/Nat_BOP_Final.pdf
4
The current BOP requires windows that meet or exceed version 4.0 of the ENERGY STAR Program
Requirements for Residential Windows. Version 5.0 requirements for residential windows, which require lower
U-values, became effective January 4, 2010. See: www.energystar.gov/windows.
3
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Thermostat(s): ENERGY STAR-qualified programmable thermostat5
Ventilation: A whole house Energy Recovery Ventilator, Heat Recovery Ventilator or
ENERGY STAR rated bath fan, must be ducted to the exterior.

2.2 Incentives
The Pilot offers the following incentives to participants:
•

•
•

Incentives for thermal shell upgrades include 75% of the cost of weatherization and
envelope upgrades to the existing building, plus 15% of the cost of above-code envelope
upgrades to the newly renovated sections and/or additions. The envelope upgrade
incentives are capped at $2,000.
Screw-in Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs) for appropriate fixtures in the home are
provided at no cost to the participant.
The Pilot defrays a fixed amount of HERS rater expenses. However, because the costs
associated with the services rendered by HERS raters vary from project to project based
on the work required, the Pilot may not cover all of the HERS rater’s expenses. Project
participants are responsible for HERS rater expenses not covered by the Pilot.

Participants may be eligible for additional equipment and thermal rebates, such as GasNetworks
rebates for high-efficiency natural gas space and water heating equipment. Information on the
availability of additional rebates is provided to participants.

5

EPA suspended the ENERGY STAR programmable thermostats specification effective December 31, 2009.
Source: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?fuseaction=find_a_product.showProductGroup&pgw_code=TH
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3 Program Status
The ICF manager of the Major Renovations Pilot reports that as of late May 2010 there are 14
active projects. She adds that awareness of the Pilot is steadily increasing; there are daily
inquiries and project referrals from homeowners, builders and trade allies. The majority of HERS
rating companies working for the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program
have not yet engaged in active project recruitment and outreach. However, a different group of
certified HERS raters/BPI (Building Performance Institute) trained professionals is emerging.
These HERS raters are either remodeling contractors or trade allies who see the benefits of
conducting a preliminary HERS analysis to improve home performance during renovations.
They independently offer these services to their customers as an added benefit. They welcome
the opportunity to participate in the Major Renovations Pilot and are actively working to bring in
projects. She expects that the formation of HERS rating companies focused on the Major
Renovations Pilot will help eliminate confusion and competition with other energy-efficiency
programs and result in increased project recruitment.
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4 Savings Calculation Methodology
The methodology used to calculate the energy savings associated with projects participating in
the Major Renovations Pilot was developed by ICF. HERS Raters perform a HERS rating on the
existing home prior to any renovations. ICF translates the REM/Rate file into BEACON®,6 to get
the existing home’s energy consumption. After the renovation is completed, including the
addition, the HERS rater performs a final HERS analysis. ICF translates the final REM/Rate file
into BEACON to get the final rated home’s energy consumption. As the initial HERS analysis on
the existing home did not account for the newly constructed addition, the area of the new
addition is run through BEACON with the Massachusetts Baseline, or User Defined Reference
Home (UDRH), features to estimate the energy consumption for the newly constructed addition
if it had not been built to ENERGY STAR standards. The sum of the energy consumption of the
newly constructed addition, assuming it was built using UDRH features, plus the energy
consumption of the existing home produces an estimate of total energy consumption of the
baseline home. The difference in total (heating, cooling and ventilation) energy consumption
between the baseline home and the final rated home is the energy savings. This approach can be
summarized as savings equal original existing home energy consumption plus energy
consumption of the new addition if it was built with UDRH features minus final rated home
energy consumption. In equation format, savings = A + B - C where:
A = Original Existing Home Energy Consumption: (BPI audit, HERS, Beacon)
B = New Addition Energy Consumption: UDRH assumptions (baseline)
C = Final Home—Including Addition—Energy Consumption: (HERS, Beacon)

4.1 Energy Consultant Comments on the Savings Methodology
Energy-efficiency consultants working with EPA and the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA)
Remodeling Pilot say the correct approach to calculate savings for major renovations is as
follows:
•
•

•

Model the existing home as-is, without any energy-efficiency improvements, and
calculate the Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (AECexisting)
Model the upgraded existing home, including both the original structure and the new
renovation/addition/improvements, as a single structure and calculate the Annual Energy
Consumption (AECrenovation);
The savings are: AECexisting - AECrenovation.

The above approach is what EPA plans to use in marketing its remodeling program. The premise
of the EPA program is that the energy savings generated by making the existing home more
energy efficient will cover the added energy use required for the newly renovated space,
6

ICF International’s BEACON® is a proprietary energy simulation tool used to estimate savings for homes
participating in the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program.
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resulting in no net increase in energy use. Under this approach, zero savings would be a positive
outcome because the renovated home, including the addition, would use no more energy than the
original existing home—an attractive outcome for participating homeowners.
However, the Major Renovations Pilot needs to produce positive savings to be viable and cost
effective. The methodology currently being used to calculate savings attributable to the Pilot is
similar to how savings are calculated for the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR
Program. Estimated savings are the difference between the estimated energy consumption of the
original existing home with an addition built with UDRH characteristics and energy consumption
of the final renovated home with energy-efficiency upgrades to the original structure and the
addition built to ENERGY STAR standards. Under this scenario, the energy-efficiency
consultants who reviewed the current methodology for calculating savings suggest one change.
Rather than modeling the original existing home and the addition built to UDRH characteristics
separately and then adding the resulting energy consumption results to estimate total annual
energy consumption for the baseline home, they suggest the following approach:
•

•
•

Develop a baseline by modeling the structure with the addition using the original
structure's specifications (except the portion of the structure against which the addition is
built) before the addition is built, and assuming the addition is built to UDRH standards.
Model the new structure as-built, including any improvements to the existing structure.
Estimate claimed savings by subtracting new-structure projected consumption from the
baseline model and do not try to distinguish between savings attributable to the addition
and savings attributable to improving the old structure.
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5 Other Programs Addressing Additions
Only one other program specifically addressing additions was identified: Sacramento Municipal
Utility District’s (SMUD) Energy Efficient Remodel Demonstration Program. No programs were
identified that have a minimum requirement for the square feet of living space being added.
ENERGY STAR Homes Programs typically address additions only if they are part of a full gut
rehab eligible for ENERGY STAR certification. Some HPwES Programs serve homes that are
adding living space by finishing basement space, finishing attic space or building an addition.
Also, some projects participating in deep energy retrofit (DER) programs may include additions.
The Major Renovations Pilot offers an attractive option for homeowners who want to improve
the energy-efficiency of their existing home at the same time they are adding living space, but do
not want to go as far as a deep energy retrofit.
EPA is working on ways to address remodeling projects that include adding living space through
the HPwES Program. EPA’s proposed approach is similar to the Massachusetts Major
Renovations Pilot in that energy-efficiency improvements would be made to the existing home
and the new space would be built to EPA ENERGY STAR Homes Program standards. Currently,
customers inquiring about energy-efficient additions are referred to the HPwES Program.
Customer help available on the energystar.gov website includes responses to frequently asked
questions. In August 2009 the following was posted in response to a customer asking, “I’m doing
a major remodel and addition on my house. What should I keep in mind to make sure it’s as
energy efficient as possible?”
Where available, Home Performance with ENERGY STAR offers an innovative
whole-house approach to improving energy efficiency at home that can uncover
your home’s performance problems and identify improvements that, when made
together, can greatly improve your home's energy efficiency and comfort.
Coupling a Home Performance with ENERGY STAR project with your planned
renovation can be very cost-effective. 7

5.1 EPA “Remodel to ENERGY STAR” Concept
As described above, EPA is working on ways to expand ENERGY STAR to address remodeling
projects. Efforts focus on addressing energy-efficient remodeling projects that fall short of being
a gut rehab through the HPwES Program. 8 Eligible remodeling projects would include additions,
finishing attic space and finishing basement space. Similar to the Massachusetts Renovations
Pilot, energy-efficiency improvements would be made to the existing home and the new space
would be built to EPA ENERGY STAR Homes Program standards. The additions built to
ENERGY STAR standards would not earn the ENERGY STAR label and EPA recently turned
down a request to expand the ENERGY STAR logo to include Remodel to ENERGY STAR.
7
8

http://energystar.custhelp.com/cgi-bin/energystar.cfg/php/enduser/std_adp.php?p_faqid=3016
Gut rehabs are addressed through the ENERGY STAR Homes Program.
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The premise of the Remodel to ENERGY STAR concept is that the energy savings generated by
making the existing home more energy efficient through air sealing, duct repair/sealing, adding
insulation, tuning or replacing HVAC equipment and replacing windows, as appropriate, will
cover the added energy use required for the newly renovated space (addition, attic or basement).
The end result is no increase in energy use. REM/Rate simulations conducted for multiple
climate zones confirmed that no increase in energy use is achievable.
The EPA lead for this project says the intent is to implement pilot programs, but that none has
been officially rolled out. States where pilots are being considered or planned include:
California, Maryland, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania and Virginia. Issues that still need to be
addressed are how to bring the Remodel to ENERGY STAR concept to the market without the
ENERGY STAR label and how to address savings associated with the newly remodeled
space/addition. Contractors working in the HPwES Program have access to savings tools to
address improvements to the existing home, but will need additional modeling software
components to address additions.
One issue with addressing additions through the HPwES Program is that many contractors
specializing in building additions do not meet the contractor qualifications required for
participation in the HPwES Program. Contractors who are not qualified, but want to participate,
would either have to become qualified HPwES contractors or work as a subcontractor to an
HPwES-qualified contractor.

5.2 Connecticut Light and Power
Connecticut Light and Power (CL&P) has worked with additions through its Residential New
Construction Program. (Unless a home is geothermal, ENERGY STAR certification is optional
in CL&P’s New Residential Construction Program.) The program manager says that if the
addition is a completely separate unit not tied to the rest of the house, savings are estimated using
a HERS rating. If the addition is integrated with the rest of the house, or ties into the rest of the
house, it qualifies for prescriptive incentives, but not ENERGY STAR certification. Savings for
additions not eligible for ENERGY STAR certification are based on the square footage of
insulated wall and ceiling areas and comparing insulation R-values in the as-built addition to
baseline R-values.

5.3 California—Sacramento Municipal Utility District
Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) addresses additions as part of its Energy
Efficient Remodel Demonstration (EERD) Program. This is a pilot program. Partnering with
Building America and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), SMUD has
completed several major remodeling projects through the EERD Program, but has not yet had a
project that included an addition.
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The overall EERD Program is described as follows:
SMUD’s Energy Efficient Remodel Demonstration Program is a collaborative
effort between SMUD and local builders to remodel homes that showcase the best
in money-saving energy efficient upgrades. These homes are more than granite
countertops and new flooring—they are a system of components that work
together to provide an enjoyable, healthy living environment. 9
EERD Program literature describes building an addition as a cost-effective way to add living
space, and an opportunity to improve a home’s overall energy performance. 10 There is no
limitation on the size of additions. Savings will be calculated as the difference in modeled energy
consumption for the existing home renovation and planned addition, assuming the work met
California’s Title 24 energy-efficiency standards, and the final remodeled home.

5.4 New York—Long Island Power Authority
LIPA will be launching a pilot program that will address additions to existing homes. In a
presentation at the October 2009 Northeast Energy Efficiency Council conference, LIPA
described its plans to work with EPA, Long Island Builders Institute (LIBI), New York State
Builders Association (NYSBA) and Long Island contractors to offer a Remodeling Pilot Program
as part of its existing homes programs. 11 Key elements of the pilot include:
•
•
•

EPA Builder Option Package to be used to guide contractors for the portion of the home
with a new addition to the footprint or basement upgrade or new floor addition.
The goal is that the home plus the new addition would show a zero increase over the
current energy usage.
Customers are required to address the energy efficiency of the remainder of the house to
ensure efficiency gains in the addition would not be compromised by the inefficiency of
the existing structure.

As of April 2010, the manager of the LIPA ENERGY STAR Homes and Home Performance
with ENERGY STAR Programs reported that the pilot will be launched sometime in 2010;
additions of all sizes will be eligible. He says the methodology for estimating energy savings has
not been finalized, and was not comfortable sharing the methodology being considered until it is
finalized. However, after being told how the Massachusetts Pilot is calculating savings he was
comfortable saying that the LIPA approach will be similar.

9

EERD Program Brochure. Source: http://www.smud.org/en/residential/EERD/Documents/EER-Brochure.pdf
EERD Program addition guide. Source: http://www.smud.org/en/residential/EERD/Documents/GuideAddition.pdf
11
http://www.neec.org/annual_conference/presentations/2009/Kim-Bregenzer-presentation.pdf
10
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5.5 Wisconsin
EPA reported Wisconsin as having a 17% ENERGY STAR Homes penetration rate in 2008. 12
The program manager of Wisconsin’s ENERGY STAR Homes Program says their Program does
not address additions unless they are part of a gut rehab. Additions are addressed through
Wisconsin’s HPwES Program. A project manager for the HPwES Program, a consultant based
Program, says the Program has worked with 20 to 30 addition projects a year since 2001. Most
of the HPwES contractors providing third-party verification are both BPI certified and HERS
raters. REM/Rate analyses are done of both the original and the remodeled building. However,
the savings claimed are deemed savings for the improvements made to the original building; no
savings are claimed for the addition.

5.6 Iowa—MidAmerican Energy
EPA reported Iowa as having a 64% ENERGY STAR Homes penetration rate in 2008. 13 The
program manager of MidAmerican Energy’s ENERGY STAR Homes Program in Iowa says the
Program does not address additions unless they are part of a gut rehab. He also says that the
company is rolling out a HPwES Program and that additions will be addressed through that
Program, but that he does not know how, or if, savings associated with additions will be
calculated.

5.7 Marketing Additions Built to ENERGY STAR Standards
A few contractors and modular home manufacturers market on their websites that they build
additions that meet ENERGY STAR energy-efficiency standards. One example is Washington
Home Remodelers serving Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia. Their website
states:
Our installation team, plumbers, carpenters and electricians can custom build a
room addition or sunroom to fit you needs. Our home add-ons create more living
space, increase the comfort and value [of the] home, and are built to ENERGY
STAR efficiency standards. We offer full design and permit services for all of our
customers and offer home improvement financing and equity loans to fit your
needs. 14

12

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?fuseaction=qhmi.showHomesMarketIndex
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?fuseaction=qhmi.showHomesMarketIndex
14
http://www.washington-home-remodelers.com/
13
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on the secondary research and interviews conducted.
•
•
•

•

•

•

Few energy-efficiency programs address additions; only one other existing program
specifically addressing additions was identified.
ENERGY STAR Homes Programs typically address additions only if they are part of a
full gut rehab eligible for ENERGY STAR certification.
Many states, including Massachusetts, have deep energy retrofit programs for existing
homes. The Major Renovations Pilot offers an attractive option for homeowners who
want to improve the energy-efficiency of their existing home at the same time they are
adding living space, but do not want to go as far as doing a deep energy retrofit.
Some HPwES Programs serve homes that are adding living space by finishing basement
space, finishing attic space or building an addition. No programs were identified that
have a minimum requirement for the square feet of living space being added.
EPA’s plan to address remodeling projects that include adding living space is similar to
the Massachusetts Major Renovations Pilot in that energy-efficiency improvements
would be made to the existing home and the new space would be built to EPA ENERGY
STAR Homes Program standards. The premise of the EPA “Remodel to ENERGY
STAR” concept is that the energy savings generated by making the existing home more
energy-efficient will cover the added energy use required for the newly renovated space,
resulting in no increase in energy use.
Originally, the incentives available for energy-efficiency improvements to existing homes
for participants in the MassSAVE Program and the Major Renovations Pilot were the
same. Now, air sealing is provided at no cost to participants in the MassSAVE Program.
The program manager of the Major Renovations Pilot says this has caused some
confusion for customers because it may not be clear which program will best serve their
needs.

6.2 Recommendations
•

Savings Methodology: Consider adopting the suggestion made by energy consultants
working on modeling savings for similar programs that estimating the annual energy
consumption of the baseline home by modeling the existing home as one structure, with
the new addition built to UDRH characteristics, may produce more accurate results. (The
current methodology models the existing structure and the new addition built to UDRH
characteristics separately, and then adds the two resulting annual energy consumption
estimates to estimate total baseline home annual energy consumption.)
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Incentives for Existing Home Improvements: Make the incentives available for
making improvements to the existing home consistent with incentives available through
the MassSAVE Program. This will help avoid confusion among customers deciding
which program will best serve their needs. Ideally, all potential participants in the Pilot
should be made aware of all the energy-efficiency program options available to them
when building an addition, such as the Deep Energy Retrofit and MassSAVE programs as
well as the ENERGY STAR Homes Program if they should decide to do a gut rehab.
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Executive Summary
Objective:
The intent of this study was to evaluate the quality of installations for central air conditioning
(CAC) systems as well as adherence to the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR®
(the Program) guidelines in a select number of homes. A sample of fifty (50) new homes that
participated in the Program from 2008-2009 was selected for this study.
At the time of their construction, and at the time this QIV evaluation was initiated, the Program
had only one requirement for CAC systems: that the duct systems have less than 6% leakage
into unconditioned space per 100 square feet (ft2) of conditioned area. The study was intended to
determine the quality of systems being installed in Massachusetts ENERGY STAR qualified
homes, then, by extrapolation, the impact the installation might have on the performance of the
homes.
The data gathered for analysis included a field performed Manual J heat loss/gain load
calculation, air flow measurements, refrigerant charge levels, duct leakage scores, the presence
of a thermal expansion valve, and the correct matching of indoor coil to outdoor condensing
equipment. Comparisons were then made between this data and the standards published by the
Air Conditioning Contractors of America (ACCA) and the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) ANSI/ACCA 5 QI-2007, HVAC Quality Installation Specification. These are
voluntary industry standards for quality installation elements of CAC systems that extend beyond
the simple installation of high efficiency products into the realm of best practices specific to
system designs, new system installations, retrofits, duct distribution, and system documentation.
Several of these ACCA QI standards such as correct Manual J sizing verification, equipment
selection according to Manual S, and properly matched outdoor and indoor equipment certified
by the American Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) are incorporated into the eligibility
guidelines of the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) ENERGY STAR Qualified Homes
National Performance Path and the Massachusetts COOL SMART high efficiency cooling
equipment incentive program.
Results:
This study discovered that HVAC systems found in most of the sampled ENERGY STAR homes
did not meet the industry standard for high efficiency and quality installation; specifying and
installing high efficiency equipment does not guarantee high performance. As a result, homes
receiving ENERGY STAR certification in Massachusetts in 2007-2008 may not achieve the high
level of overall efficiency expected by the designation.
The study revealed the following results: (1) nearly all of these homes had design and operating
characteristics that would not have met “ACCA Quality Installation Specifications,” (2) nearly
50% of homes are oversized according to the ENERGY STAR Performance Path Guideline, (3)
roughly 70% of the systems tested measured air flow that is not within the COOL SMART
acceptable range of 350-450 cubic feet per minute (CFM) per ton, (4) close to 40% of systems
have incorrect refrigerant charge, approximately 30% are lacking thermal expansion valves
(TXV), and 26% have non-verified indoor and outdoor cooling equipment matches. Also, it was
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noted that a relatively small percentage of the homes sampled invested in high SEER equipment
– equipment with a seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER) rating above 13. Most homes
installed systems at or near the current code requirement of 13 SEER, and one home installed a
unit with a SEER of only 10.
Recommendations:
The following recommendations, based upon the preliminary results of this study, were made
and adopted by the Program. In general, these new requirements of the MA New Homes with
ENERGY STAR Program include the use of high efficiency equipment and some use of industry
approved best practice measures. 1 Specifically, the recommendations include the following:
• Continuation of the Program requirement that Home Energy Rating System (HERS)
Rater verifications of Manual J load calculations is performed according to ENERGY
STAR guidelines.
• Implementation of a Program requirement that all indoor and outdoor CAC system coils
be matched in high efficiency equipment in accordance with AHRI standards.
• Requirement that all CAC systems must have a TXV or an EXV installed and verified at
the final inspection.
• Continuation of Program-sponsored technical trainings to further support the ACCA QI
Specifications and transitions to future program requirements for high efficiency systems
and other ACCA standards, such as Manual S for proper equipment selection and Manual
D for proper duct design.
• Continued development of ally relationships with equipment manufactures, distributors,
and industry organizations to leverage support and trainings.

1

Because the ENERGY STAR program uses a performance-based and not a prescriptive standard, builders still have
the option of putting in a less efficient HVAC system; however, that decision would need to be balanced by a
commensurate increase in the efficiency of other building components.
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Introduction
The objective of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program is to promote
the construction of homes that are built to achieve ENERGY STAR certification by
incorporating a variety of above code energy efficiency measures. The Program is implemented
by the multi-sponsor consortium called the Joint Management Committee (JMC). In tandem with
the Homes program, the JMC relies upon the COOL Smart program to promote the installation
of quality CAC systems. COOL SMART is a residential central air conditioning program that
promotes best installation practices, education, HVAC contractor training, and the installation of
ENERGY STAR qualified cooling equipment. Currently, COOL SMART is sponsored by
National Grid, NSTAR, and Western Massachusetts Electric Company. Co-jointly, the MA New
Homes with ENERGY STAR program issues COOL SMART incentives to program home
builders for installing qualifying air conditioners or heat pumps. Both programs require
verification of right sizing and the proper matching of indoor and outdoor equipment based on
AHRI standards. In the MA New Homes with ENERGY STAR program, Quality Installation
Verification (QIV) by a COOL SMART participating contractor is currently not a requirement;
however, the Program conducts several technical trainings throughout a program year to educate
homebuilders on the values and benefits of QIV, right sizing, and proper equipment selection and
matching.
Purpose of Evaluation
The goal of this study was to obtain quantifiable data to document the number of installed CAC
systems that met the ENERGY STAR Program guidelines and COOL SMART specifications for
Quality Installation Verification (QIV) whenever seasonally possible. This data was collected
with the intent to share it with home builders and trade contractors in order to help direct
immediate outreach and educational efforts that may be designed into the Program in 2010 and
beyond.
Key Questions and Scope of Evaluation
Air Conditioning Commissioning: Air conditioning commissioning and start up is the process
of inspecting a new CAC system installation and verifying that it is running efficiently. The
acronym QIV can represent an element of system start-up and commissioning; however, there
are other elements of QIV that have been defined as voluntary standards by the non-profit
organization ACCA and ANSI Standard 5, “HVAC Quality Installation Specification.” Many of
these specifications have been incorporated into the “ENERGY STAR National Performance
Path Requirements” and COOL SMART eligibility requirements for high efficiency equipment.
This specification outlines standards for the following elements:
•

Building heat gain/loss load calculation

•

Proper equipment capacity selection

•

Matched systems

•

Airflow across the indoor coil
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•

Refrigerant charge

•

Electrical requirements

•

On-rate for gas fired equipment

•

Combustion venting system

•

System controls

•

Duct leakage

•

Airflow balance

•

Proper system documentation to the owner

•

Owner operator education

Of these standards, this study evaluates those most directly related to central air conditioning
efficiency in the Northeast, which include the following elements:
•

Building heat gain/loss calculation

•

Proper equipment capacity selection

•

Matched systems (indoor evaporator coil to outdoor condenser)

•

Airflow across the indoor coil

•

Refrigerant charge

•

Duct leakage

•

Thermal Expansion Valve (TXV) or Electronic Expansion
Valve (EXV) installed2

System Sizing: It is assumed that most homebuilders rarely question system sizing and/or
request documentation indicating that a Manual J was performed or that equipment was selected
based on the cooling loads of the home. With this in mind, the study sought to quantify this
assumption by performing room-by-room Manual J load calculations for each sample home. A
comparison was then made between these results and the installed equipment to assess whether
or not properly sized equipment was selected. According to the ACCA QI standards, acceptable
procedures for selecting equipment are met either by using original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) performance data or ACCA Manual S standards. Manual S shows an installation
contractor how to select and size heating and cooling equipment to meet Manual J loads.
In March of 2009, the Program began training its HERS Raters to verify that a Manual J had
been done in accordance with the ENERGY STAR guidelines which includes verification that
correctly matched equipment was installed based on the cooling load. This training was in
response to the acknowledgement that many HERS Raters, specifically new raters, had little or
no experience interpreting load calculations as well as other CAC requirements listed in the
2

Beginning in 2010, the Program has alligned itself with the EPA ENERGY STAR proposed 2011 Qualified Homes
Guideline which accepts the verification of an installed TXV or EXV as an alternate to commissioning during colder
seasons.
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ENERGY STAR Performance Path Requirement Notes section. ENERGY STAR and ACCA QI
standards refer to an industry recognized program which is the AHRI Certification Directory,
www.ahridirectory.org. AHRI provides the industry, specifically regulators, with an unbiased
evaluation of HVAC equipment. In addition, AHRI demonstrates to homeowners, government,
utilities and building owners that equipment claims have been independently verified and
measured.
Air Flow: As part of the ACCA QI specifications, and implemented by COOL SMART, air
flow across the indoor coil should be measured so that it is within the acceptable range of 350450 cubic feet per minute (cfm) per ton. The ACCA QI specifications require adjustment to the
system until the correct airflow is achieved. For new CAC installations, COOL SMART also
requires both air flow and refrigerant levels to be within the acceptable range in order to earn the
incentive. Airflow adjustments can include simple measures like opening and closing registers,
replacing air filters, and changing blower speeds. Adjustments can also include more costly
modifications such as repairing/adjusting the blower, increasing register sizes, and adding
return/supply ducts. System alterations such as these typically require the consent of the
homeowner to incur the cost for additional time and material required. If a contractor other than
the original installer is recommending these corrections and the system is still under homebuilder
warranty, the situation can get complicated. Nonetheless, correct air flow is a critical first step in
achieving optimum system efficiency and maximum occupant comfort, and simple air flow
adjustments were made by the evaluation contractor when needed at the sample homes.
Refrigerant Charge: The evaluation contractor was also tasked with checking the CAC system
for manufacturer-specified targeted refrigerant levels. Proper refrigerant charge is critical for
efficient system performance. Improper charge results in wasted energy, damaged systems, and
an uncomfortable indoor environment. Laboratory tests indicate that an undercharge of 15% will
reduce cooling equipment total capacity by 8-22% and its energy efficiency ratio (EER) by 416% [Farzad, M.; O'Neal, D. 1988]. If the system is severely overcharged, the refrigerant can
back up into the compressor motor and cause damage or even failure. If the system is severely
undercharged, the coil can freeze up and restrict any air from flowing through. The presence of a
TXV or EXV versus a fixed orifice or piston is an important energy measure for new system
installation especially in the Northeast where colder seasons run longer. A TXV or EXV
regulates the flow of refrigerant coming into the evaporator coil almost perfectly within the
manufactured specifications. Consequently, the Program has aligned itself with the EPA
ENERGY STAR proposed 2011 Qualified Homes Guideline, which accepts the verification of
an installed TXV or EXV as an alternate to commissioning. Additional laboratory tests [Farzad
M: O’Neal D. 1989] indicate that systems with TXV’s are much less sensitive to variations from
the correct charge. This characteristic allows for homes in Massachusetts to be ENERGY STAR
qualified during the colder seasons, since proper commissioning is often a challenge due to warm
ambient temperature requirements for measuring and adjusting refrigerant charge. Beginning in
year 2010, the Program will require all homes applying for participation to have either a TXV or
an EXV installed on the CAC system. This is in preparation for the 2011 ENERGY STAR
guidelines, which will include HVAC commissioning or TXV/EXV verification. Tracking of
these applications in this sample of homes may indicate the current prevalence of this technology
and the level of effort needed to transition the market.
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Duct Leakage and Design: The ENERGY STAR standard requires ducts located outside of the
thermal envelope to have no more than 6 CFM leakage to outdoors per 100 ft2 of conditioned
space, regardless of the whole building infiltration rate. This leakage standard also applies to
homes that have ducts located inside the thermal envelope of the house but has a whole building
infiltration rate greater than or equal to 3 ACH50. The duct leakage test scores reported in this
study were conducted by the HERS Rater during the construction phase and performed using a
duct pressurization test or duct blast. Cross reference to the final duct blast score ensures that
ducts were sealed and the required standard was met at the time of certification. Nonetheless,
sealed ducts do not guarantee good duct design and a few poorly designed duct systems were
noted by the evaluation contractor. These issues appeared to be the cause of inadequate air flow,
which could not be corrected by simple adjustments.
Approach and Methodology
To assist the sponsors in meeting their QIV component goal, the ICF team managed QIV
inspections on a sample set of home systems constructed in the Program between 2008 and 2009.
Due to the seasonal requirements of testing refrigerant charge and air flow (RCA), the QIV study
was conducted in two phases:
Phase I = evaluations done during the cooling season of 2008
Phase II =evaluations done during the cooling season of 2009
In 2007, the JMC proposed that fifty (50) home units be chosen for the evaluation from a subset
of the one hundred (100) projects sampled for the JMC ENERGY STAR Homes quality
assurance/quality control (QA/QC) Program. Coordination, timing, and testing prohibited the use
of QA/QC homes for QIV, thus the sample pool was opened to all homes completed in the
Program since January 2008. Units reviewed were not required to be participants in the COOL
SMART Program. ICF determined the units for the QIV study on behalf of the QIV
subcontractor, Chaves Heating & Air Conditioning Inc., who was then responsible for
scheduling and conducting the QIV and a Manual J load calculation.
During Phase I of the study, ICF sought Program units that were newly constructed and not yet
occupied. This definition caused significant challenges in identifying and scheduling units for
evaluation. Most units believed to be vacant had been sold and/or occupied. This scheduling
obstacle along with a late July start resulted in completing twelve units during Phase I.
Phase II of the QIV study began on June 1, 2009. The definition of sample units was modified to
include units that were occupied. This new definition took into account the possibility that
installing contractors may perform quality installation verifications after the home is occupied
and the system had experienced continuous use. Often, home builders and contractors anticipate
calls on system deficiencies and then fix them within the standard one year home warranty
period. Participation letters were sent to current residents of ENERGY STAR homes explaining
the purpose of the QIV study and offering a $125.00 incentive for volunteering their time and
system. The signing of a Participation Agreements was required to be accepted into the study
(see Appendix Figures 1 and 2). The response was adequate, and a total of forty-nine homes
agreed to participate in the study – mostly single family, detached homes during phases I and II.
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Table 1 of the appendix section outlines the units selected for evaluation listing unit
identification and characteristics.
The Honeywell Service Assistant tool was used to check the refrigerant charge of equipment
during Phase I of the study. The tool uses the sub cooling method of measuring and adjusting the
refrigerant in the condenser based on liquid line temperatures and pressures. During Phase I, the
following system data could not be uploaded from the HVAC Service Assistant tool to the data
platform and due to technical problems that occurred with the tool:
•

Unit Performance: Efficiency and capacity index

•

Diagnostic Indicators: Evaporating temperatures, suction
superheat, condenser over ambient, sub cooling, and
condensing temperature

•

Measurements: Suction pressures, liquid pressures, suction
temperatures, return air wet bulb, and ambient temperature

To avoid a reoccurrence of the technical difficulties that took place during Phase I, the method
for performing QIV during Phase II was modified. A hand-written approach was taken based on
Proctor Engineering’s Check Me procedures that employ either superheat or sub cooling. This
method requires the technician to track and report the system’s location information, unit make,
capacity, run time, fixed orifice or TXV, pressures, and temperatures. Temperatures and
pressures collected included condenser air entering temperature, return air wet bulb temperature,
return air dry bulb temperatures, supply air dry bulb temperatures, suction line temperatures
evaporator saturations temperatures, condenser saturation temperature, liquid line temperature,
suction (low side) pressure, discharge (high side pressure). The test information was collected
with a CAC running time of 15 minutes prior to test. See Figure 3 in the Appendix for an
example of Check Me.
The use of either the sub cooling or superheat methods of refrigerant charge measurement is
determined by the presence of a TXV valve. Refrigerant levels for non-TXV systems are best
measured using the superheat method, while refrigerant levels for TXV systems are best
measured using the sub cooling method. Proper or improper system refrigerant charges reported
in this study are reflective of the temperature and pressure measurements taken during Phase II
of the evaluation, which assessed 36 units.
Prior to addressing refrigerant charge, the evaluation contractor used the True Flow® grid
measurement method to assess air flow. This is a process by which a static pressure probe is
inserted into the supply plenum to measure normal operating static pressure. The flow plate is
inserted into the filter slot near the air handler or furnace, the blower is turned on, and the True
Flow measures the new operating static pressure. The technician then adjusts the measured flow
according to the change in the static pressure and multiplies the new flow by the correction factor
from the table found in the manual or on the equipment. COOL SMART accepts 350-450 CFM
per ton of cooling across the coil when using the Check Me method. Therefore, the analysis
presented in this study compares airflow measurements to the COOL SMART method. See
Figure 4 in the Appendix for a sample of the evaluation contractor’s calculations.
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Manual J load calculations were performed by the evaluation contractor using Wright Soft, Right
Suite Universal 7.1.09 software (see Figures 5 and 6 in the Appendix). The loads were based on
room-by-room measurements taken in the field by the evaluation contractor, not architectural
plans. The outside design temperature input used for all units was 87 degrees, and the published
outside design temperature referenced the Worcester, MA weather file, which served as the
designated climate location for this study. The input used for inside design temperature was 75
degrees, and the inside humidity input used was 50%. The method for infiltration was input as
“simplified” and construction quality was input as “tight.”
The reported duct leakage levels as tested by the HERS Rater during the construction phase were
used as a reference when looking at air flow. The duct leakage levels for the evaluated homes are
available should the information be needed for further analysis. Additional duct blast tests were
not completed by the evaluation contractor for the purposes of this study. Nearly all homes
sampled in the study were reported to have met the required duct leakage percent for ducts
located outside of the thermal envelope which is 6% for residential new construction. A few had
slightly higher duct leakage, closer to 8%, and earned the Program’s Code Plus designation –
energy-efficient, but not up to the ENERGY STAR standard. Figure 1 shows the sampled
homes’ percentage of duct leakage to unconditioned space per 100 square feet as reported by the
HERS Rater during the initial ENERGY STAR homes final inspection (see Table 2 in the
Appendix for percentage of duct leakage to outside by unit).

% of Duct Leakage to outside p/100 sq. ft.

Figure 1: ENERGY STAR Duct Blast Test Scores
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Findings
Correct system sizing according to Manual J load calculations is an important area of assessment
for the Program. Contractors that use a Manual J load calculation procedure, preferably a
computerized version, demonstrate a commitment to professional system design. Manual J
guides the contractor to proper duct sizing (Manual D), equipment selection (Manual S), air flow
distribution, zoning, and refrigerant charge. When all of these areas are brought together through
Manual J, the equipment has the potential to operate at the manufacturer’s intended efficiency
level. To assess how often Manual J load calculations are performed and used correctly, field
calculations measuring the required total capacity at .70 sensible heat ratio (SHR) were
compared to the actual outdoor condensing equipment installed. Correct sizing was defined by
the ENERGY STAR Qualified Homes National Performance Path Notes, line 73, which outlines
a maximum over-sizing limit of 15% for A/C units and 25% for Heat Pump units in
Massachusetts’ climate zone 5. For under-sizing, the ACCA QI standard of 5% is used. For
example, a 15% over-sizing on a 1 ton, or 12,000 BTU, unit would result in sizing a system at
13,800 BTUs (12,000 x 115% = 13,800). Right sizing is contingent upon the next available size
unit to the calculated size which would be an 18,000 BTU or 1.5 ton unit. Once the load
calculation is completed, properly selected equipment per OEM performance information or
industry-approved procedures such as ACCA manual S is recommended, though this is not
currently required by the Program. Findings of the Manual J load calculations completed on the
forty-nine homes sampled are provided in Figure 2 below. There were no heat pumps sampled in
this study. See Table 2 in the Appendix for sizing results by unit.

3

All cooling equipment, regardless of whether it is used to satisfy the ENERGY STAR products requirement, must be sized
according to the latest editions of ACCA Manuals J and S, ASHRAE 2001 Handbook of Fundamentals, or an equivalent
computation procedure. Maximum over sizing limit for air conditioners and heat pumps is 15% (with the exception of heat
pumps in Climate Zones 5-8, where the maximum over sizing limit is 25%). This can be accomplished either by the rater
performing the calculations or reviewing documentation provided by the professional contractor or engineer who calculated the
sizing (e.g., HVAC contractor). The following operating conditions shall b e used in the sizing calculations and verified where
reviewed by the rater.
Outdoor temperatures shall be the 99.0% design temperatures as published in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals for the
home’s location or most representative city for which design temperature data are available. Note that a higher outdoor air design
temperature may be used if it represents prevailing local practice by the HVAC industry and reflects extreme climate conditions
that can be documented with recorded weather data; Indoor temperatures shall be 75 degrees Fahrenheit for cooling; Infiltration
rate shall be selected as “tight”, or the equivalent term. In specifying equipment, the next available size may be used. In addition,
indoor and outdoor coils shall be matched in accordance with ARI standards.
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Figure 2: System Sizing Based on Required Total Capacity at .70 SHR
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Before measuring refrigerant level, it is imperative that air flow be correct. In general, proper
refrigerant level cannot be determined if the correct air flow is not achieved. When needed, the
evaluation contractor made simple adjustments such as changing air filters, varying blower
speeds, and adjusting registers to correct air flow in order to proceed with the evaluation. Prior to
these adjustments, the initial air flow was recorded and displayed in relation to targeted air flow
per ton, as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Initial air flow recordings in relation to targeted air flow per ton.
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Measuring a system for proper refrigerant charge is one part of QIV that helps ensure a
condenser is working at its optimum efficiency level. Contrary to popular belief, new condensers
are not always pre-charged with the correct level of refrigerant. Line sets or refrigerant lines
form the link between the interior and exterior components of a split system. Variables such as
long line sets, bad connections, line kinks, and equipment defects affect sufficient refrigerant
pressures in a system. Typically, manufacturers pre-charge a condenser with refrigerant to
accommodate approximately 25 feet of line. As a result, systems with longer or shorter line sets
are more likely to need adjustment, and an incorrect measurement of line set is common.
When a system is over- or under-charged, it must operate longer and more often to achieve the
same degree of conditioning as a properly charged system. The overworking of a system due to
improper refrigerant charge increases the consumption of energy and can cause severe damage to
system components. Below, Figure 4 outlines the refrigerant findings of this evaluation. More
than half of the units tested were found to have correct refrigerant charge; however, over one
third were found to have over-charged levels. On average, these systems were over-charged by
about 8 ounces, but without manufacturer data it is difficult to verify exactly how much
refrigerant a condenser is stocked with, since the amount will vary based on several factors
including the brand and product specifications. It is possible that a 2-4 ton unit could be overcharged by 10-15 ounces, or nearly 50%. See Table 2 in the Appendix for refrigerant charge by
unit.
Figure 4: Refrigerant Charge Results.

Over
33%

Correct
61%

Under
6%

As recommended by both industry experts and manufacturers, the superheat method is the best
technique to measure refrigerant level in non-TXV systems. If the actual superheat measurement
is significantly lower than the target superheat as listed in the OEM charging data (+5 degrees),
then refrigerant should be added. If the actual measurement is significantly higher than the target
super heat, then refrigerant should be removed. The same rule applies to sub-cooling with a
differential +3 degrees from the target listed in the OEM charging data. The evaluation
contractor used the superheat method for measuring refrigerant levels in non-TXV systems and
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the sub-cooling method for systems with TXV’s. Figure 5 displays the percentage of systems
reported by the evaluation to have TXV’s. See Table 2 in the Appendix for TXV values by unit.
Figure 5: Thermal Expansion Valve Present.
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Matching an outside condenser with an indoor evaporator coil is important because it maintains
the manufacturer’s intended efficiency level (as indicated on the product label) by managing the
refrigerant and cooling process exchanged between equipment. Choosing properly matched
equipment is fairly simple with a number of processes available to support contractors. ACCA
Manual S is a guide for selecting and sizing heating and cooling equipment. This manual
emphasizes the need to use performance data that documents the sensible, latent, or heating
capacity of equipment that is set in a wide variety of operating conditions. Often, Manual S is
built into Manual J software, and properly matched equipment options are readily available when
queried through the application. Alternatively, manufacturers publish product literature that lists
performance-tested equipment designed to operate together to achieve the labeled SEER and
energy efficiency ratio (EER). SEER measures how efficiently a system will operate during an
entire season. EER measures how efficiently a system will operate when the outdoor temperature
is at a specific level, such as 95 degrees. Both ratings are important when choosing equipment, as
SEER is more accurate in measuring overall system performance and EER measures system
performance at peak operation during the day. As previously listed, there are several non-profit
industry directories that offer third-party verification and certificates of matched equipment
efficiency levels. Figure 6 indicates the number of systems where labeled efficiency levels could
be achieved by verification of matched indoor and outdoor cooling equipment. See Table 2 in the
Appendix for matched equipment by unit.
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Figure 6: Indoor A/C Coil to Outdoor Condenser Match
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Currently, the minimum SEER rating required by code is thirteen. As such, this may remain the
condenser of choice for many home builders in the Northeastern part of the United States, until
otherwise mandated. The use of minimum code compliant equipment is largely due to the
relatively short cooling season combined with the cost of high SEER equipment. Even with
aggressive rebate programs in place, the majority of home builders may not see a strong cost
benefit ratio that justifies the installation of higher SEER equipment, and arguably one does not
exist in Massachusetts. Contractor grade product lines that manufacture equipment at the
minimum standard may continue to be the preferred choice for residential new construction
unless consumers, law makers, or code officials demand more. Figure 7 displays the percentage
of condensers installed with various SEER ratings. See Table 2 in the Appendix for SEER
ratings by unit.
Figure 7: SEER Rating Based on Model Numbers
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Detailed below are conclusions from the study findings, along with recommendations for
consideration by the Program in order to improve quality installation.
•

Close to seventy-five percent of air conditioning condensers installed were at the
minimum SEER 13 that is required by code. A Program requirement that only ENERGY
STAR qualified (SEER 14.5, EER 12) or better condensers be installed would
significantly increase energy efficiency benefits when properly combined with other
heating and cooling system components. This requirement would cost approximately
$200 per ton additional to the cost of the home, but would qualify for either a $300 or
$400 COOL SMART program incentive depending on the AHRI certificate, verifying the
efficiency rating based on the equipment match. It should also be noted that
manufacturers often recommend that 14+ SEER condensers be paired with variable speed
air handlers or furnaces, which would increase the additional cost depending on the size
of the unit. High efficiency furnaces may qualify the system for additional rebates. The
$2,000 federal tax credit for homebuilders, which requires that high efficiency HVAC
equipment be installed in the new home, is currently unavailable (beginning January
2010). However, other federal tax credits are currently available for homeowners
upgrading to high efficiency equipment in existing homes.

•

Twenty-six percent of the systems evaluated had non-verified indoor and outdoor cooling
equipment matches. Requiring an AHRI certificate number for split systems would
ensure that the combination of components used to comprise the system has been tested
under conditions set forth by ARHI. Once a certain combination passes the tests and is
“rated,” the combination is given an AHRI certification number that verifies the
manufacturers intended efficiency rating. Without an ARI number there is no known
rating to document energy efficiency benefits.

•

Seventy-one percent of the systems tested had incorrect air flow. Coincidently, many of
these homeowners reported service calls for various problems. Reported problems
included bad TXV, balancing, defective blower motor, replaced compressors and
excessive run times without reaching thermostat set points. In general, the evaluation
contractor also noted system design issues relating to equipment sizing and poor duct
design on several of these units. Many of the systems that failed air flow also had clogged
air filters. Adherence to several sections of the QI standards would lessen air flow
problems, as many of them relate to or are caused by bad system design and installation.

•

Nearly fifty percent of the installed condensers were oversized when compared to the
ENERGY STAR sizing guidelines. HERS Raters will continue to verify that a Manual J
load calculation has been done using the proper design inputs and sizing guidelines (as
defined by the ENERGY STAR Homes Performance Path) and will assist homebuilders
in purchasing a system that is properly designed for the unique specifications of the
home. Encouraging homebuilders to use the QI Bid Sheet (see Figure 14 in the
Appendix), which was designed to meet the objectives of the Program, will empower
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homebuilders to question contractors about their qualifications for system design and
sizing specifications. This will ultimately award jobs to contractors who ensure best
practices.
•

Close to forty percent of the systems evaluated in this study had improper refrigerant
charge and nearly thirty percent lacked TXV’s? The 2010 Program requires that a system
be equipped with a TXV or an EXV. This piece of equipment will increase efficiency by
automatically adjusting refrigerant levels to changing cooling conditions and overcome
the problems caused by improper air flow and refrigerant charge. TXV’s are typically
factory installed in higher-priced and higher SEER equipment, but they are a fairly
inexpensive add-on (approximately $100) to equipment manufactured without them.

An overarching recommendation is for the development of an online educational resource center
that could be available on or linked to the Program’s website. This resource center would
encourage best practices in installation, as well as support Program movement toward ACCA
Quality Installation Specifications and high efficiency equipment. Through the MA New Homes
with ENERGY STAR Program, COOL SMART, and GasNetworks, homebuilders could be
provided with information on how to screen contractors and choose installers that adhere to best
practices, as well as employ both licensed and trained technicians capable of designing and
installing systems as indicated by the standards discussed in this evaluation. Broader exposure
and cross promotion to COOL SMART trained contractors could provide an excellent resource
to homebuilders.
The resource center could also provide dedicated practical trainings and outreach efforts directed
towards HVAC contractors that work in the new construction installation market, which would
be an important step in dealing with the problems of substandard CAC system installations.
Trainings would include calculating Manual J by hand or with a software program, how to
design ducts according to Manual D, and how to select equipment according to Manual S. This
would provide HVAC contractors with the qualifications that homebuilders will be seeking,
while helping to both maintain and grow their businesses. Program collaboration with
manufacturer trainings that highlight the technological advancements in high performance
equipment would increase the appreciation homebuilders have for the value of high efficiency
equipment and QI standards. Programs such as GasNetworks and COOL SMART build strong
ally relationships with manufactures and distributors by leveraging the training and financial
support that these sectors provide to the trades. The Program would benefit from stronger
relationships with manufacturers and distributors who support QI and welcome the opportunity
to leverage national and regional partnerships.
Lessons Learned
The majority of CAC systems found in the ENERGY STAR homes evaluated were installed to
merely meet code, not to exceed it. This is unfortunate since there are many other components in
the home that go beyond code to contribute to its earning of the ENERGY STAR label. This
study confirms that HVAC systems found in most of the ENERGY STAR homes studied did not
meet the industry standard for high efficiency and quality installation. As a result, the homes that
received the ENERGY STAR certification in Massachusetts in 2007-2008 may fail to achieve
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the high level of overall efficiency expected by the designation, specifically with regards to
cooling. These findings helped guide changes in the 2010 Program, which now requires the
installation of higher efficiency equipment and the use of some best practice installation
measures. To meet these new requirements, homebuilders will not only have access to HVAC
specific incentives, but they will also have the benefit of the generous multi-tiered incentive
structure of the 2010 Program and its continued technical assistance (see Figures 8 and 9,
Financial Incentives, in the Appendix). These new incentives will be the carrot for homebuilders
and raters to be mindful of the new program requirements and more aggressive in specifying and
executing efficiency measures. Supplemented by other program rebates, upgrading the
efficiencies of HVAC equipment is likely to be identified as a straightforward measure that will
qualify homes for the level of efficiency they desire.
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Appendix: Tables and Examples
Table 1. Unit Identification and Characteristics
Reported
Unit
Completion
ID
Address
Town
Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

92 Canterbury Hill Rd.
92 Canterbury Hill Rd.-2nd
system
139 Prospect St. #12
31 Pine Hollow
34 Pine Hollow
401 Silver Hill
401 Silver Hill, 2nd system
20 Glacier Way
34 Piedmont Dr.
24 Piedmont Dr.
212 Rogers Street
214 Rogers Street
6 Emerson Lane
35 Murphy Rd.
15 Summit Rd.
120 Fairview Rd.
4 Yurick Rd.
292 Linden St.
3 Ellis Rd.
3 Ellis Rd.
15 Ellis Rd.
15 Ellis Rd, 2nd system
17 Ferrier Way
17 Ferrier Way, 2nd system
73 Bradstreet
8 Dillingham Way
10 Cottage Cove
25 Pelham Walk
39 Tender Wood
29 Dillingham Way
40 Tenderwood
513 Newton Street Unit 116
513 Newton Street Unit 122
513 Newton Street Unit 118
15 Brook meadow Lane
22A Merrimac Way
22B Merrimac Way
20B Merrimac Way
17 Pearl St.
17 Pearl St, 2nd system
111 Taft Hill Lane
26 Andrews Dr.
31 Andrews Dr.
37 Andrew Dr.
8 Emily Dr.
25 Farmers Lane
25 Farmers Lane-2nd System
146 West Main St.
64 Sophia Dr.

Acton

Jun-08

Acton
Acton
Amherst
Amherst
Concord
Concord
Holliston
Holliston
Holliston
Lowell
Lowell
Milford
Needham
Needham
Needham
Needham
Needham
Norton
Norton
Norton
Norton
Plainville
Plainville
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
S Hadley
S Hadley
S Hadley
South Grafton
Tyngsboro
Tyngsboro
Tyngsboro
Upton
Upton
Uxbridge
Uxbridge
Uxbridge
Uxbridge
West Boylston
West Wareham
West Wareham
Westborough
Worcester

Jun-08
Nov-09
Aug-08
Feb-08
Oct-09
Oct-09
Apr-08
Nov-08
May-08
Sep-08
Sep-08
Feb-09
Nov-08
Aug-09
Jan-09
Jan-09
Jan-09
Jul-08
Jul-08
Aug-09
Aug-09
May-08
May-08
May-08
May-08
Nov-08
Nov-09
Dec-08
Oct-08
Oct-08
Jul-08
Apr-08
Jul-08
May-09
8-Nov
Nov-08
Jun-08
Nov-09
Nov-09
Dec-08
Jun-09
May-08
Nov-09
Dec-08
Nov-08
Nov-08
Dec-09
Mar-09

Unit
Type
SF

SF
SF
SF
SF

multiunit
Project
(>1)
yes

yes
yes
no

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

SF

yes

SF

yes

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

yes
yes
yes

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

SF
SF
SF

no
no
yes

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
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Table 2. System Findings by Unit
ID

Address

Town

Const.
Date

SEER

Match
Coil &
Cond.

yes

TXV

% Duct
Leak to
Outdoors
p/100 sq.
ft.

Syst
Size

Refrigerant

Correct
Air Flow

no

3.7

right

over

no

2

92 Canterbury Hill
Rd.
92 Canterbury Hill
Rd.-2nd

Acton

Jun-08

13

yes

no

3.7

right

over

no

3

139 Prospect St. #12

Acton

Nov-09

13

yes

yes

4.4

under

over

yes

4

31 Pine Hollow

Amherst

Aug-08

13

0.9

right

5

34 Pine Hollow

Amherst

Aug-08

13

2.3

right

6

401 Silver Hill

Concord

Oct-09

13

no

yes

1.88

right

correct

yes

7

401 Silver Hill, 2nd

Concord

Oct-09

13

no

yes

1.88

right

correct

no

8

20 Glacier Way

Holliston

Apr-08

13

yes

yes

2.1

over

correct

no

1

Acton

Jun-08

13

9

34 Piedmont Dr.

Holliston

Nov-08

13

yes

yes

1.2

over

over

no

10

24 Piedmont Dr.

Holliston

May-08

13

yes

yes

1.86

under

over

no

11

212 Rogers Street

Lowell

Sep-08

13

4.7

over

12

214 Rogers Street

Lowell

Sep-08

10

2.5

right

13

6 Emerson Lane

Milford

Feb-09

13

yes

yes

4.4

right

correct

yes

14

35 Murphy Rd.

Needham

Nov-08

15

yes

yes

4.6

under

correct

no

15

15 Summitt Rd.

Needham

Aug-09

15

yes

yes

4.4

right

correct

yes

16

120 Fairview Rd.

Needham

Jan-09

15.0

yes

yes

3.8

under

correct

no

17

4 Yurick Rd.

Needham

Jan-09

15

yes

yes

4.4

right

correct

no

18

292 Linden St.

Needham

Jan-09

15

yes

yes

3.8

right

correct

yes

19

3 Ellis Rd.

Norton

Jul-08

13

no

no

4.27

over

under

yes

20

3 Ellis Rd.

Norton

Jul-08

13

no

no

4.27

over

over

yes

21

15 Ellis Rd.

Norton

Aug-09

13

no

yes

0.78

over

over

no

22

15 Ellis Rd.,2nd

Norton

Aug-09

13

no

yes

0.78

over

over

no

23

17 Ferrier Way

Plainville

May-08

13

no

yes

3.25

over

over

no

24

17 Ferrier Way

Plainville

May-08

13

no

yes

3.25

over

over

no

25

73 Bradstreet

Plymouth

May-08

13

5.8

right

26

8 Dillingham Way

Plymouth

May-08

13

4.6

over

27

10 Cottage Cove

Plymouth

Nov-08

13

yes

no

4.4

over

correct

no

28

25 Pelham Walk

Plymouth

Nov-08

13

yes

yes

5.3

over

correct

no

29

39 Tenderwood

Plymouth

Nov-08

13

yes

no

3.7

over

correct

no

30

29 Dillingham Way

Plymouth

Nov-08

13

yes

yes

4.9

under

correct

no

31

Plymouth

Nov-08

13

yes

no

4.2

under

correct

no

S Hadley

Jul-09

13

5.8

right

S Hadley

Apr-09

13

4.1

right

S Hadley
South
Grafton

Jul-08

13

5.4

under

35

40 Tenderwood
513 Newton Street
Unit 116
513 Newton Street
Unit 122
513 Newton Street
Unit 118
15 Brookmeadow
Lane

May-09

13

4.5

under

correct

yes

36

22A Merrimac Way

Nov-09

13

6.3

over

32
33
34

Tyngsboro
ugh

yes

no
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ID

Address

Town

37

22B Merrimac Way

38

20B Merrimac Way

Tyngsboro
ugh
Tyngsboro
ugh

39

17 Pearl St.

40

17 Pearl St.,2nd

41

Const.
Date

SEER

Match
Coil &
Cond.

TXV

% Duct
Leak to
Outdoors
p/100sq.
ft.

Syst
Size

7.7

over

Refrigerant

Correct
Air Flow

yes

Nov-08

13

Jun-08

13

Upton

Nov-09

14

no

yes

0.88

right

correct

Upton

Nov-09

14

no

yes

0.88

right

correct

yes

111 Taft Hill Lane

Uxbridge

Dec-08

15

yes

yes

4.3

over

under

no

42

26 Andrews Dr.

Uxbridge

Jun-09

15

yes

yes

3.5

over

correct

no

43

31 Andrews Dr.

Uxbridge

May-08

15

yes

yes

4.6

over

correct

no

44

37 Andrew Dr.

Nov-09

14

yes

yes

4.1

over

correct

no

45

8 Emily Dr.

Dec-08

13

yes

no

5.1

over

over

yes

46

25 Farmers Lane

Nov-08

13

no

yes

0.88

over

correct

no

47

25 Farmers Lane

Nov-08

13

no

yes

0.88

over

correct

no

48

146 West Main St.

Uxbridge
West
Boylston
West
Wareham
West
Wareham
Westbouro
ugh

Dec-09

13

yes

no

4.9

over

correct

no

49

64 Sophia Dr.

Worcester

Mar-09

14

yes

yes

0.66

under

over

no

over

*Highlighted units are from Phase I where certain data was not captured.
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Figure 8: Solicitation Letter
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Figure 9: QIV Study Participation Agreement
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Figure 10: Field Data Collection Form-Check Me
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Figure 11: Technician’s Field Calculations-Air Flow
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Figure 12: Sample Load Calculation by Evaluation Contractor
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Figure 13: Room-by-room Load Calculation Showing CFM Perper Room Requirement
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Figure 14: Heating and Air Conditioning Installation Bid Comparison Checklist
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Figure 15: MA New Homes with ENERGY STAR Financial Incentives
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Figure 16: Affiliate Program Incentives Available through MA New Homes with ENERGY
STAR
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Definitions
ACCA: Air Conditioning Contractors of America
Air leakage: the uncontrolled exchange of air between conditioned and unconditioned building spaces (or the
interior and the outdoors) through unintended opening in the building envelope and/or unintended openings in duct
runs through unconditioned spaces.
ANSI: American National Standards Institute
ARI: Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute
Block analysis: a load calculation approach where the total space heat loss/heat gain load imposed on equipment is
determined on a space that may include more then one room or more then one zone.
Blower fan: multi-bladed, driven rotor enclosed so that air from an inlet is compressed to a higher discharge
pressure, which depends on conformation of the blades and the shroud at a given rotational speed.
BTU: British thermal unit, the amount of heat that must be added or removed to /from one pound of water to raise
or lower its temperature one degree Fahrenheit
CAC: central air conditioning
CFM: cubic feet per minute
Charge: 1. actual amount of refrigerant in a closed system. 2. Weight of refrigerant required for proper functioning
of a closed system.
Contractor: the person or entity responsible for performing the work and identified as such in an owner-contractor
agreement
Control: device for regulation of a system or component in a normal and safe operation, manual or automatic; if
automatic, the implication is that it is responsive to changes of pressure, temperature, or other variable whose
magnitude is to be regulated
Cooling system: apparatus for lowering the temperature of a space or product to a specified temperature level.
Duct airflow balance: a condition that exists when the duct system has been properly designed and assembled (i.e.
sizing, friction loss, balance dampers, etc.) to ensure that the correct volume of air (in CFMs) is delivered to each
room or space.
Duct distribution leakage: leakage of the ambient air through the cracks and openings in supply and/or return
ducts or the supply and/or return- side of HVAC equipment cabinetry.
Duct system: a network of tubular or rectangular pipes and connectors (elbow, tees, branch fitting, and boot fitting)
used to move air from one point to another
Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER): the measurement how efficiently a system will operate when the outdoor
temperature is at a specific level (95 degrees)
Electronic Expansion Valve (EXV): a sophisticated valve which controls the flow of refrigerant entering a direct
expansion evaporator based on electronic signals sent from a controller.
EPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency
Existing system: one that has existed previously
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Expansion coil: an evaporator (heat exchanger) constructed of bare or finned pipe or tubing in which direct
expansion of liquid refrigeration occurs
Fan: device for moving air by two or more blades or vanes attached to a rotating shaft
Fan air flow: the total volume of air (in CFM) that exits the fan assembly or blower unit during operation at design
conditions. [Fan airflow is a function of static pressure resistance presented by the duct system and any and all
appliances connected within the subject duct system. A fan motor is designed to provide optimal airflow within a
specified range of acceptable total static pressures. If a fan is installed in a duct system with appliances that exceed
this total static pressure threshold, the fan cannot deliver proper airflow, and the systems capacity will be reduced.
Variable speed fans do not save energy when installed in duct systems that exceed total static pressure limits-they
only provide more options for multi-stage equipment.
Heat gain: The instantaneous flow (BTU/h) of sensible or latent heat entering the conditioned space or passing
through a structural component.
Heat loss: The instantaneous flow (BTU/h) of sensible or latent heat leaving the conditioned space or passing
through a structural component.
Heating system: one in which heat is transferred from a source of energy through a distribution network to spaces
to be heated
HVAC: heating, ventilating and air conditioning
HVACR: heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration
IAQ: indoor air quality
Load calculation: A systematic method of evaluation that uses mathematical models (equations, databases,
defaults and protocols) to estimate heat loss, sensible and latent heat gain, heating load, humidification load, sensible
and latent cooling load, and related issues like infiltration, CFM minimum ventilation rate, month-hour temperature
adjustments, building construction materials, building solar orientation, etc.
Matched system: the components of a split system are matched, rated and have demonstrable certified performance
through the ARI databases
Multi-zone: HVAC system capable of handling variable loads from different sections of a building simultaneously
or independently.
New System: one that has not previously been in existence
OEM: original equipment Manufacturer
Quality Assurance/Quality Control: the system for evaluating performance, as in the delivery of services or the
quality of products provided consumers, customers, etc.
Quality Installation Specification (QI): approved standard that describes precisely the steps a contractor must take
to ensure a true quality HVAC installation
Quality Installation Verification (QIV): an analysis which checks air conditioning and heat pump systems for
proper refrigerant charge and air flow
Reclaim: (as in “reclaim refrigerant”) to reprocess refrigerant to new conditions, by means which may include
distillation; require chemical analysis of the contaminated refrigerant to determine that appropriate process
specifications are met
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Recover: (as in “recover refrigerant”) to remover refrigerant for reuse by oil separation and single or multiple
passes through moisture absorption devices, such as filter driers with replaceable cores, this procedure is usually
implemented at the file site or at a local service shop
Refrigerant: 1. in a refrigerating system, the medium of heat transfer which picks up heat by evaporating at a low
temperature and pressure, and gives up heat on condensing at a higher temperature and pressure; 2. (refrigerating
fluid) fluid used for heat transfer in a refrigerating system that absorbs heat at a low temperature and low pressure of
the fluid and transfers heat at a higher temperature and a higher pressure of the fluid, usually involving changes of
state of the fluid.
Room-by-room analysis: a load calculation approach where the combined space heat loss/heat gain load imposed
on equipment is determined on a room-by-room basis.
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER): the measurement how efficiently a system will operate during an
entire cooling season.
Split system: (as in split system air conditioner) a two component system with the condensing unit installed
outside, remote from the evaporator section, which is installed in a conditioned space, and uses interconnecting
refrigerant lines to connect the condensing unit to the evaporator.
Sub-cool(ing): removal of heat from a liquid when at a temperature lower than the saturation temperature
corresponding to its pressure
Super heat(ing): extra heat in a vapor when at a temperature higher than the saturation temperature corresponding
to its pressure
System: 1. organized collection of parts united by regular interaction; 2. a heating or refrigerating scheme or
machine, usually confined to those parts in contact with a heating or refrigerating medium.
Thermal envelope: elements of a structure that enclose conditioned spaces and control transmission of heat, air,
and water vapor between the conditioned spaces and the exterior.
Thermal Expansion Valve (TXV): an orifice that regulates the flow of refrigerant coming into the evaporator coil
almost perfectly within the manufactured specifications.
Zoning: 1. division of a building or group of buildings into separately controlled spaces (zones), where different
environmental conditions can be maintained simultaneously; 2. Practice of dividing a building into smaller sections
for control of heating and cooling (each section is selected so that one thermostat can be used to determine it
requirements.)
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Executive Summary
Historically the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program has used a tiered
structure to encourage participants to build to a higher level. Builders were paid higher
incentives if they met the criteria for higher tiers. The tier levels were based on the HERS
(Home Energy Rating System) Index; the lower the score, the more energy efficient the home
and the higher the tier that can be achieved. Since a lower Index meant that a home was more
energy efficient, it was assumed that this also meant that more savings were achieved. The
Joint Management Committee (JMC), the Program Administrators who fund the Program,
looked at recent results from completions in the program and found that a lower Index does not
guarantee greater savings.
An analysis was undertaken to determine a methodology that would better guarantee energy
savings. The JMC determined that rather than using a criterion of a specific HERS Index to
meet higher tiers, requiring a building to achieve a percentage energy savings above a baseline
that is specific to the program (in this case based on the Massachusetts 2006 Baseline survey)
would help achieve the goal of better guaranteeing energy savings.
The next step was an analysis to determine what levels (i.e. what percentages above the
Massachusetts baseline) would deliver what amount of savings. This analysis was then used to
develop a fourth tier level or the highest tier level (i.e. a stretch goal) for the 2009 program to
experiment with this new methodology of requiring a percent savings over the Massachusetts
Baseline, or “User Defined Reference Home” (UDRH) rather than achieving a specified HERS
Index. The analysis resulted in graphical trends that were helpful in determining the fourth tier
level or stretch goal. Sixty percent of heating, cooling and domestic hot water (DHW) energy
savings over the UDRH were chosen as the stretch goal, which resulted on average, in
approximately 51 and 37 MMBtu/1000 sq. ft. (million Btu per year per 1000 square feet of
conditioned floor area) savings for single family and multifamily dwellings, respectively. The
conclusions of the analysis will be used as a basis for program design for the years 2010 and
2011.

1.

Introduction

ICF International provides implementation support for the Massachusetts New Homes with
ENERGY STAR Program on behalf of the JMC. This report documents the analysis that was
conducted to determine energy savings criteria that could better guarantee savings as well as
be used to create a stretch goal for builders participating in the 2009 Program as well as a basis
for the 2010 – 2012 program structure. It includes information on the background, process and
the stretch goal to be used for builders participating in the 2009 Program.

2.

Background

The 2008 program year had 3 tiers, which included “ENERGY STAR 1”, “ENERGY STAR 2”
and “Code Plus”, hereon referred to as ES1, ES2 and C+, respectively. A home that complies
with the requirements of the ENERGY STAR performance path (please refer to the Appendix A
and Appendix B for the complete requirements) is considered to achieve ES1 tier. The ES2 tier
includes the requirements of ES1 as well as a HERS Index of 65 or lower. A home achieves the
C+ tier if it fails to comply with the requirements of the ENERGY STAR performance path but
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does achieve specific requirements for house infiltration (less than 6 ACH50) and duct leakage
(less than 8CFM per 100 sq. ft.).
While these requirements were simple to follow for both the raters and builders, as explained in
section 2.1, they did not guarantee absolute energy savings across all homes. This was
problematic for the Program Administrators as they were tying progressively higher incentives to
the ES1 and ES2 tiers. This analysis was completed to define a new energy savings stretch
goal for builders that would guarantee significant energy savings for Program participants and
the Program Administrators.

2.1. Background on the Relationship of Energy Savings and
Incentive
Exhibit 2.1 and 2.2 identify that no clear trend is present for a HERS Index as a function of
energy or demand savings over the UDRH. There are three underlying reasons:
First, the “normalization methodology1” used to generate a HERS Index can skew the energy
savings. Though this methodology has an undesirable effect on energy savings, it was devised
to address concerns about neutrality between gas and electricity with regards to the HERS
indices for homes heated primarily with those fuels.
The second, and most significant, reason for a lack of correlation between a HERS Index and
the energy savings analysis is the difference in reference homes used in the two methodologies.
The reference home for a HERS Index analysis is the HERS reference home, defined in the
RESNET standard2 based on a national energy code performance baseline, whereas the JMC
reference home (UDRH) is based on a recent field survey of actual homes built in
Massachusetts. There are significant differences in the energy efficiency characteristics of the
two reference homes. For this reason, the savings resulting from the difference of energy
consumption between the rated home and either the HERS reference home (i.e. the HERS
Index) or UDRH reference homes (i.e. program savings) cannot be correlated.
The third reason for the lack of a relationship between the HERS Index and savings over the
UDRH is that the HERS Index is not based on any fixed reference home. In fact, the reference
home shifts with each rating, making it hard to predict savings for any given home based on the
HERS Index alone. In other words, the HERS Index is relative to the specific reference home
used to create it. Therefore when two or more HERS Indices are compared to absolute energy
1

Equipment efficiencies available in the marketplace are partly dependent on fuel type and not always
consistent between fuel types. Therefore the normalization process attempts to provide equal credit
within the HERS scoring methodology for relative improvement in equipment efficiency with consideration
to the minimum and maximum efficiency available in the marketplace for that fuel type. For example,
water heaters range in efficiency from 0.92 to 2.5 EF for electric water heaters and from 0.59 to 0.86 EF
for gas water heaters. The normalization process provides equal credit for improving from 0.59 to 0.86 as
it does for improving from 0.92 to 2.5 (i.e., both scenarios represent 100% improvement relative to what's
available in the marketplace).For more information see http://fsec.ucf.edu/en/publications/html/FSEC-RR54-00/index.htm
2

2006 National Mortgage Industry Home Energy Rating System Standards as published by the
Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET).
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savings the correlation may be poor. In fact, two homes with the same HERS Index do not
necessarily have the same energy savings. However, it should be noted that HERS Index along
with key characteristics of the home can be used to help determine the energy savings for each
house. HERS Index is a single representation of all aspects of energy consumption within the
house. To determine the constituent electricity and natural gas savings, key characteristics of
the home that influence these metrics must be known, such as heating fuel, number of stories,
and house size. Without knowing these key characteristics, too many unknowns exist to
accurately estimate the savings.
Exhibit 2-1: Average Energy Savings Over UDRH for Homes at Specific HERS indices
Average Energy Savings Over UDRH for Homes at Specific HERS Indicies
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Exhibit 2-2: Average Demand Savings Over UDRH for Homes at Specific HERS indices
Average Demand Savings Over UDRH for Homes at Specific HERS Indicies
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3.

Methodology

As discussed in the section above, the analysis to determine the relationship between HERS
Index and energy savings did not result in a statistically useful correlation. Therefore, a new
metric was determined by analyzing various options that would be flexible for builders and at the
same time help JMC realize maximum energy savings.
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The various options that were analyzed include HERS Index based performance requirements,
prescriptive requirements, a hybrid performance and prescriptive approach, the proposed new
version of ENERGY STAR, and percent savings compared to the UDRH performance
requirements.
Section 3.1 explains the merits and disadvantages of each of the options. Section 3.2 explains
that for the highest tier, the program plans to require a performance path approach requiring
compliance with the current ENERGY STAR requirements with a HERS Index of 85 or better
AND a 60% improvement as compared to the UDRH. It is the intent of the program to utilize the
EPA Advanced New Home Construction Builder Option Package (ANHC BOP) as a guide to
help program participants’ work towards compliance, but still require the performance path be
met in order to receive program incentives for that level of achievement.

3.1. Program Design Options
Several options were discussed and considered for defining a new metric that would be used as
the stretch goal for builders

3.1.1.

HERS Index Based Performance Requirements

While the HERS Index is a well known performance metric to the raters and builders, as
explained in section 2.1, using the HERS Index for the basis of program design does not ensure
the JMC will capture maximum or reliable energy savings.

3.1.2.

Prescriptive Requirements

A prescriptive energy efficiency characteristics requirement would help the JMC better estimate
energy savings, but as it is less flexible most builders will not be willing to do a prescriptive
approach. Also, using a prescriptive approach would negatively impact the HERS raters
infrastructure in Massachusetts.

3.1.3.

Hybrid Performance and Prescriptive Requirements

A hybrid of performance and prescriptive requirement would allow the builders a more flexible
performance approach with some prescriptive measures that would assure energy savings
(e.g., ducts in conditioned space, low infiltration, etc.). The prescriptive requirements in this
approach are less flexible for the builders, and so are likely to draw resistance.

3.1.4.

Proposed New Version of ENERGY STAR

Using the more energy efficient new version of ENERGY STAR specifications (as proposed by
EPA) as the stretch goal for builders would help get the builders accustomed to the new
program that is scheduled to become a requirement in 2011, but the specifications are subject
to change which could cause problems for the JMC program implementers.

3.1.5.

Percent Energy Savings compared to the UDRH
Performance Requirements

A performance approach based on the estimated energy savings of the rated home when
compared to the UDRH for that home would guarantee that metrics for participation
corresponded fully with program-reported savings, precisely because they are based on the
same savings calculations that the program uses. This metric also normalizes the energy
savings for the size of the home (rather than basing the metric on an absolute savings threshold
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of MMBTU/year). This is beneficial because absolute energy savings tend to give credit to larger
homes. However, this would introduce a new metric to the builders and would require more
analysis steps for the raters leading to a potential for errors.

3.2. Percent Energy Savings compared to the UDRH as the New
Metric
Energy savings in percent when compared to the UDRH was deemed to be the new metric
because it allows the builders a performance approach and will ensure that the program will
provide incentives to construction practices that specifically lead to program savings. To reduce
potential errors by raters, it was recognized that the program will likely need to request the
software provider (Architectural Energy Corporation) to add a customized report to show this
specific energy savings metric. From previous experience it was thought that the cost would be
minimal. It will also be necessary to supply each rater with the same UDRH file for calculation
and reporting purposes.
To determine the stretch goal for the 2009 program using the new metric, the following were
analyzed: the energy savings from the 2007 and 2008 program years (from over 2,000 actual
Massachusetts REMRate files), a parametric analysis of both the current ENERGY STAR BOP
(ES BOP) and the current version of the ANHC BOP (please refer to Appendix C for complete
requirements)..
The ES BOP parametric analysis was conducted by varying several architectural parameters
but keeping the energy efficiency features as specified in the ES BOP. This resulted in about
70,000 simulations. The architectural parameters that were varied included house size,
orientation, window area, number of stories, HVAC system types, duct location, DHW fuel, wall
construction, and weather locations (See Appendix D for the range of variables that were
analyzed). While the ES BOP parametric analysis was not used in determining the stretch goal,
it helped identify the range of parameters with the highest sensitivity. This was useful in limiting
the number of parametric simulations for analyzing the ANHC BOP. About 15,000 simulations
were done for ANHC BOP analysis with the range of variables similar to ES BOP except for a
limited range for house sizes and window areas.
The ANHC BOP parametric analysis was useful in determining the characteristics, and
ultimately rate of adoption, of homes that achieve the stretch goal because the goals of the
ANHC program are aligned with that of the stretch goal. That is to say, both programs are
promoting energy efficiency by employing a bundle of technologies that are just beyond the
normal set of technologies used in a mass-market transformation program.
Exhibits 3.1 and 3.2 shows the energy savings in percent over the UDRH as a function of single
family and multifamily homes, respectively for the REMRate files from 2007 and 2008 program
years and the parametric analysis of both the ES BOP and ANHC BOP. These exhibits were
helpful to determine the stretch goal by analyzing the number of homes that were able to reach
a specific percent energy savings. Since only a few homes were able to achieve 60% energy
savings, it was decided to be used as the stretch goal for 2009.
Exhibits 3.3 and 3.4 shows the energy savings in MMBTU per 1000 sq. ft. over the UDRH as a
function of single family and multifamily homes, respectively for the REMRate files from 2007
and 2008 program years and the parametric analysis of both the ES BOP and ANHC BOP. To
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determine the energy savings in MMBTU per 1000 sq. ft. for the selected stretch goal of 60%
energy savings, a regression analysis was conducted on energy savings in MMBTU and energy
savings in percent. The regression analysis resulted in a good fit with linear equations as
shown in Exhibit 3.5. The resulting energy savings are shown in Exhibit 3.6. These energy
savings were used to help determine the potential incentive dollar amount that could be adopted
for the benefits created by the potential savings.
Exhibit 3-1: Fraction of Total Energy Savings (%) for Single Family Homes
Fraction of Total Energy Savings (%) for Single Family Homes
(Savings are compared to the JMC User Defined Reference Home)
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Exhibit 3-2: Fraction of Total Energy Savings (% ) for Multi-Family Homes
Fraction of Total Energy Savings (%) for Multi- Family Homes
(Savings are compared to the JMC User Defined Reference Home)
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Exhibit 3-3: Fraction of Total Energy Savings (MMBTU / 1000 sq. ft.) for Single Family Homes
Fraction of Total Energy Savings (MMBTU / 1000 sq. ft.) for Single Family Homes
(Savings are compared to the JMC User Defined Reference Home)
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Exhibit 3-4: Fraction of Total Energy Savings (MMBTU / 1000 sq. ft.) for Multi-Family Homes
Fraction of Total Energy Savings (MMBTU / 1000 sq. ft.) for Multi-Family Homes
(Savings are compared to the JMC User Defined Reference Home)
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Exhibit 3-5: Linear Equations Representing the Relationship between MMBtu Savings and %
Savings for Single and Multifamily Homes
Single Family Dwellings
(MMBtu Savings) = 85.5 * (% Savings)
R2 of 0.74
Multifamily Dwellings
(MMBtu Savings) = 61.3 * (% Savings)
R2 of 0.9
Exhibit 3-6: Energy and Demand Savings at 60% Savings. over UDRH

Single Family
Total Energy

51 MMBTU/1000 sq. ft.

Fuel Type
Electricity

469 kWh/1000 sq. ft.

Fossil Fuel

49.4 MMBTU/1000 sq. ft.

End-Use
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Cooling

264 kWh/1000 sq. ft.
41.4 MMBTU/1000 sq. ft.

Heating (Gas)

205 kWh/1000 sq. ft.

Heating (Electricity)

8.0 MMBTU/1000 sq. ft.

DHW
Summer Demand

0.42 kW / 1000 sq. ft.

Winter Demand

0.55 kW / 1000 sq. ft.

Average Area

1739 sq. ft.

Multi-Family
Total Energy

37 MMBTU/1000 sq. ft.

Fuel Type
Electricity

117 kWh/1000 sq. ft.

Fossil Fuel

36.6 MMBTU/1000 sq. ft.

End-Use
Cooling

29 kWh/1000 sq. ft.
30 MMBTU/1000 sq. ft.

Heating (Gas)
Heating (Electricity)

88 kWh/1000 sq. ft.
6.6 MMBTU/1000 sq. ft.

DHW
Summer Demand

0.5 kW /1000 sq. ft.

Winter Demand

0.7 kW / 1000 sq. ft.

Average Area
Note: (MMBTU=Million Btu)

1190 sq. ft.

3.3. Conclusions
Based on these analyses, it was determined that using a system of percent savings as
compared with the Massachusetts UDRH would result in a much more accurate correlation of
increased savings with higher tier and incentive levels. Using this method it was determined
that a minimum HERS Index of 85 (to conform with ENERGY STAR performance path
requirements) and 60% energy savings over the UDRH was an appropriate target for the stretch
goal to be used in 2009. The JMC decided that the four 2009 program tier levels would be
structured as follows: Code +, HERS 85 (ENERGY STAR), HERS 65, and HERS 85 + 60%
improvement over the UDRH.
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Appendix A
ENERGY STAR Qualified Homes National Performance Path
Requirements

(This page is intentionally left blank)
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ENERGY STAR Qualified Homes
National Performance Path Requirements
ENERGY STAR Performance Requirements:
To qualify as ENERGY STAR, a home must meet the minimum requirements specified below, be verified and field-tested
in accordance with the RESNET Standards by a RESNET-accredited Provider, and meet all applicable codes.
Maximum HERS Index Required to Earn the ENERGY STAR

1

Climate Zones 6-8:
HERS Index 80

Climate Zones 1-5:
HERS Index 85

Note: Due to the unique nature of some state codes and/or climates, EPA has agreed to allow regionally-developed definitions of
ENERGY STAR in California, Hawaii, and the Pacific Northwest to continue to define program requirements. The States of Montana
and Idaho may use either the requirements of the national program or the regionally-developed program in the Pacific Northwest.

ENERGY STAR Mandatory Requirements:
Envelope
Ductwork

2,3,4

Completed Thermal Bypass Inspection Checklist

5,6

Leakage ≤ 6 cfm to outdoors / 100 sq. ft.
Include at least one ENERGY STAR qualified product category:
7,8
 Heating or cooling equipment ; OR
9
 Windows ; OR
 Water heating equipment; OR
10,11
12
, appliances , ceiling fans
 Five or more ENERGY STAR qualified light fixtures
13
equipped with lighting fixtures, and/or ventilation fans

ENERGY STAR
14
Products


ENERGY STAR
Scoring
Exceptions

On-site power generation may not be used to decrease the HERS Index to qualify for
ENERGY STAR.
 A maximum of 20% of all screw-in light bulb sockets in the home may use compact
fluorescent lamps (CFLs) to decrease the HERS Index for ENERGY STAR compliance.
CFLs used for this purpose must be ENERGY STAR qualified.
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ENERGY STAR Qualified Homes
National Performance Path Notes
1. The appropriate climate zone for each building site shall be determined by the 2004 International Residential Code
(IRC), Table N1101.2. The HERS Index must be calculated in accordance with the RESNET Mortgage Industry
National Home Energy Rating Standards.
2. The Thermal Bypass Inspection Checklist must be completed for homes to earn the ENERGY STAR label. The
Checklist requires visual inspection of framing areas where air barriers are commonly missed and inspection of
insulation to ensure proper alignment with air barriers, thus serving as an extra check that the air and thermal barriers
are continuous and complete.
3. Envelope leakage must be determined by a RESNET-certified rater using a RESNET-approved testing protocol.
4. To ensure consistent exchange of indoor air, whole-house mechanical ventilation is recommended, but not required.
5. Ducts must be sealed and tested to be ≤ 6 cfm to outdoors / 100 sq. ft. of conditioned floor area, as determined and
documented by a RESNET-certified rater using a RESNET-approved testing protocol. If total duct leakage is < 6 cfm
to outdoors / 100 sq.ft. of conditioned floor area, then leakage to outdoors does not need to be tested. Duct leakage
testing can be waived if all ducts and air handling equipment are located in conditioned space (i.e., within the home’s
air and thermal barriers) AND the envelope leakage has been tested to be ≤ 3 ACH50 OR ≤ 0.25 CFM 50 per sq. ft. of
the building envelope. Note that mechanical ventilation will be required in this situation.
6. EPA recommends, but does not require, locating ducts within conditioned space (i.e., inside the air and thermal
barriers), and using a minimum of R-4 insulation for ducts inside conditioned space to prevent condensation.
7. All cooling equipment, regardless of whether it is used to satisfy the ENERGY STAR products requirement, must be
sized according to the latest editions of ACCA Manuals J and S, ASHRAE 2001 Handbook of Fundamentals, or an
equivalent computation procedure. Maximum oversizing limit for air conditioners and heat pumps is 15% (with the
exception of heat pumps in Climate Zones 5 - 8, where the maximum oversizing limit is 25%). This can be
accomplished either by the rater performing the calculations or reviewing documentation provided by the professional
contractor or engineer who calculated the sizing (e.g., HVAC contractor). The following operating conditions shall be
used in the sizing calculations and verified where reviewed by the rater:
Outdoor temperatures shall be the 99.0% design temperatures as published in the ASHRAE Handbook of
Fundamentals for the home’s location or most representative city for which design temperature data are available.
Note that a higher outdoor air design temperature may be used if it represents prevailing local practice by the HVAC
industry and reflects extreme climate conditions that can be documented with recorded weather data; Indoor
0
temperatures shall be 75 F for cooling; Infiltration rate shall be selected as “tight”, or the equivalent term.
In specifying equipment, the next available size may be used. In addition, indoor and outdoor coils shall be matched
in accordance with ARI standards.
8. In homes with heat pumps that have programmable thermostats, the thermostat must have "Adaptive Recovery"
technology to prevent the excessive use of electric back-up heating.
9. Where windows are used to meet the ENERGY STAR qualified product requirement, they shall be ENERGY STAR
qualified or meet all specifications for ENERGY STAR qualified windows. Additional information can be found at
www.energystar.gov/windows.
10. For the purposes of meeting the ENERGY STAR requirement, qualified lighting fixtures in the following locations
cannot be counted: storage rooms (e.g., closets, pantries, sheds), or garages.
11. Efficient lighting fixtures represent a significant opportunity for persistent energy savings and a meaningful way to
differentiate ENERGY STAR qualified homes from those meeting minimum code requirements. To learn more about
the benefits of increasing the use of efficient fixtures through the installation of the ENERGY STAR Advanced Lighting Package
(ALP), refer to www.energystar.gov/alp.
12. Eligible appliances include ENERGY STAR qualified refrigerators, dish washers, and washing machines.
13. ENERGY STAR qualified ventilation fans include range hood, bathroom, and inline fans.
14. Further efficiency and savings can be achieved by installing ENERGY STAR qualified products, in addition to those
required (e.g., additional lighting, appliances, etc.). For more information, visit www.energystar.gov.

12
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Appendix B
JMC ENERGY STAR Qualified Homes Performance Path
Requirements
•
•

•
•

•
•

Homes must be separately metered, new residential construction or a total gut rehab.
Can be single-family detached or attached construction, or multi-family attached
construction with no more than three stories. *Incentives are available for four and five
story, but they are not eligible for the ENERGY STAR label.
Must have a bath fan rated for continuous use, ≤1.5 Sones and controlled by a 24-hour
programmable timer or equivalent mechanical ventilation system.
Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs) must be installed in at least 50% of all hard wired
screw based fixtures in the home and verified by a HERS Rater during final inspection
unless the home is outside of the electric sponsors territory. There is no CFL requirement
for gas only participants.
Construction on the home must be completed by December 10th of the applied incentive
year.
Electrical service must be provided by an electric Sponsor. Partial funding is available for
homes located in a gas utility Sponsor territory only.

13
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Appendix C
Current Version of Advanced New Home Construction
Builder Option Package
Size
Maximum home size is 1,100 square feet per bedroom
Thermal Envelope Insulation:
• Prescriptive R-value requirements > 150% IECC 2006, except Climate Zones
1-3 prescriptive R-value for attic only > 150% IECC 2006
• Thermal break wall (framing factor < 12%)
• RESNET Level 1 Insulation (gaps, voids, compression < 2%)
• Complete air barrier assembly (ENERGY STAR TBC)
Windows:
• Climate Zones 1 thru 3: SHGC < .2
• Climate Zones 3 thru 5: SHGC < .27; U-Value < .3
• Climate Zones 6 and higher: U-Value < .2
Ducts (alternate is ductless HVAC system):
HVAC Proper
Installation
• Ducts inside conditioned space
• ACCA Manual D and T duct and terminal sizing or equivalent
• Compact duct layout recommended
• Total duct leakage < 3% of fan flow
• Verified room-by-room air flow
• Verified air flow across coil/heat exchanger per manufacturer spec
• Pressure balancing (transfer grills, cross-over ducts, or dedicated returns)
Ventilation:
• Whole-house, spot ventilation with air flow verified to meet ASHRAE 62.2
Equipment:
• ACCA Manual J and S heating/cooling equipment sizing or equivalent
• Ensure proper refrigerant charge

14
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HVAC Equipment

Climate

Cold (CZ > 6)

Warm (CZ 3-5)

AFUE
SEER
HSPF
COP (GHP)
Ventilation

> 94%
> 13
> 10
>5
HRV

> 90%
> 15
>9
>5
Supply or Exh.

Hot (CZ
1-2)
> 80%
> 18
> 8.2
>5
ERV or
Supplyonly

Multiple or variable speed equipment all climates
Additionally for Hot/Humid Climate (IECC 2006 Map):
Dehumidification with either low SHR (< .7) or stand-alone dehumidifier
Water Heating System Efficient Equipment;
• heat pump electric > 2.0 COP, or
• direct-vent gas water heater > .8 EF, or
• Solar hot water system or desuperheater in Climate Zones 1-3
Efficient Distribution:
• Low-flow faucets and showerheads
• Efficient distribution (demand pumping, manifold, or core layout)
Lighting
90% ENERGY STAR Qualified Fixtures and/or Bulbs
Appliances
ENERGY STAR Qualified Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Clothes Washer
Moisture Man.
Water-managed roof, walls, foundation (see EPA Indoor airPLUS specs)

15
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Appendix D
Range of Variables Analyzed for ES BOP Parametric Analysis
Parameter

Value 1

Value 2

1

2

North

South

2x4

2x6

8%

Conditioned
Area (ft2)
No. of Stories
Orientation
Wall
Construction
% Glazing
(WFA)
HVAC
System Type
Duct
Location
DHW Fuel
Type
Weather
Locations

Value 3

Value 4

Value 5

Value 6

21%

24%

1000 – 5,000 sq.ft
East

West

12%

15%

18%

AC w Gas
Furnace

AC w Gas
Boiler

AC w Oil
Furnace

AC w Oil
Boiler

Conditioned
Space

Attic

Gas

Electric

Boston,
MA

Worcester,
MA

Hartford,
CT

Albany,
NY

16

Providence,
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Executive Summary
The Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program (Program) 2009 Progress
Report is a summary of 2009 Program activity. Program performance information includes
historical as well as current information to show the growth of the Program over time.
The Program had two residential new construction metrics for 2009 and achieved the exemplary
level for both metrics. (See Section 1)

Permits, Completions and ENERGY STAR Penetration Rates
The number of housing permits issued continued to fall in 2009. The number of permits issued in
2009 in Massachusetts was 20% lower than in 2008, but the number of ENERGY STAR and
Code Plus housing units completed through the Program was 57% higher. (Figure ES 1) A total
of 2,194 housing units were completed through the Program in 2009—2,110 ENERGY STAR
and 84 Code Plus; an additional 30 homes failed to meet Program requirements for ENERGY
STAR certification. As of the end of 2009, the Program had completed more than 16,400
ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units and 1,500 Code Plus housing units since Program
inception.
Figure ES 1: ENERGY STAR and Code Plus Housing Units Completed

One-third (33%) of ENERGY STAR and almost two-thirds (63%) of Code Plus housing units
completed through the Program in 2009 were single family housing units. Roughly one-third
(34%) of ENERGY STAR housing units completed were low income; all Code Plus housing
units were market rate.
Penetration Rates: Total completed ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units as a percentage
of estimated housing units completed statewide jumped up sharply from 10% in 2008 to 25% in
2009. (Figure ES 2) The number of single family homes ENERGY STAR qualified increased by
42 homes or 6% from 2008 to 2009 and ENERGY STAR single family homes as a percentage of
estimated single family homes completed statewide climbed from 10% in 2008 to a new high of
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11% in 2009. The number of multi-family housing units ENERGY STAR qualified more than
tripled from 2008 to 2009 and ENERGY STAR multi-family units as a percentage of estimated
statewide multi-family units completed in Massachusetts jumped from 11% in 2008 to 63% in
2009. Including Code Plus housing units, the number of housing units completed through the
Program as a percentage of estimated housing units completed statewide jumped from 15% in
2008 to 26% in 2009.
Figure ES 2: ENERGY STAR Completions as Percent of Statewide Completions

HERS Ratings
The average HERS (Home Energy Rating System) rating improved each year from 1999 through
2008, and in 2009 remained the same as in 2008—HERS index of 64.8. Figure ES 3 shows the
biggest changes since 2007 are that the percentage of qualified housing units with HERS indices
of 74 to 66 fell sharply from 42% in 2007 to 28% in 2008 and 2009, while the percentage of
qualified housing units with HERS indices of 57 to 51 grew from 5% to 16%; and the percentage
with HERS indices of 50 or lower grew from 3% to 8%.
Figure ES 3: 2007–2009 HERS Indices*
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Lighting, Windows, Heating Systems and Central Air Conditioning
Homes that are ENERGY STAR certified under the Performance Path are required to have at
least one of the following ENERGY STAR-labeled products:1
•

Heating or cooling equipment

•

Windows

•

Water heating equipment

•

Five or more ENERGY STAR-qualified lighting fixtures, appliances, ceiling fans
equipped with lighting fixtures, and/or ventilation fans

Lighting: In 2009, the Program required that all ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units
install compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) in at least 50% of all hard wired screw based fixtures.
These lamps were provided free of charge to builders and were installed by the HERS raters.
Data on the number of sockets fitted with CFLs was available for 1,807 of the 2,110 ENERGY
STAR housing units certified in 2009. The average number of sockets per housing unit fitted
with CFLs was 22.
Windows: The percentage of ENERGY STAR-qualified homes installing ENERGY STAR
windows has increased from 37% in 2002 to 93% in 2009. As noted above, ENERGY STAR
homes qualified under the Performance Path are not required to install ENERGY STAR-labeled
windows. Window U-values in 2009 ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units ranged from 0.18
to 0.90; the average was 0.33.
In 2009 the national ENERGY STAR Program criteria for windows in Massachusetts (northern
climate zone) was a U-value of 0.35 or lower. As of January 2010, Version 5.0 of the national
ENERGY STAR Program requirements for residential windows became effective. Table ES 1
shows the Version 5.0 ENERGY STAR criteria for windows in Massachusetts (northern climate
zone).
Table ES 1: Version 5.0 Northern Climate ENERGY STAR Window Criteria
Northern Climate ENERGY STAR Window Criteria as of January 4, 20102
U-Factor
SHGC*
*Solar Heat Gain Coefficient

≤ 0.30
Any

= 0.31
≥ 0.35

= 0.32
≥ 0.40

Heating Systems: The large majority of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units install
furnaces or boilers. In 2009, 95% of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units installed furnaces
or boilers and 79% of the furnaces and boilers installed in ENERGY STAR homes met the
1

http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/bldrs_lenders_raters/downloads/PerfPathTRK.pdf

2

http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/prod_development/archives/downloads/windows_doors/WindowsDoorsSkyl
ightsProgRequirements7Apr09.pdf
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requirements for ENERGY STAR qualification. Table ES 2 shows the minimum, maximum and
average AFUEs for boilers and furnaces installed in ENERGY STAR-qualified homes.
Table ES 2: Boiler and Furnace Efficiencies
Boiler and Furnace Efficiencies in
2009 ENERGY STAR-Qualified
Homes
Number of Systems
ENERGY STAR Required AFUE
Number of ENERGY STAR Systems
Percent ENERGY STAR Systems
Minimum AFUE
Maximum AFUE
Average AFUE

Gas
Boiler
1,136
85.0
983
87%
80.0
98.0
89.1

Oil
Boiler

Gas
Furnace

Oil
Furnace

37

792

20

85.0
30
81%
80.0
93.0
85.1

90.0
541
68%
80.0
96.6
90.4

85.0
11
55%
80.0
87.0
84.2

Central Air Conditioning: The percentage of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units with
central air conditioning has increased from 55% in 2007 to 76% in 2009 Over the same time
period, the percentage of ENERGY STAR housing units with central air conditioning that have
SEER 14 or higher central air conditioning equipment has almost doubled, growing from 12% in
2007 to 23% in 2009. The average SEER of central air conditioning systems installed in
ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units in 2009 (1,602 homes) was 12.9; the minimum was 9.7
and the maximum was 35.3.

Envelope and Duct Leakage
Envelope Leakage: For many years the Massachusetts Program required housing units to
have envelope leakage of 5 ACH50 or lower to be ENERGY STAR qualified—this is not a
requirement of the national ENERGY STAR Homes Program Performance Path. However,
ACH50 is a factor in the calculation of the HERS index. In 2007 the Massachusetts Program
dropped the envelope leakage requirement. In 2009, air leakage in ENERGY STAR-qualified
housing units ranged from 0.5 to 10.9 ACH50 and averaged 4.1; 18% of ENERGY STARqualified housing units had ACH50 over 5.
Duct Leakage: Standards for ENERGY STAR qualification require that ducts be sealed and
tested to have leakage at or below 6 cfm25 to outdoors per 100 square feet of conditioned floor
area. However, duct leakage testing is not required if all ducts and air handling equipment are in
conditioned space and envelope leakage is 3 ACH50 or lower. The majority of homes
participating in the Program have ducts—79% of ENERGY STAR and 51% of Code Plus homes
completed through the Program in 2009. Roughly two-thirds (67%) of all ENERGY STARqualified housing units and 19% of Code Plus housing units with ducts had all ducts installed in
conditioned space. In addition 31% of the ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units with all ducts
in conditioned space had envelope leakage of 3 ACH50 or lower, which means duct leakage
testing could be waived. Duct leakage in 1,223 ENERGY STAR housing units requiring duct
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leakage testing ranged from 0.1 to 6.0 and averaged 3.7 cfm25 per 100 square feet of conditioned
space, which is 0.3 lower than in 2008.

HERS Raters
Eleven HERS rating companies participated in the Program in 2009. A mix of small and large
rating companies is now participating in the Program, offering builders a choice of raters.

New Homes Recruited
The Program signed up 3,980 new housing units in 307 projects in 2009. Low income projects
accounted for 15% of recruited projects in 2009. Low income housing units accounted for 29%
of recruited units in 2009. Annually, from 2003 through 2009, low income projects have
accounted for from 4% to 23% of recruited projects and 7% to 29% of recruited housing units.
Projects with more than 25 housing units accounted for 13% of projects recruited in 2009.
Housing units in projects with more than 25 housing units accounted for 69% of all housing units
recruited in 2009. Annually, from 2003 through 2009, projects with more than 25 housing units
accounted for from 8% to 15% of recruited projects and from 65% to 80% of recruited housing
units.
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1 Metrics
There were two residential new construction metrics for 2009. The Program achieved the
exemplary level for both metrics
1.1.1 CAC QIV in ENERGY STAR Homes
Threshold: Develop a cost-effective plan for addressing quality installation and verification
(“QIV”: system sizing, charge, airflow, duct design and duct leakage) of central air conditioning
(CAC) systems in ENERGY STAR Homes based on the results of the Summer 2008 QIV study.
Coordinate with Cool Smart and the national ENERGY STAR pilot QIV effort. Draft plan to
Energy Efficiency Advisory Council ("Council") Consultants by June 15, 2009, Council
Consultant final comments by July 1, 2009, and final plan by August 1, 2009.
Design: Implement the plan within 60 days of approval by the Council Consultants.
Exemplary–Achieved: Incorporate a QIV protocol as a program component in the 2010
program for all ENERGY STAR Homes participants that have CAC systems.
1.1.2 Codes and Standards Support
Threshold: Develop a three-year plan by June 30, 2009 that outlines utility support and
involvement with code development and implementation activities that lines up with the Green
Communities Act code activities, such as baseline studies, training, enforcement support,
monitoring and verification, municipality assistance and integration with ENERGY STAR
Homes efforts.
Design: Implement all of the 2009 activities outlined in the plan.
Exemplary–Achieved: Research California’s mechanisms for claiming savings from code
development, support, implementation and enforcement activities and design a similar
mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts. Coordinate
with NEEP and any others in the Northeast who are also looking at this approach. Draft plan and
recommendations for applicability in Massachusetts, and report to the Council Consultants by
December 31, 2009. Council Consultant final comments by January 15, 2010 and final report by
January 31, 2010.
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2 Over the Years
The figures on the following pages show historical data on housing permits issued, housing units
recruited, housing units ENERGY STAR qualified, and the Program’s achievements since 1999.
They show the number of housing units recruited each year, the average HERS ratings of homes
completed in each year, the average cost per signed housing unit and per completed housing unit
each year, and completed housing units each year as a percentage of estimated total annual
housing units completed in Massachusetts. As these figures show, the number of housing permits
issued in 2009 is 20% lower than in 2008, but the number of housing units completed through
the Program is 57% higher. Total completed ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units as a
percentage of estimated housing units completed statewide jumped up sharply, from 10% in
2008 to 25% in 2009. Including Code Plus housing units, housing units completed through the
Program as a percentage of estimated housing units completed statewide jumped from 15% in
2008 to 26% in 2009. As of the end of 2009, the Program had completed more than 16,400
ENERGY STAR-qualified and 1,500 Code Plus housing units since Program inception.

2.1 Massachusetts Housing Permits
The numbers of both single family and multi-family permits issued in Massachusetts fell for the
fourth year in a row. The number of single family permits issued in 2009, at 5,074 permits, is at
its lowest level during the 1980 to 2009 period. (Figure 2-1) Annual multi-family permits issued,
which grew consistently from 2002 through 2005, also dropped in each of the last four years.
The number of multi-family permits issued in 2009, at 2,867 permits, is at its lowest level since
1997. Compared to 2005, the number of total permits issued in 2009 is down by 67%, the
number of single family permits issued is down by 64% and the number of multi-family permits
issued is down by 71%. Total permits issued in 2009 are 20% lower, single family permits 5%
lower and multi-family permits 37% lower than in 2008. Total permits issued January through
April 2010 are 9% higher, single family permits 46% higher and multi-family permits 25% lower
than in the first four months of 2009.
Figure 2-1: Massachusetts Housing Permits Issued 1980–2009
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2.2 Annual Signed Housing Units
The Program recruited 3,980 new housing units in 2009. Figure 2-2 shows the number of new
housing units signed each year and Figure 2-3 shows new housing units recruited to participate
in the Program as a percentage of all housing permits issued in the state. (Prior to 2006, signings
include only housing units signed and committed to being built to ENERGY STAR standards;
2006 through 2009 signings include both ENERGY STAR and Code Plus housing units. From
2003 through 2006, signings were tracked by housing type—single family or multi-family. For
2007 through 2009 no breakdown of signings by housing type is available; ICF does not track
signings by housing type.) As shown, both the number of new housing units signed and signed
units as a percentage of state permits issued climbed sharply from 2007 to 2008. The number of
new housing units signed in 2009 is 18% lower than in 2008, but because the number of permits
issued in the state fell by 20% in 2009, new housing units signed as a percentage of total permits
issued in the state increased slightly, from 49% in 2008 to 50% in 2009.
Figure 2-2: Annual Signed Housing Units

Figure 2-3: Annual Signed Housing Units as Percent of Statewide Permits
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Figure 2-4 on the following page shows the number of housing units completed through the
Program each year. Figure 2-5 shows annual ENERGY STAR housing units qualified each year
through the Program as a percentage of estimated total annual completed housing units in
Massachusetts. From 1999 through 2006, both the number of housing units qualified through the
Program and the number of qualified housing units as a percentage of estimated statewide
completed housing units increased each year, peaking in 2006 at 2,610 housing units and 16% of
the market. In 2007, both the number of total housing units qualified and the percentage they
represent of total estimated housing units completed in Massachusetts dropped sharply. In 2008,
the number of total housing units ENERGY STAR qualified fell farther, by 300 housing units or
23%. In 2009, the number of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units certified through the
Program more than doubled, from 986 in 2008 to 2,110 in 2009—an increase of 114%.
Figure 2-5 shows completed ENERGY STAR housing units as a percentage of estimated total
housing units completed in Massachusetts climbed from 9% in 2007 to 10% in 2008 and soared
to 25% in 2009. Using U.S. Census Bureau definitions of single family and multi-family
housing3, the number of single family homes ENERGY STAR qualified increased by 42 homes
or 6% in 2009 and ENERGY STAR single family homes as a percentage of estimated statewide
single family homes completed climbed from 10% in 2008 to a new high of 11% in 2009; the
number of multi-family housing units ENERGY STAR qualified more than tripled from 2008 to
2009 and ENERGY STAR multi-family units as a percentage of estimated statewide multifamily units completed in Massachusetts jumped from 11% in 2008 to 63% in 2009. The number
of ENERGY STAR-qualified multi-family housing units certified through the Program in 2009
is 1,410, which is 1,082 units or 330% higher than in 2008.
Figure 2-6 is the same as Figure 2-5 except that the 2006 through 2009 data include housing
units completed through the Program under the Code Plus participation path. Including Code
Plus housing units increased the number of housing units completed through the Program by 410
housing units in 2008 and only 84 housing units in 2009. The lower number of Code Plus homes
in 2009 reflects a change in the Program in 2009 that restricted participation in the Code Plus
option to builders completing their first project in the Program. Completed ENERGY STAR and
Code Plus housing units as a percentage of estimated total housing units completed in
Massachusetts climbed from 15% in 2008 to 26% in 2009; single family homes completed

3

In 2003, the Program began tracking recruited and completed homes under the Census Bureau single family and
multi-family housing category definitions, which is how housing permit data are reported. Under the Census Bureau
definitions, single family includes fully detached housing units, semi detached (semi attached, side-by-side) housing
units, row houses, and townhouses. In the case of attached units, each must be separated from the adjacent unit by a
ground-to-roof wall and must not share heating/air-conditioning systems or inter-structural public utilities such as
water supply, power supply, or sewage disposal lines. Because housing units qualified as ENERGY STAR since
2003 are tracked using the Census Bureau definitions, it is possible to separately calculate the estimated percentages
of multi-family and single family housing units completed in the state that participated in the Program.
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through the Program remained steady at 12%; multi-family units completed through the Program
climbed from 20% in 2008 to 65% in 2009.
Figure 2-4: ENERGY STAR and Code Plus Housing Units Completed

Figure 2-5: ENERGY STAR Completions as Percent of Statewide Completions

Figure 2-6: ENERGY STAR and Code Plus Completions as Percent of Statewide
Completions
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2.4 HERS Ratings
Through 2005, all ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units were rated using the classic HERS
score.4 In 2006, the HERS index5 approach to rating homes was introduced; most homes
qualified in 2006 (92%) were rated using the classic HERS score. Homes completed from 2007
on are rated using the HERS index approach.
Figure 2-7 shows the average classic HERS score for housing units ENERGY STAR qualified in
1999 through 2006 and the average HERS index for housing units ENERGY STAR qualified in
2007 through 2009. As shown, the average HERS rating improved each year from 1999 through
2008, and in 2009 remained the same as in 2008. The average classic HERS score of housing
units qualified in 1999 was 86.7 and by 2006 climbed to 89.3; this 2.6 point increase in the
average classic HERS score equates to an increase of 13% in energy efficiency. The average
HERS index improved from 68.1 in 2007 to 64.8 in 2008 representing a 3.3% increase in energy
efficiency. The average 64.8 HERS index corresponds to a home 34.2% more energy efficient
than the 2006 International Energy Conservation Code reference home.
Figure 2-7: 1999–2008 Average HERS Ratings

4

For homes rated before July 1, 2006, the rating score is known as a “HERS Score.” The HERS Score is a system in
which a home built to the specifications of the HERS Reference Home (based on the 1993 Model Energy Code) has
a HERS Score of 80. Unlike the HERS Index, each 1-point increase in a HERS Score is equivalent to a 5% increase
in energy efficiency. Source: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=bldrs_lenders_raters.nh_HERS
5
The HERS Index is a scoring system established by the Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET) in which
a home built to the specifications of the HERS Reference Home (based on the 2006 International Energy
Conservation Code) scores a HERS Index of 100, while a net zero energy home scores a HERS Index of 0. The
lower a home’s HERS Index, the more energy efficient it is in comparison to the HERS Reference Home. Each 1point decrease in the HERS Index corresponds to a 1% reduction in energy consumption compared to the HERS
Reference Home. Source: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=bldrs_lenders_raters.nh_HERS
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Figure 2-8 compares the percentage of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units falling into five
HERS index ranges from 2007 through 2009. As shown, the biggest changes since 2007 are that
the percentage of qualified housing units with HERS indices of 74 to 66 fell sharply from 42% in
2007 to 28% in 2008 and 2009, while the percentage of qualified housing units with HERS
indices of 57 to 51 grew from 5% to 16%; and the percentage with HERS indices of 50 or lower
grew from 3% to 8%. (A HERS index of 50 is considered an indication that a home could qualify
for the $2,000 federal tax credit.). A likely factor in the increased percentage of homes achieving
HERS indices of 65 or lower in 2008 and 2009 is that the Sponsors’ introduced higher incentive
for homes achieving HERS indices of 65 or lower in 2008 to encourage builders to build to
higher efficiency levels.
Figure 2-8: 2007–2009 HERS Indices*

*Percentages do not add to 100 because of rounding.

Figure 2-9, Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11 on the next page show the individual HERS indices
achieved by homes qualified in 2009 for all qualified homes, qualified single family homes and
qualified multi-family units, respectively. As shown, the average HERS index for all housing
units is the same as the average for single family and multi-family units, at 65. The median
HERS index for all housing units is 66, for single family homes is 68 and for multi-family units
is 65. The range of HERS indices achieved by single family homes is much larger than for multifamily units: HERS indices achieved by single family homes range from 85 to -5, while HERS
indices achieved by multi-family units range from 85 to 32.
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Figure 2-9: 2009 HERS Indices—All Housing Units

Figure 2-10: 2009 HERS Indices—Single Family Homes

Figure 2-11: 2009 HERS Indices—Multi-family Units
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2.5 Spending per Participating Housing Unit
Table 2-1 shows that the number of housing units signed in one year peaked in 2005 at
4,761. Beginning in 2006, homes were signed under non-ENERGY STAR as well as ENERGY
STAR participation paths. The total number of housing units signed dropped sharply in 2006 and
again in 2007, reflecting the impacts of not recruiting multi-family units in buildings over three
stories and the slowdown in the new construction market.
The much higher numbers of housing units signed in 2008 and 2009 likely reflect the combined
impact of increased Program marketing, aggressive recruiting by participating HERS raters, and
the national program eligibility requirements changing to allow some over three-story
multifamily buildings to participate and earn the ENERGY STAR label. The JMC lobbied EPA
to adopt new language defining multi-family four- and five-story buildings eligible to participate
in the ENERGY STAR Homes Program. The change in definition was needed to comply with
the permitting structure for new construction multi-family projects in Massachusetts. In addition,
the Program worked with the Massachusetts Board of Building Regulations Standards (BBRS) to
establish a clearer understanding of the federal definition of “permitted as residential” versus
Massachusetts’s use-group classification of residential multi-family projects. EPA adopted the
change in the definition of eligible multi-family four- and five-story buildings to allow projects
that fall under the Massachusetts residential use-group to qualify for the ENERGY STAR label.
The annual number of housing units completed through the Program rose steadily through 2006
and then plunged in 2007. The drop in 2007 completions again reflects the impacts of the
depressed market for new housing and the Program not qualifying multi-family units in buildings
over three stories. In 2009, the number of housing units completed through the Program is 798
housing units or 57% higher than in 2008.
Program spending includes customer incentives plus in-house and contracted out expenses for
planning and administration, marketing, and implementation. Spending data do not include
evaluation expenses, performance incentives, other costs or participant costs.
Table 2-1: Annual Program Spending, Signings and Completions
Year

Spending
$Thousands

$3,160
2000
$3,434
2001
$4,078
2002
$4,160
2003
$5,193
2004
$5,284
2005
$5,390
2006
$3,610
2007
$3,851
2008
$5,500*
2009
*Preliminary Estimate

Housing Units
Signed

Housing Units
Completed

2,085
2,715
2,423
2,063
3,320
4,761
2,580
1,994
4,854
3,980

565
965
1,435
1,630
1,854
2,358
3,318
1,616
1,396
2,194
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Figure 2-12 shows annual spending by electric Program Sponsors increased each year from 2000
to 2006, then declined sharply in 2007, predominantly due to a decrease in low income
spending.6 Spending in 2009 was much higher than in 2007 or 2008, reflecting the much higher
number of housing units completed through the Program in 2009.
Figure 2-12: Annual Program Spending

Figure 2-13 shows the annual spending per signed housing unit and per completed housing unit.
The dramatic decrease in spending per completed housing unit from the early years of the
Program is largely a reflection of the lag between the time housing units are signed up and the
time they are qualified. 2006 through 2009 include housing units signed and completed under
both ENERGY STAR and non-ENERGY STAR paths. The sharp decline in 2008 spending per
signed housing unit is the result of the number of units signed increasing by a higher percentage
than spending—the number of housing units signed more than doubled from 2007 to 2008 while
spending increased by only 7%. Conversely, the increase in 2008 spending per completed
housing unit is the result of the number of completed housing units decreasing while spending
increased—the number of completed housing units dropped 14% while spending increased 7%.
In 2009, the cost per signed unit rose and the cost per completed housing unit fell. The increase
in 2009 spending per signed housing unit is the result of the number of units signed decreasing
while spending increased—the number of housing units signed decreased by 18% from 2008 to
6

The cost data are from annual reports filed with the Division of Energy Resources (DOER) by the electric utilities
and Cape Light Compact. The cost data include customer incentives plus in-house and contracted out expenses for
planning and administration, marketing, and implementation. The cost data do not include evaluation and market
research expenses, performance incentives, other costs or participant costs.
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2009 while spending increased by 43%. Conversely, the decrease in 2009 spending per
completed housing unit is the result of the number of completed housing units increasing by a
higher percentage than spending increased—the number of completed housing units increased
57% while spending increased by 43%.
Figure 2-13: Annual Spending per Housing Unit

2.6 Single Family versus Multi-Family Housing Units
In 2003, the Program began tracking recruited and completed homes under the U.S. Census
Bureau single family and multi-family housing category definitions, which is how housing
permit data are reported. On May 1, 2009 the Program changed the definition of housing units
eligible for single family and multi-family incentives. The new Program definition is, “A singlefamily unit is defined as either detached or up to four attached units. Five or more attached units
are classified as multi-family.”7 Under this definition, in any 4-unit building with separately
metered units the units are considered single family and are eligible for the single family
incentives. The pre May 1, 2009 definition of single family homes, consistent with the Census
definition, included all single family detached homes and all attached single family homes
separated from the adjacent unit by a ground-to-roof wall and adjacent units do not share
heating/air-conditioning systems or public utilities.8

7

http://massenergystarhomes.com/homebuilders/value.htm#incentives
U.S. Census Bureau definitions can be found at:
http://www.census.gov/const/www/newresconstdoc.html#definitions

8
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The housing units completed in 2009 in projects that were issued award letters prior to
May 1, 2009 confirming requested incentives were classified as single family or multi-family
under the old (Census) definition. Housing units completed in 2009 that were issued award
letters from May 1, 2009 on were classified as single family or multi-family using the new
definition. Figure 2-14 shows that 86% of all housing units, 86% of ENERGY STAR and 81% of
Code Plus housing units completed in 2009 were classified as single family or multi-family
under the Census definition. ICF was able to classify completed housing units as single family or
multi-family under the Census definitions as well as the Program definition. The single family
and multi-family information presented in this section is based on the Census definitions.
Figure 2-14: 2009 Single Family and Multi-family Definitions

Census
Definition
86%

New
Definition
14%

Census
Definition
86%

New
Definition
14%

Census
Definition
81%

New
Definition
19%

2009 Total

2009 Total ENERGY STAR

2009 Total Code Plus

Completions
(n=2,194)

Completions
(n=2,110)

Completions
(n=84)

Figure 2-15 shows the allocation of 2009 completions between single family and multi-family
housing units for combined ENERGY STAR and Code Plus completions; only ENERGY STAR
completions; and only Code Plus completions.
Figure 2-15: All 2009 Completions by Housing Type

Single
Family
34%

Multifamily
66%

Single
Family
33%

Multifamily
67%

Single
Family
63%

Multifamily
37%

2009 Total Completions

2009 Completions

2009 Completions

ENERGY STAR & Code Plus
(n=2,194)

ENERGY STAR
(n=2,110)

Code Plus
(n=84)
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Figure 2-16 shows the number of single family and multi-family housing units completed each
year from 2003 through 2009 and Figure 2-17 shows the percentages of single family and multifamily housing units each year. As shown, the number of single family housing units completed
each year has been relatively consistent, ranging from 710 in 2003 to 915 in 2005. The number
of multi-family housing units completed each year has varied widely, ranging from 568 housing
units in 2008 to 2,462 in 2006. The low number of multi-family units completed in 2007 and
2008 is the result of multi-family buildings over three stories not being eligible for ENERGY
STAR qualification in those years. Figure 2-17 shows the percentages of single family and multifamily housing units each year. As shown, 2007 and 2008 are the only years in which less than
one-half of the housing units completed through the Program were multi-family units. In 2009
the percentage of multi-family units increased to pre 2007 levels, reflecting the National
ENERGY STAR Homes Program decision to allow multi-family buildings over three stories to
be ENERGY STAR qualified.
Figure 2-16: 2003–2009 Number of Single Family and Multi-family Housing Units
Completed

Figure 2-17: Percentages of 2003–2009 Single Family and Multi-family Housing Units
Completed
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Figure 2-18 shows the allocation of 2009 market rate completions between single family and
multi-family housing units for combined ENERGY STAR and Code Plus completions; only
ENERGY STAR completions; and only Code Plus completions. Market rate ENERGY STAR
housing units were predominantly multi-family units and market rate Code Plus housing units
were predominantly single family homes.
Figure 2-18: 2009 Market Rate Completions by Housing Type

Single
Family
43%

Multifamily
57%

Single
Family
42%

Multifamily
58%

Single
Family
63%

Multifamily
37%

2009 Market Rate Completions

2009 Market Rate Completions

2009 Market Rate Completions

ENERGY STAR & Code Plus
(n=1,479)

ENERGY STAR
(n=1,395)

Code Plus
(n=84)

Figure 2-19 shows the allocation of 2009 low income completions between single family and
multi-family housing units for combined ENERGY STAR and Code Plus completions; only
ENERGY STAR completions; and only Code Plus completions. Most low income housing units
were multi-family housing. There were no low income Code Plus housing units completed in
2009.
Figure 2-19: 2009 Low Income Completions by Housing Type
Single
Family
16%

Single
Family
16%

Multifamily
84%

Multifamily
84%

No Low
Income
Code
Plus
Units

2009 Low Income Completions

2009 Low Income Completions

2009 Low Income Completions

ENERGY STAR & Code Plus
(n=715)

ENERGY STAR
(n=715)

Code Plus
(n=0)
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3 Distribution of Completions across Sponsor Territories
This section shows the distribution of housing units completed through the Program in 2009 by
electric and gas Sponsors. Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 show the data used to generate the figures on
the following pages.
Table 3-1: Electric Sponsor 2009 Completed Housing Units
Code Plus Completions

ENERGY STAR Completions

Total
Units

Market
Rate
Units

Low
Income
Units

National Grid

60

60

0

910

709

201

970

NSTAR

23

23

0

880

570

310

903

Western Mass Electric (WMECo)

1

1

0

49

36

13

50

Cape Light Compact (CLC)

0

0

0

123

30

93

123

Unitil

0

0

0

13

10

3

13

Municipals (Muni)

0

0

0

135

40

95

135

84

84

0

2,110

1,395

715

2,194

Electric Sponsors

Totals:

Total
Units

Market
Rate
Units

Low
Income
Units

Total
Completions:
ENERGY
STAR and
Code Plus

Table 3-2: Gas Sponsor 2009 Completed Housing Units
Code Plus Completions
Total
Units

Market
Rate
Units

Bay State Gas

16

16

National Grid

47

Total
Completions:
ENERGY STAR
and
Code Plus

Total
Units

Market
Rate
Units

Low
Income
Units

0

577

395

182

593

47

0

1,020

564

456

1,067

0

0

0

35

18

17

35

12

12

0

247

210

37

259

New England (NE)

0

0

0

19

8

11

19

No Gas Sponsor

9

9

0

212

200

12

221

84

84

0

2,110

1,395

715

1,396

Gas Sponsors

Berkshire Gas (BRKSH)
NSTAR

Totals:

Low
Income
Units

ENERGY STAR Completions
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3.1 Electric Sponsor Territories
Figure 3-1 shows the percentage of total ENERGY STAR and Code Plus housing units
completed in 2009 in each of the electric Sponsors’ service areas and in municipal electric
service areas; the percentage of total ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units completed in 2009
in each of the electric Sponsors’ service areas and in municipal electric service areas; and the
percentage of total Code Plus housing units completed in 2009 in each of the electric Sponsors’
service areas and in municipal electric service areas.
Figure 3-1: Electric Sponsor 2009 Completed ENERGY STAR and Code Plus Housing
Units
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3.2 Gas Sponsor Territories
Figure 3-2 shows the percentage of total ENERGY STAR and Code Plus housing units
completed in 2009 in each of the gas Sponsors’ service areas and in areas not served by the gas
Sponsors; the percentage of total ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units completed in 2009 in
each of the gas Sponsors’ service areas and no gas Sponsor areas; and the percentage of total
completed Code Plus housing units in 2009 in each of the gas Sponsors’ service areas and no gas
sponsor areas.
Figure 3-2: Gas Sponsor 2009 Completed ENERGY STAR and Code Plus Housing Units
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4 Projects and Housing Units Recruited in 2009
Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 show, respectively, the annual percentages of market rate and low
income projects and housing units recruited from 2003 through 2009. Low income projects are
defined as any project that includes at least one low income unit. As shown, in 2009 the
percentage of projects recruited that are low income is lower than in 2008, but the percentage of
recruited housing units that are low income is slightly higher. Low income projects accounted for
23% of recruited projects in 2008 and 15% in 2009. Low income housing units accounted for
28% of recruited units in 2008 and 29% in 2009.
Figure 4-1: Percent of 2003–2009 Market Rate versus Low Income Projects Signed

Figure 4-2: Percent of 2003–2009 Market Rate versus Low Income Housing Units Signed
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4.1 2009 Recruited Projects by Size—Number of Units
Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 show the annual percentages of projects and housing units signed from
2003 through 2009 falling into various size categories based on the number of housing units in
the project. Figure 4-3 shows single homes account for over half of all signed projects in each
year but 2007 (48% in 2007). Projects with more than 25 units account for 15% or less of signed
projects in each year. However, as Figure 4-4 shows, in every year a majority (65% to 80%) of
signed housing units are in the large, over 25 unit projects and 10% or fewer in one- to five-unit
projects.
Figure 4-3: 2003—2009 Signed Projects by Number of Housing Units per Project

Figure 4-4: 2003—2009 Signed Housing Units by Project Size
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Figure 4-5 is another way of showing the very high percentage of projects signed in 2009 that
have very few housing units and includes the number of units in the individual very large
projects. Going forward it will be interesting to see if the percentage of one- and two-unit
projects decreases as independent HERS raters recruit most projects. HERS raters are likely to
target multiple unit projects because those projects are more profitable, requiring less time per
housing unit to service than single-home projects. On the other hand, if the number of one- and
two-unit projects is predominantly driven by small builders who want to participate in the
Program and homeowners who want their custom home built to ENERGY STAR standards the
percentage of one- and two-unit projects may continue to be high.
Figure 4-5: 2009 Signed Projects by Number of Housing Units
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5 Distribution of Signings across Sponsor Territories
This section shows the distribution of housing units signed in 2009 by electric Sponsor and gas
Sponsor. Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 show the data used to generate the figures on the following
pages.
Table 5-1: Electric Sponsor Signed Projects and Housing Units
All 2009 Signed Projects and Units
Electric Sponsors
And
Municipals

Total
Projects

Market
Rate
Projects

Low
Income
Projects

Total
Units

Market
Rate
Units

Low
Income
Units

National Grid

114

97

17

2,030

1,735

295

NSTAR Electric

128

106

22

1,321

689

632

Western Mass Electric (WMECo)

19

17

2

51

28

23

Cape Light Compact (CLC)

28

25

3

87

43

44

3

2

1

243

177

66

15

13

2

248

146

102

307

260

47

3,980

2,818

1,162

Unitil
Municipals (Muni)
Totals:

Table 5-2: Gas Sponsor Signed Projects and Housing Units
All 2009 Signed Projects and Units

Gas Sponsors
Bay State Gas
National Grid
Berkshire Gas (BRKSH)
NSTAR
New England Gas (NE)
No Gas Sponsor
Totals:

Total
Projects

Market
Rate
Projects

26

20

132

Low
Income
Projects

Total
Units

Market
Rate
Units

Low
Income
Units

6

414

175

239

112

20

2,059

1,533

526

2

1

1

11

1

10

47

40

7

663

386

277

7

5

2

22

15

7

93

82

11

811

708

103

307

260

47

3,980

2,818

1,162
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5.1 Electric Sponsor Territories
Figure 5-1 shows the percentage of total projects, market rate projects and low income projects
signed in 2009 in each of the electric Sponsors’ service areas and in municipal electric service
areas. Figure 5-2 shows the percentage of total housing units, market rate housing units and low
income housing units signed in 2009 in each of the electric Sponsors’ service areas and in
municipal electric service areas.
Figure 5-1: Electric Sponsor Signed Total, Market Rate and Low Income Projects
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Figure 5-2: Electric Sponsor Signed Total, Market Rate and Low Income Housing Units
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5.2 Gas Sponsor Territories
Figure 5-3 shows the percentage of total projects, market rate projects and low income projects
signed in 2009 in each of the gas Sponsors’ service areas and in areas where natural gas is not
available or gas providers do not sponsor the Program. Figure 5-4 shows the percentage of total
housing units, market rate housing units and low income housing units signed in 2009 in each of
the gas Sponsors’ service areas and in areas where natural gas is not available or gas providers
do not sponsor the Program.
Figure 5-3: Gas Sponsor Signed Total, Market Rate and Low Income Projects
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Figure 5-4: Gas Sponsor Signed Total, Market Rate and Low Income Housing Units
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6 Lighting, Windows, Heating Systems and Central Air
Conditioning
Homes that are ENERGY STAR certified under the Performance Path are required to have at
least one of the following ENERGY STAR-labeled products:9
•
•
•
•

Heating or cooling equipment
Windows
Water heating equipment
Five or more ENERGY STAR-qualified lighting fixtures, appliances, ceiling fans
equipped with lighting fixtures, and/or ventilation fans

6.1 Lighting
Figure 6-1 shows the percentage of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units in each year from
2002 through 2006 and 2008 and 2009 that installed CFLs through the Program. (ICF was not
able to provide the number of homes installing lighting measures in 2007.) The drop in the
percentage of ENERGY STAR-qualified homes installing CFLs in 2008 likely reflects builder
response to a change in the 2008 Program that had builders select, order and install the CFLs
themselves rather than have their HERS rater install them. Although some builders liked
selecting, ordering and installing the CFLs themselves, many builders decided not to install
CFLs if they had to select, order and install the CFLs themselves. In 2009, the Program required
that all ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units install CFLs in at least 50% of all hard wired
screw based fixtures. HERS raters installed the free CFLs in all appropriate sockets. Data on the
number of sockets fitted with CFLs was available for 1,807 of the ENERGY STAR housing
units certified in 2009. The average number of sockets per housing unit fitted with CFLs was 22.
Figure 6-1: Percent of ENERGY STAR-Qualified Housing Units Installing CFLs 2002–2009

9

http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/bldrs_lenders_raters/downloads/PerfPathTRK.pdf
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6.2 Windows
Figure 6-2 shows the percentage of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units that installed
ENERGY STAR windows in Program years 2002 through 2009. As shown, the percentage of
homes installing ENERGY STAR windows has varied over the years. In 2005, almost threefourths (73%) of all qualified homes installed ENERGY STAR windows; in 2006 the percentage
fell sharply to 56%, then rebounded in 2007 to 83% of qualified homes and rose to 86% in 2008
and 93% in 2009. Window U-values in 2009 ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units range
from 0.18 to 0.90; the average is 0.33
Figure 6-2: Percent of ENERGY STAR-Qualified Housing Units Installing ENERGY STAR
Windows 2002–2009

In 2009 the national ENERGY STAR Program criteria for windows in Massachusetts (northern
climate zone) was a U-value of 0.35 or lower. As of January 2010, Version 5.0 of the national
ENERGY STAR Program requirements for residential windows became effective. Table 6-1
shows the new Version 5.0 ENERGY STAR criteria for windows in Massachusetts (northern
climate zone).
Table 6-1: Version 5.0 Northern Climate ENERGY STAR Window Criteria
Northern Climate ENERGY STAR Window Criteria as of January 4, 201010
U-Factor
≤ 0.30
SHGC*
Any
*Solar Heat Gain Coefficient

= 0.31
≥ 0.35

= 0.32
≥ 0.40

10

http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/prod_development/archives/downloads/windows_doors/WindowsDoorsSky
lightsProgRequirements7Apr09.pdf
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6.3 Heating Systems
Figure 6-3 shows the percentage of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units that installed
ENERGY STAR heating systems in Program years 2002 through 2009. The percentage of
ENERGY STAR housing units with ENERGY STAR heating systems increased steadily from
2003 through 2006, reaching 87% in 2006. However, the 2006 and prior year percentages at least
somewhat overstate the penetration of ENERGY STAR heating systems because the Program
tracked the number of ENERGY STAR heating systems installed, but not the number of
ENERGY STAR housing units installing ENERGY STAR heating systems. Therefore, any
home that installed more than one heating system, which is not uncommon, and all were
ENERGY STAR systems, was counted multiple times when calculating the penetration of
ENERGY STAR heating systems by dividing the total number of ENERGY STAR heating
systems installed by the total number of ENERGY STAR housing units.
In 2007 the Program began tracking heating system efficiencies by housing unit. Identifying
ENERGY STAR furnaces and boilers is straightforward because the criterion for ENERGY
STAR qualification is the Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE). Identifying ENERGY
STAR heat pumps requires more information, at least two of the following: Heating Season
Performance Factor (HSPF), Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER), Energy Efficiency Ratio
(EER), Coefficient of Performance (COP). In addition, the ENERGY STAR criteria for these
factors vary by the type of system. Therefore, the 2007–2009 percentages in Figure 6-3 address
only furnaces and boilers.
Figure 6-3: Percent of ENERGY STAR-Qualified Housing Units Installing ENERGY STAR
Heating Systems 2002–2009

*Percent of ENERGY STAR housing units with furnaces and boilers that have an
ENERGY STAR furnace or boiler.
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Table 6-2 shows the minimum, maximum and average AFUEs for boilers and furnaces installed
in ENERGY STAR-qualified homes.
Table 6-2: Boiler and Furnace Efficiencies
Boiler and Furnace Efficiencies in
2009 ENERGY STAR-Qualified
Homes
Number of Systems
ENERGY STAR Required AFUE
Number of ENERGY STAR Systems
Percent ENERGY STAR Systems
Minimum AFUE
Maximum AFUE
Average AFUE

Gas
Boiler
1,136
85.0
983
87%
80.0
98.0
89.1

Oil
Boiler

Gas
Furnace

Oil
Furnace

37

792

20

85.0
30
81%
80.0
93.0
85.1

90.0
541
68%
80.0
96.6
90.4

85.0
11
55%
80.0
87.0
84.2

The large majority of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units install furnaces or boilers. Figure
6-4 shows the percentage of ENERGY STAR housing units installing various types of heating
systems in 2007 through 2009. As shown, at least 93% of ENERGY STAR housing units
installed furnaces or boilers in 2007 through 2009.
Figure 6-4: Percentage of ENERGY STAR Housing Units Installing Various Types of
Heating Systems

*Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.

6.4 Central Air Conditioning
Identifying ENERGY STAR central air conditioning systems requires information on the type of
system and at least two of the following: HSPF, SEER, EER. Table 6-3 shows the current
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central air conditioner key ENERGY STAR product criteria that became effective as of April 6,
2006. The data file used for this report includes whether or not a housing unit has central air
conditioning and the SEER of the system in housing units with central air conditioning. The data
file does not include information on the type of central air conditioning system or the EER or
HSPF. Therefore, it is not possible to classify the central air conditioning systems as ENERGY
STAR or not ENERGY STAR. In future years, data on the type of system, EER and HSPF can
be requested to identify ENERGY STAR systems.
Table 6-3: Air-Source Heat Pumps and Central Air Conditioners Key Product Criteria11
Equipment

Specification

Air-Source Heat
Pumps

>= 8.2 HSPF/ >=14.5 SEER/ >=12 EER* for split systems
>= 8.0 HSPF/ >=14 SEER/ >=11 EER* for single package equipment including
gas/electric package units

Central Air
Conditioners

>=14.5 SEER/ >=12 EER* for split systems
>=14 SEER/ >=11 EER* for single package equipment including gas/electric
package units

Figure 6-5 shows the percentage of ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units with central air
conditioning has increased from 55% in 2007 to 76% in 2009. Over the same time period, the
percentage of ENERGY STAR housing units with central air conditioning that have SEER 14 or
higher central air conditioning equipment has almost doubled, growing from 12% in 2007 to
23% in 2009. The average SEER of central air conditioning systems installed in ENERGY
STAR-qualified housing units in 2009 (1,602 homes) is 12.9; the minimum SEER is 9.7 and the
maximum SEER is 35.3.
Figure 6-5: Percent of ENERGY STAR-Qualified Housing Units with Central Air
Conditioning and Percent of those with SEER 14 or Higher Systems 2007–2009

11

Central air conditioners key ENERGY STAR product criteria effective April 6, 2006.
Source: http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=airsrc_heat.pr_crit_as_heat_pumps
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7 Envelope Leakage
For many years the Massachusetts Program required housing units to have envelope leakage of 5
ACH50 or lower to be ENERGY STAR qualified—this is not a requirement of the national
ENERGY STAR Homes Program Performance Path. In 2007, the Massachusetts Program
dropped the envelope leakage requirement. In 2010, the Massachusetts Program is requiring
qualified homes to have ACH50 of 7 or lower. Figure 7-1 shows the average, minimum and
maximum ACH50 measured in Code Plus and ENERGY STAR housing units completed in
2009. As shown, and not surprisingly, average envelope leakage is lower in the groups of
housing with lower HERS indices.
Figure 7-1: Envelope Leakage (ACH50)

Although there is no specific ACH50 requirement for ENERGY STAR homes that are certified
under the National Performance Path, ACH50 is a REM/Rate input and is used in calculating the
HERS index. ENERGY STAR homes that are certified under the National Builder Option
Package are required to have ACH50 of 5 or lower in Massachusetts (climate zone 5).12
Figure 7-2 shows the percentages of 2009 Code Plus and ENERGY STAR housing units with
ACH50 greater than 5. As shown, 15% of Code Plus housing units, 22% of ENERGY STAR I
housing units, 14% of ENERGY STAR II housing units with HERS indices over 50, and 11% of
ENERGY STAR II housing units with HERS indices of 50 or lower have ACH50 above 5.
Overall, 18% of 2009 ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units and 18% of combined 2009
ENERGY STAR and Code Plus housing units have ACH50 over 5. Compared to 2008, this
represents an increase in the percentage of 2009 ENERGY STAR housing units with ACH50
12

http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/bldrs_lenders_raters/downloads/Nat_BOP_Final.pdf
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above 5 from 13% to 18% and a decrease in the percentage of combined ENERGY STAR and
Code Plus housing units with ACH50 above 5 from 26% to 18%. In 2010 the Program requires
all ENERGY STAR-qualified homes to have envelope leakage of 7 ACH50 or lower. As shown
in Figure 7-3, no 2009 Code Plus housing units and only 4% of 2009 ENERGY STAR-qualified
homes had ACH50 above 7.
Figure 7-2: Percent of 2009 Housing Units with ACH50 Greater than 5

Figure 7-3: Percent of 2009 Housing Units with ACH50 Greater than 7
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8 Duct Leakage
Standards for ENERGY STAR qualification require that ducts be sealed and tested to have
leakage at or below 6 cfm25 to outdoors per 100 square feet of conditioned floor area. However,
duct leakage testing is not required if all ducts and air handling equipment are in conditioned
space and envelope leakage is 3 ACH50 or lower. The majority of homes participating in the
Program have ducts—79% of ENERGY STAR and 51% of Code Plus homes completed through
the Program in 2009.
The Program encourages builders to install ducts in conditioned space and, based on findings
from the 2005 Baseline study, it has been successful. In the 2005 Baseline Study, only 11% of
the single family homes with ducts had all ducts installed in conditioned space. In 2009, 67% of
all ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units and 19% of Code Plus housing units with ducts had
all ducts installed in conditioned space. In addition, in 2009, 31% of the ENERGY STARqualified housing units with all ducts in conditioned space had envelope leakage of 3 ACH50 or
lower, which means duct leakage testing could be waived.
In 2009, duct leakage testing was conducted at 1,223 ENERGY STAR-qualified housing units
and 42 Code Plus housing units that had ducts in unconditioned space or had ducts in
conditioned space, but envelope leakage was higher than 3 ACH50. Figure 8-1 shows the
average, minimum and maximum duct leakage measured in the 2009 housing units where duct
leakage testing was required. As shown, duct leakage in ENERGY STAR homes requiring duct
leakage testing ranged from 0.1 to 6.0 and averaged 3.7 cfm25 per 100 square feet of conditioned
space, which is 0.3 lower than in 2008. Average duct leakage is 4.4 cfm25 per 100 square feet of
conditioned space in ENERGY STAR I housing units and 1.9 in ENERGY STAR II housing
units in 2009. Average duct leakage in 2009 Code Plus homes requiring testing is 5.5 and the
average over all ENERGY STAR and Code Plus homes requiring testing is 3.7 cfm25 per 100
square feet of conditioned space.
Figure 8-1: 2009 Duct Leakage
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9 HERS Raters
Eleven HERS rating companies participated in the Program in 2009. These HERS raters worked
with builders who completed ENERGY STAR and/or Code Plus housing units and/or are
working with new projects. Table 9-1 shows how many Code Plus and ENERGY STAR housing
units each company rated in 2009, the average HERS index of completed ENERGY STAR
housing units and the number of housing units signed in 2009 that each company’s raters are
working with. As Table 9-1 shows, a mix of small and large rating companies are participating in
the Program, offering builders a choice of raters. By company, the average HERS index for rated
ENERGY STAR housing units ranges from 49 to 73.
Table 9-1: 2009 Participating HERS Raters
2009 Completed Housing Units
Code
Plus

ENERGY
STAR

Total
Housing
Units

Average
ENERGY
STAR HERS
Index

New
Housing
Units
Signed in
2009

Rater A

23

986

1,009

71

770

Rater B

0

622

622

59

1,426

Rater C

2

124

126

55

118

Rater D

47

119

166

60

1,104

Rater E

1

216

217

66

242

Rater F

0

3

3

51

3

Rater G

11

26

65

264

Rater H

0

9

28

5

Rater I

0

15
9
3

3

64

34

Rater J

0

0

0

NA

11

Rater K

0

0

0

NA

3

Unknown

0

13

13

NA

0

84

2,110

2,194

65

3,980

HERS
Rater

Totals:

Competition among participating HERS raters appears to be growing. Figure 9-1 shows the
percentages of 2008 and 2009 ENERGY STAR and Code Plus housing units rated by individual
rating companies. Figure 9-2 shows the percentages of 2008 and 2009 signed housing units
HERS raters recruited or were referred to them. As shown in Figure 9-1, there was a modest
decrease in the percentage of housing units rated by the largest two HERS rating companies from
2008 to 2009 and two of the moderate sized companies increased their share of rated housing
units. Changes from 2008 to 2009 in the percentage housing units recruited by or referred to
individual companies are more dramatic. Figure 9-2 shows the percentage of housing units
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recruited by or referred to the two largest rating companies dropped from 76% in 2008 to 55% in
2009, while two of the smaller companies sharply increased their percentage of signings; one
company’s share of signings climbed from 5% in 2008 to 28% in 2009 and the other company’s
share of signings grew from 1% to 7%.
Figure 9-1: Percent of 2008 and 2009 Rated Housing Units by Rater

Figure 9-2: Percent of 2008 and 2009 Signed Housing Units by Rater
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction and Summary of Approach
Black & Veatch was engaged by the Massachusetts electric program administrators (“PAs”) to conduct a
statewide survey regarding the Energy Pay & Save (“EPS”) Pilot Program which ran from April 2009 through
December 2009. The study was sponsored by the program administrators (“PAs”) which include National
Grid, NSTAR Electric (“NSTAR”), Western Massachusetts Electric Company (“WMECO”), Fitchburg Gas
& Electric Light Company (“Unitil”) and Cape Light Compact (“CLC”).
The objectives of the study were:
1. To determine the extent to which the availability of on-bill financing through the EPS Pilot resulted in
customers installing energy efficiency measures they would not have otherwise installed.
2. To utilize a survey tool and available data from each of the program administrators (PAs) to collect
information required by the Department of Public Utilities’ Order in D.P.U. 09-07-A/B/C/D, Attachment
A.
The project included a thorough review of program data from each PA and included:
• Program background materials for the EPS Pilot Program and HEAT Loan Programs
• EPS program participant data and payment performance – recommended measures, costs, amount of loan,
length of loan repayment, etc.
• EPS non-program participant data – recommended measures, costs, etc.
• Participant data for the HEAT Loan Customers – recommended measures, costs, amount of loan, length
of loan repayment, etc.
• Telephone survey with EPS Program participants and non-participants

The EPS Pilot is characterized in D.P.U. 09-07 as an "on-bill financing" program (D.P.U. 09-07 A/B/C/D at
3). However, since the EPS Pilot was mandated and implemented, there have been many discussions
(particularly through the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council's On-Bill Repayment Working Group) on the
topic of "financing" to support customer payments. These discussions have led to a distinction between "onbill repayment," which focuses on invoicing and collection of energy efficiency loans, and "outside
financing," which focuses on sourcing such loans, for instance through third-party lenders. The EPS Pilot and
related survey made no distinction between the two, and therefore, the Department should be cautious in
drawing conclusions about on-bill repayment and outside financing based on the results of the EPS Pilot.
The results of these activities are presented in this report.

Conclusions
•
•

The Pilot Program experienced a small participation rate among eligible residential customers for the ten
months in which it operated – at 4 percent average across the five participating PAs. Among small
business customers, the participation rate was much higher – at 22 percent average across the five PAs.
Under the EPS Pilot mandated by the Green Communities Act, customers had the option to either finance
the out-of-pocket costs over a period of time OR participate in a “Quick Pay” option in which the balance
paid off in the first 30 day billing cycle. For this study, the “Quick Pay” customers were defined as nonparticipants who installed measures. If these customers were counted as participants, the participation
rates for both customer segments would have increased.
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•

•

The most frequently mentioned reason for not taking advantage of the EPS Pilot Program was that
respondents either financed the measures on their own or obtained other financing elsewhere (combined
total of 21%). Another 33 respondents cited reasons related to poor outreach or communications – such as
being unaware of the program, not understanding it, or being confused as to the amount of hassle
involved in participating.
Evidence from this evaluation suggests that there is a very limited need for an EPS-type program among
residential customers in Massachusetts. While some expressed limitations could most likely be overcome
by improved marketing and communications, the majority of customers surveyed indicated a lack of need
for the program. Further, the amount of customers who took the loan amount but repaid it in the first
month – i.e., electing the Quick Pay option – suggests that the longer term financing mechanism for
repaying the loan through savings on the monthly utility bill is not relevant. Relatively high percentages
of participants said they would have installed the measures without the EPS loan (37%), and slightly
lower percentages of non-participants reported having installed measures on their own or with other
financing (21%).

Organization of the Report
The report is organized into parts. Sections 1 through 6 present the results from the statewide analysis:
• Section 1 – Energy Pay and Save Program Descriptions
• Section 2 – EPS Pilot Evaluation Methodology
• Section 3 – EPS Program Results
• Section 4 – EPS Survey Results
• Section 5 – Comparison to the HEAT Loan Program
• Section 6 – Conclusions and Recommendations
Section 7 addresses the same topics but for the individual PA.
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1.0

ENERGY PAY AND SAVE PILOT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

1.1

Program Description and Delivery

On July 2, 2008, Governor Patrick signed into law Chapter 169 of the Acts of 2008, an Act Relative to Green
Communities (“Act”). The Act required the Department of Public Utilities (“Department”) and Secretary of
Energy and Environmental Affairs (“EEA”) to implement an Energy Pay and Save Pilot Program (“EPS
Pilot”)1.
The EPS Pilot ran from April 2009 through December 2009 for a period of ten months. As required by the
Act, the EPS Pilot allowed electric utility customers to purchase and install energy efficient (“EE”) nonportable measures in their residences or commercial facilities. The cost of those purchased measures was
added to a customer’s monthly electric bill through a Department-approved tariff until such cost is paid off.
The cumulative monthly EPS charges in any given year were not to exceed a customer’s reduction in bills due
to energy savings for the same year. Additionally, as part of the EPS Pilot, the PAs must include a “quick
pay” option that will allow customers to pay off the entire purchase on the first billing cycle.2
The primary objective of the EPS Pilot program was to eliminate barriers by creating an alternative
mechanism for customers to finance the customer contribution cost of the implementation and installation of
EE measures. This financing mechanism was to assist customers who do not have the ability to pay in full at
the time of the installation. It was anticipated that the incentive would allow for increased customer
participation in the program. The EPS Pilot was a joint offering by all the electric distribution utilities in
Massachusetts, and was also offered by the municipal aggregator Cape Light Compact, collectively called
Program Administrators (“PAs”). The program was offered to both residential customers and small
commercial customers.
1.1.1

Residential EPS Pilot Program Description

Program Design
Residential customers were offered the EPS program through each PAs Residential Conservation Service
(“RCS”), which in Massachusetts is called the MassSAVE program. The amount of the loan had a maximum
of $500 for residential customers and the cumulative monthly EPS charges in any given year was not to
exceed three-fourths of the savings that the participating customer is expected to realize. As an option, a
participating customer was allowed to pay off the entire balance of the customer contribution either upfront or
on the first billing cycle pursuant to the “Quick Pay” option.
Marketing Approach
The EPS Pilot program was incorporated into the RCS Tier Two audit process delivered by contracted
vendors. As part of the vendor’s audit of each residence, the customer was offered the EPS Pilot program to
help finance the customer contribution of each measure.
The vendors also handed out single page flyers describing the program, highlighting the following points:
• In addition to the 75 percent incentive being provided, the customer is eligible to pay a portion of their
costs on their monthly electric bill, up to $500.
• Monthly payments are based on the projected energy savings of the qualifying energy efficiency
improvement.
• The program offered a zero interest loan with no processing fees or lending approval needed.
1
2

St. 2008, c. 169, § 84.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, D.P.U. 09-07-A/B/C/D.
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•
•
•

An example of the savings, payments, and number of monthly payments was provided to the customer.
A phone number was provided for more information about the EPS program.
The pilot program expired on December 31, 2009.

Measure List
The targeted end use for residential customers included residential weatherization measures using nonportable measures. The eligible measures for each of the PAs included in this pilot are included in the table
below.
National Grid





Attic Insulation and
Basement Insulation
Attic Ventilation
Whole House Air
Sealing
Duct Sealing

NSTAR/Cape Light
Compact
 Attic Insulation and
Basement
Insulation
 Attic Ventilation
 Whole House Air
Sealing
 Duct Sealing

WMECo








1.1.2

Attic, Wall and
Basement Insulation
High Efficiency
Heating Systems
High Efficiency Hot
Water Systems
Solar Hot Water
Systems
ENERGY STAR®
Windows
ENERGY STAR®
Thermostats
ENERGY STAR®
Water Heaters

Fitchburg (“Unitil”)








Attic, Wall and
Basement Insulation
High Efficiency
Heating Systems
High Efficiency Hot
Water Systems
Solar Hot Water
Systems
ENERGY STAR®
Windows
ENERGY STAR®
Thermostats
ENERGY STAR®
Water Heaters

Commercial EPS Pilot Program Description

Program Design
Small commercial and industrial (“C&I”) customers were offered the EPS program through the PAs’ audit
and/or rebate programs, as approved by the Department. The maximum loan amount was $1000 for small
C&I customers and the cumulative monthly EPS charges in any given year did not exceed three-fourths of the
savings that the participating customer is expected to realize. As with the residential program, a participating
customer was allowed to pay off the entire balance of the customer contribution loan balance either upfront or
on the first billing cycle pursuant to the “Quick Pay” option.
Marketing Approach
The EPS Pilot program was incorporated into the small business audit processes as well as other C&I
programs delivered by contracted vendors. As part of the vendor’s audit of each small business, the customer
was offered the EPS Pilot program to help finance the customer contribution of each measure.
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Measures
The targeted non-portable measures for small C&I customers included the following:
National Grid





Lighting Fixtures
Relamp/Reballast
Occupancy Sensors
LED Exit Signs

Black & Veatch

NSTAR/Cape Light
Compact
 High Efficiency
Lighting
 Lighting Controls
 HVAC Tune-Ups
 Refrigeration and
Cooler measures
and controls
 Motors and
Variable Speed
Drives
 Other Hard-wired
measures

WMECo






5

Lighting Fixtures
Occupancy Sensors
Programmable
Thermostats
Refrigeration
Measures
Motor Timers

Unitil






Lighting Fixtures
Occupancy Sensors
Programmable
Thermostats
Refrigeration
Measures
Motor Timers
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2.0

EPS PILOT PROGRAM EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Black & Veatch was selected to conduct a limited independent review of the EPS Pilot Program on behalf of
the five participating PAs: National Grid, NSTAR, WMECO, Unitil and Cape Light Compact. The objective
of the investigation was to prepare the summary results required for regulatory reporting in a March 31, 2010
filing to be made by the five participating PAs. The evaluation was conducted between February 7 and March
31, 2010. This section summarizes the methodology used in conducting the investigation.

2.1

Review of Program Design and Delivery Process

Black & Veatch reviewed the program background and delivery materials for the EPS program for each PA.
The review process consisted of the following:
• Review of Department of Public Utilities Order D.P.U. 09-07-A/B/C/D
• EPS Program marketing materials – program information fliers
• Review of EPS program data obtained from the PAs’ program vendors
• Follow-up interviews with PAs and EPS program staff
• Follow-up conversations with program vendors regarding data and QA/QC
A significant amount of time was spent by evaluators interpreting datasets, sorting and analyzing the program
data received from each PA. Issues encountered included different formats and different types of information
collected. Some informational elements were missing from some member PAs. Customer contact data was
reviewed for the purpose of eliminating duplicates (i.e., some customers may have applied or participated
more than once or for more than one property owned by the same account holder).

2.2

Customer Surveys

Black & Veatch secured the services of the Center for Research and Public Policy (“CRPP”) to conduct
telephone surveys with Massachusetts residential and small business customers served by the PAs. The
objective of the survey was to determine customers’ knowledge of the EPS Program and identify reasons that
customers may or may not have decided to participate in the program.
Three groups of customers were interviewed for the survey:
• Customers that installed measures and participated in the EPS Program by taking advantage of the
available financing and paying back the loan on their electric bills over time – Participants
• Customers that installed measures and were offered the EPS program but either chose not to take the
financing or took the financing and paid it back in full on the first bill issued – Non-participants – install
only or Partial Participants
• Customers who were offered the EPS program but declined to participate and did not install any measures
– Non-participants
The objective of the EPS program was to address the extent to which the availability of on-bill financing
through the EPS Pilot resulted in customers installing energy efficiency measures they would not have
otherwise installed. Therefore customers who paid the amount back in full on the first bill – i.e., through the
“Quick Pay” option - were considered by the PAs to be non-participants in the program for the purposes of
this evaluation. Non-participants referenced elsewhere in this report consist of those who installed measures
but may not have taken an EPS loan, those who installed measures and took a loan but paid it back in the first
month, and those who neither installed measures nor took an EPS loan.
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Telephone surveys were designed to render a 90% +/- 10% confidence interval at the statewide level. Due to
the small numbers of participants and non-participant populations for most of the PAs, we attempted to reach
a census of customers. Only three of the PAs, National Grid, NSTAR and WMECO, had enough respondents
in their samples to render reportable results at the PA level. Thus, while we have provided each PA with their
survey results, it is important to understand that the limitations in the sample sizes do not allow for
conclusions to be drawn at the utility level in most cases. Unitil had only one residential customer participant
and no completed interviews in any of the population groups sought.
Residential customers were offered the EPS program as part of their participation in the existing
RCS/MassSAVE program provided by each of the five PAs. Customers were eligible to participate if the
customer contribution for the recommended energy efficiency measures was less than $500.
The program was offered to approximately 2,503 residential homeowners across Massachusetts. Telephone
surveys were conducted with 187 customers. The following table shows the number of customers interviewed
by the three customer categories (participants and non-participants which includes both install-only and nonparticipants) and across each PA.
Table 2-1: Residential Survey Statistics
Population
Residential Participants
National Grid
48
NSTAR
30
WMECO
8
4
1
Unitil
4
10
Cape Light Compact
Total Sample
97
Residential Non-Participants3
National Grid
744
NSTAR
451
WMECO
641
4
100
Unitil
4
567
Cape Light Compact
Total Sample
2,503

Completed
Surveys

Confidence
Interval

32
12
6
0
5
55

90%
90%
90%

53
37
17
0
25
132

90%
90%
90%

90%
90%

90%
90%

+/-8%
+/-20%
+/-20%
N/A
+/-30%
+/- 7%
+/-11%
+/-13%
+/-20%
N/A
+/-25%
+/- 7%

The PAs offered the EPS to 1,374 small business customers; surveys were completed with 162 of these. The
following table summarizes the statistics for the C&I customer surveys.

3

4

This survey group includes customers that installed measures and were offered the EPS program but either chose not to take
the financing or took the financing and paid it back in full on or by the first bill issued, as well as customers who were offered
the EPS program but declined to participate and did not install any measures.
Insufficient sample points to render statistically valid conclusions; survey results not reported at the individual PA level.
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Table 2-2: Small Business Survey Statistics
Population
Small Business Participants
National Grid
183
NSTAR
91
5
WMECO
16
5
0
Unitil
5
22
Cape Light Compact
Total Sample
312
Small Business Non-Participants6
National Grid
465
NSTAR
335
WMECO
170
5
35
Unitil
Cape Light Compact5
57
Total Sample
1,062

5
6

Completed
Surveys

Confidence
Interval

54
30
8
0
5
97

90%
90%
90%

32
24
5
0
4
65

90%
90%
90%

90%
90%

90%
90%

+/-14%
+/-16%
+/-35%
N/A
+/-35%
+/- 7%
+/-10%
+/-12%
+/-12%
N/A
+/-35%
+/- 10%

Insufficient sample points to render statistically valid conclusions; survey results not reported at the individual PA level.
This survey group includes customers that installed measures and were offered the EPS program but either chose not to take
the financing or took the financing and paid it back in full on the first bill issued, as well as customers who were offered the EPS
program but declined to participate and did not install any measures.
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3.0

STATEWIDE EPS PILOT PROGRAM RESULTS

3.1

EPS Pilot Program Participation Levels

3.1.1 Program Goals
The Green Communities Act requires that the EPS Pilot Program be implemented with a minimum of 50 to a
maximum of 200 participants. The Act did not specify whether the participation targets were statewide for
each utility. The Department ruled that the EPS Pilot Program would be implemented by each Massachusetts
utility and, while not requiring, encouraged the municipal aggregator Cape Light Compact to also offer the
program. On a statewide basis the overall targets were achieved (see Table 3-1). Participation levels varied
significantly at the Company level, with National Grid achieving 231 participants, while the company with
the fewest customers, Unitil, had only one participant.
Table 3-1
EPS Participation Levels
EPS Participants
Residential Small Business
National Grid
48
183
NSTAR
30
91
WMECO
8
10
Unitil
1
0
Cape Light Compact
10
22
Totals
97
306

3.1.2 Implementation Strategy
The EPS program in both the residential and small commercial sectors, utilized the delivery mechanisms of
existing energy efficiency programs. Qualified residential customers were offered the EPS program as part of
the MassSAVE program. Small business customers were invited to participate in the program as part of
existing small commercial and industrial programs.
3.1.3 Customer Intake Process
The dovetailing of EPS with existing programs enabled the PAs to utilize existing data tracking systems and
customer intake processes. Existing field data collection processes were modified to denote customers as EPS
participants. NSTAR, National Grid, WMECO and Unitil each had to implement some front-end changes to
their customer billing system to incorporate loan payments into customer monthly bills. The billing for Cape
Light Compact participants is coordinated through NSTAR who is the billing entity for Cape Light Compact
customers.

3.2

Participants Analysis

This section summarizes the outcomes of the EPS Pilot Program in terms of several key metrics, where data
were available:
• Number of customers participating out of those offered the pilot program
• Number of customers installing measures but not taking the EPS loan
• Number of customers electing the Quick Pay option
• Average loan amounts
• Types of measures installed using the loan funds
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3.2.1 Residential Participants
Of the 97 combined residential participants for the five PAs, the primary type of measure installed was
insulation. The frequency of measures installed was a total of 242. Note, this does not represent the total
amount of measures installed on a unit basis, but rather the number of times a particular category of measure
was installed. Most customers installed multiple measures under these categories. The table and chart below
represents the measure categories and percentage of measure types that that the participants chose to
implement. Attic Insulation accounted for most of the measures installed by the residential participants (52
percent), followed by air sealing (33 percent), wall insulation (10 percent), and basement insulation (5
percent). Heating was the least common measure, likely due to the higher cost of the measure, which
normally exceeds the $500 loan amount limit of the EPS Program.
Table 3-2: Frequency of Installation by Type of Measure
Measure Category
Attic Insulation
Air Sealing
Wall Insulation
Basement Insulation
Thermostat

Measure
Installations
123
81
24
13
1

Figure 3-1
Percentage of Measure Types Installed

The average monthly bill savings for participants for implementing the various measures was $12.23.
WMECO was not included in this average due to lack of data relevant to the monthly customer bill savings.
The average loan term was 24 months and the average loan balance was $336.
3.2.2 Small Business Participants
Of the 306 combined small business participants for the five PAs, the primary type of measure installed was
lighting. The frequency of measures installed was 1,796. Note this amount does not represent the total amount
of measures installed on a unit basis, but rather the number of times a particular category of measure was
installed. The table and chart below represents the measure categories and percentage of measure types that
the participants chose to implement. Lighting accounted for most of the measures installed by the small
business participants. Lighting fixtures accounted for 49 percent of the measures installed, followed by
Black & Veatch
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Lighting Systems (31 percent), Lighting Controls (14 percent) and Refrigeration Cooler Measures and
Controls (6 percent). Thermostats and HVAC Controls were the least common measures installed.
Table 3-3: Frequency of Installation by Type of Measure
Measure Category

Lighting Fixtures
Lighting Systems
Lighting Controls
Refrigeration Cooler Measures & Controls
Custom HVAC Controls
Thermostats

Measure
Installations
874
563
254
102
2
1

Figure 3-2
Percentage of Measure Types Installed

The average monthly bill savings for three of the PAs; NSTAR, Cape Light Compact and National Grid was
$27.78. WMECO was not included in this average due to lack of detail on the monthly customer bill savings.
Unitil was not included because they did not have any small business participants.
The average loan term for term for the group was 19 months and the average loan balance was $511.

3.3

Non-Participants Analysis

3.3.1 Residential Non-Participants
This section summarizes data on the customers to whom the EPS program was offered: i.e., customers who
received a MassSAVE energy audit that identified measures with a customer contribution of up to $500.
These customers were offered the EPS loan amount of up to $500 to cover any out of pocket costs for nonportable equipment as recommended in the audits.
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Table 3-4
EPS Non-Participant Summaries
EPS Non-Participants (Installed Only)
National Grid
406
NSTAR
270
WMECO
167
Unitil
84
Cape Light Compact
168
EPS Non-Participants
National Grid
338
NSTAR
181
WMECO
474
Unitil
16
Cape Light Compact
399

There were a total of 1,091 combined residential participants for the five PAs, who installed measures but did
not finance their portion of costs through an extended term loan, but rather paid their balance either upfront or
in the first billing cycle. The frequency of measures installed was a total of 3,168. Note, this does not
represent the total amount of measures installed on a unit basis, but rather the number of times a particular
category of measure was installed. Most customers installed multiple measures under these categories. The
primary type of measure installed by this group was in the insulation category (51 percent). The table and
chart below represent the frequency of measures installed.
Table 3-5
EPS Non-Participant (Installed Only)
Measure Category
Insulation
Air Sealing/Duct Sealing
Lighting
Home Testing
Thermostats
Boiler/Furnace/Water Heater
Aerators
Moisture Control
HVAC Service

Black & Veatch
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Installations
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Figure 3-3
Percentage of Measure Types Installed

3.3.2 Small Business Non-Participants
The small business non-participant group, consisted of those who installed measures but did not finance
payment of those measures, but rather paid their balance upfront or in the first billing cycle (i.e., “Quick Pay”
option customers), versus the non-participant group; those who were presented with potential measures and
qualified for a loan, but chose not to do either. For this group, only NSTAR and Cape Light Compact had
details associated with presentation of the EPS Pilot to the qualifying small business customers.
Table 3-6
EPS Non-Participant Summaries
EPS Non-Participants (Installed Only)
National Grid
465
NSTAR
174
WMECO
170
Unitil
35
Cape Light Compact
37
EPS Non-Participants
National Grid
0
NSTAR
161
WMECO
0
Unitil
0
Cape Light Compact
20

For the Small Business installed only group, those who installed measures but did not take out a loan, an
overview of measures and percentages of the type of measures installed could not be categorized. This was
due to the varying level of information collected by the PAs regarding the measures installed.
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4.0

STATEWIDE EPS PILOT PROGRAM SURVEY RESULTS

This section presents the results of telephone surveys conducted with EPS participant and non-participant
customer groups. The surveys were designed to render statistically valid results at the statewide level, with a
confidence interval of 90% +/- 10% accuracy or better. Sample sizes and other information about how the
surveys were conducted are provided in Section 2.0 of this report.
The objective of the EPS program is to determine the extent to which the availability of on-bill financing
through the EPS Pilot resulted in customers installing energy efficiency measures they would not have
otherwise installed.

4.1

Residential Customer Survey Results

Residential customers were offered the EPS program as part of their participation in the existing
RCS/MassSAVE program provided by each of the five PAs. Customers were eligible to participate if the
customer contribution for the recommended energy efficiency measures was $500 or less.
The program was offered to 2,600 residential customers across Massachusetts. Telephone surveys were
conducted with 187 customers. The following table shows the number of customers interviewed by the three
customer categories (participants, non-participants – install only, and non-participants) and across each PA.
Table 4-1
Residential Customers Interviewed by category

National Grid
NSTAR
WMECO
Unitil
Cape Light Compact
Total

Number of
Participants
48
30
8
1
10
97

Participants
Number of
Surveys
32
12
6
0
5
55

Response
Rate (%)
67%
40%
75%
0%
50%
57%

Non-Participants
Number of
Number of
Non-participants
Surveys
744
53
451
37
641
17
100
0
567
25
2503
132

Response
Rate (%)
7%
8%
3%
0%
4%
5%

The survey sample for the residential participants corresponded to a 90% confidence level +/- 7%. For nonparticipants, the sampling also represents a 90% confidence level +/- 7%.
Two survey instruments were designed; one for participants and one for all non-participants. Non-participants
were asked slightly different questions regarding their participation motivations. A summary of the statewide
survey responses are provided in this section.
4.1.1 Statewide Summary of Results: Residential Participants
The total size of the residential participant sample was 55 out of 97 total participants in the program. The
statewide totals are reported as counts and percentages. Due to the small number of respondents in each PA
group, we report these results using actual counts rather than percentages. All questions represent 55
responses unless otherwise indicated; in some cases where not all respondents answered a question the totals
were recalculated by removing non-respondents. Total sample size is stated for each question along with the
frequency of each response.
A key question posed in most energy efficiency program evaluations relates to the need for the program in the
first place – i.e., would customers have taken the action without the benefit of the program’s services. Of the
Black & Veatch
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54 respondents to this first question, 20 (37 percent) said that they would have installed their energy saving
measures without the availability of on-bill financing. The remaining 34 respondents (63 percent) said they
would not have installed the measures without the availability of the EPS financing.
Figure 4-1
Energy Efficiency Installation without On-Bill Financing

Virtually half of the residential participants that responded to the survey (27/55 or 49 percent) stated that they
would have installed additional energy savings measures if they could have borrowed more or borrowed the
full amount of the customer contribution. The remaining 24 respondents said they would not have installed
additional measures if given the opportunity to borrow more.
Figure 4-2
Interest in Additional Savings

Participants were asked whether they would have installed more measures if they could anticipate more
savings on their monthly bills. There were 51 respondents to this question, of which 7 respondents said they
would have installed more energy efficiency measures if the dollar amount saved on monthly bills was higher.
A majority of respondents – 46 out of 51 or 90 percent - stated that they would not have done more.
Of 54 respondents, 42 claimed they were unaware of the HEAT Loan program, which is another energy
efficiency loan program within the state. The remaining 12 respondents stated they were aware that this
alternative program exists.
Figure 4-3
HEAT Loan Program Awareness

Following a brief description of the HEAT Loan program, respondents were next asked which of the two
programs – EPS or the HEAT Loan Program – sounded more appealing. EPS was the preferred program for
Black & Veatch
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38 of all 55 respondents (69 percent), in contrast to the HEAT Loan Program, which seemed better to only 7
respondents. The remaining were unsure about program preference.
Figure 4-4
Energy Pay and Save Program vs. HEAT Loan Program

Respondents were asked to rank their satisfaction with various characteristics of the EPS Program. A scale of
one to five was used where one signified respondents were very satisfied and five meant they were very
dissatisfied. These satisfaction metrics were then multiplied by the frequency of responses to get a weighted
average score for each characteristic. As can be seen below, respondents were generally very pleased with the
pilot program’s features, with all features receiving scores above a 2.0 (between good and very good).
Respondents were most pleased with the terms of payment (1.28 satisfaction score), followed by the amount
of financing obtained (1.36). Availability of financing without a loan application process ranked third in terms
of satisfaction at 1.52, with ease of participation next at 1.58. Lowest ranking were the number of measures
respondents were able to install (1.71) and the ability to repay the loan through a utility bill (1.74).
Table 4-2
Residential Survey Response Summary
Question
The number of measures you were able to install
Amount of financing you obtained
Terms of repayment
Ability to repay the loan through your utility bill
Ease of participation
Availability of financing without a loan application process

Weighted Average
1.71
1.36
1.28
1.74
1.58
1.52

Respondents were then asked about the total amount spent on energy efficiency measures that the loan
amount was applied to. Most respondents spent between $501 to $2,500 on energy efficiency projects or
measures through the EPS program (27 of all respondents). This was followed by those who spent $200-$50
(18), with 6 of the respondents spending more than $2,500.
4.1.2 Statewide Summary of Results: Residential Non-Participants
The total size of the residential non-participant respondent group was 132 out of a sample of 2,440. Nonparticipants were defined by the PAs as customers who had been contacted about the EPS through targeted
outreach and marketing efforts but who elected not to participate in EPS. Non-participants include both
customers who elected to install the recommended measures but declined the EPS program and customers
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who did not install measures. For the combined sample, responses are based on the total sample size of 132
unless otherwise stated, since not all respondents answered each question. For individual PAs, the results are
expressed using the total sample size stated for each question along with the number of responses for each
response choice or category. Percentages are used only for statewide findings where appropriate. Given the
relatively small sample sizes for the individual PAs, percentages were not used as bases of comparison for the
survey results. Where the response numbers were too small for statistical validity the data are as tallies.
Respondents were asked if they installed energy saving measures on their own outside of the EPS Program.
Of the127 respondents to this question, 89 said that they installed energy saving measures outside of the EPS
Program, for a total of 70 percent. The remaining 38 respondents said they did not pursue additional energy
saving measures outside the scope of the EPS Program.
Non-participants were next asked if energy saving measures were installed through the MassSAVE Program
or the respondents’ own initiative. Results were fairly evenly divided, with 39 respondents out of 83 stating
they utilized the MassSAVE Program to install energy savings measures and 44 respondents pursuing these
measures independently.
Of the 132 people asked about reasons for non-participation, 25 were unsure of their reason or chose not to
respond. The remaining 107 respondents cited a variety of reasons for non-participation. Twenty-four of the
respondents (18 percent) stated that they paid for the energy efficiency measures on their own instead of
utilizing the EPS program. The perceived hassle associated with participation was cited as a reason that 12
respondents (9 percent) were not involved in the program. Eleven respondents (8 percent) claimed that they
were unaware of the program or had not received information about it. Another ten (7.5 percent) felt that the
program did not fit their needs. Six respondents (4.5 percent) said they simply did not want to participate in
the program. Four respondents (3 percent, each) stated that they did not participate for each of the following
reasons: installation timing was inconvenient, respondent participated with another program or energy
efficiency consultant, respondent did not understand the program, or the respondent obtained energy
efficiency financing elsewhere. Three respondents (2 percent) were under the impression that they could not
participate in the EPS program. The same amount had concerns that participation would increase their
monthly utility bills. Another three respondents felt that their home was already energy efficient, negating the
need for participation. Two respondents (1.5 percent, each) did not participate for each of the following
reasons: did not want the program associated with their bill, did not see the value of the program, the program
did not fit with their rental property, or felt that the loan amount was too small to be worth the effort. One
participant each stated that they did not participate in EPS because they wanted to track monthly savings or
the loan amount did not cover the specific amount they needed for energy efficiency upgrades. The remaining
7 respondents (5 percent) each had other reasons individually specified for non-participation.
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Figure 4-5
Reasons for Non-Participation in the Energy Pay and Save Program

Respondents were also asked if they would have participated in the EPS Program if they could have borrowed
more than what was available or even the full amount of the customer contribution. Of the 132 surveyed, 67
(50 percent) said that the increase in funding would not have changed their attitude toward participation. In
contrast, 41 respondents said that the change in contribution funds would have prompted them to participate.
Similarly, respondents were asked if they would have installed energy saving measures if the result was
greater dollar savings on monthly bills. Twenty-one respondents stated that the increased monthly savings
would not incentivize them. However, a notable 94 respondents (slightly over 70 percent) agreed that this
would prompt them to participate in the program and install the measures. This finding suggests that the
ability to see monthly savings on the bill is more important to this market segment than the amount of
financing available.

4.2

Small Business Customer Survey Results

Business customers were offered the EPS program as part of their participation in existing commercial
programs provided by each of the five PAs. Customers were eligible to participate if the cost of the
recommended energy efficiency measures to the customer was less than $1,000. The program was offered to
1,368 small business customers across Massachusetts. The survey resulted in responses from a total of 162
small business customers (11.8 percent) of the customers from the three groups.
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The following table shows the number of customers interviewed by the three customer categories
(participants, non-participants – install only, and non-participants) and across each PA.
Table 4-3
Small Business Customers Interviewed by category

National Grid
NSTAR
WMECO
Unitil
Cape Light Compact
Total

Participants
Number of
Number of
Participants
Surveys
183
54
91
30
10
8
0
0
22
5
306
97

Response
Rate (%)
30%
33%
80%
0%
23
32%

Non-Participants
Number of
Number of
Non-participants
Surveys
465
32
335
24
170
5
35
0
57
4
1062
65

Response
Rate (%)
7%
7%
3%
0%
7%
6%

Black & Veatch has determined that on a statistical basis, the sampling of small business participants
represents a 90% confidence level +/- 7%. For non-participants, the sampling represents a 90% confidence
level +/- 10%. Additional information about how the survey was conducted and the response rates achieved is
provided in Section 2.0.
Two survey instruments were designed; one for participants and one for all non-participants. Each survey
asked slightly different questions regarding participation motivations. A summary of the statewide survey
responses are provided in this section.
4.2.1 Statewide Summary of Results: Small Business Participants
The total size of the business participant sample was 97 out of 300 total participants in the program. The study
attempted to obtain a census of participants, however due to customers’ availability, refusals and other contact
issues, 32 percent of the small business population was interviewed. Table 4-4 shows the breakdown of
participants by PA, along with the number of completed surveys achieved with each group. The statewide
totals are at the PA level. The results are reported as actual counts rather than percentages. All questions
represent 97 responses unless otherwise indicated; in some cases where not all respondents answered a
question the totals were recalculated by removing non-respondents. Total sample size is stated for each
question along with the frequency of each response.
Table 4-4
Number of Completed Surveys
National Grid
NSTAR
WMECO
Unitil
WMECO
Total

54
30
8
0
8
97

The initial question posed in the survey was perhaps one of the most critical in evaluating the success of the
energy efficiency program. Participant respondents were asked if they would have taken the action without
the benefit of the program’s services. Of the 97 respondents to this question, nearly 75 percent (72
respondents) said that they would not have installed their energy saving measures without the availability of
on-bill financing. While 20 percent of the respondents (19) said they would have installed the measures
Black & Veatch
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without the availability of the EPS financing. Six percent of the respondents stated they did not know. The
very positive response to this question demonstrates that this program moves customers to participate and
take action to improve their business’ energy efficiency.
More than half of the respondents (50 out of 97) stated that they would have installed additional energy
savings measures if they could have borrowed more or borrowed the full amount of the customer
contribution. The remaining 33 respondents, (34 percent) said they would not have installed additional
measures if given the opportunity to borrow more. Another 14 respondents (14 percent) stated that they did
not know.
Participants were next asked whether they would have installed more measures if they could anticipate more
savings on their monthly bills. There were 97 respondents to this question, of which a notable 75 respondents
(77 percent) said they would have installed more energy efficiency measures if the dollar amount saved on
monthly bills was higher. In contrast, 11 percent of the respondents (11) stated that they would not have done
more. Another 11 percent stated that they did not know. The very positive response to this question suggests
continued customer education on ways to improve their energy efficiency, supported by other energy
efficiency programs such as energy efficiency audits.
Figure 4-6

Participants were asked to use a scale of one to five to rank their satisfaction with various characteristics of
the EPS Program. A score of one signified that respondents were very satisfied whereas a score of five meant
they were very dissatisfied. These satisfaction metrics were then multiplied by the frequency of responses to
create a weighted average score for each characteristic.
As can be seen in the table below, business respondents rated their satisfaction with each of the characteristics
between very satisfied and satisfied. They were most pleased with the ability to repay the loan through their
utility bill (1.37). (Respondents stating they don’t know are not included in the weighted average.)
Table 4-5
Small Business Survey Response Summary
Question
The number of measures you were able to install
Amount of financing you obtained
Terms of repayment
Ability to repay the loan through your utility bill
Ease of participation
Availability of financing without a loan application process

Weighted
Average Rating
1.91
1.57
1.53
1.37
1.59
1.53

The survey next asked participants to identify the spending associated with the implementation of energy
saving measures or projects they installed. The weighted average spending of respondents was $2,283. From
the chart below one can observe that the largest number of respondents (20) indicated that they spent between
Black & Veatch
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$1,000 and $2,000 while 13 customers spent between $5,000 and $9,000. Another 15 respondents indicated
that they had spent between $60 and $500.
Figure 4-7
Number of Respondents for Different Levels of Spending

4.2.2 Statewide Summary of Results: Small Business Non-Participants
The total size of the respondent group was 65out of a sample of 1,002 non-participants. Table 4-6 shows the
number of total non-participant surveys by PA.
Table 4-6
Total Non-Participant Surveys

National Grid
NSTAR
WMECO
Unitil
Cape Light Compact
Total

Number of
Completed
Surveys
32
24
5
0
4
65

For the combined non-participant sample (non-participant – installed only and non-participant – no install),
responses are based on the total “n” of 65 unless otherwise stated, since not all respondents answered each
question. For individual PAs, the results are expressed using the total sample size stated for each question
along with the number of responses for each response choice or category. Percentages are used only for
statewide findings where appropriate. Given the relatively small sample sizes for the individual PAs,
percentages were not used as bases of comparison for the survey results. Where the response numbers were
too small for statistical validity the data are unreported.
Non-participants were asked if they installed energy saving measures on their own outside of the EPS
Program. Of the 65 respondents to this question, 32 (49 percent) said that they installed energy saving
measures outside of the EPS Program. Twenty nine respondents said they did not pursue additional energy
saving measures outside the scope of the EPS Program and 4 respondents reported that they did not know.
Non-participants were next asked if energy saving measures were installed through the other existing
commercial programs or on the respondents’ own initiative. The majority of the respondents (23 or 72
percent) stated that they installed measures on their own. Only 9 respondents (28 percent) stated that they
installed the measures through other existing commercial programs.
Black & Veatch
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Non-participants were asked to select from a list of reasons why they decided not to participate in the EPS
Program. Of the 65 respondents, the largest category of specific reasons that was selected was paid for the
measures themselves/did not need financing. This category represented 15 percent of the respondents.
Another 8 percent indicated that they obtained financing elsewhere. Seventy two percent of the respondents
stated that they did not know or selected the “other” category. The pie chart below illustrates the responses.
Figure 4-9
Reasons why Respondents Decided not to Participate

Non-participants were also asked if they would have participated in the EPS Program if they could have
borrowed more than what was available or even the full amount of the customer contribution. Thirty five
percent (23 respondents) stated that they would have participated in the program if they could have borrowed
more. In contrast, 42 percent (27 respondents) said that the change in contribution funds would not have
prompted them to participate. Twenty three percent (15 respondents) said that they were unsure.
Lastly, non-participants were asked if they would have installed energy saving measures if the result was
greater dollar savings on monthly bills. A notable 69 percent of the respondents (45) stated that the increased
monthly savings would move them to participate. Only 15 percent of the respondents (10) stated that this
would not prompt them to participate in the program and install the measures. This finding suggests that the
ability to see greater monthly savings on the bill is more important to this market segment than the amount of
financing available.
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5.0

STATEWIDE COMPARISON TO THE HEAT LOAN PROGRAM

5.1

HEAT Loan Program Description and Results

Prior to the EPS Pilot program, the HEAT Loan Program had been established to help customers finance
energy efficiency measures. The HEAT Loan Program is available to qualified customers participating in the
MassSAVE Program and is designed to promote the installation of high efficiency improvements.
Program Design
The program is available to residential customers who are occupying owners of one to four family homes and
have a current electric account with a sponsoring MassSAVE electric PA. The HEAT Loan Program offers
zero percent loans up to $15,000 for qualified energy efficiency improvements. Participating in the HEAT
Loan Program is contingent on being approved for a loan from a participating lender. Recording fees of up to
$250 may be charged by lenders for processing a secured loan. Next, customers have to obtain signed,
itemized contractor proposals and choose a proposal to send to the HEAT Loan Administrator for review and
approval. After eligibility confirmation, the administrator would forward a HEAT Loan Authorization Form
to the customer/lender to finalize the loan and the disbursement. Once the work is complete, the customers
would need to schedule a verification inspection.
Marketing Approach
Information for the HEAT Loan Program was marketed on-line via each PAs’ websites, by direct mail, on
billboards and at participating lenders. Lenders were not required to market the program, but could choose to
provide information. Interested customers would need to contact the PAs’ vendor to request a MassSAVE
energy audit of their home. The audit would determine what measures were needed and the customer would
receive a HEAT Loan intake form.
Measure List
The loans can be used for eligible measures recommended through the MassSAVE energy audit, including:
• Insulation for attics, walls, and basement ceiling
• Installation of Energy Star® domestic hot water systems
• Installation of Energy Star® high efficiency heating systems
• Installation of Energy Star® replacement windows
• Solar domestic hot water systems (standardized incentive amount across all PAs.)
• Installation of programmable thermostats
• Other renewable technologies on a pre-approved basis
Specific minimum standards for each measure were established. Do-it-yourself installations are not eligible
for HEAT Loan financing.

5.2

HEAT Loan Program Results

Based on the data provided by the PAs for the HEAT Loan Program in 2009, about 3,159 customers applied
and were approved by the PA7 and 2,732 loans were approved and closed by lenders. Statewide, this
represented an approval rate of greater than 86 percent. However, this approach may underestimate the loan
approval rate because a portion of approved customers have either canceled their applications or have not
sought lender approval yet and may have dropped out of the program. Since loan approvals were conducted
7

Some of the data provided reported number of measures administered by the PA, not the number of applications. Though it is possible
to have multiple measures in one application, Black & Veatch assumed that each measure was a separate applicant when applicant
information was not available.
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by individual lenders, the demographic information regarding approved and denied loans was not available,
though poor credit contributed to applications being denied.
Overall, 3,210 measures were installed. They included 1,951 heating/domestic hot water (DHW) measures8;
675 weatherization measures; 523 new energy efficient window installments; and 61 solar direct hot water
measures. The average measure costs after subtracting out rebates are listed in Table 5-1.
The measures installed under the HEAT Loan program resulted in natural gas and oil savings, not electricity
savings. Therefore, for most measures, energy and demand savings were not relevant. However, for
weatherization measures, National Grid and NSTAR participants were estimated to achieve average energy
savings of about 3,700-3,800 mbtu per month for weatherization and about 900 MMBtu for heating
systems/DHW. The average monthly bill savings associated with weatherization was $72-$73 per month.
Since the lenders administered the loans directly, non-payment and arrearages were dealt by the lenders and
not the PAs. The typical length of loan repayment was about 76-84 months.
Table 5-1
Average Measure Costs
Measure
Heating Systems/DHW
Solar DHW
Weatherization
Windows

5.3

Number
Installed
1,951
61
675
523

Average
Cost
$7,075
$9,873
$1,726
$6,964

Comparison of HEAT Loan versus EPS Loan Activity and Results

Overall, the HEAT Loan Program was different from the EPS Pilot in a number of ways:
• The HEAT Loan Program covered more measures under the program and provided much larger loans
over a longer loan term (up to 84 months) than the EPS Pilot (up to 24 months).
• However, the HEAT Loan Program is available only to residential customers, while the EPS Pilot
included both residential and small commercial/industrial customers.
• It is important to note that the EPS Pilot provided residential customers up to $500 of financing for
primarily weatherization (insulation) measures, but the average loan amount for weatherization under
HEAT was over $1,700. In the EPS Pilot, only residential customers with less than $500 of co-pay were
offered the option for on-bill financing.
• Through the HEAT Loan Program, customers needed to secure loans from lenders themselves, which
took 20-40 days on average, while the EPS Pilot did not require such action from customers. This
additional step may have led to some customers dropping out of the program after the applications were
approved, but before a loan was secured.
• The number of loans denied was not tracked across all PAs, but the loan approval rate for PAs that did
track the data was greater than 80 percent.
When dealing with bad debt/arrearages, the responsibility lies with the individual lenders that executed the
loan in the Heat Loan Program, while, with the EPS Pilot, the individual PAs were responsible.

8

Some of the data provided did not distinguish between solar and non-solar direct hot water measures, so there may be some solar
DHW in this count.
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6.0

STATEWIDE CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

Conclusions

The EPS Pilot Program experienced a relatively small participation rate among eligible residential customers
for the ten months in which it operated – at 4 percent average across the five participating PAs. Among small
business customers, the participation rate was much higher – at 22 percent average across the five PAs.
Since the EPS loan was designed to help customers better afford the balance of installation and measure costs
above any rebate amounts, those customers who essentially could afford it, as demonstrated by their having
repaid the loan amounts in the first billing cycle, were considered not to have needed the EPS mechanism. For
this study, customers who took advantage of this option, the Quick Pay option, were counted as nonparticipants.
Survey results for residential participants suggest that the proportion of participants in the EPS program that
could be considered Free Riders is 37 percent, a fairly high percentage. The results for small business
customers were lower – only 20 percent indicated that they would have installed measures without the loan,
whereas 70 percent indicated they would not have been able to do so. This finding suggests that the EPS
program has been slightly more important to small businesses than to residential customers in getting them to
act upon energy audit or rebate program recommendations.
Results of residential non-participant surveys indicate that the most frequently mentioned reason for not
taking advantage of the EPS program was that respondents either financed the measures on their own or
obtained other financing elsewhere (combined total of 21 percent). Another 33 respondents cited reasons
related to poor outreach or communications – such as being unaware of the program, not understanding it, or
being confused as to the amount of hassle involved in participating.
Another important finding from the non-participant survey of residential customers is that the ability to see
monthly savings on the bill is more important to this market segment than the amount of financing available.
Evidence from this evaluation suggests that there is a very limited need for an EPS-type program among
residential customers in Massachusetts. While some expressed limitations could most likely be overcome by
improved marketing and communications, the majority of customers surveyed indicated a lack of need for the
program. Relatively high percentages of participants said they would have installed the measures without the
EPS loan (37 percent), and slightly lower percentages of non-participants reported having installed measures
on their own or with other financing (21 percent).
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7.0

UNITIL EPS PILOT RESULTS

This section summarizes the outcomes of the EPS Pilot program from program data collected by Unitil staff.

7.1

Summary of Unitil EPS Pilot Program Results

Black & Veatch reviewed the program background and delivery materials for the EPS program for each
sponsor. The review process consisted of the following:
• Review of Department of Public Utilities Order DPU 09-07 A/B/C/D.
• EPS Program marketing materials – program information fliers.
• Review of EPS program data obtained from the PAs program staff and vendors.
• Follow-up interviews with PAs and EPS program staff.
The following summarizes the key findings from the review.
• Program Goals: The Green Communities Act requires that the EPS Pilot Program be implemented with
a minimum of 50 to a maximum of 200 participants. The Act did not specify whether the participation
targets were statewide for each utility. The DPU ruled that the EPS Pilot Program would be implemented
by each Massachusetts electric utility and Cape Light Compact. On a statewide basis the overall targets
were achieved (see Table 7-1). Participation levels varied significantly at the Company level, with Unitil
having only one participant.
Table 7-1
EPS Participation Levels

Unitil

•

•

•
•

EPS Participants
Residential Small Business
1
0

Program Budgets: The ruling for DPU 09-7 A/B/C/D stated that the Companies estimated to spend
between $323,900 and $338,900 on the EPS program. A separate program budget specific to EPS Pilot
Program was not established. Any cost associated with the EPS Pilot was allocated to the administration
of the existing MassSAVE and small commercial programs.
Implementation Strategy: The EPS program in both the residential and small commercial sectors,
utilized the delivery mechanisms of existing energy efficiency programs. Qualified residential customers
were offered the EPS program as part of the MassSAVE program. Small business customers were invited
to participate in the program as part of the existing small commercial and industrial programs.
Customer Intake Process: The dovetailing of EPS with existing programs minimized the need for the
Companies to develop new data tracking systems and QA/QC processes. Existing field data collection
processes were modified to denote the customer as an EPS participant for the residential sector.
Program Tracking Data and Quality: The program data was not an issue for the sole participant.

7.1.1

Participants Analysis

7.1.1.1
Residential Customer Participants
The EPS program was offered in conjunction with Unitil’s MassSAVE program. If the customer co-pay for
measures recommended by the MassSAVE audit were valued at less than $500, the customer was offered the
option to participate in the EPS program. Unitil had one residential participant in the EPS Pilot. The customer
received air sealing and installation of 1,152 square feet of insulation with annual savings of 73.778 MMBtu.
The following table shows the measures installed and associated savings.
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Table 7-2
Unitil – Savings by Measure Type
Measure Type
Air Sealing
Attic Insulation
Basement Insulation
TOTAL

Savings (MMBtu)
3.85
58.864
11.064
73.778

The measures that were installed and financed through the EPS program qualified for $2,140 in rebates. The
customer financed the amount of $275 with a term of two months.
7.1.1.2
Residential Non-Participants
During the intake screening process and when customers received their audit reports, the EPS option was
presented. Those who did not participate in the EPS Program are considered non-participants. Unitil had 95
customers who participated in the MassSAVE Program. Of these, 79 customers moved forward with
installing the measures but declined to participate in the EPS program. The average project cost was $4,786
and the average rebate per project was $1,677. Table 7-2 below shows the measures installed by the nonparticipants with the estimated savings, total costs and rebates per measure.
Table 7-2
Unitil – Measures Implemented by Residential
EPS Non-Participants Who Chose to Install Measures
Measures Installed
Aerator
Air Sealing (sq. ft.)
CFL Bulbs
Insulation/Pipe Wrap (sq. ft.)
High Efficiency Heating Equipment
High Efficiency Water Heating Equipment
Showerheads
Solar DHW
Thermostat
Venting
Vinyl Wrap
Windows

Total
Quantity
36
425
420
53,097
29
8
2
2
39
56
380
20

kWh
Savings
2,702
178
22,688
1,345
0
0
293
0
151
0
0
0

MMBtu
Savings
132.75
710.66
0
2113.37
330.81
88.12
14.42
29.8
294.64
82.81
37.28
4.6

Total Cost
$1,925
$29,272
$6,272
$76,077
$190,385
$13,789
$358
$17,670
$3,692
$4,136
$1,349
$8,348

Total
Rebate
$1,409
$17,811
$5,887
$52,281
$18,570
$2,825
$268
$2,142
$2,839
$2,930
$878
$200

Further, there were an additional 16 customers who received audits and some baseload measures but did not
participate further in the MassSAVE Program by installing the recommended major measures. Table 7-3
below shows the baseload measures installed and the associated costs and estimated savings.
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Table 7-3
Unitil – Measures Recommended to Residential
EPS Non-Participants Who Did Not Install Measures
Measures Installed
Aerator
Audit
CFL Bulbs
Thermostat

Total
Quantity
1
16
74
1

kWh
Savings

MMBtu
Savings
0.204
0
0
13.09

0
0
3,733
0

Total Cost
$14
$3,219
$817
$115

Total Rebate
$3,219
$817
$86

7.1.1.3
Small Business Customer Participants
There were no small business participants in the EPS Pilot Program.
7.1.1.4
Small Business Non-Participants
Unitil had 35 small business customers who participated in the Company’s Small Business Program. All
chose to install the recommended measures and were offered on-bill financing but none chose to participate in
the financing program. Lighting measures were the only equipment installed by the non-participants. The
average project cost was $8,598 and the average rebate per project was $6,735. Table 7-4 below shows the
costs and estimated savings for the lighting measures installed.
Table 7-4
Unitil – Measures Recommended to C&I
EPS Non-Participants Who Installed Measures
Measures Installed
Lighting

# of
projects
35

kWh
Savings
550,609

Total Cost
$300,938

Total Rebate
$235,734

7.1.2 Payment Performance Summary
The residential customer that participated in the program paid off the loan in two monthly installments and
subsequently, there were no payment issues.

7.2

Summary of Phone Survey Results

The Unitil customers had no participants in the statewide residential and small business. Therefore, the
statewide survey results which are statistically significant (90% +/- 7-10%), were used as the basis for
drawing conclusions for Unitil’s customer base.

7.3

Comparison of EPS to the HEAT Loan Program

Prior to the EPS Pilot program, the HEAT Loan Program had been established to help customers finance
energy efficiency measures. The HEAT Loan program is available to qualified customers participating in the
MassSAVE Program and is designed to promote the installation of high efficiency improvements.
7.3.1

Program Background

Program Design
The HEAT Loan Program is available to Residential Customers who are occupying owners of one to four
family homes and have a current electric account with a sponsoring MassSAVE electric program
administrator. The Program offers 0% loans up to $15,000 for qualified energy efficiency improvements.
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Participating in the HEAT Loan Program is contingent on being approved for a loan from a participating
lender. Customers have the option to seek pre-approval from participating lenders for up to $7,500 for secure
or unsecured loans. Recording fees of up to $250 may be charged by lenders for processing a secured loan.
Next, customers have to obtain signed, itemized contractor proposals and choose a proposal to send to the
HEAT Loan Administrator for review and approval. After eligibility confirmation, the Administrator would
forward a HEAT Loan Authorization Form to the Customer/Lender to finalize the loan and the disbursement.
Once the work is complete, the customers would need to schedule a verification inspection.
Marketing Approach
The first step in the process for interested customers is to request a MassSAVE energy audit of their home.
Measure List
The loans can be used for eligible measures recommended through the MassSAVE energy audit, including:
• Air and duct sealing
• Insulation for attics, walls, and basement ceiling
• Domestic hot water systems
• High efficiency heating systems
• Installation of Energy Star® replacement windows.
Specific minimum standards for each measure were established. Do-it-yourself installations are not eligible
for HEAT Loan financing.
7.3.2 HEAT Loan Program Results
Based on the data provided by Unitil for the HEAT Loan Program in 2009, there were about 30 applications
received and authorized, while 22 loans were approved and closed by lenders. The data does not provide
sufficient information to determine the number of loans that were denied versus those that decided not to
follow through with financing. Since loan approvals were conducted by individual lenders, the demographic
information regarding approved and denied loans was not available.
Overall, about 32 measures were installed. They included 25 heating/domestic hot water (DHW) measures,
four weatherization measures; 1 new energy efficient window installment project; and 2 solar direct hot water
measures. There were two additional applicants with unidentified measures that were not included in the total
measure count.
The average measure costs after subtracting out rebates are presented below in Table 7-5.
Table 7-5
Average Measure Costs
Measure
Heating System
DHW
Solar DHW
Weatherization
Windows

Number Installed
17
8
2
4
1

Average
Cost
$6,148
$1,492
$7,764
$587
$8,148

The savings from the measures installed under the program resulted in gas and oil savings, and, therefore,
there were no demand and energy savings.
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Since the lenders administered the loans directly, non-payment and arrearages were dealt by the lenders and
not by Unitil. Under the program, participants had up to 84 months to repay the loan. The average length of
loan repayment for individual participants was not provided.
7.3.3 Comparison of HEAT versus EPS Loan Activity and Results
Overall, the HEAT Loan Program was different from the EPS Pilot in a number of ways:
• The HEAT Loan Program covered more measures under the program and provided much larger loans
over a longer loan term (up to 84 months) than the EPS Pilot (up to 24 months).
• However, the HEAT Loan Program is also available only to residential customers, while the EPS Pilot
included both residential and small commercial/industrial customers.
• It is important to note that the EPS Pilot provided residential customers up to $500 of financing for
primarily weatherization (insulation) measures, but the average loan amount for weatherization under
HEAT Loan was larger. In the EPS Pilot, only residential customers with less than $500 of co-pay were
eligible for on-bill financing.
• Through the HEAT program, customers needed to secure loans from lenders themselves, which took 2040 days on average, while the EPS Pilot did not require such action from customers. This additional step
may have led to some customers dropping out of the program after the applications were approved, but
before a loan was secured.
The key finding in the comparison between the two programs is that they target different segments of the
residential retrofit market. EPS is directed at customers undertaking smaller projects, primarily weatherization
and insulation while the HEAT Loan Program is directed at customers installing higher cost measures, such
heating systems and indirect water heaters.
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APPENDIX A- DPU 09-07 Attachment A
ATTACHMENT A
EPS Pilot Survey
The following information, at a minimum, shall be included in the EPS Pilot survey to be
developed by the Companies, as directed in the Order.
1. EPS Pilot
a. Program participants
•
•

•
•
•

•

Number of customers that participated in the EPS Pilot, by customer sector
(residential/commercial), and owner or renter;
For each measure offered through the EPS Pilot:
o number of measures installed;
o average cost of measure;
o average monthly energy and demand savings with installation of measure;
o average monthly bill savings associated with installation of measure (separately for
residential and commercial participants, as appropriate); and
o number of months required to repay loan.
Would the customer have installed the measures without the availability of on-bill financing?
Is on-bill financing a more attractive option than the financing option available through the
HEAT Loan Program?
Would the customer have installed additional measures if:
o there was a greater amount of financing available through the EPS Pilot (i.e., if the loan
amount equaled the full amount of the customer contribution?)
o the program resulted in greater dollar savings on monthly bills?
Identify participants who, since January 2008, have been more than 30 days past due on their
bill payment. For each such participant, track their payment performance since the EPS Pilot
measures were installed.

b. Non-participants
For customers that install measures through the Companies’ RCS/MassSave and small C&I
programs, but do not participate in the EPS Pilot, the Department directs Companies to collect the
following information:
• Why did the customer not avail themselves of on-bill financing?
• Would the customer have participated if:
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o
o

there was a greater amount of financing available through the EPS Pilot (i.e., if the loan amount
equaled the full amount of the customer contribution?)
the program resulted in greater dollar savings on monthly bills?

2. HEAT Loan Program
In order to allow for a comparison between the performance of the EPS Pilot and the HEAT Loan Program,
the Companies’ existing EE financing program, the Department directs the Companies to collect and include
in their reports the following information:
• Number of customers that participated in the HEAT Loan Program, by customer category rate;
• For each measure offered through the HEAT Loan Program:
o applications received;
o number of loans approved;
o number of loans denied;
o demographic information on approved and denied loans;
o number of measures installed;
o average cost of measure;
o average monthly energy and demand savings with installation of measure;
o average monthly bill savings associated with installation of measure (separately for residential and
commercial participants, as appropriate);
o methods for dealing with bad debt; and
o number of months required to repay loan.
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Executive Summary
This report presents the findings of research conducted to understand the current market
conditions and possible new program approaches for common and specialty CFLs in
Massachusetts. The research was conducted in conjunction with a broader multistate CFL
modeling effort, the results of which, including the estimated net-to-gross (NTG) ratio for
Massachusetts lighting programs, will be presented in a separate report.1

Background and Methodology
This report integrates data and findings from several evaluation activities, including the
following:
•
•

Random digit dial (RDD) telephone surveys conducted with 503 residents of
Massachusetts
On-site socket inventories at the homes of 100 Massachusetts residents

The RDD and on-site survey data were weighted to reflect the population proportions for home
ownership and education from the American Community Survey (ACS). NMR observed notable
differences in CFL usage, storage and purchases between the self-reported RDD telephone
survey and the observed on-site inventory. As a result of these differences, NMR determined that
the weighted on-site observed data provide more credible and reliable estimates of CFL counts.
In addition to the telephone surveys and onsite visits, we also conducted in-depth interviews with
lighting industry experts regarding technological advancements and policy changes in lighting
that may impact future lighting programs in Massachusetts.

Summary of Findings
In this section, we present a summary of key findings from the research, focusing almost
exclusively on findings from Massachusetts.
Awareness and Satisfaction
•

Eighty-seven percent of Massachusetts RDD respondents were aware of CFLs, and more
than seven out of ten (71%) reported being somewhat or very familiar with CFLs. In
comparison, in 2007, a higher proportion of Massachusetts RDD survey respondents
reported being aware of CFLs (94%) and being somewhat familiar or very familiar (81%)
with CFLs, though the question structure and wording was slightly different and could
account for variation in the estimates.2

1

After finalizing both reports, the team will provide a summary that highlights the key findings from each.
Market Progress and Evaluation Report for the 2007 Massachusetts ENERGY STAR Lighting Program.
Final. Volume 1, Findings and Analysis. Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and Dorothy Conant. July 2008.
2
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•

Nearly nine out of ten (86%) RDD survey respondents who are currently using standard
CFLs reported that they are very or somewhat satisfied with them. The percent of
specialty CFL users who were very satisfied ranged from 47% to 68% for each bulb type
and a small minority (3% to 14%) were either somewhat or very dissatisfied. Among
those who expressed dissatisfaction with their specialty CFLs, ten respondents were
dissatisfied because the bulb was not bright enough and nine respondents cited the delay
in the light coming on.

•

Seven out of ten RDD survey respondents (70%) have not disposed of any CFLs in the
past 12 months. Among those who have disposed of CFLs in the past 12 months, over
one-half said they threw them away in the trash and about 40% recycled or disposed of
them at a hazardous waste day. This is a substantial improvement from 2007, when just
26% of survey respondents who had disposed of a CFL reported recycling it or dropping
it off at a recycling center.3

CFL Use
•

The penetration of CFLs in Massachusetts homes is very high; 88% of 100 on-site
participants had at least one CFL installed in their home. On-site participants had, on
average, slightly more than nine CFLs currently installed in their homes.

•

An analysis of CFL installations by demographic characteristics indicates that larger
homes (over 2,000 s.f.) tend to have more CFLs installed than smaller homes (average
of 12.3 vs. 9.5 in homes smaller than 2,000 s.f.), but proportionately they also have
more sockets overall (average of 56.0 vs. 32.1) and therefore lower rates of CFL
saturation (22% vs. 30%). Higher educated and higher income respondents also have
more CFLs installed, on average, but they also exhibit lower levels of CFL saturation,
most likely due to the typically larger size of their homes.

•

Only 25% of on-site homes had one or more specialty CFLs installed in their homes, and
only 14% of CFLs currently installed were specialty CFLs. This yields an average of 1.3
specialty bulbs in each home. The most common types of specialty CFLs were
floodlights and A-shaped bulbs, both installed in 8% of homes. Bullet/torpedo CFLs were
installed in 6% of homes, globe CFLs in 5% of homes, and dimmable and three-way
CFLs were each installed in 4% of homes. Candelabra and bug light CFLs were each
installed in about 1% of homes.

3

Market Progress and Evaluation Report for the 2007 Massachusetts ENERGY STAR Lighting Program.
Final. Volume 1, Findings and Analysis. Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and Dorothy Conant. July 2008.
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•

Twenty-nine percent of on-site participants had at least one CFL in storage. Overall, there
was an average of 1.4 CFLs stored in each on-site home.

•

Of the 1,218 CFLs installed or in storage in customers’ homes, 42% had the same
manufacturer and model number as a CFL incentivized by the Massachusetts lighting
program in 2008. It is likely that some customers may have obtained the CFLs outside of
the program, thus this should be considered an upper-bound estimate.

Socket Saturation
Overall, 26%, or 23.3 million, of the estimated 90.6 million residential sockets in Massachusetts
contain a CFL (Figure ES-1). Almost two-thirds of sockets contain either an incandescent bulb
(62%) or halogen bulb (5%), which could be potentially replaced with a CFL or LED bulb.
Dimmable bulbs and three-way bulbs represent 6% and 1%, respectively, of all bulbs installed in
Massachusetts homes.4
Figure ES-1: Socket Saturation by Type of Bulb
(Base: All on-site participants)

**Dimmable and three-way bulbs also fall within type categories and therefore are not additive.

4

Dimmable bulbs are those bulbs connected to a dimming light switch; this includes standard incandescent bulbs
and dimmable CFLs, often installed in ceiling fixtures. Three-way bulbs include all bulbs with three different
wattage settings, often installed in a three-way lamp.
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A-shaped or spiral bulbs represent the majority of bulbs (64% or 56.4 million sockets) installed
in Massachusetts homes; 35% of these A-bulb/spiral sockets contain CFLs, nearly all of which
are spiral models (95%) as opposed to A-shaped models (Figure ES-2). CFLs represent 17% of
all three-way bulbs, 9% of dimmable bulbs, 11% of globe bulbs, 1% of candelabra bulbs, and
10% of floodlight bulbs.
Figure ES-2: Saturation of CFLs by Bulb Shape and Feature
(Base: All on-site participants)

**Dimmable and three-way bulbs also fall within shape categories and therefore are not additive.
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We estimate that about 61 million sockets in Massachusetts homes could accommodate a CFL or
LED bulb; this figure includes all sockets that currently contain an incandescent or halogen bulb.
A-shaped bulbs represent over 60% of these 61 million sockets, or nearly 37 million bulbs
(Figure ES-3). Floodlights represent the next largest opportunity—18% or over 11 million
sockets—followed by candelabra—11% or nearly 7 million sockets. Dimmable bulbs represent
9% or over 5 million sockets and globe bulbs represent 7% or over 4 million sockets.
Figure ES-3: Potential for CFLs or LEDs by Bulb Shape and Feature
(Base: All on-site participants)

**Dimmable and three-way bulbs also fall within shape categories and therefore are not additive.

CFL Purchases
Only ten percent of on-site participants had purchased a CFL in the prior three months. While a
similar proportion of on-site households reported purchasing both standard (7%) and specialty
bulbs (6%), nearly two-thirds (61%) of the CFLs were standard models.
•

A small fraction of on-site participants reported purchasing A-shaped (2%),
bullet/torpedo (2%), globe (1%) and flood/recessed (1%) models in the past three months.

One in five on-site participants (19%) reported purchasing CFLs in 2008; 18% reported
purchasing a standard CFL and 5% reported purchasing a specialty CFL. Standard CFLs
accounted for more than four-fifths (84%) of all CFLs purchased by on-site participants in 2008.
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The percentage of on-site participants purchasing specialty CFLs in 2008 was as follows:
flood/recessed (2%), globe (2%), dimmable (2%), A-shaped (1%), candelabra (1%) and
bug light (1%).

LEDs and Other Energy-Saving Technologies
•

More than one-half of RDD survey respondents (54%) were familiar with LEDs but
fewer than one-tenth (8%) reported actually using them. Among the survey respondents
who reported using LEDs, the most frequent applications were flashlights (39%) and
task/desk lamps (24%). However, note that flashlights are generally battery-powered and
thus do not impact household electricity usage.

•

Respondents were asked if there were any other energy-saving lighting technologies or
products that they had heard about. The vast majority of respondents (87%) reported that
they did not know about any other energy-saving lighting technologies.

Federal Lighting Standards
•

Only 18% of survey respondents had heard of the Energy Independence and Security Act
of 2007 (EISA), which will require that regular or traditional incandescent light bulbs
improve their efficiency by about 25% over current levels and will ban the manufacture
or import of most traditional incandescent light bulbs not meeting the efficiency standard.
Slightly less than one-third (29%) of survey respondents said they would be somewhat or
very likely to buy extra incandescent light bulbs before 2012 and save them for use after
the standards go into effect.

New Technologies & Policies
Federal efficiency standards on lighting will be phased in beginning in 2012 and new efficient
lighting technologies, including more efficient incandescents and light emitting diodes (LEDs)
are now becoming commercially available. The efficiency standards will change the baseline for
Sponsors’ program savings estimates, but opportunities for lighting savings will continue based
on consumer response to the standards and technological options that are available.
Despite recent declines in CFL shipments over the past two years, the market for CFLs
nationwide should remain strong for the next several years. CFL manufacturers will continue to
see their markets extend beyond energy efficiency programs to non-program areas, and industry
experts predict that CFL sales will rapidly increase until 2016 as standard incandescents are
phased out. It is predicted that CFLs will fill the majority of residential sockets, while
incandescent penetration will drop rapidly. While the efficiency standards are phased in, it is
expected that some stockpiling of standard incandescents will occur; as discussed earlier, 29% of
survey respondents say they are somewhat or very likely to stockpile incandescent bulbs in
response to EISA. The industry experts interviewed generally see a significant market, at least in
the short term, for more efficient incandescents and halogens. One notes that EISA had the
support of incandescent manufacturers; this may relate, in part, to the fact that EISA compliant
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incandescents are more expensive, with higher per bulb profit margins. Thus, if some consumers
are willing to spend the money to continue using incandescents, the manufacturers will promote
them. Sales of other efficient lighting technologies, such as halogens, will increase over the next
few years, but experts believe they will continue to fill a minority of sockets. LED technology
will improve and prices will decrease such that LEDs will begin to fill a small percentage of
residential sockets by 2016.
Most experts believe current production capacity can meet the increased demand for CFLs, but
there is a risk of short-lived supply constraints and price spikes if CFL demand increases rapidly
due to EISA. Global demand for CFLs is also increasing due to other regulatory pushes for more
efficient lighting, but there are staggered dates for standards taking effect in Europe and
elsewhere, so that should help manufacturers meet demand. Concern about supply constraints
could be mitigated through program efforts that improve CFL saturation levels in the next few
years before 2015, specifically trying to convert many of the estimated 61 million residential
sockets in Massachusetts that could accommodate a CFL bulb.
After 2016, industry experts predict that CFL sales will decline rapidly, after the catch-up effect
slows and sockets do not need to be filled again as frequently due to long CFL life. By 2020, full
spectrum LEDs are expected to start becoming competitive—the LEDs will have better color
rendition, better dimming capability, and a longer life than current model CFLs, but it is likely
that they will still cost more than CFLs. So their effect on CFL sales will depend on whether
consumers are willing to pay more and energy efficiency programs are willing to incentivize
LEDs.
Manufacturers have not given clear signals about the future: Some manufacturers appear to be
marketing more efficient incandescents, yet at the same time they are making significant research
and development (R&D) investments in SSL technologies, specifically LEDs for the residential
market. The experts interviewed for this research offer varying views on the longer term lighting
market. While manufacturers appear to be heavily invested in LEDs; the market for CFLs may
also continue to be strong in 2020. Manufacturers will try to satisfy market demands to remain
viable. If a market for incandescents continues to exist, manufacturers will try to satisfy it.
Essentially economics, not technology will drive manufacturer decision making.
Even though the demand for CFLs should grow, there is concern that consumers should not see
them as the second choice option that is forced on them by law. Important technical distinctions
about CFLs compared to incandescents (e.g., A-line shape, warm color, instant turn-on,
immediate full brightness, and dimming capability) have limited CFL acceptance by consumers
as direct replacements for all incandescent lighting needs. The image of CFLs, especially among
market segments that currently have very low usage could improve. Backlash against CFLs
could include a shift to modified spectrum incandescents, which have less stringent standards
under EISA and lost savings opportunities for Sponsors.
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Recommendations
Overall, a substantial majority of Massachusetts residents are aware of CFLs (87%) and are
familiar with them (71%). Although household penetration of CFLs in Massachusetts is 88%5,
socket saturation is substantially less, just 26%. This indicates that some opportunity remains for
penetrating into households that do not have any CFLs, and substantial opportunity remains for
increasing saturation of CFLs by households that currently are using only a few. The total
remaining available potential for CFLs or LEDs in Massachusetts homes is 67% of all sockets. It
should be noted, that as saturation increases, CFL sales will likely drop as households will not
have to replace them at the same rate as incandescents, due to the longer lifespan of CFLs. Thus,
the Sponsors should not view decreased CFL purchases as a sign that the market is not
transformed, but instead should point to the potential for increased socket saturation as evidence
that further transformation is possible.
Although market transformation goals are likely to be achieved when the EISA standards go into
effect, there still are several years of possible savings before EISA takes full effect and before
most inefficient bulbs disappear from the market. Over this interval, achieving energy savings
will continue to be of critical and timely importance to the societal imperative of mitigating
climate change impacts. Additionally, any hiatus in or diminution of program effort now is likely
to weaken market momentum built for promoting increased sales of CFLs. Indeed, according to
Department of Commerce data, national CFL shipments, from their 2007 peak, were down
slightly in 2008, and appear to down by nearly half in 2009. This is a very rapidly changing
market—first with a rapid increase in sales in 2007, and then a rapid drop off in 2009. In this
context, it is important to resist any feelings of complacency about the state of the CFL market,
and it is important that lighting programs promote greater adoption of CFLs. Moreover, it is not a
safe assumption that the market share of CFLs is secure. There even are some rumblings about
overturning EISA, so perhaps not even the inefficient bulb phase out should be taken for granted.
Capturing a larger share of the remaining opportunity for CFLs will likely necessitate that the
Massachusetts CFL programs engage in a multi-pronged effort that includes changes to the way
they have approached the market.
•

Changes to their upstream approach could include such things as incentivizing stores to
increase sales or market share of CFLs over previous years, as Wisconsin Focus on
Energy is planning to do, as opposed to providing per bulb incentives. The programs can
also seek to target other retail outlets such as additional grocery stores, drug stores, dollar
stores, and ethnic markets in order to reach the small portion of customers who have not
yet tried CFLs.

•

Changes to downstream marketing should be based on taking a segmented approach to
the market. This could include direct installations of CFLs in low-income households and

5

Because some respondents who were found to have CFLs installed in their home during the on-site reported being
unfamiliar with CFLs in the RDD survey, penetration can be higher than awareness.
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promotions to motivate early replacement (prior to burn out) of incandescent bulbs.
Promotional messages should emphasize the monetary savings opportunity and the
energy savings potential. One possible approach could be to offer a retail incentive
whereby consumers are given a CFL rebate for each incandescent bulb they bring into the
store; adjusting the rebate amount by whether or not the bulb is still usable.
•

Both approaches could consider greater emphasis on specialty bulbs, although it must be
kept in mind that only a minority of the remaining potential sockets in the state can
handle dimming and three-way controls, small screw bases, or bulbs that do not fit the Ashape profile.

Both approaches could be supported by increased advertising and outreach to help consumers
make the connection between CFLs and savings that will yield benefits to them as individuals; as
well as helping them make the connection between CFLs and the environment that will yield
benefits to the community. This is essentially social marketing and the goal, ultimately, is to
motivate consumers to take action and change behaviors, not only from limited self-interest, but
also in the interests of the broader society.
Because the market is changing so fast, we also recommend continued monitoring, allowing for
the possibility of fairly rapid changes in program approaches. Such monitoring should include
continued tracking of shipment and incented CFL sales from program partners. Ideally, the
Sponsors could work with partners to provide data on all CFL sales from participating retailers,
taking care to preserve their confidentiality. Some other states (e.g., Wisconsin and New York)
have had at least some partial successes with securing such data. Other possible methods of
monitoring the CFL market could include continued onsite data collection from a panel of
households such as those that took part in the effort described here as well as participation in
future multistate efforts (modeling or otherwise) to identify CFL market effects. While each of
these monitoring efforts may have shortcomings, together they may provide the Sponsors with a
fairly accurate understanding of how the CFL market is behaving in Massachusetts during this
time of rapid change.
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1 Background
This report presents the findings of research conducted to understand the current market
conditions and possible new program approaches for common and specialty CFLs in
Massachusetts. The report integrates the findings of research conducted by Nexus Market
Research (NMR), KEMA, and Abt-SRBI from June through August of 2009. The research
included a telephone survey and on-site socket inventory of households in Massachusetts and
Maryland. This research was conducted in conjunction with a broader multistate CFL modeling
effort, the results of which, including the revised net-to-gross (NTG) ratio for Massachusetts
lighting programs, will be presented in a separate report.
In addition to the telephone surveys and onsite visits, we also conducted in-depth interviews with
industry experts regarding technological advancements and policy changes in lighting that may
impact future lighting programs in Massachusetts. The results of these interviews are presented
at the end of this report.

1.1 Methodology
This report drew upon several data sources: a random-digit dial (RDD) survey among 503
households in Massachusetts and 500 households in Maryland, conducted by computer-assisted
telephone interviewing (CATI). This telephone survey was followed by 100 on-site visits to
Massachusetts households and 57 on-site visits to Maryland households, all recruited through the
telephone surveys.
The Sponsors and the evaluation team had originally decided to use Maryland as a comparison
state after considering other states and metropolitan areas. Maryland is similar to Massachusetts
on many key demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, with the main difference being
racial composition.6 While developing the evaluation plan, the evaluation team and sponsors
were aware that relatively small CFL programs existed in Maryland. However, after conducting
the RDD surveys and on-site visits, the team learned that CFL programs were more substantial
than previously believed. Thus, Maryland cannot serve as a true comparison state, although it
still contributes valuable data to the multistate modeling effort as a region with relatively new
CFL programs. For this reason, we do not present the Maryland results in this report, but we
submit a separate report that summarizes the results for the state.

6

Maryland has a larger black population than Massachusetts.
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1.1.1 Customer Telephone Surveys
The telephone surveys were conducted by our subcontractor, Abt-SRBI Inc., in June of 2009.
The surveys asked respondents about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current usage of CFLs (standard and specialty)
Past usage of CFLs
Current and past storage of CFLs
Satisfaction with CFLs (standard and specialty)
Disposal of CFLs
Past purchases of incandescent bulbs
Past purchases of CFLs (standard and specialty)
Knowledge of LED and other energy saving lighting technologies
Reaction to federal lighting standards
Demographic information

1.1.2 On-site Visits
After completing the telephone survey, the RDD survey respondents were offered a $100
incentive—and even $150 in Maryland—to participate in an on-site visit to their homes.7 Out of
the 503 Massachusetts respondents, 154 expressed interest in participating in the on-site portion
of the study; the NMR team was able to complete on-site visits with 100 of these respondents.
Out of the 500 Maryland respondents, 114 expressed interest in participating in the on-site
portion of the study; the NMR team was able to complete on-site visits with 57 of these
respondents. These on-site visits were conducted in July and August of 2009.
On-Site Visit Data Collection
Evidence from previous studies has shown that respondents’ self-reported information on the
numbers of CFLs purchased or installed in their homes is often inaccurate and can benefit from
calibration based on on-site home surveys by professionals.8 In self-reporting of recent CFL
purchases, respondents can have a tendency to overestimate, perhaps reflecting a social
desirability bias.9 Therefore, in addition to the telephone survey, the on-site saturation survey
was used to validate the reliability of self-reported data from the telephone survey.

7

Many Maryland RDD respondents who initially voiced some interest in taking part in the onsite declined when we
called them to schedule the actual visit. In order to increase participation, we began offering respondents $150,
although even this generous incentive failed to achieve the goal of 100 completed onsite visits. Respondents were
skeptical of our claim that program sponsors from Massachusetts wanted to conduct visits in Maryland.
8
NMR and RLW (2004) Impact Evaluation of the Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Vermont 2003 Residential
Lighting Programs. October 1, 2004.
9
NMR and RLW (2009) Residential Lighting Markdown Impact Evaluation: Final. January 20, 2009.
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The on-site data collection instrument was designed to collect detailed information on each
socket in the home. This information included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bulb type
Wattage
Application
Socket type
Room location
Specialty features
Time and store where CFL was purchased

A typical on-site visit proceeded as follows. A trained technician arrived at the home at a prescheduled time, introduced him or herself, and asked for the contact person who had been
identified when scheduling the visit. The technician then asked the respondent a series of
questions about household demographics, the characteristics of the home, and lighting usage.
The respondent and the technician next walked through each room of the home examining all
lighting sockets to see if they contained a bulb and, if so, the type of lighting technology in use,
the switch type, and the base type. If the product was a CFL, the technician noted its
manufacturer and model number and any specialty features. The technician also asked the
respondent to estimate when he or she purchased that particular CFL. The technician and
householder also examined bulbs in storage, again noting similar detailed information on stored
CFLs. Visits typically took less than two hours. Figure 1-1 displays the locations of all 100 onsite visits.
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Figure 1-1: Location of On-site Visits
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1.1.3 Sampling Error
Table 1-1 shows the final sample sizes and the associated error margin at the 90% confidence
level, assuming a 50/50 break in responses, for each of the samples in the study.
Table 1-1: Sample Size and Sampling Error
Population
(households)
Massachusetts
Maryland

RDD Survey
On-site Visits
RDD Survey
On-site Visits

2,448,608
2,448,608
2,082,573
2,082,573

Sample Size
503
100
500
57

Sampling Error
at 90%
Confidence
Interval
+3.7
+8.3%
+3.7%
+11.0%

1.1.4 Data Weighting
The weighting scheme for the RDD survey adjusts for householder education and home
ownership/renter status as estimated by the United States Bureau of the Census’s 2005 to 2007
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American Community Survey.10 This mirrors the schemes used in previous evaluations of the
Massachusetts ENERGY STAR® lighting program as well as that used by the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) in recent lighting evaluations conducted there (Table 1-2).11
Table 1-2: Population, Sample Sizes, and Weights for RDD Survey by Homeownership
and Education

State Total
Owner-occupied,
Less than high
school degree
Owner-occupied,
High school
degree
Owner-occupied,
Some college /
tech school
Owner-occupied,
Bachelors degree
or higher
Renter-occupied,
Less than high
school degree
Renter-occupied,
High school
degree
Renter-occupied,
Some college /
tech school
Renter-occupied,
Bachelors degree
or higher

Population
(households)
2,448,608

Massachusetts
Sample
Size
503

Weight
n/a

Population
(households)
2,082,573

Maryland
Sample
Size
500

Weight
n/a

117,237

4

5.79

128,732

8

3.79

375,594

59

1.26

331,337

86

0.91

390,311

77

1.00

372,569

81

1.08

707,515

262

0.53

612,788

227

0.64

155,673

8

3.85

106,104

4

6.24

256,204

23

2.20

181,390

24

1.78

200,304

23

1.72

180,608

29

1.47

245,770

28

1.73

169,045

31

1.28

In light of the potential self-selection bias in the on-site sample in favor of survey respondents
who are likely to be more aware of CFLs, we evaluated weighting the data from the on-site visits
based on the level of CFL awareness and familiarity found in the population-weighted RDD
sample. However, our analysis revealed relatively small difference between the level of
familiarity for RDD survey respondents and on-site participants.

10

United States Bureau of the Census. 2009. 2005-2007 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates.
http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/DatasetMainPageServlet?_program=ACS&_submenuId=datasets_2&_lang=en
Accessed June 30, 2009.
11
Compact Fluorescent Lamps Market Effects Interim Report Draft, by Cadmus Group, KEMA, Itron, Nexus
Market Research, and A. Goett Consulting. Report produced for California Public Utilities Commission, January 22,
2009. The CPUC used an in-state residential appliance saturation study of the four IOUs as its basis instead of the
ACS because a greater proportion of households in California are served by public utility districts, municipal
utilities, and rural cooperatives than are in Massachusetts.
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Therefore, we selected weighting schemes for the on-site visit data to reflect the population using
weight factors based on census data for home ownership and education. However, due to small
on-site sample sizes for renters in both Massachusetts (20) and Maryland (11), we adjusted the
weighting schemes. In both states, we weighted by homeownership, but the only the sample size
in Massachusetts was large enough to allow us also to weight homeowners by education. These
weighting schemes produced CFL familiarity levels that most closely resembled the CFL
familiarity levels found in the weighted RDD survey results for each state (see Table 2-1).
Table 1-3: Population, Sample Sizes, and Weights for On-site Data by Homeownership
and Education

State Total
Owner-occupied,
Less than
Bachelors degree
Owner-occupied,
Bachelors degree
or higher
Owner-occupied,
Don’t Know
education level
Renter-occupied

Massachusetts
Population
Sample
(households)
Size
2,448,608
100
883,152

22

n/a

Population
(households)
2,082,573

1.64

832,638

Weight

Maryland
Sample
Size
57

Weight

15
0.86

707,515

57

0.51

612,788

31

n/a

1

1.0

n/a

0

n/a

857,951

20

1.75

637,147

11

1.59

Within the report, we sometimes present unweighted comparisons between RDD and onsite data
to show the raw differences in reporting between the two methods (e.g., the graphs in Section
1.1.2 and individual columns of data in tables throughout the report such as Table 3-6).
However, in nearly all the analyses of awareness, familiarity, purchases, use, storage, and
saturation, we have weighted the data to provide more reliable population estimates (e.g. Table
2-1 and Table 3-15).
Note also that the multi-state modeling effort used similar but not identical weighting schemes.
The modeling effort had to use schemes that applied consistently to data across sixteen areas,
forcing the multi-state team to vary their scheme somewhat from that used here. As a
consequence, some of the summary statistics presented in this report will be slightly different
from those listed in the multi-state modeling report.

1.2 Differences between Self-reported and Observed CFL Counts for
On-site Participants
Although respondents generally provide thoughtful estimates on the phone, most cannot give
accurate, on-the-spot estimates of the number of CFLs they have purchased or the number
currently installed in their home. The onsite inventory provides a more accurate approach of
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counting the number of CFLs in use and in storage and determining the total CFL saturation rate
overall and in each room. It is also likely that respondents provide a more accurate estimate of
when they purchased CFLs found in the home when actually looking at the product with a
technician than when asked in a phone survey while sitting or standing in one place.
NMR observed notable differences between the RDD survey self-reported data and the on-site
observed data in reported CFL usage, storage and purchases. As a result of these differences,
NMR determined that the weighted on-site observed data would provide more credible and
reliable estimates of CFL counts. Below is a detailed discussion of these differences between the
two samples.
1.2.1 Current Usage of CFLs
A comparison of the unweighted RDD survey self-reported current usage of CFLs and the
corresponding unweighted on-site observed usage of CFLs revealed that, with the exception of a
few outliers, the on-site participants were able to estimate fairly accurately the number of CFLs
currently installed in their homes. Accordingly, the scatter plot shown in Figure 1-2 exhibits a
reasonable correspondence between self-reported and observed counts of the total number of
CFLs installed in the home. On average, on-site participants self-reported using somewhat fewer
CFLs (8.6) than were observed during the on-site visits (10.7).
However, the on-site participants substantially overreported their current usage of specialty
CFLs. Accordingly, the scatter plot shown in Figure 1-5 exhibits a substantial lack of
correspondence between self-reported and observed counts of specialty CFLs installed in the
home. The actual mean number of specialty CFLs observed in on-site participant households
(1.9) was less than one-half of that self-reported (4.1) by the same respondents in the RDD
survey (Figure 1-3).
Note that in the RDD survey analysis, the counts for standard CFLs were derived by subtracting
the sum of the self-reported counts for the different specialty CFL types from the self-reported
counts of all CFLs. Thus, as a result of the substantial difference between the RDD estimates and
on-site observations of counts of specialty CFLs, we obtain a similarly substantial difference
between self-reported and observed counts of standard CFLs (Figure 1-4).
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Figure 1-2: RDD Reported CFLs Installed by On-site Observed CFLs Installed

Figure 1-3: Mean CFL Usage
(Base: All on-site participants)
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Figure 1-4: RDD Reported Standard CFLs Installed by
On-site Observed Standard CFLs Installed
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Figure 1-5: RDD Reported Specialty CFLs Installed by
On-site Observed Specialty CFLs Installed

1.2.2 Storage of CFLs
The scatter plot in Figure 1-6 compares the unweighted RDD survey self-reported counts for
current CFL storage and the unweighted observed on-site counts for current CFL storage. The
scatter plot reveals that these participants tended to overreport the number of CFLs they currently
have in storage. On average, slightly less than one-half of the CFLs that were reported as being
in storage in the RDD survey (3.4) were observed during the on-site visits (1.5).
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Figure 1-6: RDD Reported CFLs in Storage by On-site Observed CFLs in Storage

1.2.3 Purchases of CFLs
In the RDD survey, respondents were asked a series of questions about CFLs purchased in the
past three months, since January 1, 2009 and during 2008. In the on-site visits, CFLs in storage
and in use were identified and then participants were asked when they obtained each CFL. By
this method, the on-site responses provided for CFL purchases must add to the total number of
observed CFLs. On-site participants were given the following time period options:
•
•
•
•
•

Since June 2009 (after the RDD survey)
In April, May, or June of 2009 (past three months at time of the RDD survey)
Since January 2009 but before April 1, 2009
During 2008
Earlier than 2008

Purchases reported in the past three months were combined with purchases since January 2009
but before May 1, 2009 to develop an estimate of total 2009 CFL purchases through the date of
the survey.
As shown in Figure 1-7, on-site participants reported similar numbers of purchases of all CFLs in
the past three months in both the RDD survey and during the on-site visit. Scatter plots for
purchases during 2008 show a great deal more variability in the purchases reported in the RDD
and purchases reported during the on-site visits (Figure 1-9 and Figure 1-8).
As shown in Figure 1-8, the absolute difference in means is very low for the past three months,
but much higher for 2008. It is important to note that onsite respondents were asked to account
for any differences between onsite and RDD reported CFL purchases in the past three months.
While some of them simply stated that they misspoke when on the phone, others may have
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revised their onsite estimate of three-month purchases, thereby leading to greater correspondence
between RDD and onsite estimates of three month and 2009 purchase rates (because the threemonths were a subset of 2009). However, the results may additionally demonstrate the decline in
the ability of respondents to recall purchases the further back in time that they have to remember.
Figure 1-7: RDD Reported Past Three Month Purchases by
On-site Reported Past Three Month Purchases
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Figure 1-8: Absolute Difference in Mean CFL Purchases between RDD and On-site
(Base: All on-site participants)

Figure 1-9: RDD Reported 2008 Purchases by
On-site Reported 2008 Purchases
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2 Awareness and Familiarity of CFLs
Eighty-seven percent of Massachusetts RDD respondents were aware of CFLs, and 71% reported
being somewhat or very familiar with CFLs (Table 2-1). In comparison, in 2007, a higher
proportion of Massachusetts RDD survey respondents reported being aware of CFLs (94%) and
being somewhat or very familiar (81%), though the question structure and wording was slightly
different.12
Table 2-1: Awareness of CFLs
(Base: All respondents)
Awareness

RDD Survey

Sample Size
Not aware of CFLs
Aware of CFLs
Familiarity

503
13%
87%
RDD Survey

Sample Size
Very familiar
Somewhat familiar
Not too familiar
Not at all familiar
Not aware of CFLs
Don’t know / refused

503
32%
39%
11%
5%
13%
1%

12

Market Progress and Evaluation Report for the 2007 Massachusetts ENERGY STAR Lighting Program.
Final. Volume 1, Findings and Analysis. Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and Dorothy Conant. July 2008.
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3 Use of CFLs
In this section, we present the results of the RDD survey and the on-sites regarding the
installation of CFLs in homes in Massachusetts.

3.1 Introduction to CFLs
RDD respondents aware of CFLs most commonly first learned about them from advertising or
mass media story (35%), a store display or ad (18%) or from a friend or family member (12%).
Another 9% first learned about CFLs from their local program sponsor (Table 3-1).
Table 3-1: First Introduction to CFLs*
(Base: Respondents familiar with CFLs, multiple response1)
Source

RDD Survey

Sample Size*
409
Ad or story in mass media (radio, TV,
35%
newspaper, etc.); program sponsor not
mentioned
Store display or Ad
18%
Friend or family member
12%
Local Program sponsor
9%
At work
6%
Energy Audit
4%
Ad or information from ‘MY ENERGY
3%
STAR’
Internet
2%
Already installed by third party
2%
(previous tenants, landlord, condo
association, etc.)
All other sources2
5%
Don’t know / refused
10%
* Respondents who were unaware of or not familiar with CFLs were not asked this question.
1
Because respondents may have given multiple responses to this question, the sum of all
RDD survey percentages may be greater than 100%.
2
All other sources includes the following responses: “community/local initiative,”
“received bulb for free,” “class/school” and “needed for or came with fixture respondent
purchased.”
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Two-thirds (66%) of RDD survey respondents reported having purchased or received a CFL and
68% reported having used a CFL (Table 3-2).13 Forty-four percent of all respondents (65% of
CFL users) have used a CFL for the first time within the past three years while 7% of all
respondents (11% of CFL users) have been using CFLs for 10 years or longer (Table 3-3).
Table 3-2: Use of CFLs
(Base: All respondents)
Ever Purchased or Received a CFL

RDD Survey

Sample Size
Yes
No
Don’t know / refused
Not aware of / familiar with CFLs
Have Ever Used a CFL

503
66%
15%
1%
19%
RDD Survey

Sample Size
Yes
No
Don’t know / refused
Not aware of / familiar with CFLs

503
68%
12%
1%
19%

Table 3-3: First Use of CFLs
(Base: All respondents)
Years

RDD Survey

Sample Size
Less than one year
One to three years
Four to five years
Six to seven years
Eight to nine years
Ten or more years
Never used a CFL
Don’t know / refused
Not aware of / familiar with CFLs

503
7%
37%
12%
2%
1%
7%
13%
1%
19%

3.2 Usage of CFLs by Time Period
Among the RDD survey respondents who have ever used CFLs, there has been a steady increase
in CFL usage since January 2008. The percentage of these households reporting any CFL usage
increased by 17% from 47% in January 2008 to 64% of respondents reporting they currently
13

The larger percentage of respondents who have used a CFL than those who have purchased or received a CFL
may be because these respondents moved into a house in which CFLs were previously installed by a landlord or
earlier occupant.
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have at least one CFL installed (Table 3-4). This figure is slightly less than the 76% of
Massachusetts survey respondents who reported using CFLs in 2007.14
The mean number of CFLs used in households increased by 74% from 3.4 CFLs in January 2008
to 5.8 CFLs currently (Table 3-5). Households with sixteen or more CFLs installed represent a
growing share of all CFLs installed—from 26% of CFLs installed in 2008 to 34% currently.
Table 3-4: Number of CFLs in Use by Time Period as Percentage of Households
(Base: All respondents)
Survey

Number of CFLs

RDD Survey
Sample Size =
503

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used
CFLs

Currently

3 Months Ago

January 2009

January 2008

3%
25%
31%
8%
1%

15%
23%
24%
5%
1%

13%
22%
26%
5%
2%

16%
25%
19%
3%
5%

32%

32%

32%

32%

Table 3-5: Number of CFLs in Use by Time Period as Percentage of CFLs*
(Base: All respondents)
Survey

RDD Survey
Sample Size =
503

Number of CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

Currently

3 Months Ago

January 2009

January 2008

0%
12%
54%
34%

0%
14%
55%
31%

0%
14%
57%
29%

0%
21%
53%
26%

503
503
503
503
Total number of households
2,934
2,200
2,282
1,706
Total CFLs in use
Mean number of CFLs in
5.8
4.4
4.5
3.4
use
* For projecting CFL use to the population, all respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have
zero CFLs in use. This includes those who said don’t know/refused to the question on current CFL use as well as those
who were unaware of or never used CFLs.

3.3 Current Use of CFLs
Eighty-eight percent of on-site participants had at least one CFL installed in their homes but only
25% had at least one specialty CFL installed in their homes (Table 3-6).15
All of the on-site homes were categorized by the number of CFLs installed, as identified by the
auditors. However, because some RDD survey respondents reported being unaware of CFLs,
14

Market Progress and Evaluation Report for the 2007 Massachusetts ENERGY STAR Lighting Program.
Final. Volume 1, Findings and Analysis. Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and Dorothy Conant. July 2008.
15
Specialty CFLs identified include: dimmable, three-way, A-shaped, flood, candelabra, globe, bullet and bug light
CFLs
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never using CFLs, or did not know how many CFLs were installed in their homes, these
respondents were not placed into a parallel category. This difference limits the comparability of
the RDD survey results and the on-site results. For example, among the RDD survey respondents
who participated in on-site visits, 16 reported that they were unaware of CFLs or had never used,
purchased, or been given a CFL when they were interviewed over the phone. However, during
the on-site visits, at least one CFL was found installed in nine of these 16 homes.
Table 3-6: Current Use of CFLs by Households
(Base: All respondents)

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

3%
25%
31%
8%
1%
32%

2%
27%
36%
16%
1%
18%

11%
31%
37%
21%
---

12%
35%
34%
19%
---

15%
23%
23%
3%
5%
32%

11%
34%
29%
2%
6%
18%

13%
34%
39%
14%
---

14%
37%
36%
13%
---

23%
26%
12%
2%
5%
32%

31%
23%
13%
9%
6%
18%

70%
19%
10%
1%
---

75%
16%
9%
1%
---

RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
Standard CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
Specialty CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100
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On-site participants had, on average, slightly more than nine CFLs currently installed in their
homes, compared to RDD survey respondents, who estimated they had approximately six CFLs
currently installed (Table 3-7). Onsite participants tended to underestimate the number of
standard CFLs installed in their homes when they responded to the RDD survey, but
overestimated the number of specialty CFLs. Based on the on-site visits, NMR estimates that
fewer than one in seven CFLs currently installed are specialty CFLs.
Table 3-7: Current Use of CFLs by Type*
(Base: All respondents)

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

2,934
5.8
100%

862
8.6
100%

RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Total CFLs in use
Mean number of CFLs in use
% of all CFLs in use

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100

1,069
10.7
100%

953
9.4
100%

Standard CFLs
Total CFLs in use
1,776
453
882
820
Mean number of CFLs in use
3.5
4.5
8.8
8.1
% of all CFLs in use
61%
53%
83%
86%
Specialty CFLs
Total CFLs in use
1,158
409
187
133
Mean number of CFLs in use
2.3
4.1
1.9
1.3
% of all CFLs in use
39%
47%
17%
14%
* For projecting CFL use to the population, all respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have
zero CFLs in use. This includes those who said don’t know/refused to the question on current CFL use as well as those
who were unaware of or never used CFLs.
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The counts from the on-site visits revealed that nearly all CFLs in use (90%) were in homes with
six or more CFLs installed and over half of all CFLs in use (52%) were in homes with 16 or
more CFLs installed. More than three of four specialty CFLs (76%) were in use in homes with
six or more specialty CFLs installed and 21% of specialty CFLs in use were in homes with 16 or
more specialty CFLs installed. Note that home size appears to be related to the number of CFLs
installed because of the greater number of sockets in larger homes (see Table 3-12).
Table 3-8: Current Use of CFLs by Percentage of CFLs Installed*
(Base: All respondents)
RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Standard CFLs
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

0%

0%

12%
54%
34%

10%
41%
49%

503
0%

100
0%

20%
59%
20%

23%
60%
17%

On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
0%
8%
36%
56%
100
0%
9%
38%
36%

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
0%
10%
38%
52%
100
0%
13%
47%
40%

Specialty CFLs
Sample Size
503
100
100
100
Zero
0%
0%
0%
0%
One to five
22%
32%
17%
24%
Six to fifteen
48%
48%
31%
55%
Sixteen or more
30%
20%
52%
21%
* All respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have zero CFLs in use. This includes those
who said don’t know/refused to the question on current CFL use as well as those who were unaware of or never used
CFLs.

Table 3-9 summarizes the number of specialty CFLs in use as a percent of households.
According to the on-site visits, flood or recessed and A-shaped bulbs are most likely to be
installed in homes (8% of homes). As was noted previously, the RDD respondents as a group
appear to substantially overestimate the number of specialty CFLs installed in their homes.
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Table 3-9: Current Use of Specialty CFLs
(Base: All respondents)
Type of
# of CFLs in Use
Specialty
CFL
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Dimmable
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

58%
6%
2%
<1%
2%
32%

69%
7%
4%
1%
1%
18%

100
95%
2%
3%
0%
---

3-way

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

51%
15%
<1%
0%
2%
32%

69%
11%
1%
0%
1%
18%

95%
5%
0%
0%
---

96%
4%
0%
0%
---

Flood or
Recessed

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

51%
11%
3%
<1%
3%
32%

60%
13%
5%
1%
3%
18%

89%
6%
4%
1%
---

92%
5%
2%
1%
---

Candelabra

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

57%
7%
2%
0%
2%
32%

69%
8%
4%
0%
1%
18%

98%
2%
0%
0%
---

99%
1%
0%
0%
---

Globe

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

52%
11%
2%
<1%
2%
32%

63%
12%
3%
1%
3%
18%

96%
3%
1%
0%
---

95%
4%
2%
0%
---

A-shaped

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

55%
10%
2%
<1%
2%
32%

62%
13%
4%
1%
2%
18%

88%
8%
3%
1%
---

92%
5%
3%
1%
---

RDD
Survey

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
96%
1%
3%
0%
---
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Table 3-10: Current Use of Specialty CFLs
(Base: All respondents)
Type of
# of CFLs in Use
Specialty
CFL
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Bullet /
Torpedo
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

Bug light

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100
94%
6%
0%
0%
-

100
94%
6%
0%
0%
-

99%
1%
0%
0%
-

99%
<1%
0%
0%
-

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

3.3.1 Use of CFLs by Demographic Factors
Among on-site participants, owners are more likely than renters to have six or more CFLs
installed (62% vs. 36%) and less likely to have no CFLs installed (5% vs. 25%) (Table 3-11). On
average, owners have nearly twice as many CFLs (11.3 vs. 5.9) installed as renters, though CFLs
represent a higher proportion of bulbs in rental homes (34% vs. 24%), due to the greater number
of sockets in owner-occupied homes (46.8 vs. 17.6).
Table 3-11: Current CFL Use by Ownership Status
(Base: All respondents)
Data

Status

Onsites
(weighted)

Own
Rent

Sample
Size
80
20

Zero

One to
Five

Six to
Fifteen

Sixteen+

5%
25%

33%
39%

38%
25%

24%
11%

Mean
# of CFLs

CFL Socket
Saturation

11.3
5.9

24%
34%
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As Table 3-12 shows, among on-site participants, occupants of homes with at least 2,000 square
feet tend to have more CFLs on average than occupants of smaller homes (12.3 vs. 9.5), but a
lower saturation of CFLs (22% vs. 30%), due to the greater number of sockets in larger homes
(56.0 vs. 32.1).
Table 3-12: Current CFL Use by Size of Home
(Base: All respondents)
Data

Square Feet

Onsites
(weighted)

Less than 2,000
2,000 +
DK / Ref

Sample
Size

Zero

41
36
23

11%
16%
13%

One
to
Five
40%
24%
38%

Six to
Fifteen

Sixteen+

24%
32%
47%

24%
28%
3%

Mean
# of CFLs

CFL
Socket
Saturation

9.5
12.3
7.0

30%
22%
26%

Among on-site participants, the average number of CFLs installed is fairly similar across
respondents with different levels of education, though CFL saturation is greater for respondents
with a lower level of education (31% vs. 21%) (Table 3-13).
Table 3-13: Current CFL Use by Education
(Base: All respondents)
Data

Education

Onsites
(weighted)

Less than college
degree
College degree +
DK / Ref

Mean
# of
CFLs

CFL
Socket
Saturation

Zero

One
to
Five

Six to
Fifteen

Sixteen+

35

7%

37%

37%

20%

9.2

31%

62
3

13%
80%

37%
0%

32%
0%

18%
20%

10.2
5.6

21%
25%

Sample
Size
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As Table 3-14 demonstrates, household income appears to correlate with the number of CFLs
installed, though CFL saturation is fairly consistent. On average, homes with over $75,000 in
household income have slightly over 14 CFLs installed and a saturation of 27%, compared to
slightly over 7 CFLs installed and a saturation of 26% for homes earning less than $75,000.
Table 3-14: Current CFL Use by Household Income
(Base: All respondents)
Data

Income

Onsites
(weighted)

Less than $40,000
$40,000 to $75,000
$75,000 or more
DK / Ref

Sample
Size
24
23
40
13

Zero

One to
Five

Six to
Fifteen

Sixteen+

19%
4%
3%
36%

31%
52%
27%
27%

44%
33%
27%
27%

6%
11%
43%
9%

Mean
# of
CFLs
7.5
7.3
14.4
6.5

CFL
Socket
Saturation
30%
22%
27%
19%

Overall, this analysis indicates that larger homes tend to have more CFLs installed than smaller
homes, but also more sockets and therefore a lower saturation of CFLs. Because higher
educated, higher income respondents are more likely to own larger homes, these demographics
characteristics—education, income, and home ownership—have a similar relationship with
CFL installations and saturation.
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3.4 Socket Saturations
Overall, slightly more than one in four residential sockets (26%) in Massachusetts contains a
CFL. About two-thirds of sockets (67%) contain an incandescent or halogen bulb, which could
be replaced with a CFL or LED. Of all sockets, three out of ten (30%) contain a specialty bulb;
about 12% of these specialty bulbs are CFLs, representing 4% of all bulbs (Table 3-15).
Table 3-15: Socket Saturation
(Base: All on-site participants)
Sockets Containing
Sample Size
Total Sockets
Incandescent bulbs
CFLs
Fluorescent
Halogen
LED

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
3,709
62%
26%
6%
5%
<1%

Any specialty bulb**
30%
Any specialty CFL**
4%
* Specialty bulbs include: dimmable, three-way, flood shaped, candelabra shaped,
globe shaped, bullet shaped, bug lights of any bulb type and A-shaped CFLs.
**Specialty bulbs and specialty CFLs also fall within shape categories
and therefore are not additive.

During the onsites, the manufacturer and model number for all CFLs in each home was recorded.
This information was compared to the list of CFLs incentivized by the Massachusetts lighting
program in 2008.16 Of the 1,218 CFLs installed or in storage, 515 CFLs, or 42%, had the same
manufacturer and model number17 as a CFL incentivized by the program. It is likely that some
customers may have obtained the CFLs outside of the program, thus this should be considered an
upper-bound estimate.

16

Although CFLs may have been installed before or after the 2008 program, the Massachusetts program has
generally incentivized the same CFLs over the past several years.
17
While the customers were also asked to name the source, typically a store, where each CFLs was obtained, the
model information was considered to be more reliable and therefore was used in this analysis.
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Table 3-16 summarizes the distribution of sockets by bulb type and room type. CFLs represent one-third or more of the sockets
located in garages, basements, and living rooms. Overall, 68% (2,508) of the 3,709 sockets contain an incandescent bulb or halogen
bulb, which could potentially be replaced with a CFL or LED. Twenty percent of these 2,508 potential sockets are located in
bedrooms, 16% in bathrooms, and 11% each in kitchens and in living rooms.
Table 3-16: Socket Saturation – Room Types by Percent of all Sockets
(Base: All on-site participants)
Socket Type

CFL

Fluorescent
100

Halogen

Incandescent

100

Bedroom

26%

Bathroom

18%

1%

2%

79%

0%

513

16%

Living Room

33%

1%

3%

62%

0%

409

11%

Kitchen

30%

12%

13%

43%

2%

497

11%

Dining Room

20%

1%

5%

75%

0%

271

9%

Exterior

19%

0%

18%

62%

0%

253

8%

Hall

28%

0%

3%

70%

0%

200

6%

Basement

34%

32%

4%

31%

0%

369

5%

68%

0%

100

Potential for
CFLs or
LEDs
100

100

3%

100

Total Sockets

Sample Size

3%

100

LED

712

20%

Family Room

15%

3%

3%

79%

0%

149

5%

Foyer

16%

2%

1%

81%

0%

103

3%

Office

23%

3%

5%

69%

0%

61

2%

Garage

38%

4%

0%

58%

0%

50

1%

Closet

23%

33%

0%

43%

0%

60

1%

Other

27%

10%

6%

57%

0%

63

2%

Total

26%

6%

5%

62%

<1%

3,709

2,508
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Table 3-17 summarizes the distribution of sockets by bulb type and fixture type. CFLs represent over one-third of the sockets
contained in floor lamps and table lamps. Twenty-five percent of the 2,508 incandescent or halogen sockets (that could be replaced
with a CFL or LED) are contained in ceiling flush mount fixtures, 22% are in wall mount fixtures, 15% are in table lamps, and 14%
are in recessed fixtures.
Table 3-17: Socket Saturation – Fixture Types by Percent of all Sockets
(Base: All on-site participants)
Socket Type

CFL

Fluorescent

Halogen

Incandescent

100

100

LED
100

Total Sockets
100

Potential for
CFLs or
LEDs
100

Sample Size

100

100

Ceiling Flush Mount
Wall Mount

29%
21%

18%
2%

2%
7%

51%
70%

0%
0%

1,209
711

25%
22%

Table Lamp

35%

0%

1%

64%

0%

565

15%

Recessed

17%

0%

15%

68%

0%

411

14%

Pendant

16%

0%

4%

79%

0%

297

10%

Ceiling Fan

28%

0%

0%

72%

0%

223

6%

Floor Lamp

38%

0%

3%

59%

0%

145

4%

Track

8%

0%

32%

47%

13%

76

2%

Under Cabinet

0%

41%

59%

0%

0%

27

1%

Night Light

0%

0%

0%

50%

50%

2

0%

Other

17%

2%

4%

77%

0%

47

Total

26%

6%

5%

62%

<1%

3,709

2%
2,508
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Table 3-18 summarizes the distribution of socket types by the type of bulb installed. The vast majority of sockets in Massachusetts
homes are small or medium-base screw-in (87%) and nearly all of the CFLs (94%) are installed in the screw-in sockets. Of the 2,508
incandescent or halogen sockets that could be replaced with CFLs or LEDs, 94% are small- or medium-base screw-in sockets.
Table 3-18: Socket Saturation – Socket Types by Percent of all Sockets
(Base: All on-site participants)
Socket Type
Sample Size
Screw base (small/medium)
Pin base
GU base
Total

CFL

Fluorescent

Halogen

Incandescent

LED

100

100

100

100

100

28%
11%
100%
26%

0%
53%
0%
6%

1%
35%
0%
5%

71%
0%
0%
62%

0%
2%
0%
<1%

Total Sockets
100
3,243
457
8
3,709

Potential for
CFLs or
LEDs
100
94%
6%
0%
2,508
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Table 3-19 summarizes the distribution of sockets by bulb type and bulb feature. it is important to note that, while A-shaped CFLs are
designed to appear similar to the standard shape of traditional incandescent bulbs, it is not necessary that an A-shaped incandescent
always be replaced by an A-shaped CFL, as spiral CFLs often replace A-shaped incandescent bulbs. While 35% of the 2,307 Ashaped or spiral bulbs installed in Massachusetts homes are CFLs, A-shaped bulbs still represent 60% of the remaining potential for
CFLs or LEDs. The other substantial opportunities are flood/spotlights (18%) and candelabras (11%).
Dimmable bulbs and three-way bulbs represent 6% and 1%, respectively, of all bulbs installed in Massachusetts homes; CFLs account
for 9% of dimmable bulbs and 17% of three-way bulbs. Potential CFL or LED installations as dimmable bulbs and three-way bulbs
represent 9% and 1%, respectively, of all sockets.
Table 3-19: Socket Saturation – Bulb Features by Percent of all Sockets
(Base: All on-site participants)
Sockets Containing
Sample Size
A-Bulb
Spiral
Flood/Spot
Candelabra
Globe
Tube
Bullet/Torpedo
Circline
Bug Light
Other

CFL

Fluorescent

Halogen

Incandescent

100

100

100

100

3%
100%
10%
1%
11%
14%
100%
44%
40%
50%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
61%
0%
56%
0%
50%

0%
0%
23%
0%
0%
22%
0%
0%
0%
0%

97%
0%
67%
99%
89%
0%
0%
0%
60%
0%

LED
100
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Total Sockets
100
1,542
765
512
286
194
371
10
25
5
2

Potential for
CFLs or
LEDs
100
60%
0%
18%
11%
7%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Total
26%
6%
5%
62%
<1%
3,709
2,508
9%
Dimmable**
9%
0%
7%
84%
0%
235
1%
Three-way**
17%
0%
0%
83%
0%
36
*A-shaped bulbs are the typical shape for standard incandescent bulbs. A-shaped CFLs are made to look and feel like traditional incandescent bulbs.
**Dimmable and three-way bulbs also fall within shape categories and therefore are not additive.
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3.5 Removal of CFLs
Slightly under one-half (47%) of the RDD survey respondents reported having removed CFLs
after installation (Table 3-20). About three out of five of these respondents removed the CFLs
because the bulbs had either burned out (42%) or stopped working (15%). Twelve percent of
these respondents removed the CFLs because they were not bright enough, while 8% removed
them because the bulb did not fit the fixture for which it was intended or was the wrong size
(Table 3-21). These results are similar to the results of the 2007 survey, where 58% of
respondents had removed a CFL, primarily because it burned out or stopped working.18
Table 3-20: Ever Removed CFL after Installation
(Base: Respondents who have used CFLs)
Removed CFL

RDD Survey

Sample Size
Yes
No
Don’t know / refused

342
47%
52%
1%

18

Market Progress and Evaluation Report for the 2007 Massachusetts ENERGY STAR Lighting Program.
Final. Volume 1, Findings and Analysis. Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and Dorothy Conant. July 2008.
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Table 3-21: Reason for CFL Removal
(Base: Respondents who have removed CFLs, multiple response1)
Removed CFL

RDD Survey

Sample Size
190
Burned out
42%
Broken / stopped working
15%
Not bright enough
12%
Bulb does not fit/size
8%
Color or quality of light
7%
Delay in coming on
5%
Incompatible with dimmer or 3-way
3%
Too bright
2%
Safety concerns (disposal, hazardous
2%
materials, etc.)
Incompatible with specific
environmental conditions (cold, rain,
1%
vibration, etc.)
Aesthetics of bulb
1%
Other reasons
7%
Don't know / refused
1%
1
Because respondents may have given multiple responses to this question, the sum of all
RDD survey percentages may be greater than 100%.

3.6 Satisfaction with CFLs Currently in Use
Six out of seven (86%) RDD survey respondents who are currently using standard CFLs reported
that they are very or somewhat satisfied with them whereas only 5% are somewhat or very
dissatisfied with them (Table 3-21). Among those who expressed dissatisfaction with their
standard CFLs, 36% were dissatisfied because of the light color or quality, 25% because the bulb
is not bright enough, 23% because of safety concerns (generally related to the mercury content of
CFLs), and 20% because of the delay in coming on (Table 3-23).
Table 3-22: Satisfaction with Standard CFLs Currently in Use
(Base: Current or past CFL Users)
Removed CFL

RDD Survey

Sample Size
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don’t know / refused

339
55%
31%
7%
3%
2%
2%
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Table 3-23: Reason for Dissatisfaction with Standard CFLs
(Base: Respondents with CFL satisfaction ratings of “very dissatisfied”, “somewhat dissatisfied”, or “neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied”, multiple response)
Removed CFL

RDD Survey

Sample Size
Light color or quality
Bulb not bright enough
Safety concerns (including
disposal/mercury hazard)
Delay in light coming in
Life span of bulb
No savings/savings not obvious
Have not used long enough to know
Fit in the fixture
Appearance of bulb
No difference from regular bulb
Expensive
Doesn’t work/Stopped working
Other
Don’t know / refused

40
36%
25%
23%
20%
11%
10%
7%
4%
4%
4%
4%
1%
5%
<1%

Although only 10% to 15% of RDD respondents currently used each type of specialty CFL, a
large majority (69% to 91%) of users of each type were either somewhat or very satisfied with
the bulbs (Table 3-24). The percent of specialty CFL users who were very satisfied ranged from
47% to 68% for each bulb type and a small minority (3% to 14%) were either somewhat or very
dissatisfied. Among those who expressed dissatisfaction with their specialty CFLs, ten
respondents were dissatisfied because the bulb was not bright enough and nine respondents
across five types because of a delay in the light coming on (Table 3-25).
Table 3-24: Satisfaction with Specialty CFLs Currently in Use
(Base: Current Specialty CFL Users)
Level of Satisfaction

Dimmable

3-Way

Sample Size
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don’t know / refused

38

76

Flood /
Recessed
70

47%
22%

56%
29%

53%
38%

8%

5%

5%

1%
13%
9%

3%
4%
3%

4%
0%
0%

Candelabra
45
68%
23%
5%

Globe

A-shaped

68
52%
39%
3%

58
52%
37%
4%

3%
0%
1%

5%
0%
2%

2%
1%
4%
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Table 3-25: Reason for Dissatisfaction with Specialty CFLs*
(Base: Respondents with specialty CFL satisfaction ratings of “very dissatisfied”, “somewhat dissatisfied”, or
“neither satisfied nor dissatisfied”, multiple response)
Reasons for Dissatisfaction
Sample Size
Bulb not bright enough
Delay in light coming on
Life span of bulb
No savings/savings not
obvious
Light color or quality
Does not dim enough
Expensive
Did not fit in the fixture
No different from regular bulb
Too bright
Buzzing sound or flickering
Brightness (not specified
whether too bright or not
bright enough)
Safety concerns, including
disposal/mercury hazard
Did not work with dimmer/3way switch
Sensitive to cold
Too hot / Heat output
Not used long enough
Appearance of bulb

8

Ashaped
5

2
0
0

4
1
0

2
2
1

3

0

0

0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
0

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

9

Flood
/Recessed
10

Candelabra
3

0
1
4

1
3
0

1
2
1

0

1

3
3
2
2
2
1
1

Dimmable
15

3-Way

Globe

*Due to small sample sizes, this table displays unweighted counts.
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3.7 Storage of CFLs by Time Periods
Among the RDD respondents who are familiar with CFLs, there has been a steady increase in the
percentage of respondents who report storing CFLs from 2008 to the present. The percentage of
these households who reported storing at least one CFL increased by 14% from January 2008
through the time of the survey, with 49% of respondents reporting they currently have at least
one CFL in storage (Table 3-26). The mean number of CFLs in storage in these households
increased by 56% from 1.6 CFLs in January 2008 to 2.5 CFLs currently (Table 3-27).
Table 3-26: Number of CFLs in Storage by Time Period as Percent of Households
(Base: All respondents)
Survey

Number of CFLs

Currently

RDD Survey
Sample Size
= 503

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

21%
33%
14%
2%
1%
29%

3 Months
Ago
26%
29%
13%
2%
2%
29%

January
2009
27%
28%
11%
2%
3%
29%

January
2008
35%
20%
9%
1%
6%
29%

Table 3-27: Number of CFLs in Storage by Time Period as Percentage of CFLs*
(Base: All respondents)
Survey

RDD Survey
Sample Size
= 503

Number of CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

Currently
0%
37%
42%
21%

3 Months
Ago
0%

January
2009
0%

36%
44%
21%
503
1,134

36%
42%
22%
503
1,085

January 2008
0%
35%
45%
19%
503
789

503
Total number of households
1,259
Total CFLs in storage
Mean number of CFLs in
2.5
2.3
2.2
1.6
storage
* For projecting CFL use to the population, all respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have
zero CFLs in use. This includes those said don’t know/refused to the question on current CFL use; as well as those
who were unaware or never used CFLs.
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3.8 Current Storage of CFLs
As Table 3-28 shows, 29% of on-site participants have at least one CFL in storage. It is
important to note the degree of error present in the reporting of CFLs in storage. In the RDD
survey, over three out of five on-site participants (62%) reported having at last one CFL in
storage (though for all RDD respondents, 47% of report having at least one CFL in storage). In
contrast, the on-site visits determined that only 30% of participants were storing at least one
CFL. Of the CFLs found in storage, over two-thirds (72%) were found in homes storing six or
more CFLs (Table 3-29).
Table 3-28: Current Storage of CFLs by Households*
(Base: All respondents)
All CFLs
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
CFL Storage

RDD Survey
503
21%
33%
14%
2%
1%
29%

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
20%
43%
15%
4%
1%
17%

On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
70%
17%
12%
1%
---

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
72%
18%
9%
2%
---

Total number of households
503
100
100
100
Total CFLs in storage
1,259
338
149
139
Mean number of CFLs in storage
2.5
3.4
1.5
1.4
* For projecting CFL use to the population, all respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have
zero CFLs in use. This includes those who said don’t know/refused to the question on current CFL use, as well as
those who were unaware of, or never used, CFLs.

Table 3-29: Current Storage of CFLs by Percentage of CFLs in Storage*
(Base: All respondents)
RDD Survey
On-Sites
On-Sites
On-Sites
(unweighted)
(weighted)
(unweighted)
Sample Size
503
100
100
100
Zero
0%
0%
0%
0%
One to five
37%
36%
26%
28%
Six to fifteen
42%
39%
62%
50%
Sixteen or more
21%
25%
13%
22%
* All respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have zero CFLs in use. This includes those
who said don’t know/refused to the question on current CFL use, as well as those who were unaware of, or never
used, CFLs.
All CFLs

RDD Survey
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The large majority of survey respondents currently storing CFLs (89%) are storing them with the
intent of using them in the future (Table 3-30). Over one-third of these respondents (37%)
anticipate using the stored CFLs to replace an incandescent bulb, about one-third (32%)
anticipate using them to replace another CFL, and over one-quarter (28%) anticipate using them
to replace either type of bulb (Table 3-31).
Table 3-30: Reason for Storing CFLs
(Base: Respondents currently storing CFLs, multiple response1)
Removed CFL

RDD Survey

Sample Size
276
For future use
89%
Did not fit/work in fixture
8%
Bought extra (on sale, multi-pack, etc.)
3%
Don’t like (light color/quality, etc.)
1%
Storing used bulbs to dispose of later
1%
Other
1%
Don’t know / refused
1%
1
Because respondents may have given multiple responses to this
question, the sum of all RDD survey percentages may be greater
than 100%.

Table 3-31: Storing CFLs as a Replacement for Bulbs Already in Use
(Base: Respondents currently storing CFLs, multiple response1)
Removed CFL

RDD Survey

Sample Size
276
Replace incandescent
37%
Replace compact fluorescent
32%
Both/Whichever needed replacing first
28%
Not planning to use
1%
Don’t know / refused
2%
1
Because respondents may have given multiple responses to this
question, the sum of all RDD survey percentages may be greater
than 100%.
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3.9 Disposal of CFLs
Seven out of ten survey respondents (70%) have not disposed of any CFLs in the past 12 months.
Among those who have disposed of CFLs in the past 12 months, over one-half (16% overall)
said they threw them away in the trash and about 40% (12% overall) recycled or disposed of
them at a hazardous waste day (Table 3-32 ). This is a substantial improvement from 2007, when
just 26% of survey respondents who had disposed of a CFL reported recycling it or dropping it
off at a recycling center.19
Table 3-32: Disposal of CFLs in Past 12 Months
(Base: Respondents who are aware of CFLs and have purchased or received CFLs)
RDD Survey
Sample Size
Threw away in trash
Recycled/dropped off at hazardous waste
center
Returned to store to recycle
Don’t know / refused
Have not disposed of CFLs

362
16%
11%
1%
2%
70%

19

Market Progress and Evaluation Report for the 2007 Massachusetts ENERGY STAR Lighting Program.
Final. Volume 1, Findings and Analysis. Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and Dorothy Conant. July 2008.
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4 Lighting Purchases
Three out of four survey respondents (75%) usually keep a supply of light bulbs on hand and
about one in five (19%) tend to buy replacements as bulbs burn out (Table 4-1). See sections 3.7
and 3.8 for more information on the storage of CFL bulbs.
Table 4-1: Buying Habits
(Base: All Respondents)
RDD Survey
Sample Size
Keep a supply on hand
Buy replacements as bulbs burn out
Both
Don’t know / refused

503
75%
19%
5%
<1%

4.1 Incandescent Purchases by Time Period
Fourteen percent of RDD survey respondents reported purchasing an incandescent bulb in the
past three months, nearly two out of five (38%) reported purchasing an incandescent bulb in
2009 and seven out of ten (70%) reported purchasing an incandescent bulb in 2008 (Table 4-2).
In the same period, their average monthly rate of purchase of incandescent bulbs has declined
from 0.59 incandescent bulbs per month in 2008 to 0.49 incandescent bulbs per month in 2009
and again to 0.34 incandescent bulbs per month in the past three months (Table 4-3). Note,
however, that the three month time period prior to the phone survey occurred in the Spring
(April, May, and June), which is typically a low season for lighting sales.
Table 4-2: Number of Incandescent Bulbs Purchased by Time Period as Percentage of
Households
(Base: All respondents)
Survey

RDD Survey
Sample Size
= 503

Number of Incandescent Bulbs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused

Past Three
Months
85%
10%
3%
1%
1%

Since
January
2009
59%
23%
12%
3%
4%

During 2008
24%
26%
34%
11%
6%
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Table 4-3: Number of Incandescent Bulbs Purchased by Time Period as Percentage of
Incandescent Bulbs*
(Base: All respondents)
Survey

RDD Survey
Sample Size
= 503

Number of Incandescent Bulbs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

Past Three
Months
0%
29%
18%
54%

Total number of households
Total purchased
Mean number purchased
Mean number purchased / month

503
510
1.0
0.34

Since
January
2009
0%
28%
40%
32%
503
1,236
2.5
0.49

During 2008
0%
13%
45%
42%
503
3,538
7.0
0.59
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4.2 Stores where Purchased Bulbs
Respondents who bought incandescent or CFL bulbs in 2008 were asked where they had
purchased them. As Table 4-4 shows, these survey respondents most frequently mentioned home
improvement stores (51% incandescent, 46% CFL), mass merchandise stores (49% incandescent,
34% CFL), grocery stores (46% incandescent, 20% CFL), and hardware (28% incandescent,
23% CFL).20
Table 4-4: Type of Store where Bulbs were Purchased in 2008
(Base: RDD Survey respondents who purchased Incandescent or CFL Bulbs in 2008; multiple response*)
Store Type

Incandescent Bulbs

CFL Bulbs

Sample Size
346
215
Home improvement
51%
46%
Mass merchandise
49%
34%
Grocery
46%
20%
Hardware
28%
23%
Bargain
24%
12%
Drugstore
23%
12%
Warehouse
11%
10%
Specialty or electrical
4%
2%
Office
3%
0%
Convenience
2%
0%
Home furnishings
2%
1%
Mail order catalogs
1%
1%
The Internet
1%
1%
Other
<1%
1%
*As respondents may have given multiple responses to this question, the total of all percentages might be more than
100%.

20

Examples of home improvement stores include Home Depot and Lowes; mass merchandise stores include WalMart, K-Mart and Target; grocery stores include Shaws, Stop n Shop and Whole Foods; hardware stores include
TruValue and ACE; bargain stores include Building 19, Dollar Store and Family Dollar; drugstores include
Walgreens and CVS; and warehouse stores include Sam’s Club, BJ’s and Costco.
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Table 4-5 displays the names of the stores where respondents reported purchasing CFLs in 2008
through the RDD survey and the on-site survey. Over one-third of RDD survey respondents
mentioned Home Depot (37%) and another one-quarter (26%) mentioned Walmart. According to
the 20 on-site participants who reported purchasing CFLs in 2008, 33% of the CFLs purchased in
2008 were bought at Home Depot – similar to the RDD survey results. However, no on-site
participants reported purchasing CFLs at Walmart in 2008, though 23% of CFLs were purchased
at Lowe’s.
Table 4-5: Name of Store where CFLs were Purchased in 2008
(Base: Respondents who purchased CFLs in 2008)
RDD Survey
(% of Respondents)
217
37%
26%
10%
9%
8%
7%
6%
6%
5%
8%
4%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
6%
1%
1%
0%

On-Sites
(% of CFLs)
20
33%
0%
23%
4%
3%
0%
2%
0%
0%
11%
0%
0%
<1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
5%

Tom’s Discount

0%

14%

Don’t Know / Refused

1%

4%

Store Type
Sample Size
Home Depot
Walmart
Lowe’s
Stop n Shop
Ace Hardware
Target
Walgreen’s
CVS
Shaws
BJs or Costco
TruValue
Market Basket
Rocky’s Ace
Aubuchon
Hannaford’s
Roche Bros
Big Y
Sam’s Club
K-Mart
Other hardware stores
Other home improvement stores
Other grocery stores
NSTAR or WMECo
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4.3 CFL Purchases by Time Period
Fewer than one in ten RDD survey respondents (7%) reported purchasing a CFL in the past three
months, slightly more than one in five (22%) reported purchasing a CFL in 2009 (including the
past three months), and two in five (40%) reported purchasing a CFL in 2008 (Table 4-6). In the
same period, their average monthly rate of purchase of CFLs remained the same for 2008 and for
2009 (0.24 CFLs purchase per month), but CFL purchases appear to have declined during the
past three months of 2009, to 0.1 CFLs per month (Table 4-7).
Table 4-6: Number of CFLs Purchased by Time Period by Households
(Base: All respondents)
Past Three
Months

Survey

Number of CFLs

RDD Survey
Sample Size
= 503

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

61%
5%
2%
0%
0%
32%

Since
January
2009
45%
15%
6%
1%
1%
32%

During 2008
23%
21%
18%
2%
4%
32%

Table 4-7: Number of CFLs Purchased by Time Period by Percentage of CFLs*
(Base: All respondents)
Survey

RDD Survey
Sample Size
= 503

Number of CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

Past Three
Months
0%
54%
46%
0%

Since
January
2009
0%
38%
46%
15%

During 2008
0%
23%
61%
16%

503
503
503
Total number of households
127
592
1,421
Total purchased
0.3
1.2
2.8
Mean number purchased
0.1
0.24
0.24
Mean number purchased / month
* For projecting CFL use to the population, all respondents who gave non-numeric responses were
assumed to have zero CFLs in use. This includes those said don’t know/refused to the question on current
CFL use; as well as those who were unaware or never used CFLs.
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4.3.1 CFLs Purchased in Past Three Months
As Table 4-8 shows, in the past three months, only 1% of the RDD survey respondents reported
purchasing CFLs using a rebate coupon or receiving CFLs for free. Note that the three month
time period prior to the phone survey occurred in the Spring (April, May, and June), which is
typically a low season for lighting sales.
Table 4-8: Number of CFLs Purchased or Given in Past Three Months by Households
(Base: All respondents)
Total
Purchases

Purchased
with
Rebate
Coupon

Received for
Free

Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

503
61%
5%
2%
0%
0%
32%

503
67%
1%
0%
0%
0%
32%

503
62%
1%
0%
<1%
0%
32%

Total number of households
Total
Mean

503
127
0.3

503
12
0.02

503
24
0.05

Number of CFLs Purchased or Given
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As Table 4-9 shows, the vast majority of on-site participants had not purchased any CFLs in the
prior three months (90%). While a similar proportion of on-site households reported purchasing
both standard (7%) and specialty bulbs (6%), over three out of five (61%) of these bulbs were
standard models (Table 4-10).
Table 4-9: CFLs Purchased in the Past Three Months by Households and Type
(Base: All respondents)

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

61%
5%
2%
0%
0%
32%

75%
5%
2%
0%
0%
18%

91%
7%
1%
1%
0%
--

90%
7%
3%
3%
0%
--

63%
4%
1%
0%
<1%
32%

77%
2%
2%
0%
1%
18%

94%
4%
2%
0%
0%
--

93%
3%
4%
0%
0%
--

65%
3%
1%
0%
<1%
32%

79%
2%
0%
0%
1%
18%

95%
4%
1%
0%
0%
--

94%
4%
2%
0%
0%
--

RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
Standard CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
Specialty CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100
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Table 4-10: Number of CFLs Purchased in the Past Three Months by Type*
(Base: All respondents)

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

127

31

47

66

0.3

0.3

0.5

0.7

100%

100%

100%

100%

74

26

29

40

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.4

58%

84%

62%

61%

53

5

18

26

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

42%

16%

38%

39%

RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Total CFLs purchased
Mean number of CFLs
purchased
% of all CFLs purchased
Standard CFLs
Total CFLs purchased
Mean number of CFLs
purchased
% of all CFLs purchased
Specialty CFLs
Total CFLs purchased
Mean number of CFLs
purchased
% of all CFLs purchased

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100

* For projecting CFL use to the population, all respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have
purchased zero CFLs. This includes those who were unaware or never used CFLs.
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Nearly three out of five (59%) of the CFLs purchased in the past three months were purchased
by households purchasing sixteen or more CFLs (Table 4-11).
Table 4-11: Number of CFLs Purchased in the Past Three Months by Percentage of CFLs
and Type*
(Base: All respondents)

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

0%
54%
46%
0%

0%
48%
52%
0%

0%
36%
17%
47%

0%
20%
21%
59%

503
0%
73%
27%
0%

100
0%
38%
62%
0%

100
0%
34%
66%
0%

100
0%
16%
84%
0%

503
0%
57%
43%
0%

100
0%
100%
0%
0%

100
0%
39%
61%
0%

100
0%
27%
73%
0%

RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Standard CFLs
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100

Specialty CFLs
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

* For projecting CFL use to the population, all respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have
purchased zero CFLs. This includes those who were unaware or never used CFLs.

Table 4-12 and Table 4-13 summarize the number of specialty CFLs purchased in the past three
months by type of specialty CFL. A small fraction of on-site participants reported purchasing Ashaped (2%), bullet/torpedo (2%), globe (1%) and flood/recessed (1%) models.
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Table 4-12: Type of Specialty CFLs Purchased in Past Three Months
(Base: All respondents)
Type of
# of CFLs Purchased
Specialty
CFL
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Dimmable
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

503
67%
1%
0%
0%
0%
32%

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
81%
1%
0%
0%
0%
18%

3-way

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

68%
<1%
0%
0%
0%
32%

82%
0%
0%
0%
0%
18%

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

Flood or
Recessed

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

67%
1%
<1%
0%
<1%
32%

80%
1%
0%
0%
1%
18%

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

98%
2%
0%
0%
0%
--

Candelabra

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

68%
<1%
<1%
0%
<1%
32%

82%
0%
0%
0%
0%
18%

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

Globe

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

67%
1%
<1%
0%
0%
32%

81%
1%
0%
0%
0%
18%

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

98%
2%
0%
0%
0%
--

A-shaped

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

67%
<1%
<1%
0%
<1%
32%

81%
1%
0%
0%
0%
18%

97%
2%
1%
0%
0%
--

97%
1%
2%
0%
0%
--

RDD
Survey

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

100
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--
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Table 4-13: Type of Specialty CFLs Purchased in Past Three Months
(Base: All respondents)
Type of
# of CFLs in Use
Specialty
CFL
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Bullet /
Torpedo
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

Bug light

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100
99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

100
98%
2%
0%
0%
0%
--

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

4.3.2 CFLs Purchased in 2008
As Table 4-14 shows, fewer than one in ten RDD survey respondents reported purchasing a CFL
with a rebate coupon (5%) or receiving a CFL for free (8%) in 2008.
Table 4-14: Number of CFLs Purchased or Given in 2008 by Households
(Base: All respondents)
Number of CFLs Purchased or Given

Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
Total number of households
Total
Mean

Total
Purchases

Purchased
with
Rebate
Coupon

Received
for Free

503

503

503

23%
21%
18%
2%
4%
32%

57%
3%
2%
<1%
5%
32%

59%
6%
2%
<1%
1%
32%

503

503

503

1,421
2.8

139
0.3

201
0.4
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One in five on-site participants (19%) reported purchasing CFLs in 2008; 18% reported
purchasing a standard CFL and 5% reported purchasing a specialty CFL (Table 4-15). Standard
CFLs accounted for more than four-fifths (84%) of all CFLs purchased by on-site participants in
2008 (Table 4-16). Over one-half (57%) of CFLs purchased in 2008 were purchased by
households purchasing sixteen or more CFLs (Table 4-17).
Table 4-15: CFLs Purchased in 2008 by Household and Type
(Base: All respondents)

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

23%
21%
18%
2%
4%
32%

27%
17%
28%
3%
7%
18%

80%
8%
8%
4%
0%
--

81%
8%
7%
4%
0%
--

34%
18%
9%
1%
7%
32%

42%
16%
14%
1%
9%
18%

82%
8%
6%
4%
0%
--

82%
8%
6%
4%
0%
--

39%
17%
6%
0%
7%
32%

47%
15%
9%
2%
9%
18%

93%
4%
3%
0%
0%
--

95%
2%
3%
0%
0%
--

RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
Standard CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
Specialty CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100
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Table 4-16: Number of CFLs Purchased in 2008 by Type *
(Base: All respondents)

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

1,421

404

194

174

2.8

4.0

1.9

1.7

100%

100%

100%

100%

872

190

152

146

1.7

1.9

1.5

1.5

61%

47%

78%

84%

549

214

42

28

1.1

2.1

0.4

0.3

39%

53%

22%

16%

RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Total CFLs purchased
Mean number of CFLs
purchased
% of all CFLs purchased
Standard CFLs
Total CFLs purchased
Mean number of CFLs
purchased
% of all CFLs purchased
Specialty CFLs
Total CFLs purchased
Mean number of CFLs
purchased
% of all CFLs purchased

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100

* For projecting CFL use to the population, all respondents who gave non-numeric responses were assumed to have
purchased zero CFLs. This includes those who were unaware or never used CFLs.
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Table 4-17: Number of CFLs Purchased in 2008 by Percentage of CFLs and Type*
(Base: All respondents)

503

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100

0%
22%
58%
20%

0%
14%
65%
22%

0%
10%
37%
53%

0%
11%
33%
57%

503
0%
35%
44%
21%

100
0%
32%
59%
9%

100
0%
14%
32%
54%

100
0%
13%
31%
56%

503
0%
41%
51%
6%

100
0%
21%
48%
31%

100
0%
29%
71%
0%

100
0%
22%
78%
0%

RDD Survey
Sample Size
All CFLs
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Standard CFLs
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100

Specialty CFLs
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more

As shown in Table 4-18 and Table 4-19, the specialty CFLs purchased by on-site participants in
2008 were flood/recessed (2%), globe (2%), dimmable (2%), A-shaped (1%), candelabra (1%)
and bug light (1%) models.
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Table 4-18: Type of Specialty CFLs Purchased in 2008
(Base: All respondents)
Type of
# of CFLs Purchased
Specialty
CFL
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Dimmable
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

503
59%
3%
1%
0%
5%
32%

RDD Survey
On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
70%
2%
2%
0%
8%
18%

3-way

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

56%
7%
0%
0%
5%
32%

68%
7%
0%
0%
7%
18%

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

Flood or
Recessed

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

54%
8%
<1%
<1%
5%
32%

60%
12%
2%
1%
7%
18%

96%
2%
2%
0%
0%
--

98%
1%
1%
0%
0%
--

Candelabra

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

61%
2%
<1%
0%
5%
32%

73%
2%
0%
0%
7%
18%

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

Globe

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

55%
7%
2%
0%
5%
32%

65%
6%
3%
0%
8%
18%

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

98%
2%
0%
0%
0%
--

A-shaped

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

58%
3%
1%
0%
5%
32%

66%
6%
3%
0%
7%
18%

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

RDD
Survey

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100
99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

100
98%
2%
0%
0%
0%
--
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Table 4-19: Type of Specialty CFLs Purchased in 2008
(Base: All respondents)
Type of
# of CFLs in Use
Specialty
CFL
Sample Size
Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Bullet /
Torpedo
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs

Bug light

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

100
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
--

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

99%
1%
0%
0%
0%
--

Zero
One to five
Six to fifteen
Sixteen or more
Don’t know / refused
Unaware / Never used CFLs
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5 LEDs and Other Energy Saving Lighting Technologies
More than one-half of survey respondents (54%) were familiar with LEDs but fewer than one in
ten (8%) reported actually using them (Table 5-1).
Table 5-1: Familiarity and Use of LEDs
(Base: All respondents)
Level of Familiarity

RDD Survey

Sample Size
Familiar with LEDs
Currently use LEDs

503
54%
8%

Among survey respondents who were familiar with LEDs, the applications they were most
familiar with are flashlights/lanterns (28%) and automotive lighting (17%), applications that are
not related to general residential lighting and do not contribute to household electricity demand.
However, 20% of survey respondents could not name a specific LED application with which
they were familiar (Table 5-2).
Table 5-2: Type of LED Applications Familiar with
(Base: Respondents familiar with LEDs, multiple response)
RDD Survey
Sample Size

272

Flashlights/lanterns
Automotive lighting
Holiday lights
Electronic devices
Task/Desk lamps
Under cabinet lighting
Night lights
Light bulbs/screw in bulbs
Novelty fixtures
Outdoor residential
Recessed can lighting
Traffic/Streetlights
Misc. commercial uses
Misc. gadgets
Other*
No specific types
Refused/Don’t know

28%
17%
11%
11%
8%
6%
6%
5%
4%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
3%
20%
8%

*Includes responses such as “bicycle lights” and “exit lights.”
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Among the survey respondents who reported using LEDs, the most frequent applications were
flashlights (39%), again an application that does not directly contribute to residential electricity
demand, and task/desk lamps (24%) (Table 5-3).
Table 5-3: Type of LEDs Currently in Use
(Base: Respondents who have used LEDs, multiple response)
RDD Survey
Sample Size
Flashlights
Task/Desk lamps
Night lights
Electronic devices
Under cabinet lighting
Outdoor residential
Branded LED lights (Juno, GE, Sylvania, Energy Star, etc.)
Novelty fixtures
Light bulbs/screw in bulbs
Recessed can lighting
Holiday lights
Don’t know/Refused

39
39%
24%
15%
12%
7%
5%
5%
4%
3%
1%
1%
5%

Respondents were asked if there were any other energy-saving lighting technologies or products
that they had heard about. The vast majority of respondents (87%) reported that they did not
know about any other energy-saving lighting technologies (Table 5-4).
Table 5-4: Awareness of Other Energy Saving Lighting Technologies
(Base: All respondents, multiple response)
RDD Survey
Sample Size
None
Fluorescent tubes
Halogen
Solar
Efficient incandescent/regular bulbs
Candles
Motion-sensitive/timer lights
Other
Don’t know / Refused

503
87%
2%
2%
2%
1%
<1%
<1%
3%
4%
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6 Reaction to Federal Lighting Standards
Only 18% of survey respondents had heard of the Energy Independence and Security Act of
2007 (EISA), which will require that regular or traditional incandescent light bulbs improve their
efficiency by about 25% over current levels and will ban the sales of most traditional
incandescent light bulbs not meeting the efficiency standard.21 Slightly less than one-third (29%)
of survey respondents said they would be somewhat or very likely to buy extra incandescent
light bulbs before 2012 and save them for use after the standards go into effect (Table 6-1).
Table 6-1: Awareness of and Likely Response to 2012 Federal Lighting Standards
(Base: All respondents)
RDD Survey
Sample Size
Heard of 2012 Federal Lighting Standards

503
18%

Likelihood of Buying and Saving
Extra Incandescent Light Bulbs before 2012
Very likely
Somewhat likely
Somewhat unlikely
Very unlikely
Not sure / don’t know / refused

14%
15%
13%
52%
6%

21

For more details on the 2012 Federal Lighting Standards, see http://www.aceee.org/energy/national/07nrgleg.htm
and http://energystar.custhelp.com/cgi-bin/energystar.cfg/php/enduser/std_adp.php?p_faqid=4913
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7 Demographics
The following demographic comparisons are between the 503 RDD survey respondents, the 100
on-site survey participants and the American Community Survey (ACS) three-year estimates
(2005-2007) for Massachusetts. These comparisons present the unweighted results from the two
surveys compared to the ACS demographics for all Massachusetts residents. As discussed
earlier, both the RDD and on-site data were weighted to reflect home ownership and education
based on ACS data.
Comparing the unweighted survey and onsite data to the Census data allows us to assess the
differences in demographic characteristics between the raw samples and all Massachusetts
residents. The weighted survey and onsite results illustrate the effect of the weighting on the raw
samples and allow us to judge how similar the weighted results are, or are not, to all
Massachusetts residents.
Home ownership rates and education levels indicate that the RDD survey respondents and onsite participants appear to have a higher socioeconomic status than those reported through ACS.
However, based on those respondents who reported household incomes, the RDD survey
respondents and on-site participants appear to have a fairly similar level of household income
compared to Massachusetts residents overall.
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7.1 Housing Characteristics
The unweighted results from survey respondents and on-site participants indicate they are more
likely to own their own home and live in a single-family detached home than are all
Massachusetts residents. However, after weighting, the results are similar (Table 7-1).
Table 7-1: Homeownership Status and Type of Home
(Base: All respondents)
Ownership Status
Sample Size
Own/buying
Rent
Don’t know / refused

2,448,608
65%
35%
--

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503
82%
17%
1%

RDD Survey
(weighted)
503
64%
35%
1%

On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
80%
20%
--

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
65%
35%
--

2,708,108

503

503

100

100

53%

68%

55%

65%

51%

5%

15%

15%

11%

12%

22%

6%

12%

8%

11%

20%

8%

16%

14%

22%

<1%
0%
--

<1%
<1%
<1%

1%
0%
1%

-1%
1%

-2%
2%

Census Data

Type of Home
Sample Size
Single-family
detached
Single-family
attached (duplex, row
home)
Apartment with 2-4
units
Apartment with 5+
units
Mobile home
Other
Don’t know / refused

Respondents to the RDD survey and onsite visits appear to live in newer homes compared to
Massachusetts residents overall. Nearly one-third (30%) of RDD survey respondents and over
one-third (35%) of on-site participants reported living in homes built after 1979 compared with
less than one-quarter (23%) of Massachusetts residents overall (Table 7-2).
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Table 7-2: Decade Home Was Built
(Base: MA-respondents with single-family attached/detached houses)
Decade

Census Data

Sample Size
1930s or earlier
1940s
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s
2000 or later
Don’t know / refused

RDD Survey
(unweighted)

2,708,108
37%
6%
12%
11%
12%
11%
7%
5%
--

409
26%
7%
13%
9%
11%
13%
12%
6%
3%

RDD
Survey
(weighted)
409

On-Sites
(unweighted)
74
26%
7%
12%
8%
12%
11%
19%
5%
--

26%
6%
13%
11%
10%
12%
11%
7%
4%

On-Sites
(weighted)
74
26%
8%
10%
5%
7%
6%
11%
3%
--

Nearly two-thirds of RDD survey respondents (59%) and on-site participants (64%) reported that
their homes were smaller than 2,000 square feet (Table 7-3).
Table 7-3: Size of Home
Square Feet
Sample Size
Less than 1,400
1,400 – 1,999
2,000 –2,499
2,500 – 3,499
3,500 – 3,999
4,000 – 4,999
5,000 or more
Don’t know / refused

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
350
24%
28%
19%
16%
3%
3%
6%
153

RDD Survey
(weighted)

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

350
31%
28%
18%
11%
3%
2%

77
21%
32%
22%
10%
5%
3%

77
27%
37%
16%
7%
3%
1%

7%

6%

9%

23

23

153
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Nearly one-third (30%) of RDD survey respondents and on-site participants (32%) reported
having homes with four or more bedrooms compared to 21% of homes for Massachusetts
residents overall (Table 7-4).
Table 7-4: Rooms in House
Total Rooms

Census Data

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 or more
Don’t know/ refused

1%
4%
10%
16%
19%
18%
13%
9%
10%
--

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
<1%
1%
4%
7%
14%
24%
17%
11%
8%
12%
2%

RDD Survey
(weighted)

On-Sites
(unweighted)

<1%
2%
8%
10%
18%
22%
16%
8%
6%
8%
2%

1%
2%
3%
8%
16%
19%
17%
14%
7%
13%
--

2%
3%
4%
13%
22%
19%
15%
10%
5%
8%
--

7%
24%
39%
23%
5%
2%
2%

11%
30%
34%
18%
4%
3%
2%

8%
22%
38%
25%
5%
2%
--

13%
29%
35%
21%
3%
1%
--

On-Sites
(weighted)

Bedrooms
1
2
3
4
5
6 or more
Don’t know / refused

16%
28 %
35%
16%
5%
--
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7.2 Social Attributes
The unweighted percentages of RDD survey respondents (57%) and on-site participants (62%)
who have a college degree or higher are substantially higher than Massachusetts residents overall
(37%). After weighting, the percentages are similar (Table 7-5).
Table 7-5: Highest Level of Education
(Base: All respondents)
Census
Data

Degree Attained
Sample Size

4,355,378

Less than ninth grade
Ninth to twelfth grade, no diploma
High school graduate (Includes
GED)
Some college, no degree
Associates degree
Bachelors degree
Graduate or professional degree
Don’t know / refused

RDD Survey
(unweighted)

RDD
Survey
(weighted)

503

On-Sites
(unweighted)

503

On-Sites
(weighted)

100

100

5%
7%

1%
2%

4%
7%

1%
3%

2%
5%

28%

16%

25%

13%

22%

15%
8%
21%
16%
--

13%
7%
26%
31%
3%

16%
7%
18%
20%
3%

11%
7%
33%
29%
3%

18%
11%
23%
15%
2%

Over one-half of RDD survey respondents (56%) and on-site participants (53%) are employed
full-time and each survey had a similar percentage of retirees (Table 7-6).
Table 7-6: Head of Household Employment Status
(Base: All respondents)
Employment Status
Sample Size
Employed full-time (includes self employed)
Employed part time (includes self employed)
Retired
Not currently employed
Don’t know / refused

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503
56%
7%
28%
6%
8%

RDD Survey
(weighted)

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

503
45%
9%
32%
8%
1%

100
53%
6%
29%
9%
3%

100
51%
6%
28%
11%
3%
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Based on the valid responses provided to the income question, the RDD survey respondents and
on-site participants appear to have a fairly similar distribution of household income compared to
Massachusetts residents overall. Nearly one-half of RDD survey respondents (49%) and on-site
participants (46%), and slightly fewer Massachusetts households (42%) reported household
incomes of $75,000 or more (Table 7-7).
Table 7-7: Household Income
Household Income
Sample Size
$9,999 or less
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $29,999
$30,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 or more
Refused
Don’t know

Census Data
2,448,608
7%
5%
4%
8%
8%
8%
18%
14%
16%
12%
---

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
370

RDD Survey
(weighted)
370

5%
5%
5%
8%
8%
8%
14%
21%
14%
14%
122
11

9%
11%
8%
11%
8%
8%
11%
16%
11%
9%
122
11

On-Sites
(unweighted)
87
7%
3%
5%
6%
7%
10%
16%
22%
14%
10%
11
2

On-Sites
(weighted)
87
9%
5%
6%
6%
7%
13%
14%
15%
9%
6%
11
2

In terms or racial diversity, RDD survey respondents and on-site participants are slightly more
likely to be white than are Massachusetts residents overall (Table 7-8).
Table 7-8: Race and Ethnicity
(Base: All respondents)
Race
Sample Size
White
Black or African-American
American Indian, Native Hawaiian, or
Alaska Native
Other
Don’t know / refused

Census
Data
6,437,759

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503

RDD
Survey
(weighted)
503

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

83%
6%

87%
3%

87%
4%

100
88%
4%

100
89%
2%

0%

1%

2%

1%

1%

11%
--

3%
5%

4%
4%

3%
4%

5%
4%
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Practically all of the RDD survey respondents and on-site participants speak English as their
primary language, while 80% of Massachusetts residents do (Table 7-9).
Table 7-9: Primary Language Spoken in Home
(Base: All respondents)
Language

Census Data

Sample Size
English
Spanish
Other
Don’t know / refused

6,056,917
80%
7%
13%
--

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503
97%
0%
1%
1%

RDD Survey
(weighted)
503
97%
0%
1%
1%

On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
99%
-1%
--

On-Sites
(weighted)
100%
98%
-2%
--

Survey respondents (60%) and on-site participants (56%) are somewhat more likely to be female
than the Massachusetts population (52%) as a whole (Table 7-10).
Table 7-10: Gender
(Base: All respondents)
Census Data
Sample Size
Female
Male

6,437,759
52%
48%

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503
60%
40%

RDD Survey
(weighted)
503
60%
40%

On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
56%
44%

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
55%
45%

The household size and age distributions of occupants in the households of respondents to the
RDD and on-site surveys are fairly similar to Massachusetts residents overall (Table 7-11).
Adults between 35 and 64 years old constitute almost one-half of respondents to the RDD survey
(47%) and onsite survey (46%) as well as in Massachusetts residents overall (41%).
Table 7-11: Number and Age Group of Persons Living in the Home
Age group
Sample Size
Under 17*
18 to 24**
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 or Older

Census Data

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503
22%
8%
9%
11%
19%
17%
14%

RDD Survey
(weighted)
503
21%
8%
11%
11%
18%
16%
15%

On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
28%
8%
7%
10%
20%
16%
11%

6,437,759
26%
7%
13%
15%
15%
11%
13%
* Census category is age 19 or under. ** Census category is 20 to 24 years

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
27%
9%
9%
9%
22%
14%
10%
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Nearly all of the respondents to each survey reported that they paid their electric bills directly to
the electric company (Table 7-12).
Table 7-12: Method of Electric Bill Payment
(Base: All respondents)
RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503

Response
Sample Size
Direct to electric company
Part of rent/condo fee
Other
Don’t know / refused

RDD Survey
(weighted)
503

94%
3%
1%
1%

90%
7%
2%
1%

On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
95%
3%
2%
--

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
93%
5%
2%
--

Over three-fourths of RDD survey respondents (77%) and on-site participants (80%) reported
that their homes are occupied during the day on weekdays (Table 7-13).
Table 7-13: Home Occupied During the Week, Daytime Hours
(Base: All respondents)
RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503
77%
5%

Response
Sample Size
Usually home during week, daytime
Don’t know / refused

RDD Survey
(weighted)
503
80%
4%

On-Sites
(unweighted)
100
80%
4%

On-Sites
(weighted)
100
82%
4%

The large majority of RDD survey respondents (89%), on-site participants (91%), and
Massachusetts residents (89%) own or lease at least one car. On average, the surveyed
households own or lease slightly less than two cars (Table 7-14).
Table 7-14: Household Car Ownership
(Base: All respondents)
Response
Sample Size
Own/lease at least one car
Mean

2,448,608

RDD Survey
(unweighted)
503

RDD Survey
(weighted)
503

On-Sites
(unweighted)
99

On-Sites
(weighted)
99

89%

90%

89%

91%

86%

--

1.9

1.7

1.9

1.7

Census Data
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Table 7-15: Key Indicators
(Base: All respondents)
Language

RDD Survey
(unweighted)

RDD
Survey
(weighted)
503
87%
32%
66%
68%

Sample Size
503
Aware of CFLs
92%
Very familiar with CFLs
35%
Ever purchased or been given a CFL
71%
Ever used a CFL
74%
Mean CFLs currently installed
7.0
Mean CFLs currently in storage
2.9
Mean CFLs purchased in 2008
3.3
Mean CFLs purchased during three months
0.3
prior to phone survey
* Figures developed from the on-site data; all other data

On-Sites
(unweighted)

On-Sites
(weighted)

100
95%
42%
78%
82%

100
91%
39%
72%
75%

5.8
2.5
2.8

10.7*
1.5*
1.7*

9.4*
1.4*
1.9*

0.3

0.5*

0.7*

in this table from the RDD survey.
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8 New Technologies and Policies
This section discusses technological advancements and policy changes in lighting that may
impact future lighting programs in Massachusetts. The market for compact fluorescent lamps
(CFLs) is changing rapidly. CFL shipments to the United States increased from 52 million in
2002, to a peak of 397 million in 2007. Since that peak, CFL shipments dropped 15% to 337
million in 2008 and based on shipments for the first half of the year, they will drop further in
2009. Coinciding with the drop in CFL shipments is a slowdown in incandescent shipments,22
along with a national economic downturn.
This evaluation effort has documented increased penetration of CFLs nationwide and recent
smaller program effects in Massachusetts. Meanwhile federal efficiency standards on lighting
will be phased in beginning in 2012 and new efficient lighting technologies, including light
emitting diodes (LEDs) are now becoming commercially available and qualified through the
ENERGY STAR program. Consumer response to the efficiency standards and technological
options will have a potential impact on Sponsors’ program savings. This section summarizes
series of in-depth interviews with selected individuals from academia, government,
manufacturers, retailers, and industry consultants, as well as review of secondary information.

8.1 EISA 2007
The Federal Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 was signed into law on December
19, 2007 and includes new efficiency standards for lighting products. EISA 2007 sets maximum
wattage levels by lumen output for medium, screw-base lamps that have a range from 310 to
2600 lumens and are capable of operating at a voltage range of 110 to 130 volts. The standards
are to become effective under a phased approach beginning in 2012 (Stage 1) when general
service bulbs will be required to use about 20 to 30% less energy than current incandescent bulbs
(Table 8-1). After January 1, 2020 (Stage 2) all general service bulbs will be required to meet a
45 lumen per watt standard, or a more stringent level, if appropriate. The standard excludes 22
categories of incandescent lamps, including three-way bulbs, outdoor bug lights, reflectors, and
appliance lights.
Table 8-1: EISA 2007 Standards for General Service Incandescent Lamps23
Rated Lumen Ranges
1490-2600
1050-1489
750-1049
310-749

Maximum Rate
Wattage
72
53
43
29

Minimum Rate
Lifetime
1,000 hours
1,000 hours
1,000 hours
1,000 hours

Effective Date
1/1/12
1/1/13
1/1/14
1/1/14

22

U.S. Department of Energy. CFL Market Profile, March 2009.
Source Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, December 19, 2007.
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=110_cong_public_laws&docid=f:publ140.110
(Accessed 4-29-08)
23
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To avoid adverse market effects of shifts in sales of exempted bulbs for general use, a provision
in EISA monitors lighting sales and allows for additional standards to be set. If sales of
exempted bulbs double after the standards on general service lamps are effective, the federal
government must establish new efficiency standards for that product category. The federal
government, in consultation with the National Electrical Manufacturing Association (NEMA)
will collect unit sales data and create a historical record and models of sales for the designated
lamps for tracking purposes.24 It is not clear whether sales tracking for all types of a-line
incandescents will occur, even though it seems prudent to do so to document savings and to
avoid unintended shifts in sales to alternative lumen range bins or to other exempted lighting
categories.
Most of the interviewees note that lighting manufacturers were involved in drafting EISA
standards, which are, at least initially, set at levels that can be easily reached. While one
interviewee says he is not very impressed with the U.S. standards reducing energy usage by 30%
in the context of what is happening elsewhere, such as the European Union (E.U.) banning
incandescents outright,25 another notes that the most important aspect of EISA is that it has
finally focused investors and entrepreneurs on improving light bulb technology. The strongest
benefit from EISA, according to another interviewee, is that it requires DOE to set a standard
equivalent to 45 lumens per watt by 2020. It will be key to define standards in lumens per watt,
but interviewees note it will be a challenge to get consumers to think that way.
The industry experts interviewed also see several flaws in EISA. The biggest one, according to
one interviewee, is that it reduces wattage, but the light bulbs can also be dimmer. (He sees
manufacturers trying to convince users that they needed 72 watts rather than 100 watts of light
all along.) This may confuse consumers who may simply use more lights. EISA also provides
exemptions for niche products with small sales—interviewees believe sales for these products
are almost certain to increase sharply.
Concerns that have emerged in the E.U. about the lighting standard implemented in September
2009 include the loss of consumer choice, the aesthetics of CFLs versus incandescents, health
concerns for those with certain conditions which make them sensitive to the frequency of light
from CFLs, the ability of alternatives to fit in all types of fixtures and satisfy dimming needs, and
health and environmental concerns associated with mercury in CFLs. Incandescent stockpiling

24

http://www.nema.org/gov/energy/upload/NEMA-Summary-and-Analysis-of-the-Energy-Independence-andSecurity-Act-of-2007.pdf Accessed 6-03-09.
25
Restrictions on sales of standard incandescents in the European Union became effective September 1, 2009, with
CFLs targeted as the likely replacement technology. The E.U. standard is being phased in with restrictions on sales
of frosted (non-clear) incandescents and clear incandescent bulbs over 100 watts as of September 2009. Lighting
efficiency class ratings are used to target lower wattage bulbs through 2016. The legislation is designed to reduce
energy consumption from lighting and to contribute to a broader E.U. goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by
20 percent by 2020.
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/09/113&format=HTML&aged=0&language=en&
guiLanguage=en. Accessed 9-30-09.
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was also documented in the United Kingdom26 and German sources report that sales of
incandescents jumped by 34% during the first half of 2009 in anticipation of the restrictions.27

8.2 CFL Sales
While there has been a slowdown in CFL shipments to the U.S. over the past two years, most of
the industry experts interviewed expect the market for CFLs to continue to grow due to EISA
and demand generated both by energy efficiency programs and higher consumer awareness
nationwide. One interviewee notes that the ENERGY STAR label is widely recognized at
providing brand awareness and the country is focused on greenhouse gas emissions and high fuel
prices, all of which support CFLs. While the interviewees expect growth in CFL sales due to
EISA standards, particularly as the standards address the lower wattage incandescents, one also
notes that CFLs may be cheaper than the incandescents that qualify under EISA. Another
interviewee also questioned whether or not manufacturers would be interested in marketing
products that have longer lifetimes than incandescents; fewer replacement opportunities would
translate to lower revenues for both manufacturers and retailers without higher price margins.
However, another interviewee cautions that how much CFL sales will grow depends largely on
retailers: whether they retain the shelf space now allocated to incandescents for the reducedwattage incandescents allowed under EISA or transfer it to CFLs.
The trend of CFL manufacturers seeing their markets extend beyond energy efficiency programs
will accelerate; the larger manufacturers have started to break away from the energy efficiency
programs, but some of the smaller ones still see themselves as primarily serving these programs.
By 2012, interviewees say all CFL manufacturers will be more focused on the general market.
However, CFL manufacturers may still face a “be careful what you wish for” scenario. Even
though the demand for CFLs should grow, manufacturers do not want consumers to see them as
the second choice option that is forced on them by law. Interviewees say that manufacturers and
others still need to work to improve the image of CFLs, especially among market segments that
currently have very low usage.
Osram Sylvania’s projection of national residential bulb market estimates that CFLs will fill
about 76% of available residential sockets by 2016, up from an estimated 22% in 2009, with a
drop in incandescent penetration from 76% today to 13% in 2016. They estimate that there will
be a stockpiling effect for incandescents of 10% to 15% during the period of 2011 through 2014.
The remaining gap in sockets will be filled by halogens and LEDs, with sales of halogens nearly
doubling from current levels. They estimate that LED technology will improve and prices will
come down low enough such that LEDs will fill about 7% of residential sockets by 2016. Built
into the Osram Sylvania model are CFL sales that rise from around 312 million bulbs in 2011 to
26

Hoarding of incandescent bulbs by both retailers and consumers happened in the United Kingdom, after the
government asked retailers voluntarily to stop selling 75-Watt and 100-Watt CFLs in advance of their legal banning
in 2012. See http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/24/world/europe/24bulbs.html?ref=earth. (Accessed April 2009)
27
Europe’s Ban on Old-Style Bulbs Begins. New York Times. August 31, 2009.
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/01/business/energy-environment/01iht-bulb.html (accessed August 31, 2009)
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1.4 billion bulbs in 2015 and then drop dramatically to 658 million in the following years. The
drop in CFL sales reflects a catch-up effect in filling the estimated 4.5 to 5 billion residential
sockets once most incandescents are not available and the fact that CFLs have a long life.28 The
DOE has a slightly more conservative projection of the market, with CFL sales also peaking
around 2016 at 1.1 billion bulbs, just after the EISA regulations become more stringent, and then
dropping rapidly to about 400 million by 2018.29
Among other interviewees, there is less agreement on the growth in CFL sales before 2012 when
the first phase of EISA standards goes into effect. EISA may increase incandescent sales due to
hoarding as the 2012 deadline approaches and evidenced in Europe. One interviewee expects
CFL sales to be flat in 2010. Most interviewees also do not believe CFL sales will continue to
grow as the Stage 2 EISA standards become effective in 2020. One interviewee believes that
CFL sales will peak before 2020 because LEDs or very efficient incandescents will be available
and consumers may prefer them to CFLs. CFL sales could also drop in absolute terms because
consumers will have more in storage by then and CFLs have long lives, which means less
frequent replacements. Other interviewees consider the LEDs to be more of an unknown factor
for competing with CFLs as an efficient lighting alternative. By 2020, full spectrum LEDs are
expected to start becoming competitive—the LEDs will have better color rendition, better
dimming capability, and a longer life than current model CFLs, but they will still cost more than
CFLs. So their effect on CFLs will depend on whether consumers are willing to pay more and
energy efficiency programs are willing to incentivize LEDs.
Most of the interviewees believe current production capacity can meet the increased demand for
CFLs. The U.S. is only 20% of the global market and according to one interviewee’s estimate,
even with the European ban on incandescents increasing global demand for CFLs by 50% by
2014, the manufacturers will have enough capacity. One interviewee notes that there are
staggered dates for standards taking affect around the globe, so that should help manufacturers
meet demand. Another interviewee expressed concern that CFL supply constraints could occur
for a short time, due to EISA standards which phase out the lower wattage incandescents after
2015. However, if the demand for CFLs accelerates in the next few years in anticipation of the
fuller incandescent standards, the EISA-induced CFL peak demand can be better managed, thus
moderating the risk of supply shortages and high prices. One way for this demand to be managed
is through increased program efforts that improve CFL saturation levels in the next few years
before 2015.
If CFL shortages do not occur, one interviewee says that the main influence on the price of CFLs
is likely to be the strength of the Chinese currency vis-à-vis the dollar. Another interviewee
believes CFL prices will be most affected by the amount of recycling that manufacturers are
required to provide, as discussed in a later section.
28

Mike Borgos, Manager of Market Analysis, Osram Sylvania. Presentation, “The CFL Market: Past, Present, and
Future” AESP Brown Bag Seminar, September 24, 2009.
29
Steve Bickel, D&R International, Inc., for the DOE. Presentation, “The CFL Market: Past, Present, and Future”
AESP Brown Bag Seminar, September 24, 2009.
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8.3 Technological Advancements in CFLs
Important technical distinctions about CFLs compared to incandescents have limited their ability
to be accepted by consumers as direct replacements for all incandescent lighting needs. Even in
Massachusetts, where CFLs have achieved high rates of consumer awareness (xxin MA) and
currently are used in about xx% of MA homes, saturation (the percentage of total sockets using
CFLs) is only xx%. CFLs share attributes such as cooler running temperature, long life, longterm cost savings, and up to 75% lower energy use (along with the electric demand and
environmental benefits that incurs), which make them superior to incandescents. But the standard
incandescent bulb is predictable and reliable, with characteristics that include an A-line shape,
warm color, instant turn-on, immediate full brightness, and dimming capability. These attributes
are not shared by all standard CFLs. As a group of products within and across manufacturers,
CFLs have a lot of variation and do not consistently meet consumer expectations for standard
lighting needs. This has created unique categories of specialty CFL lighting that are emerging;
however these products are subject to additional barriers of high pricing, availability, and a lack
of consumer awareness.
Industry experts expect CFLs to continue to get smaller; one anticipates that 75 and 100 watt
equivalents will be the same size as incandescents. More dimmable models will also be available
at lower cost; one interviewee expects standards for dimmables to be established in the near
future. The interviewees also look to CFL reliability to improve; in particular, the rate of early
failures will be significantly lowered.
The mercury content of CFLs will continue to go down as new legislation in the E.U. and China
set mercury content at no more than three milligrams per CFL. Manufacturers are not expected to
run different product lines for the U.S., so lower mercury CFLs should become more widely
available here. Lower mercury products may also be labeled as such. One interviewee expects
CFL packaging to include more labeling; in addition to lumens, watts, and hours, there may also
be labeling for color rendition and a standardized indication of light output.
At the same time, most interviewees do not expect major innovations in CFL technology. One
noted that CFLs are a mature market with the product becoming a commodity; one large
manufacturer, Philips, is increasingly more focused on the transition to solid-state lighting (SSL),
rather than vacuum-based technologies.30
In response to a need for CFLs that meet a broader-based consumer appeal and the wide
applicability of standard incandescents, the concept of a Super Lamp (previously called ‘Super
CFL’) is being developed in California through a partnership by Pacific Gas and Electric, San
Diego Gas and Electric, Southern California Edison, Sacramento Municipal Utility District, and
the California Lighting Technology Center located at the University of California at Davis. The
goal of the Super Lamp project is to develop a technology neutral lamp that includes technical
30

Philips 2008 Annual Report.
http://www.annualreport2008.philips.com/pages/sector_performance/lighting/lighting_landscape.asp. Accessed
September 22, 2009.
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attributes such as dimmability, long life, and lamp color as standard features. This effort would
also include product testing and program support to bring the lamp to market. A specification for
the Super Lamp is forthcoming.31

8.4 More Efficient Incandescents and Halogens
Incandescent bulbs are available in a wide range of shapes and sizes, but there currently are few
options to replace the standard, medium-screw base incandescent bulb or A-line bulb that would
qualify under EISA standards. This is expected to change, particularly with adaptations to
halogens.
Halogen lamps, a type of incandescent lamp, are generally sized smaller than conventional
incandescents (and CFLs), have good color and light output, similar or better efficacy than
incandescents, a lifetime of 2000 to 3000 hours (so last longer than incandescents but not as long
as CFLs or LEDs), and are dimmable. However, halogens tend to cost more than incandescents,
burn at high temperatures, some have pin-base or different socket base dimensions, and some
require transformers to lower the voltage input (down to 12V from the standard 120V), and as
such are not direct replacements for standard incandescents.
Some types of halogen bulbs, such as xenon and infrared coated bulbs are more efficient than
incandescents, and with adaptations may be replacements for standard incandescents. Xenon
technology is commonly used in applications ranging from automotive lighting to projector
lighting and is currently used in niche residential applications such as task lighting and undercounter lighting. Xenon bulbs use about 25% less energy than standard incandescents, but they
are smaller, and some require low voltage input and have different socket dimensions.
Infrared halogens use an infrared coating on the inside of the glass tube, which reflects the heat
produced in the bulb back to the filament, increasing the temperature and light output without
increasing the wattage, and using about 45% less energy than a standard incandescent. A
drawback is that infrared bulbs require a transformer for lower voltage and burn very hot. The
technical constraints currently limit their retrofit capacity up to only a 60-watt incandescent
equivalent.
The industry experts interviewed generally see a significant market, at least in the short term, for
more efficient incandescents and halogens. One notes that EISA had the support of incandescent
manufacturers. Conventional incandescents are no longer profitable for manufacturers and EISA
compliant incandescents are more expensive, with higher per bulb profit margins. Thus, if some
consumers are willing to spend the money to continue using incandescents, the manufacturers
will do quite well, though many consumers may simply use CFLs rather than pay more for
incandescents.

31

California Emerging Technologies Coordinating Council. http://www.etcc-ca.com Accessed October 20, 2009.
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As already noted, modified spectrum incandescents, which have less stringent standards under
EISA, should see sales increases—one interviewee believes they are already getting more and
better shelf space and advertising and will become a niche product for consumers resistant to
CFLs. Similarly, marketing strategies will push existing halogen lines and make more halogens
available.
The interviewees offer varying views on the longer term market for incandescents, around 2020.
Two believe manufacturers will be heavily invested in LEDs; one notes the market for CFLs
may also continue to be strong in 2020. These two interviewees believe that manufacturers will
only produce incandescents as long as there are products that meet EISA standards, but will not
make significant investments in developing ever more efficient incandescents. Another
interviewee would not speculate about the product lines that manufacturers will produce under
EISA, but believes that manufacturers will try to satisfy market demands to remain viable. If a
market for incandescents continues to exist, manufacturers will try to satisfy it. Essentially
economics, not technology will drive manufacturer decision making. One interviewee disagrees
with this view and believes there may be a significant market for efficient incandescents in 2020.
He believes there may be incandescents available that meet a standard of 45 lumens per watt by
2020.
Along these lines, it seems that manufacturers themselves are uncertain about the future: Some
manufacturers appear to be marketing more efficient incandescents, yet at the same time they are
making significant research and development (R&D) investments in SSL technologies. In 2007,
the GE Consumer & Industrial Lighting division made an announcement that they would be
introducing a high-efficiency incandescent (HEI) lamp that would be nearly two-times as
efficient as current incandescents and would replace standard 40 to 100 watt incandescents, at
nearly 30 lumens per watt.32 By 2008, GE tried unsuccessfully to sell its lighting unit and in an
effort to cut costs reduced manufacturing of traditional incandescent bulbs and suspended the
development of the HEI, while at the same time boosting investments of LEDs and organic
LEDs (OLEDs).33,34 Philips also said that they wanted to be out of the incandescent market and
focus on LEDs, however it has produced the Halogena Energy Saver bulbs that are 30% more
efficient than standard incandescents. Philips 100 watt Halogena Energy Saver uses 70 watts and
retails for about $5 each, sold exclusively at Home Depot and Amazon.com.35

32

GE Announces Advancement in Incandescent Technology; New High-Efficiency Lamps Targeted for Market by
2010.
Press
release
February
23,
2007.
http://www.businesswire.com/portal/site/ge/index.jsp?ndmViewId=news_view&newsId=20070223005120&newsLa
ng=en&ndmConfigId=1001109&vnsId=681. Accessed 8-17-09.
33
Unable to Unload Limping Divisions, GE Invests in Propping Them Up. Paul Glader. Wall Street Journal. July 7,
2009.
34
GE Suspends Development of ‘High-Efficiency Incandescent’ Tyler Hamilton. Clean Break. November 26, 2008.
http://www.cleanbreak.ca/category/efficiency.
35
Incandescent Bulbs Return to the Cutting Edge. New York Times, July 5, 2009. Accessed July 6, 2009.
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8.5 LEDs
The industry experts interviewed generally consider LEDs to have a strong market potential, but
mostly at the end of the next decade. Manufacturers are making large investments in SSL and
specifically LED development. The DOE has also made an investment of about $41 million in
LED development. Interviewees acknowledge that it is difficult to make a replacement lamp for
general service incandescents, but the pace at which product development is occurring makes it
likely that there will be products that are market-ready by 2012 or 2014. Retailers are now
stocking a limited selection of LEDs on their shelves. Sam’s Club and Wal*Mart have devoted
space to them along with CFLs, both stocking mainly General Electric products.
One interviewee notes that the first generation of tested LEDs intended to replace general service
lamps are not very bright and may turn consumers off. Interviewees note that LEDs are
inherently directional and general service lighting is inherently omni-directional; this is a key
hurdle that must be addressed before LEDs come into general use. One interviewee emphasizes
that it is crucial to develop ENERGY STAR criteria for general lighting LEDs; otherwise poor
quality products may find their way into the market and discourage consumers for a long time.
There have been inconsistencies in performance of LEDs, sometimes with products not meeting
manufacturer claims and other times not performing consistently across testing procedures.
Performance issues noted in various rounds of CALiPER36 testing have been found in areas that
include SSL efficacy, color rendering, and lumen depreciation. Performance variation may occur
due to the rapid pace at which product developments evolve, manufacturing inconsistencies of
LED chips and components in different production runs, or inconsistencies in how manufacturers
document versions of products that might have undergone subtle changes in development.37 The
DOE and other interviewees stress the importance that LED product claims are verifiable and
consistent so that consumers have positive experiences with the products and the negative media
attention that has followed CFLs is not replicated.38
Interviewees say that the ENERGY STAR criteria for general lighting will need consistent
testing procedures that compare LEDs and CFLs. These procedures will have to examine

36

The Department of Energy (DOE) sponsors the Commercially Available LED Product Evaluation and Reporting
(CALiPER) program that supports testing of SSL products to foster the developing market for high-performance
SSL products. The program has conducted testing for over 200 products to date and distributes testing results for
noncommercial, educational purposes only. http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/ssl/caliper.html
37
Jim Brodrick of DOE documents some of these ‘versioning’ inconsistencies in his periodic industry email
postings ‘Postings: from the desk of Jim Brodrick.’ Lighting Program Manager, U.S. Department of Energy.
Periodic electronic mailings to the lighting industry about SSL and the lighting industry.
postings@lightingfacts.com
38
For examples of articles that question technology claims of CFLs and LEDs, see “Do New Bulbs Save Energy if
They Don’t Work” http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/28/business/energy-environment/28bulbs.html?_r=1
and
“Lemnis Concedes Bulb Label May Mislead” http://greeninc.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/10/09/lemnis-concedes-bulblabel-may-mislead/ Accessed October 10, 2009.
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luminaries, not just source efficiency. The ENERGY STAR LED standards39 have been focused
on niche applications to date, but new standards are in development for both residential and
commercial applications. New general service LED standards are being developed for integral
lamps (criteria expected to be released in November 2009, with an effective date of August
2010) and new criteria for street lighting became effective in August 2009. As the technology
improves, more products are being qualified. As of October 2009 about 180 SSL manufacturers
were involved with the ENERGY STAR program, but not all have products that qualify for the
ENERGY STAR label, in part because the standards for some products are still being developed
and meeting the testing requirements, such as LM-80 (a testing procedure to measure the lumen
maintenance of an LED) is a lengthy 6000 hours. As of October 2009 over 170 SSL products
were listed in Lighting Facts, a DOE sponsored voluntary pledge program to document SSL
performance data in a standardized format.40
LED chip development is occurring at a rapid pace and currently the technology in LED chips is
improving every three or four months to add to the performance of LEDs. Currently LEDs
produce about 35 lumens per watt, compared to roughly 60 lumens per watt for CFLs and about
15 lumens per watt for incandescents.41 LED efficacy is improving and products meeting a 70
lumen per watt are a realistic target by 2012; by 2020, LEDs may offer 150 to 200 lumens per
watt by 2020.42
Prices of screw-in LEDs are difficult to estimate and even more difficult to predict into the
future. One interviewee predicts that the price of LEDs will drop as the technology develops and
products begin to be produced for mass markets. Two interviewees speculate that LEDs for
general lighting will cost three to four times as much as CFLs so their acceptance will depend on
incentives offered by energy efficiency programs. Another interviewee acknowledges that prices
will be high, so consumers may need to reframe their lighting pricing decision making and look
at price from a lifetime standpoint.

39

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will assume the operational responsibilities for the ENERGY STAR
program according to an agreement signed on September 30, 2009. DOE will retain some of the technical
responsibilities for the program and the EPA will continue with the criteria adoption process for outdoor lighting and
replacement lamps. According to Jim Brodrick, DOE “The final timetable for adoption will probably hinge on the
transition plan and whether EPA will agree to employ the criteria that DOE approves following the current vetting
process. It is still unclear whether the ENERGY STAR SSL Program will continue as introduced by DOE, or if
significant changes will be made by EPA.” ‘Postings: from the desk of Jim Brodrick.’ Lighting Program Manager,
U.S. Department of Energy. October 16, 2009.
40
Lighting Facts. http://www.lightingfacts.com. Accessed 10-12-09.
41
LED Partner Resource Guide, U.S. Department of Energy, ENERGY STAR program, August 2009.
Accessed
https://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/manuf_res/downloads/2009_LED_partner_resource_guide.pdf,
October 2009.
42
Navigant Consulting, Inc., Radcliffe Advisors, Inc., and SSLS, Inc. for US Department of Energy, Multi-Year
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8.6 Additional Lighting Technologies
There may be other lighting technologies on the horizon that will be suitable for general lighting
applications. LED and higher efficiency lighting development will be spurred on by high profile
competitions. EISA directed the DOE to establish the Bright Tomorrow Lighting Prizes (L Prize)
competition. The L Prize competition is the first government-sponsored technology competition
designed to spur development of ultra-efficient solid-state lighting products to replace the
common light bulb. The L Prize will offer significant cash prizes (subject to the availability of
appropriated funds, up to $10 million for a 60 watt incandescent replacement lamp and $5
million for a PAR 38 halogen incandescent replacement lamp), along with opportunities for
federal purchasing agreements, utility programs, and other incentives for winning products. The
requirements for entering the competition call for the 60 watt incandescent replacement to
provide more than 90 lumens per watt with a life in excess of 25,000 hours while the PAR 38
halogen incandescent replacement lamp should provide more than 123 lumens per watt with a
life in excess of 25,000 hours.43 One interviewee believes the L Prize winner will be on the
market in 2010, though the price will likely be high. In September 2009, Phillips submitted an
entry to the L Prize competition and now will undergo a year of testing to document
performance. Until a winner is declared, other entrants are encouraged to continue to submit
entrants to the competition. Other design competitions for LEDs include Lighting for Tomorrow
which added a category for solid state lighting in 2006 and expanded it to include a wider range
of applications in 2009.44
One new technology that has received media attention is VU1, a technology similar to cathode
ray tubes, coated with phosphor inside bulb. All of the industry experts interviewed had heard of
the VU1 using technology; one had visited the VU1 site in Seattle. Interviewees also mentioned
ceramic metal halides, which are used in commercial applications; e-lamps based on fluorescent
technology but with a very long life span; and sulphur lamps using microwave technology as
technologies that may possibly have a slight incursion into residential lighting. All noted that the
use of these technologies for general lighting is very uncertain; it is also hard to get investment
funds for products that would compete with CFLs and LEDs.
OLEDs are another SSL technology that shows much promise for future lighting needs, however
the technology will not be available in the near-term and many of the applications will be better
suited for commercial applications. For example, one application might be ceiling panels in
office buildings that serve as lighting fixtures, giving options for lighting levels and color. There
is also interest in using OLEDs for street lighting, there currently are some cities that are trying
to tie federal stimulus funding to finance OLED street lighting installations. It is unlikely that
OLEDs will be used in the residential market for general lighting purposes in the foreseeable
future.

43
44

www.lightingprize.org, accessed September 17, 2009
www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/ssl/competitions.html, accessed September 17, 2009
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8.7 Mercury Content and Recycling
Mercury in CFLs and its disposal or recycling will remain an important issue for manufacturers,
retailers, energy efficiency programs, and consumers. Reducing the amount of mercury in CFLs
will help, but a portion of the market will continue to be concerned about the presence of any
mercury at all. The next ENERGY STAR standards may contain the E.U. standard of three mg
per CFL; one interviewee points out that most manufacturers would not have any trouble
meeting the European standard. Two interviewees also note the need to better educate consumers
about mercury; many do not realize that how small three mg is. One interviewee would like to
see mercury content displayed on CFL packaging.
Two interviewees believe manufacturers need to take a greater role, if not the primary role, in
recycling. Retailers can partner with manufacturers to recycle as a marketing strategy. Two
interviewees see some role for energy efficiency programs in recycling through partnering with
manufacturers and retailers, though one warns that recycling could become the Trojan horse
whose cost overshadows everything else. One interviewee would only have manufacturers, and,
to a lesser extent, retailers, responsible for recycling. He would require manufacturers to pay for
recycling lamps with higher mercury content than a set standard; this would also provide an
incentive to lower mercury content. He would leave recycling lamps with lower mercury
contents to the consumers.

8.8 Regulatory Oversight of Sales
As previously noted, manufacturer sales of some types of exempted lamps will be monitored by
the DOE under EISA. If sales of the monitored lamps double compared to modeled unit sales in
a given year, the standards may be modified to include new efficiency standards for those
products. It should be noted that EISA standards will apply to the manufacture of bulbs, not
sales, so there will be some lag after the standards become effective for existing stocks to sell
through at retailers. The industry experts interviewed believe manufacturers will be slow and
reluctant to disclose sales quantities to the DOE; getting shipment and sales data from
manufacturers in the past for ENERGY STAR and various energy efficiency programs across the
nation has been difficult. One interviewee suggests using NEMA to help monitor sales, though
he believes NEMA’s goal is to help manufacturers, so it may also be reluctant to cooperate.
However, manufacturers, according to this interviewee, may be more open with incandescent
sales data than they have been in the past as other markets become more important.
The lighting market is changing; to avoid adverse market effects of shifts in sales to less efficient
products, there is a need for a consistent, transparent, and reliable source of shipment and/or
sales data. Tracking even the gross shipment amounts for incandescents through import data (as
can be done for CFLs) is not be possible because incandescents are manufactured both
domestically and overseas. The U.S. government is encouraging LED manufacturers to produce
products domestically, so it appears that tracking of market level shipments and sales of LEDs
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for program attribution will remain a challenge until a comprehensive reporting system for a
variety of types of lighting is established.

8.9 Role of Energy Efficiency Programs
The industry experts interviewed believe energy efficiency programs will continue to play a vital
role in promoting energy efficient lighting, even as the lighting savings may form a smaller
portion of efficiency portfolios. Energy efficiency programs will have to adjust the expected
lifetime savings estimates for incentivized CFLs after EISA standards become effective. For
example, the savings from a 26-watt CFL that replaces a 100-watt incandescent installed in 2009
with a lifetime of seven years might be calculated with delta watts of 74 watts (100 watts minus
26 watts) up to 2120 and 46 watts (72 watts minus 26 watts) after 2012. The interviewees think
this is a good idea; one notes that the DOE for now uses the standard delta watts from
incandescents, but will use adjusted delta watts taking EISA standards into account in two or
three years. Another interviewee says he has done some program analyses with a similar model
using a lower delta watts for the later years in the CFL’s life. But, ideally, he notes, there would
be baseline studies every year through the EISA transition to determine delta watts; otherwise, it
is not clear if the default should be a modified spectrum incandescent or a reduced wattage
incandescent or a CFL.
Most interviewees see the passage of EISA and developments in lighting technology moving
energy efficiency programs away from offering incentives for CFLs and toward a variety of roles
in the market for energy efficient lighting. The interviewees believe the following areas would
benefit from the involvement of utilities and other organizations promoting energy efficient
lighting:
•

•

•

•

Educating consumers so they focus on lumens rather than wattage. Efficiency should be
defined on a lumens per watt basis. Consumers also need to be educated on the different
types of lighting that are appropriate for different applications.
In conjunction with consumer education, working with the FTC to develop consistent
labeling for lighting, including lumens, or some standardized indication of light output,
watts, hours, and mercury content.
Working with retailers so that incandescent shelf space in 2012 is transferred to CFLs
rather than kept for reduced-wattage incandescents that will drive consumers to use more
lighting.
Focusing promotions and advertising to the market segments least likely to adopt CFLs
and most likely to hoard incandescents in 2012. One interviewee notes that energy
efficiency programs now need to concentrate on the 30 to 40 percent of households that
do not have a single CFL and on those that just have one CFL to promote greater market
acceptance. This involves going after consumers at the tail end of the curve rather than
the early adopters.
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Program efforts directed at increasing CFL saturation levels over the next five years to
moderate short-term projected peaks in CFL sales due to EISA. Increased CFL saturation
levels would secure more program savings if claims could be made before the regulatory
mandate and would help to alleviate potential product shortages and high CFL prices as
demand increases after 2015 in response to the phase-in of more stringent standards on
incandescents by EISA.
Supporting DOE testing efforts to ensure that ENERGY STAR continues to be a mark of
quality for CFLs. One interviewee notes that a lot of marketing is still needed to
counteract the effect of lower quality CFLs that the market offered several years ago.
Offering incentives for LEDs, educate consumers about directional and omni directional
lighting, and work to develop LED markets as was the case with CFL markets.
Working with DOE and use leverage to help with the regulatory oversight of EISA
exempted lamp sales.
The program strategies that have been aimed at market transformation may not be as
effective in increasing CFL saturation in areas where there is already a high penetration
of CFLs in homes, so there is a need to consider other program delivery strategies to
increase the number of CFLs in sockets and reach the group of non-CFL users.
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Executive Summary
This report summarizes the analyses conducted in support of the multistate CFL modeling effort,
highlighting the results as they pertain to the net-to-gross ratio (NTG) for the Massachusetts
ENERGY STAR® Lighting Program. The Sponsors of this study include the following:
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority (NYSERDA), Wisconsin Public Service Commission (WPSC),
Consumers Energy in Michigan (CE), the Connecticut Energy Conservation Management Board
(ECMB), Connecticut Light and Power (CL&P), Northeast Utilities (NU), The United
Illuminating Company (UI), the Cape Light Compact (Cape Light), NSTAR, National Grid,
Unitil, Western Massachusetts Electric (WMECO), and Xcel Energy in Colorado (Xcel). This
report draws on data from 16 different geographic areas in the United States, but was written
specifically for the Massachusetts (MA) Sponsors. The analyses draw on random-digit dial
(RDD) telephone surveys of over 9,300 households and onsite saturation surveys (including
confirmation of when CFLs were purchased) for about 1,400 households. Note that the report
uses the term “sponsors” because the various parties supporting this effort include electric
utilities, energy service organizations, public service commissions, and state agencies.
The key result emerging from the analysis of the models is that the estimated NTG for MA for
2008 is 0.41, with a confidence ranging from zero to 1.111; the point estimate of 0.41 is driven
by the small number of observed purchases in MA in 2008 relative to what they would have been
in the absence of the program, while the wide confidence interval reflects the high variability in
household level purchases in 2008. This executive summary provides an overview of the
approach, methods, and findings that have led to this conclusion.

Study Background
Methods of estimating the net impacts of CFL programs have evolved over time to account for
free ridership and spillover, adoption of upstream programs, and changes in the CFL market.
Recently, Sponsors in various areas have turned to a “non-program comparison state” approach
to estimate NTG, but rapid expansion of CFL programs and recent changes in the CFL market
have hindered the ability of this approach to provide a reliable NTG estimate.
The principal goals of the statistical analyses presented in this report are to identify and examine
factors associated with 2008 CFL purchases generally and the effect of CFL programs on those
purchases specifically in this changing CFL market. The evaluation team uses the modeling
results to estimate NTG for each study Sponsor. The team bases these estimates on the models
that we believe best describe CFL purchases in 2008

1

This represents an increase from the two former versions of this report, for reasons explained later in the executive
summary and the text of the full report.
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Areas Included in the Analyses
The multistate modeling effort relies on data drawn from RDD telephone and onsite surveys
conducted in areas with longstanding CFL programs, those with newer or smaller programs, and
those with no CFL programs through 2008. The Sponsors of this effort collectively account for
the following areas:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

California (CA): areas served by three investor owned utilities (IOUs) in the state—
Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E), and Southern
California Edison (SCE) or collectively the investor owned utilities (IOUs) service
territory
Colorado (CO): the area served by Xcel Energy
Connecticut (CT): the entire state
Massachusetts (MA): the entire state
Michigan (MI): the area served by Consumers Energy (CE) only
New York State (less New York City and Nassau and Suffolk Counties, NYS) and New
York City (NYC): Surveyed separately due to the demographic and economic differences
between the two regions; the Long Island Power Authority was not a study sponsor
Wisconsin (WI): the entire state

The Sponsors and evaluation team selected comparison areas that, to the extent possible, shared
demographic characteristics similar to their own. Furthermore, they sought comparison areas
with no CFL programs or relatively small or newer ones. The Sponsors variously funded the
fielding of data collection in the following states or areas:
•

•
•

•

•

Georgia (GA), Kansas (KS), and Pennsylvania (PA): funded by the CPUC, who chose
three combined states because no one non-program state was similar to the IOU service
territory. Together with California, we refer to these as the “CPUC states.”
The District of Columbia (DC) and Houston: funded by NYSERDA, who chose two
comparison areas because no one non-program city or county resembled NYC
Ohio (OH): funded by NYSERDA as a comparison to NYS; the team excluded the
513/283 area code which overlaps heavily with the Duke Energy service territory because
the utility had an active CFL program there in 2008
Maryland (MD): funded by the Sponsors of the MA ENERGY STAR® Lighting Program
as a comparison to MA. The MD electric utilities launched CFL programs in late 2007
and expanded them in 2008; therefore, it represents a substantial but new program area in
our model
Indiana (IN): funded by the WPSC as a comparison area for Wisconsin

RDD and Onsite Surveys: Comparability across Areas
The Sponsors and the evaluation team collectively fielded seven RDD surveys and seven onsite
surveys in sixteen areas, with some questions tailored to either program or non-program
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respondents. To achieve comparability on the key issues explored in the multistate modeling
effort, each RDD survey instrument included a core set of questions about awareness, familiarity,
satisfaction, use, and purchases, as well as a standard suite of demographic questions. Likewise,
each onsite survey followed similar procedures to identify CFLs, perform socket counts, and
ascertain when CFLs were obtained by the household.
While each Sponsor was interested in gathering information to develop a NTG, most also had
additional issues they wanted to explore in the surveys. For this reason, both the RDD and onsite
surveys differed in question number and order, topics addressed, response categories, and (to a
small extent) wording of core questions. In order to preserve comparability among surveys, we
limited these differences as much as possible. Some potential sources of differences involving
timing, survey design, and onsite methodology still remain. For this reason, we have applied
statistical controls, when possible, to account for these differences. Not all differences could be
eliminated among the instruments and this sometimes meant that data on a specific question was
missing or not comparable for a specific state or area. As a result, some models do not include
data for all areas.
In reviewing the data, the team came to the conclusion that the onsite survey provided more
accurate estimates of CFL purchases and use than did the RDD survey. Systematically higher
reporting in the RDD survey points to the likelihood that the onsite data were more accurate than
the RDD data. Furthermore, social theory holds that the more salient an issue or object is to an
individual, the more likely she is to provide accurate responses about it. Given that most RDD
survey respondents are probably sitting in one location on the phone, trying to complete the
survey as quickly as possible, most likely give a thoughtful but not always accurate response to
the number of CFLs they purchased in 2008. In contrast, during the onsite survey, the
respondents physically walk around their homes with a trained technician; they are looking at the
CFL at the time the technicians ask when the bulbs were purchased, thereby raising the salience
of the issue in their minds.

Development of Program Variables
The primary independent variable of interest summarized CFL program activity in each of the
areas included in the current analysis. To develop this important variable, the team began by
reviewing CFL program plans and documents, prior evaluation reports, and program summaries
compiled by the Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE), the US Department of Energy (DOE),
and ENERGY STAR in order to locate CFL programs in each state and gather information on
each program through 2008. We supplemented this document review with direct inquiries to
energy efficiency and CFL program managers and through searches of utility, public service
agency and energy service organization websites. Experts on CFL programs across the nation
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also collectively assessed the cumulative strength of each program through 2007 in an effort to
capture the effect of prior activity on current levels of saturation and recent purchases.2
The team combined the information on programs within states or areas into three different
program variables: cumulative program strength, 2008 program activity, and overall composite
program activity. We performed statistical transformations necessitated by the nature of the data,
and created three individual, state-level variables. The cumulative strength variable represented
the average rating provided by the experts and required no transformations for inclusion in the
model. The 2008 program activity variable represented a statistically transformed and combined
measure that includes data on the per-household CFL program budget and number of CFLs
incented by programs in the state. Finally, the composite program variable combined the
cumulative strength and 2008 program activity variables.

Modeling Procedures
Because this and other evaluations have found the data collected in onsite surveys to be more
accurate than those in RDD surveys, the onsite surveys provided counts of CFL purchases, use,
and storage as well as saturation. While we converted the counts of total sockets and CFLs
installed into a percentage representing CFL saturation, the count data for purchases, storage, and
use did not have the so-called normal curve assumed by the most common statistical modeling
procedure, Ordinary Least Square Regression (OLS), meaning that many respondents provided
counts at or just above zero while very few respondents provided larger counts; this caused the
curve in data to be, shaped more like an “L” than the normal “bell” shape, making OLS an
inappropriate model for the count data of CFL use and purchases (see Section 3.6 for more
detail). In response, the evaluators modeled the count data for CFL purchases and use using a
statistically appropriate procedure known as the negative binomial regression model (NBRM).
The data on CFL saturation—measured as the percentage of all sockets in the home filled with
CFLs—were not count data, so the evaluators relied on the more familiar OLS methods for
modeling saturation
The team ran multiple models designed to explain CFL purchases in 2008 and the past three
months, current use, and current saturation (current being the time when the respective
instruments were administered).3 The results suggest that CFL programs had a statistically
significant net positive effect on CFL purchases in 2008 as well as on current CFL use and
saturation; however, the models did not find a net positive program effect on CFLs purchased in
the past three months most likely due to the small number of respondents who had actually

2

The experts were instructed to provide ratings on a zero to ten scale on the historic budget, marketing, CFLs
incented, and overall impression of strength of programs in each state in order to account for how prior program
activity may be affecting current program-induced sales of CFLs.
3
Specifically for the five NYSERDA areas December through February for the RDD survey and August and
September for the onsite surveys. “Current” differed across all areas, as discussed in more detail in the main body
of the report.
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purchased CFLs in the past three months and the variation in the three month period in question
across surveys.

Results: 2008 Purchases and NTG Estimates
Table 1 includes the best 2008 purchase model derived from onsite data (“best” as determined by
the ability of the model to predict purchases accurately), while Table 2 displays an alternative
model that includes saturation at the beginning of 2008. The team developed the alternative
model because analyses presented in the full body of the report suggest that 2008 purchases were
lower in states with relatively high saturation rates at the beginning of 2008. The models are
derived from NBRM; to see the impact of any individual variable on purchases, one would
multiply the variable by the impact score, not by the coefficient as in OLS regression.
Table 1: Best Fit 2008 Purchase Model – Onsite
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient

Low

High

Impact Score

Composite Program
0.11
0.06
0.16
0.11
Years using CFL
0.10
0.06
0.14
0.10
Number of Sockets in Home
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
Number of Persons in Household
0.10
0.02
0.18
0.10
Self reported as White
0.42
0.09
0.74
0.52
Conducted During Fall Season
0.60
0.33
0.86
0.82
n/a
Constant
-0.79
-1.21
-0.38
2
Sample size = 1,034 and pseudo R = 1%. Excludes CPUC states as 2008 purchase data were not collected onsite.

Table 2: 2008 Purchase Model with Saturation– Onsite
90% Confidence Interval
Variables
Composite Program
Years using CFL
CFL Saturation at beginning of
2008
Self reported as White
Number of Sockets in Home
2008 County Partisan Voting Index
Constant
* Sample size = 950 and pseudo R2 = 1%.

Coefficient

Low

High

Impact Score

0.06
0.13

0.01
0.08

0.11
0.18

0.07
0.14

-0.03
0.43
0.01
-0.01
-0.17

-0.04
0.04
0.00
-0.01
-0.53

-0.02
0.81
0.01
0.00
0.20

-0.03
0.53
0.01
-0.01
n/a

The purchase model presented in Table 1 is identical to the purchase model presented in the
November 20, 2009 draft of this report with the exception of the composite program variable.
The evaluation team received data from on Sponsor after finalizing the models in the previous
draft that made a recalibration of the program variable necessary. This recalibration led to some
changes in the model coefficients and resulting impact scores, and, therefore to the NTG
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estimate. While the earlier version of this model produced an estimated NTG of zero for the
state, the recalibrated model increases that estimate to 0.19 (19%), with a confidence interval
ranging from zero to 0.89 (Table 3). The NTG estimate based on the alternative model developed
with saturation at the beginning of 2008 is 0.63 for MA, with a confidence interval ranging from
zero to 1.33 (the wide interval reflects wide variation in the observed data and the lessened
predictive capabilities of the model). The NTG for MA is among the lower estimates calculated
for all participating areas using either model.
Table 3: Range of NTG Estimates Calculated for All Areas Included in Study
MA NTG Estimate
90% Confidence Interval
Minimum NTG estimated for any area
Maximum NTG estimated for any area

Without Saturation
0.19
0.0 to 0.89
0.19
5.47

With Saturation
0.63
0.0 to 1.33
0.54
9.12

Average
0.41
0 to 1.11
n/a
n/a

The 2008 purchase model developed without saturation predicted observed purchase data better
than the model with saturation. However, these models serve as the best description of the
drivers of CFL purchases across all areas included in the analysis. The data in Section 3.5 of the
full report demonstrate, however, that MA had the highest saturation at the beginning of 2008;
the data in the section further show that high levels of saturation at the household and state level
were associated with lower levels of purchases. This likely reflects the fact that such households
(and states) had fewer sockets left to fill with CFLs, especially considering the longer measure
life of CFLs compared to incandescent bulbs. The evaluation team believes that the 2008
purchase model without saturation may be downwardly biasing the NTG estimate for MA
because the state had such a high saturation level at the beginning of 2008. The relatively higher
NTG estimate for MA calculated from the model with saturation supports this hypothesis.
However, it is still the case that the model without saturation is the better predictor of 2008
purchases and should not be rejected outright. Therefore, the team recommends that the MA
Sponsors use the average of the two estimates, or 0.41, as their NTG estimate for the 2008
ENERGY STAR Lighting Program.

Recommendations
The multistate CFL modeling effort represents a groundbreaking attempt by numerous program
sponsors to pool their resources in an effort to explain what drives CFL purchases, use, and
saturation in the rapidly changing CFL market. To that end, the results presented in this report
have demonstrated that CFL programs are still having a positive effect on CFL purchases and
leading to positive NTG ratios. In some areas those ratios are rather small, but in others they
point to continued substantial program effects. It is important to note that the models presented
here likely do not fully capture the complex web of relationships between variables that interact
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to affect CFL sales, although we have included analyses in the full body of the report that
explore these relationships to some extent.
The recommended NTG estimate of 0.41 reflects the fact that observed 2008 purchases in MA
were only slightly above what the model predicts they would have been in the absence of the
program. The NTG ratio for MA was one of the lowest calculated for all the program states
considered in the analysis, although it was not the only area with an estimated NTG below one or
even below 0.5. Some of the areas with higher estimated NTG ratios in this analysis had
previously adjusted their programs in 2008 to target retail channels that typically carry few CFLs
and serve so-called “hard to reach” households and to focus more on specialty products than in
the past. In conclusion, the data we present here provide evidence that MA ENERGY STAR
Lighting Program would benefit from redesign, a task we understand is already underway. Such
a redesign should likely include specialty bulbs and target the types of people who do not
currently use CFLs at all or in large numbers, the venues where CFLs are sold in only limited
quantities or at which non-users typically shop, and/or the general service and specialty
applications where CFLs are still not frequently used even in the homes of committed CFL users.
The final conclusion of the modeling effort may, in fact, be the most important: The methods
used to date to estimate NTG for upstream CFL programs have all suffered from reliability and
validity concerns. Respondent self-reporting error and bias related to who responds to RDD and
onsite surveys leads to imprecise estimates of NTG, although these methods can have the
advantage of controlling for household-level drivers of CFL purchases when comparison state
approaches are not possible. Methods that turn to CFL shipments find that the location to which
the products are shipped does not translate neatly to where they are sold, affecting the accuracy
of NTG estimates. Existing studies that rely on sales data often fail to capture the actual CFL
market because they are sometimes unable to gather accurate or representative sales data; states
that have successfully used this approach in the past now face the challenges of finding a
comparison state or otherwise controlling for the demographic factors that affect CFL purchases.
While this study has quantified those concerns as evidenced through varying estimates of NTG
and wide confidence intervals, more often the impact of reliability and validity is unknown or
difficult to quantify.
The evaluation team believes that having wider access to representative sales data will be a key
component of determining the impact of CFL programs in the face of the changing CFL market.
Paired with data that allow for the ability to control for the household and state-level
demographic, economic, and social factors that also affect CFL purchases, sales data could allow
for more accurate and precise NTG estimates if those data accurately represent the entire CFL
market. The CFL program community, however, has largely been unsuccessful in gaining access
to these data particularly from non-program retailers; some Sponsors even have trouble gather
such information from participating retailers and manufacturers. Given this situation, the team
presents the final recommendation: If CFL program sponsors remain committed to calculating
NTG for CFLs (also LEDs and other small, relatively inexpensive products), they must work
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together with retailers and manufacturers to find acceptable ways of sharing sales data that do
not threaten retailer and manufacturer competition but that still allow programs to assess in the
most accurate way possible what their impact has been on the CFL market. Without such data,
any estimate of the net impact of CFL programs will suffer from reliability and validity concerns
to varying and sometimes unquantifiable degrees.
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1 Introduction
This report summarizes the analyses conducted to date in support of the multistate CFL modeling
effort, highlighting the results as they pertain to the net-to-gross ratio (NTG) for the
Massachusetts ENERGY STAR® Lighting Program. The Sponsors of this study include the
following: California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority (NYSERDA), Wisconsin Public Service Commission (WPSC),
Consumers Energy in Michigan (CE), the Connecticut Energy Conservation Management Board
(ECMB), Connecticut Light and Power (CL&P), Northeast Utilities (NU), The United
Illuminating Company (UI), the Cape Light Compact (Cape Light) NSTAR, National Grid,
Unitil, and Western Massachusetts Electric (WMECO), and Xcel Energy in Colorado (Xcel).4
The evaluation team under contract with the Massachusetts ENERGY STAR Lighting Program
Sponsors (MA Sponsors) includes NMR Group, Inc. (NMR), The Cadmus Group, and KEMA.
Together with PA Consulting and APPRISE, Inc. they are the primary firms responsible for data
collection and analysis that are collaborating as part of this groundbreaking multi-Sponsor and
multistate effort. This report draws on data from 16 different geographic areas in the United
States (US), but was written specifically for the Massachusetts (MA) Sponsors. The analyses
draw on random digit dial (RDD) telephone surveys of over 9,300 households and onsite
saturation surveys (including confirmation of when CFLs were purchased) for about 1,400
households.

1.1

Changing CFL Market and the Multistate Modeling Approach

The sponsors of CFL programs across the US have been conducting market effects analyses and
calculating NTG since the first programs appeared in the late 1980s. Over time, the NTG
methods have evolved to take into account free ridership and spillover, new program design, and
changes in the CFL market. The multistate modeling approach represents the efforts of multiple
Sponsors and evaluators to test a new method for estimating NTG in the face of increased CFL
shipments and sales as well as rapid expansion of CFL programs throughout North America.
This section briefly describes this evolution and the need for a new approach to estimating NTG.
Many early CFL programs relied heavily on coupon and catalog approaches to support the
technology. Sponsors of such programs with this reliance generally calculated net energy savings
using the following equation:
Net energy savings = Gross energy savings x (1 + spillover rate – free ridership rate)
The NTG portion of this equation involved free ridership and spillover rates, which some
program sponsors estimated by surveying participants about the influence of the program on
4

Note that we refer to the Sponsors of this study because they comprise a mixture of state agencies, public service
commissions, energy service organizations, and electric utilities. When capitalized, Sponsors refers to individual or
multiple Sponsors of this study; when used in the lower-case form, we are referring more generally to sponsors of
CFL lighting programs throughout North America.
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their in-program and out-of-program CFL purchases while in-program sales data came from
tracking databases. This method relied heavily on having contact information for participants and
a general idea of the number of program-supported products each participant had obtained.5
The shift to upstream markdown and buydown programs, which began gradually and has
recently accelerated, led to a switch in the methods many program sponsors used to estimate
NTG. One of the key characteristics of upstream approaches is that they are largely invisible to
the consumer, who simply sees a discounted CFL on the store shelf.6 The consumer does not
have to fill out rebate coupons or catalog forms to get the incented CFL, and therefore sponsors
generally are not able to collect participant contact information that facilitates surveying
customers to help determine free ridership and spillover rates.7 Furthermore, free ridership is
built into the program design; a participant no longer has the option of purchasing the CFL at full
price when a particular store carries the CFL only at the discounted price, and the participant is
often not aware of the subsidy (which would be necessary for accurate self-reporting on free
ridership and spillover).
In response, many CFL program sponsors adopted a NTG estimation method in which sales from
their service territories where compared with sales from one or more non-program comparison
areas, sometimes selected to be demographically similar to the program area. Such approaches
relied on data from RDD or retail store surveys, CFL shipment data, or on retailer or
manufacturer sales data to estimate the NTG.8 The NTG equaled the per-household CFL sales in
the program area minus per-household CFL sales in the comparison area all divided by perhousehold program-supported sales in the program area, sometimes doing so on a per-household
basis, other times on a per-store basis, and still other times for all sales in the state. Additionally,

5

See, for example, Nexus Market Research and RLW Analytics, Impact Evaluation of the Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Vermont 2003 Residential Lighting Programs, prepared for The Cape Light Compact
State of Vermont Public Service Department for Efficiency Vermont, National Grid, Northeast Utilities, NSTAR
Electric and Unitil Energy Systems, Inc., October 1, 2004.
6
Some programs may include point-of-sale materials explaining that the discounted price is the result of a CFL
program, but this is not universally the case.
7
For a method of identifying upstream participants, see Wilson-Wright, L. J. Zynda, R. Prahl, K. Oswald, and A. Li
(2009) “They’re Out There – Somewhere: Locating and Evaluating CFLs Distributed through Markdown and
Buydown Programs.” In the Proceedings of the 2009 International Energy Program Evaluation Conference.
Portland, OR, August 12-14, 2009.
8
See, for example, Nexus Market Research, 2005 Baseline and Net-to-Gross Sales, prepared for Cape Light
Compact, National Grid, NSTAR, Western Massachusetts Electric, Unitil, October 27, 2006, and Glacier
Consulting, FY04/05 Net-to-Gross Savings Adjustments for CFLs Rewarded through the ENERGY STAR Products
Program, Prepared for Wisconsin Department of Administration, January 11, 2006.
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some studies developed NTG estimates for separate sales channels (e.g. grocery stores, home
improvement stores, etc).9
More recent changes in the CFL market, however, have hampered the comparison area approach
to NTG. An increasing number of parties across the nation (and Canada) are now sponsoring
upstream CFL programs, thereby severely limiting the number of potential non-program
comparison areas, particularly those that are demographically similar to areas with longer
histories of supporting CFLs.10 Similar demographics are vital to the comparison state approach
to control for such intervening factors as income, education, concentration of big box stores,
housing type, and homeownership patterns that prior studies have found relate to CFL awareness
and use.
Further muddying the field is increasing—though debated—evidence that CFL sales in the
remaining non-program areas rival those in program areas.11 Some explanations on why sales in
non-program states have increased revolve around broader changes in the CFL market. In
particular, the spiral medium-based screw-in CFL has become one of the primary symbols of
energy efficiency, the image of which many media outlets and advocacy groups turn to when
wanting to represent the concept of energy efficiency as a whole.12 Moreover, due in large part to
the successful efforts of longstanding programs and ENERGY STAR partner manufacturers and
retailers, CFLs have become increasingly available throughout the US, with the successful WalMart campaign to sell one hundred million CFLs in 2007 (they sold 137 million) exemplifying
this trend.13 It is important to note that analyses conducted by Hoefgen (2007) strongly suggest
that Wal-Mart sold many of these CFLs in places that lacked longstanding CFL incentive
programs.14

9

See, for example, Nexus Market Research, 2005 Baseline and Net-to-Gross Sales, prepared for Cape Light
Compact, National Grid, NSTAR, Western Massachusetts Electric, Unitil, October 27, 2006; Glacier Consulting,
FY04/05 Net-to-Gross Savings Adjustments for CFLs Rewarded through the ENERGY STAR Products Program,
Prepared for Wisconsin Department of Administration, January 11, 2006, and Winch, R. and T. Talerico of Glacier
Consulting, Group, LLC. 2008. Second Annual Comprehensive CFL Market Effects Study – Final Report. Delivered
to the State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission, September 2008..
10
In fact, some non-program areas included in this analysis for 2008 are sponsoring upstream CFL programs in
2009 (e.g., Consumers Energy in Michigan) while other programs are being planned (e.g., in parts of Ohio and
Pennsylvania). Maryland had new programs in 2008 that are reflected in the analysis.
11
Most observers agree that CFL sales have increased in non-program areas. The debate, however, reflects whether
sales in non-program areas rival those in program ones. The debate revolve around the accuracy of the methods to
estimate sales, namely RDD survey and onsite self-reported purchases, CFL shipments, and retailer surveys and
shelf counts, all of which have relative strengths and weaknesses. Such disputes could be laid to rest if accurate,
comparable sales data that truly captured all the major CFL sales venues became available for each state in the
nation. To date, sales data have been reported sporadically and have not always been representative of where
consumers shop for CFLs nationwide. For example, see Hoefgen, L. (2007) “What the CFL Data in 18seconds.org
Really Mean.” May 3, 2007.
12
See, for example, nwalliance.org, the website for the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance.
13
Wal-Mart Stores (2009) “Compact Fluorescent Light Fact Sheet” PDF file accessed August 19, 2009 at
http://walmartstores.com/FactsNews/FactSheets/#Sustainability.
14
Hoefgen, L. (2007) “What the CFL Data in 18seconds.org Really Mean.” May 3, 2007.
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Table 1–1 provides a view of how the CFL market changed in the mid to late 2000s. National
CFL shipments increased dramatically in 2006, and again in 2007, before falling off in 2008. The
implication is that households in the US bought three to four times more CFLs in 2007 and 2008
than they did in 2004; given the long average lifetime of CFLs,15 the number of CFLs installed
could have increased by an even greater proportion.
Table 1–1: CFL Shipments to the United States
Adjusted for NonResidential Applications*
Number of Units
2004
93,475,116
82,258,102
2005
101,772,949
89,560,195
2006
184,686,594
162,524,203
2007
397,128,692
349,473,250
2008
337,485,972
296,987,655
Source: US Department of Commerce
* Shipment data in the second column include CFLs installed in commercial applications; the estimates
in this third column include only those estimated shipments that will be installed in residential
applications.
Year

Similarly, there was a change in the areas of the country where CFLs were being sold during the
same time period. While CFL sales were historically higher in states or areas with CFL incentive
programs,16 research conducted in California suggests that recent CFL sales in non-program
comparison areas have been as great as or greater than those in California (CA).17,18 The CA
researchers have developed a number of hypotheses to explain these findings (see Cadmus et al
2009 for details), but preliminary analyses point toward the following explanation (quoted
verbatim):
Erosion of Incremental Market Effects over Time (Spillover Hypothesis). California's
programs may have caused market effects in both California and nationally in the past
but, at this point, sales and awareness in the national market are very similar to conditions
15

About seven years for the models of CFLs then being supported through markdown programs in New England,
according to Nexus Market Research and RLW Analytics, Residential Lighting Measure Life Study, Prepared for
New England Residential Lighting Program Sponsors, June 4, 2008.
16
Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER) for the 2007 Massachusetts ENERGY STAR® Lighting Program.
Prepared by Nexus Market Research, RLW Analytics, and Dorothy Conant for Cape Light Compact, National Grid,
NSTAR Electric, Unitil and, Western Massachusetts Electric Company, July 1, 2008. Second Annual
Comprehensive CFL Market Effects Study. Prepared by Glacier Consulting for Wisconsin Focus on Energy,
September 30, 2008.
17 Compact Fluorescent Lamps Market Effects Interim Report Draft, by Cadmus Group, KEMA, Itron, Nexus
Market Research, and A. Goett Consulting. Report produced for California Public Utilities Commission, January 22,
2009.
18
Although manufacturers who took part in the panel “The Future of CFL Programs - Should We Eliminate
Financial Incentives to Encourage Customers to Purchase Standard Compact Fluorescent Lamps?” at the 2009
International Energy Program Evaluation Conference held August 12-14, 2009 in Portland, Oregon argued that the
decrease in CFL sales in 2008 was smaller in program states than in non-program states. Their conclusions were
based on sales data from retailers who carry their products; however, the data from which they drew their
conclusions were proprietary and not available for review by independent evaluators.
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observed in California. Therefore, the California programs are likely no longer generating
incremental market effects beyond any positive net impacts they may be generating, and
any differences between California and other states have largely eroded.
While the hypothesis directly references CA, one could make the argument that it applies equally
to other longstanding CFL program states. For example, Winch and Talerico (2008) reported that
WI saw a 132% increase in CFL sales from 2005 to 2007, but neighboring MI, which until
recently did not sponsor CFL programs, experienced a 210% increase during the same time
period.19 CFL sales in WI still exceeded those in Michigan, but MI was closing the gap. In short,
non-program states may be in the process of “catching up” to the level of sales and CFL use in
program states. CFL sales in places with historic incentive programs may have leveled off as the
market in those areas approached transformation, while CFL sales have increased in those states
without programs or with recently implemented programs as more people become aware of and
adopt the technology. However, more rigorous testing involving a diversity of states is needed to
confirm this hypothesis.
A hypothetical example, depicted in Figure 1-1, illustrates why such a trend should not be
unexpected.20 Suppose a program in its first year is responsible for all sales of a given efficient
technology in the program area, based on the fact that a non-program or baseline area has no
sales; if the program did not exist, there would be no sales. From a sales perspective—that is,
without considering actual vs. expected savings—the NTG is 1.0. Beginning in the second year,
the program starts affecting the local market, even while the non-program market is developing
to a lesser extent, and the NTG increases through year six, to a high of 3.1. After that, however,
both the local and the non-program markets continue developing, with non-program sales
eventually beginning to catching up to program ones as more households in those areas become
aware of and adopt CFLs and the markets in both program and non-program areas become
transformed; thus the NTG falls below 1.0 by year ten, and to 0.0 by year 12.
Hence one function of an effective market transformation program is to accelerate the market
adoption curve. We are suggesting that the pattern, not the timing or the numbers, applies more
broadly. Based on the rapid development of the national CFL market, some observers suggested
in 2008 (based on analysis of 2006 data) that the NTG in active program states had either started
to decline or would do so soon, and that the decline would occur over a fairly short period.21

19

Winch, R. and T. Talerico of Glacier Consulting, Group, LLC. 2008. Second Annual Comprehensive CFL Market
Effects Study – Final Report. Delivered to the State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission, September 2008.
20
This example is explained more fully in Hoefgen, L., A. Li, G. Azulay, Prahl R., and S. Oman, (2008) “Market
Effects: Claim Them Now or Forever Hold Your Peace.” In the Proceedings of the 2008 Summer Study on Energy
Efficiency in Buildings, Asilomar, CA, August 17-22, 2008.
21
Hoefgen, L., A. Li, G. Azulay, Prahl R., and S. Oman, (2008) “Market Effects: Claim Them Now or Forever Hold
Your Peace.” In the Proceedings of the 2008 Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, Asilomar, CA,
August 17-22, 2008
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Of course, these expectations are subject to other factors—many of which are at play in the CFL
market—such as the development and introduction of new technologies, which could start the
cycle over again, or changes in codes and standards, which could accelerate it, or disruptions in
the economy. There are also at least two additional caveats to these expectations. First, an
assumption underlying the oversimplified pattern depicted in Figure 1-1 is that market
penetration of efficient technologies in both the program area and the comparison area will
follow the standard S-shape curve, and that in both areas it will reach a limit near 100% of its
long-term potential. If manufacturers and retailers were to change their strategies abruptly and
fundamentally, or if prices were to increase substantially, the expected S-shape curve might not
develop. Even without such fundamental supply-side changes, the market penetration could level
off at a lower level in the comparison area. It is also possible that the NTG could fall relatively
slowly—particularly, again, if the curve in the comparison area should level off before that in the
program area. Hence, given recent declines in the sales of CFLs nationwide, predictions about
the future of the CFL market should be made cautiously.

Figure 1-1: Hypothetical NTG
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The statistical analyses presented in this report seeks to provide tests of the hypothesis that nonprogram states may be in the process of “catching up” to the level of sales and CFL use in
program states, and to examine the drivers of and barriers to CFL use and sales in this changing
CFL market. One of the primary goals is to isolate the net impact of programs—including the
cumulative effect of past program activity—on current CFL sales and saturation. Isolating the net
impact allows the team to develop estimates of NTG for each of the study Sponsors, an estimate
that takes into account the changing CFL market in many areas across the nation. This analysis
draws on random digit dial (RDD) surveys of over 9,300 households and onsite saturation
surveys (including confirmation of when CFLs were purchased) for about 1,400 households
(Table 1–2; see Section 2.1 for discussion of the choice of comparison areas).22 In this report, the
team presents statistical models and NTG estimates that seem to best describe CFL purchases,
use, and saturation in the time periods under examination.

22

The evaluation team attempted to conduct about 1,500 saturation studies, but fewer homeowners than expected
agreed to participate in the onsite portion of this study; see footnote to Table 1–2 for more detail.
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Table 1–2: Participating Areas, Sample Sizes, and Survey Dates
Area
California IOU service territories
Colorado - Xcel Energy
Connecticut

Program Status
2008
Established program
Moderate Program
Established program

Past 3 Months
Established program
Moderate Program
Established program

No program

Telephone
Survey
Sample Size

Onsite

Survey Timing

Sample Size

699
600
500

77
70
95

No program

500

97

Minor program

Minor program

579

62

No program

No program

503

99

No program
No program
New program

No program
No program
New program

600
525
500

88
71
57

Spring, Summer 2009

Massachusetts
Michigan – Consumer Energy service
territory
New York State, excluding New York
City, Nassau and Suffolk Counties

Established program

Established program

503

100

Spring, Summer 2009

No program

New program

657

86

Moderate program*

Moderate program*

1,000

203

New York City

Moderate program*

Moderate program*

502

100

No program

No program

501

98

No program

No program

653

59

District of Columbia
Georgia
Houston, TX
Indiana
Kansas
Maryland

Ohio, excluding Duke Energy service
territory
Pennsylvania

Fall, Winter 2008
Early fall 2009
Spring, Summer 2009
Winter 2009 Summer
2009
Fall, Winter 2008
Winter 2009 Summer
2009
Fall, Winter 2008
Spring, Summer 2009

Summer 2009
Winter 2009 Summer
2009
Winter 2009 Summer
2009
Winter 2009 Summer
2009
Fall, Winter 2008

Wisconsin
Established program
Established program
503
82
Spring, Summer 2009
1,444
TOTAL SAMPLE AVAILABLE
9,325
* Past NYSERDA CFL programs mainly supported CFLs through education, advertising, and marketing, including in cooperation with retailers and
manufacturers, but markdown CFLs were a smaller component of the program. The current CFL expansion program expands the markdown component, among
other activities, but had not been implemented at the time of the survey.
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2 Survey Procedures
The data used in the modeling effort relied on two sources: an RDD telephone survey and an
onsite saturation survey in which team members also verified when installed and stored CFLs
were purchased. This section describes the choice of comparison areas, development of the
surveys, sample designs and sampling error, and weighting schemes.

2.1

Choice of Comparison Areas

The multistate modeling effort relies on RDD and onsite data from areas with longstanding CFL
programs, those with newer or smaller programs, and those with no CFL programs through 2008.
As shown in Table 1–2, the seven Sponsors of this effort collectively account for the following
areas:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

California (CA): three investor owned utilities (IOUs) in the state—Pacific Gas and
Electric (PG&E), San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E), and Southern California Edison
(SCE) or collectively the investor owned utilities (IOUs) service territory
Colorado (CO): the area served by Xcel Energy
Connecticut (CT): the entire state
Massachusetts (MA): the entire state
Michigan (MI): the area served by Consumers Energy (CE) only
New York State (NYS) less New York City and Nassau and Suffolk Counties
New York City (NYC): Surveyed separately due to the demographic and economic
differences between the two regions; the Long Island Power Authority was not a study
sponsor.
Wisconsin (WI): the entire state

In order to select comparison areas, the Sponsors and the evaluation team examined data on
household demographics, concentration of major retailers selling CFLs, and CFL programs
across the nation to identify potential comparison areas lacking programs or with only new
programs. The evaluation team experienced difficulty in finding non-program areas for two
reasons. First, many formerly non-program areas have recently begun implementing programs.
Second, the remaining non-program areas often differ substantially from program ones regarding
characteristics shown to relate to CFL sales (e.g., homeownership, socioeconomic status, cost of
living including electricity costs, and access to retailers selling CFLs). As a result, the
comparison areas chosen for this study include a mixture of areas that currently do not have CFL
program, those with newer programs, and some that first implemented programs in 2009 but
after the fielding of the telephone and onsite surveys that provide the data for this study.
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The Sponsors and evaluation team settled on the use of the following comparison areas:23
•

•
•

•

•

Georgia (GA), Kansas (KS), and Pennsylvania (PA): funded by the CPUC, who chose
three combined states because no one non-program state was similar to the IOU service
territory. Together with California, we refer to these as the CPUC areas or states.
The District of Columbia (DC) and Houston: funded by NYSERDA, who chose two
comparison areas because no one non-program city or county resembled NYC
Ohio (OH): funded by NYSERDA as a comparison to NYS; the team excluded the
513/283 area code which overlaps heavily with the Duke Energy service territory because
the utility had an active CFL program there in 2008.
Maryland (MD): funded by the Sponsors of the MA ENERGY STAR Lighting Program
as a comparison to MA. The MD electric utilities launched CFL programs in late 2007
and expanded them in 2008; therefore, it represents a substantial but new program area in
our model.
Indiana (IN): funded by the WPSC as a comparison area for Wisconsin

If the current or additional Sponsors decide to repeat this effort in the future, it is possible that
the models will include areas representing a greater diversity of program experience and
location—including more states in the South and West and some Canadian provinces.

2.2

Random-Digit Dial Telephone Surveys

While every Sponsor of this study desired an estimate of NTG, their individual study objectives
differed to an extent. Therefore, the Sponsors and evaluation team worked together to develop
RDD survey questionnaires that balanced the need for comparability across study areas while
still meeting the individual needs of each Sponsor.24
After finalizing the RDD survey questionnaires, survey implementation in most states proceeded
according to standard practices for RDD surveying methods. The evaluation teams purchased
blocks of random residential ten-digit telephone numbers for the areas to be included in the
survey, randomly called households, and attempted to interview the person responsible for
lighting purchases, until reaching the desired survey sample size. The method differed slightly in
CA, CO, and MI where the evaluation team randomly called residential customers in the
included service territories.25 In no area did the evaluation teams stratify the sample design, and
the only residential respondents excluded from the study across areas were those who refused to
answer the survey and the people who could not respond in either English or Spanish (fielded
only in the CPUC areas, NYC, and Houston).
23

Note that all Sponsors of this effort are funding the data merging, analysis, and reporting efforts. We only mention
who funded the survey because this relates to differences in the questionnaires and responses, as discussed in
Section Error! Reference source not found..
24
The team thanks the Sponsors for their willingness to strike this balance in order to ensure comparability.
25
Note that a few of the Xcel Energy customers were known program participants; we have kept their responses and
information in the summary statistics presented in this report, but removed from them from the models.
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Although the team relied on random selection, the demographic characteristics of willing
respondents in all areas differed from the population as reported in the US Census on two factors
often found to be related to CFL use: homeownership and education, specifically the
underrepresentation of renters and those with less than a high school education.26 The team
developed a weighting scheme to correct for this underrepresentation using data on education by
homeownership as reported by the US Census Bureau using the combined 2005 to 2007
American Community Survey (ACS) estimates for each area.27 Appendix A discusses the
development of the weighting scheme more fully and includes a table showing the scheme as
well as sample design and sampling error for each area included in the current analysis.
Please note that the weighting schemes used in this study differ from those used in other reports
delivered to individual Sponsors. The weighting schemes in other reports reflect concerns unique
to those Sponsors. In contrast, this effort required a consistent weighting scheme across areas,
and the ACS provided the source for this consistency. The implication is that summary statistics
presented in this report will likely differ from those presented in other reports based on the same
data. In many cases, the differences are slight, but sometimes they may appear more substantial.
The team encourages the Sponsors to discuss with the evaluation team which results should be
used for estimating electricity and demand savings and which to report in their regulatory filings.

2.3

Onsite Visits

The Sponsors and the evaluation team decided to pair the RDD surveys with an onsite saturation
study because of a general concern with the ability of respondents to provide accurate estimates
of their CFL use, storage, and purchases during a RDD survey. Although respondents generally
provide thoughtful estimates on the phone, most cannot give accurate on-the-spot estimates of
the number of CFLs they have purchases or the number currently installed in their home. Some
telephone surveys ask customers to walk through their home counting CFLs and sockets in each
room in order to estimate saturation, but this can make the survey lengthy and tedious for the
respondents, thereby reducing response rates. The onsite survey provides a more accurate
approach of counting the number of CFLs and all other lighting products in use (otherwise
known as a socket count) and in storage as well as determining CFL saturation rates (i.e.
percentage of sockets filled with CFLs). It is also likely that respondents provide a more accurate
estimate of when they purchases CFLs found in the home when actually looking at the product
with a technician than when asked during a telephone survey while sitting or standing in one
place. Such estimate of purchases still include some amount of self-reporting error, but, as the

26

Such underrepresentation is common in RDD surveys. For example, see Galesic, M., R. Tourangeau, M.P.
Couper (2006) “Complementing Random-Digit-Dial Telephone Surveys with Other Approaches to Collecting
Sensitive Data.” American Journal of Preventive Medicine. Volume 35, Number 5.
27
United States Bureau of the Census (2009) 2005-2007 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates.
http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/DatasetMainPageServlet?_program=ACS&_submenuId=datasets_2&_lang=en.
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analyses below show, the onsite based estimates are likely more reliable than those obtained
during the RDD survey.

2.3.1 Recruiting Onsite Participants
The respective evaluation teams identified onsite participants through the RDD surveys. Twenty
to 25% of RDD survey respondents voiced initial interest in the onsite survey. Sponsors offered
$100 to $150 incentives to the homeowners, depending on the cost of living in their area, to
entice customers to participate in the onsite visit. However, when calling to set up the visits,
fewer respondents than expected decided to move forward with the onsite visits, reflecting
difficulty with scheduling (most onsite visits were conducted during the summer), lack of
familiarity with the Sponsor (in non-program states), and distrust of letting strangers into the
home. Thus, while the team originally anticipated an onsite sample size of about 1,600, the final
sample size was actually 1,444.

2.3.2 Conducting the Onsite Visit
The Sponsors and the evaluation team cooperatively developed onsite survey instruments. As
with the RDD survey questionnaires, the onsite surveys differed somewhat, but struck a balance
between meeting the needs of the individual Sponsor and comparability for the multistate
modeling effort. Likewise, the actual details of the onsite methods varied slightly among data
collection firms, but they all generally followed the pattern described here.
A trained technician arrived at the home at a pre-scheduled time, introduced him or herself, and
asked for the contact person who had been identified when scheduling the visit. The technician
then asked the respondent a series of questions about household demographics, the
characteristics of the home, and lighting usage. The respondent and the technician next walked
through each room of the home examining all lighting sockets to see if they contained a bulb
and, if so, the type of lighting technology in use and the switch type; some also noted the base
type. If the product was a CFL, the technician noted its manufacturer and model number and any
specialty features. With the exception of the CPUC states, the technician also asked the
respondent to estimate when he or she purchased that particular CFL. The technician and
householder also examined bulbs in storage, again noting similar detailed information on stored
CFLs. Visits averaged two hours in most areas, although some Sponsors also collected
information on home electronics adding to the length of the visit.
In order to account for any potential bias toward CFL enthusiasts or homeowners, the evaluation
team weighted the onsite sampled back to the telephone survey reported familiarity with CFLs
and the percentage of households that own or rent in each area included in the study. The
weighting scheme is presented in Appendix A.
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Comparability among Survey Instruments

The Sponsors and the evaluation team collectively fielded seven RDD surveys and seven onsite
surveys in 16 areas, with some questions tailored to either program or non-program respondents.
To achieve comparability on the key issues explored in the multistate modeling effort, each RDD
survey included a core set of questions about awareness, familiarity, satisfaction, use, and
purchases, as well as a standard suite of demographic questions. Likewise, each onsite survey
followed similar procedures to identify CFLs, count sockets, and ascertain when CFLs were
obtained by the household.
While each Sponsor was interested in gathering information to develop a NTG, most also had
additional issues they wanted to explore in the surveys. For this reason, both the RDD and onsite
surveys differed in question number and order, topics addressed, response categories, and (to a
small extent) wording of core questions. In order to preserve comparability between surveys, we
limited these differences as much as possible. Some potential sources of differences involving
timing, survey design, and onsite methodology still remain. As the discussion below indicates,
these differences nearly always involve the CPUC telephone and onsite surveys to some extent.
This reflects the fact that the telephone and onsite surveys conducted for the CPUC were
developed and fielded prior to the formation of the multistate modeling effort; the surveys for all
other areas were designed after the multistate modeling effort had begun to coalesce, allowing
the respective evaluation teams to create comparable instruments and methods across the other
12 areas in the study.

2.4.1 Differences in Timing
Survey timing is one of the differences that may have had an impact on comparability. This
involves three different considerations.28 The first is the time period under consideration in the
CPUC study areas. Because of the three-year budget and evaluation period used by the CPUC,
the RDD and onsite surveys conducted in CA, GA, KS, and PA asked about CFLs obtained and
used from 2006 through the fall of 2008 as well as about those obtained in the past three months.
The team created a dummy variable to control for differences that may be associated with the
timing and, as discussed below, survey instruments and methodologies.
The second issue reflects the timing of the RDD surveys. The evaluation team conducted the
RDD surveys funded by the CPUC and NYSERDA (NYS, NYC, DC, OH, and Houston) in late
fall and early winter, respectively, which tend to be peak periods for lighting purchases and use.
The team fielded the other RDD surveys in the summer, when lighting use and purchases are less
frequent. Furthermore, CFL purchases made in “past three months” are embedded within those
made in 2008. It is also the fact that the onsite surveys in the NYSERDA states took place seven
to nine months after the fielding of the RDD survey, likely contributing to differences in onsite

28

Luckily, the collapse of the financial markets is not one of them. All of the RDD and onsite surveys were
conducted after September of 2008, the period many identify as a major turning point in the economy.
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and RDD reports of purchases and use. It is also the case that the onsite efforts to explain what
happened to all CFLs reported as purchased in the past three months means that there was at
least some “truing up” of the 2008 purchases for the NYSERDA areas as the three months
represented the last quarter of 2008. Because we found evidence of this effect on the purchase
and use data (see Section 3.4), the team created a second dummy variable to control for the states
in which the RDD surveys were conducted in the fall or early winter.

2.4.2 Differences in the Survey Instrument and Methodology
In addition to timing, differences in questioning techniques and wording may also have affected
some responses. These apply largely to comparisons between the CPUC states of CA, GA, KS,
and PA and the other areas and reflect the fact that the CPUC study was designed and fielded
prior to the development of the multi-Sponsor, multi-state modeling effort. Moreover, the
instruments used in the CPUC states differ from those used in the other areas due to the focus on
evaluating the entire 2006 to 2008 program period for the CPUC but only 2008 and early 2009
for the other areas. The team has also noticed some systematic differences in the CO data that
may be attributable to the RDD and onsite survey instruments and their implementation. We
have identified a number of concerns related to the differences between the CPUC and CO
surveys and those conducted in other states.
First, the CPUC telephone survey instrument used a different format to capture self-reported
purchases, use, and storage. For purchases, the respondents provided estimates of their total
purchases from 2006 to 2008 and then were asked to parcel out the number purchased in each
year, starting with 2006 and working forward. This approach appears to have resulted in
systematically lower RDD survey estimates of CFL purchases in 2008 in the CPUC states when
compared to estimates from the other states. For use and storage, the respondents were asked to
estimate how many CFLs they were using or storing at the time of the survey; then they were
asked if that number was the same three months ago. Only those responding “no” to this prior
question were subsequently asked how many CFLs they were using or storing three months ago.
This approach led to systematically higher estimates of use and storage rates “three months ago”
(see Appendix B).
Second, the CPUC telephone and onsite surveys both asked respondents how many CFLs they
had purchased in the past three months. For the RDD survey (fielded in October and November
of 2008), this period largely corresponded to July through October, depending on when the
respondent answered the survey. The onsite visits were conducted almost exclusively in
December of 2008; once again, respondents were asked to estimate the number of CFLs
purchased in the past three months. However, the reference point was then September through
December, again depending on the exact date of the onsite visit. The implication is that the RDD
survey generally asked about late summer purchases—typically a time of relatively low lighting
purchases—while the onsite survey asked about purchases in the fall—typically a time of high
lighting purchases. Although the CPUC instrument asked a follow-up question about purchases
between the telephone and onsite surveys, a discrepancy in the two estimates remains. In
NMR Group, Inc.
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contrast, the other surveys did not ask the onsite participants to restate an estimate of purchases
in the past three months. Instead, the technician specifically asked the respondents if they had
purchased individual CFLs in same three month time period corresponding to the RDD survey.
The implication is that the difference in estimates of three month purchases between the RDD
and onsite surveys was greater for the CPUC states than for the other areas (Table 3–3).
Third, CPUC onsite saturation methods counted only medium screw-based sockets, whereas all
other states included all lighting sockets. The evaluation team addressed this issue in slightly
different ways in California versus the other three CPUC states. In California, the evaluation
team received data on the number of small screw and pin-based sockets counted in onsite
saturation surveys being conducted independently from those onsite visits summarized here.
With these data, we estimated that about 31% of all sockets and eight percent of CFLs were not
medium-screw based. In the other three CPUC states of GA, KS, and PA, the team examined the
base type of sockets in all other areas in the study, estimating that, on average, homes had about
three percent of CFLs and 25% of all bulbs in sockets other than medium-screw based ones. We
then increased the onsite estimate of CFLs in California homes by eight percent and in Georgia,
Kansas, and Pennsylvania homes by three percent. For all sockets, we added an additional 31%
of sockets to each California home and an additional 25% of sockets to homes in the other three
CPUC states.
Fourth, the CPUC instrument did not ask about CFL storage or use at the beginning of 2008;
therefore, we cannot use these states in models explaining use at the beginning of 2008 or 2008
purchases when “use at the beginning of 2008” is a key variable.
The CO data demonstrate some idiosyncrasies, in particular, high onsite estimates of purchases
in 2008 (1.5 CFLs more than the next state, CT). A portion of the CO data was gathered directly
from program participants listed in tracking databases instead of a random dialing of all
residential electric customers in the their service territory. This accounts for some systematic
differences from the other areas in the study, but concerns about high average use and purchase
numbers remain even after removing these known participants. Another potential source of
differences reflects the fact that only a small number of renters were surveyed (See Appendix A)
and, given the weighting scheme that includes homeownership, has caused a few renting
respondents to have a disproportionate impact on the data. Other oddities in the data may be
attributable to the administration of the survey, but this is not something that can be confirmed at
this time and requires further investigation. An attempt was made to include the CO data in
modeling for this draft, but the model validation showed a significant decline in predictive
power. After removing CO from the statistical analyses, the models behaved as expected, with
model-based predicted values falling much closer to observed ones. Note that the report
summarizes data for the CO respondents but excludes them from the more advanced statistical
analyses.
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3 Variable Specification
The Sponsors and the evaluation team collected nearly all of the data needed for the modeling
effort through the RDD and onsite surveys, but we gathered a few variables from other sources.
These include the program variable, unemployment rates at the time of the survey, the change in
the unemployment rate from January through December 20008, the concentration of various
types of discount or home improvement stores (collectively called box stores), and the political
orientation of the county, and whether the US Census Bureau classified the county as a
metropolitan one. We discuss the development of these other variables as well as specification of
some of the survey data below.

3.1

Program variables29

The program variables were the key components of the statistical models guiding the calculation
of the NTG. The team began development of this variable by reviewing CFL program plans and
documents, prior evaluation reports, and program summaries compiled by the Consortium for
Energy Efficiency (CEE), the US Department of Energy (DOE), and ENERGY STAR in order to
locate CFL programs in each state and gather information on CFL program activity through 2008
in each area. Specifically, we searched for data on the program budgets, the number of CFLs
incented, when the current program and any of its predecessor programs had been launched,
marketing and advertising support, and the method of support (e.g., retail coupons, catalog,
and/or upstream approaches). The team had relatively few problems gathering such information
from the Sponsors of this study for 2008 program activity (although we did ask the Sponsors to
confirm or clarify the information), but we found it necessary to turn to alternative sources for
information on program activity in states with newer or smaller CFL programs and for program
activity that occurred in earlier years. We relied heavily on web-based searches for gathering this
information and, when programs existed and managers could be identified, contacting the
program managers to gather the necessary information.
We were not able to locate consistent program data across areas on programs prior to 2008 but
the team believed it was important to account for potential cumulative effects of earlier program
activity on 2008 CFL purchases. For this reason, we decided to have individuals knowledgeable
about CFL programs nationally rate the strength of prior program activity for each of the 16
states on four key variables: marketing and advertising, budget, and CFLs incented, as well as an
overall rating of program strength. Although we asked six individuals not directly associated
with this evaluation to provide ratings, three of the six could not provide ratings for various
reasons.30 One wanted to participate, but felt he did not have sufficient knowledge to do so. The
29

NMR and Shel Feldman used a similar method in the appliances regression modeling approach conducted as part
of the Market Progress and Evaluation Report for the Massachusetts ENERGY STAR Appliances Program. See
NMR and Feldman (2005) Statistical analyses of Market Penetration of Energy Star-compliant Appliances. Final
delivered July 2005.
30
Two worked for organizations that would not allow them to rate members, and one did not have the time.
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last two individuals provided ratings, and to supplement these, three evaluation team members
also rated the programs on the same variables. We then averaged the scores of the five raters on
each individual component of cumulative program strength (e.g., budget, overall, etc.), weighting
those of the two independent raters higher than those from the evaluation team. Finally, we
summed the scores for each component into one “cumulative program strength” variable ranging
from a possible low of zero to a high of 20 for each state.31
For the 2008 program activity variable, we computed state-level per-household estimates of CFL
program budgets and products incented in that year for each study area. Because we had
distributions that did not conform to the normal (aka bell-shaped) curve, we used the cubic root
of these per-household estimates of budget and CFL incented. Furthermore, to adjust for
different units of measurement (i.e., dollars and CFLs), we standardized each estimate of perhousehold budget and of per-household CFLs. Finally, we summed the standardized scores to
create the state-level 2008 program activity variable.
As a final step, we also developed a “composite program variable” by summing the 2008
program activity variable and the standardized cubic root of the cumulative program strength
rating. The composite program variable treated prior program activity as part of the current
program, rather than searching for its unique effects as did the disaggregated cumulative effect
variable. Table 3–1 lists the variables for each area used in the analysis.
Table 3–1: Program Variable by Area
Prior Program Rating
CA
CO
CT
DC
GA
IN
KS
MA
MD
MI
NYS
NYC
OH
PA
Houston
WI

2008 Program Activity

19.000
6.500
14.722
0.000
3.056
0.000
0.000
16.056
1.278
0.000
7.833
7.833
0.333
1.333
0.000
13.611

3.451
0.822
2.893
-1.937
-0.262
-1.937
-1.937
1.849
2.076
-1.937
0.389
0.325
-1.937
-1.937
-1.937
2.014

Composite Score
4.913
1.341
4.088
-3.149
-0.169
-3.149
-3.149
3.254
1.717
-3.149
1.113
1.085
-2.478
-2.085
-3.149
2.965

31

We subjected the ratings to tests of reliability using Cronbach’s alpha, and, for each measure, reliability exceeded
80%, pointing to high levels of consistency between the raters.
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Additional Non-survey Variables

The evaluation team believed that certain external factors may have affected CFL sales and use,
including the local economic conditions and the concentration of box stores.32 Turning first to
economic conditions, the team considered multiple ways of capturing their potential impact on
CFL sales, ultimately focusing on county-level foreclosure and unemployment rates. However,
after thorough searching, we could not identify a reliable source of foreclosure rate data; the
sources we found were either out of date (i.e., preceded the mortgage crisis) or did not
adequately cover the entire state or area (e.g., data on rural areas was often missing). Therefore,
we decided to turn solely to unemployment rates to capture economic conditions.
The question then became which unemployment rate to use. Some of the RDD surveys
questioned respondents about their employment status, but the question was not included in all of
them. .The US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) was utilized to gather consistent unemployment
data from all study areas.33 The analyses included two different measure of unemployment, both
measured at the county level. The first was the county unemployment rate during the month the
telephone survey was fielded. The second was the change in the county unemployment rate from
January 2008 to December 2008. The first approach provides a snapshot of the economic
conditions in the county, while the second captures the relative change in the economic
conditions. Both high unemployment rates and large changes in unemployment rates could
affect purchasing behavior of CFLs, among other products.
The models also tested four different variables to capture the concentration of big box stores,
specifically Home Depot, Lowes, Menards, and Wal-Mart (including Sam’s Club).34 First, the
team used the “store locator” search engine on each retailer’s website to count the number of
their stores in each county in the study area. We then converted the store counts to estimated
total square feet by county. For Wal-Mart, we used estimates gathered from its corporate website
about the average square footage of each of its various store types (i.e., Supercenter, Discount,
Marketside, Neighborhood, and Sam’s Club). We also located a national estimate of average
square footage for Home Depot and applied that not only to Home Depot but also Lowes and
Menards, because we were unable to locate a similar number for Lowes and Menards. We then
summed the results into three different county-level estimates of total square footage for WalMart stores and non-Wal-Mart stores, and then combined Wal-Mart and all other box stores. To
adjust for the size of the county, the square footage of each box store per count was divided by
32

We chose the county level because it allowed for greater variation than state-level statistics, which would have
been collinear with the program variable. The data needed to develop the external variables were not always
available at such smaller units of analysis such as the zip code.
33
The BLS defines unemployment as jobless workers actually seeking employment; the measure excludes so-called
“discouraged” jobless, those who have given up their job search.
34
While Menards stores exist only in the parts of the Midwest, the chain is responsible for large numbers of CFL
sales in these areas.
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the number of households in the county to yield variables capturing the concentration of box
stores per household. The fourth variable used a state-level estimate of the concentration of WalMart stores per household to acknowledge the fact that people may shop outside of their county
of residence.35
The evaluation team also tested whether the political climate of the respondent’s county
influenced their CFL use and purchase behavior using data compiled by the Many Eyes
website.36 This variable, the 2008 Partisan Voting Index (PVI) was found by subtracting the
percentage of the republican votes received in a county from the percentage of democratic votes
received in a county; this figure was then subtracted from the national democratic margin of
victory to yield the county’s PVI. The more negative the PVI, the more heavily the area leaned
Democratic in the 2008 election.
Finally, the evaluation team created a dummy variable using the current US Census Bureau
designations of metropolitan counties to control for effects that may be associated with central
cities and their immediate suburbs as opposed to areas with smaller cities and towns (i.e., less
than 50,000 people in any of the cities or towns in the county).

3.3

Variable Transformation37

Many of the survey-based variables required minor transformations to prepare them for statistical
analysis. First, we recoded all respondents in the RDD survey who said they did not know the
number of CFLs they had purchased, were in use, or were in storage as “zero” in order to include
them in the analysis.38 In contrast, for the onsite data, a trained technician was able to collect
CFL use, purchase, and storage data from respondents, including those not aware of CFLs. A
few respondents reported that they did not recall when they purchased some of the CFLs found
in their homes and the team treated such data as “missing”.
Second, the RDD surveys asked respondents to provide their annual household income in the
broad categories used by the US Census Bureau. However, the cost of living (COL) differs
greatly among the 16 areas included in the study, requiring that we adjust the income categories
to a consistent base. The team adjusted COL in all states and DC to an average US base using

35

The team continues to consider alternative ways of capturing the potential impact of major CFL retailers on the
results. These variables may be adjusted in future models.
36
Many Eyes at http://manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/ is a research lab at IBM that maintains a number
of public data sets including voting records.
37
Note that the team also carefully adjusted the response codes to force them into agreement between the various
versions of the surveys. To offer just one example, some surveys coded female as 1 and male as 2, while other
flipped the order.
38
Note that we recognize that some people who are not aware of CFLs may in fact have used or even purchased
them, but in a RDD survey one cannot question someone about a product of which they have no knowledge. The
onsite saturation study helps to correct for this possible scenario by looking for CFLs in all households, even those
of people not aware of them.
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data compiled by the Missouri Department of Economic Development.39 For Houston, we used a
2008 estimate provided by the Greater Houston Convention and Visitors Bureau.40 NYS and
NYC provided a greater challenge as the extremely high COL in Manhattan biases the results not
only for NYC but also for the entire state of New York. The American Chamber of Commerce
Researchers Association (ACCRA) provides the most commonly used information on COL data
and drives nearly all COL calculators reported for the US.41 ACCRA keeps data on cities,
however, and not states. Furthermore, for NYC, it lists Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens
separately because they have such different COL but does not track the Bronx or Staten Island.
We used online calculators to locate areas with very similar COL to cities in upstate New York
and found that Connecticut has a COL similar to most of them; we therefore applied the CT COL
adjustment to New York State. The COL in Manhattan far exceeds that of any other city in the
US but is balanced by the four other boroughs with Queens (and likely the similar Staten Island)
having higher COL than Brooklyn and the Bronx falling far below the others. On balance, it
seemed as if the COL in DC served as a useful adjustment for NYC, striking a balance between
Manhattan and the other four boroughs and being relatively similar to the COL in Queens.
Third, categorical data require special treatment in the types of statistical procedures we used to
model CFL sales and use. The procedures we used attempt to provide the net impact of a unit
change in each variable on CFL purchases or use, for example, how much recent CFL purchases
change for each percentage of sockets already containing a CFL. The analysis and interpretation
is rather straightforward when the dependent (explained) and independent (explanatory)
variables are quantitative and continuous (assuming all other statistical assumptions are valid),
but they become less clear when the independent variables are categorical, meaning that a
number stands in place for a characteristic, concept, or idea (e.g., yes, no, do not know;
homeowner, renter; etc.). Although some statistical procedures allow for the inclusion of
categorical independent variables with no transformations (e.g., analysis of covariance or
ANCOVA), the nature of the dependent variables (i.e., CFL purchase and use) forced the use of
procedures that are less adept at handling untransformed categorical data.
The accepted statistical procedure for dealing with categorical data in such cases is to make them
dichotomous variables—that is, coded as one for having the characteristic and zero for not.
When more than two responses are possible, the analyst creates a series of dichotomous
variables, one for each of the characteristics under question. We followed this accepted
procedure, but found that we needed to limit the number of dichotomous variables to a
manageable size.42 We reviewed the data for each categorical variable and then combined

39

Missouri Department of Economic Development (2009) Cost of Living Data Series, 1st Quarter 2009.
http://www.missourieconomy.org/indicators/cost_of_living/index.stm.
40
Greater Houston Convention and Visitors Bureau (2009) Cost of Living.
http://www.visithoustontexas.com/media/statistics/Houston_Stats_Cost_of_Living.
41
See ACCRA Cost of Living Index at http://www.coli.org/
42
For example, if we had categorized all response possibilities for just income and education alone, we would have
had nearly 20 individual variables to capture just those two variables.
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response categories into larger groups before creating the dichotomous choices. Table 3–2
summarizes the variables treated in this manner.
Table 3–2: Transformation of Categorical Variables
Variable

Home size

Education

COL Adjusted Income

Self-reported Race

Transformation
Divided into three individual dichotomous variables
1. Less than 2,000 square feet or not
2. 2,000 to 3,999 square feet or not
3. 4,000 or more square feet or not
Note that we also include home size as a single variable
grouped into these three categories as they represent
“steps” of 2,000 square feet each.
Divided into a two separate dichotomous variable:
1. College degree or not
2. High school diploma or not
After adjusting for the COL, divided into three
individual dichotomous variables:
1. Low income (approximate annual income less
than $30,000, which is 60% of the federal
median for a household of three, the average
household size) or not
2. Moderate income (income between $30,000
and $99,999) or not
3. High income (income $100,000 or more) or not
Note that about one-fourth of the sample refused to
respond to our inquiry about their household income.
Divided into a single dichotomous variable: race selfreported as white or not.

Appendix B summarizes the key RDD survey reported demographic and CFL-related variables
(e.g., purchase, storage, use) across all sixteen states.

3.4

Comparison of RDD and Onsite Purchases and Use

Table 3–3 and Table 3–4 compare the RDD and onsite survey reported CFL purchases and use
for the onsite participants.43 The comparisons in Table 3–3 suggest that onsite participants
overstated their purchases for 2008 in the RDD survey, but their reporting differences for
purchases in the past three months were mixed. Note that the CPUC states of CA, GA, KS, and
PA consistently show much larger onsite verified purchases in the past three months than other
states, perhaps reflecting the fact that the RDD captured three late summer months while the
onsite survey captured three late fall and early winter months, as discussed above in Section
2.4.2.

43

Individual reports delivered to each sponsor highlight the differences between RDD and onsite respondents more
thoroughly. We do not report the comparison between RDD and onsite respondents here because we believe the
RDD reports are more susceptible to respondent self-reporting error and may not accurately reflect their actual CFL
use or purchases.
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Alternatively, the NYSERDA study areas (NYS, NYC, DC, Houston, and OH) generally show
higher purchases during the RDD than the onsite survey; although the onsite technicians asked
respondents if they had purchased the CFLs in the same three months asked in the RDD survey,
the more than seven to nine month delay between the RDD and onsite likely contributed to the
observed differences, namely that people may have forgotten which CFLs they had purchased in
the relevant three month period. Overall the RDD and onsite survey reports of three-month
purchases are typically closer because respondents in most areas (although not in the CPUC
states or CO) were asked to account for differences in three month purchases between the two
surveys. It is also the case that very few people reported purchasing CFLs in the past three
months in either the RDD or onsite survey, further contributing to the closer estimates. Table 3–
4, in contrast, suggests that respondents often understate their current use of CFLs during the
RDD survey—only respondents in Houston overstated their current CFL use and they did so by
0.7 CFLs.
Table 3–3: Self-Reported Purchases
for Onsite Participants by RDD and Onsite Responses
(Base = onsite participants, weighted on familiarity, education, and homeownership)

State

Sample
Size

CFL Purchased Past Three Months*

CFL Purchased in Past Year

RDD
Onsite
RDD
Onsite
CA
77
0.4
2.9
1.3
n/a
CO
70
0.4
0.5
4.1
5.1
CT
95
0.5
0.5
3.9**
3.6
DC
97
0.7
0.5
2.6
2.0
GA
62
0.4**
3.5
1.2
n/a
IN
88
0.8
0.9
3.3
1.6
KS
71
1.9
3.3
0.9
n/a
MD
57
0.4
1.0
3.6
2.0
MA
100
0.3
0.8
3.3
1.6
MI
86
0.2
1.2
2.8
2.7
NYS
203
1.2
0.5
5.0
3.8
NYC
100
1.2
0.4
3.1
2.6
OH
98
1.4
0.6
4.0
2.6
PA
59
0.5
1.7
1.1
n/a
Houston
99
0.9
0.3
5.0
1.1
WI
82
0.6
0.6
4.2
3.1
* The “past three month” onsite purchase estimates from the CPUC data have been verified to be higher than RDD
reports in separate analyses of the same data. The CPUC onsites asked respondents about their purchases “in the past
three months” but those three months varied from the period referenced in the RDD survey. Although the CPUC
onsite instrument attempted to correct for this by also determining how many of the CFLs purchased in the past
three months had been obtained since the telephone survey, the discrepancy still remains. In contrast, the “three
months” about which we inquired in the other states are the same three months (e.g., April, May and June for MD
and MA in both the onsite and RDD surveys). Respondents were explicitly asked to account for differences in three
month purchases between the onsite and telephone surveys.
** One outlier removed from estimate.
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Table 3–4: Self-Reported CFL Use
for Onsite Participants by RDD and Onsite Responses*
(Base = onsite participants, weighted on familiarity, education, and homeownership)
CFLs Currently in Use
State

Sample Size

CA
77
CO
70
CT
95
DC
97
GA
62
IN
88
KS
71
MD
57
MA
100
MI
86
NYS
203
NYC
100
OH
98
PA
59
Houston
99
WI
82
* One outlier removed from estimate.

RDD
8.0
5.9
9.1
3.4
7.2*
6.2
7.1
5.8
7.1
7.8
6.3
3.5
5.2
6.8
5.9
7.8

Onsite
12.3
10.0
10.4
4.2
8.6
7.7
12.7
7.3
9.5
9.0
11.0
5.8
7.5
7.3
5.2
10.5

The lack of awareness accounts for some of the observed differences between RDD and onsite
survey estimates of use. RDD survey respondents not aware CFLs could not be asked questions
about their use or purchases, and we assumed that they would not have installed or purchased
any CFLs. In fact, some of them were CFLs users and had recently purchased the product.
Likewise, although those not at all familiar with CFLs were asked some use and purchase
questions, it is reasonable to assume their answers may suffer from bias associated with their
lack of familiarity. Overall, however, awareness and familiarity account for only a small part of
the error as the following graphs demonstrate.
Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-6 compare the number of CFLs that RDD survey respondents
reported currently purchasing or using by the onsite verified purchase or current use.
Specifically, Figure 3-1 plots RDD reported purchases in 2008 by onsite verified purchases for
the same year, and Figure 3-3 shows similar data for purchases in the past three months. Each
graph suggests that there was only a slight positive relationship between RDD reported and
onsite verified purchases. Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-4 compare the RDD survey reported purchases
in each time period by the self-reporting error as determined by the difference between the RDD
estimate and onsite verified purchases; these two graphs suggest that those who originally
reported purchasing a greater number of CFLs exhibited higher levels of reporting error than
those with just a few self-reported purchases. The current CFL use data tell a contrasting story to
the purchase data. Figure 3-5 displays the RDD survey reported estimates of current CFL use and
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the onsite verified current use, while Figure 3-6 plots RDD reported use against the difference
between the RDD and onsite estimates. In these graphs we find that RDD survey respondents
generally knew that they had zero, a few, or many CFLs installed, but they still exhibited a great
deal of error in their actual point estimates of use. Furthermore, also unlike purchases, the error
in the point estimates was not related to the number of CFLs reported as used in the RDD survey.
Figure 3-1: Telephone Survey Reported vs. Onsite Verified CFL Purchases in 2008
(n=1,012; excludes outliers and respondents not familiar with or aware of CFLs; intercept set equal to zero; not
available for CPUC states)
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Figure 3-2: Difference between Telephone Survey Self-Reported and Onsite Verified CFL
Purchases in 2008
(n=1,012; excludes outliers and respondents not familiar with or aware of CFLs; not available for CPUC states)

Figure 3-3: Telephone Survey Reported vs. Onsite Verified CFL Purchases in the Past
Three Months
(n=1,255; excludes outliers and respondents not familiar with or aware of CFLs; intercept set equal to zero)
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Figure 3-4: Difference between Telephone Survey Self-Reported and Onsite Verified CFL
Purchases in the Past Three Months
(n=1,255; excludes outliers and respondents not familiar with or aware of CFLs)

Figure 3-5: Telephone Survey Reported vs. Onsite Verified Current CFL Use
(n=1,261; excludes outliers and respondents not familiar with or aware of CFLs; intercept set equal to zero)
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Figure 3-6: Difference between Telephone Survey Self-Reported and Onsite Verified
Current CFL Use
(n=1,261; excludes outliers and respondents not familiar with or aware of CFLs)

Given that Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-4 suggest at least some variation in accuracy by the
number of CFLs RDD respondents reported as purchased, the evaluation team compared the
mean number of onsite verified purchases and average error in reporting (negative scores
indicate underestimates in the RDD while positive scores indicate overestimates) by how many
CFLs the respondent originally reported buying during the specified time period while answering
in the RDD. Those not aware of or familiar with CFLs and outliers have been removed from the
analysis. Figure 3-7 displays these results for purchases in 2008. On average, those who said they
purchased one to five CFLs showed the greatest accuracy in self-reports, actually purchasing an
average of 2.3 CFLs and erring in their estimates by less than one CFL on average. Respondent
who reported purchasing zero CFLs had actually purchased an average 1.5 CFLs. Those who
reported purchasing more than five CFLs in the RDD showed the greatest levels of error, and the
error increased with the number originally reported as purchased. Figure 3-8 demonstrates a
similar pattern for purchases in the past three months, although the small number of people who
purchased CFLs at all during this time period means that the results should be interpreted with
caution.
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Figure 3-7: Comparison of Telephone Survey Self-Reported and Onsite Verified CFL
Purchases in 2008 by Number Self-Reported
(n=1,011 but varies by number of CFLs purchased; excludes outliers and respondents not familiar with or aware of
CFLs; not available for CPUC states)

* Blue bars indicate the average number of CFLs purchased as verified onsite; red bars indicate the average error in
reporting between the RDD and onsite (i.e. RDD estimate minus onsite estimate).

Figure 3-8: Comparison of Telephone Survey Self-Reported and Onsite Verified CFL
Purchases in Past Three Months by Number Self-Reported
(n=1,252 but varies by number of CFLs purchased; excludes outliers and respondents not familiar with or aware of
CFLs; not available for CPUC states)

* Blue bars indicate the average number of CFLs purchased as verified onsite; red bars indicate the average error in
reporting between the RDD and onsite (i.e. RDD estimate minus onsite estimate).
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The analysis presented in this section point to three systematic differences between the RDD and
onsite self-reports of CFL use and purchases: 1) RDD survey respondents have a tendency to
underestimate their use of CFLs compared to verified use onsite, 2) respondents more frequently
reported purchasing more CFLs in 2008 during the RDD survey than they reported during the
onsite survey, and 3) respondents who gave greater estimates of CFL purchases for 2008 or the
past three months during the RDD survey were more likely to demonstrate greater differences
between the RDD and onsite reports of purchases than those who said they purchased fewer
CFLs. Furthermore, the more CFLs RDD survey respondents reported purchasing in 2008, the
greater the difference between the RDD and onsite survey estimates. These systematic
differences point to the likelihood that the onsite data for 2008 purchases were more accurate
than the RDD data. With the backing of the social theory of salience referenced above, the team
drew the conclusion that the onsite data—while not without error—were more accurate than the
RDD survey data and prioritized the use of onsite based data on CFL use and purchases in the
models.

3.5

Onsite Saturation: Current and Beginning of 2008

As described in Section 2.3, one of the key purposes of the onsite visits was to conduct a socket
count in order to estimate CFL saturation. Table 3–5 summarizes the area-wide saturation rate
(i.e., all installed CFLs divided by all sockets in the state), the per household saturation rate (i.e.,
the average percentage of sockets for each household), and the per household median saturation
rate (i.e., the mid-point in the percentage of sockets for each household). Although most
programs compute saturation on an area-wide basis, recent work conducted by D&R
International and the Department of Energy (DOE) has drawn attention to the fact that saturation
rates may be strongly influenced by outliers—households with CFLs installed in a far higher
percentage of sockets than normal.44 This work compared the mean (the average) and median
(the midpoint) saturation on a per-household basis, showing that the median is far lower than the
mean nationally and in at least some program states as well. The discrepancy between the mean
and median shows that a relatively few homes drive average saturation rates, while even more
homes still have very few or no CFLs installed.
The results presented here add to this discussion. Similar to the D&R and DOE studies, we find
that mean saturation area-wide and on a per-household basis are usually higher than the median
(CO is the exception). However, we also find that program states have higher saturation rates by
all measures—especially the median—and that the median saturation is closer to the mean in

44

See presentation delivered by Stephen Bickel in the panel “The Future of CFL Programs - Should We Eliminate
Financial Incentives to Encourage Customers to Purchase Standard Compact Fluorescent Lamps?” at the 2009
International Energy Program Evaluation Conference held August 12-14, 2009 in Portland, Oregon; also in the
presentation “The CFL Market: Long Way to Go, Little Time to Get There” as part of the AESP brownbag seminar
The CFL Market: Past, Present and Future, September 24, 2009. See also the DOE publication Big Results, Bigger
Potential: CFL Market Profile March 2009. Available at
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/products/downloads/CFL_Market_Profile.pdf
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program states, suggesting less variation in saturation in program areas than in places without
programs or with newer or moderate programs.45 Program areas have succeeded in getting CFLs
into a larger number of homes (penetration) and equalizing the percentage of sockets within
those homes that contain CFLs (saturation) relative to non-program areas.
Table 3–5: Current CFL Saturation by State
(Collected during onsite visits; saturation = percentage of sockets)
State

Sample Size

Area-wide
Mean

Per Household
Mean

Median

CA*
77
25.8
29.7
26.1
CO
70
18.6
23.6
20.7
CT
95
21.9
26.3
20.2
DC
97
13.4
14.1
3.5
GA*
62
16.2
16.0
5.6
IN
88
17.1
20.7
10.9
KS*
71
20.7
22.6
7.0
MD
57
15.5
18.6
12.4
MA
100
23.4
26.9
20.2
MI
86
18.5
19.8
12.5
NYS
203
18.2
21.0
14.8
NYC
100
22.4
24.0
21.1
OH
98
13.5
17.1
9.5
PA*
59
16.0
17.6
9.7
Houston
99
12.3
12.5
0.0
WI
82
20.9
23.7
17.6
* Adjusted to account for small screw and pin based sockets as described in Section 2.4.2.

Difference
3.6
2.9
6.1
10.6
10.4
9.8
15.6
6.2
6.7
7.3
6.2
2.9
7.6
7.9
12.5
6.1

Table 3–6 compares current saturation with the best approximation the data allow for saturation
at the beginning of 2008. We developed this estimate by using the number of currently installed
CFLs purchased prior to 2008 as the numerator and the current number of total sockets as a
denominator.46 The approximation of saturation at the beginning of 2008 suggests a large
increase in saturation in nearly all areas in the study, including some with longstanding CFL
programs. The increase was smallest in IN (5.1%) and largest in CO (14.6%). MA had the
highest saturation of all the areas at the beginning of 2008 (17%), but subsequently—and

45

The high saturation rates in NYC are driven by the small size of homes there; NYC has fewer sockets per home
than the other areas in the study, so just a few CFLs make a large difference in CFL saturation
46
This approach has three problems. First, it suffers from respondent self-reporting error regarding the time of
purchase. Second, the approach assumes that none of the currently installed CFLs purchased after 2008 had replaced
CFLs in the same socket. Finally, the method does not account for changes in the number of sockets in the home that
may have occurred after the beginning of 2008. Therefore, the evaluation team stresses that the approximation of
saturation of 2008 is most accurately portrayed as the percentage of sockets currently filled with CFLs purchased
prior to 2008, but for ease of discussion we will refer to it as saturation at the beginning of 2008. It should also be
noted that these data are not available for the four CPUC states.
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perhaps consequently—saw the second smallest increase in saturation (6.2%) over the course of
2008. Furthermore, three longstanding programs (i.e. CT, NYC, and WI) saw their saturation
rates increase substantially since the beginning of 2008 and now exhibit saturation rates nearly as
high as MA.
Table 3–6: Comparison of Current Saturation and Approximate Saturation at the
Beginning of 2008*
(Collected during onsite visits; saturation = percentage of sockets)
State

Sample Size

CO
66
CT
95
DC
91
IN
88
MD
57
MA
100
MI
59
NYS
169
NYC
92
OH
78
Houston
90
WI
82
* Not available for the CPUC states.

Area-wide
Current
18.6
21.9
13.4
17.1
15.5
23.4
18.5
18.2
22.4
13.5
12.3
20.9

Beginning of 2008
4.0
11.4
5.3
12.0
7.3
17.2
7.0
8.8
8.5
3.9
3.2
9.8

Increase since Jan. 08
14.6
10.5
8.1
5.1
8.2
6.2
11.5
9.4
13.9
9.6
9.1
11.1
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The scatterplot in Figure 3-9 compares the proxy variable for saturation at the beginning of 2008
with the change in household saturation in 2008. The graph suggests that increases in saturation
followed a non-linear function. Increases in saturation were highest in the households that had
saturation of zero percent at the beginning of 2008. The increase leveled off for households that
had saturation between about 30% and 70% at the beginning of 2008. Not surprisingly, increases
in saturation were very rare for households that had 70% or more of their sockets filled with
CFLs at the beginning of 2008.
Figure 3-9: Comparison of Saturation at the beginning of 2008 and the Increase in
Saturation in 2008 – Onsite*
(n = 1,067, excludes the CPUC states and CO as well as outliers)

* Curvilinear line and explained variance based on a cubic function, not a linear one
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Demographic Variation in Current CFL Use and 2008 Purchase
Behavior – Onsite Verified Data

Table 3–7 to Table 3–12 summarize demographic, housing, and other characteristics of
respondents by the number of CFLs currently in use or purchased in 2008 as verified in the
onsite surveys. These tables contain a great deal of information, so we highlight a few key
findings here.47 In many ways, CFL use and purchases vary in predictable ways. Respondents
living in apartments, who rent, and who do not directly pay their electricity bill were less likely
to use CFLs when compared to homeowners living in single family homes who paid their
electricity bill directly. Similarly, lower-income households, those in which the respondent did
not self-identify as white, and in which the primary language spoken was not English were less
likely to use CFLs. Finally, households that currently use more CFLs or purchased a greater
number in 2008 were also more likely to have used CFLs for a longer period of time.
A few of the findings, however, are less expected. Perhaps the most striking is the small
percentage of respondents in all categories who reported purchasing CFLs in 2008; in no single
demographic group did a majority of respondents purchase CFLs in 2008,. In short, participating
households are using CFLs, but few actually bought them in 2008. Another unexpected finding is
the fact that households in which a female answered the RDD survey had fewer CFLs in use and
purchased in 2008 as verified in the onsite survey than in households in which men answered the
survey. We explored potential reasons for this and find women who responded to the RDD
survey were more likely than men to be low income or renters or to identify their race as nonwhite—all correlates of lower CFL awareness, use, and purchases as stated above—suggesting
that these factors and not gender drives the result. This same group was slightly more likely to
agree to the onsite, perhaps because of the substantial incentives.48
Another finding that requires more explanation is that households were less likely to use or buy
CFLs in counties that leaned more heavily Democratic in the 2008 election according to the
partisan voting index for 2008 (PVI08). This likely points to lower CFL use in city centers,
which tend to lean strongly Democratic but also to have larger concentrations of the types of
households that are least likely to use CFLs. The fact that households in nonmetropolitan
counties were more likely to use CFLs and to use them in large numbers provides some evidence
to support the latter hypothesis.

47

See Appendix C for a similar set of tables for onsite reported CFL use and purchases.
While this may create a slight bias in the onsite sample, such households still made up a small minority of all that
took part in the household and actually ensured that we had ample representation of this hard-to-reach population.
48
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Table 3–7: Current CFL Use by Key Housing Characteristics – Onsite Survey
Number of CFLs
Variable
Type of Home
Single Family Detached
Single Family Attached
Apartment 2-4 units
Apartment 5+ units
Mobile/Other
Homeownership
Own
Rent
Home Size
Less than 2,000 sqft
2,000 to 3,999 sqft
4,000 sqft or more
Who Pays Electric Bill
Pays Bill Directly
Included in Rent/Fee

Sample Size

Zero

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16+

978
148
86
179
48

18%
21%
34%
38%
15%

26
26
32
36
26

17
26
15
18
9

13
14
15
4
30

26
13
4
4
19

1080
360

17%
34%

26
34

17
18

14
10

27
5

759
582
87

27%
17%
14%

31
26
24

19
17
14

11
13
19

12
27
28

1082
71

21%
41%

29
36

18
16

12
7

20
1
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Table 3–8: 2008 CFL Purchases by Key Housing Characteristics – Onsite Survey
Variable

Sample Size

Zero

1 to 5

Number of CFLs
6 to 10

11 to 15

16+

Type of Home
Single Family Detached
Single Family Attached
Apartment 2-4 units
Apartment 5+ units
Mobile/Other

780
127
77
153
33

67%
57%
77%
76%
67%

14
15
14
14
15

8
13
6
8
3

6
7
2
1
9

6
8
2
1
6

Homeownership
Own
Rent

878
293

65%
74%

15
13

8
7

5
4

7
1

Home Size
Less than 2,000 sqft
2,000 to 3,999 sqft
4,000 sqft or more

685
437
45

71%
63%
68%

14
15
18

8
8
3

4
7
5

3
7
8

1082
71

67%5
84%

15
10

8
3

5
2

5
1

Who Pays Electric Bill
Pays Bill Directly
Included in Rent/Fee
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Table 3–9: Current CFL Use by Key Demographic Characteristics – Onsite Survey
Number of CFLs
Variable

Sample Size

Zero

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16+

Primary Language
English
Another language

1,396
44

23%
28%

29
28

18
12

12
22

19
12

Self-Identified Race
White
Another race(s)

1,064
373

20%
36%

28
31

18
15

13
10

22
8

Education
Beyond high school
High school or less

1,021
403

19%
30%

27
31

18
16

13
10

22
13

Income COL Adjusted*
Less than $30,000
$30,000 or higher

399
828

31%
17%

31
28

18
18

10
13

9
25

Gender
Male
Female

657
787

18%
27%

27
29

19
17

12
12

23
16

1,233
203

24%
17%

29
22

17
18

12
16

18
27

County Metropolitan Status
Metropolitan
Non-metropolitan
* Adjusted for the cost of living
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Table 3–10: 2008 CFL Purchases by Key Demographic Characteristics – Onsite Survey
Number of CFLs
Variable

Sample Size

Zero

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16+

1,150
21

68%
74%

14
11

8
7

5
4

5
4

Self-Identified Race
White
Another race(s)

860
216

68%
78%

14
12

8
7

5
2

6
1

Education
Beyond high school
High school or less

816
340

66%
74%

16
11

7
9

6
3

6
3

Income COL Adjusted*
Less than $30,000
$30,000 or higher

346
652

75%
65%

12
16

7
9

4
5

2
6

Gender
Male
Female

531
644

66%
70%

16
13

8
7

4
5

6
4

165
1,010

68%
70%

15
9

8
9

5
5

5
7

Primary Language
English
Another language

County Metropolitan Status
Metropolitan
Non-metropolitan
* Adjusted for the cost of living
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Table 3–11: Average Values for Key Variables by Number of CFLs Currently in Use – Onsite Survey
Number of CFS
Zero
Variable

n

1 to 5
Mean

n

6 to 10
Mean

Household size
262
2.7
376
2.5
County unemployment rate
278
8.1
390
8.6
Years Using CFLs
278
0.5
393
1.6
Density of Wal-Marts
278
4.0
390
4.3
Density of Other Box Stores
278
2.6
390
2.7
Density of All Box Stores
278
6.6
390
7.0
Partisan Voting Index*
278
-17.7
390
-16.3
* The more negative the score, the more heavily democratic leaning the area

n
256
259
262
259
259
259
259

11 to 15
Mean

2.8
8.5
2.3
4.5
2.6
7.1
-14.4

16+

n

Mean

n

Mean

175
186
187
186
186
186
186

3.0
8.4
2.8
4.0
2.8
6.7
-7.5

315
323
324
323
323
323
323

3.0
8.5
3.3
4.9
3.1
8.0
-6.7

Table 3–12: Average Values for Key Variables by Number of CFLs Purchased in 2008 – Onsite Survey
Number of CFS
Zero
Variable

n

1 to 5
Mean

n

6 to 10
Mean

760
2.6
174
2.4
Household size
771
8.9
176
8.7
County unemployment rate
771
1.6
176
2.5
Years Using CFLs
771
3.9
176
3.8
Density of Wal-Marts
771
2.7
176
2.8
Density of Other Box Stores
771
6.6
176
6.6
Density of All Box Stores
771
-16.7
176
-17.7
Partisan Voting Index*
* The more negative the score, the more heavily democratic leaning the area

n
98
100
100
100
100
100
100

11 to 15
Mean

2.8
9.2
2.5
4.2
2.6
6.8
-16.1

16+

n

Mean

n

Mean

58
58
58
58
58
58
58

3.0
8.6
2.6
3.4
2.4
5.8
-14.3

68
70
70
70
70
70
70

2.9
9.0
2.8
4.2
2.9
7.1
-9.7
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4 Model Choice, Development, and Analysis
The evaluation team analyzed the telephone and onsite survey data using a variety of statistical
modeling techniques. This section briefly describes the choice of the various procedures and
summarizes the development of the models presented in Section 5.

4.1 Exploring Correlates of Being a CFL User or Purchaser
Although the main purpose of the multistate modeling effort was to explain how many CFLs
households purchase or use as well as their saturation rates, the evaluation team believed it was
important to explore the factors that contribute to whether or not a household uses or purchases
any CFLs. In order to examine these factors, the 2008 purchase and use data were transformed
from counts of the number of bulbs into two dichotomous variables—one for buyers and one for
users in which the non-buyers and non-users were coded as zero and buyers and users as one.
Dichotomous variables were entered into the logistic regression models—which were used to
examine dichotomous outcomes—as the dependent variables. While these models cannot be used
to estimate NTG, cost effectiveness, or electricity savings, they provide additional insight into
what drives CFL use and purchases.

4.2

Modeling CFL Purchases, Use, and Saturation

The team considered using a number of different statistical techniques to identify the net effect
of CFL programs and other variables on CFL purchases, use, and saturation. The fact that we
have a mixture of categorical and continuous independent variables suggests the use of
ANCOVA or a regression model (after transforming the categorical data into dichotomous ones
as described above). We rejected ANCOVA and ordinary least squares (OLS) regression as
analysis procedures to model counts of CFL purchases and use primarily because of “right skew”
in our dependent variables, as shown below for onsite self-reported 2008 CFL purchases (Figure
4-1). In particular, many households tend to have zero or few CFLs installed or have made zero
or few recent CFL purchases; rarely do they have numerous CFLs installed. In contrast,
ANCOVA and OLS assume a normal or bell-shaped curve in the dependent variable (i.e., CFLs
installed or recently purchased or socket saturation), and a common way in OLS to deal with
such right skewed data is to take their square or cubic root. Many of our data points, however,
are at zero; their square roots and cubic roots are still zero, and therefore, the procedure does not
resolve the right skew. The implication is that we cannot use ANCOVA or OLS to model CFL
use and purchases. A statistical distribution and related analysis technique that more accurately
match the data is the negative binomial regression model (NBRM). The NBRM is one of the
more common methods of analyzing count data (e.g. the number of CFLs) with many cases
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falling at zero and with a fair degree of variability in the data.49 Note that the NBRM is a nonlinear procedure and its interpretation differs from that of OLS models, addressed below in
Section 5. .
Figure 4-1: Histogram of RDD Self-Reported CFLs Purchased in 2008

Similar to use and purchase, the data for CFL saturation also suffer from right skew. However,
because they represent continuous proportion data, CFL saturation cannot be analyzed using
NBRM which applies only to count data. The team explored other procedures and data
transformations to confront the right skew in the saturation data, but we found none that fit the
conditions. Therefore, the saturation models presented in this report rely on OLS.50

49

Long, J.S and J. Freese (2006) Regression Models for Categorical Dependent Variables Using Stata. Stata Press:
College Station, TX. Elhai, J.D., P.S. Calhoun, and J.D. Ford “Statistical Procedures for Analyzing Mental Health
Services Data.” Psychiatry Research 160(2):129-236.
50
In considering the best method to model market share we were limited in that Logit, Poisson, NBRM and Tobit
models either required dichotomous or count data or “normalcy” in the dependent variable for the model to estimate
reliably. Our data met none of these conditions, so we decided that OLS regression would most appropriate to model
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Model Development and Analysis

The team initially ran models by entering the composite program effect as the sole independent
variable to explain CFL use, saturation, and purchases in order to understand the simple
statistical relationship between them, and then repeated this effort with the separated cumulative
effect and 2008 program variables. The purpose of the modeling effort, however, is to identify
the program effect after controlling for other factors that may also influence CFL use and
purchases. Therefore, the team proceeded by adding other variables into the equations—
including ones that captured respondent demographics, the economic conditions in the state, the
concentration of box stores, length of time the respondent has used CFLs, CFL storage, and CFL
use prior to the purchase period under consideration. In all models, we drew the demographic
data from respondent self-reports in the telephone survey; however, when exploring the
relationship between CFL use, saturation, and purchases, we pulled the CFL data from either the
telephone or the onsite survey data. The team excluded variables found to be excessively
collinear with other variables in the model or that had little statistical effect on CFL use,
saturation, and purchases.51 The models presented in Section 5 are parsimonious in that every
variable in them has a statistically significant net effect on CFL use or purchases (at the 0.10
level of significance); removing any of the variables reduces the predictive capability of the
model. In short, they represent the best models yielded by the analyses.
The team excluded from all analyses the Colorado respondents identified through retail coupon
tracking databases and outliers from the 2008 onsite purchase model, as it was the model used to
predict NTG. We removed these outliers because they represent CFL enthusiasts, having far
more CFLs in their state than the usual household in the state. Potential outliers were identified
using the boxplot approach, but the team only removed those that differed substantially from the
respondent with the next lowest reported 2008 purchases in the state.

market share despite that fact that the variable is a rate and has a heavy right skew. Market share was transformed by
taking the arcsine root; the transformed variable was then modeled using OLS. We compared the model using the
transformed variable to the non-transformed one, and they behaved no Given that the transformed and original
market share variable behaved similarly it was decided, for the sake of interpretation, to use the original form of
market share in the models.
51
Collinearity was determined by the tolerance statistic and the variance inflation factor.
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5 Results and Implications for NTG
The evaluation team ran multiple models using different analyses techniques in an attempt to
understand the effects of CFL programs on 2008 CFL purchases, use, and saturation. The results
of these models and their implication for the total net impact estimate are explored below. Given
what the evaluation team believes to be their greater level of reliability, findings from models
drawing on purchase, use, and saturation data collected during the onsite visits were prioritized,
although models developed using RDD survey estimates of use and purchases are presented in
Appendix D.
Because the models are not typically linear in nature, their interpretation is not immediately
intuitive. As with OLS regression, the logistic and NBRM techniques produce “coefficients” for
each independent variable. In OLS, the coefficient is the amount by which the dependent
variable will change given a one unit change in the independent variable. In nonlinear models,
the direct interpretation of the coefficient is the log likelihood of the independent variable
affecting a change in the dependent variable increase. To convert the coefficient—commonly
denoted as ‘b’—into a form that is more user-friendly requires two steps. The first is to
exponentiate the ‘b’ by raising the natural log to the ‘b’ power (commonly seen as e^b or eb),
giving a value known as the factor change for the dependent variable. The factor change still is
not directly applicable to predicting the dependent variable, so one takes the second step in
making the coefficient easier to interpret by subtracting one from the factor; this yields what has
been termed the ‘impact score’. The impact score can be interpreted multiplicatively—each
increase (or decrease) in the independent variable program brings about an increase (or decrease)
in the dependent variable by the amount of the impact score.

5.1

Logistic Models Exploring CFL Use and Purchase vs. Non-Use
and Non-Purchase

To explore the differences between who did and who did not purchase CFLs in 2008, a dummy
variable was created, with 2008 CFL purchasers scored with a one, and non-purchasers scored
with a zero. Three different logistic regression models were run to explain the likelihood of being
a CFL purchase in 2008: one for all respondents (full set)52, the second for respondents that used
at least one CFL at the beginning of 2008 (users), and the last for respondents who did not use
CFLs prior to 2008 (non-users) (Table 5–1). The composite program variable was not a
significant predictor of use when looking at all respondents. It was a significant predictor of use
in both the users and non users’ models, but the direction of the relationship differed between the
models. Among prior users, the composite program score was negatively related to the likelihood
of a person purchasing CFLs, while among non-users the presence of a program increased the
52

The respondents in the Full Set models were further restricted by their responses to the questions dealing with the
predictor variables. If the respondent refused to answer a question or said that the question was not applicable to
their situation they were given no score for their response and therefore can not be measured and were not included
in the model.
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likelihood of a respondent being a purchaser. In short, program activity had little impact on the
purchase behavior of prior users, but programs were still getting non-users to try CFLs.
Likewise, saturation at the beginning of 2008 was negatively related to the likelihood of
purchasing CFLs in 2008, likely because households with higher levels of saturation had fewer
sockets left to fill with CFLs in 2008. The only factors positively related to CFL purchases in the
prior users model were the concentration of Wal-Mart stores at the state level and having a
college degree or higher level of education.
Table 5–1: Likelihood of Being a 2008 CFL Purchaser by Prior CFL Use

Composite Program
2008 County Partisan Voting Index
Concentration of Wal-Mart, state
County Unemployment Rate
Self reported as White
Years using CFLs
Utility Bill Paid Directly
College Degree or Higher
2008 CFL Saturation
Female Respondent
Constant
Sample size
R2

Full Set
Coef.
Impact

Users
Coef.

n/a
-0.007
0.102
n/a
0.448
0.091
0.684
n/a
n/a
n/a
-2.385

-0.222
-0.022
0.184
-0.117
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.666
-0.026
n/a
-0.320

n/a
-0.006
0.108
n/a
0.565
0.095
0.983
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

1,078
3%

Impact

472
14%

-0.199
-0.022
0.202
-0.110
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.946
-0.025
n/a
n/a

Non-users
Coef.
Impact
0.257
0.010
n/a
0.078
0.643
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
-0.459
-1.601

0.293
0.010
n/a
0.081
0.902
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
-0.368
n/a

513
11%
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The evaluation team next explored what drives CFL saturation by creating a dichotomous
variable for 2008 saturation and one for current saturation. In both, respondents having saturation
greater than zero were coded as one, and those with saturation of zero were coded as zero. Three
models of the likelihood of having some CFL saturation using logistic regression were
developed—the first for 2008 saturation (which is not available for the CPUC states), the second
for current saturation excluding the CPUC states for comparability to the 2008 saturation model,
and the third for current saturation including the CPUC states (Table 5-2). Three variables—the
composite program variable, length of CFL use, and the county unemployment rate—
consistently predicted the likelihood that a respondent had CFL saturation above zero. However,
the direction of the unemployment rate varied across models suggesting that living in an area
with high unemployment was associated with lower levels of saturation, but, currently,
households in areas with high unemployment rates had higher saturation. The only other variable
to show up in more than one model was homeownership, which had a positive effect on the
likelihood of having saturation above zero in the models that excluded the CPUC states but not
in the model that included the CPUC states.
Table 5–2:Likelihood of having Saturation Greater than Zero: 2008 and Current
2008 Saturation
Coef.
Impact
Composite Program
Years using CFLs
Homeownership
Self reported as White
County Unemployment Rate
Metropolitan County
Female Respondent
Concentration of Box Stores
Total Sockets in Home
Home Size
Constant
Sample size
Pseudo R2

0.09
0.18
0.54
0.32
-0.12
-0.52
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.91

0.10
0.20
0.72
0.38
-0.11
-0.41
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Current Saturation, no
CPUC states
Coef.
Impact
0.18
0.60
0.48
n/a
0.13
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.40
-1.34

1,314
9%

0.20
0.83
0.61
n/a
0.14
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.49
n/a
1,151
17%

Current Saturation,
includes CPUC States
Coef.
Impact
0.17
0.62
n/a
n/a
0.13
n/a
-0.27
0.03
0.01
n/a
-1.09

0.19
0.86
n/a
n/a
0.14
n/a
-0.24
0.03
0.01
n/a
n/a
1,411
18%

There are two major conclusions to be drawn from the logistic models.. First, different factors
drove new CFL users and prior CFL users to purchase CFLs in 2008. Second, the factors that
explain CFL saturation changed from the beginning of 2008 through the “current” time period
associated with data collection in each area. Both of these findings support the hypothesis that
the CFL market is changing. A wider variety of households in a greater diversity of places are
using CFLs. Programs that support CFLs are bringing in new users and still boost CFL
saturation, but other factors also go far in explaining why people purchase and use CFLs. The
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next two sections explore in more detail what drives the number of CFLs people purchase and
use and the level of their CFL saturation.

5.2

Bivariate Model Results

Table 5–3 summarizes the bivariate models in which we explored the relationship between the
composite program variable and current saturation, current use,, CFL purchases in 2008 and the
past three months. We also examined these same relationships with the disaggregated program
components, but the results were very similar to those for the composite variable so we only
show its effects here. The data in Table 5–3 show a positive relationship between current onsite
saturation and the composite program using OLS. The relationship suggests that current
saturation increases from 1.28% for every increase in the program score for a state. The
remaining models in Table 5–3 rely on NBRM. These models find a small but significant
relationship between onsite verified 2008 purchases and the composite program variable as well
as a small significant relationship between current CFL use and the composite program variable.
Furthermore, there is no significant bivariate program effect on onsite verified purchases in the
past three months.
Table 5–3: Bivariate Composite Program Effect Models
Dependent Variable

Sample
Size

Data
Source

Coef.

90% Confidence
Interval
Low
High

Impact
Score

Current Saturation
1,374
Onsite
1.30
0.75
1.85
*
Purchase 2008
1,073
Onsite
0.08
0.04
0.13
0.09
Purchase Past 3 Mos.
1,336
Onsite
Program effect was not statistically significant
Current Use
1,374
Onsite
0.05
0.03
0.07
0.05
*Ordinary least squares regression was used to model saturation effect, so the impact on purchases is captured by the
regression coefficient.

5.3

Advanced Model Results for Program Impact on Number of
CFLs in Use and Purchased and on CFL Saturation

The team also ran more advanced models that incorporated other independent variables (Table
5–4 through Table 5–8).5354 After controlling for these other variables, the composite program
variable had significant and positive effects on 2008 purchases (derived from either onsite or
RDD data), current saturation, and current use. The approaches failed to find a statistically
significant program effect on purchases in the past three months, most likely reflecting the fact

53

The team also ran advanced models on RDD data and have included those models in Appendix D.
As with the bivariate models, we also tested the models below with the disaggregated program components (i.e.,
rating of prior program strength and 2008 program activity), and the results were very similar. Therefore, we only
present the results for the composite program in this section.
54
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that the “three months” under question differed across states and very few people in any state
actually reporting purchasing CFLs during the time period.
More specifically, Table 5–4 and Table 5–5 present the 2008 purchase models from which the
team derives the NTG estimate presented in Section 5.4. The model in Table 5–4 demonstrates
that the program activity has a positive impact on 2008 CFL purchases, as does the number of
years the respondent reported using CFLs and number of sockets in the home. In addition to
these CFL related variables, a household’s purchases of CFLs increases with each additional
person living in the home and when the respondent claims was white. The dummy variable
created to capture responding in the fall also had a positive effect on CFL purchases in 2008.
indicating that those answering the survey at the very end of 2008 or beginning of 2009 provided
higher estimates of 2008 purchases than those responding in the late Spring and early Summer of
2009.55
The purchase model presented in Table 5–4 is identical to the purchase model that was presented
in the November 20, 2009 draft of this report with the exception of the composite program
variable. The evaluation team received updated data about one Sponsor’s lighting program after
the models in the November draft had been finalized. The team had to recalibrate the program
variable accordingly. This recalibration changed the model coefficients and resulting impact
scores, but not the variables in the model.
Table 5–4: Best Fit 2008 Purchase Model – Onsite*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient

Composite Program
Years using CFL
Number of Sockets in Home
Number of Persons in Household
Self reported as White
Conducted During Fall Season
Constant
* Sample size = 1,034 and pseudo R2 = 1%.

0.11
0.10
0.01
0.10
0.42
0.60
-0.79

Low
0.06
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.09
0.33
-1.21

High
0.16
0.14
0.01
0.18
0.74
0.86
-0.38

Impact Score
0.11
0.10
0.01
0.10
0.52
0.82
n/a

The model presented in Table 5–4 was the closest predictor of observed 2008 purchases among
the various models the team considered. However, given the data presented in Section 3.5 that
pointed to a likely connection between 2008 purchases and prior saturation, an alternative 2008
purchase model that includes saturation was developed in order to demonstrate the importance of
saturation on 2008 CFL purchases (Table 5–5). The composite program score, years using CFLs,
race of the respondent and number of sockets in the home were common predictors for the 2008
purchase models presented in Table 5–4 and Table 5–5. As the data in Section 3.5 suggested,
saturation had a significant negative effect on 2008 CFL purchases, indicating that the higher a
55

The “fall” indicator variable in this model applied to the five areas surveyed by NYSERDA.
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household’s CFL saturation rate at the beginning of 2008 the less likely it was to purchase CFLs
during 2008.
Table 5–5: 2008 Purchase Model with Saturation*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient

Composite Program
Years using CFL
CFL Saturation at beginning of 2008
Self reported as White
Number of Sockets in Home
2008 County Partisan Voting Index
Constant
* Sample size = 950 and pseudo R2 = 1%.

0.06
0.13
-0.03
0.43
0.01
-0.01
-0.17

Low
0.01
0.08
-0.04
0.04
0.00
-0.01
-0.53

High
0.11
0.18
-0.02
0.81
0.01
0.00
0.20

Impact Score
0.07
0.14
-0.03
0.53
0.01
-0.01
n/a

The three-month purchase model failed to find a statistically significant relationship with
program activity, most likely due to the differences in survey timing and the very small number
of people who purchased CFLs in the three months under question (Table 5–6). Significant
positive predictors of three month purchases instead included years using CFLs (removing this
variable does not make the program activity variable become significant), whether the
respondent was a homeowner and the unemployment rate in the county of residence. From a
methodological standpoint, the evaluation team believes that people were more likely to provide
accurate self-reports of their three month purchases than when asked about a full year; but this
study also suggests that too few households actually purchased in the time period to draw
meaningful evaluation conclusions about purchases in the past three months.
Table 5–6: Best Fit Three Month Purchase Model – Onsite*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient

Years using CFL
Homeowner
County Unemployment Rate
Constant
* Sample size=1,394 and Pseudo R2 = 1%.

0.12
0.63
-0.08
-0.06

Low
0.05
0.15
-0.14
-0.74

High
0.18
1.10
-0.03
0.61

Impact Score
0.13
0.87
-0.08
n/a
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As in the 2008 purchase models (Table 5–4 and Table 5–5), there was a positive relationship
between CFL program as well as length of CFL use on saturation (Table 5–7). Moreover, two
additional variables entered the saturation model: the change in the county unemployment rate in
2008 and whether the household paid its electricity bill directly. The change in the county
unemployment rate was positively associated with saturation, indicating that persons living in
counties whose unemployment rates increased the most also had higher rates of CFL saturation.
Likewise, households that paid their electricity bills had higher rates of saturation.
Table 5–7: Best Fit Current Saturation Model – Onsite*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient**

Low

High

Composite Program
1.80
1.28
2.31
Years Using CFL
1.22
0.80
1.63
Pay Electricity Bill Directly
10.04
7.43
12.65
Change in County Unemployment Rate
5.15
3.68
6.63
* Sample size = 1,094. Because the intercept was set to zero, it is not appropriate to use the explained variance (R2).
** Data derived from OLS regression so the coefficient captures the impact on CFL saturation. Because the models
are OLS and saturation cannot drop below 0%, the intercept was set equal to zero. CPUC respondents were not
asked who pays their electricity bill, so they are excluded from the model.

The best fit onsite current use model is shown below in Table 5–8. Composite program score,
years using CFLs, and the current saturation rate (i.e. at the time of the onsite survey) had a
positive significant effect on the number of CFLs being used in the home. A number of other
demographic and contextual variables are also present in the model, namely positive
relationships between CFL use and being a homeowner, self-identification as white, speaking
English as the primary language, and the square feet of Wal-Mart stores in the state. The model
found a negative relationship between CFL use and having no more than a high school diploma
suggesting that those with more than a high school diploma used CFLs in greater numbers.
Table 5–8: Best Fit Current Use Model – Onsite*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables
Composite Program
Years Using CFLs
CFL Saturation in the Homer
Homeowner
Home Size
Self reported as White
English is Primary Language
Sqft Wal-Mart per Household (state)
High School Degree or Less
Constant
* Sample size = 1,315; Pseudo R2 = 16%.

Coefficient
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.76
0.32
0.29
0.38
0.07
-0.19
-1.01

Low
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.64
0.25
0.18
0.17
0.04
-0.29
-1.28

High
0.04
0.06
0.05
0.88
0.39
0.41
0.59
0.10
-0.10
-0.74

Impact Score
0.02
0.04
0.04
1.14
0.38
0.34
0.47
0.07
-0.18
n/a
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One statistical note of importance: the estimates of fit for all the models are low. The explained
variance (R2) is typically used to determine how well an OLS model fits the data, while the
likelihood ratio index (Pseudo or McFadden’s R2) addresses the likelihood of a NBRM. The
explained variance and likelihood ratios for our models are small. Although it is usual for
likelihood ratios to be smaller than explained variances, the ratios reported here are small enough
to suggest that other factors not captured in our models also drive CFL purchases and use. We
suspect that CFL price and availability may be among the missing variables based on preliminary
evaluation findings from in-store surveys being conducted for the CPUC that are not yet publicly
available. Apart from the CPUC, the Sponsors in all areas decided against store surveys because
their budgets and schedules did not allow for this activity; therefore, CFL price data are not
available for all areas in the study. Given that the CPUC findings suggest that CFL prices vary a
great deal, we do not believe it would be accurate to apply price data from the four CPUC states
to all areas in the analysis. There is no guarantee that the inclusion of variables for CFL price or
availability (should we be able to arrive at a consistent and defensible measure of them) would
increase the explained variances or likelihood ratios a great deal. Other unknown and currently
not identified variables may be driving CFL sales, and without them, the models would still not
be close fits to the data.
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Despite the low likelihood ratios, the Figure 5-1 displays the observed vs. predicted probabilities
for the 2008 purchase model, and demonstrates that the predicted probabilities are very close to
the observed ones. Therefore, the models may not have high actual or pseudo R2 but they appear
to be good predictors of actual purchases.
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Figure 5-1: Observed vs. Predicted Probabilities for Composite Program Variable 2008
Purchase Model – Onsite
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Furthermore, the team recognizes that prior program activity may, in fact, have boosted the
number of households that have used CFLs for a longer period of time, however, it is also the
case that some households in non-program areas have also used CFLs for a long time, requiring
tests for the independent effect of this variable apart from program activity, to the extent that
appropriate statistical techniques allow. The 2008 purchase models—and all other models in this
report—pass appropriate tests for multi-collinearity as determined through the tolerance statistic
and variance inflation factor. For those still concerned about the potential that the length of CFL
use, storage, or saturation take explanatory power away from the program variable sensitivity
analyses (i.e. running models with and without the variables to show the impact on the results)
were conducted and are presented in Appendix D.

5.4

Calculation of NTG for Massachusetts

The evaluation team presents a total of four possible NTG figures for MA—two based on
observed 2008 purchase data from the models first presented in Table 5–4 and Table 5–5, and
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two based on the predicted 2008 purchase values estimated from those models. We developed
multiple NTG estimates for two reasons. First, the team created NTG estimates using both 2008
purchase models presented in Section 5.3. As will be seen, the model in Table 5–4 displays
closer agreement between predicted and observed values of purchases in 2008, but the data in
Section 3.5 and Table 5–5 also show the importance of household CFL saturation on CFL
purchases.56 Second, the evaluation team members also decided to develop NTG estimates based
solely on data predicted by the model for reasons of statistical consistency. As we will see, each
of the four methods has strengths and weaknesses that we discuss more fully after presenting the
NTG estimates.
To calculate NTG, the team multiplied the impact score estimate for each non-program
independent variable across the onsite respondents in the sample. For the program variable, we
multiplied the impact on purchases by the actual score for the composite program variable for
MA (3.25); we next repeated this step setting the composite program score equal to that for nonprogram areas (-3.15), creating a hypothetical MA in the absence of a program. This latter
calculation was used to develop an estimate of NTG. Table 5–9 provides an example of these
calculations for one respondent in MA. For this individual, the predicted number of CFL
purchases was 1.94, but would have been 1.23 in the absence of the program. The team could not
predict purchases for the few people who responded “don’t know” to or refused to answer
questions included as variables in the model, which we take into account when calculating NTG.
Although Table 5–9 shows these calculations for the 2008 purchase model without saturation
first presented in Table 5–4, we repeated the same calculations for the 2008 purchase model with
saturation first presented in Table 5–5.
Table 5–9: Predicted Purchases for One Massachusetts Respondent
Based on the 2008 Purchase Composite Program Variable Model – Onsite
Characteristic

Impact
Score

Composite Program

0.11

Years using CFL
Number of Sockets in Home
Number of Persons in Household
Self reported as White
Conducted During Fall Season
Total Purchase

0.10
0.01
0.10
0.52
0.82

Respondent Data
3.25 with program
-3.15 w/o program
2.00
66
2
1
0

Contribution to Predicted Purchases
Program Scenario
No Program Scenario
0.36

-0.35

0.20
0.66
0.20
0.52
0.0
1.94

0.20
0.66
0.20
0.52
0.0
1.23

To develop the actual NTG estimates, we counted the number of CFLs purchased in 2008 as
reported by MA households in the onsite for each of the two 2008 purchase models (Row A,
56

The team ran many different models with multiple specifications in an attempt to produce a model that includes
saturation and also that more accurately predicted observed purchases, and the model presented represents the best
one of all of those considered.
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Table 5–10) and calculated the average number purchased across households (Row E). We next
summed the predicted purchases under both the with program (Row B) and without program
(Row C) scenarios across all onsite participants, again calculating the average predicted purchase
per household for each scenario (Row F and Row G). These calculations predict that each MA
household purchased an average 1.78 in the program scenario for the model without saturation
and 1.04 for the model with saturation (Row F). The observed value, in contrast, was 1.24 CFLs
purchased in 2008 (Row E). The predicted non-program scenario in the model without saturation
suggests that 1.05 CFLs would have been purchased in the absence of the program, while the
with saturation model puts that number at just 0.62 (Row G). Subtracting the without-program
estimates from the observed purchase data yields estimate of net observed program purchases
listed in Row I, while doing the same with the predicted program scenario yields an alternative
estimate of net predicted program purchases (Row K). Dividing the net program purchase
estimates by the incented CFLs per household (Row H), yields NTG estimates in Row J based on
observed data and Row L based on predicted data. The estimates range from a low of 0.19 (based
on observed data from the without saturation model) to 0.74 (based on observed data applied to
the without saturation model). Although the team cannot develop confidence intervals around the
NTG estimates based solely on predicted values, the intervals around the NTG estimates are
somewhat large, particularly for the with saturation model. The width of the confidence intervals
reflects, first and foremost, the variation in reported 2008 purchases across households. Unlike
many other approaches in which the error related to reliability and validity is often unknown and
difficult to quantify, our approach shows wide variation because the error is quantifiable and
embedded within our confidence interval. Furthermore, the confidence interval approach
assumes a normal distribution, and the purchase data are right-skewed. This inflates the variance
in the data, and leads to a wide confidence interval. The team tried alternative approaches to
calculating a confidence interval for the NTG, but each of them yielded similarly wide intervals.
While the evaluation team is not yet at liberty to share the NTG estimates developed specifically
for the other Sponsors of this study, it is worth noting that MA fell at the low end of the NTG
estimates developed using observed data and in the middle of the group for estimates developed
using predicted data. Table 5–11 compares the MA NTG estimates to the range developed for all
areas included in the study.
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Table 5–10. Calculation of NTG
Input

Estimate
2008
Purchase
Model
without
Saturation

90% Confidence Level
Low
Estimate

High
Estimate

Estimate
2008
Purchase
Model with
Saturation

90% Confidence Level
Low
Estimate

High
Estimate

A. Observed purchases

119

119

B. Predicted purchases with program

137

100

C. Predicted purchases without program

101

59

D. Onsite sample size

96

96

E. Per-household purchases with program observed

1.24

1.24

F. Per-household purchases with program predicted

1.78

1.04

G. Per-household purchases without program

1.05

0.62

H. Incented CFLs per household

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

I. Net program purchases per household observed*

0.19

0

0.87

0.62

0

1.31

J. Total NTG observed**

0.19

0.00

0.89

0.63

0.00

1.33

K. Net program purchases per household predicted

0.73

n/a

n/a

0.42

n/a

n/a

L. Total NTG predicted***

0.74

n/a

n/a

0.43

n/a

n/a

* Calculated according to procedure for confidence intervals of the difference between two means
** The wide interval reflects the fact that confidence interval development is based on assumptions of normality, but the data are strongly right skewed, and,
therefore, display high levels of variability.
*** Development of a confidence interval is not possible for this approach because the difference between the with and without program scenarios is constant, so
the NTG does not vary.
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Table 5–11: Range of NTG Estimates Calculated for All Areas Included in Study
Without Saturation

With Saturation

Observed

Predicted`

Observed

Predicted

Massachusetts NTG estimate

0.19

0.74

0.63

0.43

Minimum NTG estimated for any area

0.19

0.25

0.54

0.23

Maximum NTG estimated for any area

5.47

1.68

9.12

0.98

The presentation of the four different NTG estimates raises the question—which should be used
to estimate the impact of the program in 2008 and to plan for future programs? The evaluation
team believes that all the estimation techniques have strengths and weaknesses. The strength of
the 2008 purchase model without saturation is that the predicted values fall closer to observed
values across all areas in the study than do those developed using the model with saturation
(Table 5–12). The strength of the 2008 purchase model with saturation is that it may provide the
better description of what actually drives CFL sales, as the data in Section 3.5 suggest a
connection between CFL saturation and purchases that the model without saturation fails to
capture. This is particularly true in MA, which had the highest saturation level at the beginning
of 2008 but saw fairly low reported 2008 CFL purchases, most likely because households had
fewer sockets to fill with CFLs and did not need to buy replacements given the long measure life
of the products. The NTG estimates based solely on predicted values have the advantage of
keeping the calculations within the same statistical basket—the model—but, the predicted values
in both models nearly always fell short of the observed values gathered by trained technicians
(with MA serving as one of the few exceptions to this trend in the model without saturation)
meaning that net program purchases could be underestimated using predicted values. The
strength of the observed values is that they were the data collected directly from respondents, and
these numbers serve as the basis for the models and, therefore, inform the predicted values. Their
weakness is self-reporting error, and the possibility that the estimates given for 2008 purchases
are not indicative of actual behavior.
Table 5–12: Difference between Observed and Predicted Estimates of 2008 CFL
Purchases
Without Saturation

With Saturation

Difference observed – predicted for Massachusetts

-0.54

0.20

Minimum difference observed – predicted

-0.01

0.20

Maximum difference observed – predicted

1.21

2.41

Average difference observed – predicted

0.50

1.15
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Given that the data in Section 3.5 strongly suggest a relationship between prior saturation and
2008 purchases and the fact that MA had the highest level of saturation at the beginning of 2008,
the evaluation team believes that the 2008 purchase model without saturation may be
downwardly biasing the NTG estimate for MA. The relatively higher NTG estimate for MA
calculated from the model with saturation supports this hypothesis. However, it is still the case
that the model without saturation is the better predictor of 2008 purchases and should not be
rejected outright. Therefore, the team recommends that the MA Sponsors use the average of the
two estimates, 0.41, as their NTG estimate for the 2008 ENERGY STAR Lighting Program. The
confidence interval for this estimate is zero to 1.11, with the wide range reflecting the high
degree of variability in the observed data and the fact that data do not adhere to the assumption
of a normal distribution.
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations
The multistate CFL modeling effort represents a groundbreaking attempt by numerous program
sponsors to pool their resources in an effort to explain what drives CFL purchases, use, and
saturation in the rapidly changing CFL market. To that end, the results presented in this report
have demonstrated the following:
•

•

•

•

CFL programs are still having a positive effect on CFL purchases and leading to positive
NTG ratios. In some areas those ratios are rather small, but in others they point to
continued substantial program effects.
As the logistic regression results make clear, the factors that drive existing CFL users to
purchase new CFLs differ from those that drive CFL purchases among those who never
used a CFL before. Importantly, CFL program activity remains an important driver of
CFL purchases among new users, but appears to be less important than demographic and
contextual factors in boosting purchases among existing CFL users.
Another key finding from the logistic regression models is that the profile of households
with higher CFL saturation switched from the beginning of 2008 to the time of the onsite
studies. This points to a shift in the households and counties that added large numbers of
CFLs to their homes in 2008.
One of the most consistent predictors of CFL use, purchases, and saturation throughout
the models is the length of CFL use. Households that have used CFLs for a long time
continue to buy and use them and to install them in a greater percentage of sockets. Yet
new households start to use CFLs, and the findings suggest that most will continue using
them. This points to the importance of converting non-users to users, which appears to
be a key accomplishment of the CFL programs taking part in this study.

The low recommended NTG estimate of 0.41 for MA reflects the fact that observed 2008
purchases in MA were only slightly above what the model predicts they would have been in the
absence of the program. The NTG ratio for MA was among the lowest for all the program states
considered in the analysis, although it was not the only area with an estimated NTG below one or
even below 0.5. Some of the areas with higher estimated NTG ratios than MA in this analysis
had adjusted their programs in 2008 to target retail channels that typically carry few CFLs and
serve so-called “hard to reach” households and to focus more on specialty products than in the
past. It is also likely the case that the analyses presented here do not fully capture the potential
complex web of relationships between the variables that drive CFL purchases, use, and
saturation.
The data presented here also make clear that MA homes have plenty of sockets that could still
potentially be filled with CFLs—including general service, medium-screw base ones, but also
specialty bulbs. The task of filling those sockets with CFLs will likely require revisions to the
MA ENERGY STAR Lighting Program, a task we understand is currently underway. Such a
redesign should likely include specialty bulbs and target the types of people who do not currently
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use CFLs at all or in large numbers, the venues where CFLs are sold in only limited quantities or
at which non-users typically shop, and/or the general service and specialty applications where
CFLs are still not frequently used even in the homes of committed CFL users. The approach
should also likely include consumer education not only about energy and bill savings, but that
will also help purchasers choose the right CFLs for their needs
The final conclusion of the modeling effort may, in fact, be the most important: The methods
used to date to estimate NTG for upstream CFL programs have all suffered from reliability and
validity concerns. Respondent self-reporting error and bias related to who responds to RDD and
onsite surveys leads to imprecise estimates of NTG, although these methods can have the
advantage of controlling for household-level drivers of CFL purchases when comparison state
approaches are not possible. Methods that turn to CFL shipments find that the location to which
the products are shipped does not translate neatly to where they are sold, affecting the accuracy
of NTG estimates. Existing studies that rely on sales data often fail to capture the actual CFL
market because they are sometimes unable to gather accurate or representative sales data; states
that have successfully used this approach in the past now face the challenges of finding a
comparison state or otherwise controlling for the demographic factors that affect CFL purchases.
While this study has quantified those concerns as evidenced through four quite different
estimates of NTG and wide confidence intervals around those relying observed onsite data, more
often the impact of reliability and validity is unknown or difficult to quantify.
The evaluation team believes that having wider access to representative sales data will be a key
component of determining the impact of CFL programs in the face of the changing CFL market.
Paired with data that allow for the ability to control for the household and state-level
demographic, economic, and social factors that also affect CFL purchases, sales data could allow
for more accurate and precise NTG estimates if those data accurately represent the entire CFL
market. The CFL program community, however, has largely been unsuccessful in gaining access
to these data particularly from non-program retailers; some Sponsors even have trouble gather
such information from participating retailers and manufacturers. Given this situation, the team
presents the final recommendation: If CFL program sponsors remain committed to calculating
NTG for CFLs (also LEDs and other small, relatively inexpensive products), they must work
together with retailers and manufacturers to find acceptable ways of sharing sales data that do
not threaten retailer and manufacturer competition but that still allow programs to assess in the
most accurate way possible what their impact has been on the CFL market. Without such data,
any estimate of the net impact of CFL programs will suffer from reliability and validity concerns
to varying and sometimes unquantifiable degrees.
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Appendix A: Sample Design, Sampling Error, and Weighting
Schemes
In most cases, the development of the weighting scheme to correct for underrepresentation of
renters and those with less than a high school diploma was straightforward: the team downloaded
data from the 2005 to 2007 American Community Survey on homeownership by educational
attainment for the households in each state, county, or city included in the study. When
developing estimates for areas not already summarized in the Census, the team had alter the
approach slightly. We discuss our method for each below.
California: To limit the weighting scheme to the areas served by the IOUs, the team compared a
map of the IOU service territories to that of the counties of CA. We then downloaded the Census
data for the entire state and subtracted out the following areas because most or all of the area
appeared to be outside of the IOU service territory: Del Norte, Imperial, Lassen, Riverside,
Sacramento, Stanislaus, and the City of Los Angeles. Note that some smaller counties served by
other utilities remain in the state total because they were too small to have their own ACS
estimates of households by homeownership and education at the time we collected the data.
Colorado: The surveys were fielded only in the Xcel Energy service territory. To isolate a
weighting scheme for this area, we extracted ACS data for the entire state and then subtracted
out the counties in which active residential electric accounts for Xcel Energy comprised fewer
than 10% of the households listed for the county. Note that some smaller counties served by
other utilities remain in the state total because they were too small to have their own ACS
estimates of households by homeownership and education at the time we collected the data. We
balanced this tendency by keeping in those counties with as few as 10% of their households
served by Xcel. The estimate of 1.2 million households is very close to the 1.1 million customers
served by Xcel in Colorado in early January 2009.
Michigan: The surveys were fielded only in the CE service territory but the CE service territory
overlaps heavily with those of other electric utilities and cooperatives. Furthermore, even within
the CE service territory, some customers can chose to purchase electricity from a different utility.
This made it difficult to isolate the CE service territory using common US Census Bureau
geographies such as zip codes and counties. In the end, to keep consistency with other states the
team used the county. Specifically, ACS data was extracted for the entire state and then
subtracted out the counties in which active residential electric accounts for CE comprised fewer
than 25% of the households listed for the county. Most excluded counties were located in the
Upper Peninsula, the southern part of the state, and the area around Detroit.
New York State: To estimate NYS, we extracted data on the entire state and subtracted out
similar information for NYC and Nassau and Suffolk Counties. Note that Westchester County—
often included with NYC because of the shared Con Edison service territory—is included with
the remainder of NYS for this analysis. The implication is that the weighting scheme is based on
counties that collectively have over 2.2 million households, although CE only serves 1.3 million
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households. Yet, the area covered by the weighting scheme and served by CE should be similar
give the proximity of service area boundaries.
Ohio: In order to exclude the Duke Energy service territory in Ohio (which had a CFL program)
we excluded the four counties largely located in the 513/283 area code: Butler, Clermont,
Hamilton, and Warren.
Table A–1 on the next three pages displays the sample design, sampling error (based on absolute
precision with 50/50 break in responses), and weighting scheme for each state. However, we
stress that the sample design was applied after conducting the surveys to account for
underrepresentation in of renters and those with less than a high school diploma.
Table A–1: Sample Design, Error, and Weighting Schemes
Area

CA

CO

CT

Owner/Renter
Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

High Level
Education
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

Sample
Size
35
76
110
280
21
32
49
72
675

Sampling
Error
14%
9%
8%
5%
18%
15%
12%
10%
11%

100,336

11
119
127
284
2
16
7
10

2.9
0.7
0.9
0.6
16.0
3.2
8.7
5.0

1,165,913

576

26%
8%
7%
5%
82%
21%
34%
27%
26%

70,385

13

24%

1.9

232,152

75

10%

1.1

233,643

71

10%

1.2

386,777

247

5%

0.6

79,051

9

29%

3.1

132,256

17

21%

2.8

97,005

22

18%

1.6
1.8

Population
664,485
1,040,714
1,760,827
2,222,234
786,110
869,115
1,183,320
977,377
9,504,182
65,569
164,741
222,286
321,354
64,678
103,726
123,223

92,162

18

20%

1,323,431

472

15%

Weight
1.3
1.0
1.1
0.6
2.7
1.9
1.7
1.0
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DC

Owner/Renter
Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

High Level
Education
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

Page A3

Population
8,693
13,606
18,401
69,534
25728
33393
26067
54383
249,805

Sample
Size
9
35
55
188
26
47
52
68

Sampling
Error
29%
14%
11%
6%
16%
12%
12%
10%

Weight
1.9
0.7
0.6
0.7
1.9
1.4
1.0
1.5

12%

GA

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

299,850
612,508
608,806
764,720
240,407
335,087
306,650
196,721
3,364,749

27
108
112
224
13
22
24
24

16%
8%
8%
6%
24%
18%
17%
17%
13%

1.8
0.9
0.9
0.6
3.0
2.5
2.1
1.3

Houston

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

127,526
158,057
206,918
285,704
144,922
144,564
146,669
108,831
1,323,191

20
52
91
208
12
31
39
33
486

19%
12%
9%
6%
25%
15%
13%
15%
14%

2.3
1.1
0.8
0.5
4.4
1.7
1.4
1.2

IN

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

204,034
627,957
485,284
447,405
131,880
243,255
204,589
103,483
2,447,887

16
161
121
206
6
37
21
11
579

21%
7%
8%
6%
37%
14%
18%
26%

3.0
0.9
0.9
0.5
5.2
1.6
2.3
2.2

15%
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Area

KS

Owner/Renter
Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

High Level
Education
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

Page A4

Population
65,548
213,936
231,881
247,853
47,338
100,310
112,300
64,702
1,083,868

Sample
Size
18
104
113
194
6
17
23
20
495

Sampling
Error
20%
8%
8%
6%
37%
21%
18%
19%

Weight
1.7
0.9
0.9
0.6
3.6
2.7
2.2
1.5

14%

MD

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

128,732
331,337
372,569
612,788
106,104
181,390
180,608
169,045
2,082,573

8
86
81
227
4
24
29
31
490

31%
9%
9%
5%
47%
17%
16%
15%
17%

3.8
0.9
1.1
0.6
6.2
1.8
1.5
1.3

MA

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

117,237
375,594
390,311
707,515
155,673
256,204
200,304
245,770
2,448,608

4
59
77
262
8
23
23
28
484

47%
11%
9%
5%
31%
18%
18%
16%
17%

5.8
1.3
1.0
0.5
3.8
2.2
1.7
1.7

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

161,484

22

18%

2.1

497,755

150

7%

0.9

545,681

184

6%

0.8

508,844

221

6%

0.7

MI

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

81,506

6

37%

3.9

169,007

28

16%

1.7

180,415

20

19%

2.6

100,591

11

26%

2.6

2,245,283

642

13%
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Area

NYS

Owner/Renter
Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

High Level
Education
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

Page A5

Population
192,252
630,006
604,150
741,480
173698
325303
285186
205718
3,157,793

Sample
Size
15
197
208
387
16
51
49
37
960

Sampling
Error
22%
6%
6%
4%
21%
12%
12%
14%

Weight
3.9
1.0
0.9
0.6
3.3
1.9
1.8
1.7

11%

NYC

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

124,446
250,452
215,427
433,111
456,265
507,218
401,363
633,869
3,022,151

4
52
59
126
27
69
52
87
476

47%
12%
11%
7%
16%
10%
12%
9%
14%

4.9
0.8
0.6
0.5
2.7
1.2
1.2
1.1

OH

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

288,088
967,505
751,623
732,982
210887
420482
343033
183121
3,897,721

20
127
101
152
7
38
31
10
486

19%
7%
8%
7%
34%
14%
15%
27%
14%

1.8
0.9
0.9
0.6
3.8
1.4
1.4
2.3

PA

Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

376,781
1,273,333
802,021
1,031,937
243,469
514,171
340,709
276,088
4,858,509

20
174
130
207
8
36
27
24
626

19%
6%
7%
6%
31%
14%
16%
17%

2.4
0.9
0.8
0.6
3.9
1.8
1.6
1.5

13%
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Area

WI

Owner/Renter
Owner
Owner
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Renter
Renter
Area Total

High Level
Education
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher
LT High School
High School
Some College
College or higher

Page A6

Population
137,004
512,057
468,286
454,210
104,231
230,239
210,758
118,461
2,235,246

Sample
Size
14
93
123
182
7
37
15
21
492

Sampling
Error
23%
9%
7%
6%
34%
14%
22%
18%

Weight
2.2
1.2
0.8
0.5
3.3
1.4
3.1
1.2

14%

Table A–2 presents the weighting scheme for the onsite survey.
Table A–2: Sample Design, Error, and Weighting Schemes for Onsite Data
Area

CA

Owner/Renter
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiarity with
CFLs
Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

Population
4,461,380
1,226,880
3,228,857
587,065
9,504,182

Sample Size
40
11
22
4
77

CO

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

583,379
190,571
161,634
230,329
1,165,913

11
5
49
5
70

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

779,120
143,837

CT

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

DC

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

GA

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

Sampling
Error
12%
25%
17%
46%

Weight
0.9
1.1
1.1
1.7

21%
25%
40%
11%
40%
26%

1.1
2.7
0.7
1.9

65

9%

0.8

12

23%

1.4

200,237

9

27%

1.7

200,237

9

27%

1.6

1,323,431

95

19%

85,093
25,141
59,318
80,253
249,805

44
13
17
23
97

10%
22%
19%
16%
16%

1,446,172
839,712
497,938
580,927
3,364,749

31
18
6
7
62

14%
18%
36%
32%
23%

0.6
1.1
1.3
1.4
1.0
.7
1.6
1.4
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Area

Houston

Owner/Renter
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiarity with
CFLs
Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

KS

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Page A7

Population
611,447
166,758
300,682
244,304
1,323,191

Sample Size
55
15
16
13
99

Sampling
Error
9%
20%
19%
22%
18%

.7
1.5
1.0
1.9

1,384,595
380,085
534,684
148,523
2,447,887

51
14
18
5
88

19%

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

556,760
202,458
59,027
265,623
1,083,868

44
16
2
9
71

11%
20%
81%
27%
36%

.8
1.0
5.5
1.1

MD

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

1,092,100
353,326
231,690
405,457
2,082,573

34
11
4
7
56

13%
25%
46%
31%
27%

.8
1.1
2.7
.9

MA

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

1,332,175
258,482
600,566
257,385
2,448,608

67
13
14
6
100

9%
22%
21%
35%

.7
1.1
1.5
2.4

19%

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

1,483,557

58

10%

.9

230,207

9

28%

1.7

413,404

14

10%

.9

118,115

4

46%

1.8

2,245,283

85

21%

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

1,736,922

6%
13%
16%
24%
13%

.8
1.2
1.5
2.1

3,157,793

133
33
25
12
203

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

827,459
195,977
960,921
1,037,794
3,022,151

38
9
25
27
99

11%
15%
16%
27%

.6
1.4
1.4
1.1

IN

MI

NYS

NYC

430,966
668,855
321,050

11%
21%
18%
39%

Weight

.9
1.2
.9
1.8

16%
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Area

OH

PA

WI

Owner/Renter
Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiarity with
CFLs
Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

Owner
Owner
Renter
Renter
Area Total

Familiar
Not Familiar
Familiar
Not Familiar

Page A8

Population
2,064,045
676,153
636,638
520,885
3,897,721

Sample Size
58
19
11
9
97

Sampling
Error
9%
18%
24%
27%
18%

2,737,485
746,587
970,191
404,246
4,858,509

33
9
12
5
59

14%
28%
23%
40%
23%

1,360,452
211,105
486,705
176,984
2,235,246

58
9
11
4
82

10%
27%
25%
45%
22%

Weight
.8
1.6
1.3
1.2
.9
1.4
.8
1.5
.8
1.4
1.5
1.8
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Appendix B: Summary of Key Variables: RDD Survey
This appendix summarizes the key RDD survey variables used in the analysis across
participating areas. We present the results to provide an overall picture of the data; the footnotes
highlight and explain unexpected findings and discuss our responses to them. We also refer the
reader to Section 2.4 for a detailed discussion about comparability among the surveys.
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Table B–1: Comparison of Key Variables Across Participating Areas – Means, RDD Surveys*

CA
CO
CT
DC
GA
IN
KS
MD
MA
MI
NY State
NY City
OH
PA
Houston
WI
OVERALL

Number of CFLS Currently
Installed in Home**
Sample Size
Mean
699
7.2
600
4.8
500
6.4
500
3.2
578
6.2
600
5.3
525
6.1
500
5.5
503
5.8
657
6.2
1,000
5.5
502
3.5
501
4.3
653
5.4
503
4.9
503
6.5
9,324

5.5

Number of CFLs Installed
One Year Ago
Sample Size
Mean
600
499
500

2.6
3.5
2.1

600

2.4

500
503
657
999
502
501

3.1
3.4
3.4
3.5
2.4
2.9

502
503

3.0
3.7

6,865

3.0

Number of CFLS
Purchased Last Year /
in 2008***
Sample Size
Mean
699
1.4
600
3.0
499
2.7
499
3.0
579
1.4
600
2.9
525
1.1
500
3.0
503
2.8
657
2.8
1000
4.2
502
3.5
501
3.5
653
1.2
503
4.1
503
2.5
9,323

2.7

Number of CFLS
Purchased in the Last
Three Months****
Sample Size
Mean
698
0.9
600
0.3
500
0.3
500
0.7
578
1.0
600
0.4
525
1.1
500
0.4
503
0.3
657
0.4
1000
1.1
502
1.1
501
1.0
653
0.9
503
0.8
503
0.4
9,323

0.7
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Percent of Bulb Purchased in
2008 that were CFLs*****
Sample Size
Mean
CA
CO
CT
DC
GA
IN
KS
MD
MA
MI
NY State
NY City
OH
PA
Houston
WI
OVERALL

455
379
411

36%
31%
27%

455

32%

403
416
467
886
426
426

29%
30%
35%
39%
33%
32%

424
386
5,534

31%
31%
33%

Page B3

Percent of Bulb Purchased in
Last Three Months that were
CFLs*****
Sample Size
Mean
259
30%
144
28%
113
28%
240
26%
573
10%
123
34%
519
12%
114
33%
95
33%
135
34%
462
38%
232
34%
233
32%
648
10%
215
26%
105
38%
4,210
23%

Number of CFLs in Storage
Sample Size
Mean
699
2.9
600
2.2
500
2.5
500
1.3
579
1.7
600
1.8
525
1.9
500
2.1
503
2.5
657
2.2
1000
1.8
502
1.5
501
1.5
653
1.7
503
1.3
503
2.5
9,325
2.0

Years Using CFLS
Sample Size
Mean
688
1.9
600
1.4
500
1.8
500
1.4
579
1.8
600
1.5
525
2.0
500
1.6
503
2.4
657
1.7
1000
1.8
502
1.7
501
1.3
653
1.9
503
1.2
503
2.2
9,314
1.7
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Unemployment Rate

Sample Size
CA
699
CO
600
CT
500
DC
500
GA
578
IN
600
KS
485
MD
500
MA
503
MI
657
NY State
1000
NY City
502
OH
501
PA
613
Houston
503
WI
503
OVERALL
9,242
Table footnotes on next page.

Mean
7.9
7.5
8.1
9.6
7.0
10.7
4.4
7.9
8.8
14.6
8.5
7.4
10.4
5.6
6.4
9.4
8.5

Page B4

Household Size

Sample Size
563
596
472
478
453
578
391
486
488
642
959
475
491
487
488
497
8,544

Mean
3.4
2.3
2.5
2.3
2.9
2.4
2.9
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.5
2.7
2.6
3.0
3.0
2.4
2.6

Square Footage of Box Stores per Household in County
Other Box
All Box
Wal-Mart
Stores Stores Mean
Mean
Sample Size Stores - Mean
699
2.0
2.6
4.6
600
6.3
3.6
9.9
500
1.2
1.4
2.6
500
0.0
0.4
0.4
578
7.8
4.4
12.3
600
8.3
2.7
11.0
460
9.7
2.6
12.3
500
4.0
3.4
7.4
503
2.6
3.0
5.5
655
2.2
2.3
4.5
1000
5.2
3.7
8.9
502
0.0
0.6
0.6
501
6.9
3.6
10.5
578
5.1
2.7
7.8
503
5.5
3.4
8.9
503
7.5
3.7
11.1
9,242
4.7
2.8
7.5
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* The sample sizes change for different variable because not all respondents answered all questions. Furthermore, the team is still matching some CPUC state
cases to individual counties, a task that will be completed in October. Finally, we also remove outliers for household size and the use and purchase data.
** The CPUC survey first asked respondents the number of CFL currently in use and storage. Then, the survey asked if the respondent was using or storing the
same number of CFLs three months ago and one year ago. If the respondent said “yes” the three month and one year ago use and storage numbers were assumed
to be the same as the current number. The other surveys simply asked the number of CFLs stored currently, three months ago, and one year ago (or the
beginning of 2008, depending on the survey). The differences in methodology likely underlie the slight but apparent differences between the CPUC states and
other areas in the study on these variables. However, the estimates are relatively close, so we have included these variables for the CPUC states in the analyses.
*** The CPUC survey asked respondents to name the number of CFLs purchased since January 1, 2006 and then to isolate from that number purchased in 2006,
2007, and 2008. Furthermore, the survey was fielded in the fall of 2008 before the year’s end. Therefore, the results are not comparable to those developed for
other areas and will be excluded from the analysis. We report the summary statistics here to show the impact of these differences on the estimates.
**** These results demonstrate the effect of survey timing, with estimates from the surveys fielded in the fall and winter showing higher rates of purchases in the
past three months than those fielded in the summer.
***** Limited to only those who purchased any light bulbs in the time period. Most surveys forced respondents to limit their estimated “past three month”
purchases to less than or equal to the number purchased to date in the preceding year (e.g., all of 2009 for surveys conducted in the summer of 2009, all of 2008
for surveys conducted in January 2009). However, the CPUC instrument asked only about the past three months, and this may explain the divergent market
share estimates for the four CPUC states.
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Table B–2: Comparison of Key Variables across Areas – CFL Related Factors*

CA
CO
CT
DC
GA
IN
KS
MD
MA
MI
NY State
NY City
OH
PA
Houston
WI
OVERALL

Aware of CFLS
Sample Size
Percentage
699
96%
600
90%
500
86%
500
72%
579
88%
600
91%
525
93%
500
87%
503
87%
657
94%
1,000
90%
502
78%
501
86%
653
91%
503
74%
503
93%
9,325
88%

Somewhat to Very Familiar
with CFLs
Sample Size
Percentage
699
76%
600
64%
500
67%
500
51%
579
63%
600
71%
525
64%
500
66%
503
71%
657
74%
1,000
69%
502
57%
501
62%
653
65%
503
52%
503
57%
9,325
66%

Satisfied with CFLS
Sample Size
Percentage
564
86%
416
76%
362
88%
250
90%
389
89%
431
86%
381
82%
331
82%
367
86%
500
82%
722
89%
281
93%
301
87%
458
85%
295
87%
397
83%
6,419
86%

Pay Electric Bill Directly to
Electric Company
Sample Size
Percentage
606
500
500

94%
92%
75%

600

89%

500
503
657
1,000
502
501

89%
90%
95%
87%
77%
88%

503
503
6,869

90%
96%
89%
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Table B–3: Comparison of Key Variables across Areas – Type of Home

CA
CO
CT
DC
GA
IN
KS
MD
MA
MI
NY State
NY City
OH
PA
Houston
WI
OVERALL

Single-Family Detached
Home
Sample
Size
Percentage
699
65%
600
73%
500
66%
500
26%
579
76%
600
74%
525
76%
500
59%
503
55%
657
75%
1,000
65%
502
20%
501
70%
653
70%
503
61%
503
67%
9,325
63%

Single-Family Attached
Home
Sample
Size
Percentage
699
8%
600
14%
500
12%
500
23%
579
4%
600
7%
525
6%
500
20%
503
17%
657
6%
1,000
10%
502
18%
501
11%
653
10%
503
9%
503
9%
9,325
11%

Apt. Building W/ 2-4
Units
Sample
Size
Percentage
699
8%
600
9%
500
6%
500
12%
579
4%
600
7%
525
4%
500
4%
503
11%
657
3%
1,000
9%
502
15%
501
2%
653
5%
503
5%
503
6%
9,325
7%

Apt. Building w/ 5 or
More Units
Sample
Size
Percentage
699
15%
600
4%
500
12%
500
36%
579
9%
600
7%
525
9%
500
13%
503
16%
657
10%
1,000
9%
502
38%
501
10%
653
9%
503
20%
503
12%
9,325
14%

Mobile Home/Other
Sample
Size
Percentage
699
3%
600
0%
500
1%
500
1%
579
5%
600
4%
525
4%
500
4%
503
2%
657
7%
1,000
6%
502
7%
501
5%
653
5%
503
5%
503
7%
9,325
4%
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Table B–4: Comparison of Key Variables across Areas – Homeownership and Home Size
Own Home

CA
CO
CT
DC
GA
IN
KS
MD
MA
MI
NY State
NY City
OH
PA
Houston
WI
OVERALL

Sample Size
699
600
500
500
579
600
525
500
503
657
1,000
502
501
653
503
503
9,325

Percentage
60%
66%
87%
43%
67%
72%
70%
69%
64%
76 %
68%
34%
70%
70%
59%
71%
65%

Sample Size
690
552
500
485
567
591
508
493
496
657
981
488
494
617
493
500
9,113

Percentage
Less than
2,000 sqft
34%
63%
64%
76%
28%
62%
36%
56 %
64%
60%
67%
82%
64%
36%
66%
69%
58%

Home Size (Sq. Ft.)
Percentage,
between
2,000 and
Sample Size
3,999 sqft
690
55%
552
34%
500
28%
485
20%
567
55%
591
38%
508
54%
493
36%
496
30%
657
28%
981
31%
488
16%
494
32%
617
54%
493
31%
500
37%
9,111
37%

Sample Size
690
552
500
485
567
591
508
493
496
657
981
488
494
617
493
500
9,111

Percentage
4,000 or
more sqft
12%
3%
8%
4%
17%
0%
11%
7%
6%
3%
2%
2%
4%
10%
3%
0%
6%
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Table B–5: Comparison of Key Variables across Areas – Demographic Factors
English Primary Lang.
More than High School
Spoken at Home
Education
White
Female
Income Under $30,000**
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample
Size
Size
Size
Size
Size
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
CA
699
77%
699
62%
666
69%
699
60%
699
33%
CO
600
95%
600
63%
600
68%
600
31%
CT
500
92%
500
59%
500
75%
500
56%
500
26%
DC
500
97%
500
65%
500
32%
500
59%
500
32%
GA
579
90%
579
54%
571
63%
579
63%
579
18%
IN
600
96%
600
49%
600
85%
600
64%
600
28%
KS
525
94%
525
57%
520
86%
525
56%
525
15%
MD
500
95%
500
63%
500
68%
500
64%
500
29%
MA
503
97%
503
60%
503
86%
503
59%
503
28%
MI
657
98%
657
58%
657
87%
657
64%
657
32%
NY State
1,000
97%
1,000
56%
1,000
86%
1,000
58%
1,000
37%
NY City
502
81%
502
54%
502
53%
502
58%
502
31%
OH
501
98%
501
50%
501
83%
501
55%
501
33%
PA
653
95%
653
49%
649
84%
653
60%
653
14%
Houston
503
86%
503
56%
503
51%
503
60%
503
34%
WI
503
99%
503
55%
503
91%
503
56%
503
27%
OVERALL
9,325
93%
9,325
57%
8,675
74%
9,325
60%
9,325
28%
* Sample sizes vary based on the number of respondents asked the question. For example, only respondents currently using CFLs were asked how satisfied they
were with the products.
* The CPUC instrument used different income categories, with the second category grouping individuals in the $20,000 to $49,999 category. After adjusting for
cost of living, only those individuals who made less than $20,000 (non-adjusted) were able to be categorized as “low income” in our scheme.
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Appendix C: Demographic Variation in Current CFL Use and
2008 Purchase Behavior – RDD Self-Reported Data
The data presented in Table C–1 through Table C–6 summarize RDD self-reported current CFL
use and 2008 purchases by key housing, demographic, and other variables much the same way
that Section 3.6 does for onsite verified use and reported 2008 purchases. The evaluation team
reminds the reader that this and other evaluations have shown that the RDD self-reported data on
use and purchases are not reliable, and the CFL counts must be interpreted with this in mind.
However, the data are useful in showing the patterns that relate to self-reported CFL use and
purchases as well as lack of awareness and familiarity.
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Table C–1: Current CFL Use by Key Housing Characteristics – RDD Survey
Number of CFLs
Variable

Sample Size

Zero

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16+

Not aware /
familiar

Type of Home
Single Family Detached
Single Family Attached
Apartment 2-4 units
Apartment 5+ units
Mobile/Other

6,759
922
408
849
292

18%
23%
27%
29%
23%

23
24
25
25
23

21
18
18
12
13

11
7
4
4
9

11
7
2
1
7

15
21
24
30%
25

Homeownership
Own
Rent

7,457
1,748

18%
27%

23
24

21
14

11
5

12
2

15
27

Home Size
Less than 2,000 sqft
2,000 to 3,999 sqft
4,000 sqft or more

4,549
3,911
652

22%
19%
20%

25
24
18

18
21
19

7
11
12

5
12
18

24
13
12

Who Pays Electric Bill
Pays Bill Directly
Included in Rent/Fee

6,296
295

21%
30%

23
21

19
12

9
2

8
<1

20
35
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Table C–2: 2008 CFL Purchases by Key Housing Characteristics – RDD Survey
Number of CFLs
Variable

Sample Size

Zero

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16+

Not aware /
familiar

Type of Home
Single Family Detached
Single Family Attached
Apartment 2-4 units
Apartment 5+ units
Mobile/Other

6,759
922
408
849
292

48%
45%
49%
49%
52%

17
16
13
13
10

13
11
10
7
9

4
4
2
1
2

4
4
1
1
3

15
21
24
29
25

Homeownership
Own
Rent

7,457
1,748

47%
49%

17
12

13
8

4
2

4
2

15
27

Home Size
Less than 2,000 sqft
2,000 to 3,999 sqft
4,000 sqft or more

4,549
3,911
652

45%
51%
54%

16
15
12

10
13
12

3
4
6

2
4
5

24
13
12

Who Pays Electric Bill
Pays Bill Directly
Included in Rent/Fee

6,296
295

39%
43%

18
13

14
7

4
1

4
1

20
35
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Table C–3: Current CFL Use by Key Demographic Characteristics – RDD Survey
Number of CFLs
Variable

Sample Size

Zero

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16+

Not aware /
familiar

Primary Language
English
Another language

8,833
330

21%
20%

24
23

19
15

9
7

9
5

18
31

Self-Identified Race
White
Another race(s)

6,729
1,492

20%
24%

25
20

21
14

10
5

10
5

15
32

Education
Beyond high school
High school or less

6,372
2,640

20%
23%

25
22

22
15

10
7

10
5

13
28

Income COL Adjusted*
Less than $30,000
$30,000 or higher

1,902
4,889

24%
20%

24
24

15
22

6
11

5
12

27
12

Gender
Male
Female

3,837
5,484

19%
23%

23
24

21
18

10
8

11
7

17
21

County Metropolitan Status
Metropolitan
Non-metropolitan

7,738
1,507

21%
20%

23
25

19
19

8
11

8
10

20
16

* Adjusted for the cost of living
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Table C–4: 2008 CFL Purchases by Key Demographic Characteristics – RDD Survey
Number of CFLs
Variable

Sample Size

Zero

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 15

16+

Not aware /
familiar

Primary Language
English
Another language

8,833
330

48%
50%

16
6

12
8

4
3

3
2

18
31

Self-Identified Race
White
Another race(s)

6,729
1,492

49%
45%

17
10

12
8

4
2

3
3

15
32

Education
Beyond high school
High school or less

6,372
2,640

47%
48%

18
12

14
8

4
2

4
2

13
28

Income COL Adjusted*
Less than $30,000
$30,000 or higher

1,902
4,889

47%
49%

14
17

8
14

2
5

2
4

27
12

Gender
Male
Female

3,837
5,484

45%
49%

17
14

13
10

4
3

4
3

17
21

County Metropolitan Status
Metropolitan
Non-metropolitan

7,738
1,507

47%
51%

15
16

11
11

4
3

3
3

20
16

* Adjusted for the cost of living
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Table C–5: Average Values for Key Variables by Number of CFLs Currently in Use – RDD Survey
Number of CFS
Zero
Variable

n

1 to 5
Mean

n

6 to 10

Mean

2.6
Household size
1,644
2,014
2.5
8.6
County unemployment rate
1,792
2,162
8.4
0.7
Years Using CFLs
1,801
2,210
2.2
4.6
Density of Wal-Marts
1,792
2,192
5.0
2.8
Density of Other Box Stores
1,792
2,192
2.9
7.4
Density of All Box Stores
1,792
2,192
7.9
-8.7
Partisan Voting Index*
1,792
2,192
-7.6
* The more negative the score, the more heavily democratic leaning the area

11 to 15

Not aware /
familiar

16+

n

Mean

n

Mean

n

Mean

n

Mean

1,793
1,912
1,926
1,910
1,910
1,910
1,910

2.7
8.5
2.7
4.5
2.8
7.3
-7.3

890
954
961
954
954
954
954

2.9
8.6
3.1
4.5
2.9
7.5
-6.1

916
961
969
961
961
961
961

3.0
8.4
3.6
5.1
2.9
8.0
-2.4

1,287
1,434
1,448
1,434
1,434
1,434
1,434

2.5
8.4
0.0
4.3
2.6
6.9
-14.1

Table C–6: Average Values for Key Variables by Number of CFLs Currently in Use – RDD Survey
Number of CFS
Zero
Variable

n

1 to 5
Mean

n

6 to 10

Mean

Household size
3,893
2.6
1,499
2.5
County unemployment rate
4,318
8.3
1,563
8.7
Years Using CFLs
4,362
1.9
1,572
2.6
Density of Wal-Marts
4,317
4.9
1,563
4.6
Density of Other Box Stores
4,317
2.9
1,563
2.8
Density of All Box Stores
4,317
7.8
1,563
7.4
Partisan Voting Index*
4,317
-5.4
1,563
-9.9
* The more negative the score, the more heavily democratic leaning the area

n

11 to 15

Mean

1,154
1,192
1,195
1,191
1,191
1,191
1,192

2.8
8.8
2.6
4.5
2.8
7.3
-9.8

n

16+

Mean
375
386
387
386
386
386
386

Not aware /
familiar

3.0
8.6
2.5
4.4
2.9
7.3
-8.4

n
336
352
351
352
352
352
352

Mean
3.1
8.7
2.4
4.4
2.9
7.2
-8.2

n
1,287
1,434
1,448
1,434
1,434
1,434
1,434

Mean
2.5
8.4
0.0
4.3
2.6
6.9
-14.1
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Page D1

Regression

Models,

including

The evaluation team presents additional regression models in this section. These models help to
clarify the relationship between the program variable and the other independent variables, others
serve as potential alternatives to the recommended models described in the main body of the text,
and the remainder provides “sensitivity analyses” to ascertain whether or not such variables as
historic CFL use, saturation, and storage rob explanatory power from the program variable. We
explain the purpose of each model prior to its presentation, but we do not include detailed
descriptions of the model.

Relationship between Program and Other Independent Variables
The evaluation team developed an OLS regression model that treated the composite program
variable as the dependent variable in order to determine which independent variables most
closely tied to the existence and strength of programs.57 We did so using only variables gathered
through the RDD survey and excluded key dependent variables (i.e., use, purchases, or
saturation). This model, presented in Table D–1, should not be seen as a causal model, but
instead one that shows which independent variables are most closely tied to program activity.
The coefficients (“b” in most statistical package outputs) are the primary results of interest and
show how much the composite program variable changes with a one unit increase in each
independent variable. We also present the standardized coefficients (“Beta” in most statistical
package outputs), which adjust for the different scales of the original coefficients and allow for
easier comparisons of the impact of the independent variables on the composite program
variable.58
The results indicate that areas with more non-metropolitan counties, counties that have lower
unemployment rates, and those with higher percentages of respondents who self-identify as
white are the most likely to have strong program variables. Likewise, it is also the case that areas
marked by respondents who have used CFLs for a long time, store more CFLs, and who are
likely to pay their own electricity bills are also more likely to have strong programs.

57

The team could use OLS in this model because we had standardized the program variable, therefore forcing it into
a normal distribution.
58
We present the standardized coefficients here for the sake of comparison, but the evaluation team recognizes that
doing so creates interpretative issues for dichotomous variables (i.e. the income, language, bill pay, and selfidentified race variables).
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Table D–1: Predictors of Composite Program Variable – Best Model
Dependent Variable = Composite Program Variable
Independent Variables

Coefficient

Standardized
Coefficient

t

County metropolitan status
-0.67
-0.09
-6.12
County Unemployment Rate
-0.44
-0.43
-29.61
Years using CFL
0.07
0.07
4.86
Current CFLs in storage
0.03
0.04
2.56
Pays Electricity Bill Directly
0.41
0.04
3.02
Adjusted income <$30,000**
0.22
0.04
2.76
Sq Ft. of Other Box Stores Per person at the County Level*** 0.06
0.06
3.86
Sq Ft. of Wal-Mart Per person at the State Level****
-0.22
-0.12
-8.11
English is Primary Language*****
1.11
0.07
4.89
Self-Identify as White
1.23
0.19
13.04
Constant
2.17
n/a
6.79
2
* Sample Size = 4,427, Adjusted R = 20%
** Adjusted for the cost of living
*** Other indicates Home Depot, Lowe’s, and Menards (where it exists)
**** Wal-Mart shown at the state level to avoid collinearity with the county level variable
***** The survey was fielded in languages other than English in only a few places, so this variable includes some
selection bias.

The model presented in Table D–1 does not incorporate data from the CPUC states—because
respondents were not asked who paid the electricity bill. Therefore, we also present the model in
Table D–2 which includes data for all states except CO for reasons discussed in Section 2.4.2.
The explained variance (R2) is much lower than found for the model presented in Table D–1.
This second model excludes the variables about paying electricity bills. Doing so causes the
metropolitan status variable to become positively related to program and the percentage of
respondents self-identifying as white to drop out of the model.59

59

The sample size is smaller than 9,326 because we excluded people who refused to answer specific questions, with
2,500 of them being accounted for by the refusal to provide an estimate of income.
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Table D–2: Predictors of the Composite Program Variable – All States Model
Dependent Variable = Composite Program Variable
Independent Variables

Standardized
Coefficient
0.03
-0.15

Coefficient
0.23
-0.15

t
2.41
-12.16

County Metropolitan Status
County Unemployment Rate
Years using CFL
0.06
0.06
4.43
Current CFLs in storage
0.06
0.08
6.15
Adjusted income <$30,000**
0.39
0.07
5.32
Sq Ft. of Other Box Stores Per person at the County Level***
0.12
0.10
8.30
Sq Ft. of Wal-Mart Per person at the State Level****
-0.50
-0.25
-19.05
English is Primary Language*****
-0.62
-0.05
-3.95
Constant
2.04
n/a
9.19
* Sample Size =6,320; Adjusted R2 = 9%
** Adjusted for the cost of living
*** Other indicates Home Depot, Lowe’s, and Menards (where it exists)
**** Wal-Mart shown at the state level to avoid collinearity with the county level variable
***** The survey was fielded in languages other than English in only a few places, so this variable includes some
selection bias.

Sensitivity Analyses
The model in Table D–3 serves as a sensitivity analyses for the model presented in Table 5–4,
allowing us to see the impact of removing “years using CFLs” and “saturation at the beginning
of 2008” on 2008 purchases given that these two variables are positively correlated with CFL
program activity. The program variable retains its effect on 2008 purchases in the absence of the
years using CFL variable, the saturation at the beginning of 2008. Excluding these variables
raises the impact of the composite program variable impact slightly from 0.09 to 0.10.
Table D–3: Best 2008 Purchase Model Absent Saturation and Length of CFL Use –Onsite
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient

Low

High

Impact Score

Composite Program

0.10

0.05

0.15

0.10

Number of Sockets in Home

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.01

Number of Persons in Household

0.10

0.02

0.17

Self reported as White

0.49

0.17

0.80

0.63

Conducted During Fall Season

0.52

0.27

0.78

-0.61

-1.00

-0.21

0.68
n/a

Constant

0.10

2

* Sample size = 1,047; Pseudo R = 1%.
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There is a significant positive composite program effect on current saturation with the exclusion
of length of CFL use (Table D–4). The composite program coefficient increases slightly (from
1.67 to 198) in the absence of the length of CFL use variable while the explained variance is
reduced by a single percent. There other explanatory variables also change slightly but all remain
significant predictors of current saturation. Thus, length of CFL use removed slight explanatory
power from the model, but it also slightly strengthened the composite program variable.
Table D–4: Best Current Saturation Model Absent Length of CFL Use – Onsite*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables
Composite Program
Pay Utility Bill Directly
County Unemployment Rate
* Sample size = 1,094.

Coefficient

Low

High

1.98

1.50

2.50

11.78

9.22

14.34

5.59

4.10

7.09

Table D–5 depicts the best current use models without current saturation or length of CFL use in
the models. The onsite composite program impact is very similar in the absence of length of CFL
use changing from 0.01 to 0.06. Again, removing these variables from the model does have an
impact on the program score, but it remains a minor predictor of CFL use.
Table D–5: Best Current Use Model Absent Saturation Length of CFL Use –Onsite
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient

Low

Composite Program

0.06

0.04

0.08

0.06

Homeowner

0.68

0.54

0.83

0.98

Home Size

0.23

0.14

0.33

0.26

White

0.29

0.12

0.46

0.34

-0.18

-0.51

0.14

-0.17

0.06

0.02

0.10

0.06

-0.21

-0.34

-0.08

-0.19

1.13

0.78

1.48

English
Sqft Wal-Mart per Household (state)
High School Degree or Less
Constant
* Sample size = 1,315 and pseudo R2 = 2%.

High

Impact Score

n/a

Advanced RDD Survey Model Results
The team also presents three sets of RDD survey based models, one focused on 2008 purchases,
one on purchases in the past three months, and one on current use (Table D–7 and Table D–8).
Because the RDD data are less reliable, the focus here is on the fact that 2008 purchases of CFLs
were self-reported to be lower in areas with stronger programs than in those with no programs or
newer or moderate ones. Similarly, the model for purchases in the past three months finds no
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program effect at all. A positive program effect, however, was found on self-reported estimates
of current use.
Table D–6: Best Fit 2008 Purchase Model – RDD*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient

Low

Composite Program
-0.04
-0.06
Years Using CFLs
0.05
0.03
CFLs Currently in Storage
0.16
0.15
Homeowner
0.41
0.29
Sqft Wal-Mart per Household (state)
0.13
0.07
Female Respondent
-0.22
-0.32
High School Diploma or less
-0.23
-0.35
County unemployment rate
-0.06
-0.12
2008 County Partisan Voting Index **
-0.01
-0.01
Constant
0.02
-0.03
* sample size = 8,304; Pseudo R2 = 2%
** Positive relationship indicates higher use in areas with greater Republican leaning

High
-0.02
0.06
0.18
0.53
0.15
-0.12
-0.12
-0.01
0.00
0.35

Impact Score
-0.04
0.05
0.18
0.51
0.12
-0.20
-0.21
-0.06
-0.01
n/a

Table D–7: Best Fit Three Month Purchase Model – RDD*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables
Years Using CFLs
Number of Incandescents Bought**
Homeowner
Home Size
Conducted in the Fall
Female Respondent
High School Diploma or less
County Unemployment Rate
Constant
* Sample size = 8,230; pseudo R2 = 2%
** In the past three months

Coefficient
0.10
0.05
0.58
0.27
1.13
-0.20
-0.50
0.05
-2.35

Low
0.06
0.03
0.35
0.13
0.91
-0.39
-0.69
0.01
-2.82

High
0.13
0.07
0.81
0.40
1.34
-0.02
-0.31
0.08
-1.88

Impact Score
0.10
0.05
0.79
0.30
-0.18
-0.39
0.05
0.10
n/a
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Table D–8: Best Fit Current Use Model – RDD*
90% Confidence Interval
Variables

Coefficient

Low

Composite Program
0.03
0.02
Years Using CFLs
0.19
0.17
CFLs Currently Stored in the Home
0.14
0.13
Homeowner
0.38
0.30
Home Size
0.19
0.13
Self reported as White
0.26
0.18
Female Respondent
-0.10
-0.15
High School Diploma or Less
-0.23
-0.30
County Level Unemployment
0.06
0.03
<0.01
<0.01
2008 County Partisan Voting Index**
Constant
0.16
0.02
* Sample size = 7,898; pseudo R2 = 5%
** Positive relationship indicates higher use in areas with greater Republican leaning

Impact Score

High
0.04
0.21
0.15
0.45
0.24
0.35
-0.04
-0.17
0.09
<0.01
0.30

0.03
0.21
0.15
0.46
0.20
0.30
-0.09
-0.21
0.06
<0.01
n/a
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FOREWORD
The energy efficiency program industry recognizes the need to address the rapid growth in
plug-load electric consumption; however, there seems to be no consensus on the best
strategy to target those end-uses. There are many programs, technologies, and measures
emerging and under discussion to target these plug-loads. It is not clear which, if any, of the
existing or planned programs are “best practices” that could serve as a model program for the
rest of the industry. In addressing those needs, National Grid, Unitil, Western Massachusetts
Electric, NSTAR, and Cape Light Compact jointly sponsored a study of plug-load efficiency
opportunities in their service areas. The objective was to characterize the market for plugload efficiency, including maximum achievable potential energy savings, and to identify best
practices to deliver those savings. The target markets for these programs include key
commercial sector accounts with an emphasis on small businesses. The study may be used
to develop strategies to delivering energy efficient plug-load measures to business sector
customers.
This report describes the objectives, methodology, and results of the market assessment.
The results can be used to help define measures and methods to target a difficult end-use
market—plug-load electric use in the small business and other key commercial sectors. In
addition, this paper describes a methodology that uses a wide-range of primary and
secondary data on programs, technologies and measures, and customer end-uses to provide
reasonable estimates for the impacts of plug-load measures and programs.
We wish to thank the following individuals for their suggestions and contribution of data to this
analysis:
•

William Blake—National Grid

•

Lisa Glover—Unitil

•

Gene Fry—Western Massachusetts Electric

•

Gail Azulay—NSTAR

•

Kevin Galligan—Cape Light Compact

•

Elizabeth Titus—NEEP EM&V

•

Paul Horowitz—Consultant to the Energy Efficiency Advisory Committee.
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PA Consulting Group (PA) was selected to support five Massachusetts program
administrators (“PAs”), including National Grid, NSTAR, Unitil, Western Massachusetts
Electric, and Cape Light Compact, in assessing the market and in identifying best practices to
delivering plug-load efficiency to appropriate commercial buildings, with an emphasis on small
businesses.
The key components of this study include:
•

An assessment of the current program offerings for the commercial sector with an
emphasis on small businesses

•

A review of the measures, technologies, software products, and other tools available
on the market to reduce electric use of plug-load-equipment

•

A preliminary estimate of market potential in terms of energy savings by major target
business types and by technology or measure for the five PAs

•

Best practices and recommended approaches to promote energy efficient plug-load
technologies and measures to the sectors included in this study.

The results of this study lead to recommendations for additional primary data collection to
refine the market potential estimates and detailed market delivery strategies.
1.1

KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The market assessment indicates that there are programs implemented and planned to
address elements of plug-load electricity consumption. With few exceptions, these are not
comprehensive efforts, although the maximum achievable potential results indicate that
approximately 204,875 MWh can be saved annually in plug-load electricity usage at the end
of three years of implementing an aggressive program. This estimate is based on the billing
records provided by the five sponsors and secondary data from a variety of sources on plugload equipment saturation and measure savings. Based on the experience gained in this
study, we make the following general recommendations:
•

Implement measures that are ranked as high priority, such as smart strips, that have
widespread applicability and can be delivered through existing programs at a
reasonable cost

•

Explore other measures and program strategies that are ranked as medium to high
priority, including a vendor-driven computer power management program (the full
report includes a discussion of other measures and program strategies)

•

Integrate plug-load efficiency into existing programs that include audits and technical
assistance to commercial customers

•

Consider programs that target upstream market actors for measures, such as
ENERGY STAR® televisions in hotels and residence health care facilities
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1.2

•

Explore the use of total work space control systems for new construction and
renovation of offices

•

Provide plug-load efficiency training and education for end-user customers and for
energy services providers that may include in-house staff and program
implementation contractors

•

Do not ignore behavioral programs that demonstrate management commitment in
developing energy-efficient plug-load policies for their businesses

•

Develop model programs through collaborative efforts in the state or region

•

Conduct appropriate research to inform the program designs through focus groups
and surveys of end-user customers and market actors

•

Consider a more detailed analysis that includes large commercial customers to ensure
the significant plug-load market potential is addressed in energy efficiency programs.
ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

The objectives of this study were to characterize the market for plug-load efficiency in
businesses, including potential energy savings, and to identify best practices to deliver those
savings. This report first discusses the general methodology used for the market assessment
study, including key data sources, followed by study results and ending with specific
recommendations for program strategies based on the study.
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2.

BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY

This section describes the analytical approaches and data sources used to conduct the two
major tasks for the study—a market scan of programs and technologies currently being used
in the industry and an assessment of the market potential for plug-load energy efficiency.
The market potential assessment is conservative in that not all market segments or plugloads are included. The emphasis is on estimating an achievable market potential, based on
measures and program strategies that have been implemented in the industry to reduce plugload electricity usage. Although we believe the recommended strategies would be costeffective in a program design that targets the most attractive customers in terms of energy
savings opportunity, the program costs and benefits should be estimated in determining a
final program design.
2.1

BACKGROUND

Plug-loads, including office equipment and other electronics, are growing at a rapid rate.
Personal Computers (PCs) and non-PC office equipment are estimated to be the fastest
growing energy uses for the commercial sector through 2030, according to the Energy
Information Administration—Annual Energy Outlook 2006 Report (EIA 2006). Energy
consumption for PCs is estimated to grow 3% annually, while energy consumption for other
office equipment is estimated to grow 4% annually. In comparison, energy consumption for
other end-uses, such as space heating, is estimated to grow about 1% during the same
period of time (EIA 2006).
Industry sources, including facility site equipment survey data provided by PA from on-site
data collected for the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority’s
(NYSERDA’s) Energy $martSM Offices program, indicate that about half of the plug-load
usage can be saved in most offices (NYSERDA 2007).
Although ENERGY STAR equipment will provide significant savings opportunities for a
number of plug-load equipment categories, there is an opportunity to address existing
equipment that will not be replaced for several years. Computers, for example, are typically
replaced no more often than every three years. With the current economic conditions, those
replacements may be further delayed. Some campuses have ten-year contracts for cold
beverage vending machines that represent a significant savings opportunity. In addition, there
is an educational process that needs to occur in order to ensure these savings opportunities
are maximized.
Programs that target plug-loads are needed to comprehensively address business and nonbusiness office equipment and other electronics including:
•

Computers, monitors, and servers

•

Copiers, printers, scanners, faxes, and multifunction devices

•

Computer speakers and other peripheral work area equipment

•

Work area and residential hall task lighting

•

Power strips and surge suppressors
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•

Cold beverage vending machines

•

Break room refrigerators, water coolers, and large coffee machines

•

Clothes washers in laundry facilities (residence halls)

•

Personal mini-refrigerators, space heaters, and fans

•

Entertainment: televisions, DVR players, video games, and set-top boxes

•

Personal chargers.

At a minimum, a comprehensive plug-load efficiency program would address energy-efficient
product procurement, computers and other plug-load equipment power management, staff
policies and directives for plug-load equipment operation, and appropriate control strategies
to power off equipment.
2.2

MARKET SCAN

PA began the study with a complete scan of the U.S. energy efficiency industry. Extensive
Internet research was used to identify and document programs that are currently being
offered to promote energy efficiency in plug-load equipment for all customer sectors. The
plug-load equipment consisted of business office equipment and other non-business
appliances and electronics. Interviews were conducted with selected program managers to
gather additional information on those energy-efficiency programs that seemed most relevant
for the current plug-load end user market in the business sector.
In addition to reviewing the current program offerings, PA identified the possible tools—
hardware and software—and new energy management technologies that exist to support new
programs designed to reduce plug-load energy use. These tools and efficiency measures
were cross-referenced with existing industry program offerings, but new technologies were
included that have recently emerged and are being considered for plug-load efficiency
programs. The new technologies were documented with links to manufacturers/suppliers
web-sites.
2.3

MARKET POTENTIAL ANALYSIS

A major component of the study was to conduct a market potential analysis to provide
estimated savings for computers and other major categories of business and non-business
plug-load equipment for non-residential sectors for each of the sponsors of the study. These
included small to medium size customers. Lacking specific plug-load equipment inventories
for the study sponsors’ service areas, the savings were based on the mix of equipment and
energy use for similar facilities from secondary sources. In reviewing industry data, the
decision was made to focus on the following market segments as having the greatest
potential for plug-load savings:
•

Commercial Offices

•

Government Offices

•

Retail

•

School Districts
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•

Colleges and Universities

•

Hotel

•

Health Care.

The types of facilities included in the above market segment categories are described in more
detail in Table 4-5 in Chapter 4, Results of the Market Potential Analysis.
In addition, the plug-load groups that provided the best data and the most opportunity for
energy savings were analyzed. These included computers, copiers, printers, kitchen
equipment and task lighting, electronic power supplies, and vending machines. Data were not
available to analyze savings potential for televisions and other consumer electronics in the
business categories that were selected.
Figure 2-1 summarizes our approach to estimating the technical potential electric savings
from implementing energy efficient plug-load measures in each of the sponsor’s service
territories. The technical potential is the energy savings that would occur with complete (and
instantaneous) implementation of the identified measures in market segments for applications
where they were deemed technically feasible from an engineering perspective.
We used a top-down approach to the technical potential starting with estimating the total
electricity consumption in each utility service territory for seven key commercial market
segments that included commercial offices, retail, municipal and government buildings,
healthcare, school, college and hospitality. We then estimated the total plug-load electric use
for each market segment, using estimates of the proportion of plug-load usage of total electric
usage from secondary sources such as NYSERDA’s Energy $mart Offices (NYSERDA) and
DOE EIA Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS). Next, we built
assumptions from several sources on the share of plug-load usage attributable to different
primary plug-loads, such as those from computers, copiers, and vending machines to
estimate the amount of electricity used by different types of plug-loads. Finally, we estimated
the percentage of electricity usage that can be saved by installing energy efficient measures
for each type of plug-load primarily from these sources: NYSERDA’s Energy $mart Offices
plug-load equipment surveys conducted by PA Consulting Group as well as EPA’s ENERGY
STAR calculators.
The outcome represents the technical potential savings for the selected plug-load measures
for the selected market segments using the billing data provided by the sponsors and the
secondary data from other sources on plug-load energy-use and savings potential. The next
step was to estimate the maximum achievable potential based on the percentage of the
technical potential that could be achieved over several years with a cost-effective, yet
aggressive, program. At the same time, these are best estimates of maximum achievable
market potential based on the data currently available and should be re-estimated in the
context of a detailed program strategy.
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Figure 2-1. Summary of Technical Potential Approach

•

C/I Customer Billing Data
– Annual kWh
– Sponsors Billing Files

•

Total Energy Use for Key Markets
– Utility Existing SIC Codes
– PA Key Word Screening

•

Total C/I Energy Use

Target Market Segments Total kWh

Plug Load Energy Use by Key Market Segment
– Plug-Load % of Total Energy Use
– Sources: NYSERDA, CBECs 2003

•

Plug-Load kWh for
Target Markets

Plug-Load Equipment Type by Key Market Segment
– % of Plug-Load Energy Use by Type
– Sources: NYSERDA Energy $mart Offices

•

Plug-Load Savings by Type of Equipment & Market
– % Savings for Plug-Load Energy Use by Type
– Source: EPA ENERGY STAR, EERE, Other

Plug-Load
Type kWh

Savings

Chapter 4 describes the market potential methodology in more detail with the results for each
step of the analysis.
2.4

DATA SOURCES

The data used for the study included a combination of primary and secondary data sources.
The key sources included:
•

Industry programs—the Internet research primarily identified programs described on
numerous utility web-sites. In addition, there were some key documents that
summarized specific types of programs such as computer power management by
Beacon Energy Consulting (Beacon 2009).

•

Technologies and measures—in addition to the technologies and measures
identified in the industry program research, the Internet search included
manufacturers and suppliers web-sites for items such as smart strips, vending misers,
and total work space control systems.

•

Commercial customer billing data—each of the five project sponsors supplied their
billing data for non-residential customers. In most cases, the research team had to
manually code a number of the records to provide a business type to improve the
accuracy of the breakdown of commercial customers and their energy use.

•

Plug-load share of electricity consumption—industry data from NYSERDA Energy
$mart Offices (NYSERDA 2007) and ESource (Sator 2008) indicated total plug-load
usage for offices based on metered data from several facilities conducted for the
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NYSERDA project . Plug-load usage for other business types came from the Energy
Information Administration Commercial Building Energy Consumption survey (EIA
2003). There was little or no data on plug-load equipment currently installed in the
sponsors’ services areas to estimate market potential of the small business sector. PA
also used secondary data such as the U.S. Economic Census, the Department of
Energy’s Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (EIA 2003) and
educational facility web-sites to determine proportion of total electric consumption for
various plug-loads that could then be applied to the summarized billing data for each
sponsor.
•

Savings potential—the savings per unit were developed using on on-site equipment
surveys, including after hour observations of equipment power off rates, from
NYSERDA Energy $martSM project (NYSERDA 2007). There are calculators on EPA
ENERGY STAR’s web site for various office equipment measures similar to those
used to estimate savings for the NYSERDA project. For monitor, vending machines,
CPU and electric power supply (EPS), the “Energy Star” energy saving calculator for
plug-loads was used to estimate the energy saving potential. For copiers, printers, and
task lights, available literature on their energy saving potential have been used.

The analysis was completed using these data sources and typically more than one source
was used to confirm the savings estimates. The results of these analyses are described in the
following chapters.
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RESULTS OF THE MARKET SCAN

The results of the market scan indicated there are still very few energy-efficiency programs
that take a comprehensive approach to reducing plug-load electricity use in businesses by
addressing the full range of plug-load equipment in the building. In general, the number of
programs are still fairly limited and they typically focus on one or two measures such as smart
strips, power management of computers, and cold beverage vending machines. The most
common program approaches and technologies or measures that were identified in the
market scan are described along with some examples of relevant energy-efficiency programs.
Figure 3-1 organizes the types of programs that were investigated in the study followed by a
discussion of each program type.
Figure 3-1. Approaches and Measures to Reduce Plug-loads

Power
Management

Total Work Space
Control Systems

Plug-Load
Controls

Computer Power
Management
Software
ENERGY STAR
Equipment Rebates
for Office Equipment

EE Office
Equipment

Smart Strips

NYSERDA Energy
$mart Offices
NBI Office of the Future

3.1

Comprehensive
Programs

Other
EE PlugLoad
Equipment

ENERGY STAR Rebates/
Incentives: Vending
Machines, Appliances,
Televisions, CFLs

POWER MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTERS/MONITORS

There are a number of programs that provide rebates and incentives to target computers and
monitors. There are over 30 utilities that either have separate programs for network computer
power management or they cover the measure in a commercial customer program. The
incentives for managing network computers for most utility programs range from $10 to $15
per controlled computer. A number of programs limit the number of computers that can be
incentivized (e.g., a limit of 500). Others put a cap on the total incentives that can be paid to
one business. To ensure savings, qualifications for the program may include a copy of the
software agreement and verification reports provided from the system software. In at least
two cases, the utilities provide a list of qualified software vendors.
The following table lists some of the equipment types and programs that have offered
incentives or rebates for computer power management.
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Table 3-1. Computer/Monitor Power Management Program Examples

Technology

Description and Cost

Computer Power
Management Software,
SURVEYOR by
Verdiem®,
NightWatchman® from
1E
and others

3.1.1

Example Program Incentives

Energy monitoring software for
computers to Identify work and nonwork schedules to optimize power
schemes based on PC use or on
standby mode, includes several
options for power savings and
settings, and information that shows
how PC power settings correlate to
cost, kWh and CO2 savings. Cost
about $25 per computer for
commercial software.

•
•
•
•
•

City of Palo Alto: Energy Efficiency
Rebates for Your Business ($15 per
computer).
PG&E Network Software Computer
Power Management Rebate ($15 per
computer)
SMUD ($5-10 up to $25,000)
Avista ($10 per computer).
Focus on Energy: PC Network Energy
Management ($10-$16 per controlled
PC).

Conclusions from the Experience of Plug-load Program Managers

The research team also interviewed two program managers who had exceeded their goals for
network computer power management projects—one was from Sacramento Municipal Power
District (SMUD) and the other implemented the Wisconsin Focus on Energy (WI Focus)
program. SMUD had recently discontinued their program because they had greatly exceeded
their program goals. The interviews along with PA’s experience in managing NYSERDA’s
Energy $mart Offices program led to the following conclusions:
•

Annual energy savings per computer are estimated at 200 kWh, although the average
will depend on the level of existing power management for computers on the network

•

Program staff need to be personally involved in the process and dedicate staff
resources early on to promote the program to key customer decision-makers and to
software service providers

•

To remain cost-effective, the program must be vendor driven but there is a level of
rebate needed to get the attention of the software vendors, which is likely about 50%
of the software cost or $12 per computer

•

The program needs to target larger customers (1,000 computers or more) to be costeffective but small business customers, as a group, provide a substantial savings
opportunity that could be addressed by focusing on chain accounts

•

The IT staff must be involved in the process along with other upper management key
decision-makers

•

There are opportunities to promote computer power management, along with data
center and server efficiency that is getting increased attention within the IT
organization

•

The program should allow for multiple vendors without promoting any particular
product to ensure the greatest flexibility in addressing network management needs
including working with IT staff that may already have power management capability
within their own network system tools

•

The program should require that the power management is centrally managed and
that the software provides accurate pre-and post-installation reporting.
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3.1.2

Applicability

It is important to note that a program to fund network computer power management software
may be most applicable to medium size offices where the office maintains administrative
control of computers locally, the network does not has already use management software
with power management capabilities, and there are enough computers to warrant setting
power management using network management software. It is possible for small offices with
fewer computers to have power management set manually without purchasing network
management software. Larger offices often have network management software in place that
can be used. The offices primarily require education and cooperation of the IT network
administrator to facilitate power management. In addition, there should be assurance that the
computer power management settings will be maintained through strict enforcement of
directives or office management policies, or through centralized network power management
program settings.
It would be useful to use audits or other screening to identify offices that have the capability
but need the support to facilitate power management on their computers. In that context,
working closely with multiple approved software vendors could be an effective and efficient
approach to reaching smaller offices. Larger offices have a greater savings opportunity that
would warrant more direct assistance.
The power management of computers and monitors is only one element of reducing electric
use from these categories of plug-load equipment. Powering off equipment when not in use
should be included to maximize savings. Plug-load controls are available to facilitate that
process.
3.2

PLUG-LOAD CONTROLS—SMART STRIPS

There are two primary types of smart strips. The first turns off other equipment when the
computer or PC is powered off, while the second uses an occupancy sensor to turn off plugloads when the work space is unoccupied for a period of time (e.g., Watt Stopper).
There are a number of smart strip programs that were found and more being planned,
although some of them target residential home offices. Several of the California utilities have
rebate programs. In addition, PA’s experience in managing NYSERDA’s Energy $mart
Offices found that several universities installed smart strip technologies in residential halls
and administrative offices on college campuses.
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Table 3-2. Smart Strip Program Examples

Technology

Description and Cost

Smart Strip Power
Strip

Power strip that can turn off
selected equipment when a
computer is turned off. Cost is
about $30 and goes up but the
incremental cost over a standard
power strip is about $20.

Plug Strip with
Motion Sensor
(Watt Stopper
Isole, PlugMiser)

Plug-load eight-receptacle surge
suppressor with an occupancy
sensor that controls a portion of
the receptacles to power off
electricity using equipment in
offices or cubicles or shared
copiers and/or printers. Total cost
is around $90.

3.2.1

Example Program Incentives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four of New Hampshire's Power Utilities are
working with local merchants to provide a $10
rebate per smart strip but focus is residential.
Platte River Power Authority $7.rebate.
BC Hydro $7 rebate.
National Grid Catalog $16.95 price.
City of Palo Alto: Energy Efficiency Rebates
for Your Business
Roseville Electric $22
SMUD Plug-load Incentive $16.50
PG&E Plug-load Occupancy Sensors $15
SDG&E $15.
Local government program South Bay
provides bulk purchasing prices.

Applicability

The use of power strips to both automate the process of powering off unused office
equipment and to reduce phantom load that can occur when only the power switch is used on
equipment that has widespread applicability. All business customer sizes and segments can
benefit from this technology. Bulk purchasing can reduce the costs of the smart strips. They
can be distributed with educational materials during energy audits, and as part of a direct
install program, which is being considered for small business customers.
3.3

TOTAL WORK SPACE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Equipment vendors, such as Convia, have expanded their products that provide occupancy
sensors to control lighting levels to include plug-loads in private offices. Convia Controls are
imbedded into Wiremold®’s flexible electrical wiring systems to provide a control platform.
"Convia-enabled" Wiremold products target office plug-loads as well as lighting loads
throughout an entire facility. Convia enabled Wiremold products shut down plug-loads when a
space is unoccupied.1
The Office of the Future (OTF) Consortium, led by New Buildings Institute, is moving forward
with the development of a utility sponsored model program designed to reduce energy use by
25% and was considering various control systems. The project targets the Tenant
Improvement (TI) process where new or existing office spaces are customized for use by a
specific tenant, but the package is also viable for retrofit projects. The program Advanced
Energy Office has the goal of reducing the energy used by lighting, plug-loads, and HVAC
systems using a comprehensive systems approach. These measures are being tested
through a series of 20 to 30 technical pilot projects that were scheduled to begin construction
by the end of 2009.
PA helped develop the plug-load component of the technical manual for the Advanced
Energy Office that takes a comprehensive approach to plug-load energy efficiency including
1

For more information, visit: www.convia.com.
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the use of smart strip technology, power management, and procurement of high efficiency
office equipment and other plug-loads. PA’s recent communication with New Buildings
Institute’s program manager in May indicated that they have one pilot project that has all the
measures installed, but are currently waiting for data from the pilot on inventory of plug-loads,
measures implemented, and meter data for total plug-loads. The NBI program indicated they
will use TambientTM2 furniture mounted task lighting with a Tridium3 controller and some form
of automated plug-load management for the pilot.
Table 3-3. Total Work Space Control Example

Technology

Description and Cost

Example Program Incentives
•

Total Work Space
Control System

One example is the Convia Enabled
Wiremold System that combines a
modular electrical system with fully
integrated controls. Convia-enabled
workstations let individuals control their
environments while they are at their desks.
When an occupancy sensor determines
the worker has left the room, the Convia
system can shut off plug-loads, power
down light levels, and reset thermostat
settings. Pre-programmed power sweeps
can further reduce electrical drawdown.

3.3.1

•

•
•

No utility programs found but getting
attention in the industry.
Convia Programmable Infrastructure is one
of four technologies that Southern
California Edison has installed to test an
“office of the future” concept at the
California Lighting and Technology Center.
U.S. Green Building Council installed
system in their building.
Convia selected for Empire State Building
Retrofit.

Applicability

The Convia Enabled Wiremold System is most applicable to new construction and offices that
have wires and cables running through easily accessible space under the floor or over the
ceiling. In addition, more research is needed on this and other plug-load management
systems that are offered by building controls vendors.
3.4

ENERGY STAR OFFICE EQUIPMENT

The majority of office equipment that is purchased qualifies for the ENERGY STAR label. At
the same time, there is still existing equipment that will not be replaced for several years. The
Internet research identified only one program, Shakopee Public Utilities, offering rebates for
ENERGY STAR labeled office equipment. To the extent that the rebates are effective in
getting businesses to replace equipment sooner, there could be cost-effective energy
savings. Otherwise, the incremental cost of computers and other office equipment that meet
the ENERGY STAR standard are minimal and likely the reason why there are not many
programs offering these rebates. The key is to properly enable the power management
settings for the ENERGY STAR equipment and power them off when not is use to maximize
the energy savings.

2

Tambient™ , located in West Haven, CT, is the task ambient division of Sylvan R. Shemitz Designs,
Inc. Their furniture mounted lighting for offices saves energy by focusing light where it’s needed to
achieve lighting loads as low as 0.6 watts per square foot. http://www.thelightingquotient.com/tambient/

3

Tridium is a global software and services company that develops and markets a universal software framework to
solve issues related to managing smart devices. Tridium's core technology, the patented Niagara Framework® (or
"Niagara"), a Java-based framework, provides a software infrastructure to integrate diverse systems and devices regardless of manufacturer or communication protocol - into a unified platform that can be easily managed in real
time over the Internet using a standard web browser. More information: www.tridium.com
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Table 3-4. ENERGY STAR Office Equipment Rebate Program Example

Technology

Description and Cost

ENERGY STAR Office
Equipment

Shakopee Public Utilities,
MN 2009 Office Equipment
Rebates Program limit of
five rebates per product
purchased (not leased) for
commercial industrial
customers.

3.4.1

Example Program Offerings
Product Rebate for ENERGY STAR labeled:
Computer $35
LCD Monitor $35
Printer $25
Multifunction Device $20
Scanner $15
Fax Machine $15
Mailing Machine $15
Occupancy Sensor (ceiling mount) $36
Occupancy Sensor (wall mount) $12

Applicability

Given that most new office equipment meets ENERGY STAR guidelines, there is less need to
offer a program that promotes ENERGY STAR office equipment at time of normal
replacement. Limited opportunities may be available to encourage replacement of some
equipment that is not scheduled to be replaced such as eliminating old CRT monitors in favor
of more efficient LCD monitors. At the same time, it would be more effective to replace
desktops with laptops where possible. In addition, there are some ENERGY STAR copiers
that are more efficient than others so help with procurement language could be part of an
educational process.
3.5

OTHER ENERGY EFFICIENT PLUG-LOAD EQUIPMENT

3.5.1

Vending Machines

If cold beverage vending machines are included in the mix of plug-loads typically found in
office buildings, colleges, and schools, the number of programs increases significantly.
ACEEE reports that USA Technologies, manufacturer of VendingMiser, is involved in rebate
programs with 24 utilities. Many programs address vending machines already because of the
significant savings opportunity of 1,300 kWh annually or more for retrofitting conventional cold
beverage machines. VendingMisers or similar control devices have been an interim solution.
The most effective approach is to ensure that ENERGY STAR vending machines are
specified when requesting bids to replace existing vending machines. In some cases,
universities or other entities with a large number of vending machines are committed to longterm contracts with their existing vending machines and suppliers.
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Table 3-5. Vending Machine Efficiency Program Examples

Technology

Description and Cost

Example Program Offerings
Some examples of program operators that give
rebates for Vending Misers:

VendingMiser
and CoolMiser

Plug-in devices installed into
vending machines to save
energy; powers down the
machine when the
surrounding area is vacant.
The cost is around $100–
$190.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

SnackMiser

3.5.2

Plug-in device installed for
non-refrigerated vending
machines; infrared sensor to
determine if anyone is within
25 ft. of the machine &
powers off after 15 minutes
of vacancy. Cost is around
$70–$80.

•

•
•

NYSERDA $80 rebate
Northeast Utilities $75 rebate
Puget Sound Energy—$40 rebate
Efficiency Vermont—$45 rebate
California’s Express Efficiency program
(operated by the three large investor-owned
utilities)—$30 rebate normally, but $60 during
special promotions
NV Energy $90 incentive
Seattle City Light $80
Avista $95
TXU Energy $50
Austin Energy provides a free VendingMiser
and free installation which is a $200 value
Other utilities such as Gainesville Regional
Utilities, Idaho Power, Lakeland Electricity,
MidAmerican Energy of Iowa, and Puget
Sound Energy also offer the free product and
installation
Austin Energy’s Power Saver Program offers
to provide a free SnackMiser device along with
free installation to all business customers. A
$200 value
Other utilities such as Gainesville Regional
Utilities, Idaho Power, Lakeland Electricity,
MidAmerican Energy of Iowa, and Puget
Sound Energy also offer the free product and
installation
TXU Energy offers $20 rebate
Other programs range from $15-$30

Task Lights

PA’s experience in conducting comprehensive plug-load equipment surveys on-site in office
spaces indicated there is considerable energy savings opportunity in work space task lights
that include replacing incandescent lights with compact fluorescent lights (CFLs). Since then,
new—and more efficient LEDs—have been made available for office task lighting. Similar to
vending machines, many of the sponsors include CFLs in their programs for task lighting.
Another approach is to promote an integrated office lighting system (IOLS) as described in
the California Energy Commission’s Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) Program
Technical Brief (November 2007). This system combined desk lamps with under-cabinet
fixtures using LED lights to reduce the need for overhead lighting.
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3.5.3

Televisions

Televisions represent another major opportunity for plug-load savings. ENERGY STAR
models require only three Watts or less of power, which can result in a 75% savings over
conventional televisions. In particular, the hospitality sector is a prime candidate due to the
large number of televisions and the opportunity to purchase in bulk. Although there have been
energy efficiency programs targeted to hotels and motels, such as NV Energy, PA’s research
did not identify any existing programs for ENERGY STAR televisions. Panasonic was very
effective in partnering with major hotel chains such as Choice Hotels and Hilton Hotels
Corporation to provide ENERGY STAR qualifying televisions. At the same time, there are
business reasons, such as durability of the screen and picture quality, that are considered in
product selection and are barriers that must be overcome.
3.5.4

Applicability

There are significant opportunities for savings for cold beverage vending machines in facilities
such as school districts, local governments, and colleges and universities. At the same time,
many of the Massachusetts sponsors have already recognized that potential and are
including vending machines in their commercial sector programs.
We also believe that televisions in health and hospitality (hotels) that have many units and
perhaps use bulk purchasing are worth further investigation. There were not sufficient data on
types and sizes and numbers of televisions to allow us to estimate market potential.
3.6

COMPREHENSIVE PLUG-LOAD EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS

There are numerous states and utility program administrators that provide education on
computers and consumer electronics on their websites and in other consumer materials. They
typically provide tips for saving energy with consumer electronics by encouraging customers
to purchase ENERGY STAR-qualified electronics or to turn off and unplug consumer
electronics that are not in use. There are few, if any, that provide a specific audit or
component of an audit that focuses on plug-loads.
3.6.1

NYSERDA’s Energy $mart Offices

NYSERDA’s Energy $mart Offices took a comprehensive approach to reducing plug-load
usage on local government and commercial offices, college campuses, and municipal school
districts. The program included on-site plug-load surveys and savings potential analysis for 20
offices including local governments, state government, large commercial buildings, small
organizations, and five municipal school districts in New York State. Data were also collected
on-site for 21 universities (SUNY and private) and seven community colleges for NYSERDA
Energy $mart Offices projects. These sites represented 113,760 computer users on campus
with identified estimated potential plug-load savings of $3.5 million annually. For all projects,
the average savings potential per computer user was close to 300 kWh including computers
and monitors, other office equipment, and miscellaneous plug-load efficiency opportunities.
These estimates were based on the survey of quantities and types of plug-load equipment.
The potential savings were derived from spot metering in a few sites, ENERGY STAR
calculators, and other industry research. The savings represented technical potential. Some
follow-up surveys were conducted to determine what measures were installed and the results
indicated that about 50% of the savings were achieved primarily from computer and monitor
power management that was set through the network and thus not likely to be reversed.
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3.6.2

Office of the Future Advanced Energy Office Initiative

Office of the Future is moving to a new platform to complete the development steps needed
to support demand-side program offerings across North America. New Buildings Institute
(NBI) has been chosen as the Fiscal and Program Management Agent for OTF responsible
for tracking and accounting, for sponsor funding, managing the work plan, arranging and
supporting meetings and facilitating communications.
The Office of the Future’s Advanced Energy Office is in progress in California with four pilot
projects. The sponsors include Southern California Edison, Sacramento Municipal Utility
District, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Sempra Utilities, National Grid, B.C. Hydro, NSTAR,
Consolidated Edison, and Seattle City Light. The consortium for the Office of the Future
eventually will have 20 projects across the country including Seattle, Vancouver, and Boston.
Most projects are one office but they are also conducting projects for multiple tenant business
offices in one large building. The projects range from 2,000 to 20,000 sq ft. New Building
Institute indicated they do not have information on the plug-load component of the project
since measures are just being installed for lighting and HVAC. The plug-load measures will
be implemented last, focusing on equipment vendors and targeting property managers of
large offices. The savings will be metered and when ready, each utility will implement the
model program. PA’s recent communication indicated they were in the process of gathering
data for the first pilot that would have comprehensive measures installed.
3.6.3

Applicability

Comprehensive plug-load efficiency programs that include equipment surveys and analysis
are best for facilities that have a significant number of computers, preferably 5,000 or more, to
ensure the cost-effectiveness of the program.
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PA’s analyzed potential plug-load savings for specific plug-load measures for 7 market
segments using billing records from the 5 sponsors and other industry data. The results
shown in Table 4-1 indicate at least 1,495,000 MWh could be saved if the identified plug-load
measures were installed for major plug-load equipment types in the specified market
segments for the combined sponsors. This technical potential savings estimate of 1,495,000
MWh represents the upper limit of savings opportunity if all of the measures were
implemented today, but is not a realistic estimate of what is achievable. PA estimated that
204,875 MWh or 13.7% of the technical potential could be achieved in 3 years.
Table 4-1. Summary of Technical Potential (Instantaneous) MWh Savings by Market Segment
and Plug-Load Equipment Type (All Sponsors Billing Data)

Plug-load Type
Computers/Monitors
Printer
Copier
EPS
Vending Machine
Task Lights
Misc. Plug-load
Total

Office
456,347
206,266
67,628
62,426
23,930
132,915
88,437

Gov't
103,176
47,015
15,415
14,229
5,454
30,296
20,158

Retail
48,174
19,591
6,423
5,929
0
0
10,870

Hotel
4,998
2,032
666
615
0
0
1,128

School
34,557
1,394
457
422
162
898
598

College
36,014
1,453
476
440
169
936
623

Health
31,729
3,840
1,259
1,162
446
2,475
1,647

Total
714,993
281,591
92,325
85,223
30,160
167,520
123,459

1,037,948

235,742

90,986

9,439

38,488

40,110

42,557

1,495,271

The percentage savings by type of plug-load indicate that close to 50% of the savings are
from computers and monitors. For all of the plug-load savings, about 70% are from
commercial offices. The vending machine savings and tasks lights for retail and hotels were
not estimated separately but are likely covered in the miscellaneous plug-load category.
Table 4-2. Proportion of Total Plug-load Savings Potential by Plug-load and Market (All Sponsors)

Plug-load. Type
Computer/Monitor
Printer
Copier
EPS
Vending Machine
Task Lights
Misc. Plug-loads

Office
30.52%
13.79%
4.52%
4.17%
1.60%
8.89%
5.91%

Gov’t
6.90%
3.14%
1.03%
0.95%
0.36%
2.03%
1.35%

Retail
3.22%
1.31%
0.43%
0.40%
0.00%
0.00%
0.73%

Hotel
0.33%
0.14%
0.04%
0.04%
0.00%
0.00%
0.08%

School
2.31%
0.09%
0.03%
0.03%
0.01%
0.06%
0.04%

College
2.41%
0.10%
0.03%
0.03%
0.01%
0.06%
0.04%

Health
2.12%
0.26%
0.08%
0.08%
0.03%
0.17%
0.11%

Total
47.8%
18.8%
6.2%
5.7%
2.0%
11.2%
8.3%

Total

69.4%

15.8%

6.1%

0.6%

2.6%

2.7%

2.8%

100.0%

Commercial and government offices market segments together contribute around 85% of the
total plug-load energy use. The remaining 15% is contributed by retail, schools, college, and
hospitality and health market segments. Energy efficient computers, copiers, printers, and
task lights combined can achieve more than 75% savings in the plug-load use.
PA’s experience with NYSERDA Energy $mart Offices is that about 50% of the identified
technical potential 1,495,000 MWh or 747,500 MWh—the achievable market potential—could
be implemented with a cost-effective program over time. With an aggressive program, the
sponsors could expect to get about 5% in Year 1 (2011) of the achievable market potential
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(37,375 MWh), 10% in Year 2 of the remaining achievable market potential (71,750 MWh),
and 15% in Year 3 or 95,750 MWh of the remaining achievable potential. By the end of Year
3, the total savings would be 204,875 MWh or 27% of the achievable potential. This 204,875
MWh compares to 1,919,437 MWh for 2010–2012 for other statewide commercial sector
programs.
Table 4-3. Estimated Achievable Market Potential MWh Savings for Three Year Program

Annual Incremental Savings
% Annual Achievable Potential
Cumulative Total Annual Potential
% Total Achievable Potential

Year 1
37,375
5%
37,375
5.0%

Year 2
71,750
10%
109,125
14.6%

Year 3
95,750
15%
204,875
27.4%

These savings are based on a comprehensive plug-load efficiency program that addresses
the broad range of plug-loads and includes computer power management. With that in mind,
the first year savings of 37,375 MWh for the five sponsors combined could be achieved if
186,875 computers were included in a network software power management program. These
are based on a widely used industry estimate of 200 kWh savings per computer on the
network.
PA’s interviewed the program manager for Sacramento Municipal Utility District’s vendordriven PC network power management program. He estimated that SMUD “did about 45,000
to 60,000 plug load incentives in the last 5 1/2 months” of the first year that he began
managing the program. SMUD’s commercial customers number about 67,361 and his
program targeted a wide range of customers including small businesses. The final estimates
of achievable market potential should be based on a program that is clearly defined by the
sponsors in terms of measures, target markets, delivery approaches, incentives, and other
program features.
4.1

TOTAL C/I ENERGY USE BY SPONSOR

The first step in the market potential analysis was to obtain and summarize non-residential
customer data from the customer billing records provided by each sponsor. In particular, the
total number of records and energy usage in annual kWh were summarized by number of
records and annual energy use in kWh. Table 4-4 summarizes the customer billing data PA
received from each of the five sponsors. Overall, we received over 390,000 accounts from the
five sponsors with billing data ranging from March 2007 to September 2009. Most of the data
sets we received from the sponsors included some type of market classification code
(ex: NAICS or SIC codes) for many of their accounts.
Table 4-4. Sponsor Billing Data Summaries

Characteristic
Number of records
received
Market segment
coding
Data range of usage
Billing period

Unitil

WMECO

3,837

5,471
NAICS coded
(partially)
March 2007–
Sep 2009
Monthly

Uncoded
Sep 2008–
Aug 2009
Monthly

Cape Light
Compact

NSTAR

National Grid

23,212
Partially
coded

132,765
SIC coded
(partially)

225,819
SIC Coded
(partially)

2008–2009
Annual

Unknown
Annual

Unknown
Annual
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4.2

TOTAL ENERGY USE BY KEY MARKET SEGMENT

The next step in our analysis was to summarize the total annual electric consumption from
the billing records provided by the sponsors by key commercial market segments. We limited
market potential analysis to seven primary commercial market segments: office, retail,
government and municipal, health, hotel, school, and college. We chose these analysis
market segments to be consistent with the building segment classifications used in the
Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) database, which we use for
several key assumptions in the market potential analysis.
PA developed a data classification method to assign utility customer accounts into the seven
market segments for analysis. If SIC or NAICS codes were included in the billing data, we
initially used these codes as the basis for categorizing records into our market segments. As
these code classifications were far more detailed than our analysis market segments, PA
mapped the codes included in each utility’s data to the seven analysis market segments
using the description of SIC codes. Upon examination, the code mappings occasionally
seemed inconsistent with the type of business indicated by the account or company name.
Also, as many accounts did not have any codes assigned, we were unable to assign our
analysis market segments to those accounts without codes under this approach.
Given the limitations of the billing data codes, we decided to use our own classifications. First,
we categorized accounts into market segments by using key word searches of account or
customer names. Table 4-5 shows the key words PA used to categorize individual accounts
into one of seven market segment classifications. We also searched for abbreviations of key
words listed in Table 4-5 (example: “assoc” for association). In addition to our analysis market
segments, we conducted key word searches for business types that we decided to exclude
from our analysis. For instance, business activities such as construction, auto repair, and
manufacturing did not fall into any of the seven market segments categorized for
quantification of the plug-load use. Moreover, such activities were not expected to include
significant plug-load use.
Table 4-5. Key Word Identifiers by Market Segment

Market Segment
Office

Account Name Identifiers
Housing authority, condo, association, associates, trust, bank, LLP,
LLC, CORP, INC, Co, realty, real-estate, management, Investors,
society, law offices, environmental, partnership, venture, properties,
foundation, commission, engineers, resource, holding, enterprise

Retail

Store, service, supply, retail, mart, communication stores (e.g.
Comcast), auto sales, auto parts, chain stores (e.g. CVS),
restaurant, pharmacy, drug-store, food, market, grocery, liquors, grill

Government and Municipal

City or town of, PWD, department, police, firefighter, sheriff, district,
museum, library, water or public works, postal services, tariff rates
identified with municipal (M), state (S) or federal (F), army,
masspike, massport, highway

School

School-district, school

College

College, business school, university

Hotel

Hotel, motel, inn, hospitality, lodge, chain hotels (e.g. Sheraton,
Holiday inn etc)

Health

Hospital, dental, chiropractic, medical-school, nursing home,
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veterinary, medical, pediatrics
Construction, manufacturing, repair and maintenance, religious
activities (church), club, recreation and performing arts such as
theater, cinema, arts and dance schools, gymnasium, auto school,
laundromat, cleaning service, child care

Excluded

summarizes the results of our classification of all accounts for all sponsors into our
seven analysis market segments. We were able to categorize 78% of the accounts into one of
the seven market segments, accounting for 90% of the total kWh usage in the billing data.
The other 22% of records, accounting for 10% of kWh, we either identified as business types
not in the seven market segments to exclude from our analysis or were accounts that we
were unable to assign a market segment using the information in the billing record. The
largest segment we identified was offices, accounting for over half (54%) of assigned
accounts and 46% of kWh usage. The next most frequent market segment we identified was
retail, with 28% of records, accounting for 27% of kWh usage.

Table 4-6

The analysis may not include total non-residential accounts in that one utility reported that
some of their larger accounts are billed off system and were not all included in the billing data
provided to us for the initial analysis. After discussions with the individual sponsors, one utility
provided additional billing data for their large customers. Our comparison to the original billing
data showed that based on matching by account numbers, many of the large customer
accounts provided in the second dataset, over 96%, were duplicate account numbers in the
original billing data. PA decided not to include the large customers from the one sponsor for
two reasons. First, the accounts that were not included in the original billing data would have
a very small impact on the potential estimates. Second, only one sponsor provided the large
accounts separately so the analysis would have skewed the results slightly for that individual
sponsor.
Table 4-6. Overall Billing Data Classification Summary (All Sponsors)

Percentage of Records

Percentage of MWh

Number
of
Records

Annual
MWh

Including
Unassigned

Excluding
Unassigned

Including
Unassigned

Excluding
Unassigned

164,133
32,866

13,001,632
2,964,115

42%
8%

54%
11%

41%
9%

46%
10%

Retail

86,675

7,720,130

22%

28%

24%

27%

Hotel

2,025

441,876

1%

1%

1%

2%

School

5,346

1,071,061

1%

2%

3%

4%

Market
Office
Gov't/Municipal

College
Health
Total Included
Unassigned
Total

2,066

1,116,833

1%

1%

4%

4%

12,004
305,115

1,951,542
28,267,189

3%
78%

4%
100%

6%
89%

7%
100%

85,992

3,370,493

22%

-

11%

-

391,107

31,637,682

100%

100%

100%

100%

Figure 4-1 below shows the distribution of electricity consumption by market segment for
each of the five sponsors.
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Figure 4-1. Proportion of Annual Electric Usage by Market Segment and Sponsor
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Generally, the distribution of kWh across markets was similar for all sponsors as shown in
Figure 4-1; however, there were two major differences in comparing the five sponsors for
each of the market segments. We estimated a higher proportion of retail energy use than for
office energy use for WMECO compared to the other sponsors. Also, there were more
government and municipal accounts in the Cape Light Compact service territory.
4.3

PLUG-LOAD ENERGY USE BY KEY MARKET SEGMENT

Once we estimated the total electric use for each key market segment, the next step was to
estimate the amount of plug-load energy usage for each segment. For different business
types, the plug-load use is assumed as a percentage of total annual energy use of a facility.
The following equations show the algorithm we used to estimate the plug-load savings
potential for each service territory.

Ei = ∑ Ei ,n

, and

n
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PLi ,n = Ei ,n * pli , and
PLi = ∑ Ei ,n * pli
n

Ei,n is the annual energy use for each account in the ith (e.g. office, retail, health) market
segment and n is the account number. Therefore, Ei is the total annual energy use in
the ith market segment. pli is the plug-load energy use as a percent of total energy in
the ith market segment (e.g. 20% of the total annual energy use is due to plug-load for
the office market segment). Hence, PLi is the total annual plug-load use for each (ith)
market segment.
PA had data collected on site for offices, schools, and colleges from other projects. PA’s onsite data collection and analysis for NYSERDA (NYSERDA 2007) indicated that about 25% of
the office use was for plug-loads. This analysis is based on a more conservative estimate that
20% of the total annual energy consumption for office buildings is used by plug-loads (Sator
2008). For purposes of this analysis, the study includes government offices that have a similar
percentage of plug-load electric usage as commercial offices. We also had data collected for
municipal school systems and higher education for NYSERDA Energy $mart Offices.
Computer usage alone averaged 9% of electricity use for college campuses participating in
on-site data collection for Energy $mart Offices.
For retail stores and hospitality (hotels/motels) buildings, the plug-load energy consumption is
unlikely to be as high as that in office buildings. PA did not have data collected on site for
these market segments so we estimated the ratio of plug-load use to total annual energy
consumption of these buildings from the CBECS database. For example, the reported energy
use for retail (non-mall) buildings as per the CBECS 2003 database was 62 billion kWh
(CBECS, Table E5)4. From that source, we used the combined energy consumption for
computers and office equipment (that include printers, copiers, fax machines etc.) reported in
CBECS database (Table E5) as a proxy for plug-load use in calculating the proportion of
plug-load use. Based on the above assumptions, the plug-load energy use in retail and
hospitality (lodging) sector are 3.2% and 5.8%5 of the total annual energy consumption
respectively. The national CBECs data was used because it had the largest sample and we
had no reason to believe that the proportion of electric use for plug-load would vary greatly for
Massachusetts. Table 4-7 lists the estimates of plug-load consumption that we used for each
market segment.

4

www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cbecs/cbecs2003/detailed_tables_2003/2003set19/2003excel/e05.xls
For lodging building type, energy use only for computes is reported (CBECS, Table E5) but not for office equipment. We
assume that the over all energy consumption of office equipment is equal to that for computers. This is also seen for retail
buildings that both computer and office equipment have identical energy use (CBECS, Table E5).
5
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Table 4-7. Estimated Plug-load Share of Total Electricity Use by Market Segment

Market Segment
Commercial Office

Estimated Plug-load Share
of Total Electricity Use
20.0%

Source
Esource

Government Office

20.0%

Assumed the same as office building

Retail

3.2%

CBECS

Hotel

5.8%

CBECS

School

9.2%

CBECS

College

9.2%

CBECS

Health

5.56%

CBECS

Figure 4-2 shows the share of total plug-load consumption by market segment for each
sponsor, calculated using the assumptions above.
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Figure 4-2. Share of Total Plug-load Consumption by Market Segment and Sponsor
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PLUG-LOAD EQUIPMENT ENERGY USE BY KEY MARKET SEGMENT
Once we estimated the total plug-load energy use for different building types, we calculated
the contribution of each plug-load type considered for our analysis to the total plug-load
energy use, such that the contributions add to 100% of the total plug-load energy use. For
instance, computers contribute 30% of total plug-load energy use for an office building.
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C PL = ∑ C PL , j = 100%
j

CPL,j is the plug-load contribution of jth (e.g. computer, copier) measure. Hence, the plug-load
energy use for each measure (for each account) is given as:

PLi , j ,n = Ei ,n * pli * C PL , j
We rely on secondary sources to allocate energy use to each plug-load for each market
segment, as shown in Table 4-8. For example, in offices, we estimate computers and vending
machines use about 44% and 4% of total plug-load energy consumption respectively. Without
specific equipment inventories, the savings had to rely on secondary data sources. These
include the mix of equipment and energy use for similar facilities from NYSERDA’s Energy
$mart Offices program plug-load survey data, and the Commercial Building Energy
Consumption Survey (CBECs).
Table 4-8. Estimated Share of Total Plug-load Energy Use by Plug-load Type

Proportion of Total Plug-load Use

4.5

Plug-load

Office

Govt/Municipal

Retail

Hotel

School

College

Health

Computer*

44%

44%

50%

50%

90%

90%

75%

Printer

13%

13%

13%

13%

2%

2%

6%

Copier

10%

10%

10%

10%

2%

2%

4%

EPS

5%

5%

5%

5%

1%

1%

2%

Vending Machine

4%

4%

0%

0%

1%

1%

2%

Task Lights

7%

7%

0%

0%

1%

1%

3%

Misc. Plug-load

17%

17%

22%

22%

3%

3%

8%

Total
100%
*Includes monitor and CPU

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

PLUG-LOAD SAVINGS BY TYPE OF EQUIPMENT AND KEY MARKET SEGMENT
The final step in the analysis was to estimate savings potentials for different plug-loads such
as computers and other major categories of business and non-business plug-load equipment
for major customer sectors. Energy savings opportunities for each plug-load include:
•

Monitor: ENERGY STAR monitors have sleep settings activated and equipment is
turned off when not in use

•

CPU/desktop computers: ENERGY STAR desktop computers with idle, sleep and off
mode features

•

Copiers: Enabled with duplexing, auto-off, and sleep features

•

Printers: Enabled with power management and duplexing features

•

Vending Machines: Enabled with energy saving software
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•

Task Lights: Task lights equipped with an “integrated office lighting system” (IOLS)
deploying light emitting diode (LED) luminaries or CFLs replacing incandescent desk
lamps.

The plug-load saving potential of the measures above (Si,j,n) in a market segment (i) through a
measure (j) that can be obtained by installing energy efficient measures is calculated as the
percentage of measure savings (CSPL,j)) times the total plug-load energy consumption (PL):

Si , j ,n = PLi , j ,n * CS PL , j
We assume the energy savings potential as a percentage of energy use for any given
measure is the same across different market segments. For example, we assume energy
efficient monitors saves 26% of energy use whether installed in an office or school. For
monitor, vending machines, CPU and electric power supply (EPS)6 we use the “ENERGY
STAR” energy saving calculator to estimate the energy saving potential (see footnotes a, b, e
and f). For copiers, printers, and task lights, available literature on their energy saving
potential have been used (referenced in footnotes c, d and g). The market potential is based
on the following energy efficient measure given below and their respective energy saving
potential is provided in Table 4-9.
These estimates of energy savings potential include some level of efficiency that has already
been obtained including existing efficient equipment and power management already
employed. Without primary data collection for Massachusetts, the estimates were from other
secondary sources.
Table 4-9. Energy Savings Potential Estimates for Plug-load Measures

Plug-load Measures Category
Computer

Energy Saving Potential*
39%

Monitor

44%

CPU

34%

Printer

61%

Copier

26%

EPS

48%

Vending Machine

23%

Task Lights

73%
20%

Misc. Plug-load
7

*Sources: See footnotes a through h

6The (average) energy saving potential for answering machines, cordless phones and phones with digital spread spectrum has been used as proxy for

all EPS measures.
7a: Monitor: www.energystar.gov/ia/business/bulk_purchasing/bpsavings_calc/Calc_monitorsBulk.xls
b: CPU/Desktop Computer: www.energystar.gov/ia/business/bulk_purchasing/bpsavings_calc/Calc_Computer_bulk.xls
c: Printer: www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/printer.pdf
d: Copier: www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/copier.pdf
e: EPS: www.energystar.gov/ia/business/bulk_purchasing/bpsavings_calc/Calc_cordlessBulk.xls
f: Vending Machine: www.energystar.gov/ia/business/bulk_purchasing/bpsavings_calc/Calc_Vend_MachBulk.xls
g: Task Light: www.esource.com/esource/getpub/public/pdf/cec/CEC-TB-33_IntegOfficeLtgSys.pdf
h: Additional Load Panel: Assumed (a conservative assumption)
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4. Results of the Market Potential Analysis…
The following Table 4-10 provides some indication of savings per billing record by market
segment and plug-load equipment type. It is important to note that a facility may include
multiple billing records so this does not provide estimated savings by customer. Further, the
average plug-load savings estimates should be put on per unit basis that would include
computer users, students, or office staff to determine potential savings by facility or customer.
Table 4-10. Average Annual kWh Technical Potential (Instantaneous) Savings Per Billing Record

Number of
Records

Office

Gov’t

Retail

Hotel

164,133

32,866

86,675

School

2,025

5,346

College

Health

Total

2,066

12,004

305,115

Average Annual kWh Technical Potential Savings per Billing Record:
Computers/Monitors

2,780

3,139

556

2,468

6,464

17,432

2,643

2,343

Printer

1,257

1,430

226

1,004

261

703

320

923

Copier

412

469

74

329

86

231

105

303

EPS

380

433

68

304

79

213

97

279

Vending Machine

146

166

0

0

30

82

37

99

Task Lights

810

922

0

0

168

453

206

549

Misc. Plug-load
Total Average kWh
Savings

539

613

125

557

112

302

137

405

6,324

7,173

1,050

4,661

7,199

19,415

3,545

4,901

4.6

TOTAL MARKET POTENTIAL

The total plug-load saving potential for a market segment through any particular measure
as well as total savings (TS) in the plug-load energy use due to all measures installed is
given as:

S i , j = ∑ PLi , j * CS PL , j

and

n

TS PL = ∑∑ PLi , j * CS PL , j
i

j

Table 4-11 presents overall plug-load savings potential results by market segment for all
sponsors. Offices have the greatest potential savings opportunity, which is not surprising.
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Table 4-11. Overall Total Energy Use and Technical Savings Potential by Market Segment (All Sponsors)

Market
Segment

Total
Energy Use
(MWh)

Plug-Load
Energy Use
(MWh)

Plug-Load
Technical
Savings
Potential
(MWh)

Office

13,001,632

2,601,079

Gov’t/Municipal

2,964,115

Retail
Hotel

Savings as
% of Total
Energy Use

% of Total
Plug-load
Savings

1,038,351

8.0%

69.4%

592,872

236,675

8.0%

15.8%

7,720,130

247,044

90,986

1.2%

6.1%

441,876

25,629

9,439

2.1%

0.6%

School

1,071,061

98,452

38,501

3.6%

2.6%

College

1,116,833

102,603

40,121

3.6%

2.7%

Health
Total

1,951,542
28,267,189

108,475
3,776,155

42,545
1,496,617

2.2%
5.3%

2.8%
100.0%

Figure 4-3 shows that plug-load energy use savings potential for computers is by far the
largest while printers are second.
Figure 4-3. Overall Energy Savings Potential by Plug-Load Type (All Sponsors)

Computer/Monitor

Plug Load

Printer
Task Lights
Misc. Plug Load
Copier
EPS
Vending Machine
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Percentage of Total kWh Savings Potential

PA’s experience with NYSERDA Energy $mart Offices is that about 50% of the identified
technical potential 1,495,000 MWh or 747,500 MWh could be achieved with a cost-effective
program over time. With an aggressive comprehensive program, the sponsors could expect
to get about 5% in Year 1 (2011) of the achievable market potential (37,375 MWh), 10% in
Year 2 of the remaining achievable market potential (71,750 MWh), and 15% in Year 3 or
95,750 MWh of the remaining achievable potential. By the end of Year 3, the total savings
would be 204,875 MWh or 27% of the achievable potential. This 204,875 MWh compares to
1,919,437 MWh for 2010–2012 for other statewide commercial sector programs.
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Table 4-12. Estimated Achievable Market Potential MWh Savings for Three Year Program

Year One
Annual Incremental Savings
% Annual Achievable Potential
Cumulative Total Potential
% Total Achievable Potential

4.7

37,375

Year Two

Year Three

71,750

95,750

5%

10%

15%

37,375

109,125

204,875

5.0%

14.6%

27.4%

LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA AND ANALYSIS

The intent of this study was to provide information on current programs, provide a preliminary
estimate of the achievable market potential, and prioritize possible program strategies. This
was a limited project in terms of scope of work since there was no budget for primary data
collection and analysis. The sponsors provided commercial customer billing records so that
PA could estimate market potential by sponsor but considerable cleaning and coding by
business type was needed. We were able to use about 90% of the records in that some were
not in the seven business types that were addressed in the potential analysis, and others
either could not be easily categorized or had an insufficient number of billing reads.
The estimates of proportion of annual electric consumption attributed to plug-loads and the
potential savings for each plug-load measure group was based on reliable secondary data
sources. These secondary data sources primarily included national CBECs data, on-site data
collection for NYSERDA’s Energy $mart Offices, ENERGY STAR calculators, and other
industry research referenced in this report. The various data sources are several years old
and there have been changes in the efficiency of computers, driven by new ENERGY STAR
specifications. At the same time, the percentage of plug-load equipment energy consumption
as a portion of total building electric use continues to grow. Computers are being replaced
with faster equipment that consume more electricity and the LCD monitors that are replacing
CRTs are often bigger than the old screen sizes. Laptops are replacing desktops but there is
no data on the rate of replacement.
There is some uncertainty in how all these recent changes affect the overall growth of plugload electric use, but PA does not find any data showing that the trend is for a lower
proportion of overall electric use from plug-loads.
Primary data collection on plug-load equipment and measures implemented for customers of
the five sponsors would improve the accuracy of the data. At the same time, PA feels that
these estimates have been confirmed from multiple sources and are reasonable estimates for
program planning purposes. Ideally, any program would include primary data collection to
confirm or refine the achievable market potential savings estimates. PA estimates for total
technical potential for business customers are reasonable when compared to other recent
technical and maximum potential studies in that plug-loads usually average about 10% of the
total technical potential.
The final estimates of achievable market potential on an annual basis have the most
uncertainty. They should be based on a program that is clearly defined by the sponsors in
terms of measures, target markets, delivery approaches, incentives, and other program
features. There is little or no experience in designing and implementing plug-load efficiency
programs for the business sector. Thus, there is no track record or best practice programs to
indicate what would be achievable in terms of energy savings.
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5.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There is general agreement in the energy efficiency industry that more emphasis is needed to
reduce plug-load equipment energy uses that include office equipment and other electronics.
The technical potential analysis shows that at least 40% of the plug-load electric use could be
saved in offices, which would result in an 8% electric savings overall for those buildings
where 20% of the electric costs result from plug-loads. The estimated achievable market
potential for identified measures and market segments with aggressive program strategies
implemented for three years is 204,875 MWh annually at the end of the third year for the five
sponsors.
The study also indicated that more data should be obtained to refine the estimates of market
potential from the sponsors’ customers and that billing records can provide valuable data to
estimate market potential but considerable analysis is needed to categorize customers into
market segments in the absence of current and accurate business type coding.
There are few, if any, programs that could be considered “best practice” or serve as model
programs to comprehensively address plug-loads in the business sector. The intent of this
study was not to develop detailed plug-load efficiency program designs.
At the same time, the market assessment findings point to some strategies that should be
considered and perhaps tested with focus groups or as pilot programs.
5.1

POSSIBLE PROGRAM STRATEGIES

The intent of this study was not to develop detailed plug-load efficiency program designs.
Table 5-1 lists the possible program strategies with associated levels of priority.
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Table 5-1. Possible Energy Efficiency Plug-load Program Strategies
Measure

Program
Priority

Key Target Market
Segments/Priority

Program Strategy/Priority

•
•

Educational materials on the benefits of
computer and monitor power
management (High)
Reference ENERGY STAR Calculators
(High)
List of qualified network software
vendors (High)
Vendor-driven program with rebates for
controlled computers on the network
using qualified software and meeting
specific program criteria (Medium)

•

Commercial and
government offices (High)
Schools, colleges/
universities, health (Med)
Hotel and retail (Low) but
include education

Power
Management of
Computers and
Monitors

Medium/High

Plug-Load
Controls—
Smart Strips

High

•

Include in audits and as part of a direct
install program (High)

•

All market segments
(High)

Low/Medium

•

Conduct further investigation of
suppliers and product performance
(Medium)
Add to Custom program if appropriate
(Medium)

•

New construction and
major renovation of
medium to large office
space (Medium)

•
•

All sectors (Medium)
Laptops and copiers: all
market segments (high)
Procurement language:
schools, colleges, offices
(medium)

•
•

Total Work
Space Control
Systems

•
•

ENERGY
STAR Office
Equipment

•
Low/Medium
•

•
Other Energy
Efficient PlugLoad
Equipment
Opportunities

•
Medium
•

•
Comprehensive
Plug-Load
Efficiency
Programs

•
Medium
•

Offer rebates for replacement of existing
office equipment with ENERGY STAR
models (Low)
Education and information to encourage
purchase of laptops and “best” ENERGY
STAR copiers (High)
Procurement language support when
buying/leasing common area printers,
and copiers (Medium)

•
•

•

•
Investigate upstream market actor
program with incentives to encourage
ENERGY STAR televisions (medium)
Include vending machines in existing
commercial sector programs (low
because already included)
Encourage replacement of office task
lights with energy efficient lights, which
may include CFLs or (high)
Conduct plug-load equipment surveys
(Medium)
Calculate and present savings
information with measures and
incentives (if available) (High)
Develop technical expertise to work with
IT staff (High)

•
•
•

•

Televisions: Hotels and
residence health facilities
(medium)
Vending: schools and
colleges (low because
already included)
Task Lighting: all market
segments (high)
Procurement language:
schools, colleges, offices
(medium)

Medium to large
customers with 5,000
computers or more (high)
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5.2

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the experience gained in this study, we make the following general
recommendations:
•

Integrate plug-load efficiency into existing programs—there are a number of
existing programs that target small businesses, local governments, school districts,
and college campuses. These programs often involve some form of energy audit or
technical assistance. The energy audit or on-site data collection should incorporate
plug-load equipment. The format used by NYSERDA Energy $mart Offices could
serve as a starting point for the audit template. In addition, other programs such as
audit programs and installation of energy efficient technologies should be an
opportunity to install smart strips and to enable appropriate power management
settings on computers and office equipment for smaller offices and facilities. At a
minimum, office staff and students on campuses should be encouraged to power off
individual conventional power strips after powering off their computers to include all
plug-loads at the work location.

•

Consider programs that target upstream market actors—there is a huge
opportunity for individual unit savings for televisions in the hospitality sector and
vending machines in schools and colleges. At the same time, it is critical to form
partnerships with suppliers who are in the best position to influence the purchase of
energy efficient units at the time of bulk replacement. In addition, those computer
power management programs that were very successful were vendor-driven.

•

Explore the use of total work space control systems—the Convia system has
some track record with individual buildings, but more research is needed to confirm
savings and performance. The system has been tested by Southern California Edison
but primarily for lighting controls. The addition of plug-load occupancy controls is fairly
new and may be tested for the Advanced Energy Office. It would be worth interviewing
facility managers who have implemented these systems to confirm costs and to
identify strengths and weaknesses.

•

Provide plug-load efficiency training and education—training and educational
workshops should be available for the end-users and for the energy services
providers. The end-users, particularly for businesses, should understand the energy
costs of plug-load equipment in their facility and how to manage those costs. The IT
staff and key decision-makers should be involved in the group training and education.
In many cases, plug-load energy savings can be achieved with low-cost/no-cost
measures that can be easily implemented by informed IT and facilities staff. Energy
services providers need to know about plug-load equipment energy use and savings
opportunities. They also need to know how to conduct a plug-load equipment survey
and analysis, and have at least a limited understanding of information technology
issues.
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•

Don’t ignore behavioral programs—although there is a concern that the savings will
remain, end-users are often not aware of the savings opportunity and the level of
commitment by upper management to save plug-load energy. Corporate and office
policies should be established and enforced to ensure that plug-load equipment are
appropriately enabled and powered off when not in use. In particular, corporations
should understand the significance of plug-loads and which end-user groups
contribute most to those costs.

•

Develop model programs through collaborative efforts—there are many initiatives
and working groups that are discussing programs to reduce plug-load usage including
the Office of the Future Advanced Energy Office. Organizations such as CEE and NW
RTF have given plug-load and consumer electronics efficiency a high priority but do
not have a clearly defined program. A series of workshops could be held to develop
effective approaches that would include industry experts, policymakers, equipment
suppliers, technology specialists, program managers, researchers, and consumer
marketers.

•

Conduct appropriate research to inform the program designs—given the difficulty
in developing comprehensive programs, it would be particularly useful to get feedback
from suppliers and end-users on what strategies would be most effective. The
feedback could be through surveys, focus groups, and product design research to
create effective plug-load efficiency programs. The focus groups would be used to
identify specific barriers for business customers to implement plug-load efficiency
measures and discuss what program features could be used to overcome those
barriers.

•

Consider a more detailed analysis that includes large commercial customers—
It is evident that for some sponsors, the largest commercial customers were not
included in the billing records. Although the intent of this study was to focus on small
business, the opportunities for plug-load efficiency are significant in large offices,
school districts, and college campuses. In addition, the study would benefit from some
primary, on-site data collection to assess plug-load savings opportunities in the
context of the existing equipment inventory and power management settings including
power-off when not in use. At a minimum, each sponsor should provide consumption
data on the largest customers if not included in the billing data provided for this
analysis.
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APPENDIX 7
PERFORMANCE METRICS RELATED DOCUMENTS AND
REPORTS

Residential #1: CAC QIV in ENERGY STAR Homes
Residential #2: Codes and Standards Support
Residential #3: Existing Homes Ratings
Residential #4: Single Statewide MassSAVE Audit
Residential #5: Comprehensive Education Package
Residential #6: Advance Customer Communication Activities
Low-Income #1: Best Practices Working Group
Low-Income #2: Best Practices Auditor Training
Low-Income #3: Best Practices Contractor Support
Low-Income #4: Outreach
C&I #1: Large Retrofit
C&I #2: Performance Lighting
C&I #3: Planning Actions
C&I #4: Combined Heat & Power
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Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR
QIV Performance Metric
Primary Objective

To implement a cost-effective plan for addressing quality installation verification (QIV) which incorporates
system design, sizing, equipment specifications, refrigerant test, electrical measurements, airflow tests, duct
leakage tests and verification of system documentation of central air conditioning (CAC) systems for projects
participating in the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program (Program).

QIV Program
Design/Process/Set
up

Program Design
• The Program will encourage, as a Best Practice, that all units with CAC systems receive a QIV through
the COOL SMART QIV Program.
•

The Program will now require a TXV (Thermal Expansion Valve) or EXV (Electronic Expansion
Valve) in all ENERGY STAR Homes with CAC.

•

The Program will promote COOL SMART QIV benefits to home builders, homeowners and HVAC
contractors via trainings, webinars, program website, program documents and Home Energy Rating
System (HERS) raters.

•

The Program will continue to enforce right sizing of the CAC system as a requirement for certification.
The HERS rater is required to review a Manual J load calculation provided by the homebuilder or
performed by rater. The load calculation shall be reviewed for compliance with ENERGY STAR
Qualified Homes National Performance Path Requirements, Note 7 and kept on file by the rater.

•

For ENERGY STAR certification, the rater will verify proper equipment selection and that the
equipment installed meets standardized performance requirements as listed by the Air Conditioning
Heating and Refrigeration Institute AHRI performance data. (or equivalent).

•

Air conditioning cased coils with removable panels for cleaning is recommended as a Best Practice
opposed to uncased coils.

Program QIV Process:
• Program participants installing CAC systems will be encouraged under both the Program
Requirements section of the Program Overview documents and by their HERS Rater to perform a QIV
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QIV Performance Metric

•

on all units with CAC systems.
Raters will now verify a TXV/EXV valve with documentation for the DCF (Data Collection Form) on
all homes with CAC. Forms submitted with missing information will be omitted from the monthly
report for non-compliance.

•

Participants will identify on their applications that they will have a QIV performed upon completion
and identify if they are working with a QIV Qualified Installer. The applicant will be given the COOL
SMART QIV Contractor List and/or information to have their HVAC Subcontractor become a QIV
Qualified Installer.

•

The HERS Raters will help to assist builders in leveraging COOL SMART for technical assistance,
HVAC Contractor trainings and rebates/incentives for CAC systems. The Program will provide raters
with a QIV FAQ document along with COOL SMART Program materials.

•

Raters will assist builders in coordinating QIV for systems installed while testing can be performed.

•

For systems installed in units completed when QIV cannot be performed, the Rater will give the
builder information to educate a potential owner that the CAC still needs a QIV performed. This
document will explain the importance of having a QIV performed, along with information on how to
receive a QIV and gift certificate/coupon for a free QIV. The information will be added to the
Program’s builder closing kits which are being designed to inform homeowners on the benefits and
features of an ENERGY STAR qualified home.

•

The Program will continue to track all units participating and completing with CAC systems. A
column will be added to the data collection forms (DCF) for the Raters to verify that a QIV was
performed or not performed and documentation was left to encourage a QIV be performed when
applicable.

•

The Program will work with COOL SMART to verify that completed units had a QIV as part of the
Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Process.
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•

The Program will track in the database the number of QIV performed, along with additional
information required by the Program for CAC systems.

QIV Program Setup
•

Update Program Overview/Technical documents to include QIV to the Program Requirements as a
highly encouraged best practice, also including QIV rebate/incentives equal to those offered through
COOL SMART.

•

Add to Program Website a Certification Specifications tab to include QIV by a COOL SMART QIV
contractor, also add Quality Installation Verification tab to website with a detailed overview of the best
practices, benefits, list of QIV contractors, details on becoming a QIV contractor, link to COOL
SMART, etc.

•

A memorandum will be issued after NUP approval that a TXV/EXV valve is now required in all
ENERGY STAR homes with CAC.

•

Project Application and Agreement need to be updated to include an Instructions section which
includes a reference/link to the QIV contractor list. There will be a statement requesting that a builder
make a selection of a QIV contractor. An additional section for CAC contractor information if and
when available (to track builders who have not provided information and schedule auto information
requests) will include check box asking if they are QIV certified, NATE certified (North American
Technician Excellence), ACCA(Air Conditioning Contractors of America) or PHCC members
(Plumbing Heating Cooling Contractors)

•

Award Letters to include chosen QIV contractor, contact information and brief instructions.

•

2010 Program documents to include QIV Program.
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Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR
QIV Performance Metric
•

Tracking & Reporting -Database
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

Create a Table for CAC contractor information.
Create a Table with QIV contractors.
Modify DCF. (Add TXV requirement field)
Work with COOL SMART and/or data hosting vendor on providing a separate platform for
ENERGY STAR Homes allowing for monitoring of Program participants.

Create Program documentation and update current practices to include QIV:
1. Create One Page Builder FAQs about QIV for Raters, Program Recruitment Kits and the website.
2. Design Program QIV document to be left at unit, includes information on importance of QIV and
gift certificate/coupon for QIV.
3. Add TXV/EXV verification to current QAQC Process.
4. ENERGY STAR Home Closing Kits will be left behind for homeowners to include load
calculations and service manuals.

COOL SMART Documents:
• http://www.mycoolsmart.com/media/2009_ProgramOfferings.pdf
• http://www.mycoolsmart.com/html/qiv_qa.html
• http://www.mycoolsmart.com/html/how2part.html
• http://www.mycoolsmart.com/media/CoolSmart_brochure2009.pdf
• http://www.mycoolsmart.com/media/QIV_equip_reimburs.pdf

Target

•

Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY Star Applicants
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Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR
QIV Performance Metric
•
•
•
•
•
Marketing
Strategy/Approach

Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY Star Homeowners
ENERGY STAR Builder Partners
HVAC Contractors
COOL SMART QIV Participating Contractors
HERS Raters

The Program will continue to provide trainings to homebuilders, consumers and HVAC contractors regarding
the energy saving benefits associated with right sizing, proper equipment selection, and installation of cased
coils opposed to uncased coils to adhere to the installation checklist, and quality installation verification.
Increased training efforts will focus on program HERS raters, homebuilders, and HVAC contractors to
leverage the COOL SMART QIV Program.
Documents will be created to promote QIV participation:
• Program HERS Rater/Builder FAQ document promoting the importance and benefits of a QIV.
• One pager to be left at completed ENERGY STAR projects to explain the benefits a QIV has for
proper CAC operation.
• Gift certificate/coupon to be redeemed for free QIV with COOL SMART Program Information.
The Program will make available COOL SMART marketing materials including information on the benefits,
rebates and incentives for QIV. The Program will also make available to builders to give to their HVAC
contractors applications to become a COOL SMART QIV participating Contractor.

Market based raters will also be provided with COOL SMART information for promotion to homebuilders
both for installation of CAC systems and QIV.

Target End Uses

•
•

Quality Installation of CAC systems
Continued maintenance of CAC systems

5
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Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR
QIV Performance Metric
•

Increased Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)

Recommended
Technologies

•
•
•

ENERGY STAR qualified heating and cooling systems
Improved construction techniques to minimize air leakage, duct leakage, infiltration, and heat loss
Improved HVAC installation techniques and guidelines

Financial
Incentives
Available

•

COOL SMART Incentives/Rebates

•

Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program Incentives

6
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Residential Metric #2: Codes & Standards Support
Documentation
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MEMORANDUM
To:
From:

Joint Management Committee

Date:

8/17/2009

Re:

Stretch Code Support

Joint Management Committee (JMC) Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR®
Program Stretch Code Support
Background
As a result of towns in Massachusetts adopting the more stringent Massachusetts Appendix 120.AA
‘Stretch’ Energy Code as part of the Green Communities Act (GCA), the Joint Management Committee
(JMC) is evaluating the most efficient way to claim savings for homes participating in the Massachusetts
New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program (Program). This memo will address this issue and propose
the different approaches that will be implemented to claiming savings to remain cost-effective as
reinforced in Report of the Working Group Regarding Energy Efficiency Plan Templates (DPU 08-50).
Overview
Through the continued support of the JMC, the Commonwealth was able to adopt the Stretch Energy
Code as part of the GCA. The JMC is a leader in supporting more stringent adoption of state and local
energy efficiency code adoption through trainings, builder assistance (technical and financial) and home
energy rater services offered through the Program. In partnering with regional, state and national
homebuilder organizations the Program has supported the Massachusetts building community by offering
trainings focused on energy efficient building practices. It is through this support that the JMC has paved
the way for Massachusetts to adopt a more stringent energy efficiency code that is below the Programs
current standard for participation. The BBRS has continued to point to the JMC as the prime mechanism
to achieve the Stretch Code.
Savings will be calculated compared to typical homes built to standard building practice and existing
codes (statewide code), as determined by baseline or the Massachusetts Used Defined Reference Home
(MA UDRH). For at least one year after adoption of the Stretch Energy Code the Program will use the
MA UDRH to calculate savings and incentive level for projects in these communities. After one year the
UDRH would be adjusted to match the standard Stretch Code home, savings and incentives would be
adjusted for these towns as well. Periodic technical baseline studies or updates should determine the
baseline against which code savings are claimed. If the JMC is asked to pay incentives, then savings must
continue to be claimed for any costs after the first year.
Due to the JMC’s efforts, savings from homes built to the higher code can be attributable to the support
given to BBRS and EEA to the adoption of the Stretch Energy Code. Therefore, the JMC will continue to
claim savings in the towns that have adopted the Stretch Energy code for at least one year after town
adoption and continue to offer the Program and incentives in towns that continue use State energy
efficiency code. The Program will create separate Program builder agreements and documentation for
Stretch Code communities, essentially creating two Programs: one for Massachusetts energy efficiency
code compliance and one for Stretch Code towns.

Support
The Sponsors will continue their strong commitment to the Program and are determined to provide
necessary support for the adoption of more stringent energy efficiency codes by offering training as well
as technical and financial support. Additionally, the Sponsors will continue to advocate for continued
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improvement of the energy components of the Massachusetts Building Code and adoption of the energy
code provisions of the Green Communities Program by towns.
The Sponsors will provide support to those towns that have adopted the stretch code as well as focused
training opportunities to builders operating in these towns. Further emphasis will be placed on trainings
for code officials by providing them with the necessary tools for enforcement and achievement of these
new codes. The Program will work with the BBRS to continue to advance energy codes in Massachusetts,
grow the stretch code to additional towns, and work to determine more effective compliance mechanisms
such as using HERS raters.

Financial Incentives
The Program will continue to offer incentives in towns that have adopted the stretch code for at least one
year after full adoption. After at least one year the Program will enact new tiers based on the Stretch Code
UDRH and adjust financial incentives. The Program will identify and promote all eligible rebates and
incentives Programs available in stretch code towns.
Training
The Program will strive to educate homebuilders, code officials, and trade allies regarding the energy
saving benefits, and value of building to the stretch code and higher Program tier levels. Training efforts
will focus on stretch code importance and awareness, steps to get involved, methods to overcome market
barriers and coordination between builder/rater and code officials. The Program will also leverage trade
allies to host and attend trainings for code officials across the Commonwealth providing a link to a
centralized single source of information.
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MEMORANDUM
To: Sponsors of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
From: Betty Tolkin, Nexus Market Research and Elizabeth Titus, NEEP
Date: January 22, 2009
Re: Coordination with the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP) in Developing an
Attribution Mechanism for Codes and Standards Savings in Massachusetts

Part of the Massachusetts Residential Metrics for 2009 calls for the Sponsors to “research
California’s mechanisms for claiming savings from code development, support, implementation
and enforcement activities and design a similar mechanism for claiming savings for codes and
standards activities in Massachusetts. Coordinate with NEEP and any others in the Northeast
who are also looking at this approach.” We have already addressed the first part of this metric;
this memo summarizes the coordination with NEEP in developing the attribution mechanism for
Massachusetts.
NMR spoke with Elizabeth Titus and Isaac Elnecave of NEEP in June of 2009 about the codes
and standards work in which NEEP was involved and explaining NMR’s work in reviewing the
California mechanisms and recommending an approach for Massachusetts. At that time, we also
reviewed A NEEP white paper on the Building Energy Codes Project, “Model Progressive
Building Energy Codes Policy for Northeast States”, issued in March 2009.
On November 2, 2009, the Sponsors, NUP consultants, and NMR met to discuss the issues and
process of developing a mechanism by which energy savings generated by the Sponsors’
involvement in code development and enforcement can be calculated and credited to Sponsors.
Elizabeth Titus was present at this meeting and Isaac Elnecave participated by telephone.
At this meeting, NEEP summarized its ongoing Building Energy Codes Project, provided statespecific information excerpted from DOE’s Building Energy Codes Project Technical Assistance
Reports (please see http://www.energycodes.gov/implement/tech_assist_reports.stm for further
information), and reported on the status of plans to conduct a research project addressing
attribution for codes and standards savings. NEEP acknowledged Massachusetts program
22 Haskell Street, Cambridge, MA 02140
Phone: (617) 497-7544 Fax: (617) 497-7543
www.nexusmarketresearch.com
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Outline for Attribution of Codes and Standards Savings—Second Draft

Page 2

advisors’ planning of how to estimate and attribute codes and standards savings associated with
residential new construction. NEEP confirmed their interest in trying to make their upcoming
work on codes and standards complementary to the work being done to meet the Massachusetts
Residential Metrics for 2009. NEEP noted that the 2010 EMV Forum plan presented at the
September 2009 quarterly meeting and at the Steering Committee meeting in October 2009
proposes research on codes and standards attribution that would a) commence midway through
2010 at the earliest, after Massachusetts’ efforts are more established, b) be based on a scope of
work to be developed by an EMV Forum subcommittee, and c) possibly be co-funded by EPA.
NEEP and the group discussed suitable strategies for coordination with the Massachusetts effort.
For example, NEEP work may focus on C&I codes and standards and on adapting a
Massachusetts attribution mechanism for the regions outside Massachusetts.

NEEP's Northeast Building Energy Codes Project
The Northeast States Building Energy Codes Project aims to achieve significant energy savings in new
construction, remodeling and renovations through up-to-date building energy codes that meet or
exceed national model energy code requirements. The project also strives to attain a high level of
energy code compliance (75 percent or better) in Northeast states.
The Northeast Building Energy Codes Project plays an active role in facilitating the adoption and
implementation of progressive energy codes in the Northeast states through a strategy that:
•

Promotes the development, adoption and implementation of progressive building energy codes
designed for clear and consistent interpretation and implementation.

•

Provides training and technical support in implementation and enforcement so that the
marketplace understands the code requirements and how to fully comply with them.

•

Facilitates access to technical and training resources to help states effectively develop,
implement and comply with building energy codes.

•

Links building energy codes with programs that promote technologies and best practices
beyond code requirements as part of an overall strategy to transform the market for energy
efficient design and construction.

Nexus Market Research
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TO:

BOB WIRTSHAFTER, RALPH PRAHL, RICHARD FAESY, BRET HAMILTON

FROM:

NATIONAL GRID - BRIAN KEARNEY, BILL BLAKE; NSTAR - MARY MCCARTHY, GAIL
AZULAY; WMECO - JOHN WALSH; CAPE LIGHT COMPACT - MARGARET SONG

SUBJECT:

DOCUMENTATION FOR EXEMPLARY PORTION OF THE 2009 RESIDENTIAL # 2 METRIC

DATE:

DECEMBER 22, 2009

Attached please find the JMC’s submission of documentation supporting the Exemplary portion
of the Residential # 2 metric, Codes and Standards Support. The attached document presents a
framework
for
Massachusetts
Program
Administrators
to
support
Code
development/enhancement, Code Compliance as well as a method with which to derive and claim
savings. Per the Metric, the JMC is submitting this documentation on or before December 31,
2009. Please review and return your comments by January 15, 2010 as detailed in the Metric
language. Once the Consultants have returned their comments, the JMC in collaboration with the
Consultants will finalize this and any other further documentation by January 31, 2010.
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MEMORANDUM
To: Sponsors of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
From: Betty Tolkin, Greg Clendenning, and Lynn Hoefgen, Nexus Market Research
Date: December 22, 2009
Re: Outline for Attribution of Codes and Standards Savings

This memo presents a framework for attribution of codes and standards savings that result from
the efforts of the Sponsors in the residential new construction markets. This framework is
intended to address the second part of the Massachusetts Residential Metrics for 2009, which call
for the Sponsors to “research California’s mechanisms for claiming savings from code
development, support, implementation and enforcement activities and design a similar mechanism
for claiming savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts.”
The proposed attribution mechanisms cover the following two main categories of savings, which
should be distinguished from the savings generated by the Massachusetts New Homes with
ENERGY STAR® Program that are already claimed by the Sponsors:
•

Upgrades to both the state code; and

•

Increased compliance with both the state code and the stretch code for homes that do not
participate in the program.

The proposed framework uses Delphi panels of industry experts for each category of savings to
develop attribution scores allocating a portion of the savings realized to the Sponsors. In each
case, the panels will consider the relative importance of several factors in generating the savings,
as well as the Sponsors’ relative contribution to those factors. The panels will estimate both factor
weights and factor scores. Factor weights measure the relative importance of each factor and need
to sum to one for all the factors considered for each category of savings. The factor scores, which
range between zero and one, represent the relative contribution of the Sponsors’ efforts in
achieving each category of savings, recognizing that other organizations are also involved in
22 Haskell Street, Cambridge, MA 02140
Phone: (617) 497-7544 Fax: (617) 497-7543
www.nexusmarketresearch.com
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Outline for Attribution of Codes and Standards Savings

Page 2

advocacy or compliance efforts. The attribution score is the sum of the products of the weights
and scores for each factor or:
Attribution Score = Σ (FWi * FSi)
where:
FWi = factor weight for factor i
FSi = factor score for factor i
The savings generated through code upgrades or increased compliance may then be multiplied by
the attribution score to obtain the savings allocated to the Sponsors.
This methodology is similar to what is currently used in California, where attribution factors are
being estimated for 35 codes and standards upgrades, a much larger number than is likely to apply
to Massachusetts. An overview of the history of the California Codes and Standards (C&S)
Programs and the algorithms and calculations used to claim savings for the Investor Owned
Utilities (IOUs) for code and standard upgrades is provided in Appendix A. The study of the
California C&S Programs raised several issues on the application of their procedures and
algorithms to Massachusetts, a much smaller state. These issues, mainly concerning the magnitude
of savings and expenditures and how long the Sponsors would need to wait to claim savings from
codes and standards activities are summarized in Appendix B.
In addition to California, the treatment of savings from code upgrades, increased compliance, and
stretch codes by the Long Island Power Authority and British Columbia Hydro was studied.
Tables comparing treatments in these three jurisdictions are provided in Appendix C.
Many of the activities for which the Sponsors would receive credit under a codes and standards
attribution mechanism have occurred as part of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY
STAR Program. In order to avoid double counting, the savings calculated under the attribution
mechanism in Massachusetts are to be considered separate from the program savings; in the case
of compliance increases, the savings are restricted to homes not participating in the program. As
the Sponsors increase their efforts in supporting codes and standards, particularly upgrades which
will require more focused efforts, it may be desirable to create a separate Codes and Standards
Program dedicated to planning and documenting these efforts.

Nexus Market Research
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C reation of the Delphi panels. The proposed Delphi panels will consist of five individuals. (The
same individual may serve on multiple panels.) The Delphi process involves having each panel
member develop weights and scores after reviewing all applicable materials followed by sharing
the weights, scores, and justifications in an attempt to reach consensus; if the panelists cannot
agree, an average is taken dropping the highest and lowest values. Desirable attributes of the
Delphi panel candidates include:
•

Independence

•

Experience in the residential new construction market

•

Long-term familiarity with the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program

The Delphi panelists will be provided with extensive documentation of the Sponsors’ activities
affecting savings from state code upgrades and increased compliance. This documentation may
include but not be limited to:
•

Lists of training sessions held for builders, subcontractors, and code officials

•

Letters of support and testimony provided for stretch codes and upgrades

•

Engineering studies of the expected savings and costs of proposed upgrades

•

Input from different stakeholders affected by stretch codes and upgrades

H omes built in communities under the current stretch code. Under the Green Communities
Act of 2008, Massachusetts cities and towns may apply for a “green community” designation; part
of this process includes adopting a stretch code requiring new homes to meet a HERS index of 70
or less, or 65 or less for homes over 3,000 square feet. These homes will thus be more efficient
than those meeting the current minimum ENERGY STAR standards. The Sponsors have
currently agreed to offer the same program incentives and services to program participants in
communities that adopt the Stretch Code as are available to customers in towns that don't adopt
the Stretch Code and claim savings from program participants using the Massachusetts User
Defined Reference Home (UDRH) in place at that time. Given these conditions, it is expected that
most of the new homes built in stretch code communities in the next two years will come in under
the program. Thus, at the present, there is no attribution mechanism proposed to capture savings
from non-participant homes in stretch code communities. Because the Sponsors will be getting
energy saving credit for all participant stretch code homes, it does not appear that any other
incentive mechanism need be developed to encourage the Sponsors to develop new stretch code
communities. It is also recognized that stretch code communities should not be included in the
establishment of the next new construction baseline or the UDRH.
However, the agreement outlined may need to be revised if the situation changes, should the
number of stretch code communities significantly increase, the provisions of the stretch codes and
the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program significantly diverge, or if a
Nexus Market Research
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substantial number of new homes in stretch code communities do not participate in the
Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program. These changes may require that a
separate baseline and UDRH be established for stretch code communities and/or an attribution
mechanism be developed so that the Sponsors can claim credit for stretch code savings resulting
from their efforts to support communities adopting stretch codes.
A ttribution for upgrades to the state codes. Under the Green Communities Act, Massachusetts
is due to have both the state code and the stretch code updated every three years, with the latest
IECC code adopted by the state within 12 months of its release. The Act also calls for any other
efficiency measures warranted to be adopted. Thus, there are opportunities for the Sponsors to
advocate for enhancements to the IECC 2009 that would be applicable to Massachusetts.
Examples of code upgrades the Sponsors may consider for advocacy include 1:
•

Those requiring ENERGY STAR or equivalent light fixtures where applicable

•

Those requiring ENERGY STAR qualified heating and cooling systems

•

Those requiring the use of an ENERGY STAR qualified hot water storage tank or an
instantaneous hot water system

•

Those requiring Quality Installation Verification (QIV) for all HVAC systems

•

Those highlighting the ability to use alternative technologies such as micro combined heat
and power (CHP) and biomass to meet the requirements for an energy efficient heating
system

•

Those highlighting the ability to use renewable energy systems towards achieving a desired
HERS rating

•

Those mandating the use of EPA’s Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) checklist which would
include whole house ventilation systems

•

Those requiring 2 by 6 framing or systems-built construction techniques

•

Those requiring builders to properly flash around exterior penetrations and incorporate
drainage planes on exterior walls

•

Those requiring use of the Thermal Bypass Checklist

The proposed attribution mechanism for upgrades to the state code uses factors similar to those
currently used in California since, in both cases, taking the initiative by providing research into
technical requirements and costs is necessary. Three proposed factors for attribution of savings

1

These examples have been provided by ICF International, the implementer of the Massachusetts New Homes with
ENERGY STAR Program
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from upgrades to the state code are presented below; the bullet points under each factor list
examples of activities for which the Sponsors may get credit. 2
F actor 1) Provide technical and cost information
•

Support the research and development and/or demonstration of potential technologies or
techniques that leads to inclusion in new codes.

•

Estimate energy savings and, if applicable, peak demand savings through engineering
studies and updated baselines

•

Document the incremental cost of the measure over baseline practices

•

Document the measure’s cost-effectiveness

F actor 2) Promote compliance with the upgrade
•

Provide builder, subcontractor, and code official trainings

•

Develop reliable test methods for compliance with upgrades to the code

F actor 3) Document the feasibility of meeting the upgrade
•

Analyze the general market readiness of builders and the appropriate subcontractors to
meet the upgrade

•

Document market readiness, such as availability of products to meet the upgrade, market
penetration, and homebuyer acceptance

•

Document the Sponsors’ contributions to market readiness, such as builder and subcontractor readiness to comply with the code upgrade due to the Sponsors’ previous
training programs

•

Document experiences with the upgrade in stretch code communities and the support
provided by the Sponsors in helping communities adopt the stretch code

•

Respond to stakeholder concerns about the costs of compliance

Increased compliance with both the state code and the stretch code for homes that do not
participate in the program. As was noted previously, under the Green Communities Act,
Massachusetts is due to have both the state code and the stretch code updated every three years.
With each code update, compliance with the state code and stretch code may be low due to lack
of understanding and knowledge on the part of code officials, builders and sub-contractors.
Compliance can be expected to increase gradually over time as the building community becomes
more familiar with the code and methods of compliance. Therefore, there are opportunities for the
2

Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP) studies and advocacy of upgrades that are funded by the
Sponsors would be considered part of the Sponsors’ efforts to support upgrades.
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Sponsors to support compliance enhancement programs that improve compliance with both the
state code and the stretch code at a faster rate than would normally occur. Examples of
compliance enhancement programs include training and education programs, enforcement
programs, and incentive programs.
Programs to improve code compliance could be developed to target an individual building
measure or section of the code (ostensibly for building measures for which there is poor
compliance) or programs could target improved compliance with the overall code. Programs for
specific building measures could target a wide range of actors, such as builders, sub-contractors,
suppliers, retailers and building inspectors. In contrast, programs to improve overall compliance
may be directed at building departments.
Building code measures that the Sponsors may consider for enhanced code compliance activities
include 3:
•

Basement wall insulation

•

Duct insulation

•

Mechanical system pipe insulation

•

Insulating ceilings with attic spaces

•

Sealing of building thermal envelope to limit infiltration

•

Sealing to prevent air leakages around recessed lighting

•

Fenestration air leakage rates and proper use of the glazed fenestration exemption

•

Insulating circulating hot water system pipes

•

Properly sizing heating and cooling equipment

•

Having controls on heat pumps providing supplementary heat

•

Posting certificates with energy efficiency information and providing the appropriate
information for equipment and systems that require preventative maintenance

•

Using adequate vapor retarders or ventilation for moisture control

•

Testing all new homes to achieve HERS scores of 100 or less

In order to measure the effects of a compliance enhancement program, pre-program and postprogram rates of compliance will need to be measured at the state level for statewide code
compliance efforts and, quite likely, at the community level for efforts that target stretch code

3

These examples have been provided by ICF International based on areas observed to have uneven compliance in
the field.
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communities. 4 Baseline studies should therefore take into account the need for before and after
measurements. One strategy involves vintaging—for example the baseline sample could include
homes built in each of the last three years. The changes in code compliance rates can then be
measured and the savings from these changes quantified.
The baseline sampling design that is compatible with measuring pre-program and post-program
rates of compliance would be more expensive than the baseline studies done in the past. Future
baseline studies need to be carefully designed to deal with the fact that some communities will
have stretch codes in place, and the Sponsors will want to measure code compliance and to
establish the UDRH separately for stretch code communities and communities under the state
code. NMR, working with ICF, will examine the potential savings involved under different levels
of code compliance efforts, hence the implementation and evaluation costs that could be justified
given those different levels of effort. For example, the Sponsors may target compliance in stretch
code communities or statewide. As already noted, efforts may focus on overall code compliance
or on individual building code measures. This work is scheduled for early 2010.
Increased code compliance and other standard and code program efforts have the potential to
yield substantial savings. In California, codes and standards program efforts are among the most
cost-effective activities undertaken by the California utilities. It is likely that Massachusetts’
activities towards promoting codes and better code compliance will also be very cost-effective.
However, the current cost-effective test protocols require the PAs to lump the codes and
standards expenditures into the cost side of the equation without a commensurate accounting of
future benefits. Since the long-term benefits for Massachusetts have not yet been investigated and
quantified, no future benefits derived from the codes and standards activities would be included in
the equations. This situation may cause PAs to under-invest in codes and standards activities,
because the addition of codes and standards expenditures into the cost effectiveness calculations
lowers overall program cost-effectiveness scores. Until a method is developed that includes both
the long term costs and benefits of codes and standards activities, it is advisable that codes and
standards activities not be included in cost effectiveness calculations.
The proposed attribution mechanism for compliance enhancement programs uses factors based on
the type of program deployed by the Sponsors: training and education programs, enforcement
programs, incentive programs, or other programs. The Delphi panel will need to weigh the
relative importance of the Sponsors’ program for the savings due to each factor in improving
code compliance while also considering the weight of non-program factors that may contribute to
naturally improving code compliance. The potential factors for attribution of savings from
enhanced code compliance are presented below; the bullet points under each factor list examples
of activities for which the Sponsors may get credit.
4

For compliance enhancement programs that target stretch code compliance, compliance rates measurements will
need to include control communities that have not enacted stretch codes.
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F actor 1) T raining and education programs
•

Training of builders, subcontractors and trade allies

•

Training of building departments and code officials

•

Educational programs that improve customer or trade ally awareness of the code and need
for compliance

F actor 2) I ncentive programs
•

Support an infrastructure of HERS raters who can provide performance testing for
different homes

•

Provide incentives for homes that comply with the energy code

F actor 3) E nforcement programs
•

Take enforcement actions against non-complying properties
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Executive Summary
The exemplary portion of the Codes and Standards metric for the 2009 Massachusetts New
Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program is to research California’s mechanisms for claiming
savings from code development, support, implementation and enforcement activities and design a
similar mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts. This
interim report presents a history of the California Codes and Standards (C&S) Programs and the
algorithms and calculations used to claim savings for the Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) for
code and standard upgrades, as well as an outline suggesting how these findings may be applied
in Massachusetts.
California IOUs put considerable effort into this area before they could claim any credit from
C&S Program savings. However, once the IOUs are allowed to claim savings, C&S Programs are
remarkably cost-effective. Estimated costs of conserved energy over 25 years range from
$0.00032 / kWh to $0.00198 / kWh (Heschong Mahone Group (HMG), 2005a).

Codes and Standards Savings Estimation in 2005
Investments by the California IOUs in support of codes and standards are made over a period of
years, beginning two to three years before the new codes and standards take effect. The savings
do not accrue until four or five years after the initial investments, as new buildings are constructed
and appliances are purchased under the new codes and standards. Further, the savings accumulate
over the life of the measure and beyond (HMG, 2005a). For example, savings realized in 2006 are
attributable, in part, to new building codes that took effect in 2005, which were enacted in 2003,
for which the IOUs’ C&S programs developed and submitted supporting studies and documents
(CASE reports) during the 2001 to 2003 time period. In other words, savings realized in 2006 are
due to efforts made by the IOUs in 2001, 2002 and 2003.
In 2005, before the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) had determined whether IOUs
could claim any savings for their support of codes and standards changes and updates, CPUC
contractors estimated electric energy, demand, and gas savings for 21 appliance standards (Title
20 Appliance Efficiency Standards) and 14 building codes (Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency
Standards) adopted in California since 2003, with the 2001 codes and standards used as the
baseline. Calculated savings began with making a first-year estimate of “Standards Gross
Savings,” or the expected savings due to the new building codes and appliance standards to be
realized in 2006. For each code or standard, the “Standards Gross Savings” was derived from
several published sources and estimated across the entire state, based on annual housing starts,
nonresidential new construction, and appliance sales. “Net Savings” were then derived from firstyear gross savings by adjusting for several factors including Naturally Occurring Market Adoption
(NOMAD), Normally Occurring Standards Adoption (NOSAD), non-compliance with codes and
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standards, and measure life. For each factor, the study team convened a panel of experts to assign
values to each factor, similar to the methods used in a Delphi Panel (HMG, 2005a).
“Program Net Savings” were defined as the annual electric energy (or demand or gas) savings in
the market that were attributable to the C&S Program and would not have accrued in the absence
of the program’s efforts, and extending over the time period in which those savings will occur. To
estimate program net savings, there were five factors for each code and standard that received a
weight and an IOU score, each on a zero-to-one scale. The weight represented the relative
importance of each factor to the adoption of each code or standard; the weights for each of the
five factors summed to one. The IOU score measured the importance of the IOU C&S programs
for each factor. The factor scores and weights were estimated for each of the 2005 building and
appliance standards by a group of IOU, consultant, and CEC experts. The attribution score, which
determined the percentage of savings attributed to the C&S Program, was a sum of the products
of the weights and scores for each factor. The five factors were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Importance of Energy Efficient Products in the Market
Efforts Needed for Test and Research Methods
Innovativeness of Standards Idea
Preparation of Code and Standard Evaluation (CASE) Analysis
Work with Stakeholders and Public Process

The overall weighted scores had a wide variation, ranging from 34% to 95% for appliance
standards and 32% to 85% for building codes. The overall weighted scores were multiplied by the
net savings to derive “Program Net Savings” for each code and standard. The estimated “Program
Net Savings” could account for substantial annual savings during the 2006 to 2008 program
years, ranging from 9% to 15% of total IOU savings goals (HMG, 2005a). 5

Updates to the Estimation Process in 2008
In 2007, for the 2006 to 2008 program years, the CPUC issued a decision (CPUC Decision
D0509043) allowing for the IOUs to claim 50% of the verified “Program Net Savings” for
energy, demand and gas that are attributable to the pre-2006 IOU C&S programs (Cadmus, 2008;
CPUC 2007, 2009a). 6 For the 2006 to 2008 program evaluations, a modified methodology for
estimating C&S savings and attributing them to the IOU programs is being used. The adjustments
include a review of the technical documents that form the basis of the gross first year savings,
5

It should be noted that at the time that HMG made the estimates of savings attributable to the C&S programs
(HMG, 2005a), there was no mechanism for the IOUs to claim savings for their C&S programs. The CPUC
contracted the HMG report in order to inform its decision on claiming savings from C&S programs.
6
For the 21 appliance and 14 building standards adopted since 2003 (the 2005 Building Standards and the
2006/2007 Appliance Standards), with the 2001 codes and standards used as the baseline. The IOUs will be able to
claim 100% of the savings for their post-2006 C&S Programs for the 2009 to 2011 program years and beyond
(CPUC 2009b).
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removal of NOSAD, inclusion of a whole building performance analysis, adjustments to NOMAD,
compliance rates, construction rates, and attribution to the C&S programs (Cadmus, 2009,
2008b; KEMA et al., 2009b; Lee et al, 2008).
The calculation of “Program Net Savings” or the attribution to C&S Programs was modified to
use three factors rather than the five factors used in 2005. The three factors are as follows:
•
•
•

Development of compliance determination methods
Development of technical and cost information
Address stakeholder concerns on the practicality and feasibility of meeting the standard

The process of estimating factor weights and scores was designed to be more standardized,
transparent, and replicable in the future. The IOUs were asked to provide input about their efforts
in each area, and some utility staff who were closely involved in the adoption of Title 20 and Title
24 standards participated in the Delphi panel responsible for determining factor weights (i.e., the
relative effort of a factor to get a standard adopted), utility staff are no longer involved in
determining factor scores (i.e., the role of IOU efforts in getting the standard adopted). 7 Data
sources include surveys of standards experts, interviews of participants in the development of a
particular standard, and review of public documents. All information is summarized in a
spreadsheet for each standard, and a panel familiar with the adoption of energy efficiency
standards will attempt to reach consensus on factor weights and scores for each standard. As in
2005, the attribution score is a sum of the products of the weights and scores for each factor.

Treatment of Local Reach Codes
The IOUs’ 2009 to 2011 Energy Efficiency Portfolio filings include, as part of the C&S Program,
a Reach Codes subprogram, which is intended to support the development of reach codes, or
locally adopted ordinances, that exceed statewide minimum requirements (CPUC, 2009b). Reach
codes, which may be referred to as stretch codes in Massachusetts, typically are codes adopted by
local governments and provide a means to test new codes as well as the feasibility of raising
existing codes at a local level before adopting higher codes on a statewide basis.
There are approximately a dozen local jurisdictions in California in 2009 with reach code
ordinances surpassing the 2005 version of Title 24. Since each of the reach codes contains
different elements, the goal now is to develop consistent reach codes surpassing the 2008 version
of Title 24 (T-24). The California IOUs have proposed that they should be able to claim energy
savings that result from their activities associated with the Reach Codes subprogram. The CPUC
Energy Division staff review of this proposal noted that savings resulting from completed projects
that do not participate in an incentive or rebate program might be claimed by either the C&S

7

Direct IOU involvement in determining factor scores represented a potential conflict of interest (Cadmus 2008b,
KEMA et al., 2009b).
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program or Local Government Partnership programs. More recently, IOUs have paid incentives
and claimed savings in communities with reach codes through new construction programs
(Budner, 2009).

Treatment of Compliance Activities
The IOUs’ 2009 to 2011 Energy Efficiency Portfolio filings also include, as part of the C&S
Program, a Compliance Enhancement subprogram intended to increase the number of customers
complying with code (CPUC, 2009b). The subprogram includes a pilot program where IOUs
anticipate working with approximately twelve building departments collectively to develop
process improvement interventions including, but not limited to, role-based training and tools
customized in accordance with program theory by market actor type and jurisdiction. The pilot is
expected to begin in late 2009.
The California IOUs have proposed to claim savings from the Compliance Enhancement
subprogram and not treat it as an information program. The CPUC Energy Division staff review
of this proposal noted that the IOUs should ensure that their activities only target T-24 and T-20
measures that the IOUs did not and will not include in their pre-2006 and post 2006 codes and
standards advocacy work (i.e. CASE studies) to avoid double counting savings resulting from
compliance enhancement work.

Outline of Options for Claiming Credit for Codes and Standards
Savings in Massachusetts
A framework for addressing codes and standards issues in Massachusetts should encompass four
issues:
• Estimating savings attributable to statewide code and standard upgrades
• Attributing credit for the statewide code and standard upgrades savings to Program
Sponsors’ efforts
• Claiming savings for local stretch building codes, separate from statewide upgrades
• Claiming savings for compliance enhancement activities to existing codes and standards
Savings estimation for codes and standards upgrades may initially use existing models for
calculating savings for homes built to the ENERGY STAR level and beyond. Savings based on
statewide code and standard upgrades will eventually need to take into account naturally
occurring market adoption (NOMAD), which may be estimated, as in California, by a panel of
independent experts. At the point that code and standard savings estimations proceed in
Massachusetts they will benefit from the work done and factors developed in California and,
possibly, other states. It is thus anticipated that the effort required for this task will be much
smaller than that described in this report.
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Attributing credit for statewide code and standard upgrades to Program Sponsors’ efforts,
however, is likely to be more complex. Again, a simplified version of the California model may be
used with an independent panel of experts using a Delphi approach to rate the importance
(weight) of a few factors in code or standard adoption and the Program Sponsor contribution
(score) to each factor. The sum of the products of the weights and scores determine the
percentage of savings that may be attributed to the Program Sponsors.
There is precedent in both California and Long Island for Program Sponsors claiming credit for
savings due to local stretch building codes. A similar case may be made for Massachusetts. As in
Long Island, the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program has laid the
groundwork for local stretch codes by supporting an infrastructure of home energy raters and
conducting builder trainings; going forward, the program plans to provide support to towns that
choose to adopt increased energy efficiency codes through “town hall” type of discussions where
code officials and builders can ask specific questions about requirements for building and verifying
these homes. The program is also planning to increase training offered to both builders and code
officials. These efforts support claiming savings for all ENERGY STAR homes built throughout
Massachusetts, including in towns with stretch codes, with baseline levels used to calculate
savings.
Claiming savings for compliance enhancement activities, such as training and assistance offered to
code officials, has less of a precedent. If evaluation of the California compliance enhancement
pilot discussed in the previous section provides evidence of increased savings in communities
where the California IOUs have promoted compliance, a case may be made, depending on the
extent of Program Sponsor efforts in Massachusetts, for claiming some credit for compliance
enhancement activities. Such findings, however, would not be available for at least two years. 8

8

Compliance enhancement activities are currently being proposed by the California IOUs but the CPUC has not
determined whether the programs will be information only programs or savings programs (Mahone, 2009b)
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1 Introduction
The exemplary portion of the Codes and Standards metric for the 2009 Massachusetts New
Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program is to research California’s mechanisms for claiming
savings from code development, support, implementation and enforcement activities and design a
similar mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards activities in Massachusetts. This
interim report presents a history of the California Codes and Standards (C&S) Programs and the
algorithms and calculations used to claim savings for the Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) for
code and standard upgrades. The California history and calculations are followed by an outline
suggesting how these findings may be applied in Massachusetts.
It is worth noting at the outset that the California IOUs have put considerable effort in this area
over the past ten years, that should pave the way for Massachusetts and other states who are
beginning to address these issues. A lot of effort was expended in California before the IOUs
could claim any credit from C&S Program savings. However, once the IOUs are allowed to claim
savings, C&S Programs are remarkably cost-effective. Estimated costs of conserved energy over
25 years range from $0.00032 / kWh to $0.00198 / kWh (HMG, 2005a).
The California C&S Programs, administered by the IOUs, are part of a broader portfolio of
California’s Energy Efficiency programs. The California Energy Efficiency programs offer a
combination of resource acquisition (i.e., incentives), training, and education programs that
promote and incentivize new technologies and building practices. The C&S programs build on
incentive and training programs to develop proposed updates and changes to codes and standards
and also work to improve compliance. In addition, The California C&S programs exist in a
regulatory environment in which building codes and appliance standards are updated regularly
(generally a three year cycle) and in which all cost-effective energy savings measures must be
adopted. 9 While the California C&S programs have been working on codes and standards updates
since 1998, the IOUs have not been able to claim any savings stemming from their program
activities until the 2006 to 2008 program year cycle. 10 An overview of the recent history and
evolution of the California C&S programs provides useful context and background for
understanding the current status of claimed codes and standards savings by the California IOUs.

9

The cost effectiveness test is a societal cost effectiveness test. Personal communication with Doug Mahone, July
7, 2009. See also Mahone et al., 2005.
10
The California Public Utility Commission sets multi-year savings goals for the IOU efficiency programs.
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2 Recent History of Codes and Standards in California
Energy efficiency standards were introduced in California in 1976 with the passage of the WarrenAlquist Act. The act mandated the California Energy Commission (CEC) to create and
periodically update energy efficiency standards, with the first version of Title 24 building codes
being adopted in 1978 (HMG 2005b; ADM 2004). The updates are based on the life cycle cost
effectiveness of the required efficiency measures, and all cost effective proposals must be adopted.
The CEC is currently on a three-year cycle of reviewing and updating building codes (Title 24
Building Energy Efficiency Standards) and appliance standards (Title 20 Appliance Efficiency
Standards). 11 Until the late 1990s, the CEC developed updates and changes to codes and
standards while the IOUs had little involvement in the process.

2.1 Early IOU Role
Beginning in 1998, the IOUs began using public benefits funds for codes and standards
enhancement (CASE) initiatives and reports. Individual reports provide comprehensive technical,
economic, market, and infrastructure information helpful to the CEC and other stakeholders in the
development of proposed new and updated standards (i.e., each CASE report targets an
individual code or standard). Standards changes have also been supported by the IOUs’ incentive
programs, which increase market share and familiarity with the supported technologies, helping
the incented technology become mandated by a code or standard. For example, the hardwired
lighting programs helped prepare for the adoption of the hardwired lighting requirements in the
2005 Title 24 standards (ADM 2004, HMG 2005b).
The CEC, in the year 2000, requested that the IOUs provide CASE reports recommending code
upgrades for the 2001 upgrade/adoption cycle; 14 code and standards upgrades were made based
on the IOU CASE reports. 12 Since then, the CEC has been largely dependent on IOU proposals
for code changes as they provide the necessary analysis and supporting documentation for
adoption (Mahone et al., 2005). Building codes were updated in 2003 (effective in 2005) and
again in 2008 (effective in 2010), while appliance standards were updated in 2004 (effective in
2006 and 2007) and are currently in the process of being updated again (Table 2-1). In general,
there is a two- to three-year lag between the adoption of new codes and standards and the date
they become effective.

11
12

In practice, codes and standards updates have been on a three- to five- year cycle (ADM 2004)
The request was made in response to the California energy crisis of 2000 (ADM 2004, Mahone et al, 2005)
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Table 2-1: Codes and Standards Adoption Cycle
Year of Code Change Adoption

Effective Date of Code

2001

2001

2003 (Building only)

2005

2004 (Appliance only)
2008 (Building only)

2006 / 2007

13

2010

Before 2005, there was no mechanism for the IOUs to receive any credit for savings due to the
C&S programs and CASE reports. Instead, C&S programs were considered information-only
programs (Mahone et al., 2005). From 1998 to 2005 the C&S programs operated in a tense
relationship with the more traditional resource acquisition programs because some felt that the
C&S programs, by helping make codes and standards more stringent, were taking away from
savings opportunities from the resource acquisition programs, thus making the programs more
expensive and making it more difficult to meet state-mandated savings goals.

2.2 California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) Begins Considering
Savings from C&S Programs: White Paper Estimating C&S
Savings
Beginning in 2004, as the CPUC began setting savings goals for the 2006 to 2008 program year
cycle, 14 CPUC findings directed the IOUs to “…aggressively pursue programs that support new
building and appliance standards.” (Mahone et al., 2005, p. 6). In response to this directive, a
white paper was commissioned by the Joint Utilities to develop a method for estimating the
effects of past C&S programs on savings that would be realized in 2006 and could be attributed
to codes and standards changes (HMG, 2005a; Mahone et al., 2005). The white paper developed
methods for estimating one-year energy savings for 2006 due to statewide adoption and
implementation of building codes and appliance standards since 2000.
Investments by the IOUs in support of codes and standards are made over a period of years,
beginning two to three years before the new codes and standards are adopted. The savings do not
accrue until four or five years after the initial investments, as new codes and standards go into
effect and new buildings are constructed and appliances are purchased under the new codes and

13

Updates
to
the
appliance
standards
are
currently
under
review.
http://www.energy.ca.gov/appliances/2008rulemaking/2008-AAER-1B/
14
The CPUC sets multi-year savings goals for the IOU efficiency programs. For example, the 2006-2008 Energy
Efficiency Program cycle included goals of 6,811 net GWh of savings, 1,448 peak MW savings and 112 net
Mtherms and budgeted $2 Billion for the programs during the three year period. http://eega2006.cpuc.ca.gov/ and
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/40212.pdf
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standards (HMG, 2005a). 15 For example, savings realized in 2006 are attributable, in part, to new
building codes that took effect in 2005, which were enacted in 2003, for which the IOUs C&S
programs developed and submitted CASE reports during the 2001 to 2003 time period. In other
words, savings realized in 2006 are due to efforts made by the IOUs in 2001, 2002 and 2003.
In addition, the white paper method estimated the portion of the savings that could be attributed
to the IOU C&S programs as well as the savings that accumulate over the lifetime of the codes
and standards upgrades. Because the C&S programs are not the only factor responsible for the
adoption of a new code or standard, total energy savings are adjusted to determine what portion
of the total savings are due to the C&S programs. For lifetime savings, first-year savings are
estimated over the baseline of the previous codes and standards (in this case 2000), and assumed
to accrue over time. However, savings are adjusted because savings decline over time due to
several factors, including “naturally occurring” efficiency improvements and adoption of those
improvements by the market, normally occurring standards adoption, non-compliance and the
effective lifetime of a given measure (i.e., “measure life”). Savings can also be adjusted over time
based on updated data about codes and standards compliance and construction activity.
Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 report the estimated one-year savings attributable to all codes and
standards changes made since 2000 compared to a baseline of codes and standards effective in
2000. The potential savings attributable to the C&S programs are quite substantial, ranging from
11% of IOU statewide savings goals for natural gas to 22% of IOU statewide savings goals for
electric energy.

15

In California, codes and standards typically go into effect two to three years after they have been adopted.
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Table 2-2: White Paper Estimates of C&S Program Savings, 2000 to 2005 – Single-Year 2006 Savings Estimates
Electric Energy
Savings Goals
GWh
IOU Statewide Savings Goals
Total Statewide Standards
Savings
Savings Attributable to IOU
C&S Programs
Source: Mahone et al, 2005

% of
Standard
s Savings

Electricity Demand

% of
Statewide
Goal

MW

% of
Standards
Savings

Gas Energy

% of
Statewide
Goal

Therms

% of
Standards
Savings

% of
Statewide
Goal

2,032

100%

1,199

100%

72,000,000

100%

1,422

70%

689

57%

21,700,000

30%

22%

200

17%

8,090,000

445

31%

29%

37%

11%

Table 2-3: White Paper Estimates of C&S Program Savings, 2000 to 2005 – Single-Year 2006 Savings Estimates, by Code
Cycle and Sector

Code Cycle / Sector

2001/Residential

GWh,
Statewide
Code
Savings

Electric Energy
GWh,
% of
IOU
Code
C&S
Saving
Program
s
s

% of
Statewide
Goal

Electricity Demand
MW,
MW,
% of
% of
IOU
Statewide
Code
Statewide
C&S
Code
Saving
Goal
Program
Savings
s
s

Gas Energy
Therms,
Statewide
Code
Savings

Therms,
IOU C&S
Programs

% of
Code
Savings

% of
Statewide
Goal

131

21

16%

1%

199

29

15%

2%

800,000

150,000

19%

0%

63

26

41%

1%

41

16

39%

1%

650,000

280,000

43%

0%

2001/Appliances

217

74

34%

4%

76

29

38%

2%

6,500,000

1,760,000

27%

2%

2005/Residential

117

83

71%

4%

104

41

39%

3%

6,890,000

2,900,000

42%

4%

2005/Nonresidential
368
2006/2007/Appliance
526
s
Total Statewide
1,422
Standards Savings
IOU Statewide
2,032
Savings Goals
Source: Mahone et al, 2005

80

22%

4%

107

36

34%

3%

300,000

1,030,000

343%

1%

158

30%

8%

162

49

30%

4%

6,560,000

1,970,000

30%

3%

445

31%

22%

689

200

29%

17%

21,700,000

8,090,000

37%

11%

2001/Nonresidential

1,199

72,000,000
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3 Savings Estimation
3.1 Estimating Savings for the 2005 Building Codes and 2006/2007
Appliance Standards
In 2005, in response to the white paper, the CPUC ordered the lead member of the study team,
HMG, to estimate the electric energy, demand and gas savings that could be reasonably attributed
to the IOU C&S programs for the 2006 to 2008 program years (HMG 2005a). Savings were
estimated for 21 appliance standards and 14 building codes adopted since 2003 (i.e., 2005
Building Codes and the 2006/2007 Appliance Standards), with the 2001 codes and standards used
as the baseline (in contrast to the white paper method, which examined savings due to codes and
standards since 2000, using the 2000 codes and standards as a baseline). Program net savings
were defined as the annual electric energy (or demand or gas) savings in the market that were
attributable to the C&S Program and would not have accrued in the absence of the program’s
efforts, and extending over the time period in which those savings will occur (HMG, 2005a). To
calculate the savings, HMG developed a publicly available Savings Estimate Spreadsheet (SES)
(HMG 2005b). 16 According to the SES, savings that can reasonably be attributed to the C&S
programs account for substantial annual savings during the 2006 to 2008 program years (Table
3-1, Table 3-2, Table 3-3). Initially, the appliance standards account for a larger proportion of the
savings, but over time the savings from building code increase due to the longer measure life of
many of the building measures (HMG 2005a).
Table 3-1: Codes and Standards Savings Estimates Spreadsheet Model
2006
Type of
Savings

Energy
(GWh/yr)
Demand
(MW/yr)
Gas
(Mtherm/yr)

2007

2008

IOU
C&S
Savings

C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,032

195

10%

2,275

194

9%

442

55

12%

478

53

30.0

4.6

15%

37.3

4.4

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

IOU
C&S
Savings

17

C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

IOU
C&S
Savings

C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,504

247

10%

11%

528

64

12%

12%

44.4

4.2

9%

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

16

The SES has been revised four times since it was originally released in 2005, with the most recent revision
taking place on August 16, 2007.
17
See HMG 2005a and 2005b
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Table 3-2: Building Codes, Savings Estimates Spreadsheet Model18
2006
Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

Type of
Savings

Energy
(GWh/yr)
Demand
(MW/yr)
Gas
(Mtherm/yr)

IOU
C&S
Savings

2007
C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

Statewid
e IOU
Savings
Goal

IOU
C&S
Savings

2008
C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

IOU
C&S
Savings

2,032

87

4%

2,275

81

4%

2,504

75

3%

442

38

9%

478

35

7%

528

32

6%

30.0

1.7

6%

37.3

1.5

4%

44.4

1.4

3%

Table 3-3: Appliance Standards, Savings Estimates Spreadsheet Model

Type
Savings

of

Energy
(GWh/yr)
Demand
(MW/yr)
Gas
(Mtherm/yr)

C&S as
% of
IOU
Statewide
Goals

2006
IOU
C&S
Saving
s

C&S as
% of IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,032

108

5%

442

17

30.0

2.9

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

2007
IOU
C&S
Saving
s

C&S as
% of IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,275

113

5%

4%

478

18

10%

37.3

2.9

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

19

2008
IOU
C&S
Saving
s

C&S as
% of IOU
Statewide
Goals

2,504

173

7%

4%

528

32

6%

8%

44.4

2.8

6%

Statewide
IOU
Savings
Goal

3.2 Calculation Methods and Data Sources
Calculated savings begin with making a first-year estimate of “Standards Gross Savings,” or the
expected savings due to the new building codes and appliance standards (compared to the
corresponding 2001 codes and standards), that are expected to be realized in 2006. For each code
or standard, the “Standards Gross Savings” was derived from several published sources. For the
appliance standards, savings were derived from analysis conducted by Energy Solutions (2005)
for the CEC; the analysis consisted of a technical review of all CASE reports prepared by the
C&S Programs. For the building codes, savings were derived from an evaluation report that
reviewed CASE reports prepared for 13 code changes (see ADM 2004 and Elay Associates
2003). The remaining building code updates did not have CASE reports, so these measures were
aggregated into a “Composite for Remainder” (CFR) term that was calculated as a residual term
18

See HMG 2005a and 2005b
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after accounting for all savings due to CASE report-supported codes and standards updates
(HMG, 2005a). Examples of measures included in the CFR include outdoor air and demand
control ventilation, variable air volume (VAV) systems, hydronic system measures, and outdoor
lighting (Stewart, 2009). In general, savings estimates were derived by using engineering
estimates of savings or best-available calculations of savings compared to the previous version of
each standard. For cases in which there was no previous standard, current market practices were
assumed as the baseline. The savings were estimated across the entire state, based on annual
housing starts, nonresidential new construction, and appliance sales (HMG, 2005a). 20 Table 3-4
and Table 3-5 report the estimated first-year gross savings of the individual appliance standards
and building codes.

19

See HMG 2005a and 2005b
The calculations assumed the following levels of construction in California in 2006: 108,470 single family
homes, 41,730 multi-family homes for a total of 150,200 homes
20
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Table 3-4: Appliance Standards, 1st Year Gross Savings 21
1st Year
Savings
(GWh)

Adopted Appliance Standard

1st Year
Demand
Savings (MW)

1st Year Gas
Savings
(Mtherms/yr)

Start
Year

Commercial Refrigeration Equipment, Solid Door

9.54

1.25

Jan-06

Commercial Refrigeration Equipment, Transparent
Door

8.37

1.10

Jan-07

Commercial Ice Maker Equipment

6.60

0.87

Jan-08

Walk-In Refrigerators / Freezers

47.97

6.30

Jan-06

Refrigerated Beverage Vending Machines

12.63

1.66

Jan-06

Large Packaged Commercial Air-Conditioners, Tier 1

13.47

6.99

Oct-06

Large Packaged Commercial Air-Conditioners, Tier 2

10.05

5.21

Jan-10

Residential Pool Pumps, High Eff Motor, Tier 1

18.59

3.54

Jan-06

Residential Pool Pumps, 2-speed Motors, Tier 2

148.72

34.31

Jan-08

6.60

1.26

Jan-06

General Service Incandescent Lamps, Tier 1

79.18

9.82

Jan-06

Pulse Start Metal Halide HID Luminaires, Tier 1

89.15

15.90

Jan-06

Modular Furniture Task Lighting Fixtures

0.83

0.15

Jan-06

Hot Food Holding Cabinets

1.50

0.22

Jan-06

External Power Supplies, Tier 1

47.75

5.45

Jan-06

External Power Supplies, Tier 2

8.64

0.99

Jul-08

Consumer Electronics – Audio Players

56.10

6.40

Jan-07

Consumer Electronics – TVs

67.50

7.71

Jan-06

Consumer Electronics – DVDs

12.00

1.37

Jan-06

6.14

0.81

Jan-06

Portable Electric Spas

Water Dispensers
Unit Heaters and Duct Furnaces

2.050

Jan-06
Jan-06

Commercial Dishwasher Pre-Rinse Spray Valves

34.31

7.39

4.54

TOTAL, 1st Year Gross Savings, Appliance Standards

685.63

118.71

6.59

21

Savings are based on an assumption of 150,200 homes constructed in 2006 (108,470 single and 41,730 multifamily) (Mahone et al., 2005b). Singly family home (SFH) construction in California was slightly lower in 2006
and substantially lower in 2007 and 2008 with 107,939 SFHs built in 2006, 68,348 in 2007 and 33,204 in 2008
(KEMA et al., 2009a).
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Table 3-5: Building Codes, 1st Year Gross Savings
1st Year
Savings
(GWh)

Adopted Building Code

1st Year
Demand
Savings (MW)

1st Year Gas
Savings
(Mtherms/yr
)

Start
Year

Time dependent valuation, Residential

6.70

27.20

0.00

Jan-06

Time dependent valuation, Nonresidential

4.30

18.70

0.00

Jan-06

64.60

2.97

0.00

Jan-06

Duct improvement

5.70

8.50

1.10

Jan-06

Window replacement

6.34

2.40

0.30

Jan-06

25.46

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

9.73

7.36

1.04

Jan-06

14.60

9.50

0.00

Jan-06

2.90

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

12.14

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

Duct testing/sealing in new commercial buildings

8.01

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

Cooling tower applications

3.01

0.00

0.00

Jan-06

Multifamily Water Heating

0.00

0.00

1.50

Jan-06

Composite for Remainder

321.54

134.87

3.25

Jan-06

TOTAL, 1st Year Gross Savings, Building Codes

485.03

211.50

7.19

Res. Hardwired lighting

Lighting controls under skylights
Ducts in existing commercial buildings
Cool roofs
Relocatable classrooms
Bi-level lighting control credits

Net Savings are derived from first-year gross savings by adjusting first-year gross savings by
several factors. For each factor, the study team convened a panel of experts to assign values to
each factor, similar to the methods used in a Delphi Panel (HMG, 2005a; Mahone et al, 2005).
The factors were as follows:
• Naturally Occurring Market Adoption (NOMAD). This factor adjusts for the market’s
adoption of more energy efficient products in the absence of the C&S program and
adoption of new or upgraded codes and standards. For the purposes of these calculations,
a panel of experts assigned a linear market adoption curve of 3, 6, 12, 18 or 24 years to
reach naturally occurring market adoption rates of 100%. In other words, if the panel
determines that the NOMAD for residential hardwired lighting is 12 years, gross savings
are discounted by 8.3% for each year after the adoption of the code and after 12 years
there are no longer any savings attributed to the code or standard.
• Normally Occurring Standards Adoption (NOSAD): This factor adjusts for the fact
that codes and standards are updated on a three year cycle by the CEC; the C&S
programs accelerate C&S adoption, but they do not replace updates to codes and
standards. The panel reviewed each code and standard and determined how long it would
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take the CEC to adopt a new code or standard if it depended on its own resources. The
panel assigned NOSAD values of six, nine or 12 years for each code or standard.
• Non-Compliance with Codes and Standards: This factor adjusts for non-compliance
with codes and standards in the market. Because the panel did not have reliable data on
non-compliance rates, the panel assigned a uniform non-compliance rate of 30% to all
codes and standards. 22
• Measure Life: This factor adjusts the savings estimates to reflect the estimated lifetimes
of individual measures.
Table 3-6: Sample Adjustment Factors Made to 1st Year Gross Savings
Building Codes and Appliance Standards
Commercial Refrigeration Equipment, Solid Door

Natural
Market
Adoption

Normally
Occurring
Standards
Adoption

Measure
Life

9

6

9

Commercial Ice Maker Equipment

18

9

8

Walk-In Refrigerators / Freezers

18

9

10

6

6

10

18

12

10

Consumer Electronics - Audio Players

6

6

4

Consumer Electronics – TVs

6

6

6

Consumer Electronics – DVDs

6

6

6

18

6

8

6

12

10

Ducts in existing commercial buildings

18

9

15

Cool roofs

12

6

10

Multifamily Water Heating

12

9

15

Composite for Remainder

12

6

15

Refrigerated Beverage Vending Machines
Residential Pool Pumps, High Eff Motor, Tier 1

Res. Hardwired lighting
Window replacement

Next, Program Net Savings were calculated by estimating the portion of the net annual savings
that were attributable to the C&S programs. For each standard there were five factors that
received a weight and an IOU score, each on a zero-to-one scale. The weight represented the
relative importance of each factor to the adoption of each code or standard; the weights for all
five factors summed to one. The IOU score measured the importance of the IOU C&S programs
for each factor. The factor scores and weights were estimated for each of the 2005 building and
22

A recent evaluation report has examined non-compliance rates and the SES has been updated to incorporate
updated non-compliance rates (Quantec and The Benningfield Group, 2007).
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appliance standards by a group of IOU, consultant, and CEC experts. The attribution score, which
determined the percentage of savings attributed to the C&S Program, was a sum of the products
of the weights and scores for each factor. The five factors were as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

Importance of Energy Efficient Products in the Market: This factor measures the
importance of the presence of substantial share of energy efficient products in the market
affected by the code or standard.
Efforts Needed for Test and Research Methods: This factor measures the importance
of new test or research methods and the amount of effort required to develop the
methods.
Innovativeness of Standards Idea: This factor measures the innovativeness of the idea
to develop the standard. For example, was it the type of standard or measure that had
already been adopted, or was it entirely new as a standard?
Preparation of CASE Analysis: This factor measures the importance of the CASE
reports to the adoption of the code or standard.
Work with Stakeholders and Public Process: This factor measures the extent of effort
required to work with outside stakeholders and to participate in the public process.

Table 3-7 and Table 3-8 report the weight and attribution scores for each of the five factors and
an overall weighted score for each code or standard. The overall weighted scores have a wide
variation, ranging from 34% to 95% for appliance standards and 32% to 85% for building codes.
The overall weighted scores were multiplied by the Net Savings to derive Program Net Savings
for each code and standard.
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Table 3-7: Weights and IOU Scores for C&S Program Attribution Factors, Appliance Standards

Appliance Standards

Commercial Refrigeration Equipment,
Solid Door
Commercial Refrigeration Equipment,
Transparent Door
Commercial Ice Maker Equipment
Walk-In Refrigerators / Freezers
Refrigerated Beverage Vending Machines
Large Packaged Commercial AirConditioners, Tier 1
Large Packaged Commercial AirConditioners, Tier 2
Residential Pool Pumps, High Eff Motor,
Tier 1
Residential Pool Pumps, 2-speed Motors,
Tier 2
Portable Electric Spas
General Service Incandescent Lamps, Tier
1
Pulse Start Metal Halide HID Luminaires,
Tier 1
Modular Furniture Task Lighting Fixtures
Hot Food Holding Cabinets
External Power Supplies, Tier 1
External Power Supplies, Tier 2
Consumer Electronics - Audio Players
Consumer Electronics – TVs
Consumer Electronics – DVDs
Water Dispensers
Unit Heaters and Duct Furnaces
Commercial Dishwasher Pre-Rinse Spray
Valves

Importance of
Energy Efficient
Products in the
Market
IOU
Weight
Score

Effort Needed for
Test
Methods/Research
Weight

IOU
Score

Innovativeness of
Standards Idea
Weight

IOU
Score

Preparation of CASE
Analysis
Weight

IOU
Score

Worked w/
Stakeholders &
Public Process
Weight

IOU
Score

Weighte
d Score

10%

5%

20%

0%

10%

90%

50%

90%

10%

50%

60%

10%

5%

20%

0%

10%

90%

50%

90%

10%

50%

60%

10%
20%
25%

5%
5%
5%

20%
0%
20%

0%
0%
0%

20%
20%
10%

90%
90%
90%

30%
50%
35%

90%
90%
90%

20%
10%
10%

50%
50%
30%

56%
69%
45%

20%

15%

0%

0%

10%

80%

40%

90%

30%

30%

56%

10%

15%

0%

0%

20%

80%

40%

90%

30%

30%

63%

10%

100%

20%

100%

30%

100%

35%

90%

5%

75%

95%

10%

100%

20%

100%

30%

100%

35%

90%

5%

75%

95%

5%

0%

30%

100%

20%

100%

40%

90%

5%

80%

90%

5%

0%

10%

0%

30%

100%

35%

90%

20%

30%

68%

30%

70%

0%

0%

20%

30%

40%

90%

10%

70%

70%

40%
30%
5%
5%
20%
20%
20%
30%
15%

30%
50%
0%
0%
10%
10%
10%
0%
0%

0%
20%
20%
20%
10%
10%
10%
0%
0%

0%
100%
0%
0%
15%
15%
15%
0%
0%

20%
10%
15%
15%
20%
20%
20%
25%
20%

50%
100%
10%
10%
0%
0%
0%
100%
80%

30%
35%
40%
40%
25%
25%
25%
40%
40%

90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%

10%
5%
20%
20%
25%
25%
25%
5%
25%

80%
50%
70%
70%
30%
30%
30%
50%
50%

57%
79%
52%
52%
34%
34%
34%
64%
65%

20%

50%

30%

100%

10%

100%

30%

90%

10%

30%

80%
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Table 3-8: Weights and IOU Scores for C&S Program Attribution Factors, Building Codes

Building Codes

Time dependent valuation, Residential
Time dependent valuation, Nonresidential
Res. Hardwired lighting
Duct improvement
Window replacement
Lighting controls under skylights
Ducts in existing commercial buildings
Cool roofs
Relocatable classrooms
Bi-level lighting control credits
Duct testing/sealing in new commercial
buildings
Cooling tower applications
Multifamily Water Heating
Composite for Remainder

Importance of
Energy Efficient
Products in the
Market
IOU
Weight
Score
0%
0%
0%
0%
40%
60%
35%
60%
40%
60%
30%
70%
20%
60%
20%
60%
20%
70%
20%
60%

Effort Needed for
Test
Methods/Research

40%
40%
0%
10%
0%
20%
25%
35%
0%
0%

IOU
Score
60%
60%
0%
80%
0%
100%
90%
80%
0%
0%

Weight

Innovativeness of
Standards Idea

Preparation of CASE
Analysis

20%
20%
20%
25%
20%
30%
20%
15%
30%
30%

IOU
Score
80%
80%
50%
50%
50%
90%
50%
30%
90%
70%

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
10%
25%
20%
30%
40%

IOU
Score
75%
75%
70%
80%
80%
90%
80%
80%
60%
80%

Weight

Weight

Worked w/
Stakeholders &
Public Process

Weighte
d Score

20%
20%
20%
10%
20%
10%
10%
10%
20%
10%

IOU
Score
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
80%
50%
40%
60%
60%

65%
65%
58%
63%
60%
85%
70%
65%
71%
71%

Weight

20%

60%

25%

90%

20%

50%

25%

80%

10%

50%

70%

30%
30%
20%

60%
70%
60%

0%
20%
25%

0%
100%
30%

20%
30%
20%

70%
90%
30%

40%
10%
20%

80%
90%
10%

10%
10%
15%

60%
80%
30%

70%
85%
32%
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Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-3 display the cumulative, statewide net savings and ”Program Net
Savings” of energy, demand and natural gas due to the codes and standards updates and the C&S
programs. The net energy savings reflect gross savings that have been adjusted for NOMAD,
NOSAD, non-compliance and measure life.
Figure 3-1: Statewide Net Energy Savings vs. Program Net Energy Savings

Source: HMG, 2005a and 2005b.
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Figure 3-2: Statewide Net Demand Savings vs. Program Net Demand Savings

Source: HMG, 2005a and 2005b.

Figure 3-3: Statewide Net Natural Gas Savings vs. Program Net Natural Gas Savings

Source: HMG, 2005a and 2005b.
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Figure 3-4 reports the aggregated savings, over time, due to the 2005 building code and
2006/2007 appliance standards updates. The Standards Gross Energy Savings is represented by
the blue line while the adjusted Program Net Savings is represented by the black, hump shaped
curve (HMG, 2005a).
Figure 3-4: Program Net Energy Savings

Source: HMG, 2005a and 2005b.

3.3 Examples of CASE Reports
It is useful here to examine several CASE reports as examples of IOU efforts in the adoption of
codes and standards. The CASE reports for two building codes and two appliance standards are
provided in a separate document. (Appendix B) Building code CASE reports are generally more
detailed and comprehensive than appliance standard CASE reports; Appendix B provides a
relatively simple example and one that is more complex. The building code CASE report dealing
with window replacement is relatively short and straightforward. It estimates the benefits of
requiring residential replacement windows to meet the U-factor and SHGC levels found in the
prescriptive new construction package. It then describes the measure availability and cost showing
the measure to be cost-effective, even at higher prices than currently available.
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The building code CASE report dealing with the treatment of cool roofs (primarily roofs with
high solar reflectance and high thermal emittance) in Title-24 standards for non-residential
buildings is more complex. The proposal seeks to make cool roofs a prescriptive requirement for
nonresidential buildings with low-sloped roofs rather than a compliance option. The CASE report
describes the market for cool roofs, including manufacturers, distributors, and cost. It also
describes the technology and simulations of building energy savings using DOE 2.1E modeling.
Energy savings are projected across the state and cost-effectiveness is assessed. The CASE report
also discusses the proposed standards language for adopting this measure.
The appliance standards CASE report for unit heaters and duct furnaces reviews the market
penetration for unit heaters with different efficiency levels, and estimated sales volume of all unit
heaters in California. It presents energy savings and incremental costs for high-efficiency options
and argues that marketplace acceptance is in place for a standard upgrade.
Similarly, the appliance standards CASE report for pool pumps reviews the market saturation for
all pool pumps, annual sales volume, and market penetration of high-efficiency options. It also
provides test results for high-efficiency pool pumps, energy savings estimates, and incremental
costs. Research with industry experts on market acceptance is included, along with a discussion of
infrastructure issues affecting availability of more efficient pumps. The CASE report concludes
with the proposed language for an upgraded standard.
While preparation of the CASE reports was an important part of the California IOUs’
contribution to the codes and standards upgrade process, a more complete account of the process
to upgrade residential hardwired lighting codes is found in Appendix C. The documents
supporting this code upgrade include an activity timeline beginning with initial technology
screening in June 2001 through final code adoption in November 2003, a list of the key
stakeholders, communications logs, and the CASE report.

3.4 Current Status of Codes and Standards: Attribution of Codes and
Standards Savings to C&S Programs in 2008.
In 2007, for the 2006 to 2008 program years, the CPUC issued a decision (CPUC Decision
D0509043) allowing for the IOUs to claim 50% of the verified “Program Net Savings” for
energy, demand and gas that are attributable to the pre-2006 IOU C&S programs (Cadmus, 2008;
CPUC 2007, 2009a). 23 For the 2006 to 2008 program evaluations, the Cadmus Group, which is
serving as the evaluator of the C&S Programs, developed a modified methodology for attributing
C&S savings to the IOU programs. The methodology retains the Savings Estimate Spreadsheet
23

For the 21 appliance and 14 building standards adopted since 2003 (the 2005 Building Standards and the
2006/2007 Appliance Standards), with the 2001codes and standards used as the baseline. The IOUs will be able to
claim 100% of the savings for their post-2006 C&S Programs for the 2009 to 2011 program years and beyond
(CPUC 2009b).
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(SES) developed by HMG but incorporates several modifications and adjustments to the overall
methodology. Several adjustments will be made to the SES, including a review of the technical
documents that form the basis of the gross first year savings, adjustments to NOMAD,
compliance rates, attribution to the C&S programs, and construction rates (Cadmus, 2009,
2008b; Lee et al, 2008). The adjustments to NOMAD involved changing the naturally occurring
market adoption curve from a linear curve to a Bass curve (S curve) commonly used to
characterize market diffusion. The Bass curve allows the panel members to take into account the
impact of “innovative” customers (i.e., “early adopters”) as well as the “imitative” customers that
tend to follow the early adopters. The Cadmus group convened panels of experts for each
building and appliance measure and used a Delphi method and Web-based tool to estimate the
NOMAD curves. In addition, NOSAD was eliminated from the evaluation methodology because
Cadmus determined that NOSAD did not adequately account for program impacts in the C&S
adoption process, and a whole building performance analysis was added to the methodology for
the purpose of analyzing program impacts on energy savings (KEMA et al., 2009b; Lee et al.,
2008).
The calculation of “Program Net Savings” was modified as Cadmus will use three factors to
estimate the portion of the net annual savings that are attributable to the C&S programs rather
than the original five factors used by HMG. 24 The three factors are as follows:
•
•
•

Development of compliance determination methods
Development of technical and cost information
Address stakeholder concerns on the practicality and feasibility of meeting the standard

The Cadmus factors are assigned weights based on the relative effort required in each area. Factor
scores are assigned to IOU efforts in each area based on their relative contribution, taking into
account the contributions of the CEC and other stakeholders. A list of illustrative activities for
each factor for which C&S Programs may receive credit has been developed (see Appendix A).
As in the HMG method, the attribution score is a sum of the products of the weights and scores
for each factor.
The Cadmus process of estimating factor weights and scores was designed to be more
standardized, transparent, and replicable in the future. The IOUs were asked to provide input
about their efforts in each area, and some utility staff who were closely involved in the adoption of
Title 20 and Title 24 standards participated in the Delphi panel responsible for determining factor
weights (i.e., the relative effort of a factor to get a standard adopted), utility staff are no longer
involved in determining factor scores (i.e., the role of IOU efforts in getting the standard
adopted). 25 Data sources include surveys of standards experts, interviews of participants in the
24

Cadmus modified and reduced the number of factors in order to avoid overlapping factors and potential double
counting (Cadmus, 2008b).
25
Direct IOU involvement in determining factor scores represented a potential conflict of interest (Cadmus 2008b,
KEMA et al., 2009b).
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development of a particular standard, and review of public documents. The latter include the
original Code Change Proposal, CASE reports, transcripts of CEC workshops and hearings,
comments to the CEC, and Code Change Theory reports submitted by the IOUs. All information
is summarized in a spread sheet for each standard and a panel familiar with the adoption of energy
efficiency standards will attempt to reach consensus on factor weights and scores for each
standard. If the panel cannot reach consensus, scores may be averaged with the highest and lowest
scores being dropped (Cadmus, 2009 & 2008b; Lee, 2009; Stewart, 2009). The factor scores are
expected to be made available in early 2010.
As part of the savings goals for the 2006 to 2008 program years, the CPUC adopted a
Risk/Reward Incentive Mechanism (RRIM) in order to encourage the IOUs to invest in energy
efficiency. The RRIM allows the IOUs to earn rewards on energy efficiency programs in amounts
comparable to what the IOUs would otherwise earn through supply side investments if the IOUs
reach energy efficiency savings thresholds. There are two interim earnings claims during the
2006-2008 program cycle that are “progress payments” towards total expected earnings, and one
final “true-up” payment after the program cycle is completed. In 2009 the CPUC issued an interim
Verification Report to verify savings for the 2006-2007 program years. These verified savings
were applied towards the first RRIM progress payment (CPUC 2009a).
As part of the Verification Report and in accordance with CPUC Decision D0509043, 26 Cadmus
estimated the 50% of the verified savings that the CPUC allows to be attributable to the pre-2006
C&S Programs using the HMG spreadsheet, adjusting for changes in rates of construction and the
lag time between permit applications and construction completion (Cadmus 2008a). 27 The verified
savings, reported in Table 3-9, range from 3.6% of statewide energy savings goals to 7.8% of
statewide natural gas savings goals.

26

CPUC Decision D0509043 allows the IOUs to claim 50% of the verified energy, demand and gas savings that
are attributable to the pre-2006 IOU C&S programs (Cadmus, 2008; CPUC 2007, 2009a)
27
Final savings estimates will utilize the full revised methodology developed by Cadmus
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Table 3-9: Comparison of C&S Savings: Savings Awarded Under 2006-2007 Verification Report and Savings Estimated by
HMG Savings Estimate Spreadsheet (SES)
Type of Savings

2006-07 Verification Report
(50% of Verified Savings)
2006

2007

Energy (GWh/yr)

74

80.7

Demand
(MW/yr)

21

Gas (Mtherm/yr)

2.7

Total

HMG SES (50% of Estimated
Savings)
Total

HMG SES (100% of
Estimated Savings)
2006

2007

Total Statewide Savings Goals

2006

2007

Total

2006

2007

Total

154.7

97.3

96.8

194.1

194.6

193.6

388.2

2,032

2,275

4,307

22.2

43.2

27.3

26.7

54.0

54.6

53.4

108.1

442

478

920

2.5

5.2

2.3

2.2

4.5

4.6

4.4

9.0

30

37

67
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Currently, Cadmus is continuing with the evaluation of the pre-2006 C&S programs for the 2006
to 2008 program cycle evaluation. Final savings due to the pre-2006 C&S programs will be
calculated using the revised Cadmus methodology (Cadmus 2009). Results are expected to be
available in early 2010. 28
For the 2009 to 2011 program cycle, unlike the 2006 to 2008 program cycle, the IOUs will be
able to claim 100% of the verified savings attributable to the post-2006 C&S programs. This will
include advocacy work and CASE reports that contributed to codes and standards adopted in the
2008 building codes, which go into effect January 1, 2010 (CEC, 2009; CPUC, 2009b; Lee, 2009;
Stewart, 2009). A number of changes and updates were made to the 2008 building codes,
including revisions to insulation and roofing products requirements, outdoor lighting
requirements, lighting controls requirements, window requirements (solar heat gain coefficient
and U factor requirements), and cool roof requirements for steep-sloped roofs. (Shirakh, 2008)

28

Final savings during the 2006 to 2008 Program cycle due to the pre-2006 C&S programs were not available at
the time this report was submitted. These tables can be provided to the Program Administrators in 2010.
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4 Treatment of Local Reach Codes
The IOUs’ 2009 to 2011 Energy Efficiency Portfolio filings include, as part of the C&S Program,
a Reach Codes subprogram, which is intended to support the development of reach codes, or
locally adopted ordinances, that exceed statewide minimum requirements (CPUC, 2009b). Reach
codes, which may be referred to as stretch codes in Massachusetts, are typically codes adopted by
local governments and provide a means to test new codes as well as the feasibility of raising
existing codes at a local level before adopting higher codes on a statewide basis. The main
activities of the Reach Codes subprogram are to:
•

Encourage all local governments to first improve compliance with existing codes. The
IOUs will request that prior to adopting any new codes, building department staff attend
training designed to increase compliance.

•

Coordinate efforts among local governments to better set the stage for statewide adoption
of higher codes.

•

Work with interested local governments and other organizations to identify characteristics
of reach codes that meet the needs of the majority of jurisdictions. The IOUs will then
develop a package of climate-zone based reach codes for both new construction and
existing buildings (at time of sale) to be submitted to the CEC.

There are approximately a dozen local jurisdictions in California in 2009 with reach code
ordinances surpassing the 2005 version of Title 24. There are different reach codes in different
locations; most are 15% higher than Title 24 but some are 10% higher. The reach codes are all
tied to the current version of Title 24 and will be void once the new version goes into effect.
Cities and towns face a difficult process to get reach codes certified with the CEC; IOUs have
begun working with the CEC to standardize language and make it easier for cities and towns to
enact reach codes (Budner, 2009). Since each of the reach codes contains different elements, the
goal now is to develop consistent reach codes surpassing the 2008 version of Title 24. The IOUs
are also proposing to work with various agencies such as school districts, colleges, universities,
and industry groups which may adopt reach-code policies.
The California IOUs have proposed that they should be able to claim energy savings that result
from their activities associated with the Reach Codes subprogram. The CPUC Energy Division
staff review of this proposal noted that savings resulting from completed projects that do not
participate in an incentive or rebate program might be claimed by either the C&S program or
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Local Government Partnership programs. More recently, IOUs have paid incentives and claimed
savings in communities with reach codes through new construction programs (Budner, 2009). 29

29

Similarly, the Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) has justified claiming savings from homes built to
“ENERGY STAR Homes equivalent” energy codes in some Long Island towns since it has set the stage for towns
to adopt ENERGY STAR Homes code language by training and supporting an infrastructure of home energy
raters, conducting builder trainings, enlisting Long Island Builder’s Association (LIBI) and NY State Builders
Association (NYSBA) support, offering incentives to drive builders to construct ENERGY STAR Homes, meeting
with towns and code officials, conducting technical analysis on code impacts and energy savings, meeting with the
US EPA to explain the code efforts, marketing ENERGY STAR Homes, performing evaluations and generally
supporting code efforts (VEIC, 2007).
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5 Treatment of Compliance Activities
The IOUs’ 2009 to 2011 Energy Efficiency Portfolio filings also include, as part of the C&S
Program, a Compliance Enhancement subprogram intended to increase the number of customers
complying with code (CPUC, 2009b). This subprogram includes two elements:
•

Measure-specific efforts that focus on existing regulations not adopted as a result of the
C&S program, also known as non-CASE studies measures.

•

Holistic efforts that support local building departments seeking general improvements to
operations and compliance improvement processes.

The holistic element will be implemented initially as a pilot program. The IOUs anticipate working
with approximately twelve building departments collectively to develop process improvement
interventions including, but not limited to, role-based training and tools customized in accordance
with program theory by market actor type and jurisdiction. The pilot is expected to begin in late
2009.
The California IOUs have proposed to claim savings from the Compliance Enhancement
subprogram and not treat it as an information program. The CPUC Energy Division staff review
of this proposal noted that the IOUs should ensure that their activities only target T-24 and T-20
measures that the IOUs did not and will not include in their pre-2006 and post 2006 codes and
standards advocacy work (i.e. CASE studies) to avoid double counting savings resulting from
compliance enhancement work.
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6 Outline of Options for Claiming Credit for Codes and
Standards Savings in Massachusetts
A framework for addressing codes and standards issues in Massachusetts should encompass four
issues:
•

Estimating savings attributable to statewide code and standard upgrades

•

Attributing credit for the statewide code and standard upgrades savings to Program
Administrators’ efforts

•

Claiming savings for local stretch building codes, separate from statewide upgrades

•

Claiming savings for compliance enhancement activities to existing codes and standards

Savings estimation for codes and standards upgrades may initially use existing models for
calculating savings for homes built to the ENERGY STAR level and beyond. Savings based on
statewide code and standard upgrades will eventually need to take into account naturally
occurring market adoption (NOMAD), which may be estimated, as in California, by a panel of
independent experts. At the point that code and standard savings estimations proceed in
Massachusetts they will benefit from the work done and factors developed in California and,
possibly, other states. It is thus anticipated that the effort required for this task will be much
smaller than that described in this report.
Attributing credit for statewide code and standard upgrades to Program Administrators’ efforts,
however, is likely to be more complex. Again, a simplified version of the California model may be
used with an independent panel of experts using a Delphi approach to rate the importance
(weight) of a few factors in code or standard adoption and the Program Administrator
contribution (score) to each factor. The sum of the products of the weights and scores determine
the percentage of savings that may be attributed to the Program Administrators.
There is precedent in both California and Long Island for Program Administrators claiming credit
for savings due to local stretch building codes. A similar case may be made for Massachusetts. As
in Long Island, the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR Program has laid the
groundwork for local stretch codes by supporting an infrastructure of home energy raters and
conducting builder trainings; going forward, the program plans to provide support to towns that
choose to adopt increased energy efficiency codes through “town hall” type of discussions where
code officials and builders can ask specific questions about requirements for building and verifying
these homes. The program is also planning to increase training offered to both builders and code
officials. These efforts support claiming savings for all ENERGY STAR homes built throughout
Massachusetts, including in towns with stretch codes, with baseline levels used to calculate
savings.
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Claiming savings for compliance activities, such as training and assistance offered to code
officials, has less of a precedent. If evaluation of the California compliance enhancement pilot
discussed in the previous section provides evidence of increased savings in communities where the
California IOUs have promoted compliance, a case may be made, depending on the extent of
Program Administrators’ efforts in Massachusetts, for claiming some credit for compliance. Such
findings, however, would not be available for at least two years.
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Appendix A: Illustrative List of Activities for Which C&S
Program Will Get Credit
(Source: Cadmus 2009)
Factor 1: Development of Compliance Determination Methods (Compliance)
a) Development of reliable test method
• Development of reliable methods for estimating energy consumption of products under
prescribed conditions
• Assessment of existing test methods to identify appropriate ones for use with a
standard
• Development of reliable methods for estimating performance of building components
or equipment
b) Development of method for estimating energy savings
• Development of reliable algorithms for calculating energy use or savings of building
components
o Example: Development of adjustment for degradation of cool roofs in
calculation of energy savings
o Example: Creating new hourly TDV values for water heaters and other
appliances
• Development of compliance software or modules capable of accurately analyzing
energy consumption effects of specific building components
Factor 2: Development of Technical Information (Technical)
a) Definition of the standard
• Drafting the standard language
• Defining key words, terms, and concepts used in the standard language
• Presenting ideas or recommendations that shape the standard language, refine it, or
make it clearer
o Example: Making standard language for an appliance consistent with
ENERGY STAR requirements for the ease of compliance
b) Energy and peak demand savings
• Market Studies
o Estimate the number of units in California
o Estimate the number of units that will be sold annually in California
• Engineering Studies
o Calculate the baseline energy use of a unit
o Calculate the energy use of a unit with the energy
measures/technologies applied
o Determine the effects of climate zones on potential savings
• Energy Modeling Calculations

efficient
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o Using reliable simulation models to estimate annual energy and peak demand
savings of an efficient building component
c) Costs and cost effectiveness
• Cost Research
o Obtain and document reliable base and incremental cost information from
engineering and market studies and interviews with manufacturers
o Develop and apply verified cost estimating models
• Cost Effectiveness
o Determine the life expectancy of a unit from market or engineering studies
o Perform climate-zone and state-level cost-benefit calculation by comparing the
incremental cost of the measure with expected present discounted value of
energy savings
Factor 3: Feasibility of Meeting the Standard (Feasibility)
a) Document market readiness
• Writing and publication of CASE report to demonstrate overall market readiness
• Conduct and report on manufacturer interviews to determine market availability
• Surveys of end users to gauge market penetration and customer acceptance
• Analysis of historical and current state and national sales data
• Analysis of utility and government incentive programs to gauge customer acceptance
and market penetration
b) Document standard does not impose unreasonable and avoidable costs on end users,
manufacturers, and other stakeholders
• Respond to concerns of stakeholders about costs of compliance with research based
evidence
o Example: Demonstrating that insurance costs on buildings with skylights are
affordable and not significantly higher than on buildings without skylights
• Provide studies showing costs of compliance are not burdensome
• Addressing concerns about costs of compliance from research-based evidence or
market expertise and suggesting changes to standard language to clarify
o Example: Explaining cost implication of insulating floors in a walk in freezer,
and showing that insulation is not necessary because of the difference in
ambient temperature from the freezer floor and the ground it rests on
c) Document no significant negative health and environmental externalities
• Respond to and ease concerns of stakeholders about externalities by presenting clear and
compelling evidence that externalities are insignificant
o Example: Researching the levels of mercury in CFLs and showing the minimal
affects on humans or allaying concerns about cool roofs blinding pilots
• Preparing reports in support of required environmental impact documents
• Raising concerns about potential externalities that ultimately lead to changes in the
standard.
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MEMORANDUM
To: Sponsors of the Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR® Program
From: Betty Tolkin, Greg Clendenning, and Lynn Hoefgen, Nexus Market Research
Date: September 30, 2009
Re: Codes and Standards Roadmap

The objective of this memo is to discuss the issues and considerations associated with the
Massachusetts Residential Metrics for 2009, which call for the sponsors to “research California’s
mechanisms for claiming savings from code development, support, implementation and
enforcement activities and design a similar mechanism for claiming savings for codes and
standards activities in Massachusetts.” These issues and considerations reflect several sponsor
questions raised at the JMC meeting of September 18, 2009, mainly concerning timing and
savings attribution from codes and standards activities. After a comparison of the California and
Massachusetts markets, these questions are presented in a framework that lays out a roadmap that
may be followed to design a mechanism for claiming savings for codes and standards activities.
M agnitude of Savings and E xpenditures. As noted in the Overview of the California Codes and
Standards Programs Draft Report of August 31, the California Codes and Standards (C&S)
Programs have generated considerable savings (over 40 MW and 150 GWh for the years 2006
and 2007) much more cost-effectively than other energy efficiency programs. However, the
differences in new home construction and existing housing units between California and
Massachusetts will mean proportionately lower savings for Massachusetts; expenses will also be
lower, but not likely in proportion to savings. Code upgrade impacts would be governed by new
construction; in 2006, Massachusetts had only 12% as many new private housing units authorized
by building permits as California. Standards upgrade impacts would be governed by both new
construction and the total number of housing units; Massachusetts had 21% as many housing
units as California in 2006. (Table 1) The new construction and housing comparisons, naturally,
provide only rough guides to the savings that may be claimed in Massachusetts; the code and
standard upgrades will also be different. For example, California realized considerable savings
from upgrades to pool pump standards which is less likely to be the case in Massachusetts.

22 Haskell Street, Cambridge, MA 02140
Phone: (617) 497-7544 Fax: (617) 497-7543
www.nexusmarketresearch.com
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Table 1: California and Massachusetts New Construction and Housing Units
California

Massachusetts

MA as % of CA

160,502

19,580

12%

13,178,357

2,712,500

21%

New private housing units authorized by
permits,20061
Housing units, 20062
1
2

http://www.census.gov/const/www/C40/annualhistorybystate.pdf
http://www.census.gov/popest/housing/tables/HU-EST2008-01.xls

The size comparison with California does not mean that Massachusetts codes and standards
activities will not be cost-effective; the main purpose of the exercise is to illustrate the importance
of focusing efforts on the most effective upgrades and developing mechanisms appropriate to
Massachusetts for measuring and attributing savings.
T iming. As noted in the August 31st Draft, the California IOUs put considerable effort into
supporting code and standard upgrades before they could claim any credit from C&S Program
savings. Investments are made over a period of years, beginning two to three years before the new
codes and standards are adopted; there may then be another delay of a year or so until they take
effect. The savings thus do not accrue until four of five years after the initial investments, as new
buildings are constructed and appliances are purchased under the new codes and standards. The
timing issue raises several questions:
•

What is the likely timeframe in Massachusetts for statewide adoption of codes and
standards which are, at least in part, attributable to the sponsors’ efforts?

•

How long would the sponsors need to wait to claim any savings from codes and standards
efforts?

•

Would Massachusetts follow a timeline similar to California with the sponsors working on
codes and standards for two to three years before adoption, followed by a year or so
before implementation, followed by assessment and attribution of savings.

•

How would the resources devoted to codes and standards efforts by the sponsors be
treated before the any savings come on line?
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Savings attribution. Once code and standard upgrades produce savings, as noted in the August
31st Draft, a framework for addressing codes and standards issues in Massachusetts should
encompass four issues:
•

Estimating savings attributable to code and standard upgrades

•

Attributing credit for statewide code and standard upgrades to sponsor efforts

•

Claiming savings for local stretch building codes

•

Claiming savings for compliance activities

Savings estimation for codes and standards upgrades is described in the August 31st Draft; at the
point that code and standard savings estimations proceed in Massachusetts they will benefit from
the work done and factors developed in California and, possibly, other states. It is thus anticipated
that the effort required for this task will be much smaller than what has been done in California.
Attributing credit for statewide code and standard upgrades to sponsor efforts, however, is likely
to be more complex. Again, a simplified version of the California model may be used with an
independent panel of experts using a Delphi approach to rate the importance (weight) of a few
factors in code or standard adoption and the sponsor contribution (score) to each factor. The sum
of the products of the weights and scores determine the percentage of savings that may be
attributed to the sponsors. Savings attribution raises several questions:
•

Do the sponsors need to assume a level of savings attributable to codes and standards for
planning purposes, and, if so, how would this be determined? Note that developing
planning figures involves estimating both the savings attributable to code and standard
upgrades and the portion of those savings attributable to sponsor efforts

•

How often will codes and standards programs be evaluated? Will attribution scores be
recalculated with each evaluation? How many different codes and standards are likely to
be evaluated?

•

How long can the sponsors claim savings for codes and standards efforts?

•

What level of effort will the sponsors put into codes and standards work? How will this
compare with resources for other energy efficiency programs?

The last question presents somewhat of a loop in the decision process. The decisions concerning
the savings attribution and timing issues will guide the sponsors’ level of effort for codes and
standards activities in comparison with the resources for other energy efficiency programs.
However, the level of resources the sponsors expend on codes and standards activities is also a
factor in determining how they are treated for planning and evaluation.
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C laiming savings for stretch codes and compliance activities. Savings attribution encompasses
the treatment of stretch codes and compliance activities. There are precedents in both California
and Long Island for IOUs claiming credit for savings due to local stretch building codes. A similar
case may be made for Massachusetts. As on Long Island, the Massachusetts New Homes with
ENERGY STAR Program has laid the groundwork for local stretch codes by conducting builder
trainings and supporting an infrastructure of home energy raters; going forward, the program
plans to provide support to towns that choose to adopt increased energy efficiency codes through
“town hall” type of discussions in which code officials and builders can ask specific questions
about requirements for building and verifying these homes. The program is also planning to
increase training offered to both builders and code officials. These efforts support claiming
savings for all ENERGY STAR homes built throughout Massachusetts, including in towns with
stretch codes, with baseline levels used to calculate savings. They also raise the following
questions:
•

How can the sponsors avoid double counting savings in communities with stretch codes?
Would some homes still go through the ENERGY STAR for New Homes Program?

•

Would builders in communities with stretch codes still receive ENERGY STAR
incentives? If so, would incentives be limited to higher efficiency levels? Would this vary
by community if stretch codes differ by community?

•

How do the expected efficiency level of stretch codes compare to the minimum ENERGY
STAR efficiency level?

•

How long can the sponsors claim savings for homes built in communities with stretch
codes? In California, local stretch codes are void once statewide building codes are
updated, with updates following a three-year schedule. In New York, LIPA is proposing
to claim savings from local stretch codes until the New York state code catches up with
Long Island’s local codes, or for at least ten years.

Claiming savings for compliance activities, such as training and assistance offered to code
officials, has less of a precedent. If evaluation of the California compliance enhancement pilot
discussed in the previous section provides evidence of increased savings in communities where the
IOUs have promoted compliance, a case may be made, depending on the extent of IOU efforts in
Massachusetts, for claiming some credit for compliance. Such findings, however, would not be
available for at least two years. Meanwhile, credit for compliance activities raises questions about
double counting:
•

Should compliance activities be part of the sponsors’ efforts to support statewide code
and standard upgrades and thus be factored into determining the portion of code and
standard savings credited to the sponsors?
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•

Similarly, should compliance activities be part of the sponsors’ efforts to support local
stretch codes and thus support the sponsors claiming savings for ENERGY STAR-level
homes built in these communities?

A flowchart presenting a roadmap for resolving the questions raised in this memo and moving
forward with C&S activities is presented on the next page. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1: Roadmap for Codes and Standards Activities
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Appendix C: Codes and Standards in Three Jurisdictions
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Codes and Standards – Three Jurisdictions
California Utilities
Propose code upgrades / changes
Support technologies through energy
efficiency and training programs,
Statewide setting stage for upgrade
Develop technical and cost
information
Code
adoption
Support
for code
upgrades

Address stakeholder concerns
Propose code upgrades / changes
Stretch
codes

Supporting an infrastructure of home
energy raters
Builder trainings
Enlisting builder association support

Develop Compliance Determination
Methods
Statewide Training centers
Code
Training of builders
compliance
Training of code officials
Stretch
Training of code officials
codes

BC Hydro
Yes (Informal
Proposals)

LIPA

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes (Factor 1)

Yes

NA

No

NA

No

Yes (helped specify
code)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes (Part of CASE
Reports; Factor 2)

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

Yes (Factor 3)

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No

No
NA
NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes (CASE Reports)

Yes (Part of CASE
Reports; Factor 2)
Yes (in
development)

NA
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Codes and Standards – Three Jurisdictions

Statewide
Code
upgrades
Stretch
codes
Attribution

Code
Statewide
compliance

Calculate
gross & net
savings
Attribution of
net savings
Claim savings
over baseline
practices
Pilot: holistic
compliance
training
Extension of
advocacy training to
improve
compliance
for individual
code changes

California Utilities

BC Hydro

LIPA

Yes

NA

NA

Yes (Delphi Scores,
portion of savings)

Yes

NA

Yes (IOUs claim for
rebated measures)

Yes (no incentives Yes (no incentives
paid for meeting
paid for meeting
code)
code)

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

NA

NA
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Codes and Standards – Three Jurisdictions

California Utilities

Timing

Costs

Separate Codes and Standards
Department

BC Hydro

LIPA

5 to 6 year process,
encompassing
research, code
2 year process
1 to 2 year process
adoption and code
in effect
2000 to 2005: close
to $7 million; CASE
No documented
reports range from
Estimate of
figures available; at
$50,000 to
$250,000 (not
least one FTE for
$150,000; CASE
documented)
residential code
reports average
$80,000 to $90,000
Yes

Yes

No
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Residential Metric #3: Existing Homes Ratings
Documentation
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Project Close-Out: NEEP/MA RCS Building Energy Rating
Draft January 20, 2010
NEEP and the utility members of the Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory Committee’s (EEAC) RCS
Working Group (“MA utilities”) entered into an agreement by which the MA utilities would participate in
NEEP’s then underway research project considering the global experience with building energy rating and
developing a general framework (roadmap) for implementation in the form of a time of sale disclosure
mandate. The agreement explicitly recognized that NEEP’s effort would be to support the MA utilities in
complying with an incentive metric related to residential time of sale efforts:
3. Existing Homes Ratings
Threshold
Research and recommend an appropriate energy rating approach for existing
homes for the following times: 1) at the time of sale or transfer, 2) upon interest
in making energy improvements, and/or 3) post-improvement.
Design
Coordinate efforts with at least one other entity outside of Massachusetts (e.g.
RESNET, NEEP, CT, NJ, VT, etc.) to develop the rating system. Approach the
real estate industry (including organizations representing real estate professionals
and home inspectors) about assisting with the effort. Document the research
conducted with a white paper. Draft report to the NUP advisors by 9/1/09. NUP
advisor final comments by September 15, 2009, and final report by October 15,
2009.
Exemplary
Develop an implementation plan, and incorporate an agreed upon rating system
mechanism into the MassSAVE program as a pilot in 2010. 1
Consistent with the MA utilities’ needs, NEEP provided to the MA utilities online access to an in-progress draft
on September 1, 2009 for comment by the MA EEAC non-utility party advisors (NUPs) and presented the draft
at the September 4, 2009 RCS Working Group Meeting held at Bay State Gas Company in Westborough, MA.
The full final draft of NEEP’s report was accessible electronically and presented formally to the MA utilities,
NUPs and the broader advisory committee 2 to the NEEP project on October 16, 2009 at the offices of the
Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs in Boston, MA. Through correspondence
with the MA utilities and NUPs grace was provided to finalize the draft based upon input obtained at this
meeting and the final report was ultimately issued on November 13, 2009.
The NEEP final report discusses in detail two critical issues to the MA utilities’ metric: the September 30,
2009 agreement executed by the U.S. Department of Energy and Environmental Protection Agency which
includes development of a national building energy rating program, and the role of utilities (see page 40).
Specific to the MA utilities’ metric, the role for utilities is recommended to include:
1. Engaging policy mandate activities to ensure a “seamless fit” with voluntary retrofit programs
2. Supporting and piloting various administrative tools
3. Assisting in development of rater training and accreditation
4. Piloting deployment of ratings and labels at the time of sale in advance of mandates (or, NEEP
would add, on a voluntary basis in conjunction with whole home efficiency programs)
Additionally the report strongly urges support and engagement of the federal national building rating program
to inform and assist in that effort.
NEEP appreciates the opportunity afforded it to support and assist the MA utilities in this endeavor and looks
forward to continuing to engage building energy rating for homes as an efficiency program opportunity
through its High Efficiency Home Performance Initiative.
1

NEEP’s agreement with the MA utilities limited the scope with respect to this element of the metric as follows: “…to provide content
appropriate for the MA RCS Working Group to develop its implementation plan to incorporate an energy rating system mechanism into
the MassSAVE program as a pilot in 2010.”
2
Consistent with requirements of the MA utilities’ metric, participation in the NEEP project provided insight from Richard Faesy and Paul
Eldrenkamp from the RESNET/HERS community and Julie Hawkins a licensed realtor engaged in building energy rating outreach to the
broader real estate community in her role with D&R International on behalf of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Energy Efficiency Program Brief: Building Energy Rating
January 21, 2010

Introduction
Building energy rating, labeling and disclosure has emerged as one of the hottest topics of the year for
2010 but many efficiency programs view the concept as potentially one that is solely a policy matter
without direct connection or value to programs. In 2009 NEEP investigated this topic and generated a
widely recognized global research paper and roadmap, “Valuing Building Energy Efficiency through
Disclosure and Upgrade Policies”, for adoption in the Northeast. In 2010 NEEP is working to
implement the report recommendations through the following agenda:


Track and coordinate ratepayer-funded program consideration and use of building energy
rating as a residential and commercial program tool (e.g., rating system development,
infrastructure development, whole building retrofit and new construction program
implementation)



Encourage adoption of consistent rating and labeling constructs (e.g., facilitate regional
input to US DOE development of residential and commercial building energy rating and
labeling systems, tools and rater certification )



Work to incorporate building energy rating, labeling and disclosure into state and local
public policies including as a tool to support building energy code compliance



Integrate federal building energy rating and labeling into market and government backed
financing

Why Is This Important to Programs?
NEEP’s 2009 report, Valuing Building Energy Efficiency through Disclosure and Upgrade Policies,
suggests that “building ratings offer a valuable opportunity to inform owners about any incentives that
may be available – through their utilities, government agencies or financial institutions – to encourage
adoption of energy efficiency measures and otherwise help them to improve their building’s
performance.” Whether the stimulus to building retrofit activity is property tax-based financing,
federally backed mortgages, federal or state tax incentives, or ratepayer funded efficiency programs,
it is likely to, in the near future, require the audit and analysis associated with a building energy rating
if not a rating itself. At the same time, there is a flurry of policy activity suggesting that in coming
years, disclosure of a rating in the form of a label will be mandated at the state or local level. Against
this backdrop numerous professional associations and related organizations, states and the federal
government are developing building energy rating constructs now. To proactively inform these
developments, and to harness the power of ratings to appropriately value efficiency - and thus become
a sales tool for comprehensive residential and commercial retrofits - NEEP strongly encourages its
efficiency program sponsors to engage the issue including and moving toward developing and piloting
efforts utilizing ratings in conjunction with whole building audits/assessments and retrofit programs.
Some program administrators already do this in new construction (e.g., HERS rating in Energy Star
Homes) as well as in residential or commercial retrofit (e.g., Home Performance with Energy Star and
commercial whole building retrofit programs).

Resources
Background materials on the topic include:


NEEP’s nationally recognized, seminal research and report:
http://neep.org/uploads/policy/NEEP_BER_Report_12.14.09.pdf

Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships

5 Militia Drive Lexington, MA 02421

P: 781.860.9177

www.neep.org
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Obama Administration’s Recovery Through Retrofit (residential) report:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/Recovery_Through_Retrofit_Final_Report.pdf



From the fall 2009 DOE-EPA Memorandum on new partnership with respect to efficiency FAQ List:



o

Q: What are the enhancements to the National Building Energy Rating Program?

o

A: A National Building Rating Program is important to helping building owners understand
the efficiency of homes and buildings and the set of cost-effective improvements and for
accountability in measuring the energy savings resulting from the ARRA funding. The
National Building Rating Program will be enhanced through expanded rating tools, new
building improvement assessment tools, and labels to communicate this information.

New Buildings Institute COMNET Program: http://www.imt.org/comnet.html
With the growing national and international interest in commercial building energy rating and
labeling, COMNET seeks to facilitate favorable conditions for an accelerated convergence of
existing building rating tools toward a common market-friendly national commercial building
energy rating/labeling framework.

For more information on Building Energy Rating for efficiency programs please contact: Ed Schmidt at
eschmidt@neep.org or (781) 860-9177 ext. 126
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DUNSKY ENERGY CONSULTING
Dunsky Energy Consulting provides top-level analysis, strategic counsel and design of highlyeffective energy efficiency and renewable energy programs and policies. Our clientele is
comprised of dozens of leading utilities, government agencies and non-profit organizations
throughout North America. Known for its experience, integrity, and dedication to quality and
customer satisfaction, DEC is committed to developing balanced strategies for a sustainable
energy future. For more information, please visit www.dunsky.ca.

AUTHORS
Philippe Dunsky has nearly 20 years of experience in the fields of energy efficiency, renewable
energy and climate change strategies. President of Dunsky Energy Consulting, he has played a
key role in planning energy policies, designing residential and commercial sector programs,
advising on cost-effectiveness frameworks, assessing best practices, and providing staff training,
among others. In addition to his consulting practice, Philippe is a frequent speaker at industry
conferences, has provided expert testimony at numerous regulatory proceedings, and sits on
the boards of a variety of private and public sector funds dedicated to energy sustainability.
Jeff Lindberg is specialized in environmental policy and energy efficiency program design and
analysis. His most recent recent work includes research on effective administrative models for
ratepayer-funded energy efficiency programs; developing cost-benefit frameworks for multifuels and fuel-switching programs; benchmarking of leading energy efficiency portfolios and
residential programs; and design of low-income energy efficiency programs. He holds a
Master’s in Environmental Sciences.
Eminé Piyale‐Sheard has over 20 years of experience assisting the business sector in
management, marketing and technology development, with significant emphasis on
environmental and energy sectors. She combines on‐the‐ground experience such as
implementation of energy savings and environmental management plans with significant
experience conducting market studies and providing strategic counsel to utilities’ energy
efficiency programs. She holds an MBA as well as a Master’s in Environmental Management.
Richard Faesy is the Energy Efficiency Division Director in Planning and Evaluation Services with
the Vermont Energy Investment Corporation. As a Certified Energy Rater, LEED Accredited
Professional, and resource economist with more than 25 years of experience, he specializes in
residential buildings, technologies and markets, with a focus on home energy ratings, energy
efficiency financing, green building and effective program design and implementation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As states ramp up their energy and carbon savings goals, energy efficiency leaders must find
new and innovative ways to improve energy efficiency in the stock of existing homes and
buildings. One key tool – mandatory building energy ratings – seeks to transform markets by
requiring that meaningful information about building energy performance be disclosed to
potential buyers, renters and the public. A sister tool – mandatory upgrades – would require
adoption of certain cost-effective energy efficiency measures.
Though mandatory building energy rating disclosure policies involve a wide array of specific
policy and design choices, they coalesce around a few key concepts:
1. TIME OF SALE TRIGGERS. When selling a home or building, owners must disclose a valid
energy rating to potential buyers. The
rating indicates current
+ Bill savings
performance and potential
+ Green jobs
improvements, providing
- CO2 emissions
meaningful information to
OWNER
consumers and empowering
DISCLOSES
them to consider energy
ENERGY RATING
performance in their decisionmaking. Armed with information,
some consumers will give
Owners invest in
Buyers/renters
preference to more energy
energy efficiency
fully informed
efficient homes, enabling
upgrades
markets to value energy
performance, and providing a
greater return on investment to
projects aimed at improving
building energy performance.
Buyers/renters
Market values
2. TIME OF RENTAL TRIGGERS. The
same process applies at the time
of rental (this requirement may
be phased in at a subsequent
stage).

energy
performance

favor efficient
properties

How “triggered” disclosure leads to energy savings

3. SCHEDULED DISCLOSURE (OPERATIONS). Commercial building owners must obtain a
simplified, standardized rating, indicating their annual “operating” performance. This
enables owners and building managers to measure their performance annually, to
institute continuous improvement practices, to benchmark against other buildings
(within or outside of their own fleet), and to establish performance targets in their
annual plans and objectives. Policies can also require that ratings be displayed in
prominent locations within the building or published in a publicly-available database.
DUNSKY ENERGY CONSULTING – November 2009
Valuing Building Energy Efficiency Through Disclosure And Upgrade Policies
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These variations create additional drivers to improved energy monitoring and
performance: renters may ask owners to address energy performance, utility incentive
programs (or recognition programs) may be marketed more effectively at owners with
poorer (or higher) performance, energy service companies can more effectively identify
high-value potential customers, and owners can gain market recognition and other
added value from their efforts.
First adopted over a decade ago in Australia and Denmark, mandatory building energy
rating policies are now in place in more than 30 countries worldwide. They are also
increasingly being considered, adopted or implemented in the U.S., in states like California,
Nevada, Washington, Oregon and New Mexico, and in cities like Austin, New York and
Washington, D.C. Indeed, the past year has seen a flurry of activity around this policy
opportunity in the U.S., including landmark legislation currently being debated in both houses of
Congress.
Against this backdrop, the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP) commissioned
Dunsky Energy Consulting to prepare a white paper for northeast states. In so doing, we
examined the international and domestic experience with disclosure and upgrade policies,
pinpointed key success factors, identified the issues, distinguished between critical and noncritical facets, and assessed the variety of options available. Key findings include:
MANDATORY DISCLOSURE POLICIES
•

Disclosure policies can be effective in getting markets to value energy efficiency, and act
as a powerful complement to more conventional incentive programs.

•

To be effective, disclosure must be mandatory. Indeed, the effectiveness of these
policies rests on the premise that ratings are ubiquitous – that buyers and renters can
compare the energy performance of all of the homes and buildings they are considering.
Similarly, effectiveness depends on disclosure early in the process, i.e. in all advertising.
If ratings need only be presented after purchase offers are made, for example, they will
forfeit their value to inform buyers and influence the market.

•

To be politically acceptable, rating costs will have to come down. This can be achieved in
part through economies of scale (following adoption of enabling legislation), though
additional effort will likely be required (several key stakeholders have recently begun
work in this regard). In the meantime, states and utilities can consider incentives to buy
down a part of the rating costs.

•

The system for homes should use an “asset” rating. An asset rating is a rating such as the
Home Energy Rating System (HERS) that assesses the modeled efficiency of the home’s
envelope and key components under standard conditions.

•

The system for commercial buildings should use both an asset and an “operational”
rating (such as the EPA’s Portfolio Manager – based on actual consumption). Asset
ratings should be valid for 5-10 years and be disclosed to prospective buyers and renters;

DUNSKY ENERGY CONSULTING – November 2009
Valuing Building Energy Efficiency Through Disclosure And Upgrade Policies
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WHO BENEFITS?
operational ratings should be renewed annually
and be displayed in the building (where applicable)
and loaded into a publicly-available database.
•

Asset rating reports should provide
recommendations on cost-effective energy
efficiency measures, as well as links to utility or
other incentive programs.

•

Enforcement should be a priority. A combination
of strong fines, robust controls and market-based
enforcement mechanisms should be considered.

•

Legislation should phase in the requirements.
Disclosure of operational ratings can apply to
public buildings almost immediately. Disclosure of
operational and asset ratings can be required
shortly thereafter of all large building owners
(private and public), expanding gradually to smaller
buildings as well. Disclosure of asset ratings for
homes can be phased-in in roughly the same
timeframe. See page 41 for details.

•

•

•

States, utilities and others can collaborate to
build market demand and supply in advance of
legislation. For example, access to certain funding
or incentives can be conditional upon production
of a valid rating report. Similarly, states and
utilities can encourage financial institutions to
provide preferred mortgages for homes that
produce strong ratings. Incentives to obtain ratings
prior to legislation should also be considered.
Though not necessary for statewide adoption,
municipalities can collaborate with states and
utilities by using municipal pilots to test
mandatory disclosure policies.
States (or their regional representatives) will need
to engage DOE, EPA and other national players
(e.g. ASHRAE, COMNET, RESNET), to ensure that
the foundational systems they are currently
working on – rating systems, data registries,
auditor certifications, rater training and quality
control mechanisms – are consistent with and
supportive of the requirements of a mandatory
disclosure policy.

By enabling markets to value energy
efficiency, disclosure policies can unleash a
broad array of added value for both society
and individual stakeholders.



Property owners are informed of costeffective energy savings opportunities,
and benefit from a more secure return on
investment, even if they sell early.



Buyers and renters can make more
informed purchase decisions, and avoid
costly surprises.



Commercial building owners and
managers can benchmark their facilities’
performance, enabling continuous
improvements.



Energy auditors gain a substantial,
sustained new business opportunity, and
an incentive to innovate.



Contractors will see sustained growth in
market demand, providing a stable stream
of renovation jobs.



Developers gain added value for building
to and beyond energy codes.



Realtors can provide their clients with
credible information to distinguish highperforming buildings from their peers.



Energy services companies (ESCOs)
can market directly to owners of buildings
with the biggest savings opportunities.



Utilities will see greater uptake in energy
efficiency programs, and will be able to
target-market incentives in the
commercial building sector.



Society as a whole will benefit from
decreased energy dependence, lower
utility bills, reduced greenhouse gas
emissions, and an upsurge in “green” and
local jobs associated with energy efficiency
retrofits.
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MANDATORY UPGRADE POLICIES
Beyond mandatory disclosure policies, this report also addresses mandatory upgrade
policies. As with disclosure, upgrade policies already exist in a number of regions, including in
Burlington (Vermont), Berkeley (California) and in the state of Wisconsin (groundbreaking
legislation addressing commercial building upgrades is also currently pending in New York City).
With proper enforcement, mandatory upgrade policies can be a powerful tool in advancing
building energy efficiency. States aiming for deep and timely energy savings should give serious
consideration to such policies. To this end, upgrade requirements can be triggered by property
sales (as in Berkeley) or by major renovations; can use “smart” prescriptive protocols to
determine which measures would be required in which homes or buildings, and access sufficient
resource for robust enforcement.
For others, we urge an initial focus on improving enforcement of existing codes. Indeed,
many states have adopted IECC codes that already require – on paper – improvements to
building systems and areas during major renovations. Yet compliance is lackluster throughout
much of the region. For many, investment in more robust enforcement offers the “low-lying
fruit” of potential energy savings.

MOVING FORWARD
The pace with which individual states choose to move these policies forward will depend on
their own needs and objectives. Some will prefer a gradual phase-in of disclosure policies alone,
while others may want to move disclosure and upgrade policies forward aggressively and
simultaneously. States may also want to tailor specific policies and legislation to local market
conditions.
Ultimately, both policies offer an exciting new opportunity that, when combined with other
strategies (including voluntary incentive programs), offer the prospects of transforming markets
to value and secure energy savings. They also offer at least a part of the pathway to a more
efficient and low-carbon energy future.

DUNSKY ENERGY CONSULTING – November 2009
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REPORT OBJECTIVES
CONTEXT
At the time of writing, states and other entities throughout the Northeast are working to
strengthen their economies, create jobs, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and achieve greater
energy efficiency and independence. In this context, new opportunities to improve the energy
performance of existing buildings are generating considerable interest in the region, as
elsewhere in the U.S. and abroad.
This paper was commissioned by the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships. It is meant as
a guide for Northeastern states and other jurisdictions that are considering adoption of two key
policy tools for advancing building energy efficiency: mandatory energy performance disclosure
policies (also known as building energy
labeling), and mandatory energy
+ Bill savings
performance upgrade policies.
+ Green jobs
Mandatory disclosure policies
require home and building owners to
obtain and disclose their energy
performance ratings to interested parties,
be they potential buyers, renters or the
public. Performance ratings are presented
as a standardized and easily understood
labeling scheme showing the energy
performance and costs of the building.
Disclosure is aimed at informing
consumers and ensuring transparency in
the marketplace, such that the market
can attribute appropriate value to energy
efficiency, and owners can reap the full
benefits of cost-effective energy savings
measures. Mandatory disclosure policies
are in many ways similar to existing
miles-per-gallon labels on cars and
trucks. 1

- CO2 emissions

OWNER
DISCLOSES
ENERGY RATING

Owners invest in
energy efficiency
upgrades

Market values
energy
performance

Buyers/renters
fully informed

Buyers/renters
favor efficient
properties

How “triggered” disclosure leads to energy savings

Mandatory upgrade policies go a step further, requiring that owners undertake energy
efficiency retrofits in existing buildings, with a view to ensuring that buildings meet minimum
performance standards or other energy efficiency criteria. These policies are similar in many
respects to security or fire safety standards.
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REPORT STRUCTURE
This paper is broken into three parts:
1. Roadmap for the Northeast: This constitutes the main report. It provides the requisite
background and context to energy disclosure and upgrade policies, describes the issues
and options, summarizes the international experience and emerging initiatives,
addresses the most recent developments, recommends preferred approaches for
Northeastern states, identifies the actions interested states will need to take to move
forward, and proposes a timeframe – a roadmap in other words – for moving from
concept through full policy implementation.
2. Backgrounder – International Experience and Emerging Policies: We present case
studies of three established international policies and nine emerging and established U.S.
studies, as well as some early results drawn from statistical studies of disclosure policy
impacts.
3. Backgrounders – Issues and Options: These two backgrounders provide an in-depth
review of design options and preferred approaches, distinctly for mandatory disclosure
and mandatory upgrade policies. They address key design, administration and
implementation issues that states need to grapple with, suggest preferred approaches,
and point to the rating systems, audit tools and supporting systems most suited to the
region.
Ultimately, this report is meant to facilitate adoption of these policies by ensuring that
implementation runs smoothly, and that the policies themselves are designed in such a way as
to be effective in adding real value to consumers, in achieving cost-effective energy savings,
and in avoiding needless costs and disruptions.
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VALUE PROPOSITION
In 2007, residential and commercial buildings accounted for approximately 40% of U.S.
greenhouse gas emissions and total energy consumption. 2 Yet potential energy savings from
building retrofits are known to be substantial: a 2005 study conducted for NEEP suggested that
cost-effective retrofits of existing buildings and equipment could reduce total electricity use in
New England by 17%. 3 Indeed, efforts towards improving building energy efficiency have
increased dramatically in the United States over the last five years, in reaction to the economic
potential as well as energy security needs and the climate change challenge.
Energy efficiency programs, coupled with improved codes and standards, have had some
impact on the performance of new homes and buildings, as well as on the efficiency of new
appliances and other manufactured goods. Yet despite years of voluntary programs, the biggest
opportunity for energy savings – improving the energy performance of existing homes and
buildings – remains largely untapped relative to its enormous potential. This is the fundamental
driver for adopting mandatory energy disclosure and/or upgrade policies: generating energy
savings by providing the market with the information and impetus needed to understand and,
most importantly, to value energy savings opportunities in existing buildings.
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MARKET BARRIERS
Despite the immense potential of energy efficiency upgrades, experience with voluntary
building retrofit programs has shown that it can be extremely difficult to convince building
owners to undertake upgrades, even when incentives and project management services make
retrofits relatively simple and cost-effective. 4
Economists generally describe these difficulties in terms of market barriers. The building
retrofit market faces many such barriers, with the most important being:
•

Lack of information: owners and other market actors lack information about both
building performance and opportunities for improvements. They may also lack
information on contractors.

•

Hassle or transaction costs: obtaining building audits, finding good, reliable contractors
and accepting and overseeing disruptive retrofits create significant transaction costs.

•

Access to capital: many retrofits can involve substantial costs, and may often have long
payback periods.

•

Performance uncertainty: Even when consumers understand and see an opportunity for
energy savings, they are usually unable to adequately assess the costs and, more acutely,
the precise long-term bill savings that could accrue from a given investment. In the face
of such uncertainty, consumers discount future savings significantly.

•

Split incentives: In rented homes or apartments, owners are typically responsible for
investing in energy-related retrofits, while the benefits of such investments – namely
lower bills and comfort – often accrue to tenants. In commercial buildings, standard
lease agreements often include a variable portion for operating costs, but not for capital
projects that can reduce operating costs. In both cases, landlords are unable to capture
the savings from potential energy retrofits, and therefore have little incentive to invest in
them.

•

Misplaced incentives and market recognition: Investments to produce some of the
deepest energy savings often pay themselves back over long periods of time. But home
and building owners may reasonably expect to sell their property before the payback
period ends. Since they are acutely aware that the market fails to fully value energy
savings, they are likely to discount the future savings and the likelihood of retrieving their
initial investment.

•

Other barriers: retrofits face many other barriers not directly addressed by disclosure
and upgrade policies (ensuring quality installation, contractor unavailability).

Many of these barriers are systemic, and cannot be entirely overcome with a single policy,
however well-designed and effective. Yet others can be addressed and at least partially
overcome by mandatory disclosure policies, especially insofar as they are applied in conjunction
with voluntary programs.
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BREAKING THE BARRIERS
Mandatory disclosure policies act on several barriers, depending on the trigger point and
audience for disclosure. In fact, there are two key options for disclosure: “triggered disclosure”
policies, where the requirement occurs when owners sell or rent their properties, and
“scheduled disclosure”, where the building’s performance is regularly disclosed, either to
owners/renters or to the public at large.
TRIGGERED DISCLOSURE: The most important effect of triggered disclosure policies is to
allow the market to value energy efficiency. When disclosure is required at the time of
transaction, it allows buyers and others (e.g., lenders) to understand and value the energy
performance of the buildings they are considering. Analysis of Australia’s experiment with
mandatory disclosure strongly suggests that, when disclosure of energy performance ratings is
required at the time of sale, buyers begin to value energy efficiency, providing sellers of energy
efficient homes with a significant price premium and return on investment in energy efficiency
upgrades. 5 This eliminates split incentives and indirectly addresses hassle costs and the expense
of upgrades, by giving owners a natural financial incentive.
SCHEDULED DISCLOSURE: The most important effect of scheduled disclosure policies
(primarily relevant for commercial buildings) is to facilitate continuous improvement in
building energy management by providing owners and building managers with standardized,
benchmarked reporting data. An additional – and potentially market transforming – effect of
scheduled disclosure policies is the use of public disclosure to enable the market to dynamically
leverage energy performance metrics. By making ratings available in a public registry, as
Washington, D.C. now requires, for example, utilities can use this information to target market
their energy efficiency programs; energy service companies can use it to more efficiently and
effectively market their value-added services to those who need them most; and stakeholders
can support (or pressure) owners to improve performance over time.
Both types of disclosure policies also address market barriers in other ways:
1. They attack information barriers. Well designed disclosure gives owners, buyers, renters
and lenders a good sense of a building’s performance relative to peers and best practices.
Mandatory building audits (when required to produce the disclosed rating) provide
information on opportunities for action.
2. They can spur participation in voluntary programs that address remaining capital,
transaction, hassle and others barriers. Indeed, voluntary programs, like those offered by
many utilities and government agencies, can leverage ubiquitous performance ratings to
tie into their own initiatives, much as they already leverage Energy Star branding on
appliances and other products. Financing initiatives and building codes can also leverage
the information provided by disclosure policies.
3. They create a sustained market for audits and retrofits: energy auditors and retrofit
contractors have historically relied on ratepayer-funded efficiency programs for market
demand, leading to “booms and busts”. Mandatory disclosure provides the foundation –
certainty and long-term predictability – to build a robust and high-quality industry.
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WHO SHOULD IMPLEMENT DISCLOSURE AND UPGRADE POLICIES?
Both mandatory disclosure and mandatory upgrade policies should ideally be implemented by states, but can also be
successfully implemented by municipalities. In both cases, implementing jurisdictions can reduce costs and development times
by building on tools and systems developed by others, such as the federal government or third party organizations.
For simplicity, we refer to states throughout this report, but readers should keep in mind both the potential for adaptation
by municipalities, and the roles that other parties may play.

4. They close the feedback loop with building design. The high performance building
community faces a disconnect between energy performance as anticipated at the design
stage, and buildings’ actual performance when operated. 6 Paradoxically, there is a lack of
information on actual performance of many new buildings, making it difficult to adjust
designs based on real world feedback. This issue becomes increasingly important as
states set ambitious goals for efficiency in new construction. Mandatory disclosure
policies can close the loop by requiring all buildings to track actual energy use.
5. They protect consumers. Like similar, non-efficiency policies, energy performance
disclosure gives consumer the tools to make informed choices and protect themselves
against poor buildings and building components, higher-than-anticipated energy bills,
discomfort, or unplanned renovation needs.
Disclosure policies can be a powerful tool to addressing – if not entirely overcoming – many
of the barriers that hold consumers back from investing in cost-effective energy efficiency
improvements.
MANDATORY UPGRADES: Unlike disclosure policies aimed at incenting greater efficiency,
mandatory upgrade policies “simply” require it. These requirements are similar in many
respects to health and safety, fire code and many other requirements made of existing
buildings. Enforcement of upgrade policies, however, is a challenge, and will remain so as long
as the market undervalues energy efficiency. As such, disclosure and upgrade policies need not
be considered as competing approaches; rather, mandatory disclosure policies create a market
environment in which the costs of upgrades – whether voluntary or mandated – may be offset
by a greater value proposition.
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A BROAD VALUE PROPOSITION
By enabling markets to value energy efficiency, energy performance disclosure policies unleash a broad array of
added value for both society as a whole and for individual stakeholders.

+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

OWNERS: Home and building owners gain the knowledge needed to improve their energy performance
through renovations, retrofits or improved building management practices. Just as importantly, owners
obtain greater certainty that they will secure a return on investment even if they choose to sell before
utility bill savings have a chance to pay back the full initial costs.
BUYERS AND RENTERS: By receiving timely and meaningful information, prospective buyers and renters
can make more informed decisions, and avoid the “surprise” of higher-than-expected energy bills that
comes with poorly-performing homes and buildings. Beyond consumer protection, they will also benefit
over time from a broadly improved building stock.
BUILDING MANAGERS: Under scheduled public disclosure, commercial building managers obtain
additional information on their performance, enabling benchmarking with other buildings and
encouraging continuous improvements.
REALTORS: Realtors benefit from increased consumer understanding of the building stock and the
opportunity to distinguish high-performing buildings from their peers. Mandatory disclosure also
increases the value of listing aggregation sites by giving consumers more information to compare.
ENERGY AUDITORS: Energy auditors gain a substantial, sustained new business opportunity. Furthermore,
as standards for energy raters are established, the profession as a whole will benefit from a uniform
framework for comparing services, which should in turn drive cost containment and innovation.
CONTRACTORS: Renovation and retrofit contractors will see sustained market demand for energy
efficiency retrofits, creating a stable, long-term demand for their services that is insulated from energy
efficiency programming cycles.
DEVELOPERS: Developers receive added value for building to and beyond energy codes, as well as an
additional opportunity to distinguish and up-sell their homes and buildings.
ENERGY SERVICES COMPANIES (ESCOS): In the commercial market, scheduled public disclosure will allow
ESCOs to identify and market to owners of buildings with the biggest opportunities for savings.
UTILITIES: utility energy efficiency programs will benefit from increased participation due to the powerful
natural incentives created by mandatory disclosure. As with ESCOs, they will also gain valuable
information to target-market their voluntary incentive programs in the commercial buildings sector.
SOCIETY: As market valuation of energy efficiency takes hold, society will benefit from decreased energy
dependence, lower utility bills, reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and an upsurge in “green” and local
jobs associated with energy efficiency retrofits.
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SYNERGIES WITH OTHER POLICY TOOLS
As a standalone policy, mandatory disclosure can have a powerful impact on building
markets and owner behavior. Just as importantly, however, disclosure policies work
synergistically to improve the performance of other policy tools.
Building Codes: Disclosure
policies encourage compliance with
energy codes, by rewarding higher
performance buildings. They also
facilitate code enforcement, since
most or all new buildings will receive
energy ratings. This is particularly
useful where states have adopted a
performance-based compliance track
for energy codes.

Disclosure policies alone will neither
overcome all barriers nor magically
transform all markets. But they are a
powerful complement to other efforts
aimed at improving the energy
efficiency of existing buildings.

Voluntary Retrofit Programs:
Existing retrofit programs use audits, incentives and ‘turn-key’ renovation services to make
efficiency retrofits as attractive and hassle-free as possible for building owners. Disclosure
policies strengthen the attraction of voluntary programs by (a) creating additional value for
energy performance and (b) acting as a gateway to voluntary programs.
Financing: Many jurisdictions offer low-interest financing to further reduce the cost of
retrofits and facilitate capital outlays. Financing comes in a variety of forms, including “on-bill”
(payments are made on the utility bill, providing a clearer link between monthly costs and
savings), directly through financial institutions (utilities or others may buy down their interest
rates bilaterally), and on municipal tax bills (treating the investment as a local improvement
charge, thereby addressing owners’ concerns about their ability to recover their investments
should they choose to sell their home or building a few years later). All of these financing
options are made more attractive by the additional market value for energy efficiency retrofits
created by disclosure policies.
Similarly, mandatory upgrade policies create a powerful motivation for consumers to
participate in retrofit and financing programs, which in turn reduce the burden of compliance by
lowering costs. Disclosure policies also reduce the compliance burden via the additional value
attributed to energy performance.
Implications for Policy Design: To take advantage of the synergies described above, policy
makers need to keep two things in mind. First, they should use all policy tools at their disposal:
disclosure and upgrade policies do not make existing programs redundant, and actually depend
on them for maximum effectiveness. Second, policy tools should be designed as a whole. In an
ideal world, a single energy rating and building audit would be used to ensure code compliance,
allow disclosure, and lead to voluntary programs and financing.
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CONCEPTS AND OPTIONS

DISCLOSURE POLICIES: BASIC CONCEPTS
Mandatory energy performance disclosure policies involve a complex web of legislation,
policy decisions and rating system design features. The table below summarizes the nine basic
“ingredients” that need to be addressed.

DISCLOSURE POLICIES: BASIC INGREDIENTS

ENABLING
LEGISLATION

Enabling legislation mandates the use of building labeling, specifies
trigger points and reporting requirements, and establishes
administrative authority for defining regulations. A vital companion
piece of legislation (for commercial buildings) is the requirement for
utilities to provide billing data to rating systems in a common format
and on a regular and timely basis.

2.

RATING SYSTEM

The rating system is the most complex ingredient – it comprises the
choice of a metric for measuring performance, a methodology for
calculating the metric, a rating scale that classifies building
performance to enable building comparisons, and a building label that
clearly communicates performance. Rating systems generally rely on
rating and/or energy modeling software to produce ratings; the policy
administrator must either develop these tools or approve third-party
software. Many rating systems also include building audits that
produce reports with detailed recommendations. Rating systems
involve an array of design options (see text box below).

3.

RATING SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT

Developing and maintaining a rating system involves a substantial
effort. It will ideally be the responsibility of a regional or national entity
rather than that of an individual state or municipality.

TRIGGER POINT

The trigger point defines when and how a building owner must disclose
his/her building’s performance. Triggers can include putting a property
up for sale (often referred to as “time of sale disclosure”), advertising
spaces for rent, or even prior to obtaining financing. In addition to
triggered disclosure, effective policies can also require “scheduled”
disclosure (disclosure at regular intervals), as discussed further below.

1.

4.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

DATA COLLECTION
AND REGISTRY

Data collection is essential both for ensuring compliance and for
measuring policy effectiveness (and making dynamic adjustments as
needed). A central registry (database) is used to track compliance and
building data. This registry should also collect all rating results,
including reports and energy modeling data where relevant. Note that
as the database is populated, it will offer an extraordinary source of
information on the evolution of a state’s building stock, enabling
continuous improvements to rating system designs and a feedback
mechanism on the effectiveness of the policy as a whole.

ENFORCEMENT

Enforcement is vital to the effectiveness of disclosure policies, as the
Danish experience has shown. Policies can be enforced via incentives,
fines, market mechanisms, or requiring proof of compliance at a given
point within a related transaction, for example registration of a sale.

RATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

Third-party raters need to be trained and certified, and must be subject
to a quality-control process. Although all raters will need to
understand basic building science and learn to use rating software,
training needs will vary according to the type of rating used. “Asset”
ratings require expertise with more complex building energy modeling
software, and may (if full-scale audits are called for) require raters to
be able to identify and evaluate potential retrofits. “Operational”
ratings require less expertise and capabilities (see the text box below
for a discussion of asset and operational ratings).

PHASE-IN
STRATEGY

Disclosure policies may need to be phased in over time. Indeed, in
some cases, new rating systems and infrastructure must be tested and
refined. Where that is not the case, phased implementation may be
required to provide the time to train and certify sufficient number of
raters, and thus avoid bottlenecks, especially where the rating system
requires significant expertise and capabilities (e.g., asset ratings).
Options included phasing in by geographic region, by building type, size
or age, or by using a set schedule. ‘Triggered’ disclosure – e.g., time of
sale – also provides a “natural” phase-in approach.

Building ratings offer a valuable opportunity to inform owners about
any incentives that may be available – through their utilities,
government agencies or financial institutions – to encourage adoption
LINK TO INCENTIVE
of energy efficiency measures and otherwise help them to improve
PROGRAMS
their building’s performance. Similarly, states and/or utilities may wish
to consider subsidizing the cost of the ratings in the early years, both to
encourage initial compliance and increase public acceptance.

These nine basic ingredients form the basis of disclosure policies, and are referred to later in
this report. Two of these – the rating system (no 2 above) and trigger points (no 4 above) – are
integrally linked and worthy of additional presentation.
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INGREDIENT NO 4: TRIGGER ISSUES
Two, non-exclusive approaches to
disclosure policies are possible: “triggered
disclosure” and “scheduled disclosure”.
Triggered Disclosure Policies: Under a
triggered policy, home and commercial
building owners are required to disclose their
rating results to potential buyers and/or
renters at a timely moment in advance of any
transaction. Typically, the owner is required
to provide the rating in all advertising, and to
provide a more detailed rating report (which
includes expected energy costs and
recommended upgrades) upon request to
potential buyers. Ratings are generally (and
preferably) “asset ratings” (see inset to the
right), to allow potential buyers to easily
compare homes or buildings. Since they do
not vary with historical energy use, ratings can
remain valid until the home or building
undergoes significant renovation. Ratings
typically include an energy audit, which
identifies potential upgrades and provides
financial projections, such as payback periods.
Scheduled Disclosure Policies: Under a
scheduled disclosure policy (generally applied
to commercial buildings only), building owners
must regularly obtain and disclose a rating of
their actual (as opposed to modeled) energy
performance, or what is known as an
operational rating (see sidebar to the right).
For example, building owners can be required
to obtain and publicly disclose an operational
rating each year, via a publicly-accessible
database and/or prominent display in the
building (for publicly-used buildings). The
rating is relatively low cost, can be completed
quickly, and does not include an energy audit.
The diagrams on the following page
illustrate, from the consumer’s perspective,
how both triggered and scheduled disclosure
requirements would operate.

INGREDIENT NO 2: RATING SYSTEM DESIGN
CHOICES
Regardless of the type of disclosure policy, the core of
the policy is the rating system. We discuss four essential
design choices below (see page 93 for more details).
Rating Type: Asset ratings assess the theoretical
performance of the physical envelope and major systems of
the home or building, using energy modeling software and
diagnostic tests. Operational ratings assess the actual
performance of the building based on energy bills. Asset
ratings are generally more useful for buyers/renters, since
they want to compare buildings that will change occupants
(and thus occupancy patterns and consumption habits).
Operational ratings are more useful for scheduled disclosure,
because they allow the real performance of a given
commercial building’s owner/operator to be measured over
time, enabling continuous improvements.
Rating Scale: A ‘statistical’ rating scale compares a
building against its peers, using data about the existing
building stock. A ‘technical’ scale rates a building according to
fixed metrics determined by the policy administrator.
Technical rating scales can provide a clearer message by
emphasizing the goal of achieving high performance. A
statistical rating scale, on the other hand, reflects the existing
building stock, which by definition performs poorly as
compared to best practices. We therefore recommend
technical rating scales as preferable where possible.
Choice of Metric: Ratings should ideally reflect efficiency
both from the customer’s perspective (usually in terms of site
energy - the amount of energy used by the building at the
site) and from society’s perspective - either source energy
(the amount of energy used to produce the energy consumed
at the site) or greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. We
recommend a combination of site energy and GHG emissions
as the clearest metrics for market actors. If only one rating is
possible, either source energy or GHG emissions most clearly
reflect the environmental drivers behind efficiency policies.
Inclusion of Audits: Ratings are more effective if
combined with a link to action, such as financial analysis of
recommended energy efficiency retrofits. This requires an
energy audit, which generally includes a site visit and energy
modeling, similarly to asset ratings. We recommend including
a full audit when the additional cost is relatively low, i.e., only
for time of transaction asset ratings.
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The diagrams below summarize the basic process from the building owner’s perspective.

TRIGGERED DISCLOSURE

SCHEDULED DISCLOSURE

(sale, rental transactions)

(ongoing, publicly-available)

1. Owner decides to sell/rent

1. Owner obtains operational
rating
(from private contractor)*†
a. site visit
b. utility data uploaded
c. rating and report
d. sent to registry

2. Owner verifies that
building has valid rating*†
Y
E
S

N
O
3. Obtains rating
(private contractor)
a. site visit
b. energy modeling
c. rating and report
d. sent to registry

4. Posts rating in all
advertising (e.g., MLS listing)

2. Rating posted to on-line
database

5. Provides full report
upon request ‡

3. Owner obtains and submits
new rating annually

Notes

Notes

*

*

We assume an “asset”-type rating
(preferred option for triggered
disclosure). An asset rating may be valid
for five to ten years, or until major
renovations.

†

If uncertain, building owner can verify
with the online registry.

We assume an “operational”-type
rating (preferred option for scheduled
disclosure). An operational rating is
typically valid for one year.
†

The rating does not recommend
measures.

‡

The full rating report (assuming an
asset rating) contains energy audit
results, including recommended
measures and cost-benefit results.
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UPGRADE POLICIES: BASIC CONCEPTS
While this report focuses primarily on disclosure, we also look at two approaches to
mandatory upgrade policies: improved enforcement of existing energy codes and broader,
prescriptive upgrades, triggered by either renovations or the sale of a building.
Existing state energy codes already contain provisions requiring that major alterations or
additions to existing buildings must be built to current code, and that any significantly affected
systems must also be brought up to current code. However, enforcement rates vary, and in
many states are extremely low for these provisions. Simply improving enforcement can be
considered an upgrade policy.
Broader prescriptive upgrades go beyond code to require that owners make improvements
to the building. These improvement requirements can be holistic (i.e., performance-based) or
prescriptive (i.e., require specific measures be adopted).
The box inset below provides more information about two essential issues raised when
designing mandatory upgrade policies: the type of upgrades required, and trigger points.

ESSENTIAL DESIGN CHOICES FOR MANDATORY UPGRADE POLICIES
Mandatory upgrade policies are built on the foundation of two key issues:
Basis for Requirement: Upgrade policies must include a method for identifying which measures must be implemented in a
given building. There are three key options for doing so:
i)

Cost-effectiveness (e.g., requiring adoption of all measures that are deemed particularly cost-effective for a given
building, based on the results of an audit);
ii) Performance (e.g., requiring that all existing buildings achieve a given performance on a rating scale); or
iii) Prescriptive lists (e.g., requiring that all buildings adopt certain measures – typically ones that are commonly costeffective).
While all approaches are theoretically valid, we recommend against the use of building-specific cost-effectiveness, given the
inherent difficulties in arriving at standardized rules for determining the costs involved in a given project (which lends itself to
gaming and enforcement problems).
Trigger Points: Like disclosure policies, upgrade policies require a trigger point. Possible trigger points include: major
th
renovations (as is common with many building codes), pre-set intervals (e.g., randomly assigning 1/10 of all buildings to a given
year within a 10-year implementation period), after a sale (providing new owners a given time – e.g., 18 months after purchase –
to implement measures), and pre-sale (requiring that buildings put up for sale already meet minimum efficiency thresholds).
While most options come with a balance of strengths and weaknesses, we strongly caution against the pre-sale option, which
could significantly delay real estate transactions, and potentially create a perverse incentive for owners to opt for low-cost, lowquality installations.
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EXPERIENCE AND LESSONS LEARNED
DISCLOSURE POLICIES: A GROWING TREND
While not entirely new, mandatory energy performance disclosure and upgrade policies have
only recently begun their
Figure 1 Historical Milestones
widespread ascent as a
significant policy tool.
Mandatory disclosure
policies were first adopted at a
comprehensive level in 1997, in
Denmark, where all homes and
commercial buildings are
required by law to obtain (and
disclose) an energy
performance rating. Two years
later, the capital region of
Australia adopted similar
legislation, though applied only
to the residential sector.
Together, these two regions offer nearly a quarter century of experience with real-world, fullscale application of mandatory disclosure policies. The lessons they offer – the value of ratings,
the importance of enforcement – are critical to designing an effective policy for the Northeast
U.S.
Yet these “early adopters” are not alone. In 2003, the European Union adopted legislation
requiring all Member States to design and implement national-level, mandatory energy labeling
and disclosure laws. Those laws – and the rating systems that serve as their foundations – came
into effect this past year. At the time of writing, nearly all property owners throughout the
continent of nearly half a billion residents are required to obtain an energy audit and rating prior
to selling their homes or commercial buildings, and to disclose that rating to potential buyers
(“triggered disclosure”, in the parlance of this report). In some EU states, additional
requirements – including scheduled disclosure for buildings used by the public – are also in
place. Moreover, a “recast” process is already bringing improvements to the system, in order to
build on the lessons learned to date and improve the policy’s effectiveness.
The U.S. too has some experience with these policies, though until recently, that was limited
to a handful of municipalities, primarily using local ordinances to require energy efficiency
upgrades. That is now changing. The past couple of years have seen a flurry of activity in the
U.S., from regions as diverse as California, New York, Texas, Maryland, Nevada, Vermont,
Washington State, New Mexico, the District of Columbia, Maine, Oregon and Vermont.
Nationally, over a dozen states and municipalities have seriously considered disclosure and/or
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upgrade legislation, with seven new
policies in place as of the summer of 2009.
The U.S. House and Senate have also
weighed in, and are currently debating
legislation that could encourage
widespread adoption of disclosure and
upgrade policies.

At the time of writing, nearly all
property owners throughout the
European Union were required to
obtain an energy audit and rating
prior to selling their homes or
buildings, and to disclose that rating
to potential buyers.

In preparing this report, we reviewed
the experience of three regions with welldesigned and fully implemented policies,
namely Denmark, Australia and, as an
example of the new European system, the United Kingdom. We also reviewed some of the
existing and emerging U.S. examples mentioned above, either because of interesting design
choices or because they may be particularly relevant to the Northeast. While we did not review
all similar policies adopted worldwide (e.g., Canada, Asia), our case studies proved to be of great
value in defining the contours of an effective system for the northeastern U.S. – one that learns
from others’ successes and mistakes.
All of our case studies are presented later in this report (see Backgrounder: Case Studies and
Emerging Policies).

EARLY ADOPTERS
In the U.S. and abroad, a number of regions have already adopted – or are currently considering – mandatory
disclosure or upgrade policies.
UNITED STATES
 California
 District of Columbia
 Maine

 Maryland (Montg.Cty)
 Nevada
 New Mexico

 New York (NYC)*
 New York
 Oregon*






Texas (Austin)
‡
Vermont (Burlington)
Washington State
‡
Wisconsin

ABROAD
 Australia
 Austria
 Belgium
 Bulgaria
 Canada (Ontario)
 China (Shandong)
 Cyprus
 Czech Republic



























Romania
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom



Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland

Italy
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
New Zealand*
Poland
Portugal

Bill disclosure only. * Enabling legislation still pending. ‡ Mandatory upgrade (not disclosure) policies.
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
While the history of disclosure policies is not voluminous, experience to date, coupled with
lessons learned from several decades of North American energy efficiency policies and
programs, provide two critical lessons: first, disclosure policies can be effective, and second,
decisions around a few key issues can prove critical to the success or failure of these policies.
DISCLOSURE POLICIES CAN BE EFFECTIVE
The most important statistical study to date was conducted for the Australian Capital
Territory (ACT). Energy Efficiency Rating and House Price in the Australian Capital Territory is of
particular interest because the ACT has one of the longest running disclosure policies, and has,
from the beginning, required disclosure early in the sales process (in all advertising), an essential
design feature. The Australian system also has a smart, market-based enforcement process,
encouraging a high degree of compliance.
The in-depth study used regression analysis on some 5,000 home sales (all sales within a
given year) to assess the impact of the energy asset rating on housing prices. To do so, it isolated
13 other independent variables more commonly associated with sales price (size, location, etc.).
The study found that the market now attributes approximately $11,000 Australian dollars –
roughly $9,000 USD – to every additional star on a 6-star scale. In practice, this equates to a
price premium of 3% per star improvement, and an improved return on investment. 7 After a
decade of experience with mandatory, enforced, pre-sale labeling, buyers in the ACT region are
valuing energy efficiency, thus presumably providing a return to owners who invest in the
efficiency of their homes.
On the commercial buildings side, a 2008 U.S. study used CoStar data on commercial building
rentals and sales to analyze whether or not voluntarily labeled ‘green’ buildings (Energy Star and
LEED buildings) were preferred by buyers and lessors. It found a premium for Energy Star
buildings (though not for LEED buildings) on the order of 3% for rents and a surprising 16% for
sales. The authors found that every dollar invested in efficiency could bring a return of up to $18
in rental and sale price premiums when performance was disclosed to prospective buyers. 8
A third study, also discussed on page 62, looks at the case of Denmark, which has had a time
of sale labeling requirement in place since 1996, but limited enforcement and therefore low
compliance and awareness rates (barely 50%). The study focused on the energy consumption of
labeled homes after the sale, and was unable to conclude that labels influence post-sale
consumption. The study failed to test for energy consumption changes prior to the sale, i.e.,
improvements undertaken by owners in the hope of increasing resale value when they do
decide to sell – the likeliest scenario when, as in Australia’s case, the market begins to value
efficiency. Unlike the Australian study, this study did not examine the impact of label results on
housing prices, and took place in a context of lackluster enforcement and compliance. 9
While few in number, these analyses provide empirical support to the theory that markets
can be brought to value energy efficiency through labeling and rating schemes. They clearly also
underscore the importance of “getting it right” by adopting some key policy ingredients.
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“TOP 5” KEYS TO SUCCESS (DISCLOSURE)
Our review of existing and planned policies points to several keys to ensuring success in the
Northeast U.S. Indeed, when considering either triggered disclosure (required at the time of sale
or lease, for example, of homes or commercial buildings) or scheduled disclosure (required at
regular intervals; applicable to commercial
buildings only), an effective policy will
After a decade of experience, buyers
require, above all else, five key
ingredients:
in the ACT region of Australia are

1. A Trusted Rating System:

valuing energy efficiency, providing a
return to owners who invest in the
improved efficiency of their homes.

At a minimum, market actors must
believe that ratings reflect the
relative performance of homes or
buildings, and trust that these
ratings have been produced honestly. This does not mean that energy audit models need
be perfect, but that the system as a whole is considered a meaningful indication of the
relative performance of buildings.

2. Clear Messaging: The information disclosed, especially the overall building rating,
must be clearly and easily understood by the average consumer. It must also allow
prospective homes and buildings to be easily compared or, in the case of scheduled
disclosure (commercial buildings), must allow building owners and operators to measure
their performance over time.

3. Strong Enforcement: Mandatory disclosure policies are predicated on the ratings
being ubiquitous; as such, high compliance rates are considered key to the policy’s
effectiveness. Both the Danish and Australian experiences strongly suggest that
information campaigns and light penalties are insufficient; rather, a combination of
strong incentives, credible enforcement and dissuasive penalties are essential to
ensuring success. 10

4. Timely (Early) Disclosure: For triggered disclosure policies, such as time of sale,
ratings must be displayed early in the process, i.e., in all advertising. If buyers only
receive the information toward the end of the process – after having made an offer, for
example, or when notarizing a sale –, they will not be able to use that information
effectively, and the policy will have forfeited its opportunity to influence the
marketplace. Europe is in the process of correcting its initial error in this respect.
Fortunately, MLS systems in the Northeast are already beginning to offer this option.

5. Link to Action: Mandatory disclosure policies are an important tool in the toolbox to
incent cost-effective energy savings, but are only a means to an end. To lead to action,
the rating or audit report should assist consumers by recommending appropriate energy
efficiency improvements, providing financial analyses, referring to government or utility
incentives, referencing financing opportunities and providing options for more detailed
analysis, such as investment grade audits for commercial buildings. 11
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OTHER SUCCESS DRIVERS (DISCLOSURE)
In addition to the key success drivers listed previously, the following considerations will
either improve the effectiveness of policies or make them easier to implement.
•

Public Availability: For scheduled disclosure policies (commercial buildings only), we
believe there is great value in ensuring, as some regions have begun to do, that ratings
are made public (e.g., in an online registry, or in a visible area of the building). As
discussed on page 11, this approach can leverage market forces and public sentiment to
encourage building owners to
continuously improve their
performance, while
The moment at which ratings must be
simultaneously allowing
disclosed can make the difference between
utilities and ESCOs to market
directly to high-use customers.
success and failure. If only provided at the

•

tail end of the buying process, they will
Eye on the Prize: Disclosure
policies are part of a long term
forfeit their ability to influence decisions.
strategy of moving the
building stock as a whole
toward high energy performance. Keeping our eye on this prize means ensuring that
buildings can be benchmarked not only against their peers (“statistical” rating scales),
but also against society’s efficiency goals (“technical” scales). Metrics and ratings should
also, to the extent possible, be consistent or compatible with existing and planned
energy codes, which are increasingly looking towards achieving high performance and
even zero-net-energy buildings.

•

Low Development Costs: To ensure that development of disclosure policies is not
prohibitive, policymakers need to give due consideration to using existing tools and
support infrastructure (building evaluator training and certification, software
certification, modeling protocols, etc.), and to adopting simple and complementary
approaches wherever possible.

•

Low Consumer Costs: While the benefits of a mandatory disclosure policy should far
outweigh its costs, consumer acceptance will depend on keeping rating costs to a
minimum. For both homes and businesses, an effective policy will strike an appropriate
balance between requirements (e.g., level and frequency of audits), and associated costs.

•

Keep Transactions Fluid: In addition to keeping consumer costs low, disclosure
requirements linked to the time of sale need to minimize unnecessary delays or obstacles
to the sale process. Doing so requires giving careful thought to issues such as the
moment, during the sales process, at which disclosure is required, and to ensuring a
sufficient volume of raters able to respond quickly to market demand.

•

Broad Coverage and Phased Implementation: An effective policy will eventually apply to
a significant share of building types. To get there, however, requires phased
implementation. Effective phasing of triggered disclosure can be done in a number of
ways: by building type, as in Australia; by size, as in Washington and California; by age, as
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in Austin; and by ownership (public vs. private), as in Washington D.C. and California. The
U.K.’s experience suggests that phased implementation and pre-implementation training
of raters is essential to avoid bottlenecks during the initial demand pulse.

DRIVERS FOR MANDATORY UPGRADE POLICIES
While the focus of our international and U.S. policy review was squarely on mandatory
disclosure policies, it is worth noting here several keys to successful mandatory upgrade policies.
Specifically:
•

Enforcement cannot be an afterthought: Trigger points should be designed to make
enforcement and tracking as simple and, as a result, as realistic as possible.

•

Minimize gaming opportunities: Upgrades tied to cost estimates are open to
manipulation. Policies should use straightforward prescriptive lists (or possibly building
rating thresholds).

•

Ensure consumer acceptance that required upgrades are worthwhile, via a focus on costeffective measures.

•

Timely triggers: the earlier policies can induce upgrades (for example, by setting an
upgrade schedule rather than a long-term deadline), the better in terms of achieving
related energy, economic and environmental savings targets.

•

Keep transactions fluid: This can be done by carefully considering trigger points and other
key issues, with a view to ensuring that upgrade requirements do not inadvertently block
fluid rental and sales transactions.
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POLICIES FOR THE NORTHEAST
INTRODUCTION
The following sections provide summary guidelines for the most critical components of
disclosure and upgrade policies, designed with the northeast U.S. in mind. These guidelines are
rooted in our review of both the experience of – and emerging policies in – the U.S. and around
the world (see previously and pages 53 through 87); in our careful review of the issues and
determination of preferred options that, in principle, can ensure an effective and successful
policy (pages 89-100); and in our consideration of those options in light of the resources,
experience and infrastructure that are already available to the region as a whole (see pages 101110).
Critically, as this project was nearing completion, a significant agreement was reached
between the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of Energy (DOE). We
have made every attempt to integrate this agreement – and the commitments it lays out – in
both our discussion and recommendations, despite some uncertainty about how these
commitments will roll out over time.
In the following sections, we begin by discussing the contours of the EPA-DOE agreement,
and its implications for states interested in adopting mandatory building energy performance
disclosure policies. We proceed to discuss the rating systems that are likely to emerge – or the
features that states should seek – in the process. We then outline the tasks – grouped into
three areas – which states will need to take on to make disclosure policies a reality. Finally, we
propose a roadmap for implementation of both disclosure and upgrade policies.
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THE ENHANCED NATIONAL BUILDING RATING PROGRAM (NBRP)
On September 30th, 2009, the EPA and DOE announced details of a new energy efficiency
partnership, including the development of an enhanced National Building Rating Program
(NBRP) by the DOE. 12 Under the NBRP, DOE will essentially take ownership of several of the
nine basic ingredients of a disclosure policy, as outlined earlier on page 15). NBRP functions
directly relevant to state disclosure policies include:
•

RATING SYSTEM: A comprehensive, whole-building “asset” rating system and software
tool, for both residential and commercial buildings, which will also include some form of
operational rating. The rating tool will also provide some degree of energy audit, by
offering retrofit recommendations based on energy modeling. DOE will also develop a
label for presenting rating results to consumers.

•

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION: Certification standards and training programs for the
residential sector (home contractors and other home improvement professionals),
including an audit program for quality control of building ratings. Although the
memorandum does not mention commercial rater certification, it is likely to be included.

•

UTILITY DATA STANDARDS: Work with utilities to develop a common format for
automatically uploading utility bills into the rating tool.

•

DATABASE: A new database on energy usage and building characteristics from all
buildings receiving federal efficiency funding (e.g., Weatherization Assistance Program
funds, Energy Efficiency Block Grants, others).

The NBRP will also put into place additional elements that will be useful to voluntary retrofit
programs complementing state disclosure policies, notably the ability for the rating system and
database to track costs and energy savings from retrofits; a DOE/EPA directory of funding
sources; and free online software tools for analyzing energy bills by end-use.
At the time of writing, most details about the NBRP design were still unknown. The DOE has
committed to announcing a timeline in January 2010, but full availability of the rating system
will depend on available resources and the degree to which DOE builds on existing systems and
infrastructure (the EPA/DOE Memorandum does indicate that the NBRP will “build upon existing
systems”).
Regardless of uncertainty about final design and timelines, however, the advantages of a freelyavailable, federally-maintained rating system make the NBRP the most likely foundation for
state disclosure policies. Most significantly, a national rating system reduces state costs, and
avoids redundancy and market confusion that can arise from multiple, state or regional rating
systems.
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Given these strengths, this report assumes that states will adopt the NBRP rating system for
both residential and commercial buildings, unless serious delays or design flaws make this
impossible. Our recommendations, therefore, focus on three areas:
•

State engagement with the DOE and other organizations: States will need to engage
with the DOE early on in their policy development process, both to understand the
NBRP development timeframe and to ensure that the system as a whole – both the
rating system and associated functions – meets state needs and fully supports their
intentions to require energy performance disclosure. Simultaneously, states should
engage with other alternative national rating system developers to ensure that their
designs meet state needs as well. Both efforts should likely occur via a collaborative
process to minimize costs and maximize state impact.

•

Developing disclosure policies and legal frameworks beyond the NBRP: While the DOE
works to develop its rating and associated systems, states will need to enact enabling
legislation, create an administrative body, determine trigger points and other key issues,
prepare enforcement systems, ensure rater training and certification, plan the phase-in
strategy, and see to leveraging utility and other voluntary programs.

•

Developing the market: States will need to leverage existing resources to increase
industry capacity, market demand for ratings and retrofits, and market awareness of
rating systems. This will reduce bottlenecks once mandatory policies are implemented
and will hasten market transformation.

The table below summarizes how states can build on the NBRP to create mandatory
disclosure policies.

DISCLOSURE POLICIES: NBRP (DOE) AND STATE ROLES
BASIC INGREDIENTS

NBRP (DOE) Role

STATE Role

---

Lead

1.

ENABLING LEGISLATION

2.

RATING SYSTEM

Lead

3.

RATING SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Lead

Engage and monitor
to ensure system fully
supports state needs

4.

TRIGGER POINT

---

Lead

5.

DATA COLLECTION AND REGISTRY

Lead

Engage and monitor

6.

ENFORCEMENT

---

Lead

7.

RATER INFRASTRUCTURE

Residential - Lead
Commercial – TBD

Residential – engage
Commercial – TBD

8.

PHASE-IN STRATEGY

---

Lead

9.

LINK TO INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

Facilitate

Lead
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IMPACTS OF PROPOSED FEDERAL CLIMATE CHANGE LEGISLATION ON THE NBRP
The U.S. Senate is currently (November 2009) considering several pieces of historic climate change and energy legislation,
notably:
•
•
•

HR 2454, the American Clean Energy and Security Act (ACES) (aka “Waxman-Markey”), passed by the House of
th
Representatives June 26 2009;
S.1733, the Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act (CEJAPA) (aka “Kerry-Boxer”)
S.1462 the American Clean Energy and Leadership Act of 2009 (ACELA)

All three bills address building energy performance labeling. HR2454 requires the EPA to develop a model label for both
residential and commercial buildings, including both an achieved (operational) and designed (asset) rating. It also mandates
improvements to building stock databases, and offers funding to states that would implement rating or labeling policies
(although a last-minute amendment would limit such policies to new construction).
S.1462 uses similar language to mandate the development of a model building rating system (not limited to new
construction), while S.1733 allocates projected revenue from emissions trading to state energy efficiency programs, including
specifically building labeling.
As of this writing, it is uncertain if any of the bills will become law, or how energy labeling provisions may be changed during
the legislative process. The final outcome may support the DOE and EPA’s new National Building Rating Program effort (see p.
27), supplant it with new requirements (for example, by returning responsibility to the EPA), or cause delays.

PARALLEL RATING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
As discussed in State Task #1 (see below), we recommend that, while prioritizing work with the DOE on the NBRP, states
should also monitor and support other efforts to create a national rating system, including:
•
•

•
•

RESNET’s Building Energy Labeling Committee: RESNET has recently (October 2009) created a committee to investigate
adapting the HERS rating for mandatory disclosure policies.
Oregon’s Energy Performance Score (EPS) Pilot: Oregon has recently (2009) invested substantial effort in developing a new
residential rating system and testing associated rating tools. A pilot project, described in more detail on page 81, has
garnered a great deal of attention, in particular for results that suggest cost savings and accuracy improvements are
available from a new prototype rating tool. This research is being followed in Seattle by a 5000-home voluntary pilot in 2010.
ASHRAE’s ABEL Label: As profiled on page 31, ASHRAE continues to develop its Advanced Building Energy Label for
commercial buildings.
Commercial Energy Services Network (COMNET): Created by the New Buildings Institute, COMNET aims to create the
foundation of a commercial asset rating by providing energy modeling protocols and rater certifications. RESNET has
recently announced plans to take on responsibility for this initiative.

At a minimum, these parallel efforts will contribute to and spur DOE’s development of an effective national model rating
system. In the worst-case scenario, wherein DOE faces long delays and/or serious design constraints, these rating systems can
act as a “back-up plan”, allowing states to adopt an alternative system.
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CONTEXT: POSSIBLE CANDIDATES FOR THE NBRP
The EPA/DOE Memorandum indicates that the NBRP will build on existing work by the
building rating community.
Although no details are known to date, below we present the most developed existing rating
systems, and briefly address their strengths and weaknesses.
RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS
Asset Rating: Although many energy audit tools exist, there is only one existing, widespread
asset rating system for homes: the Home Energy
Rating System (HERS). HERS is backed by a national,
consensus-based standards body (RESNET), which
also maintains a complete support infrastructure,
including rater training and certification and a
centralized database (under development). While
HERS does not meet all of our preferred design
choices, and is primarily aimed at new, not existing
homes, it nonetheless meets many of our criteria
and constitutes a solid foundation to build upon.
Indeed, the substantial expertise and
infrastructure that RESNET brings make it the natural
choice for developing an improved rating system.
However, RESNET will benefit from addressing two
related challenges: improving the accuracy of
approved modeling software (used to generate the
rating), and reducing the cost of the rating itself
(from the current $600-$1 000 to roughly $300 or
less). A third issue is an inherent bias in favor of
larger homes.
The DOE’s existing asset rating label, the “E-Scale”, is based upon the HERS rating, as are
several federal energy efficiency initiatives, and the DOE collaborates closely with RESNET on
issues such as modeling accuracy. On the other hand, existing DOE software such as the Home
Energy Saver tool is being used in early NBRP pilots. Although RESNET’s firmly established
market presence and training/certification infrastructure make it a key player in residential
rating, there is no certainty that the HERS rating will be the basis for a national system.
Operational Rating: Operational ratings are, in our view, much less relevant for the
residential sector – in fact, we do not recommend a mandatory operational rating for homes.
Opportunities for savings are lower than the commercial sector, and privacy issues greater.
Insofar as the NBRP may include an operational rating, the principal existing system is the EPA’s
Home Energy Yardstick. A more interesting alternative may be to require operational rating
information on energy bills, currently proposed by several organizations in the Northeast.
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COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS
There are two rating systems that could
potentially serve as building blocks for the NBRP:
the EPA’s existing Energy Star Portfolio Manager
(E*PM) tool, an operational rating system; and
ASHRAE’s proposed Advanced Building Energy
Label (ABEL), currently under development. The
DOE may also create a completely new system
using in-house expertise.
E*PM is a fully developed and already widelyused rating system, with almost 17% of U.S.
commercial floor space benchmarked in 2008. It
has a well recognized brand and robust, field
tested methodology. It also entails very low costs
both to administer and to use. It is an operational
rating only, but a complementary asset rating
could be developed by building on the E*PM
rating scale, energy modeling protocols under
development by a new standards group
(COMNET) and a building energy modeler
certification under development by ASHRAE. The
most significant issue with the E*PM rating scale
is that it reflects the existing building stock
(“statistical” rating scale) rather than best practice,
making it relatively likely that buildings that perform
poorly relative to achievable best practices –
including new buildings – could obtain a relatively
high score. As with some other scales, E*PM also
uses a single metric (source energy) that does not
necessarily reflect site-level efficiency.
ASHRAE’s ABEL system is a well conceived rating
system that could provide significant value relative
to other systems: it would provide both operational
and asset ratings, they would be comparable, the
label design itself is intuitive, and the system as a
whole would benefit from the support and
credibility of ASHRAE – the American Society of
Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers. Unfortunately, the ASHRAE system is still
in its infancy: it will not be fully developed before
2011, and development funding does not seem to
have been secured at the time of writing.
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STATE TASK #1: ENGAGE WITH DOE AND OTHERS
To effectively leverage DOE’s commitments and facilitate adoption of mandatory disclosure
policies, states will need to engage with DOE to ensure that the rating system, building database
and rater training programs are fully supportive of state-level needs.
While states should focus on engaging DOE, they should simultaneously monitor and, if
possible, support the development of other national rating systems (see earlier text box).
Although somewhat redundant, independent efforts may be able to act more quickly and nimbly
than DOE, and may be less vulnerable to changes in political priorities. Competition between
rating system developers can spur innovation and ensure all parties move aggressively. As more
disclosure policies are put into place, we assume the market will mature, and a single rating
system will come to dominate, incorporating the best aspects of earlier systems.
Given the substantial resources required for extended, in-depth engagement, states will
likely want to collaborate to form a single front for working with DOE and other groups. A
regional or national organization would be a natural conduit for these efforts.
Specifically, states or their representatives will want to ensure that the DOE system and
other efforts meet four key needs.
[1] Timely development: The availability of the NBRP rating system will dictate timelines for
state implementation of disclosure policies – avoiding delays is therefore essential. In
particular, ramping-up rater infrastructure will require timely access to NBRP training and
certification processes. If the DOE system cannot be operational in a timely manner,
states can work with DOE toward transitional approaches (e.g., recognizing rater
certifications under existing RESNET/BPI requirements) to minimize delays.
[2] State access to building rating databases: The centralized databases outlined as part of
the NBRP will likely be critical for state policy enforcement, but only if states gain full
access (to results by building address, for example). Additionally, states should ensure
that building owners can inexpensively obtain copies of past ratings, reports and energy
modeling files, to simplify compliance and minimize associated consumer costs.
[3] Focus on reducing (home) ratings costs: HERS ratings typically cost between $600 and
$1000. Simpler, less costly alternatives are possible (for example, Canada’s home rating
system currently costs roughly $300), and would go a long way to ensuring consumer
acceptance of a mandatory disclosure policy. While states can work with utilities to
initially subsidize rating costs, they will want to ensure that rating system developers
make cost reduction a priority. 13
[4] Flexibility for states to customize labels: Individual states may wish to highlight specific
energy efficiency (or climate change) targets directly on building labels. Some may even
want to add an additional, state-specific rating scale tied into state codes, for example.
Ideally, national rating systems would allow states to easily build upon and enhance its
rating system, without affecting the integrity of the rating system itself.
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Beyond these high-level needs, states will want to ensure that the NBRP and other rating
systems are designed in such a way as to effectively lead the market to value energy
efficiency.
The NBRP as described in the EPA/DOE memorandum seems likely to address the two
essential elements of a rating system
used for a mandatory disclosure
Federal initiatives can play a large role
policy: it must be trusted by the
public, and it must provide clear
in states’ ability to implement effective
messaging (including allowing for
disclosure policies. They need to be
easy building comparisons). Beyond
these essential elements are several
designed with that goal in mind.
important design considerations:
[5a] Ratings – scale: As discussed
on page 14 and later in the Backgrounder, there are two categories of energy label
rating scales, ‘statistical’ and ‘technical’. We recommend a technical rating scale
because it can emphasize high performance more easily than a statistical rating scale
reflecting the existing building stock, which performs poorly compared to best practices.
States will want to advocate a technical rating scale that strikes a balance between
emphasizing best practices in building performance and rewarding achievable
improvements in existing buildings.
[5b] Ratings – metric: As discussed on page 14 and later in the Backgrounder, ratings should
ideally reflect efficiency both from the customer’s and society’s perspective. Most
customers are (arguably) most concerned about “site energy” (the amount of energy
used by the building at the site). Society, on the other hand, is most concerned about
broader efficiency and environmental impacts, which can be reflected by either “source
energy” (the amount of energy used to produce the energy consumed at the building
site,) or greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Since GHG emissions by definition reflect
source energy, we would argue for a dual metric – site energy and GHG emissions –
reflecting both perspectives. If a single rating is used, we would argue for either source
energy or GHG emissions.
[5c] Ratings – link to action: As discussed in ‘Top 5’ Keys to Success, asset ratings (and to a
lesser extent, operational ratings) should include actionable, building-specific retrofit
recommendations. The DOE/EPA Memorandum indicates that ratings will include this
link; states will want to ensure that this is part of the final design.
[5d] Ratings – modeling accuracy: Accuracy issues are significant for both residential and
commercial modeling software, with actual energy consumption typically 20-40% above
(or more occasionally, below) predicted consumption. DOE and entities like RESNET are
actively working on improving accuracy, but states will want to keep abreast of results.
[5e] Ratings – single integrated system: To enhance consumer recognition of energy
labeling, a single rating scale should ideally be used for both residential and commercial
sectors, for both mandatory labeling requirements and energy code compliance. States
could advocate that the NBRP rating system aim for this goal.
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STATE TASK #2: ENABLING LEGISLATION AND FRAMEWORK
The Australian model has suggested how residential building markets can benefit from a
thoughtful, well-designed, triggered disclosure policy. At the time of sale (and eventually
rental), prospective buyers should be see a valid asset rating in all advertising, to allow them to
understand the relative energy performance of the homes they are considering. Upon request
they should be provided with complete rating reports.
Commercial building markets can benefit from both triggered and scheduled public
disclosure policy for commercial buildings. At the time of sale (and eventually rental), owners
should be required to disclose a valid asset rating and operational ratings for the last three years
of operation, again in all advertising of the offer. Full rating reports should be provided to
buyers/renters upon request and at the time of sale. In addition, building owners will have to
disclose (or allow utilities to disclose) annual operational ratings to the policy administrator,
who will then make them public via a searchable, web-based portal.
As we discussed previously, states will likely be able to rely on the NBRP for a rating system
and registry, but will need to work with DOE to ensure they have the access necessary to
customize labels and properly enforce their policies. Responsibility for rater training and
certification is less clear; although the NBRP will provide national training materials and
certification standards, it is not confirmed that they will ensure sufficient training infrastructure
to meet demand in each state.
During the policy development phase, states will want to focus on passing enabling
legislation, on establishing an administrative body and on developing regulations. Liaising with
DOE and working toward ensuring the federal system supports state needs will also be vital. The
state may also want to engage with utilities (or other energy efficiency program administrators),
both to ensure the report links into existing incentive programs, and to consider partial funding
of rating costs at the outset. State policy makers may also want to consider the value of a statespecific rating scale, or other label information.
During the implementation phase, the state administrative body will be publicizing
disclosure requirements, enforcing compliance, and providing customer service. Depending on
the NBRP’s final design, other significant administrator roles may involve developing and
maintaining a parallel rating database, as well as playing a role in rater training and certification
(this remains unclear at the time of writing). Finally, the policy administrator will need to liaise
with DOE to ensure smooth use of the NBRP rating system, and with energy efficiency program
providers to maximize leverage from disclosure policies.
The tables below summarize key features of our recommended disclosure policy, as well as
state roles in development and implementation, for both homes and commercial buildings.
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DISCLOSURE POLICY FOR HOMES: BASIC INGREDIENTS
Recommended Policy

State Roles

1. ENABLING
LEGISLATION

Legislation should define trigger points, broad
implementation timelines, and administrative
powers. Note: NEEP has commissioned a
separate report on model legislative language.

Develop and pass enabling
legislation.

2. RATING SYSTEM

NBRP rating System, possibly integrating statespecific benchmarks and rating scale.

Advocating preferred design and
considering the value of statespecific enhancements.

3. RATING SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT

NBRP responsibility.

States will need to monitor
development and liaise with the
DOE on maintenance issues.

4. TRIGGER POINT

5. DATA COLLECTION
AND REGISTRY

Rating: Required in all advertising – initially for
nd
property sales, extended to rentals (2 phase).
Rating Report: to potential buyers upon request

Defined in legislation.
Note: this is a critical key to
success.

Ideally the NBRP database; states may however
need to develop a parallel database if they
cannot obtain full access.

Work closely with DOE to meet
state needs; if necessary, develop
and maintain a parallel system.

Incentives: Default assumption of poor score in
absence of rating.

Set either by legislation or
regulations. The state
administrative body will need to
develop enforcement capacity.

6. ENFORCEMENT

Penalties: Fines set at multiple of rating cost.

7. RATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

NBRP Responsibility
(may be delegated to others).

Work closely with DOE to ensure
timely development of rater
capacity. Develop market.

8. PHASE-IN
STRATEGY

Strategy will depend on DOE and market
development timelines. Our Roadmap assumes
a two-step phase-in of sales trigger, followed by
a rental trigger. The criteria for phase-in are
not specified – options include building size, age
and region.

Work with DOE to ensure timely
development; build up rater
capacity; inform public via info
campaigns, realtor training.

Enforcement: Cross reference listings with
central registry, and random QC on homes for
sale (to verify rating validity).

Reference incentive programs in reports; use

9. LINK TO INCENTIVE database to direct market to poorly-rated
homes; subsidize ratings in initial years; require
PROGRAMS
rating for incentive program participation.

Work with energy efficiency
program providers to develop a
seamless offering that takes
advantage of disclosure.
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DISCLOSURE POLICY FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS: BASIC INGREDIENTS

1. ENABLING
LEGISLATION
2. RATING SYSTEM
3. RATING SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT

4. TRIGGER POINT

5. DATA COLLECTION
AND REGISTRY

6. ENFORCEMENT

7. RATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

8. PHASE-IN
STRATEGY

Recommended Policy

State Roles

As per residential buildings.

As per residential buildings.

NBRP, using both the asset and operational rating
(depending on trigger point), possibly integrating
state-specific benchmarks or rating scale.

As per residential buildings.

NBRP responsibility.

As per residential buildings.

Triggered Disclosure: Valid asset rating and last three
operational ratings required in all advertising; full
report to prospective buyers/renters upon request.

As per residential buildings.

Scheduled Public Disclosure: Operational rating
disclosed annually, to a publicly accessible database.
Also prominent posting in publicly-visited buildings.
As per residential buildings.

As per residential buildings.

Penalties: As per residential buildings.

Set either by legislation or
regulations. The state
administrative body will need to
develop enforcement capacity.

Enforcement – triggered disclosure: As per residential.
Enforcement – scheduled disclosure: Cross reference
central registry with certified ratings annually.
Training and Certification: Ideally NBRP. If not, states
will need to step up. ASHRAE or COMNET’s proposed
building energy modeler certifications could be used
as a requirement for asset modeling, complemented
by a short state-provided training.

Advocate NBRP provision of
training/certification; if not
possible, work with others as
indicated, and prepare
appropriate state training.

Quality Control: Ideally provided by NBRP (or other);
if not, state random QC on % of ratings.

If necessary, sponsor training
and certification.

Triggered disclosure: Annual phase-in by size
2
2
2
2
(>200,000 ft ; >100,000 ft ; >50,000 ft ; >5,000 ft ).

As per residential buildings.

Scheduled disclosure: As per triggered, but with 12month grace period before making rating public.

9. LINK TO INCENTIVE
PROGRAMS

As per residential buildings.

As per residential buildings.
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STATE TASK #3: MARKET DEVELOPMENT
In parallel with the policy development phase, states will want to develop the energy rating
market in three ways:
1. Industry capacity: states will want to increase the number of trained and
experienced building energy raters and energy efficiency retrofit contractors in the
state, so that a lack of capacity does not create bottlenecks once the policy is
implemented.
2. Market demand: states will need to increase the market demand for both rating and
retrofits, even before a mandatory disclosure policy takes effect. This increased
demand is vital to encouraging the development of industry capacity, and will also
serve to reduce
bottlenecks (by increasing
the number of already
States and utilities can collaborate to
rated buildings).
build market capacity – and demand – in
3. Market awareness: states
advance of legislative requirements.
will want to increase
general awareness by
building owners and
others of the value and use of rating systems. This will make mandatory disclosure
implementation occur more smoothly and will hasten market transformation once
mandatory disclosure is in place.
Practically, states can accomplish these goals in several ways:
•
•

•
•
•

Leading by example: States can lead by example, by rating all state-owned or operated
buildings and making ratings public. States can also encourage municipalities, utilities
and other stakeholders to take this voluntary step.
Leverage other programs: states can make rating a participation requirement for other
state building-related incentive programs, and encourage municipalities and utilities to
do the same. Similarly, states can join DOE and utilities in encouraging financial
institutions to make rating a requirement for loan qualification and account for energy
efficiency in loan terms.
Incorporate into building codes: states can make rating a requirement within building
codes – there is already a similar, more limited requirement in the 2009 IECC model
code, which could be expanded to require full rating.
Conduct pilot projects: states can participate in pilots of rating systems by DOE and
other organizations, and encourage utilities and municipalities to do the same.
Work with realtors: states can encourage forward-thinking realtors to provide space in
listings for voluntary ratings (already available in some states) and to otherwise
participate in pilot programs.

As well as preparing the market for a smooth transition to mandatory disclosure, these
efforts as a whole will also effectively bring mandatory rating (and to a lesser degree, disclosure)
to a large portion of the market.
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UPGRADE POLICIES
Our review of options for state upgrade policies identified two key options for states
interested in pursuing mandatory upgrade policies. We present these options below, in the form
of two policy tiers:
TIER 1 At a minimum, states should improve enforcement of state energy code provisions.
All states in the Northeast have already adopted the IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 model
codes, or have equivalent energy codes, with time of renovation provisions to bring
additions and affected systems up to code. Improving compliance with these poorlyenforced provisions represents the low-hanging fruit of upgrade policies. 14 One
effective approach to improving enforcement is to move towards performance based
code compliance where building heat loss and build quality are more explicitly inspected
and rated. The informative appendix approach developed by NEEP is an excellent vehicle
for this approach.
TIER 2 States aiming for deep and timely energy use reductions could require broader
prescriptive upgrades. A broader upgrade requirement should be based on a simple
prescriptive list of generally cost-effective measures, and be required at both time of
renovation and post-sale to ensure timeliness. The costs of the required upgrades will
determine exactly how aggressive the policy would be. An upgrade policy limited to
relatively low-cost upgrades would limit building owner costs, while ensuring at least
some energy performance improvements. States with the resources and momentum to
adopt more aggressive upgrade policies can target deeper improvements, either by a
more aggressive list of prescriptive measures, or a performance-based requirement
linked to the building energy rating. Although our roadmap assumes the use of
prescriptive lists for simplicity, we urge the reader to keep in mind performance-based
requirements.
The table below summarizes our proposed designs for both upgrade options, for both
residential and commercial markets. The reader will note that the categories do not entirely
correspond with those presented in our discussion of disclosure policies, given important policy
differences.
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UPGRADE POLICY FOR HOMES AND BUILDINGS: BASIC INGREDIENTS
TIER 1: ENFORCE EXISTING CODES TIER 2: BROADER PRESCRIPTIVE
TRIGGER POINT

Any major alteration to a building, as
defined by current code.

Any renovation requiring permitting,
involving work valued at over $10,000
(residential) or $50.000 (commercial),
involving work identified as a trigger
(e.g., opening wall cavities), or
occurring within 3 years of the sale of
the building.

MEASURES

As defined by IECC code for affected
systems and building areas.

‘Smart’ prescriptive list of generally
cost-effective measures. Required
measures will vary depending on
existing building condition.

Fines and stop-work orders imposed by
municipal codes offices; increased
budgets for verification (permits
process). Consider use of incentives to
increase compliance (‘carrot and stick’).

Fines and stop-work orders imposed
by municipal codes offices.

ENFORCEMENT

Renovation verification: as per code
enforcement.
Post-sale verification: Automatic
compliance verification process tied to
sales registry. Include periodic
reminders and outreach.

CONTRACTOR
TRAINING

Recent work on code compliance by
NEEP and others suggest that ensuring
code compliance requires broad training
activities for renovation contractors to
ensure awareness and technical skills.

PHASE-IN None, although implementation could
STRATEGY be staggered if deemed necessary.
CENTRAL REGISTRY N/A

Contractors will need to be trained in
new prescriptive requirements.

To be determined; could follow phasein strategy for mandatory disclosure.
Post-sale upgrades could be tracked
via the central registry developed for
building energy rating.
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THE ROLE OF UTILITY PROGRAMS
Utilities throughout the northeast U.S. have amassed valuable expertise through decades of
implementing voluntary programs. They also have a mandate to secure energy savings, and can
contribute to disclosure and upgrade policies in a number of ways:
POLICY DEVELOPMENT
1. Providing expert counsel in the development process, particularly design expertise and
access to market information.
2. Ensure a seamless fit between mandatory ratings and voluntary retrofit programs to
generate higher levels of retrofitting via synergy between programs.
3. Supporting the development and piloting of administrative tools: Utilities can fund the
development of key tools such as customized state labels and state databases.
4. Ensuring free and automatic billing data transfers to operational rating tools.
5. Assisting in rater training and certification: Utilities may have in-house training capacity or
existing relationships with training bodies, and can provide funding.
6. Funding and/or co-managing pilot projects: Utilities may also fund pilots of mandatory
disclosure policies, negotiated with interested municipalities and/or within existing utility
programs. The utility would likely need to fully fund ratings. Pilots could run while the
legislative development process moves forward.
7. Create complementary mechanisms, such as including a simple operational rating on all
customer bills.
IMPLEMENTATION
8. Increasing compliance in the initial implementation period via incentives: The principal
barrier to public compliance in the early stages of a disclosure policy will be the cost of
audits. Utilities can play a pivotal role in increasing both acceptance and compliance by
subsidizing early ratings. Incentives can play a similarly pivotal role in upgrade policies.
9. Funding enforcement efforts: Utilities can help to fund both public awareness campaigns
and enforcement staffing.

CAN UTILITIES CONTRIBUTE TO – AND GET CREDIT FOR – POLICY SUCCESS?
Ratepayer-funded energy efficiency programs are generally closely overseen by public utilities boards to ensure that any
energy savings claimed by the program are (a) attributable to the program itself, and not to other factors, and (b) cost-effective.
This means that utilities will likely need to demonstrate that any effort they contribute to disclosure and upgrade policies create
savings beyond what would have been caused by the policies themselves.
Well-established precedents exist for utility contributions to energy efficiency policies. For example, a number of utilities
fund development of more stringent energy codes, and receive credit for savings. Indeed, to the extent utilities play a facilitating
role – both in assisting states to move policies forward, and in enabling enforcement and compliance – there is reason to
attribute a share of associated energy savings to their efforts. Significant utility support will, however, require assurance from
regulators that costs will be recoverable.
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ROADMAP
INTRODUCTION
This section outlines a timeframe for implementing the disclosure and upgrade policies
described previously. More an illustration than a strict recommendation, it is meant as a “straw
man” timeline for states to reference as they move forward.
Our roadmap for disclosure policies reflects the fact that the primary driver for phasing in
policies will be the need to avoid bottlenecks caused by a lack of qualified raters. To ensure
sufficient raters for residential markets, we assume states will develop local training capacity, in
collaboration with RESNET and BPI, early on. On the commercial side, we assume that this is not
possible, thus requiring a somewhat more gradual phase-in. In both cases, a preliminary
analysis of the market in Massachusetts suggests that the NBRP’s two to three-year
development timeline will provide ample time to develop a complete rater infrastructure. 15
Our roadmap for upgrade policies reflects two different scenarios, or tiers: a first tier, in
which states focus on improving enforcement of existing building code provisions aimed at
requiring certain energy performance improvements during major renovations, and a second
tier in which states go a step further and institute broader, typically prescriptive upgrade
requirements.
The reader will note that both upgrade policy options are shown as being designed and put
into place simultaneously with disclosure policies. This is feasible but for some may be
ambitious; states may prefer to delay implementation of upgrade policies, particularly new
legislation (as opposed to beefed up enforcement), until disclosure policies are well established.
The ultimate timing and sequence of events will depend on the urgency with which each state
views the challenges of energy and climate change.
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS
The timelines presented below rest upon several important assumptions, many of which involve
the Department of Energy. Specifically:
•

States have the political will required to pass enabling legislation within roughly one
year, to develop regulations and an administrative structure in a timely fashion, and
to work on market development and key policy design issues while legislation and
regulations are pending.

•

DOE will have fully developed the NBRP rating system and associated database
within 24 months, including any necessary testing and refinements. The system as a
whole will adequately address states’ most critical requirements, as outlined on page
32 (a label that states can enhance/customize if needed, full stateside access to the
database, etc.).

•

DOE will develop residential training and certification programs in a timely manner.
More specifically, we assume that it will develop a full certification program, as well
as implementation capacity, within 24 months. We also assume that it will announce
early on in the NBRP development process that HERS and BPI certifications will be
deemed acceptable. Doing so will allow states to begin training activities
immediately for residential markets, and will ensure that the existing rater capacity
need not go through a lengthy new training and certification process.

•

DOE will take on responsibility for commercial rater certification and have a full
certification program, as well as implementation capacity, in place in states within 24
months. Furthermore, its commercial rating will be applicable to a wide range of
building types immediately. Of note: if DOE chooses to phase in the development of
its rating tool (by building size or segment, for example), our proposed phase in of
mandatory disclosure should be rethought accordingly.

•

Utilities are able to subsidize energy audits in the initial years of the program, to
encourage compliance. They also support the process by ensuring their own retrofitoriented energy efficiency programs are in line with – and supportive of – the
forthcoming disclosure policies.

The reader will note that, for simplicity’s sake, we refer to DOE as the implementer of all NBRP
tasks. In fact, many of these tasks could be delegated to third parties such as RESNET (and the
new COMNET it will house), ASHRAE or others.
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ROADMAP: MANDATORY DISCLOSURE
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Develop rating system, database, training /
certification, rater capacity, utility protocols
Rating system maintenance; rater certification

STATESIDE: MARKET DEVELOPMENT
Lead by example (gov’t bldgs obtain ratings)
Leverage other programs to support rating system
Engage realtors/munis and launch pilot project
Develop resid. training capacity (RESNET/BPI)

STATESIDE: DEVELOPMENT
Develop and pass enabling legislation
Liaise with DOE re state needs
Create administrative body; enforcement staff
Write regulations
Create state-specific label, dbase components
Ensure rater training and certification
Information campaign and realtor training
Utility programs subsidize early ratings
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2010
STATESIDE: RESIDENTIAL IMPLEMENTATION

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

‡

Required at Time of Sale – Group A
Required at Time of Sale – Group B
Required at Time of Rental

STATESIDE: COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION*†⁰
Scheduled Disclosure – Public Buildings
Scheduled/ToS – All Buildings > 200k ft²
Scheduled/ToS – All Buildings > 50k ft²
Scheduled/ToS – All Buildings
Time of Rental – All Buildings

‡

The phase-in process for homes is assumed to occur in two stages, or groups. Depending on individual states, those groups can be determined
by region, by property age, or by other characteristics.
* In addition to phasing in commercial sector requirements by building size, this timeframe assumes that during the first twelve-month period
(the light blue shading at the outset of each time bar), the requirement would be limited to obtaining (but not publicizing) an operational rating.
Public disclosure of the operational rating, and disclosure of an asset rating at the time of sale, would only come into force 12 months later.

† Only buildings covered by the NBRP system would be subject to the disclosure requirement. Certain types of less common buildings or buildings
housing industrial processes may therefore be excluded.

⁰ The commercial timeline is similar to the residential timeline, with two exceptions. The start of time of sale implementation is delayed by a year
because states cannot begin developing rater capacity before the NBRP certification is available. This gives states more time to develop
supporting pieces.
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ROADMAP: MANDATORY UPGRADES
The roadmap for implementation of mandatory upgrade policies is broken into the two tiers discussed previously: enforcing current code
(tier 1), and implementing more aggressive, mandatory upgrade requirements (tier 2).

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

STATESIDE: DEVELOPMENT (TIER 1)
Increased funding for enforcement staffing
Contractor training

STATESIDE: DEVELOPMENT (TIER 2)
Pass enabling legislation
Develop prescriptive list
Develop contractor training
Enforcement infrastructure (staff, registry)
Contractor training

STATESIDE: TIER 1 IMPLEMENTATION
Gradual increase in code compliance

STATESIDE: TIER 2 IMPLEMENTATION
Municipal pilot project
Statewide implementation (phase-in TBD)
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NOTE: LIMITATIONS AND CAVEATS
We urge the reader to take note of several limitations and caveats to this report:

SHIFTING SANDS
Dunsky Energy Consulting developed this paper throughout the spring, summer and fall of
2009. During this short time, a large number of important new initiatives were launched or
adopted with the potential to impact states’ consideration of these policies. In particular:
•

Congress is currently debating several pieces of legislation that would require EPA to
develop specific rating systems and a model for mandatory disclosure of energy
performance nationwide for new buildings, among other relevant requirements;

•

A number of states, cities and towns throughout North America were crafting, finalizing
or beginning to implement their own mandatory disclosure and/or upgrade policies,
including Oregon, Washington State, Nevada, California, New York City, Washington
(D.C.), Austin (Texas), Seattle (Washington) and, in Canada, the province of Ontario;

•

New energy rating systems and mandatory disclosure laws came fully into effect in most
of the 27 member states of the European Union;

•

Australia was putting the final touches on detailed legislation instituting mandatory
energy performance disclosure for office buildings throughout the country;

•

ASHRAE launched a draft concept comprehensive rating system for commercial buildings;

•

COMNET was working to develop standardized protocols for commercial building
modeling and software approval;

•

RESNET began reviewing its HERS residential rating system, and the State of California
pursued work on developing a “HERS II”;

•

The American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) began developing a new standard
for commercial building energy data collection and disclosure; and

•

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Department of Energy (DOE) announced
a new partnership that clearly delineates each agency’s roles and responsibilities with
regard to building rating and labeling
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This paper was written in the shadow of these events, and while we have made every
reasonable attempt to consider and integrate them into our analysis, some – especially the
most recent ones – may not have received the full consideration they deserve. By the time of
publication, additional developments may also have arisen that merit further consideration.

MANDATORY IS KEY
Given these caveats, some readers may be tempted to conclude that it would be preferable
to begin with a voluntary, as opposed to mandatory, approach, at least insofar as disclosure
policy is concerned (mandatory upgrades must by their very nature be firm requirements). We
caution against this.
While voluntary systems can be used to test the accuracy of a building label, for example,
they cannot test the effectiveness of a mandatory disclosure policy. Indeed, the value
proposition for mandatory disclosure – the idea that the market would begin to value energy
performance in a way it currently does not – is based on the very premise of a mandatory,
market-wide approach. This requires that disclosure of the energy performance of homes and
other buildings be ubiquitous. If not, homebuyers are unlikely to recognize or value energy
performance labels (if only one home in ten they are looking into provides it), and homeowners
will not consider improving poorly-performing homes – let alone voluntarily disclosing their
performance – if buyers don’t value the improvement. Similarly, while some commercial
building owners appreciate obtaining an operational rating as a benchmark against which to
compare their own performance, poorer-performing buildings are unlikely to share this
information with prospective buyers on a voluntary basis.
We believe that mandatory is key to the success of a disclosure policy. This need not lead to
imprudent experimentation; a stepped implementation approach is both possible and indeed
desirable in some cases. But the alternative – a voluntary approach to disclosure – will likely
place severe constraints on the policy’s key benefits, by:
•
•

•

Restricting its ability to incent adoption of energy savings. If the market does not value
energy savings and performance, market participants are less likely to invest limited
capital into energy retrofits;
Limiting the impetus for improving home ratings and lowering costs. If neither software
and building science firms nor investors can foresee significant growth in the demand for
energy performance ratings, they are unlikely to focus time and resources on improving
modeling accuracy and reducing rating costs; and
Leaving consumers in the dark about future energy costs. If performance labels are not
mandatory, energy transparency in the marketplace will continue to remain elusive,
leaving buyers (and renters alike) to discover performance issues – and associated high
bills and discomfort – when it’s already too late.

For these reasons among others, we urge policymakers to complement current voluntary
incentives with a mandatory disclosure and/or upgrade policy.
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DISCLOSURE: A TOOL IN THE TOOLBOX
As noted previously, despite a significant potential for cost-effective energy efficiency
improvements to existing buildings, encouraging consumers to invest in energy retrofits remains
a daunting task. Indeed, large barriers – information, search costs, transaction costs, access to
capital, split incentives, externalities and inefficient pricing, among others – explain why
consumers remain either unable or unwilling to tap into the very large potential for costeffective energy retrofits and savings.
Mandatory disclosure policies address some of these barriers by helping the market to value
efficiency improvements. Yet they will not eliminate search and transaction costs, will not
address split incentives 16, will not internalize externalities or correct for inefficient prices.
Powerful as they may be, disclosure policies are no silver bullet; they alone will not magically
transform all markets to fully consider energy efficiency opportunities.
Rather, mandatory disclosure policies are a tool in the toolbox; an additional market pull
that can complement and indeed support other initiatives like voluntary incentive programs,
financing and building codes. For example, incentive programs can leverage “time-of-sale”
disclosure of energy ratings by reaching out to new homeowners and offering incentives tied to
improvements in the rating. Similarly, lenders – in conjunction with energy efficiency programs –
can more easily offer interest rate rebates or higher loan ceilings to customers with high energy
performance scores. And building codes can be tied into performance scores, enabling a smart,
more dynamic code-setting approach.
Mandatory energy performance disclosure, when combined with voluntary programs and
mandatory codes (and/or upgrade policies), can provide a powerful portfolio approach to
helping markets achieve the economic, social and environmental goals of Northeast states.
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BACKGROUNDER: CASE STUDIES
AND EMERGING POLICIES
International and U.S. policies
profiled as of June 2009
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INTRODUCTION
Mandatory energy performance disclosure and upgrade policies are not a new concept,
having been considered at various times in the last 30 years in many US jurisdictions. Despite
this, there are only a handful of longstanding policies in the US and abroad. This is rapidly
changing, as policy makers
Figure 2 Historical Milestones
responsible for ambitious climate
change and energy efficiency
goals search for policies that
can go beyond traditional,
incentive-based programs and
transform markets.
Internationally, mature policies
in Australia and Denmark have
been expanded, and joined by
recently developed policies
across the European Union and
elsewhere. Nationally, over a
dozen states and municipalities
have seriously considered
disclosure and/or upgrade
legislation, with seven new
policies in place as of the summer of 2009.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to comprehensively summarize all existing disclosure or
upgrade policies, particularly given the rapidly changing landscape in 2009. Instead, we have
focused on case studies of jurisdictions with well-designed and fully implemented policies. We
have also detailed most US policies that are currently being developed, either because of
interesting design choices or relevancy to the Northeastern context. After profiling these
policies, we summarize key lessons learned on page 84.
The reader should note that our case studies reflect the status of emerging policies as of
June, 2009. In particular, proposed policies in New York City and regulations under
development in California were scheduled to advance in the fall of 2009.
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The table below summarizes our selection of international and national case studies.

International
•
•
•

Australia
(ACT and national policies)
Denmark
United Kingdom
(an example of new Europewide approach)

National
•
•
•
•
•

Austin, TX
Berkeley, CA
Burlington, VT
California
National and State
Energy Codes

•
•
•
•

New York City
Oregon
Washington
Washington, D.C.

Beyond these case studies, a host of other regions either have or are currently developing
similar policies, including:
•

United States: Maine (residential bill disclosure), Montgomery County, MD (residential
bill disclosure); New York (residential bill disclosure), Nevada (residential disclosure)
Santa Fe, New Mexico (residential disclosure for new homes), Seattle, WA, and
Wisconsin (rental upgrade at time of sale); and

•

Internationally: Ontario, Canada (residential disclosure); Shandong, China (residential
disclosure for new homes); Singapore; and New Zealand.
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INTERNATIONAL POLICIES
AUSTRALIA
ACT HOUSE ENERGY RATING SCHEME (ACTHERS)
The Australian Capital Territory (ACT) has one of the longest
running and best-studied mandatory disclosure programs for
residential property. It introduced minimum energy performance
standards for new homes in 1995: houses had to score a minimum
of 4 stars on a 6-star energy rating scale, as determined by energy
modeling. Four years later, in 1999, the ACT government passed
new legislation requiring the mandatory disclosure of the energy performance of all existing
homes at the time of sale. Disclosure at time of rental is also required, but only for homes
which have already obtained ratings due to a sale.
The Energy Efficiency Rating (EER) must be evaluated by an accredited ACT House Energy
Rating Scheme (ACTHERS) assessor at the time a residential property is placed on the market.
Ratings are based on a site visit and energy modeling of the building envelope’s performance
(HVAC is not considered). Ratings are valid indefinitely unless modifications are made. The
energy rating, which is paid for by the seller, must be disclosed on all advertisements and
marketing materials relating to the sale and the EER recommendations report must be included
with the contractual sale documents.
Compliance enforcement is ensured principally by a market mechanism – buyers can obtain
financial compensation equal to 0.5% of the sale price if sellers do not provide the EER rating
and report as required. Compliance rates are high for time of sale but poor for rental
properties, and the ACT is considering increased enforcement and an expansion of rental
requirements to all building rentals.
The disclosure policy is complemented by a voluntary incentive program, ACT Energy Wise,
which subsidizes audits and energy retrofits.
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Figure 5 ACT FirstRate Report
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Figure 6 Example ACT EER (cont’d)

RESULTS
The policy underwent an evaluation in 2002 and is currently under additional review as part
of expansion plans. The 2002 evaluation found anecdotal evidence that the scheme was
inducing sellers to improve homes, and that buyers valued homes with higher ratings more. It
also found significant non-compliance and quality control issues:
• ~25% of sellers did not include rating in all advertising
• only 39% of buyers received the audit report prior to signing;
• 52% of homeowners did not find report useful and others were confused about rating
coverage;
• ~50% of ratings made by assessors who had not visited property;
• Anecdotal evidence of sellers providing false information to raise ratings
In 2008, the national government conducted an extensive study of rating impacts on home
prices, as part of plans to extend the disclosure policy nation-wide. The study, discussed in
more detail on page 84, found strong evidence that ratings were positively affecting home
prices in the region.
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MANDATORY DISCLOSURE SCHEME FOR COMMERCIAL OFFICE BUILDINGS
Australia has been considering a mandatory disclosure policy for commercial buildings since
2004, via the Council of Australian Governments (COAG)’s National Framework for Energy
Efficiency (NFEE). A detailed proposal was approved in August 2009, subject to a final
regulatory review. The proposed policy is set to take effect as of January 2010 and will initially
apply to office buildings or building spaces, with other building types gradually added once an
impact study and cost-benefit analysis have been conducted following the first implementation
phase.
Disclosure is only required for spaces and buildings over 2000 m² (21500 ft²). The
operational rating will be based on a greenhouse gas emissions metric (kg CO2e/m²) and will be
valid for 12 months. This rating is calculated using an online tool, similar to the EPA’s Energy
Star Portfolio Manager, known as National Australian Built Environment Rating System
(NABERS).
Owners will also have to provide buyers or renters with an assessment report of the building,
which contains retrofit recommendations and financial analysis, and will be valid for 7 years
unless the building’s physical assets are modified. Both ratings and reports must be provided to
a central registry. One element of the scheme that remains to be determined is the provision of
tenancy star ratings, which would evaluate specific rental spaces. Scheme enforcement will be
complaints based, with a civic penalty for non-compliance. The program administrator will also
train, certify and conduct quality control on building assessors.
TRIGGER & REQUIREMENTS
When commercial property owners want to sell or lease all or part of their office building,
they will be required by law to:
•
•
•

Disclose a valid NABERS Energy rating in all marketing materials;
Disclose a valid Building Energy Efficiency Certificate (BEEC) and Energy Efficiency
Assessment Report (EEAR) to prospective tenants or buyers; and
Register a valid BEEC and EEAR to a central registry.

NABERS ENERGY RATING
The National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) is a voluntary
benchmarking system that compares a building’s energy use intensity and
GHG intensity to other comparable buildings. It was first introduced in
1998, and over 40% of the total office space in Australia obtained a rating
in the first ten years of operation. It produces a rating on a technical scale
of 1-5 stars, where 1 reflects very poor energy management and outdated
systems and 5 reflects exceptional building performance and energy
management practices.
There are three distinct types of NABERS Energy ratings. Each rating
includes quantitative measurements and occupancy information. The scope of each rating is
detailed in the table below:
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NABERS RATING TYPE

WHAT IS COVERED

NABERS Tenancy Rating

Indoor environment within the leased space, over which the
tenant has direct control (air quality, lighting, office layout, etc).

NABERS Base Building

Central HVAC systems and lighting in common areas, both of
which are controlled by building management (heating & cooling,
air quality, lighting controls, etc.)

NABERS Whole Building

A combination of the tenancy and base building ratings, where the
tenant is the owner and/or controls all services within the
building.
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DENMARK
Following on a long tradition of energy saving policy initiatives,
Denmark was one of the earliest adopters of a mandatory energy
labeling policy for both residential and commercial buildings, long
before the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive was enacted by
the European parliament in 2003. The Danish experience was
instrumental in providing some of the groundwork for the European
Directive. As such, this section presents the key elements of the original piece of legislation, in
place from 1996-2006. The legislative framework was tightened in 2006 to take EPBD
requirements into account, but we will use the UK case study in the next section to provide
further insight into the EU approach to energy labeling of buildings.
Note that current policies include a mandatory upgrade policy for publicly owned and
operated buildings, which must, every five years, conduct an energy audit and, within five years
thereafter, install all measures with a five year or quicker payback period.

MANDATORY LABELING POLICY 1997-2006
Starting on January 1st, 1997, all new and existing Danish buildings used for residential,
public, trade, or private services had to obtain a Specific Energy Label Certificate that provided
information about a building’s energy and water consumption as well as its CO2 emissions.
Buildings used for commercial and energy production and buildings with very low consumption
were excluded from the labeling scheme.
The legislation made a distinction between small and large buildings, which carried different
obligations with respect to energy labeling requirements.
SMALL BUILDINGS (< 1,500 m² – approx. 16,000 sq. ft.)
Owners of small buildings had to obtain an energy label at the time of sale. The main target
building category for this scheme was single-family homes or owner-occupied apartments,
although small commercial buildings were also covered. Predicted energy consumption was
calculated using energy modeling with standardized occupancy and weather assumptions.
LARGE BUILDINGS (> 1,500 m² – approx. 16,000 sq. ft.)
Owners of large buildings had to obtain an operational energy label on a yearly basis. Energy
consumption in large buildings was based on monthly consumption data that has been climate
corrected to a normal year using degree days, in order to provide the operator with the
potential for meaningful year over year data comparisons.
The primary objective of a mandatory disclosure policy for large buildings was to make users
aware of their energy consumption, to provide benchmarking information for comparison
against similar buildings, and to provide the information required to plan and implement cost
effective upgrades and to improve building maintenance practices.
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THE DANISH ENERGY LABEL
The former Danish Energy Label was composed of two distinct elements: the Energy Rating
and the Energy Plan. The Energy Rating and Energy Plan shown below were used in the large
buildings scheme, but the information contained in the small buildings scheme is very similar.
THE ENERGY RATING is the portion of the label that provided the consumer with detailed
information about the building’s performance including absolute and relative (per m²)
consumption data as well as individual ratings for heating, electricity, water usage and
environmental impact. The small buildings rating scheme provided predicted data whereas the
large building scheme provided actual data. The label provided users with visually intuitive color
coded rating scales (A to M) and well laid out, easily understood information.
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THE ENERGY PLAN was an integral part of the Energy Label that provided data about energy
usage for a 3 year period (large buildings only) and proposals for cost-effective efficiency
measures. Recommendations included financial analysis. The Energy Plan also included generic
recommendations on best practices and low-cost/no-cost operational changes.
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ADMINISTRATION & INFRASTRUCTURE
The mandatory labeling program was administered by the Danish Energy Agency (DEA). In
2007, accountability for DEA was transferred to the new Ministry of Climate and Energy. The
responsibilities of each of the administrative bodies in the hierarchy of Danish energy labeling
are detailed below:

Energy consultants were accredited by the Energy Labeling Council and had to be either
engineers or architects. Consultants had to register the contents of the Energy Labels, including
all information about building characteristics, ratings and energy plans, with the Secretariat,
who is responsible for entering the information into a centralized buildings database. As well as
paper audits, quality assurance included random building audits (1 in 500) as well as a review of
labeling forms (1 in 100).
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RESULTS
The Danish Energy Authority commissioned an evaluation study which was conducted
between June 2000 and February 2001. 17 Key results included:
LARGE BUILDINGS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low compliance: only 42% of large buildings (52% of floor area) were registered.
50% of unregistered large building owners were unaware of the scheme’s existence.
Market penetration was much higher in densely populated regions such as Copenhagen
than in remote areas of the country.
Market penetration was higher among residential buildings, schools, hospitals and
institutions than among trade and service companies.
Substantial potential savings were identified by building audits (3.6 PJ for heating, 170
GWh of electricity and 5 million m3 of water).
The scheme collected insufficient information on actual implementation of retrofit
recommendations.

SMALL BUILDINGS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some 45,000 to 50,000 energy labels were issued each year.
70% of single-family dwellings were labeled at time of sale.
20% of all single-family homes were labeled within the first 6.5 years of the scheme.
50-60% of small buildings were registered under the energy labeling scheme, with a very
wide variation in compliance between geographic areas (20-85%).
Less than half of the interviewed building owners were aware of the labeling scheme.
Convincing home owners to invest money was difficult even if the energy or water
improvements made sound financial sense and had short payback periods.
New home owners planning renovations were more likely to integrate efficiency
measures into their plans if their home had received an energy label.

More recently, in 2009 independent analysts conducted a statistical analysis of the impact of
residential labeling and audits on post-sale energy use. 18 Because of high levels of noncompliance (almost 50% in the period studied, 1999-2002), the study was able to compare
energy use in complying and non-complying homes and found no difference in post sale use. 19
At first glance, this would seem to suggest that receiving information at the time of sale was
insufficient to incent new owners to implement recommended retrofits. However, the study
contained significant limitations. 20 Moreover, it did not analyze the impact of mandatory
labeling on pre-sale improvements by owners, the likeliest impact of mandatory disclosure
policies.
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EUROPE AND THE UNITED KINGDOM
EUROPEAN CONTEXT
Within the framework of the Kyoto Protocol, the European Union
(EU) agreed to reduce greenhouse gases (GHG) by 8% below 1990
levels during the first commitment period (2008-2012). In order to
establish a community-wide strategy to meet this objective, the
European Commission launched the European Climate Change
Programme (ECCP) in 2000 to identify and develop a list of priority
actions and cost-effective policies and measures that would help to achieve required GHG
reductions.
One of the key recommendations that came out of the first ECCP report was the need to
focus on the energy performance of buildings, as the building sector accounted for nearly 40%
of the EU’s total energy consumption. This recommendation constituted the foundation for the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive.

ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF BUILDINGS DIRECTIVE (EPBD)
Timeline: The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (2002/91/EC) was adopted by the
European Parliament on December 16th, 2002 and came into effect on January 4th, 2003.
Member States of the European Union were required to transpose the Directive into national
law no later than January 4th, 2006, and to have those laws come into effect no later than
January 4th, 2009.
Objectives: The objectives of the Directive are twofold. First, the EPBD aims to promote the
improvement of the energy performance of buildings through cost-effective measures without
compromising comfort and indoor air quality. Secondly, the EPBD seeks the convergence of
building standards throughout the EU towards those of Member States which have already set
ambitious levels.
Scope: The Directive covers both residential and non-residential buildings, for both new and
existing constructions, but allows for certain exemptions such as buildings with historical or
architectural merit, religious buildings, buildings with limited time of use, and buildings with a
useful floor area of less than 50 m².
The EPBD legislation is based on five pillars:
1. Member States must develop and apply a methodology to calculate the energy
performance of buildings according to a general framework that includes specific
considerations such as the thermal characteristics of a building, HVAC installations,
built-in lighting, passive solar, natural ventilation, local climatic conditions, etc.
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2. Member States must establish minimum energy performance standards (MEPS) for
both new and existing buildings. For existing buildings over 1000 m² undergoing major
renovations, energy performance must be upgraded as far as is technically, functionally
and economically feasible. For new buildings over 1000 m², in addition to applying
MEPS, the feasibility of alternative energy sources must be taken into consideration.
Member States must review their MEPS at regular intervals (max. 5 years) in order to
reflect technological progress in the building sector.
3. An energy performance certificate (EPC) must be provided by the building owner to a
prospective buyer or tenant at the time of construction, sale or rental. The EPC must
include recommendations for a list of cost-effective improvements of the building’s
energy performance and should include reference values such as benchmarks to allow
consumers and assess the energy performance of the building in comparison with other
similar properties. Furthermore, buildings over 1000 m² occupied by public authorities
and visited by the public must display an energy certificate in a clearly visible location.
4. Boilers and air-conditioning systems shall be inspected at regular intervals to assess
their energy efficiency and CO2 emissions.
5. Certification of buildings, drafting of energy efficiency improvement recommendations,
and inspection of boilers and air-conditioning systems shall be carried out by
independent qualified and/or accredited experts.
Figure 3 Energy Performance of Buildings Directive at a Glance
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ENERGY LABELING IN THE U.K.
The U.K. has designed its energy labeling scheme for residential and
non-residential buildings based on the framework established at the EU
level by the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD). The U.K.
is particularly interesting in that it provides a concrete example of the
road to implementation, as it has been travelled by one of the EU Member States. While still in
its early days of implementation, a number of shortcomings and potential improvements have
already been identified at the national and European levels.
The U.K. energy labeling scheme separates buildings into two distinct categories: residential
and non-residential. Each one has a different set of rules and obligations.

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
For residential properties, U.K. law requires the production of an Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) at the time of sale or rental of a home. The EPC is one of several elements
contained in the Home Information Pack, a set of documents that provides the potential buyer
with key information about the property. The provision of the Home Information Pack by the
seller or the seller's agent at the time the property is put on the market is a legal requirement in
the U.K.; sellers simply cannot market a property without one. Furthermore, the EPC rating of
the home must be included on all printed or electronic marketing material about the property.
The penalty for failure to produce a residential EPC is £200 (~US $325).

NON-RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
The U.K.’s commercial labeling scheme captures many different kinds of buildings and as
such the terms “non-residential”, “commercial”, “non-domestic”, and “non-dwelling” are all
used interchangeably. Exempted buildings include industrial buildings, as well as places of
worship, temporary buildings, small buildings and buildings with a very low energy demand.
Commercial EPCs are mandatory for all buildings covered by the scheme, and must be
produced at the time of construction, sale or lease of the whole building or of any part
thereof. For new construction, the party responsible for the construction of the building must
obtain an EPC when the building has been completed. For existing buildings, it is the seller or
lessor that must contract a consultant to carry out the work required to obtain an EPC. An EPC
is also required upon completion of major renovations that affect the number of parts in the
building and/or their HVAC requirements.
Furthermore, buildings with a useful floor area over 1000 m² (approx. 11,000 ft²) occupied in
whole or in part by a public authority and that provides services to the general public has an
additional obligation: these buildings must obtain a Display Energy Certificate (DEC), an
operational rating that is based on normalized annual energy consumption data. The DEC’s
must be renewed every 12 months and clearly displayed in public view inside the building.
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATES (EPC)
An Energy Performance Certificate provides potential buyers or tenants with an asset rating
that evaluates a building’s designed energy performance, including the building envelope and
the HVAC and lighting systems, via energy modeling. EPC’s are produced by independent,
accredited energy assessors hired by the building owner. Assessors must belong to one of over
a dozen accreditation schemes (independent organizations, such as private companies and
professional associations, approved by the government to train and certify assessors). EPC’s are
generated by assessors using one of several government-approved software tools, using a
government-maintained National Calculation Methodology.

RESIDENTIAL EPC
The residential EPC discloses an A-G rating for both the energy efficiency and the
environmental impact of the building in its current condition as well as potential ratings if all
recommended efficiency measures were implemented. The EPC also provides information about
the building’s current and potential absolute site energy consumption and carbon emissions,
(expressed in kWh/m²/yr and kg CO2/m²/yr respectively).
Each component of the home’s envelope and systems is evaluated on a scale from Extremely
Poor to Excellent based on the results of a home audit. This information is displayed on page 2
of the residential EPC, along with a series of energy improvement recommendations and
estimated annual savings. Page 3 of the EPC (not displayed here) gives consumers detailed
information on each recommended measure.
Residential EPC’s are valid for 3 years in most cases, or for 10 years for years for a direct,
non-advertised sale between 2 parties, or when superseded by a more recent EPC.
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‘NON-DOMESTIC’ EPC
The EPC for commercial buildings discloses a rating based on a scale of 0 to infinity which is
correlated to a linear A-G scale. Zero on the rating scale indicates a building with net-zero
carbon emissions. The EPC also provides benchmarking information on the energy performance
rating of comparable new or existing buildings. The Advisory Report constitutes an integral
part of a non-residential EPC and provides a list of recommended, cost-effective investments
and behavioral advice for low-cost/no-cost operational improvements.
A commercial EPC is valid for a period of 10 years, or until a more recent one is produced.
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DISPLAY ENERGY CERTIFICATES (DEC)
In addition to residential and non-residential EPCs, certain public buildings must also obtain a
Display Energy Certificate (DEC). A DEC is an operational rating label that must be issued
annually for all public buildings over 1000 m² that provide services to the general public. The
DEC must be displayed clearly in view inside the building.
A Display Energy Certificate provides an energy rating that takes into account the annual CO2
emissions per m² of the building based on the actual amount of metered energy used over the
course of a 12 month period. The rating number itself does not represent actual units of energy
or CO2 emissions but rather tells consumers how efficiently energy is being used in the building,
when compared to a typical building (attributed a 100 on the scale) in the same category.
Energy consumption data is reviewed by an accredited assessor and adjusted for occupancy,
intensity of use, special energy uses, weather and climate. The carbon dioxide emissions
information displayed on the certificate (top right) covers 3 years of historical data and is based
on the adjusted energy consumption, total useful floor area, and building type.
As described for EPC production, assessors are accredited by accreditation schemes,
companies and non-governmental organizations approved by the government to train and
certify assessors. DECs are generated using government-approved software and methodologies.
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ADMINISTRATION & INFRASTRUCTURE
As the U.K. is divided into three administrative regions, England & Wales, Scotland, and
Northern Ireland each run separate bodies to carry out the day to day operations of the labeling
scheme.
However, most other administrative functions of the labeling scheme are centralized at the
national level. First and foremost, all building energy data that is captured by EPCs and DECs
throughout the U.K. is entered into the Domestic Register, a centralized online database that
provides a single point interface for all inquiries relating to the energy performance of buildings.
The Accreditation Scheme is an administrative body that manages energy assessor
accreditations as well as the registration of EPCs and DECs. They are also responsible for tool
development and approve third-party software for use in generating EPCs and DECs. All
software must use officially-sanctioned algorithms.
Energy Assessors must go through formal training to become authorized to emit and register
energy certificates. The cost to become an accredited energy assessor varies between £750 and
£4,000 ($1,250 - $7,000) depending on prior experience and the type of accreditation being
sought (costs vary for Display Energy Assessor, Residential Assessor and Commercial Assessor
(Levels 3, 4, or 5) authorizations).
The following flow-chart depicts the administrative process relating to the issuance of energy
rating certificates:
Figure 4 Administrative Process for Energy Labeling in the U.K.
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EMERGING U.S. POLICIES
The United States has recently seen a flurry of activities around mandatory disclosure and
upgrade policies. Below we profile several of the most interesting cases, including five local and
three statewide initiatives.

AUSTIN, TX
The Energy Conservation Audit and Disclosure (ECAD)
ordinance took effect in Austin, Texas on June 1st, 2009. The
ordinance requires that all single-family, multi-family and
commercial buildings that purchase electricity from Austin
Energy obtain an energy audit at the time of sale. The ECAD is
notable for being the first rating or audit-based disclosure policy
launched in the US, covering both residential and commercial
buildings. It also includes an interesting mandatory upgrade
component for multi-unit residential buildings.

SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AND SMALL MULTI-TENANT BUILDINGS (<5 UNITS)
Residential building owners selling their home after June 1, 2009 must obtain or hold a valid
energy audit report and provide prospective buyers with a copy of the audit report. The audit
does not include a rating and is a combination of a walk-through audit and duct pressure testing.
The report includes recommendations for retrofits and links to Austin Energy incentive
programs, but no financial analysis. Austin Energy indicates that audits will take two to three
hours and cost $200-$300. Audits must be conducted either by raters certified by the Home
Energy Rating System (HERS), or by Building Analyst Professionals certified by the Building
Performance Institute (BPI).
Compliance will be enforced via fines – non-compliance is classified as a misdemeanor (up to
$500 fine for individuals, more for corporations). The ordinance defines several exceptions:
condominiums, mobile homes, homes less than ten years old, homes that have implemented at
least three efficiency measures or $500 in rebates or more from one of Austin Energy’s
voluntary retrofit program within the last ten years; and certain types of ownership transfer
(such as foreclosure, gift to family member, legal dissolution of marriage). Exemptions can also
be obtained if the home will be demolished, undergo substantial renovations, or participate in a
specific weatherization program within six months of sale.
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MULTI-FAMILY BUILDINGS (>5 UNITS)
Disclosure: Buildings with five or more residential units must be audited by June 1st, 2011,
and owners will be required to clearly post the audit report in the building and provide a copy of
the audit report to potential buyers or tenants. Auditor qualifications are identical to those for
single family homes, and audit reports are similar in format to residential reports - including
recommendations and links to incentive programs, though they will not provide financial
analysis.
Upgrades: In parallel with the audit process, owners of “high energy-use” multi-family
buildings will be required to conduct upgrades. High energy-use buildings are defined as using
150% of the average energy use per square foot of all multi-family buildings served by Austin
Energy. Austin Energy will identify high energy-use buildings via billing analysis and notify
owners of their status. Owners will then have 18 months to conduct upgrades; upgrades are
required to reduce energy use to at most 110% of the average use in the Austin Energy service
territory.
As with homes, compliance will be enforced via fines. Condominiums, buildings less than ten
years old, or buildings having participated in certain voluntary retrofit programs will be
exempted.

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
All non-residential buildings (aside from industrial buildings) will be required to obtain an
operational energy rating by June 1st, 2011. Building owners must use Energy Star Portfolio
Manager (E*PM), or, in the case of buildings under 5,000 square feet, a free online tool from
Austin Energy. The operational rating must be disclosed to prospective purchasers before the
sale of the building.
Commercial buildings over 5,000 ft² that are not covered by E*PM, buildings less than ten
years old, or buildings classified as industrial can obtain an exemption.
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NEW YORK CITY
According to a greenhouse gas inventory conducted in
New York City in 2007, building energy use accounts for
80% of the city’s carbon footprint. As part of the PlaNYC
initiative for a more sustainable city, in April 2009, Mayor
Michael Bloomberg introduced the Greater, Greener
Buildings Plan, a comprehensive framework that aims to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from existing
government, commercial, and residential buildings. The
six-point plan, which will be financed thanks to the $16
million provided through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, is built in part around four pieces of proposed legislation, three of which are
directly related to disclosure and upgrade policies. The fourth piece of legislation will modify
the NYC Energy Code and will require that renovations to existing buildings meet current energy
codes.
The three pieces of legislation address mandatory public disclosure (benchmarking), lighting
upgrades and audits-driven upgrades. NYC forecasts the creation of 19,000 new jobs and a 5%
reduction in city greenhouse gas emissions from the combination of the audit and lighting
upgrade requirements by 2030.

BENCHMARKING LEGISLATION
Under proposed Benchmarking legislation, all buildings over 50,000 sq. ft. and all city-owned
buildings over 10,000 sq. ft. will be required to annually benchmark energy and water usage
based on actual consumption data of the previous 12 months. Commercial building owners will
also be required to enter tenant consumption data (not required for multi-family residential
buildings). Benchmarking data will be included on the city Assessment Roll and will be used in
conjunction with other indicators to assess property values.
Benchmarking will be achieved using Energy Star Portfolio Manager, with possible
customization for NYC. The City is working with utilities to facilitate data import into the rating
tool.
Buildings must benchmark 2009 consumption by July 1st, 2010, and benchmarking data will
be included on the Assessment Roll by:
• Sept. 1st, 2011 for city buildings
• Sept. 1st, 2012 for commercial buildings
• Sept. 1st, 2013 for multi-family residential buildings
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MANDATORY LIGHTING UPGRADES LEGISLATION
Proposed legislation requires that all buildings over 50,000 sq. ft. bring lighting in commercial
and retail spaces up to the current state energy code, either at the time of major renovations
(over $50,000) or no later than December 31st, 2022 (for all buildings that have not otherwise
been upgraded since July 1st, 2010). Requirements would not apply in the case of multi-family
residential buildings.

MANDATORY AUDITS LEGISLATION
Under the proposed legislation, beginning in 2012, all buildings over 50,000 sq. ft. will be
required to conduct an energy audit of the building’s central systems and to implement, within
three years of the audit, all measures with a simple payback under five years. Initially, the
timing of building audits will be determined by the city, with 10% of affected buildings being
selected annually, at random. Full details of auditor and audit requirements are not yet
available but the legislation references ASHRAE’s standard for commercial audits.
Of note, the New York Chapter of BOMA (the Building Owners and Managers Association)
has released a formal letter addressed to Mayor Bloomberg indicating that they are strongly
opposed to mandatory audit and upgrades legislation, but supportive of benchmarking and
lighting requirements.
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BERKELEY, CA
Berkeley, California has had a mandatory upgrade policy in place
for residential properties since 1980. The Residential Energy
Conservation Ordinance (RECO) requires home owners to install ten
prescriptive measures at either the time of sale or major renovation
(over $50,000). Most measures are relatively low-cost, with the
exception of duct-work and ceiling insulation, and all are typically costeffective.
The ordinance includes a spending cap of 0.75% of the sales price
of the home. Homes are audited to ensure compliance.

Item
Toilets
Showerheads
Faucets
Water Heaters
Water piping
Exterior Door Weather-Stripping

Requirement
1.6 gal./flush toilet or flow reduction devices
3.0 gal./min flow rate
275 gal./min flow rate for kitchen and bathrooms
R-12 Insulation wrap
R03 insulation wrap for first two feet from heater (all
piping for pumped, recirculating systems)
Permanently affixed, and door sweeps or shoes

Furnace Duct Work

Seal duct joints, R-3 insulation wrap

Fireplace Chimneys

R-30 insulation

Ceiling Insulation
Common Area Lighting (multi-unit bldgs)

R-30
Replace incandescent with CFLs

The city is currently considering an update of the RECO to move towards a performancebased requirement, which could potentially be stringent enough to incent major measures such
as wall insulation, HVAC systems upgrades and comprehensive air sealing.
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BURLINGTON, VT
Burlington, Vermont’s Minimum Rental Housing Energy
Efficiency Standards Ordinance has been in place since 1997. It
requires a certificate of energy efficiency performance to be
filed upon transfer of all residential rental properties where
tenants are responsible for directly paying heating costs. It
does not apply to owner-occupied portions of buildings,
buildings not rented during winter months, hotels, motels and
other institutional facilities, and new construction.
The ordinance stipulates minimum prescriptive standards for envelope insulation levels,
water heater and pipe insulation, windows and doors, air leakage rates, and heating system
combustion safety. It also contains a spending cap of 3% of the sale price or $1300 per rental
unit (whichever is less). Significantly, however, this cap does not apply to measures with a
simple payback of seven years or less.

WASHINGTON, DC
In 2006, Washington DC passed the Green Building Act, a
piece of legislation that introduced minimum energy
performance standards and benchmarking requirements for
new government-funded buildings. The Act also announced the
introduction of an updated ‘greener’ building code (which came
into effect in December 2008) as well as a requirement that all
commercial buildings over 50,000 sq.ft. built after 2011 be LEED
certified.
The DC Energy Act of 2008 requires non-residential buildings to benchmark their energy
performance annually using E*PM, and to disclose ratings to a public database. Implementation
will be staggered, starting with government buildings in the fall of 2009 and privately owned
buildings over 200 000 ft² in 2011, with size requirements falling annually to 50,000 ft² in 2013.
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CALIFORNIA
In July 2004, the Governor of California signed Executive Order
S-20-04, calling for a 20% reduction in energy use by state buildings
by 2015 and formalizing the State’s commitment to energy- and
resource-efficient high performance buildings. The Green
Buildings Initiative (GBI) required that the energy performance of
state buildings be benchmarked and attributed an energy rating.
In October 2007, the Governor approved Assembly Bill 1103,
requiring all non-residential buildings to be included in the
mandatory benchmarking scheme. As of January 1, 2009, electric
and gas utilities were required to provide consumption data to building owners in an electronic
format that can easily be uploaded into EPA’s Portfolio Manager tool.
As of January 1, 2010, building owners will be required to provide a certified Energy Star
Portfolio Manager (E*PM) performance rating, as well as a California-specific technical rating
and report, to any prospective buyer, lessee, or lender when the entire building is involved in
the transaction. Ratings and reports will be provided along with sales contracts, leases or loan
applications.
The California Energy Commission is currently (as of August 2009) developing
implementation details with a stakeholder working group. Key elements still being finalized
include: the creation of a California-specific label and rating scale and other possible
enhancements to E*PM; a phased implementation plan based on building size; protocols for
obtaining multi-tenant billing data; and data verification requirements.
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Concept of net zero
is reflected in the scale

A-G color coded rating
scale with position of
evaluated building

Energy usage intensity
(EUI) kBTU/sq.ft./year
Building benchmarked
against CA median EUI

Raw and weather
normalized EUI data

Other parameters
considered in
normalization
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OREGON
The state of Oregon is also moving forward with plans to
legislate the energy performance of buildings. The Oregon
Energy Efficiency Work Group was convened in the spring of
2008 by the Governor’s Sustainability Advisor with the goal of
developing broad legislative concepts that will contribute to
improving energy efficiency in the built environment and
reducing overall carbon emissions. A House Bill (HB3061) which
calls upon Oregon’s Department of Energy to develop an energy
rating system for both the residential and non-residential
sectors was subsequently submitted to the legislature for a first
reading in March 2009.
Of particular interest in Oregon is the pilot program that was created to test a new
residential rating tool called the Energy Performance Score (EPS). Developed by the Energy
Trust of Oregon, the new EPS discloses a home’s energy performance and carbon emissions.
The EPS is an asset rating and uses two rating scales, based on total site-level energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, respectively.
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WASHINGTON STATE
In April 2009, the Washington State legislature passed
House Bill 1747, which requires the benchmarking and
disclosure of the energy performance of all commercial
buildings using Energy Star Portfolio Manager (E*PM). It also
requires utilities to provide owners with billing data in a
format easily uploadable to E*PM as of January 1, 2010, and
to upload it automatically upon authorization by the building
owner.
Buildings will be required to disclose E*PM ratings at the
time of sale, rental or financing according to the following
schedule:
• Buildings >50 000 ft²: January 1, 2011
• Buildings >10 000 ft²: January 1, 2012.
All government owned or operated buildings must be benchmarked using E*PM no later
than July 1st, 2010. The state government will develop a web interface allowing public
disclosure of E*PM ratings and reporting on the results for all state facilities overall.
The legislation also stipulates an innovative, rating-driven mandatory upgrade policy. It
indicates that the state may not renew leases with buildings after January 1, 2010, if they
receive an E*PM score below 75, unless (a) a preliminary audit has been conducted within the
last two years, (b) the building owner agrees to undergo an investment grade audit, and (c) the
building owner commits to installing all cost-effective measures identified by the preliminary
audit within two years.
Furthermore, public facilities receiving an E*PM rating below 50 must obtain a preliminary
energy audit by July 1st, 2011. If cost-effective measures are identified in the preliminary audit,
then the building must undergo an investment grade energy audit by July 1st, 2013. All costeffective measures must be implemented no later than July 1st, 2016.
Buildings not covered by E*PM must also undertake a preliminary energy audit no later than
July 1st, 2012. If cost-effective energy savings are identified, an investment grade energy audit
must be completed by July 1st, 2013.
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NATIONAL AND STATE ENERGY CODES
Most Northeastern states have energy codes for both residential and non-residential
buildings. Although principally focused on new construction, energy codes generally contain
provisions targeting significant renovations to existing buildings, which can be considered the
most common form of mandatory upgrade policy currently in place in the U.S.
Most U.S. energy codes are based on the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC),
and/or on ASHRAE’s Standard 90.1. 21 Both the IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 contain clauses referring
to significant renovations – we include specific language below.
There are two important limitations to energy code upgrade requirements. First, they are
limited to the systems or building areas affected by the alteration or renovation. And second,
they are poorly enforced in many states, with typical compliance rates much lower than those
for new construction, which can vary from 40-60%. 22

INTERNATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION CODE (IECC) 2009 UPGRADE PROVISIONS
Section 101.4.3: Additions, alterations, renovations or repairs. Additions, alterations,
renovations or repairs to an existing building, building system or portion thereof shall conform
to the provisions of this code as they relate to new construction without requiring the unaltered
portion(s) of the existing building or building system to comply with this code. Additions,
alterations, renovations, or repairs shall not create an unsafe or hazardous condition or
overload existing building systems.
Definition of alteration: Any construction or renovation to an existing structure other than
repair or addition that requires a permit. Also, a change in a mechanical system that involves an
extension, addition or change to the arrangement, type or purpose of the original installation
that requires a permit.

ASHRAE 90.1 2007 UPGRADE PROVISIONS
Section 4.2.1.3 Alterations to Existing Buildings: Additions to existing buildings shall comply
with [prescriptive requirements], provided, however that nothing in this standard shall require
compliance with any provision of this standard if such compliance will result in the increase of
energy consumption of the building.
Definition of alteration: A replacement or addition to a building or its systems and
equipment; routine maintenance, repair, and service or a change in the building’s use
classification or category shall not constitute an alteration.
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EARLY RESULTS
At least three statistical studies have assessed the effectiveness of building energy
performance labeling. Although none of these studies by itself has tested all of the assumptions
behind disclosure policies, they address at least two key questions:
•
•

Two studies of the impact of building labeling on prospective buyers’ decisions provide
strong evidence that buyers will assign value to energy efficiency performance once
building labels provide them the necessary information.
A third study suggests that receiving energy audit information does not, by itself, cause
new owners to install energy efficiency upgrades.

Two other essential questions are left unanswered:
•
•

Whether or not building labeling causes owners to install upgrades prior to the sale, and
Whether or not public disclosure of operational performance causes building owners to
improve performance.

DOING WELL BY DOING GOOD? AN ANALYSIS OF THE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
OF GREEN OFFICE BUILDINGS IN THE USA
Doing Well by Doing Good is a 2008 study that used CoStar data on commercial building
rentals and sales to analyze whether or not voluntarily labeled ‘green’ buildings (Energy Star and
LEED buildings) were preferred by buyers and leasers. It found a premium for Energy Star
buildings but not for LEED buildings; the premium was on the order of 3% for rents and 16% at
time of sale, and calculated that every 1$ invested in efficiency could bring a return of up to $18
in rental and sale price premiums when performance was disclosed to prospective buyers. 23
This study strongly suggests that buyers and renters are willing to pay a substantial premium
for labeled high performance buildings, which in turn suggests that time of sale mandatory
disclosure policies should be effective in their primary goal of incenting pre-transaction
improvements by owners hoping to improve their ratings. On the other hand, this study looks
at voluntary labeling and does not break out the impact of rating improvements specifically.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY RATING AND HOUSE PRICE IN THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL
TERRITORY (ACT)
As discussed on page 55, the Australian national government recently conducted a thorough
analysis of the impact of rating disclosure at time of sale in the ACT. This study is particularly
interesting because the ACT has one of the longest running disclosure policies, and requires
disclosure early in the sale process (in all advertising), an essential design feature. The study is
also interesting for the depth of its data sample and analysis– it analyzed all sales in 2005/2006
(roughly 5000 homes) and used regression analysis to assess the impact of the rating and 13
other independent variables more commonly associated with sales price. It found that the
market in that region now attributes approximately $11,000 Australian dollars – roughly $9,000
USD – to every additional star (on a 6-star scale), equivalent to a price premium of roughly 3%. 24
A very basic analysis using examples of typical retrofit costs and savings cited by ACT suggests
that this premium makes it extremely cost-effective for home owners to invest in improvements
pre-sale, with returns of 900%. This is the strongest evidence to date that disclosure policies can
transform the market. The study does not, however, analyze to what extent the policy has
successfully caused owners to install energy efficiency upgrades.

DOES ENERGY LABELING ON RESIDENTIAL HOUSING CAUSE ENERGY SAVINGS?
This 2009 study, also discussed on page 62, looks at the case of Denmark, which has had a
time of sale labeling requirement in place since 1996, but low compliance and awareness rates
(~50% in the period studied) because of limited enforcement. The study compares energy use in
homes sold from 1999-2001 in two groups – homes that received a label (which includes retrofit
recommendations) and homes that did not. It found no difference in post-sale consumption,
and argues in the conclusion that this may suggest that labeling does not cause home buyers to
make improvements (though the authors warn against concluding too hastily – see endnote 20.
However, it is noteworthy that the study fails to test for energy consumption changes presale, i.e., improvements undertaken by owners in the hope of increasing value when they do
decide to sell, much as homeowners often renovate kitchens or bathrooms with resale value in
mind. Similarly, the study did not examine the impact of label results on housing prices. 25
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KEYS TO SUCCESS
Our review of existing and planned policies points to several keys to ensuring success.
“TOP 5” KEYS TO SUCCESS (DISCLOSURE)
Indeed, when considering either triggered disclosure (required at the time of sale or lease,
for example, of homes or commercial buildings) or scheduled disclosure (required at regular
intervals; applicable to commercial buildings only), an effective policy will require, above all else,
five key ingredients:

1. A Trusted Rating System:

Market actors must believe that ratings reflect the
relative performance of homes or buildings, and trust that they have been produced
honestly. This does not mean that energy audit models need be perfect, but that the
rating is considered a reasonable indication of the relative performance of buildings.

2. Clear Messaging: The information disclosed, especially the overall building rating,
must be meaningful to the average consumer. It must also allow prospective homes and
buildings to be easily compared or, in the case of scheduled disclosure (commercial
buildings), allow owners and operators to measure their performance over time.

3. Strong Enforcement: Mandatory disclosure policies are predicated on the ratings
being ubiquitous; as such, high compliance rates are considered key to the policy’s
effectiveness. Both the Danish and Australian experiences strongly suggest that
information campaigns and light penalties are insufficient. Instead, a combination of
incentives, credible enforcement and dissuasive penalties is deemed essential. 26

4. Timely (Early) Disclosure: For triggered disclosure policies, such as time of sale,
ratings must be displayed early in the process, i.e., in all advertising. If buyers only
receive the information toward the end of the process – after having made an offer, for
example, or when notarizing a sale –, they will not be able to use that information
effectively, and the policy will have forfeited its opportunity to influence the
marketplace. Europe is in the process of correcting its initial error in this respect.
Fortunately, MLS systems in the Northeast are already beginning to offer this option.

5. Link to Action: Mandatory disclosure policies are an important tool in the toolbox to
incent cost-effective energy savings, but are only a means to an end. To lead to action,
the rating or audit report should assist consumers by recommending appropriate energy
efficiency improvements, providing financial analyses, referring to government or utility
incentives, referencing financing opportunities and providing options for more detailed
analysis, such as investment grade audits for commercial buildings. 27
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OTHER SUCCESS DRIVERS (DISCLOSURE)
In addition to the key success drivers listed previously, the following considerations will either
improve the effectiveness of policies or make them easier to implement.
•

Public Availability: For scheduled disclosure policies (commercial buildings only), we
believe there is great value in ensuring, as some regions have begun to do, that ratings
are made public (e.g., in an online registry, or in a visible area of the building). As
discussed on page 11, this approach can leverage market forces and public sentiment to
encourage building owners to continuously improve their performance, while
simultaneously allowing utilities and ESCOs to market directly to high-use customers.

•

Eye on the Prize: Disclosure policies are part of a long term strategy of moving the
building stock as a whole toward high energy performance. Keeping our eye on this prize
means ensuring that buildings can be benchmarked not only against their peers
(“statistical” rating scales), but also against society’s efficiency goals (“technical” scales).
Metrics and ratings should also, to the extent possible, be consistent or compatible with
existing and planned energy codes, which are increasingly looking towards achieving high
performance and even zero-net-energy buildings.

•

Low Development Costs: To ensure that development of disclosure policies is not
prohibitive, policymakers need to give due consideration to using existing tools and
support infrastructure (building evaluator training and certification, software
certification, modeling protocols, etc.), and to adopting simple and complementary
approaches wherever possible.

•

Low Consumer Costs: While the benefits of a mandatory disclosure policy should far
outweigh its costs, consumer acceptance will depend on keeping rating costs to a
minimum. For both homes and businesses, an effective policy will strike an appropriate
balance between requirements (e.g., level and frequency of audits), and associated costs.

•

Keep Transactions Fluid: In addition to keeping consumer costs low, disclosure
requirements linked to the time of sale need to minimize unnecessary delays or obstacles
to the sale process. Doing so requires giving careful thought to issues such as the
moment, during the sales process, at which disclosure is required, and to ensuring a
sufficient volume of raters able to respond quickly to market demand.

Broad Coverage and Phased Implementation: An effective policy will eventually apply to a
significant share of building types. To get there, however, requires phased implementation.
Effective phasing of triggered disclosure can be done in a number of ways: by building type, as in
Australia; by size, as in Washington and California; by age, as in Austin; and by ownership (public
vs. private), as in Washington D.C. and California. The U.K.’s experience suggests that phased
implementation and pre-implementation training of raters is essential to avoid bottlenecks
during the initial demand pulse.
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BACKGROUNDER: ISSUES AND
OPTIONS FOR DISCLOSURE POLICIES
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APPROACH
As we have seen in the review of international experience and of emerging U.S. policies,
states interested in designing mandatory disclosure (and upgrade) policies must choose among
a multitude of strategic and technical options, each with its inherent strengths, weaknesses and
trade-offs. And while it may be possible to define a hypothetical “ideal” strategy, Northeast
states do not operate in a vacuum; instead, they face – and in many ways benefit from – the
existence of a variety of tools and systems, from rating systems to labels to modeling software,
that have already been developed over the years.
We have grouped the design choices involved in creating a disclosure policy into nine basic
elements:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Enabling Legislation
Rating System Design
Rating System Management
Trigger Point
Data Collection and Registry
Enforcement
Rater Infrastructure
Phase-In Strategy
Link to Incentive Programs

The table on the following pages summarizes these nine points. Subsequent sections discuss
four areas in more depth: rating system design, trigger points, rater infrastructure and phase-in
strategy. Wherever relevant, we have broken out our discussion to focus on two markets:
•
•

Residential Homes: Largely the single-family home market, as well as small (less than
four units) multi-unit buildings.
Commercial Buildings: Non-residential buildings and multi-unit residential buildings over
four units.
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DISCLOSURE POLICIES: BASIC INGREDIENTS

1. ENABLING
LEGISLATION

Enabling legislation mandates the use of building labeling, specifies
trigger points and reporting requirements, and establishes
administrative authority for defining regulations. A vital companion
piece of legislation (for commercial buildings) is the requirement for
utilities to provide billing data to rating systems in a common format
and on a regular and timely basis.

2.

RATING SYSTEM

The rating system is the most complex ingredient – it comprises the
choice of a metric for measuring performance, a methodology for
calculating the metric, a rating scale that enables building comparisons,
and a building label that clearly communicates performance. See
separate section below for more details.

RATING SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT

Developing and maintaining a rating system involves a substantial,
long-term effort. It will ideally be the responsibility of a regional or
national entity rather than that of an individual state or municipality.
Elements to be created, regularly reviewed and improved are the
rating scale, label, report format, rating calculation metric, and rating
software or other tools. Software can be developed by the rating
system or third party software can be approved.

TRIGGER POINT

The trigger point defines when and how a building owner must disclose
his or her building’s performance. Triggers can include putting a
property up for sale, advertising spaces for rent, or even requests to
obtain financing. In addition to triggered disclosure, effective policies
can also require “scheduled” disclosure (disclosure at regular intervals).
See separate section below for more details.

3.

4.

5.

DATA COLLECTION
AND REGISTRY

Data collection is essential both for ensuring compliance and for
measuring policy effectiveness (and making dynamic adjustments if
needed). A common approach (used, for example, in Australia’s Capital
Territory) is to require that all building ratings and audit reports are
filed electronically with a central registry. This facilitates enforcement,
allows easy analysis of the building stock, and also ensures that future
building owners will have easy access to past audits and ratings
(particularly relevant when a relatively long-lived asset rating is used).
The cost of central registries can also be shared between
jurisdictions and reduced by adopting existing models. However,
states may also benefit from maintaining control/influence over the
registry interface: most importantly, it is an essential enforcement tool.
It also facilitates future changes to the rating scale; allows states to add
additional data collection fields as needed (for example, taking
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advantage of energy disclosure to simultaneously obtain information
on water usage), and allows states to understand their building stock.
For operational ratings (commercial buildings), states should require
utilities to make billing data readily transferable to central registries.
Note that as the database is populated, it will offer an extraordinary
source of information on the evolution of a state’s building stock,
enabling continuous improvements to rating system designs and a
feedback mechanism on the effectiveness of the policy as a whole.

6.

7.

8.

9.

ENFORCEMENT

Enforcement is vital to the effectiveness of disclosure policies, as the
Danish experience has shown. Policies can be enforced via incentives,
fines, market mechanisms, or requiring proof of compliance at a given
point within a related transaction, for example registration of a sale.

RATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

Third-party raters need to be trained and certified, and must be subject
to a quality-control process. Although all raters will need to
understand basic building science and learn to use rating software,
training needs will vary according to the type of rating used. “Asset”
ratings require expertise with building energy modeling software, and
may (if full-scale audits are called for) require raters to be able to
identify and evaluate potential retrofits. “Operational” ratings require
less expertise. See separate section below for more details.

PHASE-IN
STRATEGY

Disclosure policies may need to be phased in over time. Indeed, in
some cases, new rating systems and infrastructure must be tested and
refined. Where that is not the case, phased implementation may be
required to provide the time to train and certify sufficient number of
raters, and thus avoid bottlenecks, especially where the rating system
requires significant expertise and capabilities (e.g., asset ratings).
Options included phasing in by geographic region, by building type, size
or age, or by using a set schedule. ‘Triggered’ disclosure – e.g., time of
sale – also provides a “natural” phase-in approach. See separate
section below for more details.

Building ratings offer a valuable opportunity to inform owners about
any incentives that may be available – through their utilities,
government agencies or financial institutions – to encourage adoption
LINK TO INCENTIVE
of energy efficiency measures and otherwise help them to improve
PROGRAMS
their building’s performance. Similarly, states and/or utilities may wish
to consider subsidizing the cost of the ratings in the early years, both to
encourage initial compliance and increase public acceptance.
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RATING SYSTEMS
A building energy performance rating system is the combination of a rating scale, the metric
underlying that scale, the methodology for calculating the metric, and the format for presenting
the rating results (typically a label highlighting the rating, and a more detailed report). In our
definition, a rating system also includes associated elements such as software tools used for
calculating metrics and ratings, and building audit methodologies.
The choice of rating system is at the heart of a disclosure policy. We divide our discussion of
design choices into two sections:
•
•

In Principle – Issues and Options: We determine the key issues involved in designing an
“ideal” rating system from the bottom up, review and assess the options, and point to
what should be considered, in principle, preferred solutions.
In Practice – Options for the Northeast: We identify the existing systems and
infrastructure that Northeast states could build upon, discuss their strengths and
weaknesses in relation to the ideal solutions discussed previously, and map out the
region’s options given the dual objectives of effectiveness and practicality.

IN PRINCIPLE – ISSUES AND OPTIONS
Developing an effective rating system involves several issues and design choices. Below we
discuss the key issues involved in designing an “ideal” disclosure strategy from the bottom up.
We then review and assess the options, and point to what should be considered, in principle and
in the absence of other considerations, preferred solutions (compromises accounting for
existing systems and tools are addressed in the next section). We approach each of these issues
distinctly for residential (single family homes) and for commercial buildings (including
multifamily residential buildings). We should also note that, to the extent possible, residential
and commercial buildings should use a similar rating system, to minimize confusion between the
two systems.
MAJOR ISSUES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choice of metric (site energy, source energy and/or emissions)
Type of rating (how the metric is calculated - asset or operational ratings)
Rating scale (statistical or technical rating scales)
Role of audits (required or not)
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OTHER ISSUES
We also address, albeit very briefly, three other issues that are often the subject of debate
when designing rating systems, namely: the choice of metric denominators, the degree of
normalization when developing an operational rating, and the treatment of tenant spaces
individually.

Metric(s)

Rating Type

Rating Scale

Energy
Audits

•The rating system evaluates buildings based on a metric of energy or environmental
performance, generally one or more of:
•site energy (energy use by building)
•source energy (energy used to produce all energy consumed by the building)
•greenhouse gas emissions (GHG emissions caused in the production of all energy consumed
by the building)

•The rating type determines how the metric is calculated
•Asset ratings seekto compare the building's design performance under standardized
operating conditions - metrics are calculated using energy modeling.
•Operational ratings aim to rate the building's actual use of energy - metrics are calculated
using actual energy bills

•The building's metric results must be converted into a rating scale that clearly evaluates their
performance. Examples include words ("poor performer"), symbols (three stars out of five),
letter grades (B+), and percentage scales (75/100)
•Statistical rating scales compare a building to a statistical distribution of the existing building
stock
•Technical rating scales compare a building to policy-defined benchmarks

•Audits complement ratings by identifying potential retrofits and evaluating cost-effectiveness.
They can range from a walk-through to a detailed cost-benefit analysis of measures. More
detailed audits rely on the same energy modeling used for asset ratings, making a combined
rating/audit attractive.
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MAJOR ISSUES

ISSUE #1

CHOICE OF METRIC
Disclosure schemes can rate buildings based on their energy use or their
greenhouse gas emissions. With energy use, buildings can be rated on either
their site energy use - units of energy actually consumed at the building site - or
their source energy use, which includes the energy required to produce the
energy consumed at the building site. The difference between the two metrics
arises primarily with electricity production, which on average (nationally)
requires roughly three units of source energy for each site-level unit consumed.
Each of these three metrics has its advantages and disadvantages. Site energy is
the most intuitive unit for consumers since it directly reflects their energy costs.
From an environmental perspective, however, site energy fails to distinguish and
therefore to discourage electricity use for heating, since electric heat is 100%
efficient at the site level despite being roughly 33% efficient, on average, at the
source level. The use of source energy as the prime metric solves this problem
but can be confusing for consumers. Greenhouse gas emissions have the same
environmental advantage as source energy in that they reflect the true impact of
each energy source; they also allow schemes to focus consumer attention on
their carbon footprint and harness public will to reduce emissions. On the other
hand, they do not reflect consumer’s energy costs, and furthermore confuse the
existence of non-carbon power sources – including large hydropower and
nuclear power – with actual energy savings.

Question

For both commercial and residential markets, what metric or metrics should
ratings be based on?

OPTIONS

A. Site energy
B. Source energy
C. Greenhouse gas emissions.

PREFERRED
OPTION

A and C. We recommend two ratings if possible – site energy and emissions. A
dual rating allows the label to tap into consumers’ interest both in reducing
energy costs and reducing carbon footprints, and reduces the bias towards
electric heating created by a site energy only rating. While a dual rating may be
more confusing for some consumers, other jurisdictions, such as the United
Kingdom, have used this approach successfully (see page 66 for an example of
the U.K. label). If only one rating can be used, however, it should be either
source energy or GHG emissions, to ensure accurate reflection of overall
environmental impact. We should add that this is not a ‘make-or-break’ issue –
all three metrics can form the basis of effective rating systems.
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ISSUE #2

TYPE OF RATING (ASSET OR OPERATIONAL RATINGS)
Building energy use depends on both its physical infrastructure (building
envelope and HVAC – heating, ventilation and air conditioning – equipment) and
how it is operated (including use of HVAC controls as well as lighting and other
“end-uses”). Disclosure policies can choose to focus on one or both of these
aspects.
•

•

Under an asset rating, the energy use of the building, under standardized
weather and occupancy conditions, is predicted using modeling software.
This allows the consumer (buyer, renter, other) to compare buildings’
physical assets on an equal footing, independently of how the previous
occupants may have operated it or consumed within it.
An operational rating is based on actual energy consumption over a given
period. Although it may be normalized to remove some occupancy and
weather impacts, it reflects the combination of physical systems and how
they are operated (as well as other consumption such as lighting and
computers).

The value of the two approaches varies with the audience and trigger points.
Potential buyers or renters will be most interested in an asset rating, especially
where the building will have new occupants and, presumably, new needs and
consumption patterns (more lighting, less computing, etc.). (Asset ratings are
also de facto the only rating available for new buildings.) Since an asset rating is
based on energy modeling and not actual consumption, it only needs to be recalculated if changes have been made to the building envelope and major
systems. Typical asset rating policies allow a rating to stand unless modifications
have been made, for an extended period of time (e.g., five to ten years).
Operational ratings are most useful when occupancy does not change – i.e., for
helping or encouraging building operators to monitor and improve performance.
Operational ratings are also generally less expensive than asset ratings, because
they can be completed with verified billing data and a brief initial site visit,
whereas asset ratings require a thorough site visit and modeling. An operational
rating is generally only valid for the period of consumption data it is based on,
e.g., a single year.
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ENERGY MODELING ACCURACY: A CHALLENGE TO BE RESOLVED
Accuracy issues are significant for both residential and commercial modeling software, with actual energy
consumption typically 20-40% above (or less commonly, below) predicted consumption, and larger discrepancies
between modeled and actual use common. Historically, there have not been significant drivers in place to reduce
these inaccuracies, since the principal use of modeling software has been to assist in building design, a task it can
perform well despite inaccuracies.
As modeling software results are increasingly used to demonstrate compliance with building codes, incentive
program requirements and disclosure programs, accuracy issues are beginning to be addressed. This process is likely
to accelerate as states adopt disclosure policies. Work has already begun to occur in the residential sector, with
RESNET’s review of the HERS rating and independent work such as Oregon’s EPS Pilot Study.
There are two essential points to retain when planning a disclosure policy. Firstly, accuracy issues are not an
absolute barrier to policy effectiveness, and will be drastically reduced once rating systems set software accuracy
standards. Secondly, for this to occur, modeling accuracy standards must be considered a vital part of any state rating
systems used for mandatory disclosure.

Question

For commercial and residential markets, which type of rating should be used?

OPTIONS

A. Asset
B. Operational

PREFERRED
OPTION

Residential: A. As discussed in Issue 1, residential disclosure policies should
focus on time of sale and time of rental. This makes an asset rating preferable
for the residential market, since occupancy factors such as the number of
occupants, their age (adolescents consume more hot water than adults), their
employment status (stay-at-home parents will consume more in the home than
if both parents are at work), and their vacation patterns, can dramatically impact
energy consumption. The rating should be valid for a set time period or until
modifications are made to the home. In the U.S., the existing Home Energy
Rating System (HERS) provides an asset-based rating.
Commercial: Both A and B. An ideal commercial labeling policy would require
both asset and operational ratings at time of sale/rental, and scheduled
operational ratings for public disclosure. If only one approach is feasible, then a
time of sale asset rating should be prioritized. On the other hand, although an
operational rating is best suited to scheduled disclosure, it can also provide
useful information to buyers at the time of sale, especially as many commercial
building purchases do not involve a change in occupancy. In either case, an
operational rating should be regularly recalculated at time of scheduled
disclosure, whereas the asset rating should be valid for a set time period or until
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modifications are made.

ISSUE #3

RATING SCALE (STATISTICAL OR TECHNICAL SCALE)
A rating scale is an index that translates the modeled or actual energy use of a
building into a relative measure of performance. Common rating scales can use
stars (such as Australia’s six-star scale for homes), A+ to F- ratings (such as
ASHRAE’s proposed ABEL rating), or percentiles (such as E*PM). There are two
principal approaches to designing how energy use in converted to a rating scale:
•
•

A statistical rating scale compares a building against its peers, reflecting a
statistical distribution of the existing building stock. Energy Star Portfolio
Manager is the most eminent example of this approach in the U.S.
A technical rating scale rates a building according to categories or
benchmarks determined by the policy administrator, generally based on
policy goals, modeling and the region’s own building stock.

There are two main differences between the approaches. Firstly, a technical
rating scale can be designed to emphasize high performance more easily than a
statistical rating scale, since the latter reflects the existing building stock, which
performs poorly compared to best practices. Secondly, developing a statistical
rating scale requires a large, statistically significant data set for each building
category. This can potentially limit the coverage of a statistically-based rating
scale because of limitations in available data. In the U.S., this is an issue for
commercial buildings – available data limits coverage to roughly 60% of floor
space nationally, a situation which will persist for the next four to eight years.
Question

For both commercial and residential markets, should rating scales compare
homes and buildings to each other (“statistical”) or to high-performance goals
(“technical”)?

OPTIONS

A. Statistical
B. Technical

PREFERRED
OPTION

B: If the goal of mandatory energy performance disclosure is to encourage
building owners and operators to move the building stock toward highperformance levels, a technical scale can be used to provide a clearer
benchmark. Indeed, the scale can be designed to emphasize policy goals and,
just as importantly, other strategies – including government or utility incentives
– can more easily leverage the value of ratings to meet their own objectives.
Note that if a statistical scale is used for other reasons, this can also be
accomplished by adding clear benchmarks or an additional level of (technical)
rating.
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ISSUE #4

ROLE OF AUDITS
Mandatory disclosure will be more effective if building owners have access to
recommendations, including financial analysis. An energy audit is required to
provide this information. However, energy audits can be expensive, and owners
will generally need audit results before obtaining their final building rating (to
inform disclosure-driven upgrades). Audit results are also not the only or
perhaps the most effective source of information for every owner. A building
owner may have access to internal expertise, or may prefer to use a different
audit tool than the one mandated by law. Finally, audits come in a variety of
shapes and sizes – from simple walkthroughs to more technically-advanced,
investment-grade options.
Because of these factors, the main issue in deciding whether or not to require
audits at the time of rating becomes the potential for cost savings. Combining
energy audits with asset ratings makes sense because the two processes share
many steps (detailed site inspection and energy modeling), and because asset
ratings are typically infrequent (triggered by a sale, for example). On the other
hand, there are fewer cost savings in combining operational ratings with an
energy audit (operational ratings require only a short site visit, interviews and
access to energy bills), and such ratings are typically more frequent (e.g.,
annually if required for public disclosure).

Question

Should audits be required along with ratings?

OPTIONS

A. Never
B. With asset ratings (i.e., at time of transaction)
C. With operational ratings (as part of scheduled public disclosure)

PREFERRED
OPTION

B Audits should be required as part of asset ratings, unless incremental costs
prove to be significant. Alternatively, they can be conditional on poor
operational ratings.
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THE MANY SHADES OF AUDITS
Energy audits complement energy ratings by focusing on the identification and evaluation of potential
improvements. Energy audits can vary in depth, from a simple walk-through of a building, with no attempt
to estimate the cost-effectiveness of improvements, to detailed energy modeling and cost-effectiveness
testing of each proposed efficiency measure. Widely used standards for audit types exist for both
residential and commercial buildings.
RESIDENTIAL: RESNET’s
“National Home Energy Audit standard”

COMMERCIAL: ASHRAE’s
“Procedures for Commercial Building Audits”

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

on-line energy surveys
in-home energy surveys
diagnostic/field rating inspection
comprehensive energy audit

Level I - Walk-Through Analysis
Level II - Energy Survey and Engineering Analysis
Level III - Detailed analysis of capital-intensive
modifications

All of these audit types can produce recommendations, but only the more complex audits (comprehensive
residential audits and Level III commercial audits) can provide detailed financial analysis of each recommended
measure.

OTHER ISSUES
There are many other design issues to consider in selecting or creating a rating system for
mandatory disclosure. We briefly address three of these here: metric denominators,
normalization and treatment of tenant spaces.
Issue #6 – Metric Denominators: Most rating systems are based on a metric of relative
consumption (or carbon emissions), for example, energy use/square foot otherwise known as
“intensity-based”. Most intensity-based systems fail to value the benefits of higher density in
residential markets, leading some specialists to suggest either adjusting the intensity system
(e.g., basing it on the number of rooms in a home, as opposed to square footage), or eliminating
it entirely (basing ratings on absolute consumption of the home). While conceptually important,
we do not believe this is a critical issue, as home buyers will typically shop for similarly-sized
homes. This issue does not apply to commercial buildings, where an area-based intensity factor
is the only realistic option.
Issue #7 – Normalization for Occupancy and Equipment: In commercial building operational
ratings, consumption should be normalized, to the extent possible, for a variety of factors,
including occupancy (the more people, the higher the energy consumption should be), and
equipment (similarly for numbers of computers and similar energy-consuming devices). Rating
systems can stop short of both, can adjust for occupancy only, or can adjust for both. While
adjusting for occupancy is both preferred and relatively simple, adjusting for equipment raises a
more important trade-off between cost and accuracy. While conceptually important, this is not
a critical issue either way. Nor does it apply to home ratings, where the recommended use of
asset ratings implies complete normalization to begin with.
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Issue #8 – Tenant Spaces: This refers to the treatment of tenant spaces in multi-tenant
buildings, and specifically whether or not ratings should apply to buildings as a whole or (and) to
tenant spaces individually. The issue is complex, since such buildings come in a large variety of
tenant-related configurations, with tenant control (of their heating, cooling and lighting needs),
payment (of related utility bills) and metering (sub- or master-metering) varying between
buildings and energy sources. While not insignificant, as a practical matter, policymakers should
begin by focusing on designing policies to address buildings as a whole, leaving the complex and
difficult issue of tenant spaces to a later phase.

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED OPTIONS
Taken together, our analysis of preferred design options constitutes the basis for a preferred,
even “ideal” rating system.

RESIDENTIAL
@ transaction
(e.g., sale)
CHOICE OF METRIC
RATING TYPE
RATING SCALE
AUDITS

---------- COMMERCIAL ---------@ transaction
(e.g., sale)

@ scheduled intervals
(e.g., annual)

 Site energy and
 Carbon emissions

 Site energy and
 Carbon emissions

 Site energy and
 Carbon emissions

Asset rating

 Asset and
 Operational

 Operational

 Technical scale

 Technical scale

 Technical scale

Mandatory
(unless costs prohibit)

 Mandatory
(unless costs prohibit)

 Not mandatory

In the following section, we examine how existing systems match up to these “ideals”, and
begin to map out the options and tradeoffs between our dual objectives of effectiveness and
practicality.
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IN PRACTICE – OPTIONS FOR THE NORTHEAST U.S.
Despite not having significant experience with mandatory energy performance labeling, a
number of voluntary systems are currently operating or being developed for application in the
U.S. Similarly, audit and rating tools also exist, some having been in use for decades.
Most significantly, there are several parallel efforts currently underway to create “complete”
national-level rating systems suitable for mandatory disclosure policies. 28 We profile the five
most relevant systems here:
•
•
•
•

The Department of Energy (DOE)’s recently announced National Building Rating
Program (NBRP) (residential and commercial)
The Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET)’s Home Energy Rating System
(HERS) (residential)
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s Energy Star Portfolio Manager (E*PM)
system (commercial)
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning (ASHRAE)’s
planned Advanced Building Energy Label (ABEL)

To the extent possible, we identify the strengths and weaknesses of each system, and briefly
describe other significant initiatives that will contribute to mandatory disclosure policies. This
analysis forms the underpinning of the recommendations made in the Policies and Roadmap
section of this report.
Note that one option not discussed is the development of new, standalone rating systems by
states. Developing a complete rating system is a resource-intensive and long-term engagement,
and states can substantially reduce the cost of disclosure policies by using existing national or
regional-level rating systems. We therefore recommend that states focus their efforts on
engaging with the organizations currently developing or refining wider rating systems to ensure
that these rating systems meet state needs.

MAINTAINING STATE CONTROL OVER THE DISCLOSURE PROCESS
Although we recommend that states should use a national-level rating system, building labels themselves should
ideally be emitted and tracked by the state. Providing a state-specific label, even if it largely repackages data from
another rating system, offers the flexibility to add additional information and change formats as state policies and needs
evolve. Having customers upload data to a state-operated portal further enables gathering additional data on state
building stock, customizing the user experience, and even changing rating systems at a later date with minimal
disruption.
If possible, states would ideally work with a national-level rating system that gives states the option to customize its
label, web interface and database.
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DOE’S NATIONAL BUILDING RATING PROGRAM (NBRP)
On September 30th, 2009, the EPA and DOE announced details of a new energy efficiency
partnership, including the development of an enhanced National Building Rating Program
(NBRP) by the DOE. 29 Under the NBRP, DOE will essentially take ownership of several of the
nine basic ingredients of a disclosure policy. NBRP functions directly relevant to state disclosure
policies include:
•

RATING SYSTEM: A comprehensive, whole-building “asset” rating system and software
tool, for both residential and commercial buildings, which will also include some form of
operational rating. The rating tool will also provide some degree of energy audit, by
offering retrofit recommendations based on energy modeling. DOE will also develop a
label for presenting rating results to consumers. The MOU specifies that the rating
system will “build upon existing systems”.

•

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION: Certification standards and training programs for the
residential sector (home contractors and other home improvement professionals),
including an audit program for quality control of building ratings. Although the
memorandum does not mention commercial rater certification, it is likely to be included.

•

UTILITY DATA STANDARDS: Work with utilities to develop a common format for
automatically uploading utility bills into the rating tool.

•

DATABASE: A new database on energy usage and building characteristics from all
buildings receiving federal efficiency funding (e.g., Weatherization Assistance Program
funds, Energy Efficiency Block Grants, others).

The NBRP will also put into place additional elements that will be useful to voluntary retrofit
programs complementing state disclosure policies, notably the ability for the rating system and
database to track costs and energy savings from retrofits; a DOE/EPA directory of funding
sources; and free online software tools for analyzing energy bills by end-use.
Status: At the time of writing, most details about the NBRP design were still unknown. DOE has
committed to announcing a timeline in January 2010, and has informally indicated that it hopes
to make rating systems within one to two years. However, proposed federal climate change and
energy legislation could potentially cause delays or changes in the administration and scope of
the NBRP initiative (see text box).
Basis for Residential Rating System: DOE has begun testing a preliminary, “strawman”
residential energy rating system in pilots with federal weatherization participants, based on its
Home Energy Saver (HES) self-audit tool. It is simultaneously beginning discussions with
RESNET, with which it has a long-standing relationship, on how to incorporate RESNET efforts
into a national rating system.
Basis for Commercial Rating System: The eventual basis of a commercial rating system is still
unknown; our understanding is that work on a commercial system will begin in 2010. Although
not inevitable, it seems highly likely that the Energy Star Portfolio Manager system will strongly
inform an eventual operational rating.
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Strengths: Regardless of uncertainty about final design and timelines, the advantages of a
freely-available, federally-maintained rating system make the NBRP the most likely foundation
for state disclosure policies. Most significantly, a national rating system reduces state costs, and
avoids redundancy and market confusion that can arise from multiple, state or regional rating
systems. A federal label would likely become widely adopted and would thus eventually have
the advantage of broad public recognition and an established infrastructure, especially if it built
on existing resources. It would also (under proposed federal legislation ) be eligible for
implementation funding. A federal label would also presumably address accuracy and cost per
use issues, although this is not guaranteed. Furthermore, the label, its methodology, and many
other resources would be available at no cost to states, as would a new low cost (conceivably
free to users) operational rating.
Challenges: There are three challenges inherent in relying on the federal label. The first is
political uncertainty: the NBRP may face delays or a change in scope or administration if climate
change legislation is passed. Secondly, nothing guarantees that the label and associated
metrics would be optimized for state-level mandatory disclosure policies. If the NBRP focuses
on supporting federally funded retrofit programs, its final design may not be ideal for broad
disclosure and market transformation. Lastly, a federal label is potentially less adaptable by
states – obtaining changes or permission to customize labels could be time consuming.

IMPACTS OF PROPOSED FEDERAL CLIMATE CHANGE LEGISLATION ON THE NBRP
The U.S. senate is currently (November 2009) considering several pieces of historic climate change and energy
legislation, notably:
•
•
•

HR 2454, the American Clean Energy and Security Act (ACES) (aka “Waxman-Markey”), passed by the House of
th
Representatives June 26 2009;
S.1733, the Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act (CEJAPA) (aka “Kerry-Boxer”)
S.1462 the American Clean Energy and Leadership Act of 2009 (ACELA)

All three bills mention building energy performance labeling. HR2454 as passed includes a building energy performance
labeling provision (Title II, Section 204). The provision requires the EPA to develop a model label for both residential and
commercial buildings, including both an achieved (operational) and designed (asset) rating. It also requires the EPA to
ensure that sufficient data is available on existing building stock to develop rating systems applicable to 90% of major
building types. States can obtain funding for implementation. A last-minute amendment limited all requirements to new
construction. Once the legislation becomes law, the EPA would be required to propose the model label within 12 months of
enactment.
S.1462 uses similar language to mandate the development of a model building rating system (not limited to new
construction), while S.1733 allocates emissions trading revenues to state energy efficiency programs including building
labeling.
As of this writing, it is uncertain if any of the bills will become law and how energy labeling provisions will pass through
the legislative process. The final outcome may support the DOE and EPA’s new National Building Rating Program effort,
supplant it with new requirements (for example, by returning responsibility to the EPA), or cause delays.
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SINGLE FAMILY HOMES: THE HOME ENERGY RATING SYSTEM (HERS)

HERS is the only existing widespread, nationally recognized asset rating system for single
family homes. 30 It is used in most of the U.S., primarily to demonstrate compliance for energy
efficiency incentive programs aimed at new construction. Key organizations with programs that
recognize the HERS rating include the IRS, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
Department of Energy (DOE). HERS is maintained by the Residential Energy Services Network
(RESNET), a national, consensus-based standards body, with a transparent, well developed
process for improving the rating system. RESNET also maintains and/or oversees much of the
support infrastructure required for a rating system, including: a detailed methodology that
minimizes gaming, an approval process for energy modeling software, training and certification
for auditors, and quality control processes for auditors. Currently, two energy modeling
programs are eligible for calculating a HERS rating –
REM/Rate and EnergyGauge.
The HERS rating scale scores a house from 0 to infinity
(though in practice, the upper limit is generally 200-300).
The score reflects the building’s modeled site-level
energy consumption divided by the modeled
consumption of the same building if built to the 2003
IECC energy code (with 2004 amendments). 31 A score of
100 reflects this reference code; a score of 0 denotes a
net-zero-energy home. Homes can also be rated on a
scale of 0 to 5 stars, as determined by the initial HERS
scale.
HERS ratings are accompanied by a comprehensive
energy audit, which includes recommendations for
upgrades, and financial analysis of potential savings and
costs.
Note that the system as described above is the
current HERS approach for existing homes. RESNET has, however, begun multiple review efforts
(see below) which may result in substantial changes.
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Strengths: HERS has the significant advantage of being
an established, recognized rating system with a welldeveloped infrastructure. In 2008 nearly 17% 32 of new
homes constructed in the U.S. participated in the Energy
Star homes program, and the vast majority of these used a
HERS rating to show compliance. There are over 3,000
raters nationwide, 88 accredited rating providers, and 29
rater training providers. A second advantage is RESNET’s
role as a consensus-driven standards body, providing a
credible, independent avenue for improving the rating
system. A third advantage is HERS’ long history – the
rating has already been well tested (albeit mainly for new
construction) and has been refined by experience. Finally,
HERS is relatively close to our preferred design as
summarized on page 100 – it is an asset rating based on
site energy and using a technical rating scale, and provides
a comprehensive audit with actionable recommendations.
Challenges: The two major issues with the current HERS
system are modeling accuracy and cost. More minor issues
include the rating denominator and the use of energy
codes as a reference point.
•

•

•

•

OREGON’S ENERGY PERFORMANCE
SCORE (EPS) PILOT
The Energy Trust of Oregon ran a pilot
project in 2008 aimed at developing a
residential rating system. This pilot is
principally interesting as an example of a
new U.S. approach that reflects recent
labeling efforts in Europe and the U.K. The
label was designed for the Oregon market,
but some aspects of its design could be
applied to a standalone Northeast approach.
The pilot also tested energy modeling
tools for accuracy and cost per use, including
an innovative new tool, “SIMPLE”. According
to the study authors, raters required 1.5
hours per home to complete a rating with
SIMPLE, versus 2.5 hours for REM/Rate and
other tools, and achieved similar levels of
accuracy. The SIMPLE tool (an Excel
worksheet developed by residential retrofit
program expert Michael Blasnik)
accomplishes this by reducing the number of
inputs required and using auditor judgment
to estimate building air tightness rather than
a blower-door test.

Accuracy: As discussed previously, residential
energy modeling software frequently under or over
These results have generated high levels
predicts energy usage, particularly for older existing
of interest in the home rating and auditing
homes. RESNET software approval criteria
field, and are being taken seriously by
currently do not test for accuracy in predicting
RESNET and other organizations. See
actual consumption – using this type of testing
http://www.energytrust.org/eps/eps_ex.ht
would likely drive significant improvements in
ml for the full report and supporting
software accuracy.
documents.
Cost per rating: Nationally, HERS rating costs range
from $300-$700, while costs for the Northeast are
in the $600-$1 000 range. A recent survey in
Oregon found a strong consensus among
homeowners that $200 was the upper limit for
acceptable rating costs. RESNET and participating states will want to investigate the
appropriateness of the SIMPLE tool tested in Oregon’s EPS pilot (see sidebar). The tool,
still in its early stages of development, may allow raters to accurately model a home with
substantially less time and effort, and without using diagnostic equipment.
Denominator: HERS compares a building to itself as built to code – i.e., it measures
energy use intensity rather than absolute or functional energy use. This gives larger
homes an undue advantage. The HERS rating basis also makes it difficult to compare
homes on typical operating costs and greenhouse gas emissions, although this
information is generally included in a full HERS report.
Energy Code as Basis: A lesser issue is that the HERS rating is periodically updated to
reflect changes in energy codes, which change over time. This means that ratings will
need to be recalculated and reissued each time RESNET updates the HERS rating scale.
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Plans to address building labeling: RESNET has recently established an Existing Homes Task
Force aimed at improving the HERS rating’s applicability to the existing homes market. It has
also launched a Building Labeling committee aimed at ensuring HERS or other possible RESNET
rating systems are well adapted to mandatory disclosure policy needs, and is working with DOE
and others to improve energy modeling accuracy.
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COMMERCIAL BUILDING RATING SYSTEMS
As discussed previously, a commercial building disclosure policy should require disclosure at
two points:
•
•

Scheduled intervals (public disclosure): an operational rating should be regularly
disclosed to a public database, both to provide continuous feedback to the operator and
to ensure transparency in the marketplace.
At time of transaction (private disclosure, e.g., to buyer, lessee): an asset rating and
(optionally) an operational rating should be disclosed in all advertising about building
sale or rental.

Currently, there is only one available, well-developed rating system for commercial buildings Energy Star Portfolio Manager (E*PM), an operational rating managed by the EPA. A rating
system is also under development by ASHRAE.

E*PM – EPA’S ENERGY STAR PORTFOLIO MANAGER
The EPA’s Energy Star
Portfolio Manager (E*PM) is a
free, voluntary operational
rating system for whole
buildings, managed principally
by the EPA. Buildings over 5
000 square feet that fall into
one of 12 categories can be
rated under the system, by
inputting energy use, building
area and few other inputs. The
rating is based on normalized
source energy use per square
foot of building area, with
source energy calculated using
national average multipliers for
each energy source.
E*PM is a statistical rating buildings receive a score of 1100, reflecting how their energy
use/ft 2 compares to the
existing national building stock
in their building category. For
example, a score of 75 indicates
that the building is in the 75th
percentile for energy
consumption. Scores are
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determined using algorithms based on analysis of the
Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey
(CBECS) and several smaller, industry-specific databases.
The rating is normalized for climate, occupancy, and
some equipment variables (for example, number of
computers for office buildings). Because of limitations in
the CBECS data, EPA is unlikely to be able to expand
building categories unless an expanded building survey
is conducted. E*PM currently covers roughly 60% of
building area nationally (though a smaller percentage of
buildings per se).
Currently, building owners receive a rating using the
E*PM website. Energy Star has a voluntary, third-party
verification process in place for building owners wishing
to receive the Energy Star label, which requires a score
of 75 or above. The certification process requires that a
professional engineer conduct a brief site visit and verify
all data. States requiring mandatory disclosure will need
to review this process.
Energy Star also offers the Energy Star Target Finder
service, which allows building designers to receive a
rating on the E*PM scale for a building design’s modeled
energy consumption. This approach could easily be used
for producing a mandatory asset rating, if the EPA or
states develop such a rating. It would require a
certification/enforcement process to be developed for
all buildings, and would require a modeling protocol
along the lines of those currently proposed by COMNET
(see sidebar).

COMMERCIAL ASSET RATING:
THE MISSING PIECES
Two new initiatives were recently launched,
aimed at addressing key missing elements for
commercial asset rating.
The Commercial Energy Services Network
(COMNET): COMNET is an on-going initiative aimed
at ensuring consistent asset modeling of
commercial buildings at a relatively low cost. A key
deliverable is a technical standard for modeling
commercial buildings, aimed at allowing faster
modeling and reducing gaming. A second
deliverable will be a standard for energy modeling
software. COMNET appears likely to become the
default methodology for asset modeling in the
commercial market. Notably, ASHRAE’s proposed
building label will rely on the COMNET standard.
COMNET is also working on a building rater
certificate for commercial buildings. It appears
that RESNET may take on responsibility for the
initiative in the near future.
ASHRAE’s Commercial Modeller Certificate: As
part of the development of its ABEL rating system,
ASHRAE has announced it will create and manage
the first U.S. certification process for energy
modellers. Administrators of any asset rating
scheme could use this certification to screen
modellers and auditors.

E*PM is not capable of rating tenant spaces, and the
EPA has no plans to develop tenant space ratings.
Strengths: E*PM is widely used, with almost 17% of U.S. commercial floor space
benchmarked in 2008. The Energy Star brand is also well recognized, and its methodology is
robust and well tested. It also has very low administrator and user costs – it is currently free to
use, and third party verification of ratings should be inexpensive, especially as sales volumes
increase for auditors. Finally, E*PM appears to be the most likely candidate for an operational
label for DOE’s National Building Rating Program.
Challenges: The most significant issue with the E*PM rating scale is that it reflects the
existing building stock rather than best performance, making it easy – many would say far too
easy – for buildings that perform poorly relative to achievable best practices to obtain a high
score. A second challenge is coverage, with 40% of the building stock unable to receive a rating.
This will not change in the near term, but will hopefully be resolved within 4 to 8 years,
particularly if proposed improvements to the CBECS survey take place. 33 It is also not likely to be
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resolved by other rating systems in the short to medium term – see discussion below. Finally, a
third issue is the current lack of an asset rating, although it should be relatively straightforward
to develop using the E*PM scale and COMNET protocols.

ABEL – ASHRAE’S ADVANCED BUILDING ENERGY LABEL
ASHRAE recently proposed a rating system combining an asset and operational rating. The
ratings would be based on source energy use per square foot, as with E*PM. ABEL uses a
technical rating scale, from A+ to
F-, calibrated so that higher ratings
are equivalent to best practices in
building design, including net-zero
energy. The ratings would be
determined by dividing actual or
modeled energy use/sq.ft. by the
median energy use/sq.ft. of
existing buildings for the building
type. The median energy use
would be determined using CBECS
data.
Operational energy use would
be normalized for weather,
occupancy and some plug loads.
The rating would be obtained by a
certified third-party rater. It
appears that at least initially, ABEL
would rely on E*PM algorithms to
normalize energy use, which
would limit ABEL to covering 60%
of building area until E*PM
coverage is expanded or ASHRAE
is able to develop a broader
database.
The ABEL rating would not
include a full energy audit or
recommended upgrades. It would include a feature checklist and possibly an optional audit for
interested building owners. ASHRAE also plans to eventually rate individual building end-uses,
such as lighting, HVAC, and envelope.
ABEL is not yet fully developed. ASHRAE currently plans to test the operational rating with a
pilot project in 2009-2010, while simultaneously developing a certification program for energy
modelers. In 2010-2011, the operational rating would be refined and the asset rating further
developed, with a full implementation of the rating system at some point in 2011-2012.
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Strengths: ABEL’s biggest advantage is that it
follows solid design principles and is specifically
designed for disclosure policies. It combines both
an operational and an asset rating and would
include optional audits and eventually optional enduse ratings. It would also use a technical scale that
requires best practices to receive higher ratings –
this last point being its biggest distinction from
E*PM. ASHREA’s profile and resources as a premier
organization in the building performance
community also constitute a valuable asset.

REQUIRING UTILITIES TO PROVIDE BILLING
DATA
Regardless of the final approach – Portfolio
Manager, ABEL or a new NBRP system –, states will
want to pass legislation requiring utilities to make
billing data available in an easy-to-upload format
for operational ratings.
This requirement has begun in several
jurisdictions, notably California and New York. It
can represent a substantial effort for utilities,
which need to address issues such as tenant
privacy and technical limitations of their current
data systems.

Challenges: The major issue for ABEL is its
timeline and apparent lack of resources. The June
2009 report detailing the label underscores
limitations in funding, which could arguably delay
For these reasons, policymakers should
the full launch beyond 2011. On the other hand,
consider
moving the requisite legislation forward
the funding issue could be resolved if the DOE, a
without
waiting
for the entire disclosure and/or
state or a group of states contributed financing as
upgrade legislative package to be ready.
part of their adoption of the rating system. A
second issue is the lack of coverage for 40% of
building area, which, as with E*PM, is likely to
remain an issue until the CBECS database is
expanded or a similar effort is undertaken. A third
issue may be cost. ASHRAE has not determined its
fee structure for the label, but it would presumably need to be higher than E*PM to cover
ASHRAE’s administrative and development costs. Lastly, ABEL is a new label, which would need
to compete for market share with the already-successful E*PM.
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TRIGGER POINTS
There are two key options for triggering mandatory performance disclosure, each of which aims
to affect the market in a different way:
Trigger Point
“Time of transaction” (sale
or rental) 34

Scheduled Intervals
(typically publicly disclosed)

Market Impacts
• Major Opportunity: Enabling market actors to value energy
efficiency when purchasing or renting buildings
• Secondary Opportunity: Providing purchasers with
information on potential energy efficiency upgrades
• Where Public: Creating mechanism for public recognition
and pressure on building operators
• In all cases: Provides operators with regular feedback on
their performance.

Time of transaction policies are focused on enabling the market to value energy efficiency, and
can also provide information on retrofit options and subsidies. Time of transaction disclosure
will principally encourage physical retrofits to buildings, rather than behavioral and operational
changes. This is because, in order to allow buildings to be compared meaningfully by purchasers
or renters, the rating system used will need to rate only the building’s physical assets. Scheduled
disclosure policies, on the other hand, are focused on providing feedback to building
owners/operators on their own performance, via regular disclosure and (when disclosure is
public) creating an opportunity for public leverage. Scheduled disclosure can incent both
physical retrofits and changes to behavior and building operations.
The preferred choice of trigger point(s) for a disclosure policy varies by the type of building.

Residential Homes: We suggest that time of transaction, particularly time of sale, is the most
appropriate trigger point for residential markets. Policies in other jurisdictions have been shown
to be effective in convincing the homebuyer market to value energy efficiency (see page 84). As
buyers value energy performance, sellers will pay more attention to cost-effective savings
opportunities, much as they already consider the intrinsic resale value of kitchen and bathroom
renovations. A scheduled disclosure policy is less relevant for the residential sector because the
potential for savings from operational changes is relatively small, and if made public, it is
unlikely that public scrutiny will have a strong impact on private homeowners.
Commercial Buildings: We suggest that both trigger points are relevant to commercial
markets. There is strong, recent evidence that both buyers and renters in the U.S. will pay a
premium for buildings with high-efficiency performance labels or ratings, i.e., will internalize
efficiency into investment considerations (see page 84). Regarding scheduled disclosure,
potential savings from operational improvements are significant. We recommend that
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scheduled energy performance disclosure be made public, because commercial building owners,
particularly high-profile owners, are likely to be influenced by public scrutiny.
Given that either approach can be effective for commercial buildings, states need to decide if
it is worthwhile adopting both trigger points. We recommend that both approaches be
adopted, since each transforms the market in different ways. Time of transaction disclosure
primarily affects the behavior of potential buyers, while scheduled disclosure works on building
operators, ESCOs, utility incentive programs and stakeholder organizations.

SPECIFIC TRIGGERS – WITHIN “TIME OF TRANSACTION”
An essential design question for time of transaction policies is when in the process disclosure
should occur. There are three broad options, all of which have been adopted by different
jurisdictions:
•
•
•

At the earliest possible stage, e.g., in all advertising.
During the process, e.g., upon receipt of an offer.
At the end, e.g., at signing before the notary.

Time of transaction disclosure affects the market by allowing potential buyers or renters to
compare the efficiency of buildings. For the policy to effectively impact purchase or rental
decisions, it is critically important that energy performance be disclosed in all advertising, for
example in MLS sheets or other descriptive documentation provided to potential buyers or
renters. This is notably the case in the Australian Capital Territory. Exceptions should be made
where impractical (for example, if the advertising is in print form and below a size threshold, as
in many newspaper listings). While administratively simpler, limiting the requirement to the
final stages of the process fundamentally annuls the value of the disclosure in the first place.

SPECIFIC TRIGGERS – WITHIN SCHEDULED PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
Under a scheduled public disclosure policy, the exact period or timing of disclosure becomes
less important. Because scheduled disclosure focuses on providing feedback to current
operators and owners, disclosure should be frequent enough to show progress without
becoming prohibitively expensive. Typically (e.g., in Denmark and in Washington, D.C.), existing
scheduled policies require annual disclosure, but are limited to less-costly operational ratings
that do not include audits.
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RATER INFRASTRUCTURE
Raters and/or auditors will need to be trained and certified. Several programs already exist
in the U.S. – two essential residential options are RESNET’s Accredited Rater certification, and
the Building Performance Institute’s Building Analyst certification. 35 The NBRP will also provide
certification for residential building raters, presumably based on RESNET and BPI certification,
although this is not confirmed.
The current E*PM approach for buildings seeking (voluntary) Energy Star status is to have
results verified by a professional engineer. This approach could be used in the short term by
states for commercial operational ratings, but should ideally be replaced with a short training
and certification process that could be open to a broader range of professionals (architects,
building managers, etc.). Because operational ratings such as E*PM are relatively
straightforward to produce, training and certification should be simple and low-cost.
For commercial asset ratings, however, raters need to have expertise in building energy
modeling. There is currently no broadly-accepted certification for this task; however, ASHRAE
and COMNET are both currently developing a certification to address this gap, and the NBRP is
likely to address it as well.
In all cases, rater certification should include some form of quality control by the policy
administrator or by third-party certification bodies, using a combination of paper audits
(reviewing modeling and rating reports) and on-site verification of rating quality.
Experience in other jurisdictions has shown that a lack of sufficient raters can cause
bottlenecks at the beginning of policy implementation. States should avoid this by developing a
rater training and certification program before implementation, combined with efforts to
gradually increase market demand for rating services during the ramp-up to mandatory
disclosure implementation.
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PHASE-IN STRATEGY
NEED FOR PHASED IMPLEMENTATION
Most existing disclosure policies have been phased in gradually, for three reasons. Firstly,
gradual implementation allows rating systems and administrative structures to be tested and
fine tuned before full implementation. Secondly, gradual implementation avoids bottlenecks by
limiting growth in demand for rating, audits and administration. Lastly, and less crucially,
gradual implementation can, if well designed, allow administrators to measure policy
effectiveness, for example by comparing retrofit rates in markets with and without disclosure
requirements. These three drivers for phased implementation favor slightly different options.

OPTIONS
There are several methods of gradually phasing in disclosure or upgrade requirements:
1. Voluntary to Mandatory Phase-In: An initial voluntary phase, where compliance is
optional, is effective for testing and fine tuning systems. Voluntary energy efficiency
retrofit programs are an excellent potential vehicle for this type of testing, since they are
already conducting building audits. A voluntary phase does not, however, allow
administrators to test the effectiveness of policies in transforming the market. In
existing voluntary programs, participating building owners are disproportionately wellperforming buildings, who participate out of an interest in obtaining recognition for
already obtained performance.
2. Regional Phase-In: Policies can be phased in by county or municipality. This can be
effective for testing and fine tuning systems, and also for testing effectiveness,
particularly for time of sale-triggered disclosure policies, since real estate markets are
often local. Regional phase-in is less effective for reducing bottlenecks to the extent that
auditors and code enforcement staff are based locally.
3. Public Buildings: Many jurisdictions choose to fine tune their rating systems and
administrative structures by initially requiring disclosure or upgrades from publicly
owned or operated buildings only. This approach proved useful in California, and has
also been adopted by Washington State for its upgrade policy.
4. Building type/size /age: Policies can be designed to apply initially to a single building
type, as with Australia’s proposed commercial disclosure program, which will apply at
first to office buildings only. They can also be phased in by size, as in D.C. and California’s
commercial requirements. Age can also be used to stagger implementation, as in Austin,
TX, where audit requirements apply to buildings 10 years or older. These approaches are
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all aimed principally at reducing bottlenecks, although limiting building types also allows
software capabilities to be gradually expanded. Phasing-in by building type or size could
also lend itself to testing effectiveness.
5. Schedule: Disclosure or upgrade requirements can be applied by schedule, as in New
York City’s proposed audit requirement, which will apply to 10% of affected buildings,
selected randomly each year. This approach would be difficult to implement with a time
of sale/rental triggered policy, and would not allow administrators to evaluate the
effectiveness of this type of policy (although it could allow for testing the effect of annual
public disclosure).
6. Trigger Design: The choice of trigger point for a disclosure or upgrade policy creates a
natural opportunity for staggering implementation. A time of sale/rental disclosure
policy does this effectively, as does a time of renovation upgrade policy. A common,
additional implementation choice is to initially require disclosure only at time of sale,
leaving time of rental for a second phase. Scheduled public disclosure, as recommended
for commercial buildings, does not naturally create a phased implementation.
One useful approach for phasing in scheduled public disclosure, used in the District of
Columbia, is to avoid publishing performance for the initial year of disclosure. This reduces
pressure on participants and allows infrastructure to be fine-tuned.

1. Voluntary to Mandatory
2. Regional
3. Public Buildings
3a. Building type
3b. Building size
3c. Building age
4. Schedule
5. Trigger Design

Fine-Tuning
Systems




~
~
~
~

Avoiding
Bottlenecks
~
~







Testing Effectiveness
(comparing markets)
X

~

~
X

~

A state’s choice of implementation strategies will depend on which rating systems are being
used. If a new, untested rating system is being adopted, then a voluntary or regional pilot
project can be used for testing. If an existing, already field-tested rating system is being
adopted, then phase-in should focus on avoiding bottlenecks via use of building type/size/age, a
schedule, or trigger design.
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BACKGROUNDER: ISSUES AND
OPTIONS FOR UPGRADE POLICIES
Note to the reader: Our review of mandatory energy efficiency upgrade policies is less comprehensive
than our previous review of mandatory energy performance disclosure policies, given the emphasis our
clients placed on the latter as an initial step forward.
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KEYS TO SUCCESS (UPGRADES)
While the focus of our international and U.S. policy review was squarely on mandatory
disclosure policies, it is worth noting here several keys to successful mandatory upgrade policies.
Specifically:
•

Enforcement cannot be an afterthought: Trigger points should be designed to make
enforcement and tracking as simple and, as a result, as realistic as possible.

•

Minimize gaming opportunities: Upgrades tied to cost estimates are open to
manipulation. Policies should use straightforward prescriptive lists (or possibly building
rating thresholds).

•

Ensure consumer acceptance that required upgrades are worthwhile, via a focus on costeffective measures.

•

Timely triggers: the earlier policies can induce upgrades (for example, by setting an
upgrade schedule rather than a long-term deadline), the better in terms of achieving
related energy, economic and environmental savings targets.

•

Keep transactions fluid: This can be done by carefully considering trigger points and other
key issues, with a view to ensuring that upgrade requirements do not inadvertently block
fluid rental and sales transactions.
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IN PRINCIPLE – ISSUES AND OPTIONS
Developing an effective mandatory energy efficiency upgrade policy requires choosing
among a variety of key design options. Below we discuss these issues broadly, review and
assess the options, and point to what should be considered, in principle and in the absence of
other considerations, preferred solutions (compromises accounting for existing codes and
systems are addressed in the next chapter). As previously, we approach each of these issues
distinctly for single family homes and for commercial buildings (including multifamily residential
buildings).
MAJOR ISSUES
1. Basis for upgrade decisions
2. Trigger points (when is disclosure required)
OTHER ISSUES
We also address, albeit very briefly, four other issues that are often the subject of debate
when designing mandatory disclosure policies, namely: type of measures included, the range of
buildings (or owners) to whom the policy should apply, and spending caps and exceptions.
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MAJOR ISSUES
ISSUE #1

BASIS FOR UPGRADE DECISIONS
Upgrade policies must include a method for identifying which measures must be
implemented in a given building. There are three key options for doing so,
presented below.

Question

How should required upgrades be determined?

OPTIONS

A. Cost-effectiveness: requiring owners to install all upgrades that have a
simple payback period below a given threshold, based on energy modeling
results. Examples of this approach include Washington State’s requirements
for publicly owned or leased buildings, and New York City’s proposed Audits
and Retrofits legislation.
B. Performance-based requirements: Setting requirements in terms of energy
modeling results. Typical approaches include: improving energy
performance ratings or energy consumption, or meeting minimum
thresholds set by the program. For example, public and/or privately-owned
buildings can be required to achieve a rating of at least 75 on the E*PM, or
at least a B (or other benchmark) on a technical scale (see Disclosure Policy).
C. Prescriptive lists: requiring owners to install a series of pre-defined
measures. The list can be program defined or draw on existing energy
codes. Berkeley, California uses a program-defined list, with all homes
required to have installed ten prescriptive measures when they are sold.
The most common code-based requirement is the International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC) requirement – officially in force throughout much
of the Northeast – that, in the case of additions, alterations, renovations or
repairs, owners must upgrade any portion of the building (including major
systems) touched by the renovation. 36 New York City has also proposed a
code-based requirement that goes beyond the IECC by requiring all lighting
systems to be brought up to code at the time of major renovation (including
those not touched by the renovation itself).

PREFERRED
OPTION

B or C: Choosing among these issues involves trade-offs between costeffectiveness, reliability and the potential for gaming. Options A and B are the
least reliable because of inaccuracies in energy modeling, but conversely
maximize cost-effectiveness – Option A uses cost-effectiveness as a criterion,
and B gives consumers some flexibility, allowing them to maximize costeffectiveness. Option C is prescriptive and therefore avoids modeling issues, but
imposes specific measures regardless of cost-effectiveness.
Both B and C are effective options, for different reasons. Option B has the
advantage of providing owners greater flexibility, which allows them to focus on
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both cost-effective measures and measures that provide other significant nonenergy benefits to fit particular circumstances.
Option C is simpler to enforce and less open to charges of unreliability, and can
also target cost-effectiveness if well-designed. Lists could either focus on
measures likely to be cost-effective in most circumstances, or could incorporate
conditional rules reflecting individual circumstances. For example, requiring
insulation upgrades only in homes with low existing levels would ensure that
upgrades are relatively cost-effective. This approach has been well-developed in
many voluntary residential retrofit programs faced with the same tradeoffs. This
is also the approach used by Burlington VT’s upgrade policy for rental properties.
We do not recommend Option A because of the potential for gaming and
inaccuracy around estimates of measure costs. That being said, New York City is
currently discussing an upgrade policy with this approach, which will provide
valuable practical insights if implemented.

ISSUE #2

TRIGGER POINTS
Like disclosure policies, upgrade policies require a trigger point.

Question

When should upgrades be required?

OPTIONS

A. At time of transaction (pre-sale): Prior to selling a property, the building
owner would be required – as is the case in Berkeley– to upgrade their
homes or buildings. This approach could leverage results from a time of
transaction disclosure policy that produces a rating and/or recommended
upgrades prior to sale.
B. At time of transaction (post-sale): An alternative to the Berkeley approach
would require that upgrades occur within a given time (e.g., one year) after
a property is bought. This leverages rating and audit results from any time
of sale disclosure policy and simultaneously reinforces the value given to
energy efficiency by buyers.
C. During major renovations: This is the approach used by many state energy
codes in effect in the Northeast U.S. (though not always enforced), as well as
in some regions of Europe. 37 This approach has the advantage of leveraging
investments already underway, and minimizing disruptions, management
time and other costs.
D. At scheduled intervals/deadlines: With this approach, buildings must be
upgraded either by a fixed deadline, or according to a random schedule.
New York City’s Lighting Upgrades legislation is a good example of the
former, while its Audits and Retrofits legislation is a good example of the
latter.
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PREFERRED
OPTION

B, C and/or D: Option A, requiring major upgrades at the time of transaction
could create an expensive, complicated new obligation that could slow real
estate transactions substantially by creating long delays. This could impact
many stakeholders negatively and create perverse incentives (for example, to
undertake pre-sale improvements quickly without regard for quality). That
being said, several jurisdictions have successfully required upgrades at time of
sale for residential properties.
Option B, however, has the same advantages as Option A but avoids creating
delays or additional burdens in the sale process. At the same time, it has the
additional advantages of reinforcing the value of disclosure policies and
leveraging the tendency for new owners to implement substantial renovations in
the first years after a purchase.
Time of renovation also has several advantages: it is more likely to lead to more
cost-effective savings, due to cost savings from combining energy upgrades with
other renovations. It also removes the major barrier of hassle/transaction costs
related to renovations, since renovations are happening regardless. It does not
risk creating delays in real estate transactions, an important concern.
Both B and C face the issue of timeliness –no upgrades will occur in buildings
that are not renovated or sold, which could leave a large portion of the building
stock unaddressed for decades. This could be reduced by the use of a
complementary deadline. An example is New York City’s Lighting Upgrade
proposal, where upgrades are tied to time of renovation, but an ultimate
deadline is used to ensure relatively timely improvements. Care should be given
in the design of deadlines to avoid creating a bottleneck if most owners choose
to wait until the deadline arrives to implement upgrades.
Scheduled upgrades have the advantage of addressing significant portions of the
building stock, and limit effects on stakeholders beyond building owners.
However, on their own they have no advantages in terms of depth or costeffectiveness of savings, or costs for users.

OTHER ISSUES
There are many other design issues to consider in selecting or creating a rating system for
mandatory disclosure. We briefly address four of these here: type of measures included, the
range of buildings (or owners) to whom the policy should apply, spending caps and exceptions.
Issue #3 – Scope of Measures: Upgrade policies can focus on operational measures, for
example retro commissioning, on physical upgrades such as increasing building envelope
insulation levels and upgrading mechanical systems, or on both. A key difference is that many
operational changes will be difficult to enforce, since they cannot be verified by an inspection,
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and may be short-lived (whereas physical changes are “hardwired” into the system). We
suggest that states should focus on physical upgrades, because they are verifiable, and leave
operational changes to voluntary programs (on the residential side) or public disclosure policies
(on the commercial side).
Issue #4 – Coverage: Upgrade policies must define which building types and sizes are
required to undertake upgrades. This is less a technical consideration than a practical one. On
the commercial side, for example, limiting upgrade requirements to large buildings reduces the
administrative burden and targets those most likely to be able to afford, plan, finance and
implement large upgrade projects. This is the approach used in New York City. Another
approach to gradual implementation is to initially require audits only for publicly owned or
operated buildings, as in Washington State. On the residential side, this is less of an issue – any
upgrade policy should be applied uniformly.
Issue #5 – Spending Caps: Policy-makers may need to include a spending cap to reassure
building owners that costs will be contained, unless upgrade requirements are limited to low
cost measures. Ideally, access to low-interest financing programs can reduce the need for a
spending cap, particularly if loans are tied to the property and not the owner. This approach has
limitations in the commercial sector, however, where factors such as the ability to take on debt
and accounting practices come into play.
If substantial expenditures are expected of building owners, then a spending cap is likely
necessary, but it would need to be well-designed to avoid gaming, which could be a significant
concern. For example, if caps are linked to renovation spending, owners could break large
renovations into several smaller projects to keep spending caps low enough to exclude major
measures.
Issue #6 – Exceptions: Policies should ensure that high-performing buildings are exempt,
particularly if compliance is via a costly audit process. This avoids wasting resources on audits
unlikely to identify major savings, and provides an incentive for achieving high performance.
High performance can be identified either by building rating or third-party certification
processes such as LEED. Policy-makers may also want to limit the number of times a building is
required to go through the upgrade process. This would reduce the burden on building owners,
but could also have negative effects. If it is combined with a spending cap, it could allow owners
to game the system by going through a few smaller renovations before moving on to a larger
renovation after exceptions apply.
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SUMMARY
The table below summarizes our recommended design for key elements.

BASIS
TRIGGER POINTS

 Conditional prescriptive lists or performance-based
improvements(modeling)
 Time of renovation or post-transaction deadline, possibly
additional, complementary deadlines.

SPENDING CAPS  Only if upgrades are expensive, and designed to avoid gaming.
MEASURE SCOPE  Physical Assets - As broadly defined as is feasible
APPLICABILITY  No preferred option
EXCEPTIONS

 High performance buildings, past participants (barring spending
cap)
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IN PRACTICE – OPTIONS FOR THE N.E.
Contrary to mandatory disclosure policies, the design of mandatory upgrade policies need
not take into account a flurry of legislative activity, nor a plethora of pre-established tools or
systems.
In fact, the only significant external factor policymakers should consider is the existence
and enforcement – or lack thereof – of energy codes.
Indeed, the most common form of existing upgrade policy in the northeast are energy code
provisions requiring building owners to upgrade all affected systems and building areas to meet
the energy code in the event of major renovations. Both the International Energy Conservation
Code (IECC) and ASHRAE 90.1 (the de facto model energy codes for residential and commercial
buildings) contain similar clauses. According to the Building Codes Assistance Project, virtually
all states in the Northeast have energy codes equivalent to at least the 2006 IECC and ASHRAE
90.1 1999/2001, both of which contain this provision. 38
A larger issue with current IECC upgrade requirements is a current lack of enforcement in
many states. As discussed in NEEP’s recent white paper on progressive building energy codes,
enforcement of codes is relatively lax even for new construction, with compliance typically
ranging from 40% to 60%. 39 Energy code experts indicate that time of renovation compliance
rates are even lower. Improving enforcement levels should be the first step in any upgrade
policy initiative.
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PROPOSED APPROACHES

ENERGY SAVINGS

As discussed, the minimal approach recommended to states is to increase enforcement of
existing energy code requirements.
Beyond this, we recommend creating a
complementary upgrade policy
2. Require broader
following the design recommendations
prescriptive upgrades
summarized on page 123. The key
•ranging from low-cost to
substantial
design choice for states then becomes
how aggressively to pursue upgrades.
A less aggressive approach will focus
on low-cost/no-cost upgrades that are
1. Adopt/enforce state
cost effective in most or all buildings. A
energy code provisions
more aggressive policy will target
potentially expensive upgrades.
These choices can be summarized
as two policy tiers:
1. Adopt/enforce state energy code provisions: Most states in the Northeast have already
adopted the IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 or have equivalent energy codes. Those that do not
should prioritize adoption; those with codes in place should increase enforcement of
time of renovation provisions. 40
2. Require broader prescriptive upgrades: We suggest that a broader upgrade
requirement should be based on a simple prescriptive list of generally cost-effective
measures, and be required at both time of renovation and post-sale to ensure timeliness.
The costs of the required upgrades will determine exactly how aggressive the policy
would be. An upgrade policy limited to relatively low-cost upgrades would keep building
owner costs down while ensuring at least some energy performance improvements.
States with the resources and momentum to put substantial upgrade policies in place
should target deep improvements and as many cost-effective major measures as
possible.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR DISCLOSURE POLICIES
Although mandatory upgrade policies remove some of the impetus for mandatory disclosure,
we argue that disclosure policies should be implemented even in states with well enforced
upgrade policies.
Time of transaction disclosure can reinforce upgrade policies by creating additional value for
investments in upgrades. This is particularly important because it is unlikely that an upgrade
policy will cover all potential measures. By allowing users to integrate the value of energy
efficiency into their decisions, a complementary disclosure policy creates value for measures
outside of the scope of an upgrade policy. Additionally, the value created by disclosure policies
reduces incentives for owners to avoid compliance with upgrade policies. Finally, disclosure
policies create further benefits, such as increased consumer protection and additional feedback
on performance to the building industry, that are not addressed by upgrade policies.
If an upgrade policy is based on energy audit results, one potentially negative impact of
combining the two policies is that it could create the need for multiple audits, which could be
both inefficient and create frustration. This is an argument for avoiding an audit-based upgrade
approach. If audits are used for both policies, they should be interchangeable and as low-cost
as possible.
Scheduled public disclosure policies can reinforce upgrade policies in two ways. Firstly, they
create additional value for physical upgrades, since upgrades will improve operational
performance and therefore the owner’s public profile. Secondly, public disclosure policies are
able to incent operational improvements. Upgrade policies can’t do this as effectively, because
enforcement would require long-term tracking and an effective enforcement mechanism.
Because scheduled public disclosure is likely to be based on a low-cost, annual operational
rating, combining the two policies does not create significant additional cost or redundancy for
users.
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ADMINISTRATIVE NEEDS
Upgrade policies require both an administrative framework and many support structures.
We discuss key elements and considerations below. Note that in many cases, administrative
needs are better filled by national or regional bodies, rather than states. Equally, elements from
existing initiatives can fill these functions. The table below summarizes how national and
regional bodies, as well as foundations and utilities, can contribute to a state upgrade policy.

Element

State Gvt

Municipalities

Other*

partner/
alternative

Enabling Legislation

Preferred

Central Registry Development/ Maintenance

partner/
alternative

Enforcement

Preferred

Contractor Training/ Certification

partner/
alternative

Preferred

Funding

Preferred

Preferred

Preferred
partner/
alternative

*regional or national organizations; federal government; foundations; utilities.

Enabling Legislation:

Mandatory upgrade policies must be created by enabling
legislation at either the state or the municipal level. A separate paper currently being prepared
for NEEP by the Vermont Law School will address legislative specifics.

Central Data Registry: Data collection needs vary depending on the upgrade policy
used. If states simply improve enforcement of existing energy code provisions, then existing
tracking mechanisms used by code enforcement bodies (at the municipal level) will be sufficient.
If states adopt a broader upgrade requirement triggered by time of sale and time of renovation,
then a new compliance tracking system would be required. Time of sale triggered upgrades
could be tracked using the same database developed for time of sale disclosure policies, while
time of renovation upgrades could be tracked via building permit offices.

Recommendations: Data Registry
Residential /
Commercial

Improved Code Enforcement: no action needed.
Broader Upgrade Policy: States should ensure that databases developed for
disclosure policies can also be used to track compliance with upgrade policies.
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Enforcement: Enforcement is essential for mandatory upgrade policies, and
consequences for non-compliance should be set at two to three times the average upgrades.
Improved enforcement of existing building codes will require increased resources for municipal
code offices. Broader upgrades at the time of renovation can also be built into existing
municipal code enforcement mechanisms. Broader upgrades triggered by time of sale would
require a new enforcement mechanism, possibly enforced by municipal codes offices but with
state-level tracking. One approach would be to have building owners demonstrate compliance
via a post-upgrade audit, which could also serve as an updated asset rating within the disclosure
policy.
Recommendations: Enforcement
Residential/
Commercial

Improved Code Enforcement: Provide additional resources to municipalities.
Broader Upgrade Policy: Provide additional resources to municipal code offices
and develop links with state level disclosure policy for tracking time of sale
triggers and demonstrating compliance. Set fines at two to three times the
cost of compliance.

Contractor Training infrastructure: Contractors working within the renovation
industry will need to be trained on building owner obligations under any new upgrade policy,
and would also benefit from training on key energy efficiency retrofits in some regions. The
latter training is often already available from utility efficiency programs and other sources, but
may need to be scaled up. To the extent that post-upgrade audits will be used to demonstrate
compliance, this will reinforce the need for rater/auditor training already identified for
disclosure policies.
1 Recommendations: Contractor Training
Residential/
Commercial

Provide brief, low-cost training to contractors on new building owner
obligations under upgrade policies.
Liaise with existing contractor training efforts to ensure that a sufficient supply
of well-trained contractors exists to install upgrades.

Funding Sources: The administrative tasks described above will require significant
funding, in particular to municipal codes offices. A detailed analysis of funding sources is
beyond the scope of this paper, but multiple initiatives aimed at improving building energy
codes are potential funding sources, and energy utilities may also be potential funders. Most
interestingly, utilities may be interested in subsidizing upgrade costs to owners.
Recommendations: Funding Sources
Residential /
Commercial

Engage potential funders in early stages of policy development.
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IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS
As with disclosure policies, upgrade policies can benefit from phased implementation,
principally to avoid bottlenecks caused by a lack of contractors and/or enforcement staff. The
options for phased implementation are largely similar to those described for disclosure policies.

2 Recommendations : Implementation
Residential/
Commercial

Improved Code Enforcement: No phase-in necessary beyond the time
needed to ramp-up municipal enforcement staffing levels.
Broader Upgrade Policy: A broader upgrade policy should be brought in
several years after a disclosure policy is fully in place, to ensure that auditor
infrastructure is fully developed and to take advantage of increased
incentives for upgrades created by disclosure policies. Commercial
buildings should also be phased in by size to further reduce bottlenecks in
enforcement or auditing.
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Acronyms and Endnotes
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ACRONYMS
ABEL

Advanced Building Energy Label

ACT

Australian Capital Territory

ASHRAE

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineer

COMNET

Commercial Energy Services Network

DOE

U.S. Department of Energy

E*

Energy Star

E*PM

Energy Star Portfolio Manager

ECCP

European Climate Change Program

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

EPBD

Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

EPS

Energy Performance Score (Oregon)

ESCO

Energy Services Company

EU

European Union

EUI

Energy Usage Intensity

GHG

Greenhouse gas

HERS

Home Energy Rating System

IECC

International Energy Conservation Code

MEPS

Minimum energy performance standards

NBRP

National Building Rating Program

RESNET

Residential Energy Services Network
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ENDNOTES
1

Our discussion of mandatory disclosure policies is focused on disclosure of energy ratings (and
associated information). By normalizing for factors (like weather or occupancy) that could significantly
impact actual consumption, standardized rating systems allow consumers to compare homes and
buildings on an appropriate, “all else being equal” level playing field. We do not consider policies that
require disclosure of energy bills, nor of simple metrics. Indeed, by failing to normalize for even the most
basic of factors that can affect consumption, these approaches can mislead consumers. Nor do they allow
policymakers to provide clear direction re. building performance goals.
2

E.P.A., 2009. U.S. Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report,
http://epa.gov/climatechange/emissions/usinventoryreport.html
3

NEEP 2005. Economically Achievable Energy Efficiency Potential in New England,
http://www.neep.org/files/Updated_Achievable_Potential_2005.pdf.
4

For example, National Grid’s generous MassSAVE residential retrofit program offers free home
audits, turnkey installation of recommended measures, incentives covering 75% of envelope and air
sealing work, and 0% financing – and still has post-audit uptake rates of only 40% (2008 data).
5

More information presented on page 43.

6

See the recent, landmark New Buildings Institute study of actual performance in LEED buildings http://www.newbuildings.org/downloads/Energy_Performance_of_LEED-NC_Buildings-Final_3-4-08b.pdf.
See also “Documenting Performance: Does It Have to Be So Hard?” in the Winter 2009 issue of High
Performance Buildings - http://www.hpbmagazine.org/images/stories/articles/Hinge.pdf.
7

See http://www.nathers.gov.au/about/publications/pubs/eer-house-price-act.pdf for the full report.

8

To view the full report – Doing Well by Doing Good – see
http://www.rics.org/NR/rdonlyres/44F67595-7989-45C7-B4897E2B84F9DA76/0/DoingWellbyDoingGood.pdf.
9

See the full report at http://www.akf.dk/udgivelser/2008/pdf/energy_labelling.pdf.

10

In Australia, despite information campaigns and moderate penalties, initially high non-compliance
rates were only turned around following implementation of effective enforcement and a substantial
increase in penalties. In Denmark, a lack of enforcement and low penalties have kept compliance rates
low. Two related issues, identified in the ACT’s initial program evaluation, are homeowners falsifying data
to improve ratings, and high levels of auditors failing to conduct site visits (necessary for accurate
modeling) prior to issuing ratings.
11

For example, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s EnergyIQ tool allows users to rate individual
systems in commercial buildings. See http://energyiq.lbl.gov/ .
12

“Memorandum of Understanding on Improving the Energy Efficiency of Products and Buildings
Between The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and The U.S. Department of Energy”, Sept 30th,
2009. Distributed publicly.
13

One of the most interesting tools under development is Michael Blasnik’s SIMPLE tool, which has
undergone testing as part of a residential rating system pilot in Oregon. The Oregon pilot indicated that
raters required 1.5 hours per home to complete a rating with SIMPLE, versus 2.5 hours for REM/Rate and
other tools, and achieved similar levels of accuracy. The SIMPLE tool accomplishes this by reducing the
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number of inputs required and using auditor judgment to estimate building air tightness rather than a
blower-door test. These results have generated high levels of interest in the home rating and auditing
field, and are being taken seriously by RESNET and other organizations. See
http://www.energytrust.org/eps/eps_ex.html for the full report and supporting documents.
14

See http://www.neep.org/energycodes/index.html and http://bcap-energy.org/ for more resources.

15

For example, on the residential side, Massachusetts currently has 33 certified HERS raters and 94
BPI raters. Assuming that the number of asset ratings required in the state per year will be similar to
single family house sales, new demand from mandatory disclosure policies will create the need for
roughly 150 to 250 new full time raters working in the state. HERS and BPI certification generally requires
a background in building sciences plus one week of training, with raters ideally being mentored for their
first five to twenty ratings post-certification.
16

A split incentive typically occurs with rental units, where the responsibility or costs of energy
efficiency may accrue to the owner (or renter), while the benefits accrue to the renter (or owner), such
that neither party has both the interest and the ability to act on energy savings opportunities.
17

Laustsen, J. (DEA), Danish Experience in Energy Labeling of Buildings, September 2003.

18

Hansen Kjaerbye, Vibeke, 2009. Does Energy Labelling on Residential Homes Cause Energy Savings?,
http://www.akf.dk/udgivelser/2008/pdf/energy_labelling.pdf.
19

Compliance levels are low because of a lack of significant consequences for non-compliance.

20

According to the authors, “When comparing the results of this paper with other studies of the
Danish Energy Labelling Scheme the conclusion is not clear-cut. We find no effect of the labelling scheme
in terms of differences in the natural gas consumption between labelled and non labelled houses. But
whether or not this means that no energy renovations are carried out is not possible to conclude. A
complementary study would be needed to confirm the results from this statistical approach by verifying
whether energy improvements were made or not.”
21

The “Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings”.

22

Personal communication, Michael Dewein, Technical Director, Building Codes Assistance Project.

23

See http://www.rics.org/NR/rdonlyres/44F67595-7989-45C7-B4897E2B84F9DA76/0/DoingWellbyDoingGood.pdf.
24

The statistical relationship found was strong, with the report citing an R2 > 0.82, p < 0.0001, and tstat > 4. See http://www.nathers.gov.au/about/publications/pubs/eer-house-price-act.pdf for the full
report.
25

See the full report at http://www.akf.dk/udgivelser/2008/pdf/energy_labelling.pdf.

26

In Australia, despite information campaigns and moderate penalties, initial high rates of noncompliance were only turned around following implementation of effective enforcement and a
substantial increase in penalties. In Denmark, a lack of enforcement and low penalties have kept
compliance rates low. Two related issues, identified in the ACT’s initial program evaluation, are
homeowners falsifying data to improve ratings, and high levels of auditors failing to conduct site visits
(necessary for accurate modeling).
27

For example, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s EnergyIQ tool allows users to rate individual
systems in commercial buildings. See http://energyiq.lbl.gov/ .
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28

A ‘complete’ rating system is defined as having an established rating scale and methodology, a
software approval process, and links to supporting structures such as rater training/certification and a
rating improvement process. Ideally, a rating system is already widely used and has a developed pool of
raters.
29

Sept 30th, 2009, Memorandum of Understanding on Improving the Energy Efficiency of Products
and Buildings Between The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and The U.S. Department of Energy”,

distributed publicly.
30

Other options include the EPA’s Home Energy Yardstick and DOE’s E-Scale. The former is an
operational rating (less suited to time of transaction) and the latter is based on the HERS rating.
31

RESNET periodically updates the choice of energy code for the HERS reference building. However it
does not automatically change with each IECC code update.
32

http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?fuseaction=qhmi.showHomesMarketIndex

33

Such as those proposed in federal climate change legislation.

34

California and Washington have also required disclosure at time of financing. We don’t discuss this
option in this roadmap because it has less compelling value than disclosure at time of sale or rental, but
suggest that states monitor the experience of these jurisdictions.
35

Note that RESNET and BPI are in the process of merging these certifications.

36

The IECC has been adopted by many states, and this requirement is the most common existing form
of upgrade policy.
37

Note that energy codes only require that altered systems and additions be brought up to current
code at the time of renovation. Some upgrade policies, such as Berkeley’s, can go beyond this by
requiring upgrades to non-affected portions of a building at the time of renovation.
38

See http://bcap-energy.org/node/21.

39

NEEP 2009, Model Progressive Building Energy Codes Policy for Northeast States,
http://www.neep.org/energycodes/NEEP_Building%20Energy%20Codes%20Policy_March%202009.pdf
40

See http://www.neep.org/energycodes/index.html and http://bcap-energy.org/ for more resources.
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Single Statewide Audit Report
Exemplary Metric Requirement: Present a plan by January 15, 2010 to customize the software
and/or customer deliverables for the MassSAVE program and to implement the new customer
information package statewide (including training all vendors and contractors, and field
testing), including a timeline with the goal of having all components in place, ready to operate
by September 1, 2010.
Report Templates: The intention of the attached report templates is to provide an overview of
the content PA’s expect to be included in the reports. Due to ongoing implementation planning
of the redesigned MassSAVE program; the report may evolve.
Timeline: The timeline represents expected time requirements to implement all report
components by September 1, 2010. The timeline assumes rigorous Program Administrator and
Vendor participation throughout the implementation process.
Project Plan: The items below represent major milestones throughout the implementation
process.

1. Review components of each report
a. Evaluate the program structure as it would relate to the report (structure major
incentive and ISMs eligibility matrix to feed proposals) This tends to be complex
in the MassSAVE program
b. Determine if there should be flexibility allowed for the components of the report
when there is an open market environment. (i.e. text, images and logos specific
for vendors)
2. Determine protocols for various situations
a. Incomplete or unavailable data
b. Non-metered fuels
c. Dual fuels
d. Multiple systems
e. Combined systems; i.e. FHW and DHW
f. Deemed versus calculated values
g. Etc.
3. Identify limiting factors within each Program Vendors existing software applications
a. This should include flexibility to generate report into a particular format (PDF,
word, xml, email, web service)
b. Review of what hardware is available/required in the field to support such a report
(auditor tablets, color printers, internet connectivity)
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4. Determine degree of flexibility or alternate methods to meet intent of new reports that
will be allowable
a. Off site printing – mailing
b. E-mailing of reports
c. Reports via USB drives
d. Alternate formats
5. An Agile development process defined for development.
a. Scope of the reports is approved and signed off.
b. Data Definition document is created to capture data input/output data points
c. Structure and design is determined for reports.
d. Vendors modify/configure local system software and provide periodic
demos/samples to Program Administrators for review and input.
e. Outstanding issues regarding compliance identified
f. Potential alternate approaches evaluated and agreed upon
g. Feedback is collected from stakeholders and a final designed is signed off on.
h. Periodic demos provide an iterative process to ensure final product is compliant
with approved design
i. Training is provided for user acceptance staff.
j. Field User acceptance testing is performed and completed
6. Define process for future enhancements
a. Suggest this is determined before the scope is defined/finalized. This ensures that
items that do not meet the criteria for the initial scope or were not defined early
enough have vehicle to make it into future enhancements
7. Pre-Deployment/Deployment
a. Support Level Agreements determined
b. Support structure defined and staff trained for application support
c. Full training for field staff
d. Rollout to field staff
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Single Statewide Audit Implementation Timeline

2-Week Period Ending

02/12/10

02/26/10

03/12/10

03/26/10

04/09/10

04/23/10

05/07/10

05/21/10

06/04/10

06/18/10

07/02/10

07/16/10

07/30/10

08/13/10

08/27/10

Distribute Templates to Vendors

Initial Questions Due back from Vendors

Working meeting of PA's & Vendors
Group decision regarding final requirements
(Includes finalizing boilerplate content)
Development of supporting collateral
materials
Initial Vendor development period

Review Initial vendor versions
Working meeting of PA's & Vendors Identify issues and discuss modifications
Round two of edits / modifications
Review & Approval Process: PA's with
Vendors
Ongoing Testing & Refinement

Vendors training of Field Staff

Field Delivery to Customers Begins
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09/01/10

Customer Name

Page 1 of 12

Screening Audit Report Template
Home Energy Audit Report
123 Conservation Lane
Efficiency, MA 01xxx
Prepared By :Company Name, Address, Phone Number

Introduction
The mission of the MassSAVE program is to assist residential customers upgrade the
efficiency of their 1 to 4 family home. The program is designed to save you money,
conserve energy, promote a greener environment and improve the year-round comfort of
your home. MassSAVE provides on-site Home Energy Assessments by trained Energy
Specialists to evaluate existing conditions and make site specific appropriate
recommendations.
MassSAVE is brought to you by your local electric and gas utilities and energy efficiency
service providers. The program is funded by a conservation charge included in your
monthly utility bill.
Home Energy Assessment
Utilizing a “house as a system” approach, Home Energy Assessments specifically focus
on the following characteristics of your home:
•

Thermal Envelope (Insulation and Air Leakage Conditions)

•

Mechanical systems (Heating, Cooling and Hot Water Systems)

•

Appliances & Lighting

Home Energy Assessment Report
The purpose of this report is to provide you with an outline of energy efficiency upgrade
suggestions. The report was developed with recommendations specific to your home
and includes a summary of recommendations, as well as detailed information on the
efficiency upgrade opportunities available in your home.
Congratulations
By taking part in this home energy assessment, you have taken the first step in saving
money, conserving energy, increasing the comfort of your home, and saving the
environment!
For up to date information on Energy Efficiency incentives visit: www.masssave.com
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General Home Information
This section of the report provides an overview of the systems present in your home.

Basic Information
Conditioned Living Space
(square feet)
2,100

Age of Home
15 years

Heating System(s)
Distribution
Type
Hydronic

System Type
Oil Boiler

Age
(years)
15

Output
Capacity
100,000 Btu

System
Efficiency
0.7

Distribution
Efficiency
0.87

Cooling System(s)
System Type

Age
(years)

Size
(Btu)

Area Served
(square feet)

EER

Water Heating System(s)
System Type
Oil - Tankless

Age
15

Size (Gallons)
5

Energy Factor
0.59

o

Temp ( F)
125

Summary of Annual Consumption
Electricity
Annual Use
Cost
12,000 kWh
$2,400

Oil
Annual Use
1439 Gallons

Cost
$3,740
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Home Energy Assessment Summary
The table below presents a summary of our recommendations based on your home
energy assessment. Please review the “Road Map of Future Energy Efficiency
Opportunities” at the end of this report, which will provide you with recommendations for
the future. The estimated energy savings, dollar savings and payback is provided for
each measure individually. Later in this report, we provide detailed information on each
recommendation.
The U.S Environmental Protection Agency website provides a greenhouse gas
equivalency calculator. Please visit the link below to calculate the environmental
benefits of the energy you will save by implementing these changes.
www.epa.gov/RDEE/energy-resources/calculator.html

* Savings / Payback calculations are based on the cost of fuel at the time of your Home Energy
Assessment. An increase in fuel costs will INCREASE Dollar Savings and DECREASE the Payback
Period
** AFUE is the Annual Fuel Utilization Factor which is a measure of the overall energy efficiency of the
system. The AFUE is the ratio of heat output of the heating system compared to the total energy
consumed. The AFUE is expressed as a percentage; the higher the AFUE the more efficient the heating
system.
*** EF is the Energy Factor which is a measure of a water heater's overall energy efficiency based on the
amount of hot water produced per unit of fuel consumed. Energy Factors are expressed in decimal form;
the higher the EF the more efficient the water heater.

Energy Specialist Comments:

Homeowner Notes:
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Air Sealing Recommendation:
Excessive air infiltrating the home through small gaps and crevices can result in as much
as 20% of the typical home’s heating and cooling costs. In the winter, the cold air leaks into
the home while the heated air exits, and in the summer the hot outside air enters the home and
brings unwanted humidity.
Air leakage is most noticeable during the winter months. Most people call these air leaks “drafts.”
You may feel these drafts around windows and doors and think these leaks are your major
source of wasted energy. In most homes, however, the most significant air leaks are hidden in the
attic and basement. These are the leaks that significantly raise your energy usage and make your
house uncomfortable. In cold weather, warm air rises in your house, just like it does in a chimney.
This air, which you have paid to heat, is just wasted as it rises up into your attic. As this happens
your home needs to make up for this lost air and does so by drawing in cold air from the outside
through various cracks and leaks in the basement area.
Your Energy Specialist has determined your home probably has excessive air infiltration and
could benefit from professional air sealing services.
Blower door assisted air sealing is an effective and accurate method to measure and identify
areas where air is escaping the home. The blower door measures overall air leakage and helps
identify specific leakage locations. Those locations are then treated using a variety of methods
(spray foam, caulk, weather stripping, etc.). Leakage is measured periodically during the process
to ensure that the home is not sealed too tightly. In some homes the use of a blower door is not
recommended due to safety concerns (i.e. if possible asbestos containing material is noted) but
effective air sealing can still be completed based on a detailed visual inspection by trained air
sealing technicians of where the most significant leaks are generally found.
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Attic Insulation Recommendation:
Attic/ceiling insulation prevents conductive heat transfer between your conditioned living
space and the unconditioned attic space outside the thermal envelope of your home. Attic
insulation is often the easiest and most cost effective place to insulate because most attics
provide easy access for the installation. The ready access and lower installation cost often
makes this a very cost-effective measure. Like all insulation, ceiling insulation helps keep the
home warm in the winter and cool in the summer.
If needed, your Energy Specialist will also recommend additional attic ventilation to help remove
excess moisture and reduce heat build up in your attic. Proper discharge of bathroom vent fans
may also be recommended if needed to assure moisture is directed to the exterior and not into
the attic.
Because the effectiveness of attic insulation can be compromised by air leakage, air sealing is
generally recommended in conjunction with attic insulation.
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Oil Hydronic Boiler Recommendation:
New high efficiency oil hydronic (hot water) boilers save significant amounts of energy in
heating your home. Older types of boilers allow a large amount of the heat (25% to as much as
50%) from combustion to exit through the flue exhaust stack or chimney. Newer model (ENERGY
STAR® rated) boilers are designed to allow less than 15% of the heat to escape. ENERGY STAR
qualified boilers have an Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) rating of 85% or greater which
means that 85% or more of the heat is used to warm your home. The advanced features of new
oil boilers reduce energy waste and save you money.
Proper sizing and installation of the new boiler is essential to realize the greatest savings
from the replacement. It is important to first improve the overall energy efficiency of your home
by: insulating walls, ceilings and floors to recommended R-value levels and air sealing the home
to limit air infiltration. These energy efficiency improvements, if needed, may allow the home to
use a smaller boiler, saving you money on the cost of the boiler and your fuel bills for years to
come. Another factor that impacts the size of your new boiler is if you are planning to use the
boiler to produce your domestic hot water along with your heat. Remember: a properly sized
boiler will work efficiently while an oversized boiler wastes energy and costs you money.
Talk to a qualified heating contractor to select a properly sized high efficiency boiler with the best
features to meet the needs of your home. Remember, the higher the AFUE rating the more
efficient the boiler is and the greater the estimated savings.
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Indirect Water Heater Recommendation:
Indirect water heaters connected to your boiler can be a very efficient way to produce
domestic hot water. Indirect water heaters offer a more efficient choice for most homes, even
though they require a storage tank. An indirect water heater uses the main boiler to heat a fluid
that's circulated through a heat exchanger in the storage tank. The energy stored by the water
tank allows the boiler to turn off and on less often, which saves energy. Therefore, an indirect
water heater is used with a high-efficiency boiler and well-insulated tank can be the least
expensive means of providing hot water.
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Residential Renewable Energy
The integration of renewable energy in small residential buildings is becoming
more commonplace as energy costs rise. The decision to buy is typically based
on the payback of the system being considered (the amount of time it will take for
the installation to pay for itself by reducing operating costs). Rebates offered by
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and tax
incentives offered at the federal level have a
great impact on this equation.

The two most widely implemented renewable
technologies in residences in the northeast are
solar hot water and solar electric (photovoltaic).
Small wind turbine technology has also gained
traction in recent years, but the incentives and
the technology are not yet available for
installations at a scale small enough to be
considered affordable at the residential level.
There have been times in recent years when State
rebates have been available to residential customers
installing solar hot water systems sufficient to achieve
paybacks of 5 or 6 years, but the typical, un-incentivized
payback is closer to 15 years. Likewise for Photovoltaics
(PV), where incentives have been available in the past to
attain paybacks of less than 10 years, but without which
paybacks of over 20 years are commonly experienced.
Your decision to invest in these worthwhile technologies, of course, may take into
consideration factors beyond financial implications. These systems help reduce
your environmental impact, your personal carbon footprint and help contribute to
energy independence, just to name a few, but if you would like more information
on incentives to inform your purchase decision, we recommend you visit the
website below:
State Incentives: http://www.masstech.org/SOLAR/.
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Health and Safety Issues
This section of the audit report should discuss the following:
•

Electrical hazards found such as knob and tube wiring, exposed wiring, etc.

•

Health and safety.

•

Remediation steps they might undertake. For example licensed electrician, etc.

•

Guidelines for the safe and effective removal of mold spores can be found at:
http://www.cdc.gov/MOLD/cleanup.htm.
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Other Tips to Help You Save Energy
Based upon our audit of your home, we have identified several low/no cost tips to help
you save energy. These ideas include:

1. Hang clothes outside to dry instead of using your clothes dryer.
2. Lower your thermostat setting by a degree or two. You may not notice the difference
in your level of comfort but you will see a small difference in your energy costs.
3. Take shorter showers to reduce your hot water costs.
4. Only wash full loads of clothes in your clothes washer and full loads of dishes in your
dishwasher.
5. Turn off computers that are not being used or use the “sleep mode” setting on the
computers in your home.
6. Tune your air conditioners once each year
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Financing Options & Tax Credits
The following financing options are available to you.
Nation-Wide Resources
1. Company or Program Name, Number, website and brief description of available
options.

HEAT Loan Program (see Heat Loan information provided by your Energy Expert)
The HEAT Loan Program provides you with the opportunity to apply for a 0% loan from
participating lenders to assist with the installation of qualified energy efficient
improvements in your home. The loans are available up-to $15,000 with terms up-to 7
years.

Tax Credits
The most up to date tax credit information can be found on the following websites:
•

www.energystar.gov

•

www.masssave.com
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Road Map of Future Energy Efficiency Opportunities
If there are any major components of your home that may need replacement in the near
future or if you are planning any significant repairs or renovations, now is the time to
make sure energy efficiency opportunities are not missed.
Many homeowners miss opportunities due to lack of planning. If you're like most people,
you’re unlikely to go out looking for a new heating system or water heater until your
existing one fails, which leaves little time to evaluate your options. Be ready by
researching your options, including the energy efficiency of the equipment. Installing
high efficiency equipment compared to conventional efficiency equipment will more than
pay for itself over the life of the equipment. It pays to think about your options as your
existing systems approach their typical life expectancy.
If you are planning any major repairs, renovations or additions to your home make sure
energy efficiency is considered during the planning. There are new materials and
strategies to consider that can achieve deep energy savings. Many of these approaches
are most cost effectively implemented when done so with associated repairs or
upgrades.
For example, if you are considering replacing the siding on your home it is the ideal time
to evaluate the additional energy savings that are possible by installing 2-4 inches of
continuous rigid insulation under the new siding. When done along with the new siding,
the incremental costs for the rigid insulation is relatively small compared to the energy
savings potential over the lifetime of the new siding.
When planning any major repairs or upgrades that could impact the energy used in your
home be sure to check with your utility for information on current offerings of its Energy
Efficiency Programs.
A little planning ahead can yield tremendous savings for many years to come!
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Diagnostic Audit Report Template
Home Energy Audit Report
123 Conservation Lane
Efficiency, MA 01xxx
Prepared By :Company Name, Address, Phone Number

The Next Steps
Congratulations on taking the next step in conserving energy, saving money,
promoting a greener environment and improving the year-round comfort of your
home!
The Home Energy Assessment summary page included in this report offers
important information regarding energy efficient opportunities in your home. The
summary also provides the status of recommendations made during your initial
home energy assessment.

For up to date information regarding current energy efficiency incentives and
programs, please visit our website.

www.masssave.com

MassSAVE is brought to you by your local electric and gas utilities and energy
efficiency service providers. The program is funded by a conservation charge
included in your monthly utility bill.
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General Home Information
This section of the report provides an overview of the systems present in your home.

Basic Information
Conditioned Living Space
(square feet)
2,100

Age of Home
15 years

Heating System(s)
Distribution
Type
Hydronic

System Type
Oil Boiler

Age
(years)
15

Output
Capacity
100,000 Btu

System
Efficiency
0.7

Distribution
Efficiency
0.87

Cooling System(s)
System Type

Age
(years)

Size
(Btu)

Area Served
(square feet)

EER

Water Heating System(s)
System Type
Oil - Tankless

Age
15

Size (Gallons)
5

Energy Factor
0.59

o

Temp ( F)
125

Summary of Annual Consumption
Electricity
Annual Use
Cost
12,000 kWh
$2,400

Oil
Annual Use
1439 Gallons

Cost
$3,740
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Home Energy Assessment Summary
The table below presents a summary of our recommendations based on your home
energy assessment. Please review the “Road Map of Future Energy Efficiency
Opportunities” at the end of this report, which will provide you with recommendations for
the future. The estimated energy savings, dollar savings and payback is provided for
each measure individually. Later in this report, we provide detailed information on each
recommendation.
The U.S Environmental Protection Agency website provides a greenhouse gas
equivalency calculator. Please visit the link below to calculate the environmental
benefits of the energy you will save by implementing these changes.
www.epa.gov/RDEE/energy-resources/calculator.html

* Savings / Payback calculations are based on the cost of fuel at the time of your Home Energy
Assessment. An increase in fuel costs will INCREASE Dollar Savings and DECREASE the Payback
Period
** AFUE is the Annual Fuel Utilization Factor which is a measure of the overall energy efficiency of the
system. The AFUE is the ratio of heat output of the heating system compared to the total energy
consumed. The AFUE is expressed as a percentage; the higher the AFUE the more efficient the heating
system.
*** EF is the Energy Factor which is a measure of a water heater's overall energy efficiency based on the
amount of hot water produced per unit of fuel consumed. Energy Factors are expressed in decimal form;
the higher the EF the more efficient the water heater.

Energy Specialist Comments:

Homeowner Notes:
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Weatherization Recommendation

* Savings / Payback calculations are based on the cost of fuel at the time of your Home Energy Assessment.
An increase in fuel costs will INCREASE Dollar Savings and DECREASE the Payback Period
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Energy Consumption Profile
The following figures present a breakout of your home’s current energy consumption by
end use or system type. To perform this analysis, we reviewed your past energy bills
and used information from your audit to estimate how your home is using its energy.

Figure 1: Your Annual Electricity Cost

Figure 2: Your Annual Oil Cost
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Oil Hydronic Boiler Recommendation:
New high efficiency oil hydronic (hot water) boilers save significant amounts of energy in
heating your home. Older types of boilers allow a large amount of the heat (25% to as much as
50%) from combustion to exit through the flue exhaust stack or chimney. Newer model (ENERGY
STAR® rated) boilers are designed to allow less than 15% of the heat to escape. ENERGY STAR
qualified boilers have an Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) rating of 85% or greater which
means that 85% or more of the heat is used to warm your home. The advanced features of new
oil boilers reduce energy waste and save you money.
Proper sizing and installation of the new boiler is essential to realize the greatest savings
from the replacement. It is important to first improve the overall energy efficiency of your home
by: insulating walls, ceilings and floors to recommended R-value levels and air sealing the home
to limit air infiltration. These energy efficiency improvements, if needed, may allow the home to
use a smaller boiler, saving you money on the cost of the boiler and your fuel bills for years to
come. Another factor that impacts the size of your new boiler is if you are planning to use the
boiler to produce your domestic hot water along with your heat. Remember: a properly sized
boiler will work efficiently while an oversized boiler wastes energy and costs you money.
Talk to a qualified heating contractor to select a properly sized high efficiency boiler with the best
features to meet the needs of your home. Remember, the higher the AFUE rating the more
efficient the boiler is and the greater the estimated savings.
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Indirect Water Heater Recommendation:
Indirect water heaters connected to your boiler can be a very efficient way to produce
domestic hot water. Indirect water heaters offer a more efficient choice for most homes, even
though they require a storage tank. An indirect water heater uses the main boiler to heat a fluid
that's circulated through a heat exchanger in the storage tank. The energy stored by the water
tank allows the boiler to turn off and on less often, which saves energy. Therefore, an indirect
water heater is used with a high-efficiency boiler and well-insulated tank can be the least
expensive means of providing hot water.
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Residential Renewable Energy
The integration of renewable energy in small residential buildings is becoming
more commonplace as energy costs rise. The decision to buy is typically based
on the payback of the system being considered (the amount of time it will take for
the installation to pay for itself by reducing operating costs). Rebates offered by
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and tax
incentives offered at the federal level have a
great impact on this equation.

The two most widely implemented renewable
technologies in residences in the northeast are
solar hot water and solar electric (photovoltaic).
Small wind turbine technology has also gained
traction in recent years, but the incentives and
the technology are not yet available for
installations at a scale small enough to be
considered affordable at the residential level.
There have been times in recent years when State
rebates have been available to residential customers
installing solar hot water systems sufficient to achieve
paybacks of 5 or 6 years, but the typical, un-incentivized
payback is closer to 15 years. Likewise for Photovoltaics
(PV), where incentives have been available in the past to
attain paybacks of less than 10 years, but without which
paybacks of over 20 years are commonly experienced.
Your decision to invest in these worthwhile technologies, of course, may take into
consideration factors beyond financial implications. These systems help reduce
your environmental impact, your personal carbon footprint and help contribute to
energy independence, just to name a few, but if you would like more information
on incentives to inform your purchase decision, we recommend you visit the
website below:
State Incentives: http://www.masstech.org/SOLAR/.
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Financing Options & Tax Credits
The following financing options are available to you.
Nation-Wide Resources
1. Company or Program Name, Number, website and brief description of available
options.

HEAT Loan Program (see Heat Loan information provided by your Energy Expert)
The HEAT Loan Program provides you with the opportunity to apply for a 0% loan from
participating lenders to assist with the installation of qualified energy efficient
improvements in your home. The loans are available up-to $15,000 with terms up-to 7
years.

Tax Credits
The most up to date tax credit information can be found on the following websites:
•

www.energystar.gov

•

www.masssave.com
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Road Map of Future Energy Efficiency Opportunities
If there are any major components of your home that may need replacement in the near
future or if you are planning any significant repairs or renovations, now is the time to
make sure energy efficiency opportunities are not missed.
Many homeowners miss opportunities due to lack of planning. If you're like most people,
you’re unlikely to go out looking for a new heating system or water heater until your
existing one fails, which leaves little time to evaluate your options. Be ready by
researching your options, including the energy efficiency of the equipment. Installing
high efficiency equipment compared to conventional efficiency equipment will more than
pay for itself over the life of the equipment. It pays to think about your options as your
existing systems approach their typical life expectancy.
If you are planning any major repairs, renovations or additions to your home make sure
energy efficiency is considered during the planning. There are new materials and
strategies to consider that can achieve deep energy savings. Many of these approaches
are most cost effectively implemented when done so with associated repairs or
upgrades.
For example, if you are considering replacing the siding on your home it is the ideal time
to evaluate the additional energy savings that are possible by installing 2-4 inches of
continuous rigid insulation under the new siding. When done along with the new siding,
the incremental costs for the rigid insulation is relatively small compared to the energy
savings potential over the lifetime of the new siding.
When planning any major repairs or upgrades that could impact the energy used in your
home be sure to check with your utility for information on current offerings of its Energy
Efficiency Programs.
A little planning ahead can yield tremendous savings for many years to come!
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Residential Metric #5: Comprehensive Education Package
Documentation
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TO:

RCS Networks Working Group

FROM:

Comprehensive Education Package Subcommittee

DATE:

6/10/09

RE:

REVISED: MassSAVE Comprehensive Education Package Metric

This subcommittee has been tasked with producing a comprehensive electronic/digital media deliverable
that will serve as a tool to educate Massachusetts customers who are interested in learning more about the
MassSAVE program and prepare them for program participation should they choose to schedule a home energy
assessment. We are looking at creating one video that will run 20 minutes in total, as well as a collateral
companion piece that will supplement video content. This initiative is intended to help:
•
•
•

Set expectations on the breadth of what an energy assessment entails as it relates to technologies and
the home
Prepare customers with a short list of “to do” tasks in advance of audit, aimed at ensuring a pleasant
& turn key experience in the home
Cut through the clutter of “green washing” and educate consumers on the features/benefits of energy
efficiency opportunities in the home

Content Outline (20 minutes)
•

Objective – homeowner focus and friendly in tone and language; simple & straightforward
o 5 Minutes -- You’ve taken the first step in scheduling an audit…here’s what happens next
 Explore/Probe what energy means to you to set the context for video
 Solicit commitment to “invest” in measures
 Advise on the value of developing a “house roadmap” of short & long term energy goals

•

Key Messages – areas of focus to include, but not limited to:
o 3 Minutes -- Short intro & tour of whole house type of approach; speak about MassSAVE, its
Sponsors and how this program is paid for, i.e. “Energy Conservation Charge” and address the
comprehensiveness of what to expect via the audit.
o 2 Minutes -- Pre List for Homeowners to prepare for audit.
 Identify what you hope to get out of audit; what prompted you to schedule an assessment
 Easy access to attic & basement
 Gather annual utility bills (electric and gas) over last calendar year, as applicable
 Gather non-metered fuels, as warranted
 Secure children & pets
 Prepare to accompany auditor through the house tour
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•

Modules that talk specifically about:
o 2 Minutes -- Thermal measures
o 2 Minutes -- Mechanical systems
o 2 Minutes – Appliances & lighting

Note: include some brief language on value and appropriateness use if diagnostics
•
•

Financial support tools that overview:
o 2 Minutes – Rebates, HEAT loan and tax credits
Wrap up:
o 2 Minutes – contact and website information

Next Steps:
•
•
•
•

BCN production has been selected as vendor for project. Non disclosure agreement signed.
o Finalize scope, budget and production timeline
o Develop video components in September - October
Finalize content outline – July 1
Identify housing stock, audit staffers and equipment needs for video – August
Identify fulfillment process; how and who will send these to consumers in advance of physical audits
(hard copy and online) – August

Subcommittee Members: Laurie Pereira/NSTAR, Jerry Hanna/National Grid, Derek Kimball/Unitil,
Mike Plasski/River Energy Consultants, Kathleen DeVito/CSG and Briana Kane/Cape Light Compact
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The Massachusetts Program Administrators have met the exemplary level of
achievement for Residential Metric #5 by preparing a Comprehensive Education
Package in DVD and web viewable/downloadable format.
The link to the Comprehensive Education package is as follows:
http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid71385303001?bctid=74544499001.
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COMMONWEALTHOF MASSACHUSETTS
TXECUTTVE
OFFICE
OF
ENERGYAND ENVIRONMENTALAFFAIRS

DEPARTMENTOF ENI,RGYRESOT,'RCES
1OO
CAMBRIDGEST.,SUITE1O2O
BOSTON,
MA O2I14
Intemettwirlr.Mass.cov/DoER
Email: Energy@State.MA.Us
DevalL. Pstrick
Govemor

TELEPHONE
617-626-7300

Timothy P. Murray
LieutenantGovemoi
Ion A. Bowles
Secretary,ExecutiveOffice of Energy
andEnvironmentalAf Iairs

FACSTMILE
617-'t21-0030
617-'l27-0093

Philip ciudice
Commission€r

November16,2009

Massachusetts
Electric EnorgyEfficiency PlogramAdministrators,
The DepartrnentofEnergy R€sowces(DOER) acknowledgesthat ResidentiatMetdc #5 from the
documentdatedOctober30, 2008(named"ComprehensiveEducationPackage")will not be
completeasofDecember31,2009,thedatescheduled
for thismehic'scompletion.lo ord€rto
ensurcthat ProgramAdministratorshaveadequatetimc to completethis importanttask,DOER
extendsthe due dateuntil April 1, 2010. Completionofthis metric by this datewill ensurethat
PrcgramAdministrators runain eligible for the full extentof their performancemetric money
for 2009 accordingto the performancestandardscontainedwithin the metlic. The metric's
performanc€standardsarenot otherwisechang€dby this extension.

f/w'44
l0 u

.lt---

Michael Sherman
Director EnergyEfnciency Progmms
Massachusetts
Deparhnentof EnergyResotfces
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Residential Metric #6: Advanced Customer Communication Activities
Documentation
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Massachusetts Residential Energy Efficiency Program
Advanced Customer Communication Metric
Feasibility Study Report

Acadia Consulting Group
August 31, 2009
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Background
•

Acadia Consulting Group was engaged to assist the Massachusetts Energy
Efficiency Program Administrators (PAs) in completing a feasibility study
regarding consolidation of all Residential Energy Efficiency toll free
telephone numbers and call centers.

Acadia Consulting Group - 2
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Study Objective
•

Determine the requirements and components of integrating the
Residential Massachusetts energy efficiency call centers to provide
consumers with a central information clearinghouse for all Massachusetts
efficiency programs.
– Consider the benefits from branding a single 800 number for all statewide
energy efficiency programs.
– Consider the potential implications on service delivery and customer
satisfaction.
– Consider the potential implications on operational efficiency and costs.

Acadia Consulting Group - 3
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Methodology/Process
Establish a working team
Gather internal data

Visit call centers
Gather data

Call all 800#s

Analyze current situation

Determine consolidation options
and implications
Acadia Consulting Group - 4
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Methodology/Process
•

Internal Audit/Data Gathering
– Analyzed current programs and services supported.
– Requested feedback from PAs on program marketing and important
call center metrics:
• Call center requirements and current cost structure
• Marketing programs, expenditures and program results
• Marketing research, customer satisfaction studies and call center
reports

Acadia Consulting Group - 5
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Methodology
•

Call Center Visits
– Scheduled appointments with all call centers.
– Toured and interviewed 6 call centers in Massachusetts and NH.
– Interviewed 5 call centers via phone.
– Reviewed current call center customer service process and call flow.
– Reviewed and analyzed available program and call center statistics.
– Reviewed customer satisfaction research/metrics.
– Identified relevant program and call center costs whenever possible.
– Assessed key strengths and weaknesses.

Acadia Consulting Group - 6
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Methodology
•

800# calls
– Called all 25 toll free numbers previously identified.
– Verified where the 800# is going (call center.)
– Captured greeting process & prompts.
– Assessed wait time from greeting/hold message to CSR.

Acadia Consulting Group - 7
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Caveats
•

Due to strict deadlines in the RFP, which allowed less than three weeks to
complete the study during late August, Acadia was limited to gathering
information on ‘what is’ - internal data from program administrators and
call centers vs. ‘what could be.’

•

This study is based on statistical information provided by call centers and
PAs. Due to the timeframe and heavy summer vacation schedules, the
amount and level of detail we were able to obtain varied greatly. For call
centers who were unable to provide exact statistics, assumptions/
projections were made based on verbal estimates or initial information
provided by the project team.

Acadia Consulting Group - 8
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Current Situation Analysis
• Energy Efficiency Programs Supported
• Current Call Center Process
• Process Observations
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Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Programs Supported
•

•

Shared Residential Programs
– MassSAVE
– Cool Smart

– Energy Bucks
– Lighting

– GasNetworks

– Energy Star Homes

Individual Utility Programs
– Utility sponsored marketing efforts
– Residential Pilot Programs
– Multi-family Programs
– Commercial Programs

Acadia Consulting Group - 10
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MassSAVE
Search

Choose One...

Unsettled with rising energy costs? And concerned about your
heating costs this winter? MassSAVE can help, with home energy
solutions to save you money and improve your home’s
performance. We invite you to learn about your options and choose
solutions that make the most sense for your home.

Recycling two aluminum cans
saves the amount of energy it
takes to power a PC for one
workday.

Holiday lights using lightemitting diodes (LEDs) use onetenth the energy of typical minilights and are cooler, which
reduces fire risk.

Get started today by calling 1-866-527-7283
*MassSAVE is the Residential Conservation Services Program, financed and operated according to state law and under regulations
of the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities and the Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources.
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MassSAVE
•

What is it?
– Access to a variety of rebate programs and an energy audit program which
provides a whole house assessment of energy efficiency and substantial discounts
(up to 75%) on insulation and air sealing.

•

Who participates? (all utilities/energy partners)
–
–
–
–

Bay State Gas
Berkshire Gas
Cape Light Compact
National Grid

– New England Gas
– NSTAR
– Unitil
– Western Massachusetts Electric Company

•

2008 Avg. monthly web hits: 500,000/mo

•

Total 2008 Call Volume: Estimated 80,000+
– Statewide MassSAVE 800# 18,843 (routed to/included in numbers below)
– CSG MassSAVE intake lines – 64,522
– Estimate from other call center intake lines – 15,308*
* Specific MassSAVE call volumes were available only for National Grid, NSTAR and WMECO.
Others were estimated at 75% of total call volume.
Acadia Consulting Group - 12
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Programs Supported
MassSAVE
Desired Customer Process

Residen'al Program
Inquiry

‐ Informa'on
‐ Home Energy
Audit

Energy Eﬃcient
Behavior

Acadia Consulting Group - 13
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MassSAVE Consumer Process
Inbound Call Process for Consumer Inquiries
•

Statewide MassSAVE promotions
– Calls go to an Interactive Voice Response system supported by Sprint which
routes callers based on type of heat (gas vs. other) and zip code to the
appropriate call center. Rotary callers or those not responding to prompts are
referred to a live operator at the Protocol call center in Merritt Island, FL who
enters the heating source and zip code.

•

Individual utility/service area promotions
– Utility/service area promotions use territory and heating source specific 800#s
which go directly to their call center without any IVR prompts. Call Centers
provide information, screen and capture data for potential audit participants and
schedule audits or refer customers to audit vendors for scheduling.

•

800#s for customers who have completed an audit
– Once a home energy audit is complete, customers are given 800#s for the audit
vendors to call for contractor scheduling or inspection scheduling (CSG, CET,
RISE, Honeywell, Unitil). However, customers frequently call back the general
information/audit scheduling number to follow-up on these issues.
Acadia Consulting Group - 14
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MassSAVE Consumer Process
1 866 527‐SAVE

Residential
Customer
Entry
800#s

Protocol/Sprint

CLC

Call Center
Inquiries
Screening
Data Capture

Berkshire
Gas

WMECO

Uni'l

Na'onal
Grid Other

Na'onal
Grid Gas

NSTAR
Gas

NSTAR
Other

NE Gas

Bay State
Gas

CLC

CET

Uni'l

CSG

Honeywell

Bay State
Gas

Schedule
Audit

RISE

CET

Uni'l PA

CSG

Honeywell

Honeywell

Conduct
Audit

RISE

CET

Contractor

Honeywell

Honeywell

RISE

CET

Contractor

Honeywell

Honeywell

Post
Audit
Inquiries
Contractor/
Inspection
Scheduling
Billing

RISE

CSG

CSG

Acadia Consulting Group - 15
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MassSAVE Consumer Process
•

MassSAVE program residential entry point 800#s (12) and vendors:
Typically one entry point for consumers based on where they live and heating source.

– MassSAVE Statewide IVR/Call Center – Protocol/Sprint 1 866 527-SAVE
– Bay State Gas – Internal energy efficiency call center 1 800 232-0120
– Berkshire Gas – CET 1 800 944-3212
– Cape Light Compact – Internal energy efficiency call center 1 800 797-6699
– National Grid – CSG 1 800 632-8300 or 1 800 654-5833 (gas)
– New England Gas – Honeywell 1 800 632-5947
– NSTAR* – CSG 1 800 632-8300, 1 800 654-5833 (gas), 1 800 666-6775 (solar)
– Unitil – Internal call center for ALL utility customer service 1 888 301-7700
– Western Mass Electric – CET 1 800 666-3303
*Additional CSG 800#s are used for pilot programs such as the Marshfield Energy Challenge
or Cambridge Energy Alliance. Programs also use special 800#s at CSG and CET for post
audit contractor and inspector scheduling which are not advertised.
Acadia Consulting Group - 16
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Cool Smart

Home

COOL SMART, sponsored
by NSTAR Electric and
National Grid in MA and
RI, provides you with
rebates on Central Air
Conditioning and valuable
quality installation services.
Western MA Electric Co.
also provides rebates in
2009.
Get started today!

About Us

Program Rebates

Quality Installation
Verification

Quality
Installation
Verification
(QIV) service
is now available for any
residential central AC
system regardless of
efficiency or age through a
growing number of
participating contractors.

About NATE

Information for
Contractors

FAQ

Contacts and
Resources

2009 Program Update
Letter
Design Temp Specifics
Enter email for program
updates
Go

Get a $500 per-unit rebate
for qualifying installations.

2009 Rebate Application
Forms
2009 program brochure
(PDF)

Cleaner environment
for all
Helps reduce global
warming
Multiple sponsors for
consistent multi-state
program
Reduced need for new
power plants through:
Incentives for AC
Systems with high
Energy Efficiency
Ratio (EER)
Incentives for "down

Get started today!
Rebates of $600 for
ENERGY STAR
qualified systems
Save on cooling AND
heating, with
improved comfort
QIV provides verified
results on important
system tests

Gain a competitive
advantage
Contractor incentives
for QIV and down
sizing
Maximize savings on
new and replacement
installations

$900 combined rebate
for Early Replacement

Greater customer
satisfaction, fewer
callbacks, more
referrals

QIV available for

Access to North
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Cool Smart
•

What is it?
– Rebate program for purchasing energy efficient Central Air Conditioning.

•

Who participates? (Electric only program)
– NSTAR
– National Grid
– WMECO
– Cape Light Compact started modified program in 2009 (not yet branded Cool Smart)

•

Inbound call process for customer inquiries:
– All promotions are routed directly to the appropriate call center
– National Grid & NSTAR – CSG 1 800 473-1105
– Cape Light Compact – Internal energy efficiency call center 1 800 797-6699
– WMECO – Internal 1 800 835-2707? No contact number on web site
– Call centers answer general program questions and direct consumers as to
participating contractors and how to get rebates (also on web site)
– EFI processes rebates

•
•

Avg. 2008 web hits: 60,000/mo (Jan-Sept) peak June -131,000 hits
Total 2008 call volume – 5,177 (NSTAR & National Grid only)
Acadia Consulting Group - 18
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Cool Smart Consumer Process

Residential Customer
Entry 800#s

Call Center
•
General Program Info

Rebate processing
•
Detailed questions about
rebate process,
applications, status and
issues handled at EFI

Cool Smart

1 800 473‐1105

CSG

CLC

1 800 797‐6699

CLC

WMECO

1 800 835‐2707?

WMECO

EFI

Acadia Consulting Group - 19
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GasNetworks
Home

Overview
Residential
Heating
Water Heating

Site Map

Contact Us

GasNetworks offers a variety of residential rebates and energy conservation programs designed to
help our consumers reduce energy consumption, energy bills, and ultimately, help save the
environment. Simply click on any program category to learn more about how to take advantage of
these exciting programs.
It's Never Too Late To Save Energy!

Energy Star Windows
Energy Star Homes

Heating

Energy Star Thermostat

Water Heating

Energy Audits

ENERGY STAR ® Windows

Lower - Income

Site Map

Contact Us

ENERGY STAR ® Homes

Commercial
Rebate Applications

ENERGY STAR ® Thermostat

Additional Programs

Energy Audits
Lower-Income

website provides a convenient source of
*Rebates are available to National Grid gas customers. Rebates differ by service territory. To review which rebates are availableThis
in your
information about GasNetworks' array of energy
territory and to check eligibility requirements, please visit www.thinksmartthinkgreen.com .
efficiency programs as well as industry related
topics. Although our programs are currently
limited to customers of participating natural gas
utilities, we welcome all visitors to our site.
+ Learn More

New Rebates Effective Sept. 1
+ more

GasNetworks introduces new
streamlined rebate application
+ more

GasNetworks now offers a $300
rebate on Tankless, On-Demand
Water Heaters
+ more

New England

©2009 GasNetworks. All Rights Reserved.

Created by PixelMEDIA, Inc.
*Rebates are available to National Grid gas customers. Rebates differ by service territory. To review which
rebates are available in your territory and to check eligibility requirements, please visit
www.thinksmartthinkgreen.com.

©2009 GasNetworks. All Rights Reserved.

Created by PixelMEDIA, Inc.
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GasNetworks
•

What is it?
– A collaborative of local gas companies serving residential, consumer and
industrial customers throughout New England. Residential customer rebates
are currently promoted for heating equipment, water heaters, thermostats and
energy efficient windows.

•

Who participates?
– Bay State Gas – Berkshire Gas
– NSTAR
– Unitil

•

– National Grid

– NE Gas

Inbound call process for customer inquiries:
– Calls from web site, shared promotions and National Grid utility based
promotions all directed to EFI 1 800 232-0672.

•

Total 2008 call volume – 20,949
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GasNetworks Consumer Process

Residential Customer
Entry 800#

Call Center
•
General Program Info
•
Process Rebates
•
Handle Rebate status
questions and issues

GasNetworks

1 800‐232‐0672

EFI
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Energy Bucks
Energy Bucks - What is Energy Bucks

WHAT IS ENERGY BUCKS? | FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

In Massachusetts today, there are a number of programs that help
residents who qualify manage their energy costs. These programs include
fuel assistance, utility discount rates and energy efficiency services. A
group of the state’s utility companies have joined forces with The
Massachusetts Association for Community Action (MASSCAP) and LowIncome Energy Affordability Network (LEAN) to promote the programs to
qualifying households. The initiative is known as Energy Bucks.
FUEL ASSISTANCE Subsidies to reduce the price you pay for energy
services
UTILITY DISCOUNT RATES Discounted rates that lower what you are
charged for the energy you use
ENERGY EFFICIENCY SERVICES Weatherization services that make your
house more energy efficient, thereby reducing your total energy needs

8/24/09 3:11 PM

Energy Bucks - How do I apply?

8/24/09 3:11 PM

"The Energy Bucks
program is a unique and
important program for
Massachusetts residents.
I will continue to
advocate in Congress for
critical heating assistance
vital to the
Commonwealth during
these cold winter months.
I fully support the efforts
of Energy Bucks’
sponsors, especially the
DOlocal
I APPLY? | WHAT IS A CAP?
hardHOW
work that
community action
programs like Action for
Boston Community
Development do every
day to ensure no one
goesYou
cold this
winter."
apply
for the energy assistance

programs that
available to you through a Community Action
Program (CAP) in your area. In some communities,
a local fuel assistance agency will be your contact.

U.S. may
SENATOR
be
JOHN KERRY

Find your CAP Simply type in your
residential 5-digit zip code and hit FIND IT!
Visit your CAP Your CAP is staffed with
helpful, interested people. Go in and let them
help you figure out the savings you can
enjoy.
http://energybucks.com/energybucks.php?lang=eng

Page 1 of 1

NOTE: You can use e- mail to address questions about Energy Bucks
to those CAPs whose e- mail address is provided, but not to set up
appointments.
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Energy Bucks
•

What is it?
– Access to fuel assistance, utility discounts and special energy efficiency home
audit programs for low income residential customers.

•

Who participates? (All utilities, 20 Community Action Partners)
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Bay State Gas
– New England Gas
Berkshire Gas
– NSTAR
Cape Light Compact
– Unitil
National Grid
– Western Massachusetts Electric
MASSCAP (20+ Community Action Partners throughout the state)
LEAN

Total 2008 call volume – 11,300
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Energy Bucks Consumer Process
Inbound Call Options for Consumer Inquiries
•

Energy Bucks Marketing & PR 1 866 LESS-COST
– Calls go to an Interactive Voice Response system at Protocol in Sarasota, FL
which briefly describes the program and routes callers to the appropriate
Community Action Program for information and service. Prompts caller for
language (English, Portuguese, Spanish, Russian or Vietnamese) then zip code.
Rotary callers or those not responding to prompts are referred to a live
operator at the Protocol call center in Merritt Island, FL who enters the heating
source and zip code, transferring callers to the CAP.

•

Low Income Callers contacting Utility Energy Efficiency programs
– All energy efficiency call centers screen callers interested in a Home Energy
Audit to determine whether they qualify for low income programs. Callers who
qualify are transferred to the CAP.

•

Department of Energy Resources web site 1 800 632-8175
– Calls go to an IVR with no live rep backup. Welcomes you to the MA Dept of
Housing & Community Development heat line and directs you to go to their
web site or, if you put in your zip, give you a local CAP phone number to call.

•

Contact Community Action Program Directly
– 20 partners with local numbers (not 800#)
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Energy Bucks Consumer Process

Residential Customer
Entry 800#

Call Center
•
IVR with 4-5 languages
•
Can get CSR
•
Enter zip code
•
Route call to CAP

Energy Bucks
1 866 Less‐Cost

Protocol IVR
(or CSR)

1 of 20 Community
Assistance Programs

Fuel Assistance
Utility discounts
Low Income Audits
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Energy Bucks Consumer Process
ENERGY BUCKS entry points:
•

Energy Bucks Statewide IVR/Call Center – Protocol 1 866 LESS-COST

•

Low income consumer calls screened from MassSAVE call centers:
– Bay State Gas – Internal energy efficiency call center 1 800 232-0120
– Berkshire Gas – CET 1 800 944-3212
– Cape Light Compact – Internal energy efficiency call center 1 800 797-6699
– National Grid – CSG 1 800 632-8300 or 1 800 654-5833 (gas)
– New England Gas – Honeywell 1 800 632-5947
– NSTAR* – CSG 1 800 632-8300, 1 800 654-5833 (gas), 1 800 666-6775 (solar)
– Unitil – Internal call center for ALL utility customer service 1 888 301-7700
– Western Mass Electric – CET 1 800 666-3303

•
•

Department of Energy Resources web site 1 800 632-8175 (IVR only)
Consumers directly contacting one of the 20+ Community Action Programs
– Phone numbers & addresses published on the Energy Bucks web site
Acadia Consulting Group - 27
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Energy Bucks Consumer Process
ENERGY BUCKS Community Action Program participants and numbers:
CAP List
(617) 357-6000 Action for Boston community development, Inc.
(978) 283-7874 Action, Inc.
(413) 445-4503 Berkshire community action council, Inc.
(617) 868-2900 Cambridge economic opportunity council, Inc.
(617) 884-6130 Community action program inter-city, Inc.
(508) 679-0041 Citizens for citizens, Inc.
(978) 459-0551 Community teamwork, Inc.
(413) 774-2318 Franklin community action corporation, Inc.
(978) 681-4900 Greater Lawrence community action council, Inc.
(781) 581-7220 Lynn economic opportunity, Inc.
(978) 342-4520 New England Farmworkers council
(978) 531-0767 North shore community action program, Inc.
(508) 999-9920 PACE, Inc.
(617) 479-8181 Quincy community action council, Inc.
(508) 588-0447 Self-help, Inc.
(508) 620-2300 South Middlesex opportunity council, Inc.
(508) 747-7575 South shore community action council, Inc.
(781) 322-4125 Tri-city community action program, Inc.
(413) 552-1554 Valley opportunity council, Inc.
(508) 754-1176 Worcester community action council, Inc.
Acadia Consulting Group - 28
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Lighting
Retailers

Energy Saving Tips, Resources &
Rebates - Myenergystar.com
Here you'll find all the energy saving tips, advice
and resources you need to make your home more
energy efficient and SAVE BIG on your home
energy costs. Get information about discounts that
may be available on swimming pool pumps and
ENERGY STAR qualified compact fluorescent light
bulbs, lighting fixtures, refrigerators, and room air
conditioners. You can also find savings information
on, clothes washers, dishwashers, dehumidifiers,
and home electronics.

Manufacturers

Local Retail Events

Sponsored in part by:

Customize your site and learn
how to save in your area!

See All Local Retail Events

Enter your zipcode:

Enter here for your chance to Be
Boston's ENERGY STAR!

First Name:
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Lighting
•

What is it?
– Retailer-focused mark down programs on lighting and appliances (discounts in
stores), direct coupons/rebates at point of purchase and the Energy Star lights
catalog.

•

Who participates?
– CLC, National Grid, NSTAR, Unitil, Western MA Electric

•

Inbound call process for customer inquiries:
– 1 877 378-2748 – Massachusetts Energy Star consumer initiative hotline.
Retailer promotions for appliances, lighting & home electronics. Prompt 1:
Rebates in process routed to EFI customer care Prompt 2: General questions
routed to Lockheed Martin (2 CSRs) who managers the retailer programs for
the utilities.
– 1 800 473-9150 – Energy Star lights catalog EFI takes calls and orders
products (2009 average 406 calls/mo)
– 1 800 456-5983 – Customer Care at EFI. On packing slips for products, call if
product is damaged/needs to be replaced.
– 1 800 491-1077 – MA Department of Energy Resources web site. Invalid
number (your call cannot be completed as dialed).
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Lighting Consumer Process

Residential Customer
Entry 800#s

Call Centers
EFI
•
General program info
•
Lighting catalog product
orders
•
Rebate processing/questions

Retail Store
programs

Ligh'ng
Catalog

1 800 473‐9150

1 877 378‐2748

EFI

Lockheed Mar'n

Lockheed Martin
•
Retail store program general
info
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Energy Star Homes

ENERGY STAR
Homes
Program Overview
Sponsors
National Partnership
Contact Us

For Homebuilders
How to Apply
Value & Benefits
CFLs
Certification Guidelines
Technical
Specifications
Technical Training

ABOUT ENERGY STAR HOMES
Program Overview
The Massachusetts New Homes with ENERGY STAR program is a new
construction program based on an energy efficiency standard developed
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). ENERGY STAR
qualified homes are at least 15 percent more energy efficient than
homes built to the 2004 International Residential Code (IRC). The EPA’s
initiative is supported in Massachusetts by a consortium of utility
companies and energy efficiency service providers who collaborate to
promote the benefits of energy-efficient, high performance homes.
ENERGY STAR qualified homes are five-star rated and nationally
recognized for greater value, lower operating costs, increased durability,
comfort, and safety. Homebuilders are eligible for various benefits for
building ENERGY STAR qualified new homes and homebuyers
demanding homes built to these specifications.
In Massachusetts, grants are now available for installing solar electric generation on new homes.
Please see Affordable Solar Powered Homes.

Features

HERS Raters
FAQs

For Homebuyers
Features of ENERGY
STAR Qualified Homes
Benefits
Ask Your Contractor
Resources
Affiliated Programs
Organizational Allies
News and Events

Save significantly on home heating, cooling,
lighting, and appliance costs with an ENERGY
STAR home!
A high quality ENERGY STAR home combines the
best of traditional craftsmanship with the latest
advancements in building science and technology
for a home that's more durable, efficient and
economical to maintain. ENERGY STAR homes
help eliminate builder callbacks for problems which
are common in code-built homes, such as interior
moisture damage and roof ice dams.
Many homes built today lack certain basic energy
performance features — features that can save the
homeowner thousands of dollars in energy costs.
When properly incorporated into design and
construction, energy-efficient detailing can significantly increase the comfort and quality of a home.
Some of the performance features that distinguish an ENERGY STAR home from an average
quality home are:
Enhanced Insulation
Insulation is measured in R-Value: the higher the R-Value, the greater the
insulating effect. Higher insulation levels in walls, floors, and attics result in
better energy performance and improved homeowner comfort. The
insulation value of windows and doors is also an important determinant of
comfort.
Air Sealing
Simply caulking, foaming, and gasketing the holes and gaps in the heated
building envelope can reduce annual heat loss and utility bills by over 15%.
Ventilation
All ENERGY STAR homes come equipped with mechanical ventilation, which ensures a
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Energy Star Homes
•

What is it?
– The Massachusetts New Homes with Energy Star program promotes
construction of energy efficient new homes. The program provides technical
assistance, plan analysis, inspection services and awards financial incentives to
homebuilders who complete and submit certification of the construction of a
new Energy Star qualified home.

•

Who participates?
– Bay State Gas – Berkshire Gas
– New England Gas
– NSTAR

•

– Cape Light Compact – National Grid
– WMECO – Renewable Energy Trust

Inbound call process for customer inquiries:
– Calls from web site and shared promotions all directed to ICF at 1800-628-8413

•

2008 avg. web hits: 5,500/mo Peak 12,000 in May

•

2008 call volume: 2,100 (only about 15% legitimate for the program), plus
about 600 emails
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Energy Star Homes Consumer Process

Residential Customer
Entry 800#
•

Energy Star Homes
1 800 628‐8413

Brochure, web, radio, utility
promotions

Intake
•
General Program Info for
consumers & builders
•
Send information/applications
Program management
•
Technical assistance
•
Plan reviews
•
Diagnostic testing
•
Inspections
•
Incentives

ICF

ICF
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Current Call Center Process
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Current Call Center Process
•
•

The following pages provide a snapshot of what is happening at each of the
organizations taking calls from Massachusetts energy efficiency programs.
Most are performing a significant number of other functions in addition to
answering general energy efficiency questions.

Vendors
– Protocol
– CET
– CSG
– EFI
– Honeywell
– ICF
– Lockheed Martin

Internal Call Centers
– Bay State Gas
– CLC
– Unitil
– Western MA Electric

36
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Protocol Global Solutions
Sarasota, FL
• Provides traditional Call Center services for clients in a wide variety of industries.
Energy Bucks

MassSAVE

1 866 LESS‐COST

1 866 527‐SAVE

Protocol
• MassSAVE calls routed based on heating source & zip code to one of 6 MassSAVE call
centers. The vast majority of calls are handled via Interactive Voice Response system
(IVR) billed directly by Sprint. Clients who hit ‘0’ or enter no prompt are referred to a
live operator at the Merritt Island, FL call center.
• Energy Bucks calls routed to one of 20 CAPs based on zip code. IVR has prompts for
English, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian and Vietnamese.
• No information given/questions answered beyond basic program description on
recordings/intake scripts.
• Hours: 24/7
Staffing: No dedicated reps. 100 reps at Merritt Island call center.
• Call center pricing – Monthly fee plus per minute charge.
• 2008 Call volumes: MassSAVE - 18,843 Energy Bucks - 11,300
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CET
Pittsfield, MA
• Develops and provides energy efficiency, renewable energy and waste management programs.
Berkshire Gas
MassSAVE

WMECO
MassSAVE

1 800 944‐3212

1 800 666‐3303

Berkshire Gas
other EE prog

Statewide
MassSAVE

1 866 529‐SAVE

1 800 944‐3212

CET

• Manage the complete MassSAVE home energy audit process for WMECO and Berkshire
Gas – initial call, schedule, audit, post audit.
• Answer all energy efficiency program questions for Berkshire Gas.
• Conduct Western MA energy audits for National Grid (intake, scheduling done at CSG).
•
•
•
•

Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am–5 pm
Live voice answers, if all busy get voicemail.
Staffing: 6 reps and supervisor. 3.1 FTE for Tier 1 functions. 6 total program.
Call center pricing – built into total program costs. Paid for results/actions vs. calls.
2008 Call volumes: Berkshire Gas-1,060, WMECO-2,706
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CSG
Westborough, MA
• Designs, implements and manages energy efficiency programs throughout the US.
Statewide
MassSAVE

1 866 527‐SAVE

NSTAR/NGrid
MassSAVE

NStar Gas
MassSAVE

1 800 632‐8300

1 800 654‐5833

1 800 860‐0815

NSTAR/Ngrid
Pilot

Cool Smart

1 800 473‐1105

NSTAR & NGrid
Mul'‐family #s

Ngrid Gas
MassSAVE

800#s

CSG

Transfers from
U'lity Call Ctrs

• Manage the complete MassSAVE home energy audit process for National Grid and
NSTAR service areas– initial/general information calls, scheduling & conducting audits,
scheduling post audit work and inspections and billing.
• Manage the Cool Smart program for National Grid and NSTAR.
• Multiple 800#s used to easily identify callers and track marketing efforts.
• Also has 800#s for handling NSTAR and National Grid multi-family calls, identifying
transfers of callers with high utility bills directly from the utility call center and handling
post audit contractor, sub-contractor and inspection scheduling callbacks.
• Hours: Mon-Th 8- 8:30, Fri 8-5, Sat 8-3 Recording with prompts. Staffing: 15 FTE.
• Call center pricing – Fixed price for call center services. Bundled into total programs.
Acadia Consulting Group - 39
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EFI
Westborough, MA
• Handles rebate processing and product orders/shipping for energy efficiency programs Nationwide.
GasNetworks

1 800‐232‐0672

MA Energy Star
Ligh'ng Catalog
1 800 473‐9150

MA Energy Star
Consumer
Ini'a'ves Hotline
1 877 378‐2748

NSTAR Gas
Weatheriza'on

Cool Smart
EFI special
800#
• Customers contacted
by EFI about problems
with their rebate
• 2009: 172 calls/mo

1 800 266‐3517

EFI

Lockheed
Mar'n

• Contractor program.
• Provides rebate forms,
licensing and rebate
processing support
• 2009: 279 calls/mo

• Answer general questions for GasNetworks, Lighting catalog.
• Process rebates for GasNetworks, Cool Smart and MA Energy Star consumer initiatives hotline (Lighting,
appliances, home electronics).
• General questions for the MA Energy Star consumer initiatives hotline go to Lockheed Martin (2 CSRs).
• Take & ship product orders (Lighting catalog program).
•
•
•
•

Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am-8 pm, Sat 8 am-5 pm. Live voice answers, if all reps busy/hold message.
Staffing: 19 phone reps, 10 backup reps, 3 supervisors. Answer calls for 90 other programs.
2009 calls/mo: GasNetworks-1890, Lighting Catalog - 406
Call center pricing – Lighting catalog-fixed cost/mo. Others - cost per minute.
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Honeywell
Canton, MA
• Handles MassSAVE home energy audit program for NE Gas and Bay State Gas.
NE Gas other
programs

NE Gas
MassSAVE

1 800 632‐5947

Bay State Gas
Call Center
Audit Referrals

1 800 632‐5947

Statewide
MassSAVE

1 866 527‐SAVE

Honeywell

• Answer general program questions on all NE Gas energy efficiency programs.
• Manage the complete MassSAVE home energy audit process for for NE Gas – initial call,
schedule, audit, post audit.
• Schedule and conduct Bay State Gas MassSAVE audits (intake calls at Bay State Gas).
•
•
•
•

Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5 pm
Live voice answers.
Staffing: 2 reps for both clients/all functions.
Call center pricing – built into total program costs. Not broken out.
2008 Call volumes: NE Gas - 226 Bay State Gas (scheduling/audits) est. 200/mo.
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ICF International
Lexington, MA
• Global consulting firm who administers the MA New Homes with Energy Star Program.
Energy Star Homes
1 800 628‐8413

Transfers from
U'lity Call Centers

ICF

• Answer questions, send applications. Get both calls and emails.
• Shepherd homebuilders through the process of building an Energy Star qualified home.
• 85% of entry point calls received are misdirected. Mostly come from Utility call centers and
should really have been directed to EFI.
• Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am-6 pm Live voice or voicemail. 24 hour response on voicemail.
• Staffing: 6 people who also manage programs, interact with contractors/raters.
• 2009: 200 calls/mo.
Call center pricing – built into total program costs/paid by new home.
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Bay State Gas
Westborough, MA
• Internal Call Center which takes calls for all Bay State Gas energy efficiency programs.
Bay State Gas
MassSAVE

All Other EE
Programs

1 800 232‐0120

1 800 232‐0120

Commercial &
Mul'‐family

Statewide
MassSAVE

1 866 527‐SAVE

Bay State Gas

• Answer general questions about all Bay State Gas energy efficiency programs.
• Qualify customers for MassSAVE home energy audit. Route low income calls to appropriate CAP.
• Capture data for audit scheduling and upload to Honeywell (Residential) or RISE (Commercial).
Take audit call-back questions and follow-up with vendors.
• Do invoicing & rebates for Commercial programs.
• Route misdirected calls to appropriate Bay State program (up to 30% of calls).
• Hours: 8 am-4:30 pm M-F
Live voice answers phone Staffing: 2 full-time reps.
• 2008 Call volume: 9,129 Call center costs – Primarily fixed. Do not track/part of dept. budget.
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Cape Light Compact (CLC) 
Barnstable, MA
• Internal Call Center which takes calls for all CLC energy efficiency programs.
CLC
Cool Smart

1 800 797‐6699

CLC Pilot
Programs

1 800 797‐6699

Mul'‐family &
Commercial

CLC
MassSAVE

1 800 797‐6699

Statewide
MassSAVE

1 866 527‐SAVE

CLC

•
•
•
•

Answer general questions about all CLC energy efficiency programs.
Qualify customers for MassSAVE home energy audit. Route low income calls to appropriate CAP.
Capture data for audit scheduling/upload to RISE. Take audit call-back questions/follow-up with RISE.
Handle reporting, invoicing, multi-family and commercial program calls.

• Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am–4:30 pm Welcome recording, then direct to rep (no prompts).
• Staffing: 1 rep, 9 employees in other jobs can back-up in peak periods.
• 2009 Call volumes: 574/mo Call center costs – Primarily fixed cost.
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Unitil
Concord, NH
• Main Call Center which takes all Unitil customer calls – from service set-up to gas leaks.
Uni'l
MassSAVE

All Other Uni'l
EE Programs

1 888 301‐7700

1 888 301‐7700

Statewide
MassSAVE

1 866 527‐SAVE

Uni'l

• Answer general questions about Energy Efficiency programs including MassSAVE, GasNetworks,
Energy Star Appliance & Lighting Program, Energy Star Homes and the Low Income program or
‘route them in the right direction.’
• Refer Low Income program calls to appropriate CAP.
• Refer calls for MassSAVE home energy audit scheduling to PA in Portsmouth office. If PA is
unavailable it goes to voicemail. The PA schedules audits with contractor vendors (EEI, Merrimack
NH & Next Step Living, Boston)
• Hours: 5 am-11 pm/7 days Recorded message. Energy efficiency not one of the main prompts.
• Staffing: 27 reps
Energy Efficiency call volumes: NA Call center costs: Not tracked.
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Western Massachusetts Electric Company (WMECO)
Springfield, MA
• Internal department at WMECO.
WMECO

1 800 835‐2707

WMECO

• On August 31, we were able to verify basic information about this number which takes you to the
WEMCO PA for Commercial & Industrial programs or a voicemail message at the WMECO
Conservation & Load Management Department.
• Most inquiries are for commercial and industrial programs including commercial energy audits.
• No residential programs are directed to this number via the web. All utilized shared program
800#s except the MassSAVE program, which is directed to the WMECO 800# which routes to
CET. However, this number may appear on residential bills for energy efficiency inquiries.
• Service is available during normal business hours and an average of 5 calls/wk are received.
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Call Center Metrics
Call Center Main Program Functions
•

Scope of work and volume of calls vary substantially by Call Center.
Programs

Annual
volume

General
Info

Bay State Gas

ALL

9,129

X

X

CLC

ALL

4,000

X

X

CET

MassSAVE

3,766

X

X

X

X

CSG

MassSAVE,
Cool Smart

70,411

X

X

X

X

EFI

Consumer
Rebate

29,616

X

Honeywell

MassSAVE

226

X

ICF

ES Homes

2,100

X

Protocol

Energy Bucks

11,300

X

Protocol

MassSave

18,843

X

All

NA

Call Center

Uni'l

X

Schedule
Audit

Manage
Program

Rebate
proc

X
X

Transfer/
rou?ng

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Call Center Metrics
Service
•

Reported average CSR tenure is high – 5+ years for most call centers. About half
provide extended hours. Program staffing and breadth of knowledge vary based
on functions provided.
Programs

Annual
volume

Hours

Program
Staﬃng

Avg
Tenure

Breadth of
Knowledge*

Bay State Gas

ALL

9,129

8‐4:30 M‐F

2

7+ yrs.

H

CLC

ALL

4,000

8‐4:30 M‐F

1

9 yrs.

H

CET

MassSAVE

3,766

8‐5 M‐F

6

1 yr**

H

CSG

MassSAVE,
Cool Smart

70,411

8‐8:30 M‐Th
8‐5 F, 8‐3 Sa

15

7+ yrs.

H

EFI

Consumer
Rebate

29,616

8‐8 M‐F
8‐5 Sa

19

2 yrs.

M

Honeywell

MassSAVE

226

8:30‐5 M‐F

2

5+ yrs.

H

ICF

ES Homes

2,100

8‐6 M‐F

6

2 yrs.

H

Protocol

Energy Bucks

11,300

24/7

100

NA

L

Protocol

MassSave

18,843

24/7

100

NA

L

All

NA

5‐11/7 days

27

5 yrs.

M

Call Center

Uni'l

*Breadth of knowledge: H-High, M-Medium, L-Low
**Due to growth, several new hires.
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Call Center Metrics
Cost to Utilities/Program Administrators
Call Center cost information was hard to obtain and difficult to evaluate as call
centers are performing different functions for intake calls and call center costs are
often part of a total program cost or are not tracked.

•

Call Center

Programs

Cost structure

Annual
volume

Annual cost
es?mate

Bay State Gas

ALL

Internal ﬁxed cost, 2 FTE

9,129

Not tracked

CLC

ALL

Fixed cost, internal call center, 1 FTE

4,000

$52,000

CET

MassSAVE

Part of total program cost 3 FTE T1, 6 total

3,766

NA

CSG

MassSAVE, Cool
Smart

Fixed monthly program costs, 15 FTE

70,411

$312,000

EFI

Consumer Rebate

Variable cost per minute 19 FTE

29,616

$80,700

Honeywell

MassSAVE

Fixed monthly program costs, 2 shared FTE

226

NA

ICF

ES Homes

Fixed monthly program costs.

2,100

$39,700

Protocol

Energy Bucks

Monthly fee + per minute charge

11,300

$14,700

Protocol

MassSave

Monthly fee + per minute charge

18,843

$37,375*

All

Fixed cost, EE calls not tracked

NA

Not tracked

Uni'l

*Does not include Sprint costs of $22,483.
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Process Observations
A Plethora of 800#s
•

25 toll-free numbers were initially provided by the PAs. 19 are used in
residential customer marketing efforts. At times we were referred to
additional 800 numbers. This could lead to customer confusion.
Lighting
– At our site visit, EFI said the only lighting number they support is the Energy Star
lights catalog (1 800 473-9150) which they provided information for.
– The number we were given for the study (1 877 376-2748) turned out to be the
MA Energy Star consumer initiative hotline which answers questions about
rebates for lighting, appliances and other products. They refer detailed rebate
questions to EFI and would not say the name of the company or client. It took
several calls to EFI and the vendor to determine that this line was for the
Lighting & Appliance retail programs managed by Lockheed Martin.
– The MA Energy Star consumer initiative hotline also gave us another 800# for
EFI rebate questions (1 800 456-5983). This was the EFI ‘customer care center’.
– The Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources (DOER) web site has a
different 800# for Lighting (1 800 481-1077) which when called ‘cannot be
completed as dialed’.
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Process Observations
A Plethora of 800#s (cont’d)
Western Massachusetts Electric Co.
– For WMECO, CET noted that they support only MassSAVE calls and do not
answer 1 800 835-2707. We contacted the WMECO PA for information
regarding this number, but did not get a response. On August 31, we were able
to verify that this number goes to the WMECO Commercial & Industrial
program PA. It appears on customer bills and generates only about 5 calls/wk,
primarily Commercial.
Energy Bucks
– The DOER web site also has a different 800# for Energy Bucks which does
not provide the same level of functionality. It has no live voice option and does
not connect callers directly with a CAP.
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Process Observations
Consumer Access
•

Consumer access could be improved. Less than half of call centers offered
service beyond standard business hours.
– In some cases, calls are being routed to a vendor or utility department that is
not a call center. (ICF, Unitil Portsmouth office, WEMCO). The person(s)
charged with answering calls are not CSRs and have extensive other job
responsibilities.
• While call volumes are typically low, this model often requires callers to
leave a voicemail and wait for a call back.
• While some have callback timeframe standards and backup procedures,
others do not.
• These situations should be minimized in order to avoid customer
dissatisfaction and negative word of mouth for the program.
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Process Observations
Get ‘em while they’re hot
•

MassSAVE audit scheduling is done by some vendors during the initial call,
while others enter information and have the audit vendor call the
customer back to schedule.
– Allowing the customer to schedule an audit when it’s top of mind and they’re
ready to act is a big benefit, increasing the chance that they will go through the
process and take energy efficiency actions.
– This requires that the call center have access to vendor scheduling software or
immediate ‘warm’ transfers to schedulers at the vendor, close coordination
with the audit vendor and the ability to conduct audits within two to three
weeks of the call.
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Process Observations
Program Growth Potential
•

The market for residential energy efficiency programs is over 3.6 million
households. This provides significant potential for program growth.
– While current 800# and call center structure and processes seems to work
for now, it may not support dramatic growth in call volumes.
Company

# Residential
Customers

Unitil - Electric
Unitil - Gas
NGRID - Electric
NSTAR - Electric
NSTAR - Gas
WMECo
Bay State Gas
Berkshire Gas
New England Gas
NGRID - Keyspan
Cape Light Compact

24,344
13,643
1,110,226
804,541
235,202
187,620
258,431
30,769
47,643
758,471
175,023

Total

3,645,913
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Process Observations
Working now but ‘what if’?
•

How ‘scalable’ is the current 800# and call center structure?
– Call centers cited significant growth in call volumes in 2008. Many mentioned/
reported that 2009 YTD volumes continue to be higher than 2008 YTD. Both
CET and CSG reported adding space and staffing to support the MassSAVE
program.
– It appears that only about 20% of the MassSAVE program calls are going
through the statewide 800# now.
– Based on the 2008 MassSAVE research, most audit volume was driven by
word of mouth. Increases in marketing/media dollars could lead to significant
increases in call volumes.
– Large increases in volume from increased Statewide MassSAVE and other
residential program promotion and awareness may be an issue, particularly for
internal call centers and vendors with limited staffing.
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800# Mystery Shop
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800# Mystery Shop
•

Acadia called all of the toll-free numbers provided by the working team in
order to verify which call center they were routed to and review how the
customer was greeted and routed. The following information was
captured for each number:
– Initial Greeting
• Greeted by person or recording?
• Recording message and prompts
– Wait time from recording to live person
– Greeting once reach a live person

•

In most cases, this process confirmed information which was provided by
PAs and call centers about the inbound call process and the purpose of
each number. As each number was called an average of only 2-3 times, no
conclusions about customer service levels can be made.
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800# Mystery Shop

Toll Free
Number

Toll Free
Number
Description

Call Center

Person Vs.
Recording

Recording prompts

Wait time after
recording

What do they say when they
answer

Purpose of Number

Recording

Welcome to the MassSave Residential Energy Savings hotline.
If you have a rotary phone, please stay on the line and someone
will be with you shortly. If you know the extension provided by
your utility, please press 1. If you do not know the extension,
please press 2. / If you heat your home with natural gas, please
press 1, all other heating fuels please press 2 / Please enter
your zipcode now

3 seconds

Partners in energy, may I help
you

Route calls to MassSAVE call centers No information provided

3 seconds

Shared Programs

1-866-527-7283

MassSAVE
Main Line

Protocol

1-800-473-1105

Cool Smart

CSG

Recording

Thank you for calling the CoolSmart Program, offered to you by
National Grid and NSTAR Electric. For a complete list of
participating contractors pease visit our website @
www.mycoolsmart.com. Calls may be recorded and monitored
for quality assurance and training purposes. Please listen to the
following options before making your selection: General
Program Questions (1), Rebate Status Questions (2), All other
callers hold for next reprentative

1-800-232-0672

GasNetworks

EFI

Person

n/a

None

1-800-628-8413

Energy Star
Homes

ICF

Person

n/a

None

1-877-378-2748

Lighting

EFI/
Lockheed Martin

Recording

Thank you for calling the Massachusetts Energy Star consumer
initiative hotlne. If you are calling from a touch tone phone,
listen to following options: Check on status of appliance or
lighting rebate, All other inquiries

None

Cool Smart program, this is ___ Cool Smart Program Information

Good afternoon and thank you for
calling the GasNetworks
Gas Networks General Info/Rebate
processing network. Who am I status
speaking with today?

Massachusetts new homes of
Energy Star

Energy Star Homes General
Inquiries/Scheduling

Retail Lighting & Applicance Program
Massachusetts Energy Star, how
Rebate Status-EFI General Inquiry
my I help you
Lockheed Martin
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800# Mystery Shop
Toll Free
Number

Toll Free
Number
Description

Call Center

Person Vs.
Recording

Recording prompts

Wait time after
recording

EFI

Recording or
Person

Thank you for calling the Energy Star lights catalog.

None

What do they say when they
answer

Purpose of Number

Shared Programs (cont'd)

1 877-473-9150

Lighting
Catalog
program

Lighting Catalog fulfilment, Takes
Thank you for calling the Energy
orders, ships products, follow-up,
Star lights catalog.
troubleshooting, replacement products

Thank you for calling Energy Bucks. To continue in English,
press 1. Energy Bucks is sponsored by your local electric
company, gas company, efficiency utitily and community action
Route Energy Bucks calls to CAPs
program to provide information about energy saving programs About 2 minutes Good morning, Fuel assistance
No info provided
that can save you up to 30% on your energy bils. This is not a
number for emergency services. Please enter or say your
zipcode now

Low IncomeEnergy Bucks

Protocol

Recording

1-800-654-5833

NSTAR Gas
MassSAVE

CSG

Recording

Hello and thank you for calling the MASS Save program, offered
to you by NSTAR Gas. This call may be monitored and
recorded. Kindly hold while your call is connected to a customer
service representative

5 seconds

Thank you for calling NSTAR
gas/ MassSave program

MassSAVE Program Information, Data
Capture & Audit Scheduling

1-866-757-2059

NSTAR MultiFamily

CSG

Recording

Thank you for calling NSTAR Electric's multi-family program.
This call may be monitored and recorded. Kindly hold while
your call is connected

6 seconds

MassSave, delivering home
perfromace with Energy Star,
how may I help you

Multi-Family Program Information and
General Customer Support

1-800-266-3517

NSTAR Gas
Weatherization

866-537-7267

NSTAR

EFI

Person

n/a

None

Good morning. Thank you for
calling the NSTAR
MassSAVE General Customer Support
Weatherization processing
(Contractors) Supply rebate forms,
center. My name is ____, may I assist with licensing & rebates.
ask who I am speaking with.
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800# Mystery Shop

Toll Free
Number

Toll Free
Number
Description

Call Center

Person Vs.
Recording

Recording prompts

Wait time after
recording

2 seconds

What do they say when they
answer

Purpose of Number

National Grid

1-800-860-0815

National Grid
Gas

CSG

Recording

Thank you for your interest in energy conservation and for
calling National Grid's energy efficiency experts. Calls may
monitored or recorded. Please listen to the following options
before making your selection: If you are from Massachusetts
(#1), New York (#2), Rhode Island (#3), or New Hampshire (#4).
All other callers, please remain holding for the next available
representative

1-800-889-0096

National Grid
EWISE MultiFamily

CSG

Recording

Thank you for calling National Grid's energy wise program. This
call may be monitored and recorded. Kindly hold while your call
is connected

3 seconds

MassSave, delivering home
performace with Energy Star,
how may I help you

Multi-Family Program Information and
General Customer Support

Bay State Gas
DSM Program

BSG - Internal

Person

n/a

None

Partners in energy

General Customer Support for all
programs, Data Capture & Upload to
Vendor

CLC-internal

Recording

Thank you for calling Cape Light Compact's Energy Efficiency
Program. Please hold for the next available representative

5 seconds

Good morning and thank you for
calling the energy efficiency
MassSAVE Program Information, Data
experts. This is ____, how may I Capture & Audit Scheduling
help you

Bay State Gas

1-800-232-0120

Cape Light Compact

1-800-797-6699

Main Number

CapeLight Compact Energy Save General Customer Support for all
program, this is _____ how may I programs, Data Capture & Upload to
help you
Vendor
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800# Mystery Shop

Toll Free
Number

Toll Free
Number
Description

Call Center

Person Vs.
Recording

Recording prompts

Wait time after
recording

WMECO
MassSAVE

CET

Person

n/a

None

Good afternoon Western Mass
MassSAVE Program Information, Data
Electric Mass Save. How may I
Capture & Audit Scheduling
help you

None

Western Mass Electric Company

What do they say when they
answer

Purpose of Number

WMECO

1-800-666-3303

1-800-835-2707

Thank you for calling. You have reached the Western
Massachusetts Electric Company in Springfield, Massachusetts.
WMECO C&LM
Recording or This is the conservation and load management department. We
WMEC -Internal
Main
person
are not available to take your call but please leave a message at
the tone with your name and number and we will return your call
as soon as possible.

Unable to reach. On web site as
commercial program info number

Unitil

888-301-7700

Residential And Unitil main call
C & I Programs
center

Recording

Thank you for calling Unitil. (Spanish speaking prompts) This
automated system is voice activated for your convenience. To
report a power outage, press or say 1. For account information,
to pay your bill, to stop or start your service or to update your
telephone number, press or say 2, To report a gas emergency,
such as gas odor or gas leak, press or say 3. To report an
electrical emergency, such as dimming lights, partial power, digsafe requests or any other electrical emergency situation, press
or say 4. For information about Unitil's programs or services, or
to speak with an operator, press or say 5. You can return to the
main menu at any time by saying MENU

35 seconds

Person

n/a

None

Main call center for all Unitil customer
Thank you for calling Unitil, this
service. General info, audit program
is ____, how may I help you?
referred to Portsmouth office

Berkshire Gas

1-800-944-3212

Berkshire Gas
Energy
Efficiency

CET

Berkshire Gas Efficiency
Program

All programs, MassSAVE Data Capture
& Audit Scheduling
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800# Mystery Shop

Toll Free
Number

Toll Free
Number
Description

Call Center

Person Vs.
Recording

Recording prompts

Wait time after
recording

What do they say when they
answer

Purpose of Number

Main Number

Honeywell

Person

n/a

None

New England Gas/Mass Save,
how may I help you?

All programs, MassSAVE Data Capture
& Audit Scheduling

4 seconds

1 minute 45
seconds

New England Gas

1-800-632-5947

Specialty Numbers

1-800-632-8300

MassSAVE

CSG

Recording

Thank you for interest in home energy conservation and for
calling the Mass Save program, delivering home performance
with Energy Star, offered by National Grid and NSTAR Electric.
Listen to the following options: If you are a Natonal Grid
Residiential Customer press 1, If you are an NSTAR Electric
Residential Customer press 2

1-800-358-5924

Contractor
Scheduling

CSG

Recording

Thank you for calling Conservation Services Group. Delivering
the contractors scheduling program. This call my be monitored
and recorded. Please hold while your call is connected.

1-800-234-1307

RCS Inspection
Scheduling

CSG

1-800-479-8126

Electrical SubContracting
Scheduling

CSG

Program information, Data Capture &
Good morning, delivering home
Audit Scheduling Used in NGRID &
performace with energy star
NSTAR Marketing for Tracking

n/a

NGRID & NSTAR MassSAVE
Scheduling of Weatherization Work
(dedicated CSG internal line)

Recording

Thank you for your interest in home energy conservation and for
calling the Mass Save program, delivering home performance
with Energy Star, offered by National Grid and NSTAR Electric.
This call may be monitored or recorded. Kindly hold while you
are connected to a home energy representative.

n/a

NGRID & NSTAR MassSAVE
Scheduling of QA/QC Inspections
(dedicated CSG internal line)

Recording

Thank you for calling conservation services group's fixtures and
thermostat installation programs. This call may be monitored
and recorded. Please remain holding while your call is
connected

n/a

NGRID & NSTAR MassSAVE
Scheduling of Electric EE Work
(dedicated CSG internal line)
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800# Mystery Shop

Toll Free
Number

Toll Free
Number
Description

Call Center

Person Vs.
Recording

Recording prompts

Wait time after
recording

What do they say when they
answer

Recording

Thank you for calling the Marshfield Energy Challenge. And
congratulations. You have taken the first step towards making a
positive impact in your home and in your town. This call may be
monitored and recorded. Kindy hold while your call is
connected to a customer service represntative.

7 seconds

Thank you for calling MassSave MassSAVE Program information, Data
Energy Program, how may I help Capture & Audit Scheduling. Pilot
you
program which has ended.

Recording

Thank you for your interest in home energy conservation and for
calling NSTAR's solar program. For quality assurance and
training purposes, this call may be monitored and recorded.
Kindly hold while your call is connected to a home energy
representative.

6 seconds

Thank you for calling the NSTAR MassSAVEProgram information, Data
solar program
Capture & Audit Scheduling

Recording

Thank you for calling the Cambridge Energy Alliance. To learn
more about the energy alliance or to sign up for our services you
may visit our website at www.cambridgeenergyalliance.org. For
quality assurance and training purposes calls may be mointired
or recorded. Following options: Calling about a residential
building in cambridge with 1-49 units and are interested in
having an in-home energy assessment conducted press 1, If
you are calling about a residential buidling in Cambridge with 50
units or more press 2, If you are calling from a cambridge
buisness or organization press 3, If you would like to speak with
a respresentative at the cambridge energy alliance press 4, If
you would like to hear the options again press 9

n/a

Purpose of Number

Specialty Numbers (cont'd)

1-866-626-4693

1-800-666-6775

1-866-351-7887

Marshfield
Energy
Challenge

NSTAR Solar

Cambridge
Energy Alliance

CSG

CSG

CSG

n/a

MassSAVE Program information, Data
Capture & Audit Scheduling
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Potential Consolidation Opportunities
•
•
•
•

Taking a Customer Point of View
Consolidation from the Customer POV
Operational Consolidation
Recommended Approach
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Consumer Point of View
The complexity of messaging about who and where to call for information
on Massachusetts residential energy efficiency programs depends on
where the customer lives and how the home is heated.
– Customers could be exposed to advertising, direct mail, bill inserts and local
promotions containing anywhere from a few numbers to a dozen different
numbers.
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Customer Energy Messages

MassSAVE
U'lity 800 #s

Other
EE Programs

MassSAVE

GasNetworks

1 866 527‐SAVE

1 800‐232‐0672

Ligh'ng

Several 800#s

Cool Smart

1 800‐473‐1105

Energy Star Homes
1 800 628‐8413

Energy Bucks

1 866 LESS‐COST
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What does the customer want?
•

Based on Energy Efficiency consumer research done by Acadia for
MassSAVE and other clients, consumers are drawn to and participate in
these programs to SAVE MONEY.
– Many programs, particularly those involving rebates, are complex and have very
specific timeframes, contractor requirements, product specifications and other
requirements in order to deliver on the program promise/get the money.
– Programs and requirements often change frequently.

•

Call Centers and service providers throughout the customer process must
focus on this important customer goal and make it easy to get there.
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The Ideal Customer Experience
•

Based on Marketing best practices, Marketing Research and PA input, an
ideal customer experience could be construed. From limited input
received to date, it could look like this:
– One umbrella name used for marketing all programs. A name that is familiar
or endorsed by someone who is familiar/trusted.
– An easy to remember number to call.
– Easy to access (convenient hours, able to get through).
– Ability to serve customers in a language they are comfortable with.
– A professional, friendly representative with broad knowledge on energy
efficiency programs who can clearly provide information, help customers
identify the services they need and quickly resolve issues.
– A no-pressure experience that delivers on the promise of saving money.
– The ability during the call to schedule an energy audit within 2-3 weeks, at a
time that works for the customer.
– The ability to track the customer from initial call to completion of the audit/
rebate and resolve any issues as they move through the process.
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The Ideal Call Center Scenario
•

An ideal call center scenario could also be constructed by the PAs, which
might look like this.
– Can meet the ideal customer scenario outlined.
– Ability to influence behavior change via program knowledge, making the
process easy, effective follow-up and issue resolution.
– A local feel – familiar with local climate as it effects energy usage/efficiency,
town names/locations for scheduling audits, local utilities and programs, ability
to establish rapport with the customer.
– Ability to train and keep representatives who are fully versed on energy
efficiency programs in general, MA residential programs, individual utility
nuances and special programs.
– ‘Scalable’ – the ability to support significant program growth as well as short
term spikes due to marketing conditions or marketing efforts.
– Ability to adapt to rapidly changing energy efficiency program parameters,
marketing efforts, technology changes, etc.
– Efficient processes and rep utilization to keep costs reasonable for the value
provided.
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The question?
How to get there
•

What 800# and call center structure will best deliver upon the metrics
deemed most important? Can consolidation of toll-free numbers and call
centers play a role? Based on our research and analysis, we see four
potential approaches to evaluate:
– Do nothing. Keep existing Call Center structure and 800# approach.
– Migrate to one umbrella name for marketing most/all MA residential
energy efficiency programs while keeping the existing 800# and call center
structure intact.
– Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800# for marketing
most/all MA residential energy efficiency programs while keeping the existing
call center structure intact.
– Consolidate both 800#s and Call Centers for most/all energy
efficiency programs.
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Migrate to one umbrella name marketing all programs
•

Branding
– Based on research for the MassSAVE home energy audit program conducted
in November, 2008, program participants and prospects of NSTAR, National
Grid and Cape Light Compact suggested and responded well to the idea of
one consistent program name or organization throughout the process.
– Utilizing a single name for all Massachusetts residential energy efficiency
program marketing efforts leverages marketing dollars spent on every
program.
• Increases the frequency of a strong energy efficiency/cost savings message
tied to every program.
• Has the potential for increasing awareness and response for energy
efficient behaviors.
• Reduces confusion emanating from all the organizations involved
throughout the audit and rebate processes.
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Migrate to one umbrella name marketing all programs
•

Now
MassSAVE

•

Energy
Bucks

GasNetworks

Cool Smart

Ligh'ng

Energy Star
Homes

One Umbrella Name
– MassSAVE appears to be the strongest of existing program names as web hits and
customer inquiries are many times greater than any of the other programs. However,
other names should be tested.
MassSAVE

MassSAVE
Energy
Audit

MassSAVE
Energy
Bucks

MassSAVE
GasNetworks

MassSAVE
Cool Smart

MassSAVE
Ligh'ng

MassSAVE
Energy Star
Homes
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Migrate to one umbrella name marketing all programs
Implications
•

Service
– While it would appear that there would be no service implications as this
scenario requires no changes in 800# or call center structure, a few things
should be considered.
• A stronger brand will increase customer/market expectations for service
and results.
• Increases in brand equity and marketing should lead to higher volumes.
While the current structure is working now, can it sustain substantial
increases in volume while maintaining service quality?
• Do we really need all those 800 numbers? While this scenario doesn’t
require one number, could we be vigilant about how many we publish/
advertise in each media market?
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800#
•

Branding
– A single toll free number can further build the brand from Massachusetts
residential energy efficiency programs given a strong toll free number that
reinforces the ‘save energy/save money’ brand.
– The 1 866 527-SAVE number appears to satisfy that criteria. However, we
recommend research with MA residential utility customers to get feedback on
the MassSAVE name and toll free number vs. other potential options.
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800#
Implications
•

Service
– Based on 2008 MassSAVE research, participant satisfaction with the home
audit process, especially the call center information and scheduling process, is
very high. Therefore, any changes to that process should be carefully
constructed and tested with residential customers prior to implementation, in
order to ensure that this high level of satisfaction continues.
– Having one number to call and remember for Energy Efficiency programs
could make life easier for the customer.
– However, utilizing one number will require use of an IVR with recorded
welcome for all calls. Two additional levels of prompts will be needed for
most programs which may prove to be annoying to customers:
• A language prompt as the Energy Bucks IVR provides service in English,
Spanish, Portuguese and Vietnamese.
• A product or service prompt to route GasNetworks, Cool Smart, Lighting
and Energy Star Homes inquiries to the appropriate vendors.
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800#
Potential Call Center Process
Program Name
Single EE 800#

Home Energy
Audit

Energy Bucks

Cool Smart

Don’t Know/

GasNetworks

Energy Star
Homes

Ligh'ng

Other Program

Enter hea'ng source & zip code
1 of 20
CAPs

Welcome/Select Language
Introduc'on
Select Program

CSG

EFI

ICF

1 of 6 MassSAVE
Call Centers
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800#
Alternative Scenaro
•

An alternative scenario depicted on the following page could also be
utilized if prompts were deemed unacceptable to consumers.
– Continue to use a unique 800# for Energy Bucks calls. These calls are merely
being routed through by zip to a Community Action Program and no special
energy efficiency training/expertise is required.
– Consider routing all remaining calls to the MassSAVE call vendor. These call
centers have broad expertise on all programs and can answer most questions.
Volumes of follow-up calls on most rebate programs (except GasNetworks)
are low and could be transferred to the appropriate vendor.
– General inquiries to EFI and ICF could be reduced under this scenario given
additional training for the MassSAVE call center CSRs. This would allow EFI
and ICF to focus on detailed program and rebate processing inquiries. Rebate
forms/instructions could still contain the EFI 800#.

•

We recommend that one or both scenarios be tested with customers
prior to implementation.
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800# 
Alternative Scenario
Single EE 800#
TBD

Energy Bucks
1 866 Less‐Cost

Welcome/ Language
Program Intro
Enter zip code

1 of 6 MassSAVE
Call Centers

Fuel Assistance
1 of 20
Utility discounts
CAPs Low Income Audits

Energy Star
Homes

ICF

Welcome/intro
Enter heating source & zip code

Diagnose Need
Answer questions
Direct to appropriate
program

Cool Smart
rebates

Home Energy
Audit

Stay at call center.
Use current process.

GasNetworks
rebates

Ligh'ng
rebates

EFI
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800# 
Implications
•

Tracking/Pilot programs
– Some call centers use multiple 800#s to track call originations, especially for
marketing purposes.
– Migration to a single 800# may require call centers to ask callers additional
questions as to how they heard about the program or provide an extension or
promotion code. While the current MassSAVE statewide 800# immediately
asks callers if they have a utility extension, this feature is not being utilized.
– Any ‘behind the scenes 800#s’ which are not promoted to the public, such as
referrals of consumers complaining about high bills from Utility call centers,
can be continued without disrupting this model.
– Special 800 numbers have also been used for single territory pilot programs.
This allows closer monitoring of calls and results by the call centers and PAs.
You may want to consider allowing short term/pilot programs to continue this
practice.
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800# 
Implications
•

Operations
– This approach requires only limited modifications to back end customer service/
operational processes such as scheduling and conducting audits, scheduling and
monitoring contractor work, inspections and processing rebates.
– However, migration of existing residential 800#s to a single 800# for all
residential energy efficiency program inquiries will require significant
coordination with the existing call center vendors to assure a smooth transition.
• Selection of central 800# routing vendor (Protocol or new vendor).
• Vendor meetings to determine that all of the desired 800#s are covered.
• Determine all changes in process, IVR and intake scripts that will be needed.
• Set-up and testing of IVR process, routing and scripts for the single number
and each call center.
• Training of CSRs on changes, new processes and procedures.
– Consideration should be given to migrating a few programs/800#s at a time, to
assure maintaining a high level of service. We do not recommend migrating a
program during peak volume periods.
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800# 
Implications
•

Marketing
– A review of all advertising, marketing and customer service communications will
be needed in order to identify which 800#s will need to be changed, determine
volumes of existing materials in stock and cost of reprinting, set timetables and
manage communications revisions.
– As the web site is a major force in providing program information, routing
customers to the appropriate place and providing necessary forms, great care
should be taken to ensure that the phone numbers, information and process are
consistent with the inbound phone process.
– Finally, it is critical to remember that marketing programs and level of media
spend drive call volumes. Program managers and PAs need to continue to closely
coordinate, plan and monitor marketing efforts to assure that the volume of calls
generated can be handled while maintaining high quality, effective service,
particularly during 800# or call center consolidation.
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Migrate to one umbrella name and a single 800# 
Implications
•

Incremental Costs/Central 800# routing
– While over 150,000 calls/year are being generated by these MA residential
energy efficiency programs, less than 20% are currently going through a central
800#. Both IVR routing/telecommunications costs (Sprint) and call center costs
for operator assisted calls (Protocol) are incurred.
– Assuming existing rates at these vendors, incremental costs can be
‘guesstimated’.
• MassSAVE Protocol and Sprint costs per call for 2008 averaged $3.17.
Assuming the same average cost per call for the other residential programs
not currently supported at Protocol (120,000 calls), incremental costs
would be over $380,0000. Due to the large increase in volume, lower rates
should be negotiated.
• It is important to note that calls are billed on a cost per minute. MassSAVE
calls appear to be running at 4-7 minutes. Call lengths for rebate programs
appeared to be just over 4 minutes so total costs could be somewhat less.
• There may also be new IVR set-up costs and some increases in billing costs.
– Utilities and call center vendors will also incur costs in changing call center
messages, marketing materials and training reps on new processes.
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
•

Branding
– Call center consolidation should be completely transparent to the customer.
As long as a single 800# and program name is utilized, the same benefits will
be realized as in the prior scenario.
– Developing a strong, statewide brand will be dependent on maintaining the
high customer service quality/experience that has created a strong ‘buzz’ and a
large quantity of referrals via word of mouth from satisfied audit participants
in the MassSAVE program.
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
Implications
•

Service
– Based on the number of programs supported, different requirements of each
program and significant differences in scope of call center functions currently
being provided, a single vendor approach may not be optimal.
• MassSAVE is the 800 pound gorilla. Customer web and phone inquiries
far exceed any other programs. Energy efficiency opportunities are broad
and the process is complex. Any consolidation must ensure that the
current level of service is met or exceeded.
• Consolidation among vendors performing similar functions is possible.
However, CLC, National Grid and NSTAR moved MassSAVE support from
a consolidated vendor approach to new vendors just a few years ago.
• Separating the first contact/intake function from the auditing process
would be a step back for customers at National Grid, NSTAR and NE Gas.
Therefore, a single vendor must be able to schedule audits. This requires
special computer software and closer coordination. While this works for
CSG & CET in serving National Grid Western MA customers, this may
prove difficult on a larger scale.
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
Implications
•

Service (cont’d)
• While customers could be directed to rebate program information and
application forms, a central call center would also need to be able to
access the rebate processing system to check status in order to maintain
existing service levels.
• The Central 800# function could be performed by any large call center.
However, statistics from the Energy Bucks program show 13% of
customers utilizing operator access. This would equate to almost 20,000
operator assisted calls with the sole purpose of entering a heating source
or zip. This may be a waste of time/talent for reps with significant energy
efficiency program expertise.
• Current programs are set up vertically to assure efficiency and ease for
the customer in moving through the program in order to change behavior.
Surgically removing pieces of the process to gain efficiency on each piece
may dramatically reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of the whole.
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
Implications
•

Service (cont’d)
• Should this approach be explored, only vendors with extensive energy
efficiency program expertise, who specialize in energy efficiency programs
or have an extensive client base in the field should be considered and
programs should be carefully migrated to maintain service levels.
• Ideally, top CSRs, supervisors and managers currently supporting the
program would be a part of any consolidation to assure continuity,
although vendor contracts could prevent this.
• CSR training is a significant issue. Currently CSG takes two weeks to
train new reps, then gradually migrates them on to programs as their
expertise increases. CSRs will need to be trained on program
information, procedures and data capture for 8 shared programs, individual
programs/nuances for 8 utilities, audit scheduling and process for 5 audit
vendors and 20+ CAPs, the rebate process and referrals to other
organizations and PAs.
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
Implications
•

Service (cont’d)
• The data capture and reporting process is also an integral part of call
center requirements. The following reports should be developed and
implemented.
– Existing program reports for State and Local Government agencies.
– Existing marketing tracking reports to determine call source and
promotion response.
– New reports to assure high levels of customer service. Should
include call volumes, wait times, abandon rates, and customer
complaints/and resolution times.
• A process for monitoring call quality by the vendor and utilities should
also be developed.
• The team approach depicted on the following page could be utilized to
provide more in-depth program knowledge while allowing for back-up
during peak volume periods.
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
Team Approach by Program

General Info/
Don’t know

Energy Bucks

Cool Smart

GasNetworks

MassSAVE

Ligh'ng

Provide info &
schedule audit

Refer rebate
status/issues

Enter zip code

CET
1 of 20
CAPs

Welcome/Select Language
Introduc'on
Select Program

Program Name
Single EE 800#

IVR Rou'ng

Honeywell

RISE

CSG

EFI

Energy Star
Homes
Refer complex
requests

ICF

Uni'l
vendors
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
Implications
•

Costs
– While it seems that such an approach should be more efficient (higher
volumes/consolidation should yield lower costs per call), it is hard to
determine whether this would in fact be true for the sponsoring utilities.
• Many utilities have little or no incremental cost of providing call center
services with the existing model as internal call center staff is also
answering calls for other programs or performing other functions. If all
residential customer intake calls were consolidated with a single call
center vendor, their costs may go up (Bay State Gas, CLC, and Unitil).
• Existing Call Center vendors taking general information calls are also
performing other program functions in order to be cost efficient. Some
call center contracts bill for customer contact throughout the entire
process or for the entire program, without breaking out the initial call.
Contracts may have to be renegotiated in order to achieve any cost
savings. Cost savings for intake calls may be offset by increases in other
program areas.
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
Implications
•

Costs (Cont’d)
– Any call center consolidation will require significant start up costs, time and
training by utility sponsor/PAs, efficiency program managers, and audit/rebate
vendors.
• Agreeing on Call Center set-up to support programs (ie all answer calls
or dedicated teams per product), internal routing of calls, IVR scripts and
call center customer policies and processes.
• Assuring that Call Center data capture equipment and audit scheduling
software works with all current audit vendors (or purchasing new
equipment that does).
• Setting up quality control measures for customer interactions.
• Hiring and training representatives to assure a high level of knowledge
about energy efficiency programs in general, and state/local program
details.
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Consolidate Both 800#s and Call Centers
Implications
•

Costs (Cont’d)
• Developing relationships between new call center and eight utility PAs,
eight utility billing call centers, program management and audit vendors.
• Developing and implementing reporting systems for state and local
government reports and tracking of marketing effectiveness.
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Recommendation
•

The call center intake 800 number is the gateway to introducing
customers to energy efficiency programs and influencing behavior change.
Based on statewide research conducted for the MassSAVE program in
National Grid, NSTAR and Cape Light Compact territories in late 2008,
consumers are extremely satisfied with the existing call center experience.

•

Prior to preparing the position paper on January 30, 2010, Acadia
recommends that the PAs conduct research with Residential customers to
get their reaction to potential names and 800 #s and test any potential
changes to the inbound service process.
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Recommendation
Evolution vs. Revolution
•

The alternative scenarios presented could be viewed not as absolutes, but
as a continuum allowing the PAs to develop an optimal plan and move
toward it over time.
Do nothing

Migrate to one umbrella name

Migrate to one name and 800#

Streamline call center structure
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Recommendation
Evolution vs. Revolution
•

Determine where you want to be. After testing various scenarios
with residential customers, the PAs should determine the optimal solution
for the customer and the utilities and develop a plan to get there.

•

Pick a starting point. Start first with a scenario where you are
comfortable that you can meet/exceed customer expectations and best
achieve energy efficiency behavioral change.

•

Move gradually toward the ideal as customer satisfaction
and volumes allow. Institute regular formal tracking measures that
assess call center customer satisfaction including regular research with
customers making inquiries, participating in audits or rebate programs.
Monitor any trends in program participation and behavioral change which
may result.
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Massachusetts Residential Energy Efficiency Program
Advanced Customer Communication Metric Position Paper
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Advanced Customer Communication Metric Position Paper

Executive Summary
Massachusetts has a long-standing history of providing cost-effective energy efficiency solutions to
consumers. As the number and type of residential energy efficiency programs have grown, so have
the number of toll-free numbers marketed to consumers and the number of call centers handling
inquiries. Currently, Massachusetts residential energy efficiency programs collectively generate over
150,000 inquiries per year through 25 toll-free numbers routed to 11 different contact centers in
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Florida. The call centers vary in size from large traditional call
centers to one or two internal people at a utility or program vendor, and vary in function from full
service centers where consumers can learn about multiple programs and schedule audits, to those
who answer questions about a single program or address rebate status. Depending on the functions
performed and programs serviced, the level of energy efficiency expertise, service expectations and
costs-per-call vary across the 11 call center sites.
From a consumer point of view, the complexity of messaging about who and where to call for
information on programs depends on where the customer lives and the program they are interested
in. Customers can be exposed to advertising, direct mail, bill inserts and local promotions containing
anywhere from a few to a dozen different numbers. From an operational perspective, having
multiple smaller call centers is typically less efficient than operating fewer larger groups, and makes it
more difficult to produce consolidated results and statistics to guide program development and
customer service enhancements.
In September 2009, the Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Program Administrators undertook a
feasibility study to explore how the current call center structure could be streamlined or consolidated,
while maintaining or improving customer service levels and maximizing user friendliness of the system.
The study considered not only the potential cost and operational implications of consolidation, but
also the benefits from branding a single toll-free number for all statewide residential energy efficiency
programs and the impact on service delivery and customer satisfaction.
Based on the research, Massachusetts Program Administrators will consider moving towards a single
toll-free number for marketing most Massachusetts residential energy efficiency programs. We will
further consider moving gradually over time to a more consolidated call center approach, beginning
by routing inbound calls through the existing 6 MassSAVE call centers. This gradual transition can only
occur as customer satisfaction and volume allows.
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I.

Methodology

To assist in the development of this position paper, a feasibility study was completed to determine the
requirements and components of integrating the Massachusetts residential energy efficiency call
centers. The study considered:

•

The benefits from branding a single toll-free number for all statewide residential energy efficiency
programs.

•

The potential implications on service delivery and customer satisfaction.

•

The potential implications on operational efficiency and costs.

A comprehensive situation analysis was completed including the following components:
Internal Audit
•

Analysis of current programs and services supported

•

Analysis of call center requirements and current cost structure

•

Review of marketing research, customer satisfaction studies and call center reports

Current Situation Analysis
•

Inventory of all existing toll-free numbers and call centers

•

Review of current consumer process and call flow

•

Analysis of available program and call center statistics and costs

•

Review of customer satisfaction research/metrics

•

Assessment of greeting process & prompts and waiting times

National Research
•

Interviews with industry leaders in California, Oregon, New York and Wisconsin

•

Interviews with five call centers across the US with energy expertise

•

Call center benchmarking research to identify industry service level and performance metrics

Based on the research, three possible scenarios were evaluated to determine the optimal structure to
deliver on key requirements.
Scenario 1:

Maintain the status quo

Scenario 2:

Migrate to one umbrella name and a single toll-free number for marketing most/all
MA residential energy efficiency programs, and route calls through the 6 existing
MassSAVE call centers.

Scenario 3:

Migrate to one umbrella name, single toll-free number and single call center for
most/all energy efficiency programs.
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II.

Key Requirements

In order to assist in evaluating potential modifications to the current structure, we constructed an
“ideal scenario” from a customer and call center perspective. These characteristics were developed
based on:
•

2008 market research studies conducted for the MassSAVE program

•

Best practice research with states that were named by the EPA as leaders in energy
efficiency, including Massachusetts, California, Oregon, New York, and Wisconsin

•

The collective experience of Program Administrators
Ideal Scenario
Branding
Access

Service

Operations

•

One umbrella name used for marketing all programs.

•

A name that is familiar or endorsed by someone who is familiar/trusted.

•

An easy to remember number to call.

•

Convenient hours, ability to get through.

•

Ability to serve customers in a language they are comfortable with.

•

Representatives who are familiar with local climate as it effects energy
usage/efficiency, town names/locations for scheduling audits, local
utilities and programs, ability to establish rapport with the customer.

•

Professional, friendly representative with broad knowledge on energy
efficiency programs that can clearly provide information, help
customers identify the services they need and quickly resolve issues and
influence behavior change.

•

A no-pressure experience that delivers on the promise of saving energy.

•

Easy process with the ability to schedule an energy audit on the initial
call.

•

Effective follow up and issue resolution.

•

Ability to connect customers who are calling as a result of an
emergency situation (Electric and/or Gas Emergency)

•

Ability to deliver best practice service levels:
o

Less than 5% Abandonment rate

o

80% First Call Resolution

o

80% of calls answered in 30 seconds

o

Less than 20 second average wait time

•

Ability to scale to support significant program growth as well as shortterm spikes due to marketing conditions or marketing efforts.

•

Efficient processes and representative utilization to keep costs
reasonable for the value provided.

•

Ability to adapt to rapidly changing energy efficiency program
parameters, marketing efforts and technology changes.
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III. Current Situation Analysis
Currently the 8 participating PAs of the

Key Facts: Current Situation Analysis

Massachusetts Residential Energy Efficiency

8 participating PAs:

coalition, offer six shared residential
GasNetworks, Energy Bucks, Lighting and

– Bay State Gas
– Berkshire Gas
– Cape Light Compact
– National Grid

Energy Star Homes. Collectively the

6 shared residential programs:

programs including MassSAVE, Cool Smart,

programs generate over 150,000 calls

– New England Gas
– NSTAR
– Unitil
– Western MA Electric

call centers based on program interest,

–MassSAVE
–Cool Smart
–GasNetworks

where the customer lives and their heating

25 toll-free numbers

source. A total of 25 toll-free numbers are

11 call centers that vary in scope of services

utilized to route initial residential energy

Over 150,000 calls per year

annually, which are routed to one of eleven

– Energy Bucks
– Lighting
– Energy Star Homes

efficiency program inquiries to these call
centers.
MassSAVE
MassSAVE is the “flagship” program of the state and accounts for approximately 97,000 of the total
150,000 energy efficiency calls received per year. All PAs participate in the MassSAVE program, which
offers a variety of rebate programs and an energy audit program.
There are eleven different MassSAVE toll-free numbers that directly connect callers with one of six
MassSAVE call centers, most of which have a great deal of energy efficiency expertise which should
be leveraged in any new or modified call center structure. Additionally, there is a statewide
MassSAVE number which receives approximately 18,843 calls annually. The statewide number
connects the caller to an Interactive Voice Response system supported by Sprint which routes callers
based on type of heat and zip code to the appropriate call center. Rotary callers, or those not
responding to prompts, are referred to a live operator at the Protocol call center in Merritt Island, FL
who asks for and enters the heating source and zip code, then routes callers to the appropriate call
center.
MassSAVE audit scheduling is done by some vendors during the initial call, while others enter
information and have the audit vendor call the customer back to schedule. Allowing the customer
to schedule an audit when it’s top of mind and they’re ready to act is a big benefit, increasing the
chance that the customer will go through the process and take energy efficiency actions. The
majority of MassSAVE calls (approximately 63,000/year) are handled by Conservation Services Group
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which manages the National Grid and NSTAR MassSAVE programs from initial inquiry through
scheduling and conducting the audit.
Based on 2008 MassSAVE market research, participant satisfaction with the call center information
and scheduling process is very high and, therefore, any changes should be carefully constructed and
tested with residential customers prior to implementation, in order to ensure that this high level of
satisfaction continues.
Diagram 1: MassSAVE Consumer Process
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GasNetworks
GasNetworks experiences the second highest call volume accounting for approximately 22,700 calls
annually. The program provides residential and commercial customer rebates (e.g., heating
equipment, water heaters, thermostats, etc). GasNetworks is promoted via one toll-free number and
calls are routed to one call center, EFI, to provide program information and process rebates.
Energy Bucks
Energy Bucks provides access to fuel assistance, utility discounts and special energy efficiency home
audit programs for low-income residential customers. The program handles approximately 11,300
consumer calls annually. Consumers access the program through one toll-free number that routes
callers to one of 20+ different Community Action Programs (CAP). Approximately 13% of calls go to a
live operator at the Protocol call center in Merritt, FL.
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Cool Smart
Cool Smart is a rebate program for purchasing energy efficient central air conditioning.
Approximately 5,000 calls annually are received via three toll-free numbers that connect the caller to
CSG, Cape Light Compact or Western MA Electric. Call centers provide basic information, and then
route the caller to EFI for rebate processing. EFI receives approximately 2,000 calls annually for this
program.
Energy Star Homes
Energy Star Homes promotes construction of energy efficient new homes and generates
approximately 1,500 calls per year. One toll-free number is promoted to consumers, which connects
the caller with a program manager at ICF who answers incoming calls, in addition to other
responsibilities.
Lighting
The Lighting program offers retailer-focused mark down programs on lighting and appliances
(discounts in stores), direct coupons/rebates at point of purchase and the Energy Star lights catalog.
Two toll-free numbers are promoted to consumers that lead to either the EFI or Lockheed Martin call
centers. Approximately 6,000 calls are generated annually.
The remaining calls (approximately 5,000) are received by internal PA call centers and are not
tracked by program.
Table 1 below summarizes the call volume, programs supported and scope of service of each of the
call centers.
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IV. Evaluation of Scenario # 1: Maintain the Status Quo
Description:
Under the current scenario, Massachusetts Residential Energy Efficiency Programs would continue
to utilize 25 toll-free numbers routed to one of eleven different contact centers, as described in
the current situation analysis.
Beginning in 2010 a statewide branding initiative will be implemented using MassSAVE as the
umbrella name. The different programs will remain in tact, but broad statewide marketing will be
done under one umbrella name. For the purpose of this analysis, however, we reference the
situation as it exists today.
Pros:
•

Provides ability for the vast majority of MassSAVE calls to be serviced by a call center that has
the ability to schedule the audit on the initial call.

•

Gives PAs control and autonomy over the vendor they select to provide the best services to
their customers at an acceptable cost.

•

Provides callers with a direct number, with minimal phone prompts, that connects them with
professional representative, knowledgeable about the specific program of interest.

•

Allows utilities and vendors to track call originations based on toll-free numbers for marketing
purposes.

•

Provides a local feel, with representatives who are familiar with local climate as it effects
energy usage/efficiency, town names/locations for scheduling audits, local utilities and
programs.

•

Provides ability for call centers to adapt quickly to rapidly changing energy efficiency
program parameters, marketing efforts and technology changes by coordinating directly
with a limited number of clients/contacts.

Cons:
•

Causes potential confusion in marketplace due to multiple toll-free numbers and program
names.

•

Does not allow for scaling of resources achieved through consolidating volume.

•

May cause consumer frustration or lost opportunities in cases where calls need to be redirected to a different call center.

•

Does not effectively allow for cross selling opportunity.
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Scenario # 2: Migrate to one umbrella name and a single toll-free number for most programs
and route tier 1 calls through the existing 6 MassSAVE call centers.
Description:
Under this scenario, as scheduled to begin in 2010, most Massachusetts Energy Efficiency programs
would be marketed under one umbrella name, as depicted below.
Diagram 2: Umbrella Name

This scenario calls for utilizing all of the current MassSAVE call centers (CSG, CET, Honeywell, CLC, Bay
State Gas, Unitil) keeping the call center structure for “tier one” calls mostly intact.
All calls except Energy Bucks would come in through one statewide number utilizing Sprint/Protocol or
other selected vendors, and each call would be routed to the appropriate MassSAVE call center
based on zip code and heating source.
The only call centers eliminated for ‘tier one calls’ would be EFI, Lockheed, ICF, and Western Mass
Electric. The MassSAVE call center CSRs would be trained to answer basic questions about all
programs and could transfer callers who needed more detailed rebate or Energy Star Homes
information. This would allow EFI to take only calls on rebate issues/status and for ICF to handle
limited/more complex calls. Western MA Electric would continue to receive only a handful of calls
that cannot be handled by CET (their MassSAVE vendor). If desired, calls could be routed directly to
EFI, Lockheed, or ICF through IVR prompting or by allowing consumers to enter direct extensions for
specific promotions.
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Diagram 3: Consumer Process for Scenario # 2

Scenario #2 Call flow: Single 800# for most programs routing all
tier 1 calls to MassSAVE call centers!
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*The vendors listed above are based on the existing program structures. This does not represent an endorsement of any
particular vendor or future contractual agreements
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Scenario # 2: Migrate to one umbrella name and a single toll-free number for most programs and
route tier 1 calls through the existing 6 MassSAVE call centers. (Continued)
Pros:
•

Leverages marketing dollars on every program, reduces confusion and potentially raises
awareness and response for energy efficient behaviors through promotion of a single name and
toll-free number.

•

Builds the brand of Massachusetts residential energy efficiency programs.

•

Enables better ability to access a CSR with extensive residential energy efficiency experience.

•

Leverages expertise of MassSAVE call centers which have broad expertise on all programs and
can effectively cross promote programs and address most questions.

•

Allows EFI and ICF to focus on their core competency of providing detailed program and rebate
processing inquiries.

•

Maintains high customer service levels by enabling most MassSAVE calls to be serviced by a call
center that has the ability to schedule the audit on the initial call, and provides a single contact
for follow through and issue resolution.

•

Positions programs for growth through relationships with multiple vendors.

•

Requires only limited modifications to back end, customer service/operational processes such as
scheduling and conducting audits, scheduling and monitoring contractor work, inspections and
processing rebates.

•

Gives PAs control and autonomy over the vendor they select to provide the best services to their
customers at an acceptable cost.

•

Maintains a local feel, with representatives who are familiar with town names/locations for
scheduling audits, local utilities and programs.

Cons:
•

Does not allow for scaling of resources achieved through greater consolidation of volume.

•

Adds an additional prompt which could lead to customer frustration.

•

May require call centers to ask callers additional questions as to how they heard about the
program or provide an extension or promotion code.
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V. Scenario # 3: Migrate to one umbrella name, one single toll-free number and single call center
Description:
Under this scenario, Massachusetts Residential Energy Efficiency programs would be marketed under
one umbrella name, as scheduled to commence in 2010, with one toll-free number and a single call
center for most or all energy programs. An RFP would be developed and bids would be solicited
from organizations specializing in call center operations. The current MassSAVE call center vendors
would be encouraged to submit bids. The single call center staff would be required to have vast
program knowledge, as well as offer the capability of scheduling home energy assessments through
software integrated with all MA implementation vendors.
Diagram 4: Consumer Process for Scenario # 3:
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*The vendors listed above are based on the existing program structures. This does not represent an endorsement of any
particular vendor or future contractual agreements
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Scenario # 3: Migrate to one umbrella name, single toll-free number and single call center
(Continued)
Pros:
•

Achieves the benefits of a single name and toll-free number as described in Scenario # 2.

•

Provides consumers with the convenience and ease of a central clearinghouse for information
about all Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Programs.

•

Provides increased opportunities for cross selling programs.

•

Increases efficiencies and potentially reduces costs by scaling resources.

•

Facilitates the ability to produce consolidated results and statistics across all programs.

Cons:
•

May limit program growth by relying on one call center.

•

A very significant investment will be required to enable the call center to integrate scheduling
software with several implementation vendors and rebate processing systems.

•

May result in disruption of the current process and customer experience during transition to single
vendor.

•

Would require significant increase in time and resources for program administrators to plan and
manage a consolidation effort.

•

Requires a significantly higher level of coordination and relationship building between the call
center and multiple parties including eight PAs, eight PA energy providers, and 5 audit vendors.

•

Requires a significant initial training effort to educate CSR’s about programs and requirements
that change frequently, procedures and data capture for 6 shared programs, individual
programs/nuances for 8 PAs, audit scheduling and process for 5 audit vendors and the rebate
process and referrals to other organizations.

•

Risk losing local feel if a call center is selected that is not in the region.

•

Risk losing the residential energy efficiency knowledge base provided by CSR’s currently
interfacing with Massachusetts residential customers.
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VI. Position and Implications
Position
Massachusetts Program Administrators believe that Scenario # 2 presents the best option as a result of
research conducted to date. Scenario #2 should allow PAs to maintain current high levels of service,
while further building the brand of Massachusetts residential energy efficiency programs and
improving ease of access. This scenario includes migrating toward:
•

One umbrella name for marketing all programs

•

One toll-free number for all programs, with the exception of Energy Bucks

•

Routing tier one, inbound calls through the existing 6 MassSAVE call centers

Further PA roundtable discussions will be required to determine the best course of action moving
forward.
Cost Implications
•

Both IVR routing/telecommunications costs (Sprint) and call center costs for operator assisted calls
(Protocol) are incurred for calls that go through the existing statewide toll-free number. Costs are
billed on a cost per minute basis. MassSAVE calls appear to be running at approximately 5
minutes. Call lengths for rebate programs appeared to be just over 4 minutes

•

Currently only 18,843 of the approximate 150,000 calls are received through the statewide
number. Under Scenario #2, based on current volumes, an additional 120,000 calls would incur
routing/telecommunications costs.

•

If the volume of calls received by a statewide number increases, additional telecommunication
and call center costs will be incurred. There could be a reduction in overall costs by
renegotiating current vendor contracts to account for the condensed telecommunications costs
associated with drastically reducing the number of existing toll-free numbers.

•

There would also be start up costs to consider including new IVR set up costs, and costs incurred
as a result of changing call center messages and marketing materials.

•

Finally, there will be costs incurred to train the MassSAVE call center customer service
representatives to be able to address questions on programs and services that are currently
routed directly to vendors: GasNetworks, Energy Star Homes, Lighting.

•

Further cost analysis and savings potential will be required before moving forward.
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Operational Implications
The recommended approach requires only limited modifications to back end, customer
service/operational processes such as scheduling and conducting audits, scheduling and monitoring
contractor work, inspections and processing rebates.
However, migration of existing residential toll-fee numbers to a single toll-fee number for all residential
energy efficiency program inquiries will require significant coordination with the existing call center
vendors to assure a smooth transition.

•

Selection of central toll-free number routing vendor (Protocol or new vendor).

•

Vendor meetings to determine that all of the desired toll-free numbers are covered.

•

Determine all changes in process, IVR and intake scripts that will be needed.

•

Set-up and testing of IVR process, routing and scripts for the single number and each call center.

•

Training of CSR’s on changes, new processes and procedures.

Consideration should be given to migrating to a few programs/toll-free numbers at a time, to assure
maintaining a high level of service. We recommend migrating programs during non-peak volume
periods.
Service Implications
Based on 2008 MassSAVE research, participant satisfaction with the call center information and
scheduling process, is very high. A stronger brand will further increase customer/market expectations
for service and results. Therefore, any changes to that process should be carefully constructed, in
order to ensure that this high level of satisfaction continues.
Marketing Implications
Based on market research for the MassSAVE home energy audit program conducted in November,
2008, program participants and prospects of NSTAR, National Grid and Cape Light Compact
suggested and responded well to the idea of one consistent program name or organization
throughout the process
Moving to one statewide number would impact the ability to track response to marketing promotions
via toll-free number tracking. This could be addressed through IVR prompting, as well as allowing
consumers to enter direct extensions for specific promotions.
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A review of all advertising, marketing and customer service communications will be needed in order
to identify which toll-free numbers will need to be changed, determine volumes of existing materials
in stock and cost of reprinting, set timetables and manage communications revisions.
As the web site is a major source in providing program information, routing customers to the
appropriate place and providing necessary forms, great care should be taken to ensure that the
phone numbers, information and process are consistent with the inbound phone process.
Finally, it is critical to remember that increases in brand equity and marketing should lead to higher
volumes. Implementation vendors and PAs will need to closely coordinate, plan and monitor
marketing efforts to assure that the volume of calls generated can be handled while maintaining high
quality, effective service, particularly during toll-free number consolidation.
Consideration should be given to conducting marketing research to obtain consumer input prior to
launch.
Next Steps
The scenarios presented in this position paper should not be viewed as absolutes, but as a continuum
allowing us to discuss and develop an optimal plan that PAs can migrate toward gradually. It should
also be noted that implementing any of the scenarios contained in this position paper or other
potential scenarios not represented will require significant discussions and negations among PAs and
other stakeholders.
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2009 C&I Performance Metrics
During 2009, the Company’s C&I programs were successful in achieving savings in spite
of the constraints imposed by the weak economic conditions and limitations on the
willingness and ability of C&I customers to undertake EE investments. In addition to
these constraints, the relatively small customer base results in a very small number of
customer participants. This created unusual challenges for the Company in attempting
achieve the 2009 C&I metrics. As indicated below, the Company is not claiming
Performance Incentives for any of its 2009 C&I Metrics.
C&I #1: Large Retrofit
In 2009, 1 building will commit to energy efficiency activities to achieve a minimum of
“X%” overall electric savings as a percent of total electricity consumption.
Threshold: X=15%
Results: Unitil did not achieve threshold for this metric due to the small number of
participants and the challenges of securing the financial commitment from customers
necessary to achieve the 15% level.
C&I #2: Performance Lighting
X percent of 2009 new construction and major renovation (NC/MR) projects that include
lighting projects go through the performance lighting path (PLP) and achieve a collective
average of Y percent savings that is better the Massachusetts Energy Code in effect on
January 1, 2009. Projects that qualify under this program must be new construction
projects or renovation projects that involve the installation of new fixtures throughout the
building or renovated spaces.
Threshold: X=20%
Results: Unitil did not achieve threshold for this metric due to the very small number of
participants and the challenge of securing the financial commitment from customers
necessary to achieve the 20% level.
C&I #3: Planning Actions
In response to the Massachusetts Green Community Act the PAs will develop and
execute an action plan, including a set of milestones that will accelerate the changes
necessary in their business to meet increased savings goals for 2009-2011. Accordingly
each PA will demonstrate the completion of an action plan that will incorporate the
following program elements. The plan will include jointly delivered elements where
appropriate.
1) Workforce development, that addresses needs for additional internal and external staff
and resources;
2) Outreach and communications, that stimulates participation by channels and other
trade allies;
3) Statewide awareness, via public media or common website that elevates customers’
recognition of program administrator sponsored efficiency services, and
4) Effective gas and electric integration.
The plan must be in place by June 1st and implementation no later than September 15th.
(Plan must be approved by the DOER/Energy Efficiency Advisory Council prior to
implementation)
Threshold: complete all tasks
Results: Unitil did not achieve threshold for this metric, although it has continued to
participate in the statewide efforts to encourage workforce development and increase
Page 1 of 2

awareness and has worked to stimulate C&I program implementation through outreach
and communication with trade allies and vendors. The Company has also integrated
delivery of gas and electric services to C&I customers.
C&I #4: Combined Heat & Power
Develop a plan approved by the DOER/Energy Efficiency Advisory Council prior to
implementation for incorporating CHP into the energy efficiency portfolio by April 1,
2009 and demonstrate that one project proposal is developed and seek customer
commitment by Dec. 31, 2009. Note: Proposal means prepared customer-specific
proposal, including screening and an incentive offer by the Company; the project
proposal can have originated from a vendor, customer, or third party. Customer
commitment means signed MOU indicating intent to proceed with installation of CHP
project.
Threshold: Develop proposal & submit to Customer.
Results: Unitil did not achieve threshold for this metric as it has not identified any
customer in a position to commit to a CHP project.
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APPENDIX 8
DETAILED SAVINGS CALCULATION

Appendix 8 - Table 1
Detailed Savings Calculations
Residential 2009 Programs

Year
Program

2009
Energy Star Homes

(1)

Measure Description

1
2
3
4

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Quantity

Total
Gross
kW

Total
Gross
kWh

FreeRidership
Rate

Spillover
(Participant)

Summer
Coincident

Winter
Coincident

Demand
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

Energy
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

0.000
1.000
0.860
0.076

0.000
0.000
1.000
0.286

A02a RNC ES Homes - Heating
A02a RNC ES Homes - Cooling
A02a RNC ES Homes - Water Heating
A02a CFLs

13
3
13
318
348

Totals

5.32
1.33
0.00
139.92
147

0
529
0
18,126
18,655

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

(11)

(12)

Net
Net Peak
Summer
kW
kW

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.990

0.0
2.1
0.0
15.4
17.5

0.0
2.1
0.0
1.2
3.3

(13)
Net
Winter
kW
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.4
4.4

(14)

(15)

Annual Measure
Net MWh
Life
Savings (Years)
0.00
0.53
0.00
17.94
18.47

25
25
15
7

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

kW
Years

Lifetime
MWh

MMBTUs
Gas

MMBTUs
Oil

MMBTUs
Propane

0
53
0
108
161

0
13
0
126
139

479
0
53
0
532

0
0
0
0
0

(21)

(22)

(23)

NonResource
Gallons
Resource
Non-Energy
Water
Non Energy
Benefit
Benefit

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

$118,825
$0
$7,754
$0
$126,580

$0
$0
$0
$954
$954

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = Description of ENERGY STAR Home end use or appliance measure installed.
(2) Quantity = Number of housing units or measures installed in 2009.
(3) Total Gross kW = Gross Demand Savings for all Measures of this type.
(4) Total Gross kWh = Gross Annual Energy Savings for measures of this type.
(5), (6) Free-Ridership and Spillover estimates.
(7), (8) Summer and Winter Coincident factors are based on seasonal impact of individual measures.
(9), (10) Demand and Energy Adjustment Factors.
(11) Net Peak kW = Net Summer kW
(12), (13) Net Summer and Winter kW = Diversified seasonal demand savings. Quantity * Total Gross kW*(1-Free-Ridership+Spillover)*Seasonal Coincident*Demand Adjustment Factor
(14) Annual Net MWh Savings = Annual energy savings reflecting all adjustment factors. Total Gross kWh*(1-Free Ridership+Spillover)*Energy Adjustment Factor.
(15) Measure Life - The life of an energy consuming measure, including its equipment life and measure persistence (not savings persistence)
(16) kW Years = Lifetime * Net Peak kW
(17) Lifetime MWh = Lifetime *Net MWh Reduction
(18) Gas saved annually due to heating and water heating, based on REM/rate building energy simulation software.
(19) There are no oil savings in this program
(20) There are no propane savings in this program
(21) There are no water savings reported
(22) The Total Resource Benefits represents the value of benefits associated with natural gas, oil, propane, kerosene, and water savings.
(23) The one time Non Energy Benefit represents accounts for the longer replacement cycles of the CFLs

Year
Program

2009
MassSAVE

(1)

Measure Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

A03a CFLs
A03a Air Sealing, Electric
A03a Air Sealing, Natural Gas
A03a Air Sealing, Oil
A03a Air Sealing, Propane
A03a Insulation, Electric
A03a Insulation, Natural Gas
A03a Insulation, Oil
A03a Insulation, Propane
A03a Thermostats (Qty 39)
A03a DHW ISMs, All fuels
A03a Solar DHW
A03a Indirect Water Heater
A03a Heating System Replacement,
14 Natural Gas
15 A03a Heating System Replacement, Oil
16 A03a Energy Star Windows w/ HEAT Loan
17 A03a Refrigerator

Totals

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Quantity

Total
Gross
kW

Total
Gross
kWh

FreeRidership
Rate

506
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
8

24.794
0.112
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.759
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.545
0.000
0.000

28,842
177
0
0
0
1,132
0
0
0
149
3,759
0
0

2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
0.00%
0.00%

(6)

(7)

Spillover
(Participant)
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

(8)

(9)

(10)

Summer
Coincident

Winter
Coincident

Demand
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

Energy
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

0.076
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.860
0.000
0.000

0.286
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
1.000
0.000
0.000

0.900
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

(11)

(12)

Net
Net Peak
Summer
kW
kW

0.900
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

21.9
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

(13)
Net
Winter
kW
6.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

(14)

(15)

(16)

Annual Measure
Net MWh
Life
Savings (Years)
25.44
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
3.68
0.00
0.00

7
15
15
15
15
25
25
25
25
10
7
20
20

(17)

kW
Years

(18)

Lifetime
MWh

153
2
0
0
0
19
0
1
0
0
4
0
0

(19)

MMBTUs
Gas

178
3
0
0
0
28
0
0
0
1
26
0
0

0
0
396
0
0
0
1,003
0
0
185
101
0
63

(20)

MMBTUs
Oil
0
0
0
221
0
0
0
1,209
0
146
12
30
0

(21)

MMBTUs
Propane
0
0
0
0
19
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
0

(22)

(23)

NonResource
Gallons
Resource
Non-Energy
Water
Non Energy
Benefit
Benefit
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8,609
0
0

$0
$0
$63,960
$44,242
$7,292
$0
$252,663
$379,199
$6,770
$39,300
$9,359
$7,712
$13,137

$1,352
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

14

0.000

0

0.00%

0.00%

0.000

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.00

18

0

0

195

0

0

0

$37,061

$0

14

0.000

0

0.00%

0.00%

0.000

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.00

18

0

0

0

149

0

0

$35,034

$0

20
1
575

0.000
0.093
26

0
510
34,569

0.00%
35.00%

0.00%
36.00%

0.000
1.000

0.000
0.820

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

0.0
0.1
23.4

0.0
0.1
2.2

0.0
0.1
7.7

0.00
0.52
31.07

20
19

0
2
180

0
10
245

0
0
1,944

5
0
1,770

0
0
30

0
0
8,609 $

$1,190
$0
896,920 $

$0
$0
1,352

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = For RCS households, the program installs assorted conservation measures during site visits to customers
(2) Quantity = Number of measures paid for in 2009 or rolled up savings by measure.
(3) Total Gross kW = Gross demand savings for measures of this type
(4) Total Gross kWh = Gross energy savings for measures of this type
(5), (6) Free-Ridership and Spillover estimates.
(7), (8) Summer and Winter Coincident factors jointly agreed upon by Massachusetts PA's
(9), (10) Demand and energy adjustment factors for CFL's are from MassSAVE Impact Study, RLW Analytics, April 8, 2008
(11) Net Peak kW = Net Summer kW
(12), (13) Net Summer and Winter kW = Diversified seasonal demand savings. Quantity * Total Gross kW*(1-Free-Ridership+Spillover)*Seasonal Coincident*Demand Adjustment Factor
(14) Annual Net MWh Savings = Annual energy savings reflecting all adjustment factors. Total Gross kWh*(1-Free Ridership+Spillover)*Energy Adjustment Factor.
(15) Measure Life - The life of an energy consuming measure, including its equipment life and measure persistence (not savings persistence)
(16) kW Years = Lifetime*Net Peak kW
(17) Lifetime MWh = Lifetime *Net MWh Reduction
(18) Gas saved annually based on savings from TREAT as modeled software for each project
(19) Oil saved annually based on savings from TREAT as modeled for each project
(20) Propane saved annually based on savings from TREAT as modeled for each project
(21) Water saved annually based on estimates jointly agreed upon by Massachusetts PA's.
(22) The Total Resource Benefits represents the value of benefits associated with natural gas, oil, propane, kerosene, and water savings.
(23) The one time Non Energy Benefit represents accounts for the longer replacement cycles of the CFLs
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Appendix 8 - Table 1
Detailed Savings Calculations
Residential 2009 Programs

Year
Program

2009
Energy Star Lighting

(1)

Measure Description

1
2
3
4

A04a CFLs Markdown
A04a CFLs _Retail
A04a Indoor Fixtures
A04a Torchieres

Totals

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Quantity

Total
Gross
kW

Total
Gross
kWh

FreeRidership
Rate

Spillover
(Participant)

Summer
Coincident

Winter
Coincident

Demand
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

Energy
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

7.6%
7.6%
7.6%
7.6%

28.6%
28.6%
28.6%
28.6%

8,854
23
340
31
9,248

433.8
1.1
16.7
3.6
455

504,678
1,311
14,960
4,309
525,258

0.00%
0.00%
8.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
4.00%
0.00%

0.398
0.398
0.950
1.000

(11)

(12)

Net
Net Peak
Summer
kW
kW

0.398
0.398
0.950
1.000

172.5
0.4
15.2
3.6
191.8

13.1
0.0
1.2
0.3
14.6

(13)
Net
Winter
kW
49.3
0.1
4.3
1.0
54.8

(14)

(15)

Annual Measure
Net MWh
Life
Savings (Years)
200.71
0.52
13.64
4.31
219.18

7
5
20
8

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

kW
Years

Lifetime
MWh

MMBTUs
Gas

MMBTUs
Oil

MMBTUs
Propane

1,208
2
304
29
1,543

1,405
3
273
34
1,715

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

(21)

(22)

(23)

NonResource
Gallons
Resource
Non-Energy
Water
Non Energy
Benefit
Benefit

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$

10,671
28
1,096
11,795

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = Type of Product
(2) Quantity = Number of participants served in 2009
(3) Total Gross kW = Gross demand savings for measures of this type
(4) Total Gross kWh = Gross energy savings for measures of this type
(5), (6) Free-Ridership and Spillover estimates from Nexus, RLW; Impact Evaluation of the MA, RI, and VT 2003 Res Lighting Programs, 7/29/04
(7), (8) Summer and Winter Coincident factors are from the NMR lighting Markdown study 1/09
(9), (10) Demand and energy adjustment factors are staff estimates and past evaluation efforts
(11) Net Peak kW = Net Summer kW
(12), (13) Net Summer and Winter kW = Diversified seasonal demand savings. Quantity * Total Gross kW*(1-Free-Ridership+Spillover)*Seasonal Coincident*Demand Adjustment Factor
(14) Annual Net MWh Savings = Annual energy savings reflecting all adjustment factors. Total Gross kWh*(1-Free Ridership+Spillover)*Energy Adjustment Factor.
(15) Measure Life - The life of an energy consuming measure, including its equipment life and measure persistence (not savings persistence)
(16) kW Years = Lifetime*Net Peak kW
(17) Lifetime MWh = Lifetime *Net MWh Reduction
(18) There are no gas savings in this program
(19) There are no oil savings in this program
(20) There are no propane savings in this program
(21)There are no water savings in this program
(22) Program does not assume any resource non-energy benefits.
(23) The one time Non Energy Benefit represents accounts for the longer replacement cycles of the CFLs and fixtures

Year
Program

2009
Energy Star Products

(1)

Measure Description

1 A04b Refrigerator Rebate (New)

Totals

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Quantity

Total
Gross
kW

Total
Gross
kWh

FreeRidership
Rate

Spillover
(Participant)

Summer
Coincident

Winter
Coincident

Demand
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

Energy
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

100.0%

82.0%

163
163

2.1
2.1

16,300
16,300

35.00%

0.00%

1.000

(11)

(12)

Net
Net Peak
Summer
kW
kW

1.000

1.4
1.4

1.4
1.4

(13)
Net
Winter
kW
1.1
1.1

(14)

(15)

Annual Measure
Net MWh
Life
Savings (Years)
10.60
10.60

13

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

kW
Years

Lifetime
MWh

MMBTUs
Gas

MMBTUs
Oil

MMBTUs
Propane

18
18

138
138

0
0

0
0

(21)

0
0

(22)

(23)

NonResource
Gallons
Resource
Non-Energy
Water
Non Energy
Benefit
Benefit
0
0

$0
$0 $

$0
0

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = Type of Product
(2) Quantity = Number of participants served in 2009
(3) Total Gross kW = Gross demand savings for measures of this type
(4) Total Gross kWh = Gross energy savings for measures of this type
(5), (6) Free-Ridership and Spillover estimates.
(7), (8) Summer and Winter Coincident factors
(9), (10) Demand and energy adjustment factors
(11) Net Peak kW = Net Summer kW
(12), (13) Net Summer and Winter kW = Diversified seasonal demand savings. Quantity * Total Gross kW*(1-Free-Ridership+Spillover)*Seasonal Coincident*Demand Adjustment Factor
(14) Annual Net MWh Savings = Annual energy savings reflecting all adjustment factors. Total Gross kWh*(1-Free Ridership+Spillover)*Energy Adjustment Factor.
(15) Measure Life -based ENERGY STAR appliance calculator for refrigerators
(16) kW Years = Lifetime*Net Peak kW
(17) Lifetime MWh = Lifetime *Net MWh Reduction
(18) There are no gas savings reported for this program
(19) There are no oil savings reported for this program
(20) There are no propane savings reported for this program
(21) Water savigns are based on CEE estimate adjusted for size of machine.
(22) Program does not assume any resource non-energy benefits.
(23) Program does not assume and non-resource non-energy benefits
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Appendix 8 - Table 1
Detailed Savings Calculations
Residential 2009 Programs

Year
Program

2009
Low Income Retrofit

(1)

Measure Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Quantity

Total
Gross
kW

Total
Gross
kWh

FreeRidership
Rate

B03a Air Sealing Oil
B03a CFLs
B03a DHW ISMs, Oil
B03a Health & Safety Measures
B03a Heating System replacement, Oil
B03a Heating System replacement, Gas
B03a Insulation Oil
B03a Baseload

7
120
2
1
26
1
7
8
172

0.000
1.320
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.320

0
216
0
0
0
0
0
0
216

(6)

(7)

Spillover
(Participant)

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

(8)

(9)

(10)

Summer
Coincident

Winter
Coincident

Demand
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

Energy
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

0.000
0.076
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.286
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

(11)

(12)

Net
Net Peak
Summer
kW
kW

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.3

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1

(13)
Net
Winter
kW
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4

(14)

(15)

(16)

Annual Measure
Net MWh
Life
Savings (Years)
0.00
62.40
9.52
923.68
75.78
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,071.37

7
120
2
1
26
1
7
0

kW
Years
0
158
0
0
0
0
0
0
158

(17)
Lifetime
MWh

(18)

(19)

MMBTUs
Gas

0
216
0
0
0
0
0
0
216

0
0
0
0
0
36
0
0
36

(20)

MMBTUs
Oil

(21)

MMBTUs
Propane

0
0
0
970
0
137
0
0
1,106

(22)

(23)

NonResource
Gallons
Resource
Non-Energy
Water
Non Energy
Benefit
Benefit

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$5,755
$0
$3,431
$0
$228,728
$6,838
$42,846
$0
$287,599

$4,805
$4,163
$0
$0
$209,639
$8,063
$64,071
$566
$291,306

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = Description of ENERGY STAR Home end use or appliance measure installed.
(2) Quantity = Number of housing units or measures installed in 2008.
(3) Total Gross kW = Gross Demand Savings for all Measures of this type.
(4) Total Gross kWh = Gross Annual Energy Savings for measures of this type.
(5), (6) Free-Ridership and Spillover estimates.
(7), (8) Summer and Winter Coincident factors jointly agreed upon by Massachusetts PA's
(9), (10) Demand and energy adjustment factors for CFL's are from Nexus, RLW; Impact Evaluation of the MA, RI, and VT 2003 Res Lighting Programs, 7/29/04
(11) Net Peak kW = Net Summer kW
(12), (13) Net Summer and Winter kW = Diversified seasonal demand savings. Quantity * Total Gross kW*(1-Free-Ridership+Spillover)*Seasonal Coincident*Demand Adjustment Factor
(14) Annual Net MWh Savings = Annual energy savings reflecting all adjustment factors. Total Gross kWh*(1-Free Ridership+Spillover)*Energy Adjustment Factor.
(15) Measure Life - The life of an energy consuming measure, including its equipment life and measure persistence (not savings persistence)
(16) kW Years = Lifetime*Net Peak kW
(17) Lifetime MWh = Lifetime *Net kWh Reduction*0.001.
(18) Gas saved annually based on estimates jointly agreed upon by Massachusetts PA's.
(19) Oil saved annually based on estimates jointly agreed upon by Massachusetts PA's.
(20) Propoane saved annually based on estimates jointly agreed upon by Massachusetts PA's.There are no propane savings in this program
(21) Water saved annually based on estimates jointly agreed upon by Massachusetts PA's.
(22) The Total Resource Benefits represents the value of benefits associated with natural gas, oil, propane, kerosene, and water savings.
(23) Non-Resource Benefits represent the value of benefits associated with reduced O&M costs, arrearage reduction, annual discounted rate cost reduction, one-time avoided refrigerator/freezer purchase, annual fire, illness and moving avoidance benefits, one-time property value benefit.

2009
Multi-Family Program

Year
Program

(1)

Measure Description

1 C03a MF Water Source Heat Pump
2 C03a MF Refrigerator
C03a MF Common Area Lighting (T8 HE
3 Fix)

Totals

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Quantity

Total
Gross
kW

Total
Gross
kWh

FreeRidership
Rate

Spillover
(Participant)

Summer
Coincident

Winter
Coincident

Demand
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

Energy
Adjustment
Factor (In
Service Rate)

(11)

(12)

Net
Net Peak
Summer
kW
kW

(13)
Net
Winter
kW

(14)

(15)

Annual Measure
Net MWh
Life
Savings (Years)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

kW
Years

Lifetime
MWh

MMBTUs
Gas

MMBTUs
Oil

MMBTUs
Propane

(21)

(22)

(23)

NonResource
Gallons
Resource
Non-Energy
Water
Non Energy
Benefit
Benefit

34
33

9.18
0.99

13,770
16,500

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.466
1.000

0.533
0.820

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

9.2
1.0

4.3
1.0

4.9
0.8

13.75
16.50

25
19

229
19

344
314

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

$0
$0

181
248

5.43
16

4,163
34,433

0.00%

0.00%

0.798

0.369

1.000

1.000

5.4
15.6

4.3
9.6

2.0
7.7

4.22
34.47

15

81
329

63
721

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

$0
$0

$640
$640

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = Type of Product
(2) Quantity = Number of measures installed in 2009
(3) Total Gross kW = Gross demand savings for measures of this type
(4) Total Gross kWh = Gross energy savings for measures of this type
(5), (6) Free-Ridership and Spillover
(7), (8) Summer and Winter Coincident factors are staff estimates, lighting is from Lighting Coincidence Factor Study, RLW Analytics, 2007.
(9), (10) Demand and energy adjustment factors are staff estimates
(11) Net Peak kW = Net Summer kW
(12), (13) Net Summer and Winter kW = Diversified seasonal demand savings. Quantity * Total Gross kW*(1-Free-Ridership+Spillover)*Seasonal Coincident*Demand Adjustment Factor
(14) Annual Net MWh Savings = Annual energy savings reflecting all adjustment factors. Total Gross kWh*(1-Free Ridership+Spillover)*Energy Adjustment Factor.
(15) Measure Life - The life of an energy consuming measure, including its equipment life and measure persistence (not savings persistence)
(16) kW Years = Lifetime*Net Peak kW
(17) Lifetime MWh = Lifetime *Net MWh Reduction
(18) There are no gas savings in this program
(19) There are no oil savings in this program
(20) There are no propane savings in this program
(21)There are no water savings in this program
(22) Program does not assume any resource non-energy benefits.
(23) The one time Non Energy Benefit represents accounts for the longer replacement cycles of the CFLs
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Appendix 8 - Table 2
Detailed Savings Calculations
Commericial and Industrial Retrofit
2009 Programs

Year
Program

2009
C&I Lost Opportunity

(1)

Measure Description

1 C02a Lg C&I NC - Lighting
2 C02a Lg C&I NC - Motors

Totals

(2)

Quantity

1
1

(3)

(4)

(5)

Total
Gross kW

Total
Gross
kWh

FreeRidership
Rate

75.310
13.900
89.210

260,599
83,400
343,999

7.10%
7.10%

(6)
Spillover
(Participant)
0.00%
0.00%

(7)

(8)

Net Peak
kW

Net
Summer
kW

69.96
12.91
82.88

61.36
12.91
74.27

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Net Winter Net MWh Lifetime
kW Years Lifetime MWh
kW
Reduction (Years)
40.30
10.59
50.89

242.10
77.48
319.58

15.0
15.0

1,049
194
1,243

3,631
1,162
4,794

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = program tracking database end use category
(2) Quantity is defined as 1; all installed measures in each measure category are aggregated
(3) Total Gross kW = gross demand savings for all measures in each end use category
(4) Total Gross kWh = gross energy savings for all measures in each end use category
(5) and (6) = energy free ridership and spillover rates for each end use category as determined by most recent program impact evaluation; non-participant spillover not studied
(7) and (8) = net summer demand reduction consistent with ISO FCM on-peak resources; incorporates coincidence, free ridership and spillover factors from most recent program impact evaluation
(9) = net winter demand reduction consistent with ISO FCM on-peak resources; incorporates coincidence, free ridership and spillover factors from most recent program impact evaluation
(10) = Total Gross kWh * (1-Free Ridership Rate+Spillover)
(11) = aggregate whole number rounded measure life for end use category, incorporating persistence as determined by most recent measure life study
(12) = Net Peak kW * Lifetime
(13) = Net MWh Reduction * Lifetime
Year
Program
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Appendix 8 - Table 2
Detailed Savings Calculations
Commericial and Industrial Retrofit
2009 Programs

(1)
Measure Description
1
2
3
4
5

(2)

(3)

Total
Quantity
Gross kW

C03a Lg C&I Retrofit -Compressed Air
C03a Lg C&I Retrofit -HVAC
C03a Lg C&I Retrofit -Lighting
C03a Lg C&I Retrofit -Motors/Drives
C03a Lg C&I Retrofit -Process

1
1
1
1
1

0.040
0.009
0.136
0.104
0.001
0.291

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Total
Gross
MWh

FreeRidership
Rate

Spillover
(Participant)

Net Peak
kW

Net
Summer
kW

274.673
42.456
577.041
383.540
22.003
1,299.713

2.30%
2.30%
2.30%
2.30%
2.30%

2.80%
2.80%
2.80%
2.80%
2.80%

40.10
9.09
136.77
104.77
1.34
292.07

40.10
9.09
119.94
104.77
1.34
275.24

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Net Winter Net MWh Lifetime
kW Years Lifetime MWh
kW
Reduction (Years)
32.88
7.45
78.78
85.91
1.10
206.12

276.046
42.668
579.926
385.458
22.113
1,306.212

15.0
15.0
15.0
20.0
15.0

601
136
1,799
2,095
20
4,652

4,140.695
640.024
8,698.893
7,709.154
331.695
21,520.462

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = program tracking database end use category
(2) Quantity is defined as 1; all installed measures in each measure category are aggregated
(3) Total Gross kW = gross demand savings for all measures in each end use category
(4) Total Gross kWh = gross energy savings for all measures in each end use category
(5) and (6) = energy free ridership and spillover rates for each end use category as determined by most recent program impact evaluation; non-participant spillover not studied
(7) and (8) = net summer demand reduction consistent with ISO FCM on-peak resources; incorporates coincidence, free ridership and spillover factors from most recent program impact evaluation
(9) = net winter demand reduction consistent with ISO FCM on-peak resources; incorporates coincidence, free ridership and spillover factors from most recent program impact evaluation
(10) = Total Gross kWh * (1-Free Ridership Rate+Spillover)
(11) = aggregate whole number rounded measure life for end use category, incorporating persistence as determined by most recent measure life study
(12) = Net Peak kW * Lifetime
(13) = Net MWh Reduction * Lifetime

2009
Small C&I Retrofit

Year
Program

(1)
Measure Description
1 C03b SC&I Retrofit - Lighting

Totals

(2)

(3)

Total
Quantity
Gross kW
1

184.787
184.787

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Total
Gross
kWh

FreeRidership
Rate

Spillover
(Participant)

Net Peak
kW

Net
Summer
kW

550,609
550,609

31.10%

0.10%

127.50
127.50

101.75
101.75

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Net Winter Net MWh Lifetime
kW Years Lifetime MWh
kW
Reduction (Years)
47.05
47.05

387.52
387.52

13.0

1,323
1,323

5,038
5,038

Notes:
(1) Measure Description = tracking database end use category
(2) Quantity is defined as 1; all installed measures in each measure category are aggregated
(3) Total Gross kW = gross demand savings for all measures in each end use category
(4) Total Gross kWh = gross energy savings for all measures in each end use category
(5) and (6) = energy free ridership and spillover rates for each end use category as determined by most recent program impact evaluation; non-participant spillover not studied
(7) and (8) = net summer demand reduction consistent with ISO FCM on-peak resources; incorporates coincidence, free ridership and spillover factors from most recent program impact evaluation
(9) = net winter demand reduction consistent with ISO FCM on-peak resources; incorporates coincidence, free ridership and spillover factors from most recent program impact evaluation
(10) = Total Gross kWh * (1-Free Ridership Rate+Spillover)
(11) = aggregate whole number rounded measure life for end use category, incorporating persistence as determined by most recent measure life study
(12) = Net Peak kW * Lifetime
(13) = Net MWh Reduction * Lifetime
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APPENDIX 9
PROGRESS REPORT

APPENDIX 9

Progress Report and Updates on Compliance Items
Consistent with the Department’s Orders in
D.P.U. 09-116, D.P.U. 09-117, D.P.U. 09-118, D.P.U. 09-119, D.P.U. 09-120, D.P.U. 09-121,
D.P.U. 09-122, D.P.U. 09-123, D.P.U. 09-124, D.P.U. 09-125, D.P.U. 09-126, D.P.U. 09-127,
D.P.U. 09-128
On January 28, 2010, the Department of Public Utilities (“Department”) issued Orders in D.P.U.
09-116 through D.P.U. 09-128, approving Energy Efficiency Plans for 2010 through 2012 filed
by the Massachusetts Program Administrators. In these Orders, and in a June 22, 2010 Hearing
Officer Memorandum, the Department included directives regarding information that the
Program Administrators are required to include in their 2009 Energy Efficiency Annual Reports,
as follows:
1. a status update on the evaluation, measurement and verification study
regarding free ridership and spillover. Gas Three Year Plan Order at 124-125.
2. a progress report on the development of consistent statewide program
planning and administrative cost categories, including the identification of
unresolved issues. Electric Three-Year Plan Order at 45; Gas Three-Year Plan
Order at 42.
3. a progress report on the development of avoided cost factors that improve the
reliability of transmission and distribution benefits as well as an explanation
of any differences in the models and underlying assumptions by Program
Administrators (to be included in the benefit/cost ratio for the next three-year
plans). Electric Three-Year Plan Order at 54.
4. documentation regarding efforts to secure outside funding for 2011 and 2012.
Electric Three-Year Plan Order at 69; Gas Three-Year Plan Order at 62.
5. the results of the non-electric benefits study that is to be conducted in 2010.
Electric Three-Year Plan Order at 130-131; Gas Three-Year Plan Order at
121.
6. a progress report on the development of updated and fully documented
assumptions regarding savings from heating oil measures and other nonelectric benefits. Electric Three-Year Plan Order at 131.
7. either a copy of the Technical Reference Manual, or if the Technical
Reference Manual is not available as of the filing date, a report that details its
current status and anticipated completion date.
The Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Program Administrators are pleased to provide the
Department and all interested stakeholders with the following up-to-date information on these
issues.

1. Evaluation, Measurement & Verification Study on Free Ridership and Spillover
An entity named PA Consulting was selected to conduct this study. A kick-off meeting was held
on June 15, 2010. The 2010 initiative is to review the existing methodology developed in 2003
for determining Free Ridership and Spillover in the C&I Sector. This new initiative will entail a
broader study of how to measure what results would have occurred absent the program.
Although the new initiative may ultimately conclude that Free Ridership and Spillover are still
the most valid methodologies, other methods, such as looking at comparison areas, will be
investigated. This portion of the study is to be completed in December 2010.
For residential programs, the Program Administrators plan to assess free-ridership,
spillover and/or net savings in the individual residential process and impact evaluation studies
which will be conducted jointly. For some programs, such as residential lighting, an overall net
to gross ratio will be developed, while for other programs individual free-ridership and spillover
values will be determined.
2. Consistent Statewide Program Planning & Administrative Cost Categories
A Program Administrator working group, dedicated to ensuring consistent statewide Program
Planning & Administrative (“PP&A”) cost categories, has identified some discrepancies among
the Program Administrators regarding how costs are assigned to certain categories.
The most significant difference is in the category in which internal labor and related expenses are
assigned. Some Program Administrators are assigning all internal labor and related expenses to
the PP&A cost category. Other Program Administrators are assigning some internal labor and
related expenses (specifically for staff members dedicated to marketing, sales technical
assistance and training, or evaluation measurement and verification (“EM&V”)) to the
Marketing, Sales Technical Assistance & Training or EM&V cost categories.
The only other discrepancy identified by the working group was that some Program
Administrators are assigning database tracking improvements to the PP&A cost category, while
others are assigning this cost to the Sales, Training and Technical Assistance cost category.
A follow-up meeting of the working group will be held in August 2010 (prior to 2011 mid-term
modification plan filings) to determine a consistent approach to tracking these types of expenses
and to set a timeframe to implement a consistent statewide approach.
3. Avoided Cost Factors to Improve Reliability of Transmission and Distribution
Benefits
I. Introduction
In 2005, the Program Administrators contracted ICF International, Inc. (“ICF”) to develop a tool
to calculate the benefits on the transmission and distribution (“T&D”) systems as a result of the
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energy efficiency programs that are offered. As part of the 2009 Avoided Energy Supply Cost
(“AESC”) Avoided Cost Analysis, Synapse Energy Economics, Inc. reviewed ICF’s tool and
identified inconsistencies in how each Program Administrator utilizes the tool.
Below is a progress report related to Synapse’s comments. They are categorized according to
spreadsheet errors and input inconsistencies. Some of the points lead to simple fixes or updates,
while others will need collaboration and consensus among the Program Administrators.
Synapse’s report focused on models used by National Grid and NSTAR Electric. As these two
Program Administrators work through these issues, they will share their findings and
recommendations with the other Program Administrators to increase consistency in the valuation
of T&D benefits.
II. Spreadsheet Errors
1. “Insurance expense. The ICF model incorrectly cites page 323, line 156 of the FERC
form 1 as the source of Total Plant Annual Insurance Costs. The correct citation is page
323, line 185 of the FERC form 1”


As noted by Synapse, National Grid and NSTAR Electric have corrected
the citation in their spreadsheets.

2. Carrying charge calculation. “The ICF model spreadsheet contains cell-reference errors
that excludes depreciation expense and the cost of capital from the distribution carrying
charge, but adds in the state income tax rate.”


As noted by Synapse, National Grid corrected all three errors on its
spreadsheet.



NSTAR Electric has corrected its model so that Line 7 of Carrying Charge
Schedule 3 (DS) sums the percentages found on lines 1 through 6 and that
it matches the formula used on Line 7 of Carrying Charge Schedule 3
(TR).

3. Financing Errors. Synapse pointed out two financing errors having to do with the
calculation of income taxes and interest deductions. First, Synapse noted that WACC is
already adjusted for taxes but in the formula below, it appears that the WACC is again
multiplied (and further reduced) by the effective state and federal income tax rate.
Synapse also questioned the use of real versus nominal interest rates and return on equity
.

(Tf  (1  Tf )) *(WACC de  1 / life) * (1  Rr * Fd / WACC )
Symbol
Tf
WACC
de

Description
Effective State & Federal Income Tax Rate
After Tax Cost of Financing
Depreciation Expense
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Line
Line 1f
Line 1
Line 4

Life
Rr
Fd

Depreciation Life
Real interest rate on debt
Share of project financed through debt

Line 4a
Line 1b
Line 1a



National Grid and NSTAR Electric are awaiting clarification from
Synapse due to contradicting suggestions in the report. In one instance,
Synapse suggests that the income tax expense formula use the real interest
rate, and in another point suggests that income tax be assessed using the
nominal value.



The tax expense formula is not the same for both transmission and
distribution. The transmission tax expense formula uses the nominal
interest rate, whereas the distribution tax expense formula uses the real
interest rate. These formulae need to be reconciled.



National Grid and NSTAR Electric are awaiting further clarification from
Synapse before taking action to correct either of these formulae.

III. Input Inconsistencies
1. T&D Inputs and Capital Investments. Synapse noted that both National Grid and
NSTAR Electric used equal lives for transmission and distribution plants. NSTAR
Electric used a life of 30 years, while National Grid used 45 years. Synapse argued that a
transmission plant generally has a longer average life than a distribution plant, and that
the use of equal lives is non-standard.


National Grid and NSTAR Electric have recalculated the average life by
first dividing the depreciation expense for the current calendar year by the
average plant value of the two most recent calendar years to determine the
depreciation rate. The ratio of 1 divided by the depreciation rate is equal to
the average life.



As a result, National Grid’s new average life for a distribution plant is 26
years, and the average life for a transmission plant is 45 years. National
Grid is waiting to hear back from the plant accounting department on how
often these inputs should be updated.



NSTAR Electric’s new average life is 31 years for a distribution plant and
45 years for a transmission plant when using average gross plant value to
determine the depreciation rate.



These calculations will be company-specific, but all Program
Administrators should use a consistent formula for calculating average
life.
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2. Percentage of capital investments avoidable due to increasing load. According to
Synapse, NSTAR Electric’s treatment of 100% of investments avoidable is implausible,
while National Grid’s usage of 25% seems too low.


National Grid will review its percentage for 2011. National Grid typically
looked at its capital budget and determined that transmission and
distribution expenses labeled as new business or load relief were the types
of expenses deemed “avoidable.” The calculation needs to be updated for
2011, but National Grid does not expect the percentage to vary greatly
from the 25%.



Synapse misinterpreted NSTAR Electric’s input of 100% for avoidable
investment. NSTAR Electric already excluded the non-avoidable costs in
its capital investment figures on a year by year basis. That calculation was
conducted outside of the model and then inputted for each year. This
method differs slightly from National Grid where a single average
percentage was applied to the sum of the incremental investments across
all years.
The average percentage used by NSTAR Electric is
approximately 23% for distribution and 34% for transmission.

3. Weighting of historical and forecast investment costs. Synapse has suggested that
summing historical and forecast investment and dividing by the sum of historical and
forecast load growth (as National Grid does) may yield a more accurate result than the
inputting of specific weighting factors as allowed for by ICF. NSTAR Electric uses the
weighting method as recommended by ICF.


Reconciliation of this issue has not yet been discussed.

4. Load Growth Assumptions. Synapse noted that the basis for the load forecast and the
DSM savings estimates should be consistent. Since DSM savings are generally estimated
for normal peak weather, the divisor in the $/kW computation should be normal peak
growth.


National Grid is currently using normal peak load data in its analysis.
NSTAR is currently using actual peak load data in its analysis;
Reconciliation of this issue has not yet been discussed.

5. Avoidable Operations & Maintenance (“O&M”) Costs. Avoidable O&M expenses will
vary from company to company. However, ICF does not offer any explanations for the
percentages they loaded in the tool. Synapse suggested that avoidable O&M expenses
should be more in line with the percentage of avoidable capital investments due to
increasing load. The line with the greatest variance between National Grid and NSTAR
falls under transmission O&M: (565) – Transmission of Electricity by Others. NSTAR
had 0% of this cost as avoidable, while National Grid had 100% of this cost as avoidable.
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In the past, National Grid supported the treatment of these costs as 100%
avoidable, per ICF’s original recommendation because energy efficiency
has a direct relationship with lowering the amount of transmission of
electricity by others—the more energy efficiency there is, the less
transmission by others is necessary. In practice, there are considerations
which suggest the percentage should be lowered:


Geographic. For example, if most of the Energy Efficiency
actions/measures are implemented in the eastern part of
Massachusetts, but the majority of transmission of electricity
by others occurs in the western part of Massachusetts, then
not all of those transmission costs are avoidable.



Corporate Accounting. Utilities also collect revenue for
transmitting electricity on behalf of other utilities. This
revenue will offset some of the costs and this could be
reflected by modifying the percentage avoidable downward.



Taking the above into consideration, National Grid proposes lowering its
percentage of avoidable costs for Transmission of Electricity by Others
from 100% to 20%.



NSTAR Electric supports the use of 0% for avoidable O&M costs in the
category of Transmission of Electricity by Others. NSTAR Electric
believes that this is a generation-related cost and therefore not avoidable
as transmission. Effective energy efficiency measures, as they relate to
this category, decrease the need for additional generation investment the
benefit of which is incorporated in avoided generation costs.



Further reconciliation of these assumptions has not been discussed

4. Efforts to secure outside funding for 2011 and 2012

As the Program Administrators were developing their Three-Year Plans, and prior to the
Department’s final orders on the Three-Year Plans, the Program Administrators were engaged in
initial discussions with the Department of Energy Resources, members of the Energy Efficiency
Advisory Council, other interested parties, and the banking industry regarding outside financing
(i.e., loans that are to be repaid) and funding (i.e., grants/funds that directly off-set program costs
and that do not need to be repaid) with specific attention to the following:


discovering lessons learned from other utilities across the nation;



having on-going discussions with customers and lending institutions to develop
prescriptive and customized financing solutions for energy efficiency
investments; and
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engaging consultants supporting financing for this industry.

Based on these initial efforts, in the Three-Year Plans for electric and gas Program
Administrators, statewide targets for outside financing and funding were established for 2011
and 2012 at the following levels: $100 million for the 2011 electric budgets and $20 million for
the 2011 gas budgets; and $200 million for the 2012 electric budgets and $40 million for the
2012 gas budgets, with the operating assumption in each instance that 60% of such total amounts
would be in the form of funding and 40% of such amounts would be in the form of financing. In
its January 28, 2010 Orders on the electric and gas Three-Year Plans, the Department instructed
the Program Administrators to provide documentation of their efforts to secure outside funding
in this annual report. The following narrative provides such documentation of ongoing efforts to
secure both outside funding and, closely related thereto, outside financing. These efforts
continue and will help inform any midterm modifications that will be proposed at the
Department by the Program Administrators after review with the Energy Efficiency Advisory
Council (“EEAC”). The Program Administrators and the EEAC’s consultants have adopted a
proposed target date of October 29, 2010 for the filing of any proposed midterm modifications
with the Department. (As of this date, the Program Administrators do not have midterm
modifications for effect in 2011 that they are currently proposing, but will continue to work with
the EEAC and, where applicable, the D.P.U. 08-50 Annual Report Working Group, on potential
modifications.)
As discussed in more detail below, with respect to financing, the Program Administrators have
segmented the market to better understand customer needs and have identified specific financial
tools that are readily available and can be adapted and adopted for Massachusetts. The Program
Administrators have engaged in extensive efforts in the Department of Energy Resources
(“DOER”) On-Bill Repayment (“OBR”) Working Group, which efforts yielded a detailed report
dated May 10, 2010, which is attached as Attachment A, and which provides extensive
information on OBR options. The Program Administrators have also engaged in requests for
information (“RFI”) and requests for proposal (“RFP”) activities related to outside financing.
Further, the Program Administrators have met extensively with banks, lenders, state agencies,
and industry experts to pursue effective financing opportunities and these efforts, including
efforts with the Massachusetts Bankers Association, actively continue.
As discussed in more detail below and in Attachments B and C, following the Department’s
Orders, over the last several months, the Program Administrators have also coordinated with
each other and with several EEAC members and organizations to identify and pursue grants for
funding. Obtaining grants to help off-set energy efficiency charges for customers has presented
a challenge for the Program Administrators, as nearly all current federal grants for energy
efficiency have been exhausted. However, the Program Administrators continue to work with
councilors and multiple other interested parties in identifying alternative approaches to accessing
grant funding. Among other efforts, the Program Administrators have researched, identified, and
contacted multiple possible funding sources at the federal, state, and private level. Detailed
documentation of outside funding sources reviewed that have been prepared by National Grid
(Attachment B) and by NSTAR (Attachment C) illustrate the depth of this effort, with over 70
possible government grants and multiple possible private foundation grants identified.
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Relatedly, the Program Administrators have reviewed Internal Revenue Code matters related to
funding and optimal approaches to securing outside grants, including looking to match customers
with customized grant opportunities. The Program Administrators are engaged with the
Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership (“NEEP”) to ensure that they have not missed any
potential funding opportunities, and will continue to pursue outside funding aggressively.
Nonetheless, to date, material new government sources of outside funding (such as “cap and
trade” initiatives under discussion as the Three-Year Plans were in development) have not
materialized and securing material outside funding remains a challenge for the Program
Administrators and other interested parties.
The following chronology highlights the Program Administrators’ activities regarding efforts to
secure outside funding and financing. The bulleted items represent key initiatives, and reflect
significant work undertaken by the Program Administrators in pursuit of these activities:
December 2009/January 2010:

Starting in December 2009, the Program Administrators actively participated in the
DOER’s OBR Working Group and have collaboratively worked with other stakeholders
to develop “business rules” for on-bill repayments for residential and small C&I customer
segments. Program Administrators have also extensively participated in the Rental OBR
task force convened by the DOER. There have been over twelve such OBR meetings
since December, and they have continued through July.
In addition, during December 2009, NSTAR initiated discussions with other utilities
nationally regarding OBR programs and success/failures.
With regard to outside funding, NSTAR and National Grid, in collaboration with the
DOER, applied for Federal Energy Efficiency Conservation Block Grants.
February 2010:

National Grid initiates a Request for Information process regarding the availability of
federal funds. National Grid identifies and sends the RFI to 45 banks, investment firms
and specialty finance firms.
NSTAR determines that OBR has not been tested on a large scale anywhere in the
country. Only California has OBR for small business on a limited basis. Other
jurisdictions are only pilot phases. Manitoba Hydro (Canada) has an OBR program,
backed by customer dollars and has a safety clause for banks at risk to customers.
NSTAR investigates Metrus Energy for Large C&I financing.
The Program Administrators continue to be engaged in the OBR Working Group
providing DOER with a consensus memorandum on key issues on February 9, 2010, and,
where applicable, collaboratively exchanging funding and financing information based on
their efforts. This collaboration is a hallmark of the Program Administrators’ efforts and
has continued through the present and benefits all Program Administrators.
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March 2010:

National Grid chooses to continue conversations with the top five respondents to their
RFI. They are each invited to present their financing solutions.
NSTAR reaches out to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory for federal financing
for customers. NSTAR also reaches out to the Mass Bankers Association to gauge local
interest in energy efficiency financing. NSTAR explores financing for municipalities,
universities, schools and hospitals. The Cape Light Compact engaged in the Property
Assessed Clean Energy (“PACE”) program. New England Gas Company reaches out to
a major local lender with experience in lending in the economically challenged and
unique New England Gas Company service area.
The Program Administrators review and discuss financing presentation of DOER made at
the March EEAC meeting.
The Program Administrators continue to be engaged in the OBR Working Group and
continue collaboration efforts.
April 2010:

NSTAR makes its first presentation to the Mass Bankers Association. NSTAR/Metrus
identify possible pilot project financing.
NSTAR and National Grid support MIT’s request to secure a $129 million multi-year
grant for its Center for Advancement of Building Systems.
National Grid meets with all five respondents to its RFI, which include four leading
banks and a firm that specializes in the securitization of “non-regular” loans.
The Program Administrators continue to be engaged in the OBR Working Group and
continue collaborative efforts, including an ad hoc Program Administrator group focusing
on financing solutions.
May 2010:

NSTAR, National Grid and DOER actively participate in the American Council for an
Energy Efficient Economy’s financing conference in Chicago to learn about different
approaches currently employed nationally relating to energy efficiency financing.
NSTAR and National Grid submit a bid to the City of Boston’s Renew Boston program
and secure a $900,000 grant for small C&I customers.
The Program Administrators continue to be engaged in the OBR Working Group and
continue collaborative efforts, including drafting work led by NSTAR on an RFP for a
financial consultant for all Program Administrators.
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June 2010:

The Program Administrators host a second meeting with the Mass Bankers Association.
The meeting is a success, with local banks expressing interest in the energy efficiency
market. NSTAR reaches out to Mass Credit Union League for similar meeting. National
Grid reaches out to the Small Business Administration. NSTAR issues an RFP for a
financial consultant on behalf of all Program Administrators. NSTAR and National Grid
host a technology and finance seminar for C&I customers on energy efficiency finance
options and benefits. The Berkshire Gas Company engages with a leading local credit
union, with expertise in serving customers in Western Massachusetts, and internally
reviews possible issuance of a targeted request for proposals.
National Grid invites the DOER to meet with the Wall Street Securitization Firm
identified through the Company’s RFI.
The Program Administrators continue to be engaged in the OBR Working Group and
continue collaborative efforts.
After detailed comments from the Program
Administrators, a report of the OBR Working Group is submitted to the EEAC on May
10, 2010, and is provided herein as Attachment A.
July 2010:

The Mass Bankers Association invites the Program Administrators to an internal meeting
and both decide to initiate a task force to develop energy efficiency-specific financing.
NSTAR initiates conversation with Bank of America and Citizens Bank. The first task
force meeting is held in July. NSTAR engages in possible pilot financing for
municipal/state sector. Six-month statewide HEAT loan targets on track. Capital
constraints have not been sensed thus far.
In addition, with regard to funding, the Program Administrators held discussions with
NEEP and DOER to share ideas on possible funding sources from federal, state and
private sources. Information shared by National Grid and NSTAR with NEEP regarding
potential sources is provided herewith as Attachments B and C. NEEP confirms that
Program Administrators have been targeting most likely sources and confirms the
challenges in securing further outside funding. Discussions with NEEP will continue,
with follow-up planned for about one month.

MIT and NSTAR have received a preliminary award for a DOE grant to work with
Lawrence Berkley Labs, which was also supported by National Grid. Under this grant,
Program Administrators will have access to expertise from the DOE laboratories as well
as a number of firms under contract for the program. NSTAR/MIT have the opportunity
to receive up to $500,000 for these services.
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The DOER and National Grid jointly meet with the Wall Street Securitization Firm in
New York City.

The Program Administrators continue to be engaged in the OBR Working Group and
continue collaborative efforts.

Customer-Specific Efforts

In addition to the efforts described above which seek financing solutions on a large-scale basis,
the Program Administrators have been successful in identifying financing solutions appropriate
for specific customers. For example, the Cape Light Compact has engaged consultants to design
unique financing solutions for specific customers. In addition, tax-exempt leases, bonding and
savings-backed financing agreement opportunities have been identified as possible financing
options for certain customers.
5. Non-Energy Benefits Study

An entity named PA Consulting was selected to conduct a study on non-energy benefits
(“NEBs”). A kick-off meeting was held on June 16, 2010. Tasks for this evaluation include:
developing a list of measures/equipment for which NEBs could be quantified, conducting a
literature review of NEBs for measures with less quantifiable NEBs, interviews with Program
Administrator staff, program implementers, conducting participant surveys, and reporting. This
study is to be completed in December 2010.
6. Heating Oil Measures & Other Non-Electric Benefits Assumptions

These assumptions will be developed during the impact evaluation phase of the Mass Save
program scheduled for 2011. Until these new assumptions are developed, the existing
assumptions will be documented in the 2011 TRM – Plan Version, discussed below.
7. Technical Reference Manual.

The Program Administrators, the DOER, the Attorney General, the EEAC and other stakeholders
have been working collaboratively to complete Version 1.0 of the Technical Reference Manual
(“TRM”) to be filed in the fall of 2010. This version will be called the “2011 MA TRM – Plan
Version”, and will contain the savings assumptions and algorithms for both electric and gas
prescriptive measures across all programs and sectors.
The Program Administrators will file the 2011 MA TRM – Plan Version with the Department
along with major modifications to the 2011 program plans. The MA TRM – Plan Version
provides regulators and stakeholders with the assumptions and algorithms that the Program
Administrators will use to count savings for the 2011 program year. An update to this Plan
Version, which will incorporate results of evaluations completed in the next year, will be filed
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with the 2011 Energy Efficiency Annual Report. It will be called the 2011 MA TRM – Report
Version.
In the final months leading to the filing of the 2011 MA TRM – Plan Version (along with the
2011 Program Plans), all of the savings documentation for residential, low-income and C&I
measures that have been completed by the working groups will be compiled and undergo a final
review by Optimal Energy Inc. The reviewed final draft will then be distributed to the Program
Administrators and representatives of the Department, DOER and Attorney General’s offices for
comments and edits during August 2010. During the fall of 2010, the Program Administrators
will be revising their tracking systems as necessary to conform to the specifications in the 2011
MA TRM – Plan Version.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The On‐Bill Repayment (“OBR”) Working Group submits this report to the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council
(“EEAC” or “Council”). Today’s report sets forth the results of a collaborative, broad‐based working group that has
been meeting since September 2009, with approximately 12 full meetings since then.
The mission of the OBR working group was to examine and determine repayment mechanisms that would facilitate
the use of outside funding, as envisioned in the Program Administrator 2010‐2012 Statewide Energy Efficiency
Investment Plans, beginning in 2011. The Working Group’s initial charge was to examine both financing and
repayment mechanisms. However, the intensive nature of financing and repayment, and the need for somewhat
different knowledge and skill sets, led the Working Group to concentrate on repayment issues and become known
as the OBR Working Group.
As with other EEAC Working Groups, the OBR Working Group was chaired by DOER in its staffing capacity to the
Council. Membership in the group consisted of voting EEAC members, Program Administrators, other non‐voting
EEAC members, EEAC consultants, and other interested parties, such as members of the Green Justice Coalition,
and a weatherization contractor. The meetings were formally noticed as public meetings and were open to anyone
wishing to attend in person or participate by telephone.
The report sets forth the core principles that have achieved full consensus of the working group and shows in
matrix format how the principles will be applied to residential and small commercial customers. These principles
include:


Full disclosure in clear language regarding financing terms, default provisions, and remedies to any
efficiency program participant who considers and elects to use outside funding offered through the
Program Administrators.



The adoption of appropriately inclusive standards in determining customer eligibility for participation.
The OBR Working Group recommends that inclusive standards be applied in determining eligibility for
participation and that individual credit checks not be employed. The exact underwriting standards that
will be applied will be determined in negotiation with lenders and servicing entities in accordance with the
principles expressed here.



Electric or gas service will not be terminated upon a customer’s failure to pay the energy efficiency portion
of a service bill, or failure to pay a companion bill. Partial payments will first be allocated to the energy/
distribution portion of the bill.



Program Administrators will be the conduits for outside financing and repayment including their normal
collections process, but do not anticipate serving as the lender.



Customers who qualify for low‐income programs will not be solicited for any financing programs.

Although discussions within the Working Group have coalesced around certain overarching principles, the group
recognizes that these principles and expectations are subject to modification and will continue to evolve, depending
in part on the particular terms and requirements of outside lenders. Outside financing opportunities that
materialize will need to be considered from a repayment (OBR) perspective, and the OBR principles outlined in this
report are not intended to be categorically fixed. As experience is gained, strategies and efforts will evolve.
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The report also sets forth detailed matrices detailing OBR approaches and issues in different customer categories,
reflecting the group’s consensus that a segmented approach to OBR is appropriate. Key findings by sector are:
 Major customer segments such as Residential, Small Commercial &Industrial (Small C/I), Renters and
Owners, are distinct and require distinct provisions to meet their needs. Within those groups, particularly
within the rental market, further segmentation should be conducted, with an analysis of barriers facing the
particular segments and an exploration of the type of financing program that will address those barriers
most effectively.


Customer segmentation may require additional tailoring of repayment to meet household income,
business type, or other distinctive repayment requirements, which will be discovered through
implementation.



A robust residential OBR model has been established. Renters, in residential and commercial properties
require substantial additional work but the Working Group believes that the OBR work should move
forward in all sectors and subsectors to ensure that every class of customer is able to participate
appropriately in deeper energy savings opportunities provided by the additional leverage of outside
funding.



Work clearly need s to be done to address the needs of renters and households whose income exceeds 60%
of median income but for whom the burden of either customer cash contributions or additional obligations
brought on through financing is considerable and may need amelioration. Addressing these needs should
be accomplished through other venues, which may include the EEAC and its Equity Committee, landlord
associations, the legislature, and the Department of Public Utilities (“DPU”).

Finally, the report sets forth the following proposed next steps:


Communicate the findings of the EEAC OBR Working Group to the DPU to determine, what processes and
actions, if any, are required in that venue to move the OBR and financing issues forward for 2011.



Match the OBR concerns to the work being done by PA’s, DOER, other EEAC members and other parties on
financing to develop a complete and integrated financing/repayment implementable plan.



Continue to develop the renter matrices further in a small working group devoted to that issue. Set a
timeline for resolution but no later than September 1, 2010 for a further report to the EEAC.



Continue to explore the question of households with incomes above 60% but still experiencing
disproportional energy burdens, carefully describe this demographic, characterize relevant living
conditions, employment and other relevant factors, and develop cost‐effective solutions for addressing the
needs of this group.



A phased implementation approach should be used that will help mitigate investment and other risk, and
that will allow for continuous validation of concepts and implementation strategies and details.



Review the Pay and Save pilot program data and evaluation report for insights that may be useful for
design and implementation of full scale financing proposed for 2011 and beyond.



Address additional concerns raised by the EEAC, the DPU or Working Group members. (also see Section 4
for additional comments)
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1 . INTRODUCTION

The OBR Working Group was established by the Division of Energy Resources (“DOER”), acting in its role as Chair
of the Council, to explore all options for on‐bill repayment in order to expand existing on‐bill financing options and
make energy efficiency programs more accessible to customers. The OBR Working Group has focused on ways to
work towards implementation of the financing goals and principles described in the Massachusetts Joint Statewide
Three‐Year Gas and Electric Energy Efficiency Plans (“Three‐Year Plans”) both prior to and following their
approval by the Department of Public Utilities (the “Department”) in its Orders, each dated January 28, 2010,
regarding the electric Program Administrators’ Three‐Year Energy Efficiency Plans and the gas Program
Administrators’ Three‐Year Energy Efficiency Plans in dockets D.P.U. 09‐116 to D.P.U. 09‐120 (regarding electric
Program Administrators) and dockets D.P.U. 121 to D.P.U. 09‐128 (regarding the gas Program Administrators).
The Three‐Year Plans promote financing mechanisms to help address barriers associated with the potentially
substantial up‐front costs of installing energy efficiency measures (see § II.B. of each Three‐Year Plan); the OBR
Working Group seeks to set forth and have the Program Administrators adopt consensus‐based standards,
representing the views of multiple stakeholders, for the provision of on‐bill repayment for residential and Small
C/I customers over the next three years.
The OBR Working Group was endorsed by Council resolution on July 28, 2009, in the overall resolution approving
the Statewide Electric and Gas Energy Efficiency Programs. As with other EEAC Working Groups, the OBR Working
Group was chaired by DOER in its staffing capacity to the Council. Membership in the group consisted of voting
EEAC members, Program Administrators, other non‐voting EEAC members, EEAC consultants, and other interested
parties, such as members of the Green Justice Coalition, and a weatherization contractor. The meetings were
formally noticed as public meetings and were open to anyone wishing to attend in person or participate by
telephone.

1 .1.

PRINCIPLES

Items Addressed by OBR Working Group
The OBR Working Group has addressed multiple aspects of on‐bill repayment and has agreed on the following
eleven core principles:

1.

Page 5

No Promotion of Loans to LowIncome Customers
The OBR Working Group has agreed that the Program Administrators and others involved with implementation of
the Three‐Year Plans will not promote loans to customers eligible for low‐income programs. Customers who are
eligible for low‐income programs should be directed in the carefully tailored low‐income programs, which provide
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100% of the funding for energy efficiency measures for eligible participants. All parties seek to avoid over‐leverage
for any customer, including the most vulnerable customers in the low‐income sector.

2.

Repayment Tied to Customer for Residential and Small C/I Owned Properties

The OBR Working Group has also determined that, for residential owner customer segments and Small C/I(owner)
customers, repayment should be tied to the borrower and not to the meter. As detailed in the residential matrix set
forth in Section below, meter‐based repayment is not appropriate at this time for this sector given that questions
still remain on how it would work and how payment obligations would be handled. Repayment should instead be
tied to the customer who has initiated the energy efficiency measures and accepted responsibility for payment.

3.

No Termination for NonPayment

The OBR Working Group has agreed that there will be no termination of energy services based on non‐payment of
the energy efficiency loan portion of bill. Termination rights could create customer backlash, would be excessive,
and would risk violation of customer protection standards and policies established to ensure the provision of
energy services to customers. Similarly, in rental situations, rent increase and evictions protections are needed to
ensure tenants are not inappropriately charged for the cost of the improvements or evicted for other than standard
non payment of rent provisions. These problems argue for the development of robust “Green Leases” that provide
adequate statements of responsibilities of landlords and tenants and provide appropriate remedies for abuses in
apportioning the costs of financed energy efficiency improvements through the PA programs.

4.

Allocation of Partial Payment

The OBR Working Group has also reached consensus on the allocation of partial payments, and has determined
that the energy/distribution portion of the bill will be paid down in full prior to the payment of the energy
efficiency loan portion. The OBR Working Group has also addressed additional items on the bill, including services
and rental charges, and determined that these will also be paid down prior to the energy efficiency loan.

5.

Fixed Payments

The OBR Work Group has determined that any OBR re‐payments will be fixed over the term of the loan. The use of
fixed, monthly finance charges reduces customer concerns regarding loan repayment and lends itself to succinct,
clear disclosure. Variable interest rates will not be employed. [Please note, however, prepayment will be allowed.]
6.

No Requirement of Positive Cash Flow/No Savings Guarantee

The OBR Working Group has agreed that there will be no absolute requirement of positive cash flow, and no
savings guarantee, with respect to any project for which financing is provided. Although all participants of the OBR
Working Group aspire towards achieving net savings through on‐bill repayment, it is understood that such savings
are dependent on many factors (including, for example, commodity costs, weather, measure‐mix and building
occupancy) and accordingly cannot be guaranteed.
7.

Certain Customers at 60%120% of Statewide Median Income
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The Working Group’s discussions included a question about the ability of customers whose income ranges from
60%‐120% of median income to participate in any financing, and suggestions that such customers should be
treated comparably to customers eligible for the low‐income programs. Some anecdotal evidence suggests that this
income group is currently underserved and harder to reach and as such efforts will be made to design inititiatives
and explore ways to reach these valued customers. However, while agreeing that there certainly are customers for
whom the costs of copayment and perhaps financing are substantial barriers to participation, the Working Group
was not able to readily find and examine well documented evidence about the burden of energy and customer
copayments on this class of customers, or even determine where the upper end of the vulnerability range lies. We
note there is no specific mandate under the Green Communities Act to reach these customers separately from
other residential or low‐income customers but agree that financial and other barriers that impede participation by
any segments of eligible customers are of concern and need to be addressed. The Working Group believes that
issues pertaining to targeted income groups need primarily to be addressed by other EEAC Committees (i.e.
,Residential and/or Equity).

8.

Customer Eligibility

With respect to customer eligibility, the OBR Working Group has determined that on‐bill repayment should be
available for all qualifying customers including residential customers (other than low‐income, as described above)
who are either owners or renters, as well as for Small C/I customers. However, due to the split incentive problem
(most often tenants pay utility costs but property owners bear the cost of capital investment) and the complexity of
meter‐based obligations in residential rental markets, the workgroup has been unable to reach a consensus
opinion. Discussions will continue with respect to on‐bill repayment issues specific to renters. A more detailed
discussion of issues related to OBR in the rental market is set forth in Sections 2.4.3. (Residential) and 2.4.2(Small
C/I). Large C&I customers will be eligible for uniquely tailored solutions and are not addressed in this report.

9.

Credit Checks and Payment History

The OBR Working Group has also determined that credit checks will not be used for qualification purposes in the
residential owner segment; in order to decrease the risk of customer defaults, however, payment history will be
relevant to qualification decisions and on‐bill repayment will only be available to customers who have been
current on their energy bill for a certain minimum period of time. Credit checks may be used in rental or Small C/I
segments and/or where larger loan sizes require enhanced underwriting. , a subject that will need further
exploration once the lender community is engaged. See Section 2.4 for more detail.
10. Collection and Banking Laws
The OBR Working Group agrees that the Program Administrators will not serve as collection agents for outside
loans (aside from standard utility bill collection procedures). The Program Administrators will provide a means of
repayment by enabling OBR on either a standard or sundry bill, but will not actually be involved with the provision
of financing dollars or in any other way acting as a bank, lender or guarantor. The OBR Working Group agrees that
the Program Administrators should not become regulated banking institutions that are required to comply with
banking laws as a result of OBR efforts, and is continuing to review compliance issues with respect to banking and
lending laws.
11. Full and Fair Disclosure
Finally, the OBR Working Group emphasizes that there must be full and fair disclosure to all customers regarding
any financing of measures that utilizes OBR, including estimated loan costs, default provisions, remedies, and use
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of payment history or other qualifying standards, and that the disclosure must be clear and plainly written.
Although the OBR Working Group will not assume primary responsibility for drafting disclosure language, the
group may review such language to ensure that it complies all applicable state and federal statutes and regulations.

1.2 ITEMS BEYOND OBR WORKING GROUP SCOPE
As detailed below, numerous core principles have been discussed and agreed upon, achieving full consensus of the
OBR Working Group. We note that by consensus, Working Group does not require 100% agreement on each and
every issue. However, the Working Group has taken pains to ensure there is substantial agreement on the
principles and the expression of the principles detailed in the matrices. Where there is significant disagreement or
the members recognized an issue as unfinished, the Working Group and the report has noted such. Resolution on
certain issues, however, has not been captured by this report, either because (1) the issues are beyond the
Working Group’s scope of inquiry and have not been part of OBR Working Group discussions, or (2) the issues have
not been resolved by consensus of the Working Group (these unresolved issues are addressed in Section 2.3 and in
comments in Section 4.1).
While outside financing is interwoven with, and related to, the purposes of the OBR Working Group, it is a separate
and distinct issue, and will be coordinated with on‐bill repayment at an appropriate time. Outside financing
opportunities that are presented to the parties will carry terms that will necessarily need to be considered from an
OBR standpoint .It is anticipated that certain terms set forth herein will continue to evolve and may reflect lender
requirements or other conditions in the financing marketplace and the legal and regulatory oversight of that
marketplace. The Working Group, however, seeks to establish core guidelines and expectations regarding OBR
matters, which will serve as a guide as outside financing opportunities are presented and evaluated.
Also excluded from the OBR Working Group Report are specific Program Administrator billing system issues
related to on‐bill repayment, and specific Department of Public Utilities issues, if any. The Working Group
recognizes there are significant Program Administrator issues regarding specific repayment mechanisms,
including issues relating to cost recovery and technical implementation. Many of these items are specific to the
individual PAs and therefore are not addressed in this report. All parties understand that sundry billing options
are a viable option for on‐bill repayment (as opposed to totally integrated bills, which might require substantial
billing system expenditures). There may be differing repayment solutions for different classes and groups of
customers and those solutions may differ as well among the Program Administrators, depending upon their
individual circunstances.
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2. ANALYSIS OF ISSUES, OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS BY SEGMENT
(MATRICES) 1

2.1 SUMMARY OF ISSUES

The Working Group quickly found four distinct customer groups with different requirements and needs with
respect to OBR. Attached are tables (matrices) summarizing financing and on‐bill repayment issues that should be
addressed in order to implement one or more effective financing offerings in the energy efficiency programs. The
four customer groups are: residential owners, residential renters, small C&I renters, and small C&I owners. For the
purposes of the Working Group, however, we created three matrices:



Residential owner‐occupied properties



Residential rental properties



Small businesses rented

The Small business owner‐occupied category represents a very small percentage of that customer class, and while
small c/I owned properties resemble residential owner‐occupied properties in some ways, the business
characteristics of small C/I customers are a stronger association than the differences between owned and rented
properties. Thus three matrices were created by the working group.

Residential owneroccupied properties. Much of the early OBR working group discussion focused on the issues
related to residential owner‐occupied property, and overall, significant progress was achieved in terms of

1

The issues and matrices in this report section are derived from EEAC Consultant Draft Based on OBR Working Group Discussions
April 29, 2010, and comments provided to DOER by Working Group members.
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resolving issues for residential owner‐occupied properties. Owned residential real estate financing represents the
most straightforward financing segment and formed the basis for other segment proposals.

Small C&I . With respect to small C&I customers, financed through owner obligations, the Working Group built
upon the residential owned obligation structure to address business‐specific issues and collateral types. Some
Program Administrators have been running successful financing programs with thousands of C&I customers for a
number of years. These programs have enjoyed very low default rates, very high repayment levels and customer
satisfaction and strong associated energy savings. The existing C&I financing mechanisms have also involved
substantial customer incentives and bonuses for early repayment. These programs have not, however, generally
financed measures that require substantial capital investment on the part of property owners, again leaving the
issues around leased and rented property for further resolution.

Residential rental properties. Residential rental properties garnered considerable discussion, but achieved only
modest consensus due to the complexity of the problem. The “split incentive”, in which tenants pay utility costs but
property owners pay the capital costs of energy efficiency improvement and therefore have very little incentive to
make investments for which they realize no off‐setting energy savings. The Working Group reviewed a meter
approach involving landlord obligation, but did not achieve a clear consensus. The matrix included in this report
reflects only preliminary discussions and is presented neither as a consensus view nor as an encapsulation of the
full Working Group’s current thinking. In particular, the Program Administrators’ comments on rental repayment
approaches are set forth separately in Section 4.
Additionally, the discussions concerning rental properties and renters attempted to grapple with issues of
customer income and program level equity. For example, a point was raised that renters comprise 35% of the
residential population statewide but even the sparse evidence available indicates that renters are under‐served as
a percentage of non‐low income program participants. The Working Group will continue to assess the particular
challenges of the rental community to ensure full access to energy efficiency opportunities. A further set of
discussions related to customers whose income is above 60% of statewide median, the maximum level for
qualification for low income energy efficiency programs. While the Working Group agreed that the questions of
equitably serving renters and equitably serving households whose income is above 60% of median income (there
is likely considerable overlap between those two groups) need to be addressed, no solutions were presented
within the context of the Working Group’s charge to explore and develop on‐bill repayment mechanisms. Some
Working Group members recommended that households falling above60% of the state median household income 2
should in effect be treated like households below 60% of median and not asked to take on energy efficiency
financing debt. Rather, those members suggested that low‐income subsidies be extended to customers in the low‐
mid income range.

Given the concerns about where and how to attach the obligation in residential rented properties, the Working
Group was not able to reach a substantial consensus on a residential renter matrix. A preliminary residential
rental property proposal is attached in Section 2.4.3, but this should be viewed as a first attempt at solutions in an
ongoing discussion.

‐‐The GJC has referred to the group of customers whose household incomes are at 60‐120% of the median, but the 60‐120%
grouping was set indicatively rather than definitively. Further study about this issue is needed in other venues.

2
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2.2 STATUS OF THE ISSUES

The Working Group operated on a consensus basis but strove to avoid a lowest common denominator approach.
Where working group members expressed real differences, the Working Group has pointed up those issues and
will address them in further work. In commercial and residential properties most of the individual issues are in
fact resolved but key issues, such as the structure of the obligation in residential rentals remain unsettled at this
moment. On others, we have been able to craft acceptable solutions to parties. Thus for small C/I rented properties,
some Working Group members felt it was essential to have customer service termination as an option, primarily to
reduce perceived risk in the eyes of any potential lender. Program Administrators believed this requirement could
substantially impede the operations of the existing Small C/I lending operations. A resolution was found in which a
U.C.C., lien, sometimes known as a “mechanic’s lien” could be placed, providing the level of assurance or perhaps
more assurance than would be provided by termination.
Note that there is a difference between major issues that remain unresolved, and issues for which there is
agreement at a high level but the details still need to be worked out. In the matrices we have labeled these details
as “TBD”.
Finally, we expect to find that although the Working Group has recognized that a “one size fits all” approach does
not work across broad classes of customers‐‐such as renters v. owners and residential v. commercial customers‐‐
we also expect to find that in order to maximize the use of outside capital, further distinctions may need to be made
among subgroups of customers about questions such as loan terms, repayment schedules, loan requirements by
size (loans above a certain size may require enhanced underwriting), and other distinctions that will be discovered
and experimented with as we move further into this area and gain experience about what works and what doesn’t.

2.3 ISSUES NOT CONSIDERED IN OBR WORKING GROUP DISCUSSIONS

The following issues were not discussed in the OBR working group, at least not significantly in any efforts to
develop specific approaches or recommendations to resolve the issues:



Source of financing capital and specific nature of financing offers. – These issues are being addressed
in the other “bucket” of financing issues (including attracting and attaining outside capital for financing,
cost of such capital, specific design of the finance program, etc.). That “bucket” is being worked on by
various parties and a separate progress report will be made to the EEAC. Ultimately, to develop a complete
and comprehensive set of financing packages, the OBR issues will be coordinated when addressing
financing terms for specific financing offers. Further, specific interest rates offered to customers will be
determined by several factors, including the result of future program design decisions setting overall levels
of rebates, interest buy‐downs and other customer incentives.
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PA implementation. – Once the overall OBR mechanism and financing approach is determined, what will
PAs need to do in their billing systems to quickly and efficiently implement OBR repayments, or to
implement repayment through a separate bill? The requirements may be different depending on whether
repayment is strictly On‐Bill as opposed to on a separate or “sundry” bill. The PAs have scoped and
commented on the common issues herein; understanding the solutions may be PA‐specific in some cases.



DPU requirements or issues for the DPU to address. The role of the DPU is yet to be determined. DOER
will address the findings of the OBR Working Group to the DPU in an appropriate manner. Additionally, it
may be appropriate to incorporate the complementary issue of financing to the DPU simultaneously.
Discussions on this topic are ongoing.
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2.4 RESIDENTIAL AND C/I MATRICES

2.4.1 RESIDENTIAL OWNER OCCUPIER MATRIX (FROM 4/29/2010 VERSION WITH COMMENTS FROM
WORKING MEMBERS)

Note: This version of the matrix is modeled for residential owneroccupied properties. The guiding purposes for this
version of the matrix are to deal with the large number of residential customers in owneroccupied properties for
which a single model will work, and to make some progress with a new or improved financing offering in the field
soon. There are many market segments and variations that need to be addressed. Many of the more complex
situations occur in rental properties (see the residential renter matrix), but condominium developments also present
challenges, as do buildings with changes of use, changes in residents’ income, etc. The goal and proposed approach is
to build the OBR model that will work for many customers and to tackle the progressively more difficult questions in
parallel processes.

Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Principle: program financing should
not be offered to low‐income
customers

Protections to ensure that customers
eligible for low income programs
participate in those programs (in
which the programs provide 100% of
the funding for measures, as grants)
and do not receive loans or offers for
loans.

Some discussions involved changing
the subsidy threshold to 80% of SMI
from 60% currently, but this topic
was deemed to be outside the scope
of the workgroup’s mandate despite
its implications for OBR terms and
implementation

Repayment obligation: should
repayment be tied to the customer
or to the meter?

Tied to the customer for residential
owner properties. (See rental matrix
for rental property.)

Preference among most of WG
(including PAs) is to tie the
obligation to the owner, with
disclosure requiring that obligation
be satisfied on sale of property. Tie
to owner simplifies issues in many
respects

Termination for non‐payment

No termination for nonpayment of EE
loan

WG reviewed and considered
consumer protections and current
statutes on energy services, and
recommends no termination for
nonpayment of EE loans.
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Allocation of partial payments

Allocation of partial payments in
similar manner as in Terms and
Conditions for Distribution Service
(TCDS), with loan charges treated as
part of energy service charges, and
secondary to the generation and
distribution service charges.

Allocation of partial payments in
similar manner as in Terms and
Conditions for Distribution Service
(TCDS). Partial payments would be
applied first to any outstanding
balances for energy, generation
and/or distribution services. Where
applicable, equipment rental or
customer service charges will also
be paid down prior to the energy
efficiency loan.

Requirement of positive cash flow

Objective (aspirational) of positive
cash flow. Savings to customers are
not guaranteed, therefore clear
disclosure and information is crucial.

WG discussed additional
consideration for low/moderate
income customers, with goal to
increase access to EE funds for
customers at 60‐120% median
income. Potential for EE loan to add
financial burdens to this
community.

Also need to address customer
eligibility, objective of positive cash
flow, and loan term in relation to
financial risks for specific financing
offers.

Savings guarantee

No

Do not guarantee savings, but
provide best estimates on savings,
and clear disclosure. Also provide
education to customers on optimal
practices and monitoring results.

Remedy if estimated savings do not
materialize

This is an efficiency program issue,
not financing/OBR issue per se.

If savings do not materialize
because program is not designed or
implemented properly, improve
QA/QC.

Determined by underlying EE
program; respond to concerns and
resolve with customers who aren’t
satisfied.
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Nature of payment: fixed or floats
with savings?

Fixed over the term of the loan

Prepayment allowed without
penalty.

Eligible measures

Eligible measures TBD with an
emphasis on non‐portable measures.

Eligible measures should be cost
effective approved measures and
non‐portable. List TBD

Customer eligibility

TBD

Customer class

Residential

NOT for customers eligible for the
low‐income program (see above)

Owners vs. renters

Both eligible, but different offerings

Continue work on issues for renters
in parallel.

(see other matrix on issues in rental
property)
Credit checks

No individual credit checks, with
possibility of using utility repayment
history as qualifier.
FICO scores may be collected for data
analysis purposes with appropriate
disclosure and permissions but will
not be used in underwriting
decisions.

Customer bill payment history

Eligibility limited to customers that
have been current on their electric
bill for at least 12 (potentially as
many as 24) consecutive months

Emphasize/support pooled lending
and pooled (diversified) risk.
PAs continue to investigate legal
issues from being party to a
financial transaction and providing
utility bill history as an
underwriting criterion.
Income verification may be required
to protect <60% median income
customers.
12 months vs. 24 months, and for
which customer segments.
Unregulated fuel customers would
rely on electricity bill history.
Regulated fuel customers may be
evaluated on one or both utility
bills 3 .

Further research/review should be conducted concerning potential issues of a PA program relying on billing history for
another fuel (e.g., gas PA relying on electric billing history)

3
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Maximum loan amount

TBD for specific financing offer

Consider investment needed to
achieve deeper savings. Could be
minimum loan amounts per
servicing issues and transaction
costs.

Maximum term

TBD for specific financing offer

Measure life and lender terms will
affect this. Terms as long as 10
years or more needed for some
projects. Consider measure lives as
one driver to extent possible.

Source of capital

Outside capital, separate from PA and
program funds; excludes capital
raised by PAs for other types of
financing programs

Loan principal shall not include
program monies from EE funds or
PA shareholder funds. PAs are not
the source of capital but portal to
the customers and the primary
collection path for repayment of
loans.

Cost of capital

Being addressed related to source of
capital, above (seeking lower cost
capital)

Disclosure requirement

Full and fair disclosure regarding
measures, costs, savings, loan costs,
cash flow, defaults, remedies, and use
of payment history. Use plain
language explanations (will need
disclosures in multiple languages).

Disclosure must be:
‐ complete and fair
‐ clear and understandable (plain
language)
‐ concise so that someone will read
it
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Customer interest rate

Unknown at this time.

Concern regarding 60‐120%
median income customer’s ability to
access financing and repay without
hardship.

The objective is to offer attractive
rates determined by market
conditions and applied interest rate
subsidy, if applicable.

Collection procedures and
protections

Collections subject to standard utility
servicing efforts for non‐serious
delinquencies (anticipated to be 30‐
60 days). Loans delinquent > preset
servicing term would be handed over
to a special servicing entity to
collections (similar to current utility
practice of turning unpaid debts to
special servicers for collection.
Default and charge‐off at 120 days
(TBD).

Future detailed terms and conditions
to be developed.

Tiered interest rates based on
income levels are problematic due
to additional program complexity,
investor concerns over credit
quality and the need for greater
income verification capabilities.
Standard utility/PA collection
procedures 4 . Uncollectibles at some
point TBD would be turned over to
a service agency. Funds collected
from service agency will be used to
reimburse injured party or loan loss
reserve fund.
The financial agreements will
specify the duties and limitations
for all loans servicing not directly
involving the PAs. PAs request that
cost recovery for related costs
should be addressed and permitted.

Further work on the details of collection procedures needs to be undertaken, including the treatment of
customers installing electric and gas measures, as well as the role/selection of service agency.

4
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Who is at risk for defaults

Loan loss reserve or investors at risk
for defaults.

Expectation of low default rates
based on existing HEAT Loan
defaults (< 1%).
Funding for a loan loss reserve
could come from federal sources,
foundations, EE program funds
(similar to how the EE program
funds 5 pay for any defaults in the
small business financing program
currently) or other sources.

QC on measures / installations

QC on measures/installations (see
above)

Applicability of banking and
consumer protection laws

OBR and financing program will be
subject to compliance with all laws
and regulations including
banking/lending statutes.

5

Need to acquire better
understanding of the requirements
and the applicability of such laws to
PAs as portal vs. provider of
financing. The particular issues will
become clearer as specific financing
offerings are developed.

Question remains if program funds meet GCA requirements for cost effectiveness.
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2.4.2 SMALL C/I MATRIX (FROM 4/29/2010 VERSION WITH COMMENTS FROM WORKING MEMBERS)

On Bill Repayment of commercial energy efficiency loans is already offered through select utilities in
Massachusetts. Current programs are financed with utility capital and ratepayer‐backed recovery. Broadening the
program to longer term loans and changing the expected capital source to the public markets has some
implications for the delivery and structure of C&I OBR, but much of the program reflects existing best practices in
business lending with OBR.

Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Repayment obligation: should
repayment be tied to the customer or
to the meter?

Tied to the customer (owner or
tenant).

Preference would be to tie the
obligation to customer (owner or
tenant) with disclosure requirement
that obligation must be satisfied on
sale of property or change of tenant.

Tie to owner simplifies issues in
most respects
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Termination for non‐payment

UNDECIDED: Need to reduce risk
of default through appropriate
incentive structure.

TERMINATION: Termination (or at
least the threat of shutoff) is
important to the program to lower
expected defaults and funding costs.
Absent adequate incentives to
encourage repayment capital
providers will require significantly
higher interest from the program
with implications for EERF funds
and/or adoption. Lack of
termination also limits program
negotiating position with capital
providers and makes program more
reliant on other measures such as
property or fixture liens which may
be more exclusionary and
potentially more costly to maintain.

NONTERMINATION: The PAs’
view is that the potential benefits of
the termination option are
outweighed by the potential
detriments. The primary detriments
are: 1) increased risks to
participants relating to EE programs
which could create a barrier to
participation; 2) potential backlash
and negative perceptions regarding
EE efforts for disruptive service
terminations that could force a
business to shut; 3) job loss and
economic harm to local
communities associated with
termination; and 4) potential
expenses involved in terminating
service where customer contests
the action. The PAs operating small
business financing efforts have
experienced low default rates (1%‐
3% range is typical) to date and do
not see need for termination threat,
especially if other tools, e.g., loan
loss reserves or back up programs,
are implemented.
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Allocation of partial payments

Allocation of partial payments in
similar manner as in Terms and
Conditions for Distribution Service
(TCDS).

Allocation of partial payments in
similar manner as in Terms and
Conditions for Distribution Service
(TCDS). Partial payments would be
applied first to any outstanding
balances for energy, generation
and/or distribution services. Where
applicable, DPU approved tariffs on
equipment rental or customer
service charges will also be paid
down prior to the energy efficiency
loan.

Requirement of positive cash flow

Aspire to achieve positive cash
flow for shorter payback
measures. No limits on longer
measures.

Positive cash flow not required as
some measures have a significant
payback period.

Savings guarantee

No

Do not guarantee savings, but
provide best estimates on savings.
Also provide education to
customers on optimal practices and
monitoring results.

Remedy if estimated savings do not
materialize

Determined by underlying EE
program; respond to and resolve
with customers who aren’t
satisfied

If savings do not materialize
because program is not designed or
implemented properly, improve
QA/QC.

Nature of payment: fixed or floats
with savings?

Fixed over the term of the loan, but
allowing for pre payment without
penalty

Fixed over the term of the loan

Eligible measures

Eligible measures (regardless of
fuel) TBD with an emphasis on
non‐portable measures.

Many programs specify only non‐
portable measures can qualify for
financing limiting addressable
opportunity, especially in leased
space. Program desire to assist in
deeper savings projects where some
portion of measures may be
considered portable. Details TBD

Customer eligibility

TBD
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Issue

Current Proposal

Customer class

Small commercial as defined by
the program eligibility
requirements and further defined
by loan maximum

Owners vs. renters

Both eligible.

Work to date focused more on
issues in owner property. Renters
currently participate in the small
business program.

Credit checks

No individual credit checks for
loans up to residential loan
maximum (use utility bill history
as per residential owner model)
For loans greater than residential
maximum (amount TBD), business
or investment property level due
diligence

Emphasize/support pooled lending
and pooled (diversified) risk.

Customer bill payment used for
smaller loan amounts (up to
residential maximum) with 12/24
month repayment history.

TBD. Eligibility limited to
customers that have been current
on their electric and/or Gas bill if
applicable for at least 12 [24?]
consecutive months.

Customer bill payment history

Comments

PA’s continue to investigate legal
issues from being party to a
financial transaction.

For larger loan balances, tenant /
owner must meet traditional
underwriting standards to be
performed by financing entity
(exact terms TBD)
Maximum loan amount

TBD

Consider investment needed to
achieve deeper savings. Could be
minimums per servicing issues and
transaction costs.

Maximum term

TBD

Measure life and lender terms will
affect this. Terms as long as 10
years or more needed for some
projects. Term not to exceed
existing lease, if applicable
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Source of capital

Outside capital sourced from
market sources (similar to
residential model).

Ultimately, preference not to use
program monies from EE funds.
Some PAs are currently using EE
program funds as capital, and other
PAs are using or proposing to use
company funds (as a substitute for
program funds or as a transition to
other capital). PAs are not expected
to be the source of capital but portal
to the customers and the primary
collection path for repayment of
loans.

Cost of capital

Being addressed (See Source of
capital, above)

Cost of capital will be determined by
market forces, and program
elements among other factors.

Disclosure requirement

Full and fair disclosure

Disclosure must be complete and
fair.

Full disclosure regarding
measures, costs, savings, loan
costs, cash flow, defaults,
remedies, and use of payment
history.
Customer interest rate

Unknown at this time.
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Issue

Current Proposal

Comments

Collection procedures and protections

Standard utility procedures and
protections.

Standard utility/PA collection
procedures. Uncollectibles at some
point TBD would be turned over to
a service agency. Funds collected
from service agency will be used to
reimburse injured party or loan loss
reserve fund.

DPU would need to address any
changes to utility collection
procedures.

The financial agreements will
specify the duties and limitations
for all loans servicing not directly
involving the PAs.

PAs request that cost recovery for
related costs should be addressed
and permitted.
Who is at risk for defaults

Capital provider or loan loss
reserve at risk for defaults.

Structure of credit enhancement
(loan loss reserve fund) and
financing initiative TBD

QC on measures / installations

QC on measures / installations

Applicability of banking and consumer
protection laws

OBR and financing program will be
subject to compliance with all laws
and regulations including
banking/lending statutes.

6

Expectation of low default rates
based on existing small business
program proxies (< 2%).
Funding for a loan loss reserve
could come from federal sources,
foundations, EE program funds
(similar to how the EE program
funds 6 pay for any defaults in the
small business financing program
currently) or other sources.

Need to get better understanding of
the requirements and the
applicability to PAs as portal vs.
provider of financing.

Question remains if program funds meet GCA requirements for cost effectiveness.
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2.4.3. RESIDENTIAL RENTAL MATRIX (FROM 4/29/2010 VERSION WITH
COMMENTS FROM WORKING MEMBERS)

Summary:
The workgroup has made progress in addressing the rental community, but significant
issues remain unresolved despite the group’s best efforts. Competing interests between
tenant protections, low‐mid income advocacy, financial community requirements and PA
concerns, have made it difficult to find a collectively acceptable approach. Further
discussions are required in this area, including some that go beyond the scope of the work
group’s activities (including addressing the potential for additional subsidies for rental and
60‐120% income communities and PA concerns over implementation cost/complexity).
Despite a lack of consensus on key issues, the workgroup’s conversations have coalesced
around a meter based obligation structure with certain elements widely supported.

Matrix Overview:
The On Bill Repayment workgroup has been working to improve the equitable distribution
of System Benefit Charges to the rental community through the potential use of meter based
repayment obligations. Two significant issues (among many) have been identified as major
barriers to rental adoption of energy efficiency measures. The two issues are the split
equity problems between tenant (receive energy savings) and landlords (pay higher costs
for efficiency) and the economic disincentive to adopt energy efficiency measures. Both
issues are structural problems that are unlikely to be solved by market forces in the
foreseeable future and require a new approach to drive energy efficiency adoption.

As many council members are aware, the rental community is currently paying into System
Benefit Charge (SBC) pools, but anecdotally 7 receiving very little of the benefits (rebates,
interest rate buy‐down or other subsidies applied toward energy efficiency improvement).
Among the most significant barriers to energy efficiency (EE) adoption in the rental market
are the split incentives problem between landlord (LL) and tenants and an economic
disincentive to adopt EE measures. On Bill Repayment (OBR) provides one of the leading
potential solutions for solving the split incentive issue through meter‐based obligations that
would split the savings and cost of improvements equitably between landlords and tenants.

For purposes of this report, \the group has focused on meter‐based obligation structures
because they tied the cost of financing improvements to the energy user substantially
bridging the split equity problem. Meter obligations also had the added benefit of ensuring

7

PAs are reviewing programs to determine use of SBCs among renters.

that the proper incentives remain in place to facilitate appropriate participant behavior. In
order to appropriately balance the cost to the landlord (construction/remodel expenses)
from adopting energy efficiency with the benefit expected to accrue to the tenant (energy
bill savings), we have posited that a portion of the financing cost of improvements be
allocated to the tenant (not to exceed expected savings) through a meter obligation. The
landlord would be required to pay‐in an upfront amount (which itself could be financed
separately) equal to the amount needed to reduce the expected finance costs to some
percentage below expected savings. All work would be based on voluntary agreement from
both landlord and tenant subject to pre‐agreed upon terms 8 .
Although the Working Group has provisionally included a matrix reflecting this meter‐based
model, it should be emphasized that the members have not reached consensus on this
model. While the matrix captures the thread of some discussions, it does not represent the
view of the Working Group as a whole, and further discussions and analysis will be required
before a consensus model can be established. In particular, the Program Administrators
have not endorsed the model set forth in the matrix and have instead advanced their
comments separately. These comments are preliminary, and the Program Administrators
anticipate that significant further discussion (including discussions with representatives of
the landlord and rental communities) and analysis will be required to develop a viable,
mutually agreement repayment model for the rental sector.

Issue:

Proposed:

Comments:

Repayment obligation:

METER with Landlord (LL)
guaranty

LL is required to guaranty
as the primary recipient of
benefit (new EE
improvements to
property). Tenant shares
benefit through Meter
based finance charges.

Allocation of partial
payments:

EXISTING ‐

Allocation of partial
payments in similar
manner as in Terms and
Conditions for
Distribution Service
(TCDS). Partial payments
would be applied first to
any outstanding balances
for energy, generation
and/or distribution
services. Where

8
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Issue:

Proposed:

Comments:
applicable, DPU approved
tariffs on equipment
rental or customer service
charges will also be paid
down prior to the energy
efficiency loan.

Termination for non‐
payment, Eviction:

Requirement of positive
cash flow

NONE – Landlord/tenant
agreement would include
eviction capability failure to pay
rent. (Finance payments are
deemed a rent surrogate just as
a “green lease” that included
higher rents for energy
efficiency improvements would
be and therefore non‐payment
could lead to eviction under this
model)

No Termination for non‐
payment.

Aspirational using best estimate.
Extending loan duration or
requiring LL to put down part of
capital cost to lower tenant
payments (see financial model
for details). Landlord and
Tenant must both approve
measures to protect both
parties.

The sum of landlord
contribution and utility
rebate should, using best
estimates, result in
positive cash flow for
tenant. This is critical for
tenants with income
below 120% SMI.

Non‐payment could, under
certain circumstances,
precipitate eviction due to
failure to pay rental
surrogate.
This model raises the risk
of eviction under certain
circumstances. Clear
protections needed.

We need to determine
whether that down
payment is feasible
for/attractive to landlords.
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Savings guarantee

No, (see also “Nature of Charge”
below)

Remedy if savings do not
materialize

Contractual agreement between
LL and Tenant spells out both
parties’ legal obligations as well
as future assumptions which are
limited to best efforts and best
analysis.

Ideally, there would be
tenant recourse or a
mechanism for adjusting
the ‘split’ in cases where
the retrofit does not turn
out to be cash flow
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Issue:

Proposed:

Comments:
positive.

Tenant can move at lease expiry
or break lease subject to existing
terms.

Tenants also need
recourse if landlords
violate the terms of the
“green lease”.

More research needed on
“green lease” models.
Nature of charge:

Financing charges are fixed for
life of obligation. Energy
costs/use will vary with
weather/temperature, actual
efficiency gains, and tenant
behavior among other factors.
This has to be made very clear to
both the EEAC and
landlord/tenant

Eligible measures

Cost effective EE improvements
as determined by DOER

Customer eligibility

Eligibility is determined by LL
credit quality. Underwriting will
follow traditional underwriting
measures of an investment
property and will not be based
on tenant credit.

These items should not be
portable

(The LL has every incentive to
screen the credit quality of
tenants and due to guaranty will
have further incentive to do so
under OBR)
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Customer class

RESIDENTIAL RENTAL ONLY

Owners vs. renters

RENTAL

Credit checks

YES, related to LL and
investment property
EEAC On Bill Repayment Working Group Report
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Issue:

Proposed:

Comments:

Customer bill payment
history

No, responsibility of the
Landlord to ascertain credit
quality of tenants.

Landlord should not be
authorized to carry out
additional tenant credit
checks. Landlords have
opportunity to check
tenant credit at time of
initial lease.

Maximum loan amount

TBD // limits per unit and
property maximum

Maximum term

TBD – Has implications for
tenant cash flow and LL
required upfront capital.
Traditionally limited to expected
measure life.

Maximum term to be
determined by
negotiations with capital
provider

Source of capital

Outside capital sourced from
market sources (similar to
residential model).

Ultimately, preference not
to use program monies
from EE funds.
PAs are not expected to be
the source of capital but
portal to the customers
and the primary collection
path for repayment of
loans.

Disclosure requirement

YES, Landlord and Tenant must
both have disclosed and agreed
to:
A best estimate of expected
savings and financing charges
Capital commitments (Landlord)
and agreement to repay
(Tenant)
Authorization to allow detailed
credit check (Landlord)
Alteration of terms for eviction
to include EE finance payment
(Tenant)

Agreement to treat finance
payments as rent proxy
creates possibility of
increased eviction risk
that may be unacceptable.
Need to establish leases
i.e. “Green Lease” that
would state
responsibilities of
landlords and tenants and
offer suitable protections
to ensure rents are not
inappropriately increased
or tenants inappropriately
evicted for non‐payment.

Landlord agreement to guaranty
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Issue:

Proposed:

Comments:

EE finance payment backed by
potential lien on investment
property
Interest rate

TBD

Collection
procedures/protections

Tenants will be responsible for
contractually agreed upon
finance charges. Terms related
to failure to pay obligation will
be spelled out in rental
agreement and are expected to
be similar to partial payment of
rent.

Subject to market
conditions and subsidy $’s

If normal collection measures
(set forth in program Terms &
Conditions ‐ T&C) do not
remedy loan, loan balance is
turned over to special servicer
that will contact the LL and seek
remediation. Should contact the
tenant if he/she is still living
there. LL should be contacted
after the servicer determines
there is no recourse with the
tenant.
Remedy of the loan by the
servicer (including LL payments,
tenant remedy, etc.) will result
in the METER based obligation
being returned to the utility OBR
program.
Failure to remedy will result in
default and associated collection
measures.
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Who is at risk in case of
Default

Investors / Loan Loss Reserve
Fund (if applicable).

Relationship to low income
program

Low income LL/Tenant may
choose to enter into these
agreements subject to meeting

<60% qualifies for WAP
and subsidized
improvements. Low
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Issue:

Proposed:

Comments:

above criterion

income tenants may
choose to enter into an
established METER lease
agreement, but new
obligations will not be
written to tenants <60%
median income.

In mixed buildings, where
some tenants qualify for
LEAN but not a majority,
program needs to closely
coordinate with LEAN,
operationally, financially
and otherwise.
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QC on measures /
installations

EXISTING measures are deemed
adequate to monitor and verify
installation.

Applicability of banking
laws

OBR and Financing program will
be subject to compliance with all
laws and regulations including
banking/lending statutes.

Question – higher
efficiency systems (boiler,
solar hot water, etc.) may
require regular
maintenance to achieve
projected efficiency. Can
this be worked into
agreements as the LL and
Tenant have different
incentives with respect to
efficiency targeted
maintenance?
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3. ISSUES NOT ADDRESSED BY THE WORKING GROUP
REPORT
As noted in earlier sections of this report, some issues raised by members of the Working
Group were either peripheral to the group’s charge to explore and recommend principles
and mechanisms for on‐bill repayment of outside financial capital resources that will be
incorporated into the Program Administrator Energy Efficiency Investment Plans for the
years 2011‐2012 and beyond. These issues include:
 Status of customers whose income is above 60% of the statewide median income
up to some higher level (initially posed as 60‐120% of median);
 Service to residential renters compared to owners in the residential energy
efficiency programs, characterized as “Mass Save” and including primarily the
electric and gas 9 .
 The “Pay and Save” pilot program mandated under the Green Communities Act. The
pilot was in progress during the course of the Working Group’s discussions. An
evaluative report was issued and made available for comment after the this round of
Working Group meetings leading to this report was completed.

3.1 CUSTOMERS ABOVE 60% OF STATEWIDE MEDIANINCOME
Members of the Working Group, particularly those representing the Green Justice Coalition
(GJC), advanced the position that residential customers whose income ranges above the
60% of state median income should be viewed as in the equivalent situation with respect to
being asked to pay the customer share of energy efficiency measures, which is currently set
at 25% of total measure costs. This position posed several difficulties for the Working
Group’s fulfillment of its charge.
First, the question of customer share of efficiency program costs was not in the Working
Group’s charge. The question is a policy question that had not been previously addressed
by the EEAC or the DPU. The EEAC has recently formed an Equity Committee, which is
presumably the venue for raising the issue in the Council. Further, since the DPU is the
regulatory arbiter of determinations about the income eligibility boundaries of low income

For the 2010‐2012 period, Program Administrators have designed statewide multifamily energy
efficiency programs that will serve buildings of more than four dwelling units. Additionally, the Low
Income programs are offering a parallel multifamily program built upon the traditional Low
Programs offered.
9
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programs, additional work would have to be done to engage that body and develop a final
determination.
Second, while the Working Group members acknowledged that the burden of energy costs
certainly impacts customers whose income is above 60% of median, there was no
agreement in the group about where to set the upper end of income with respect to thinking
about different policies on customer contribution. It was noted that the federal Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) sets 80% of median as the upper range of low
income for the purposes of determing eligibility for federal housing assistance. That’s one
marker but the Working Group did not have the time or resources to consider other
possible markers, higher or lower than 120% of median income, that could be considered as
an upper boundary. There was agreement that more work is needed to understand the
issue and make recommendations. The general consensus was that this income –related
question is certainly valid but this Working Group was not the most appropriate place to
consider it.

3.2 SERVICE TO RENTERS
In a discussion somewhat similar to the question of income‐related decisions, some
members of the Working Group proposed intensive efforts to increase the percentage of
residential program participants who are renters. Data in this area are scarce because PA’s
have not been required previously to report on the numbers or percentages of renters
served under the PA’s electric RCS program or the gas weatherization program, popularly
known as Mass Save. The RCS legislation specifically is targeted to 1‐4 family buildings, and
as acknowledged elsewhere, until this year, there was no statewide multifamily program
targeted to that residential sub‐sector (we note that Low Income programs have done work
in various types of multifamily low income housing over the years and are also launching a
new multifamily effort in 2010). GJC presented census statistics indicating that statewide,
35% of dwelling units are occupied by renters, but fully developed PA or other data on what
percentage of renters have been served are spotty at best, and need further work.

This is again an issue that while central to the question of equitable service among
residential customers, is somewhat secondary to the question of how to finance and repay
obligations in the OBR context. The Working Group had a number of detailed discussions
involving members who have had many years’ experience of working with renters and
landlords and did not come to any clear consensus beyond the recognition that there are
complex, legal, financial and regulatory issues, that property owners and managers are
diverse in their composition e.g. owner‐occupiers landlords at one end, corporate property
managers at another and numberous variations in between. Further property owner
perceptions of their own interests and the value of energy efficiency for them varies greatly.
Most tenants pay their own utility costs, while the costs of capital improvement are borne
by owners – with this common situation there is a widely recognized split incentive that
works against finding an equitable balance of costs and benefits in rental housing, short of
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regulatory or legislative solutions that would mandate certain efficiency practices. Such
game changing initiatives are not currently on any legislative or regulatory agendas.
The Working Group member consensus is that the issue of equitable service to renters is
important but the equity issue itself is not in the scope of the OBR Working Group and
beyond a recommendation that further work concerning renters is needed, the Working
Group has not gone beyond the development of what is admittedly an early step in the
residential renter matrix.

3.3 PAY AND SAVE PILOT AND REPORT

While the OBR Working Group discussions were in progress, the DPU, in accordance with a
mandate in the Green Communities Act (Chapter 169 of the Acts of 2008), ordered electric
and gas utilities to conduct a financing pilot known as Pay and Save in each of their
territories. As stated in the GCA, the pilot was limited to a maximum financed amount of
$500 in residences and $1,000 for Small C/I participants. These amounts are considerably
less than the financed investments contemplated in the drive to achieve deeper and broader
savings under the GCA mandate to acquire all cost‐effective energy efficiency. Indeed the
existing Small C/I financing option offered by National Grid and others significantly exceeds
the C/I limitation, with some thousands of customers participating in financing over the
past several years.
At the conclusion of time‐ and finance‐limited Pay and Save pilot programs, an evaluation
for all the pilot programs was conducted by Black and Veatch. This evaluation will be
posted on the EEAC website. The evaluation included a survey of participants and non‐
participants in the pilot. The evaluators concluded there was a high percentage of free
ridership with respect to financing, that participation was limited and that many customers
felt the financing option was more trouble than it was worth. The survey found some
conflicting responses, including responses to questions with respect to whether increased
financing would be attractive. The evaluation concluded that there was little interest in
financing, a conclusion, which some parties, including DOER believed was not warranted by
the limited nature of the pilot.
Despite the limited nature of the pilot there may be some lessons learned with respect to
how customers view financing opportunities from their respective vantage points. To be
successful, any financing/OBR repayment mechanisms must be perceived by customers as
providing good value and being customer‐friendly. Therefore there may be value in further
exploration of what was observed in the pilot.
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4. COMMENTS ON RENTAL UNITS AND OTHER ISSUES:
This section primarily presents comments made by Program Administrators but it also
includes issues raised by other stakeholders in the course of the OBR discussions over
several months and many meetings.
GENERAL COMMENT: The Program Administrators present these comments as a
preliminary working proposal for a residential renter section. The PAs regard these
comments as a straw/position paper intended to reflect the PAs’ overarching
concerns with the approach outlined in the rental matrix and as a means to focus
discussion. The Program Administrators stress that the following section requires
additional analysis, discussion, and vetting, and does not represent a consensus
position.
Renters


Overall, the PAs stress that the proposed rental option does not provide benefits
over the owner option, but can create an unnecessarily complicated system that
would insert the PAs into the relationship between landlords and tenants. The
Program Administrators point out that the core beneficiary is the landlord by
actually financing the difference between the total cost less the rebates, tax benefits
and capital improvements to the property. The tenant benefits primarily by a
reduction in energy bills, thereby potentially reducing the cost of rent or the utility
bill.



Instead of the approach outlined in the rental matrix, the Program Administrators
propose developing a loan program for landlords (based on the owner‐obligation
scenario). Should the landlord wish to shift a portion of the cost to the tenant, that
may be accomplished through a higher rent. This general approach would avoid
complex billing, transaction‐tracking and legal issues. For example, given that the
state sanitary code requires landlords to provide the means for heat and hot water,
making tenants responsible to pay (even if in a loan) for new heating/DHW systems
may violate the state sanitary code. Furthermore, the PAs believe that the potential
evictions associated with energy efficiency programs could be problematic and
create unwanted “backlash” against the programs.

4.1 AT‐RISK GROUPS
Several workgroup members have expressed concern over the implications of placing
additional financial burdens on at‐risk groups (<60% median income and 60‐120% median
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income). Although the model suggests setting financing costs at a safe margin 10 below
expected savings, there was concern that this group could be vulnerable to volatile income
streams and more exposed to eviction, etc. as a result of the additional fixed payment
obligations. Several suggestions / issues are listed below. These comments do not reflect
the consensus of the OBR Working Group (and some of the suggestions/issues are outside
the scope of the OBR Working Group’s efforts), but are presented to set forth
suggestions/issues raised by some of the non‐PA participants:


Low income programs must be even better coordinated than before, as we increase
outreach to low‐to‐moderate income communities and start to reach neighborhoods
and multi‐unit buildings that may be occupied by a range of household incomes,
some below 60% of median income, some in the 60‐120% median income range,
and some above that.



We need to be cautious about offering financing to households in the 60% to ~
120% SMI range, as additional debt may adversely affect their financial security.
There is still the issue of how to identify these customers and whether or not the
utilities should be responsible for attempting to ID these customers and steer them
to the appropriate EE programs.



For households in the 60~120% range, the group discussed offering higher levels of
rebates and incentives than for households above the 120% range 11 .



Outreach and marketing (such as community mobilization initiatives) to be
specifically tailored towards these particular sectors, including landlords.



In addition to getting to consensus on the renter matrix, several other steps must
also be taken in order to ensure adequate participation and access to these
programs by renters and 60‐120% homeowners: thought this piece concerned
renters, not owners.



Restructure utility rebates/incentives and marketing/outreach.

The margin being the difference between finance payments and expected savings of which the
target margin was never finalized although 10% and 15% were numbers used in discussions.
10

11 Questions arose as to the appropriate level of increased incentives. The PAs believe this implies a
tiered rebate/incentive system and further program segmentation. Further segmentation would
need to be reviewed by the EEAC and DPU. [PA NOTE:Further program segmentation would require
large administrative undertaking and collection of income data. Such a separate effort for this
specified income sector is not mandated under the GCA (as opposed to Low Income programs, which
are). This issue merits discussion but would be a change to existing DPU‐approved plans. EMV work
with allow some market research but with limits. and the research might not address overall
program design.
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Program budgets should be allocated specific to renters and 60‐120% homeowners.
Programs should be designed specifically to the needs of these sectors. A market
research consultant should be hired by the PAs to address both of these populations.
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APPENDIX A ‐CASH FLOW MODEL OF COSTS, SAVINGS AND FINANCE
SOURCE: DOER 12
Appendix‐ Financial Demonstration Model:

RENTAL BOILER & HOT WATER EXAMPLE
Assumptions:
Notes
$
1,650 based on 1100 Therms @ $1.50 per Therm // Average for MA is 1,070 Therms or $1,650
N Gas Utility (yearly)
95% (May include some cooking, drying, fireplace, etc.)
% HVAC & Hot Water
$
1,568 Amount targeted for upgrade and efficiency gains
Targeted Energy bef. Imp.
65% (Average of Natural Gas Fired Boiler pre 1975)
Old Boiler Efficiency
90% (Actual not AFUE - Targeted Boiler / Hot Water Efficiency)
New Boiler Efficiency
$
10,000 (Estimate for equivalent boiler, hot water and install)
Boiler Replacement Cost
Utility Rebates
$
Rebate applied to interest rate buy down (See K19)
Fed Tax Credits
$
Assumes home owner qualifies for immediate tax credit
Net
$
10,000
Consumer Payment:
3%

Energy Cost Inflation

$

Interest Rate
Duration
Duration

Subsidized Market
0.0%
6.5%
144 months
12 years

12
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50.0% $
5,000

Down
Principle

5,000

Dep/yr
$ 364

Payment
Savings
Net
Savings Ratio
PV of Subsidy
Discount Rate

Before
After
Therms
1,100
810
Cost
$
1.50 $
1.50
Efficiency
65%
90%
Heating Equiv.
679
679
Cost
$ 1,650 $ 1,215 $

Yearly
Monthly
$
417 $
35
$
435 $
36
$
19 $
2
105%
$

1,534
6.5%

Energy Use

Current boiler & hot water subsidy is $1,600 for >95%

The data in this model was compiled by the DOER and has not been reviewed or verified by the Program Administrators.
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ATTACHMENT B
NATIONAL GRID – GOVERNMENT GRANT FUNDING LIST

National Grid – Government Grant Funding List
#

Closing
Date

Title

Energy-Related Grants Currently Open
G-1

08/01/2010

Program Year 2010 Weatherization
Formula Grants

G-2

08/31/2010

State Energy Program (SEP) PY 2010
Formula Award Funding Opportunity
Announcement

Agency

National Energy
Technology Laboratory
National Energy
Technology Laboratory

Government Grants (Federal) www.grant.gov
Funding
Eligibility Requirements
Notes
Number

DE-FOA0000216

Only available for States and
Federally Recognized Native
American Tribal Governments

DE-FOA0000308

Only available for States

Environment-Related Grants Currently Open

G-3

09/02/2010

“MARKET-BASED APPROACHES TO
REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS THROUGH ENERGY
EFFICIENCY IN HOMES AND
BUILDINGS”

Environmental
Protection Agency

EPA-OARCPPD-1011

State governments
County governments
City or township governments
Public and State controlled
institutions of higher education
Native American tribal governments
(Federally recognized)
Private institutions of higher
education

Application
Submitted

Level of
Funding
Requested

Anticipated
Award Date

08-01-10 due date may impact our
ability to support Commonwealth’s
effort, if any.
56 Awards (25M total program
funding)
Has Mass Applied or is
Considering proposing? Offer to
assist Commonwealth?
Multiple awards; 10 grants ranging in
value from $60,000 - $180,000, and
up to 4 large cooperative agreements
ranging in value from $300,000 $1,200,000 from this announcement,
subject to the availability of funds,
quality of evaluated proposals, and
other applicable considerations. The
total awarded amount is not expected
to exceed $5,360,000.
Have downloaded full announcement,
RFP and EPA Grant Kit
May be an opportunity to support
cities & towns

Housing-Related Grants Currently Open (http://portal.hud.gov/portal/page/portal/HUD/program_offices/administration/grants/fundsavail)
No application associated with this
announcement. Provides link to
HUD portal for full announcements.
None are currently open.
This is what they have funded:

G-4

02/16/2011

Assisted Housing Stability and Energy
and Green Retrofit

Department of Housing
and Urban
Development

HUD-RA-01

Owners of properties receiving
project-based assistance pursuant to
section 202 of the Housing Act of
1959 (12 U.S.C. 17012), section 811
of the Cranston- Gonzalez National
Affordable Housing Act (42 U.S.C.
8013, or Section 8 of the United
States Housing Act of 1937 as
amended (42 U.S.C. 1437f).

Promoting Energy Efficiency
and Creating Green Jobs

These investments are powerful
vehicles for economic recovery because
they work quickly, are labor-intensive,
create jobs where they are needed
most, and lead to lasting neighborhood
benefits. Many will also reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and save
Americans money by retrofitting housing
to make it more energy efficient.

•

•

Public Housing Capital Fund:
$4 billion invested in energy
efficient modernization and
renovation of our nation's critical
public housing inventory.
Native American Housing
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#

Closing
Date

Title

Agency

Government Grants (Federal) www.grant.gov
Funding
Eligibility Requirements
Notes
Number

•

•

Economic Development Administration Grants Currently Open
G-5

09/30/2010

Economic Development Assistance
Programs

Economic Development
Administration

EDA062220
09EDAP

Not Applicable

RDCP-10REAPAUDITS

Eligible entities include a unit of
State, tribal, or local government;
institutions of higher education; rural
electric cooperatives; or a public
power entity. Additional Information
on Eligibility: Citizenship - To be
eligible, applicants, owned by private
persons, must be at least 51 percent
owned by persons who are either: 1)
citizens of the United States
(U.S.),the Republic of Palau, the
Federated States of Micronesia, the
Republic of the Marshall Islands, or
American Samoa; or 2) legally
admitted permanent residents
residing in the U.S. Capacity to
perform - The applicant must have
sufficient capacity to perform the
activities proposed in the application
to ensure success. The Agency will
make this assessment based on the
information provided in the
application. Legal authority and
responsibility - Each applicant must
have, or obtain, the legal authority
necessary to carry out the purpose of
the grant.

“Other Funding” Grants Currently Open

G-6

07/26/2010

Energy Audits and Renewable Energy
Development Assistance Grants

Business and
Cooperative Programs

Application
Submitted

Level of
Funding
Requested

Anticipated
Award Date

Block Grants: $510 million
invested in energy efficient
modernization and renovation of
housing maintained by Native
American housing programs, and
the development of sustainable
communities.
Assisted Housing Energy
Retrofit: $250 million invested in
energy efficient modernization and
renovation of housing of HUDsponsored housing for low-income,
elderly, and disabled persons.
Lead Hazard Reduction: $100
million invested in lead based paint
hazard reduction and abatement
activities.

The energy audits and renewable
energy development assistance
program is designed to help
agricultural producers and rural small
businesses reduce energy costs and
consumption and help meet the
nation’s critical energy needs. The
2008 Farm Bill mandates that the
recipient of a grant that conducts an
energy audit for an agricultural
producer or a rural small business
require the agricultural producer or
rural small business to pay at least 25
percent of the cost of the energy
audit, which shall be retained by the
eligible entity for the cost of the audit.
30 Awards; $2.4 M Total Program
Funding
07-26-10 due date may impact our
ability to support any applications
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Government Grants (Federal) www.grant.gov
USDA Rural Development Special Initiatives For Community Facilities direct loans, guaranteed loans, and grants, section 343(a)(13) of the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act (7 U.S.C. 1991(a)(13)) defines “rural”
and “rural area” as a “city, town, or unincorporated area that has a population of not more than 50,000 inhabitants.”
Level of
Application
Anticipated
#
Opportunity
Eligibility Requirements
Notes
Funding
Submitted
Award Date
Requested
Business and Cooperative Grant Assistance
G-7
Repowering Assistance Program (Section 9004)
Not Applicable
Bioenergy Program for Advanced Biofuels
G-8
Payments to Advanced Biofuel Producers
Not Applicable
(Section 9005)
Rural public entities (towns, communities, State
The RBEG program provides grants for rural projects that
agencies, and authorities), Indian tribes and rural
finance and facilitate development of small and emerging rural
private
non-profit
corporations
are
eligible
to
apply
for
businesses help fund distance learning networks, and help
G-9
Rural Business Enterprise Grant (RBEG Program)
funding. At least 51 percent of the outstanding
fund employment related adult education programs. To assist
interest in any project must have membership or be
with business development, RBEGs may fund a broad array of
owned by U.S. citizens or resident aliens.
activities.
The REAP/EA/REDA Grant Program will provide grants for
energy audits and renewable energy development assistance.
How much are the grants?
The grants are awarded on a competitive basis and can be up
$100,000. Recipients of an energy audit are required to pay at
least 25% of the cost of the audit.
What types of projects are eligible?
Eligible entities include a unit of State, tribal, or local
Energy audits and renewable energy development assistance
government;
institutions
of
higher
education;
rural
will allow agriculture producers and rural small businesses to
Rural Energy for America Program Grants/Energy
electric
cooperatives;
or
a
public
power
entity.
The
become more energy efficient and use renewable
G-10
Audit and Renewable Energy Development Assist
program
is
design
to
assist
farmers,
ranchers,
and
technologies. For all projects, the system must be located in a
(REAP/EA/REDA)Section 9007
rural small businesses.
rural area, must be technically feasible, and must be owned by
the applicant
How to Apply
To apply for Repowering Assistance Payments please contact
your Rural Development State Office. See contact list)
Section 9007-FY 2010 Notice of Funds Availability REAP-EAREDA_5-27-2010
NEED TO FIND OUT IF $ STILL AVAILABLE
Rural Energy For America Program Grants/Renewable
Energy Systems/Energy Efficiency Improvement Program
(REAP/RES/EEI)

G-11

Rural Energy for America Program Grants
Renewable Energy Systems/Energy Efficiency
Improvement Program (REAP/RES/EEI)Section
9007

The program is designed to assist farmers, ranchers
and rural small businesses that are able to
demonstrate financial need. All agricultural
producers, including farmers and ranchers, who gain
50% or more of their gross income from the
agricultural operations are eligible. Small businesses
that are located in a rural area can also apply. Rural
electric cooperatives may also be eligible to apply.

The REAP/RES/EEI Grants Program provides grants for
energy audits and renewable energy development assistance.
It also provides funds to agricultural producers and rural small
businesses to purchase and install renewable energy systems
and make energy efficiency improvements.
How does the B&I Guaranteed Loan Program compare to
the Rural Energy for America Program Guaranteed Loan
and Grant?
To assist you in determining which program best fit your needs
this comparison chart identifies the programs common and
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Government Grants (Federal) www.grant.gov
USDA Rural Development Special Initiatives For Community Facilities direct loans, guaranteed loans, and grants, section 343(a)(13) of the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act (7 U.S.C. 1991(a)(13)) defines “rural”
and “rural area” as a “city, town, or unincorporated area that has a population of not more than 50,000 inhabitants.”
Level of
Application
Anticipated
#
Opportunity
Eligibility Requirements
Notes
Funding
Submitted
Award Date
Requested
distinct requirements in an easy to read format
How much are the grants?
The grants are awarded on a competitive basis and can be up
to 25% of total eligible project costs. Grants are limited to
$500,000 for renewable energy systems and $250,000 for
energy efficiency improvements. Grant requests as low as
$2,500 for renewable energy systems and $1,500 for energy
efficiency improvements will be considered. At least 20% of the
grant funds awarded must be for grants of $20,000 or less.
What types of projects are eligible?
Most rural projects that reduce energy use and result in savings
for the agricultural producer or small business are eligible as
energy efficiency projects. These include projects such as
retrofitting lighting or insulation, or purchasing or replacing
equipment with more efficiency units. Eligible renewable energy
projects include projects that produce energy from wind, solar,
biomass, geothermal, hydro power and hydrogen-based
sources. The projects can produce any form of energy
including, heat, electricity, or fuel.
How to Apply
To apply for funding for the REAP Grant Program please
contact your Rural Development State Office.
Section 9007 9007-FY 2010 Notice of Solicitation of
Applications_4-26-2010
Energy Coordinators Contacts

G-12

Rural Energy For America Program Grants
(REAP Feasibility Study Grants)Section 9007

The program is designed to assist farmers, ranchers
and rural small businesses. All agricultural producers,
including farmers and ranchers, who gain 50% or
more of their gross income from the agricultural
operations are eligible. Small businesses that are
located in a rural area also apply. Rural electric
cooperatives may also be eligible to apply.

NEED TO FIND OUT IF $ STILL AVAILABLE
SECTION 9007
Rural Energy For America Program Grants
(REAP Feasibility Study Grants)
The REAP/Feasibility Grant Program provides grants for
energy audits and renewable energy development assistance.
It also provides funds to agricultural producers and rural small
businesses to conduct feasibility study for a renewable energy
system.
How much are the grants?
The grants are awarded on a competitive basis and can be up
to 25% of total eligible project costs. Grants are limited to
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Government Grants (Federal) www.grant.gov
USDA Rural Development Special Initiatives For Community Facilities direct loans, guaranteed loans, and grants, section 343(a)(13) of the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act (7 U.S.C. 1991(a)(13)) defines “rural”
and “rural area” as a “city, town, or unincorporated area that has a population of not more than 50,000 inhabitants.”
Level of
Application
Anticipated
#
Opportunity
Eligibility Requirements
Notes
Funding
Submitted
Award Date
Requested
$50,000 for renewable energy feasibility studies.
What types of projects are eligible?
Eligible feasibility studies for renewable energy systems include
projects that will produce energy from wind, solar, biomass,
geothermal, hydro power and hydrogen-based sources. The
energy to be produced includes, heat, electricity, or fuel.
For all projects, the system must be located in a rural area,
must be technically feasible, and must be owned by the
applicant.

To receive funding under the REDLG program (which
will be forwarded to selected eligible projects) an
entity must:
•
G-13

Rural Economic Development Loan And Grant
(REDLG)

•
•

Have borrowed and repaid or pre-paid an
insured, direct, or guaranteed loan received under
the Rural Electrification Act or,
Be a not-for profit utility that is eligible to
receive assistance from the Rural Development
Electric or Telecommunication Program
Be a current Rural Development Electric or
Telecommunication Programs Borrower

How to Apply
To apply for funding for the REAP Grant Program please
contact your Rural Development State Office.
Energy Coordinators Contacts
NEED TO FIND OUT IF $ STILL AVAILABLE
RURAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LOAN AND GRANT
(REDLG)
The REDLG program provides funding to rural projects through
local utility organizations. Under the REDLoan program,
USDA provides zero interest loans to local utilities which
they, in turn, pass through to local businesses (ultimate
recipients) for projects that will create and retain
employment in rural areas. The ultimate recipients repay the
lending utility directly. The utility is responsible for repayment to
the Agency. Under the REDGrant program, USDA provides
grant funds to local utility organizations which use the funding
to establish revolving loan funds. Loans are made from the
revolving loan fund to projects that will create or retain rural
jobs. When the revolving loan fund is terminated, the grant is
repaid to the Agency.
What types of projects are eligible?
REDLG grantees and borrowers pass the funding on to eligible
projects. Examples of eligible projects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capitalization of revolving loan funds
Technical assistance in conjunction with projects
funded under a zero interest REDLoan
Business Incubators
Community Development Assistance to non-profits and
public bodies (particularly job creation or enhancement)
Facilities and equipment for education and training for
rural residents to facilitate economic development
Facilities and equipment for medical care to rural
residents
Telecommunications/computer networks for distance
learning or long distance medical care

How to Apply
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Government Grants (Federal) www.grant.gov
USDA Rural Development Special Initiatives For Community Facilities direct loans, guaranteed loans, and grants, section 343(a)(13) of the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act (7 U.S.C. 1991(a)(13)) defines “rural”
and “rural area” as a “city, town, or unincorporated area that has a population of not more than 50,000 inhabitants.”
Level of
Application
Anticipated
#
Opportunity
Eligibility Requirements
Notes
Funding
Submitted
Award Date
Requested
To apply for funding for the REDLG program, please contact
your Rural Development State Office.

G-14
G-15
G-16

Rural Business Opportunity Grants (RBOG)
Small Socially-Disadvantaged Producer Grant
(SSDPG)
Value-Added Producer Grants (VAPG)

Housing and Community Facilities Grant Assistance
G-17
Rural Housing Repair and Rehabilitation Grants
G-18
Housing Application Packaging Grants
G-19
Individual Water and Waste Grants
G-20
Self-Help Technical Assistance Grants
G-21
Technical and Supervisory Assistance Grants
G-22
Housing Preservation Grants
G-23
Farm Labor Housing Loans and Grants
G-24
Community Facilities Grants
G-25
Rural Community Development Initiative

Availability of Funds
During FY 2010, approximately $33.077 million is available for
loans.
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Utilities Grants
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Government Grants (Federal) www.grant.gov
USDA Rural Development Special Initiatives For Community Facilities direct loans, guaranteed loans, and grants, section 343(a)(13) of the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act (7 U.S.C. 1991(a)(13)) defines “rural”
and “rural area” as a “city, town, or unincorporated area that has a population of not more than 50,000 inhabitants.”
Level of
Application
Anticipated
#
Opportunity
Eligibility Requirements
Notes
Funding
Submitted
Award Date
Requested
High Energy Cost Grant Program
Purpose: The High Energy Cost Grant Program provides
financial assistance for the improvement of energy generation,
transmission, and distribution facilities servicing eligible rural
communities with home energy costs that are over 275 percent
of the national average.
Eligibility: To be an eligible applicant under this
Eligible Energy Projects: Grants under this program may be
program:
used for the acquisition, construction, installation, repair,
• You must be an eligible applicant;
replacement, or improvement of energy generation,
• The grant project must serve an eligible
transmission, or distribution facilities in communities with
extremely high energy cost community;
extremely high energy costs. On-grid and off-grid renewable
• The proposed project must improve energy
energy projects, and energy efficiency, and energy
generation, transmission, or distribution
conservation projects are eligible.
facilities service an eligible community; and
Denali Commission High Energy Cost Grants (CFDA
• The administrative costs of the project must
10.857) are made to the Denali Commission for energy
not exceed 4 percent of grant funds.
generation, transmission, and distribution facilities serving rural
Eligible Applicant: You are eligible to apply if you
Alaskan communities with average home costs exceeding
are any of the following:
275% of the national average. Visit the Denali Commission for
more information.
• a legally-organized for-profit or nonprofit
State Bulk Fuel Revolving Fund Grants (CFDA 10.858) are
organization such as, but not limited to, a
made to state government entities to establish and support
corporation,
association,
partnership
G-26
High Energy Cost Grant Program
revolving funds to provide a more cost-effective means of
(including a limited liability partnership),
purchasing fuel for remote communities that are not served by
cooperative, or trust;
surface transportation year round. State agencies that are
• a sole proprietorship;
interested in this program should consult the Agency Contact
• a State or local government, or any agency
below for more information about eligibility and how to apply.
or instrumentality of a State or local
• Program Regulations
government, including a municipal utility or
•
Grants under this program have supported revolving
public power authority;
loan
program of the Alaska Energy Authority and the
• an Indian tribe, a tribally-owned entity, and
Alaska
Department of Commerce, Community and
Alaska Native Corporation;
Economic
Development.
• an individual or group of individuals; or
• any of the above entities located in a U.S.
Contact Information
Territory or other area authorized by law to
Karen Larsen
participate in programs of the Rural Utilities
Service or under the Rural Electrification Act. Rural Development Electric Programs
U.S. Department of Agriculture
1400 Independence Avenue, SW Stop 1560, Room 5165South
Washington, DC 20250-1560
Telephone: (202) 720-9545 Fax: (202) 690-0717
Email karen.larsen@wdc.usda.gov
G-27
G-28
G-29
G-30

Denali Commission High Energy Cost Grants
State Bulk Fuel Revolving Fund Grants
Distance Learning and Telemedicine Grant
Program
Public Television Digital Transition Grant Program

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
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Government Grants (Federal) www.grant.gov
USDA Rural Development Special Initiatives For Community Facilities direct loans, guaranteed loans, and grants, section 343(a)(13) of the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act (7 U.S.C. 1991(a)(13)) defines “rural”
and “rural area” as a “city, town, or unincorporated area that has a population of not more than 50,000 inhabitants.”
Level of
Application
Anticipated
#
Opportunity
Eligibility Requirements
Notes
Funding
Submitted
Award Date
Requested
G-31
Community Connect Grant Program
Not Applicable
G-32
Weather Radio Transmitter Grant Program
Not Applicable
Water and Waste Disposal Direct Loans and
Not Applicable
G-33
Grants
Emergency Community Water Assistance Grants
Not Applicable
G-34
(ECWAG)
G-35
Wastewater Revolving Fund Grants
Not Applicable
G-36
Solid Waste Management Grants
Not Applicable
Section 306C Water and Waste Disposal Grants
Not Applicable
G-37
to alleviate health risks
Section 306D Water and Waste Grants for
Not Applicable
G-38
Alaskan Villages, incl. technical assistance
Section 306E Grants for the Construction,
Not Applicable
G-39
Refurbishment and Servicing of Low and
Moderate Income Individual Well Systems
Technical Assistance and Training Grants for
Not Applicable
G-41
Rural Waste Systems
G-42
Predevelopment Planning Grants
Not Applicable
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Massachusetts Green Communities http://www.mass.gov/?pageID=eoeeasubtopic&L=3&L0=Home&L1=Energy%2c+Utilities+%26+Clean+Technologies&L2=Green+Communities&sid=Eoeea)
#

Opportunity

Eligibility Requirements

Notes

Application
Submitted

Level of
Funding
Requested

Anticipated
Award Date

MUST Apply to be Designated a Green Community prior to submitting Grant. Current 2010 Grant Schedule is CLOSED:

DATE
Friday – March 19, 2010
Friday – May 14, 2010
Friday – May 28, 2010
Monday – June 28, 2010

G-43

Massachusetts Green Communities Grant

EVENT
Begin accepting grant applications
Deadline for designation applications to be
submitted by communities intending on submitting
grant applications by May 28th
Grant Applications due
Announce Grant Awards

The Grant Program, an initiative of the Green Communities Division, provides funding to help municipalities pursue energy efficiency
measures, large renewable energy projects, and innovative methods that use less fossil fuel.
Cities and towns can apply for the Grant Program after they have demonstrated that they have met the following five criteria and have
been officially designated as a “Green Community.”
Criterion #1: Provide as-of-right siting in designated locations for renewable/alternative energy generation, research & development,
or manufacturing facilities
•
Guidance for As-of-Right Siting of Renewable or Alternative Energy R&D or Manufacturing Facilities
•
Model As-of-Right Bylaw for Large-Scale Photovoltaic Installations
•
Model As-of-Right Bylaw for Use of Wind Facilities
Criterion #2: Adopted an expedited application and permit process for as-of-right energy facilities
•
Guidance for Expedited Permitting Options - revised 3/26/10
Criterion #3: Establish benchmark for energy use and developed a plan to reduce baseline by 20 percent within 5 years
•
Sample Energy Reduction Action Plan Outline - revised 05/04/10
Criterion #4: Purchase only fuel-efficient vehicles
•
Guidance and Model Policy for Purchasing only Fuel Efficient Vehicles
Criterion #5: Set requirements to minimize life-cycle energy costs for new construction; one way to meet these requirements is to
adopt the new Board of Building Regulations and Standards (BBRS) Stretch Code
•
Overview Summary of Stretch Code
•
Summary Table of Stretch Code
•
Stretch Code Adoption Process for a Town
•
Residential Cash Flow Analysis - new 4/28/10
•
Home Loan Investment Bank Case Study
•
Fidelity Bank Corporate Office and Branch Case Study
•
Question and Answer for Stretch Energy Code Appendix 120.AA
•
“The ‘Stretch’ Code – Upping the Ante for Cutting Energy Costs in Buildings”
by Marc Breslow (see page 1
of newsletter)
•
Stretch Code Webinar: Presentation
•
Stretch Code Webinar: Presentation w/audio (.wmv)
•
Independent HERS Raters [Mass. ENERGY STAR Homes]
The Green Communities Division will work closely with cities and towns to meet these criteria. To learn more, refer to the following
guidelines:
•
Qualification Guidelines for Green Community Grant Program
If you want to participate in the Grant Program and are served by a municipal light plant (MLP), the MLP must adopt
the Massachusetts Renewable Energy Trust’s renewable energy charge.
The Grant Program’s ambitious criteria are designed to tap Massachusetts cities and towns’ potential to become models for how
communities across the nation can manage their energy use and costs and advance the clean energy economy.
Approximately $7 million dollars is available for award in June 2010 to municipalities who meet these criteria. Below are the
Program Opportunity Notice and Applications:
•
Program Opportunity Notice for Green Communities Designation and Grant Award
•
Green Communities Designation Form - revised 05/11/10
•
Green Communities Grant Program Application
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Massachusetts Executive Office of Housing and Economic Development
#

Opportunity

Eligibility Requirements

Notes
Commonwealth and Local Housing Authority Jointly propose to
US Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The following
Communities have submitted Proposals

Application
Submitted

Level of
Funding
Requested

Anticipated
Award Date

Billerica Housing Authority - 15 River Street

G-44

Section 8 Energy Retrofit Applications

Local Housing Authorities

Norwood Housing Authority - William Shyne Circle
Somerville Housing Authority - Bryant Manor, 75 Myrtle Street
Whitman Housing Authority - Harvard Court

Housing Energy Programs
G-45
G-46

DHCD's Energy Programs provide eligible households assistance in the following areas: paying a portion of winter heating bills; heating system repair and replacement
The Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program assists low-income individuals and families with the cost of heating their homes
during the winter season. The Program is managed by the DHCD in conjunction with 22 regional nonprofit and local government
Cold Relief Information
organizations.
The Heating System Repair and Replacement Program provides heating system repair and replacement services to low-income
Heating System Repair & Replacement
households.

Program (HEARTWAP)
G-47
G48

Low Income Home Energy Assistance
(LIHEAP)

Known commonly as Fuel Assistance, the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program provides eligible households with help in
paying a portion of winter heating bills.

Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP)

The Low Income Weatherization Assistance Program provides eligible households with full-scale home energy conservation
services.

Grant and Funding Programs

In service to Massachusetts' residents and municipalities, the Division of Community Services offers programs, funding, and technical assistance to support the advancement towards self-sufficiency of low-income households and

the revitalization of our cities and towns.

G49

Bridge Financing (BF)

G50

Community Development Action Grant
(CDAG)

G51

Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG)

G52

Community Development Block Grant Recovery Act Program (CDBG-R)

G53

Community Services Block Grant (CSBG)

G54

Economic Development Fund (EDF)

G55

Gateway Plus Action Grant

G56

Individual Development Account (IDA)

G57

Massachusetts Downtown Initiative (MDI)

G58

Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS)

The Bridge Financing Program provides up to $2 million in short-term financing (eighteen months or less) to bridge funding timing
gaps for ready-to-go projects that meet CDBG requirements.
The Community Development Action Grant Program (CDAG) provides funding to communities for projects that build local
economies, eliminate blight, create jobs and produce workforce and affordable housing that would not occur by private enterprise
alone.
The Community Development Block Grant Program is a federally funded, competitive grant program designed to address
revitalization efforts and the needs of low- and moderate-income residents by supporting housing, community and economic
development activities in small cities and towns throughout the Commonwealth
The federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has allocated $9.1 million from the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) to Massachusetts for distribution through the Massachusetts Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) Program. The money will be granted to non-entitlement cities and towns.
The Community Services Block Grant is a federally funded, poverty reduction program that was created to promote and provide an
array of services and activities to encourage self-sufficiency and to make permanent improvements in the lives of low-income
families and individuals.
The Economic Development Fund, a component of the Massachusetts Community Development Block Grant Program, provides
funding for projects that create and/or retain jobs, improve the local and/or regional tax base, or otherwise enhance the quality of life
in the community.
Funding to 18 Gateway Cities to support local strategic planning efforts to increase diversity of housing options, increase economic
opportunities, foster and strengthen civic engagement, and revitalize neighborhoods.
The Individual Development Account is a state funded pilot program that provides funds for low to moderate income wage earners to
reach self sufficiency and ultimately achieve homeownership.
The primary mission of the Massachusetts Downtown Initiative is to make downtown revitalization an integral part of community
development in cities and towns across the Commonwealth.
Neighborhood Housing Services Program assists residents and public/private entities to reinvest in urban neighborhoods in Boston,
Cambridge, Chelsea, Quincy, and Springfield by rehabilitating housing and making it affordable for low and moderate-income
families.
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Government Grants (State)
Massachusetts Executive Office of Housing and Economic Development
#

Opportunity

Eligibility Requirements

G59

Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP)

G60

Peer to Peer Technical Assistance Program

NSP1 is a $54.8 million grant program from the Housing and Economic Recovery Act (HERA) awarded by the federal Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to Massachusetts and four of its cities. These NSP funds are to be used primarily for the
acquisition and rehabilitation of abandoned and foreclosed properties. NSP2 is a competitive grant program from the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) awarded by federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
The Peer-To-Peer Technical Assistance Program provides small grants to municipalities for short-term problem solving or technical
assistance projects

G-62

The Massachusetts Business Resource Team is a
new service is available in Massachusetts under the
Massachusetts Executive Office of Economic
Development. The Business Resource Team is here
to help businesses identify and access state programs
and resources that match current needs. Whether
you're expanding, relocating, hiring new employees or
looking for working capital, the Massachusetts
Business Resource Team can help you. 1-877-BIZTEAM
Berkshire Growth

G-63

Economic Development Council of Western Massachusetts

G-64

How to Start a Business in Massachusetts

G-65

MassDevelopment

G-66

Massachusetts Office of Business Development

G-67

Massachusetts Office of International Trade & Investment

G-68

Massachusetts Port Authority

G-69
G-70

Massachusetts Small Business Development Center
Network
Massachusetts State Government

G-71

Procurement Technical Assistance Center

G-72

U.S. Export Assistance Center

G-73

State and Local Government on the Net

G-61

Notes

Application
Submitted

Level of
Funding
Requested

Anticipated
Award Date
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ATTACHMENT C
NSTAR – ENERGY EFFICIENCY GRANT SEARCH FINDINGS

Energy Efficiency Grant Search Findings
June 2010

Summary
• Federal, state, and private sources of energy efficiency
funding were researched
• Federal
• The State Energy Program (SEP) PY 2010 is currently
accepting applications
•MA’s portion of the SEP is $605,000
•SEP requires 20% contribution by state

• State
• No funding sources

• Private
• Limited options available to non-profits and institutions

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Funds

American Recovery
and Reinvestment
Act of 2009
+ $11 billion

Recovery Act
EECBG Program

State Energy
Program

Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy

Energy Efficiency

Weatherization
Assistance
Program
Weatherization of low-income housing

$3.2 billion
Sources:
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/recovery_act.html

$3.1 billion

$5 billion

Recovery Act Energy Efficiency
Conservation Block Grant (EECBG)
Indicates end of branch
(i.e. extent of available information)

State of MA
$14.8 million

Recovery Act
EECBG Program
$3.2 billion

Formula Grants

Competitive Grants

$2.7 billion

$0.5 billion

MA Cities
$27.5 million

MA Counties
and Tribes
$0.9 million

Retrofit Ramp-up
Program
(Apps Due 12/2009)

General Innovation
Fund
(Apps Due 12/2009)

Sources:
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/eecbg.html; http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/eecbg_allocation.html;
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/docs/eecbg_allocation_ma.xls; http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/eecbg_grants.html;
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/pdfs/eecbg_competitive_foa148_amendment3.pdf

MA’s Division of ARRA Funds

State of MA
$14.8 million

Sub-grants to
Municipalities
Solar Thermal and PV,
Energy savings
Thermal-efficiency

$12.2 million
(max of $150,000)

Development of
MassEnergyInsight
PV Consultants
$825,000

Web-based data system for
municipalities to manage
energy use and costs of
buildings and fuels

$1.5 million

Center for
Ecological Training
Develop building energy
code training curriculum

$175,000

Source:
http://www.mass.gov/?pageID=eoeeaterminal&L=3&L0=Home&L1=Energy%2c+Utilities+%26+Clean+Technologies&L2=Green+Co
mmunities&sid=Eoeea&b=terminalcontent&f=doer_green_communities_eecbg-prg&csid=Eoeea

MA’s Division of ARRA Funds
Sub-grants to Municipalities
Solar Thermal and PV, Energy savings
Thermal-efficiency

$12.2 million
(max of $150,000)

• A list of the municipalities, their award, and the project type can be found at
http://www.mass.gov/Eoeea/docs/doer/green_communities/grant_program/EECBG-Awards.xls

Source:http://www.mass.gov/Eoeea/docs/doer/green_communities/grant_program/EECBG-Awards.xls

MA’s Division of ARRA Funds
MA Cities
Clean Technology and energy efficiency at
municipalities and schools

$27.5 million
Amherst
Arlington
Attleboro
Barnstable
Beverly
Billerica
Boston
Brockton
Brookline
Cambridge
Chelsea
Chicopee
Everett
Fall River
Total

$162,000 Fitchburg
$159,700 Framingham
$179,600 Haverhill
$202,400 Holyoke
$169,600 Lawrence
$180,200 Leominster
$6,506,200 Lowell
$865,000 Lynn
$494,400 Malden
$139,400 Marlborough
$164,000 Medford
$499,100 Methuen
$149,300 New Bedford
$861,300 Newton

$168,000 Peabody
$657,000 Pittsfield
$542,700 Plymouth
$175,700 Quincy
$651,300 Revere
$175,500 Salem
$954,700 Somerville
$788,100 Springfield
$501,500 Taunton
$178,000 Waltham
$504,000 Westfield
$179,200 Weymouth
$869,300 Woburn
$799,600 Worcester

$494,200
$189,100
$514,300
$881,200
$485,500
$174,300
$651,100
$1,498,200
$519,600
$630,500
$170,300
$485,800
$174,600
$1,733,000

$26,478,500

Source:
http://www.mass.gov/?pageID=eoeeaterminal&L=3&L0=Home&L1=Energy%2c+Utilities+%26+Clean+Technologies&L2=Green+Co
mmunities&sid=Eoeea&b=terminalcontent&f=doer_green_communities_eecbg-prg&csid=Eoeea

State Energy Program (SEP)
SEP
$3.1 billion
State of MA
$54.9 million
EE at State Facilities
Administrators: Vivek Mohta, Eric Friedman

$12.6 million
MA EE Transformation
Administrator: Vivek Mohta

$20 million
MA Solar Stimulus
Administrators: Vivek Mohta, Natalie Howlett

$20 million
Notes: $1.9 million of the $54.9 million is for personnel and fringe benefits. $0.5 million is for indirect charges.
Sources: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/recovery_act_sep.html; http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/recovery_act_states.html;
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/project_map/project_details_new.aspx?pid=24;
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/pdfs/arra_sep_plan_ma_20100408.pdf

State Energy Program (SEP)

Program Name
High Performance
Buildings
Program/MA EE
Transformation

Implementation
Date
4/1/09-3/31/12

Objective
Demonstrate solutions to a number
of long-standing challenges in
improving building energy
performance and facilitate market
transformation

Administrators:

Description
• Deep energy retrofit, outreach,
education
• Financing programs
• Market transformation

$
Amount
$20M

• $500K-$5M awards
Leading by
Example/EE at
State Facilities

4/1/09-3/31/12

Accelerate and expand clean
energy projects at public buildings

• Accelerate pipeline of clean energy
projects

$14.9M

MA Solar Stimulus

4/1/09-3/31/12

Fostering substantial expansion of
the installed capacity of solar PV in
MA

• Provide technical assistance
• Provide financial incentives
• Identify opportunities for market
expansion

$20M

Total

Sources: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/pdfs/arra_sep_plan_ma_20100408.pdf

$54.9M

Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP)

WAP
$5 billion
MA
Low Income (<60% of state median)

$122 million

Sources:
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/recovery_act_wap.html
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/pdfs/wx_closeup_ma.pdf
http://www.mass.gov/Ehed/docs/dhcd/cd/wap/waprecoveryplan2009.pdf
http://www.mass.gov/?pageID=ehedterminal&L=3&L0=Home&L1=Community+Development&L2=Housing+Energy+Programs&sid=
Ehed&b=terminalcontent&f=dhcd_cd_wap_wap&csid=Ehed

Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP)
II.3 Subgrantees
Tentative
Grantee

City

Funding

Action for Boston Community Development

Boston

$ 10,042,805

1,423

ACTION, Incorporated

Gloucester

$

8,506,370

1,182

Berkshire Community Action Council Inc.

Pittsfield

$

3,007,805

423

Citizens for Citizens

Fall River

$

8,572,490

1,214

Community Action of the Franklin, Hampshire and Quabbin

Greenfield

$

4,653,995

657

Community Action Programs, Intercity

Chelsea

$ 10,256,750

1,450

Expiring Use/Preservation Special Project Initiative

Boston

$

6,000,000

923

Greater Lawrence Community Action Council Inc.

Lawrence

$

7,669,940

1,084

Housing Assistance Corporation

Hyannis

$

2,881,175

405

Public Housing Special Project Initiative

Boston

$ 25,000,000

3,846

Quincy Community Action Programs

Quincy

$

5,045,885

711

South Middlesex Opportunity Council

Framingham

$

8,711,120

1,232

Springfield Partners in Community Action

Springfield

$

8,466,965

1,199

Worcester Community Action Council

Worcester

$

8,324,195

1,177

$ 117,139,495

16,926

TOTALS

Units

Notes: Tentative allocation. Where did money end up?
David MacLellan is NSTAR Electric’s Policy Advisor Council Member. (mass.gov/Ehed/docs/dhcd/cd/wap/waprecoveryplan2009.pdf)
Sources: http://www.mass.gov/Ehed/docs/dhcd/cd/wap/waprecoveryplan2009.pdf
http://www.bostonabcd.org/news/press-releases/documents/WeatherizationExpands32009.pdf

Other Federal Energy Efficiency ‘Grant’ Programs

Other
Federal Grants

Treasury Renewable
Energy Grants
Reimbursement for EE property
expenses

USDA
Renewable Energy
Grants
Reimbursement for EE property
expenses

Sources:
http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/index.cfm?State=US&ee=1&re=1
http://www.treas.gov/recovery/docs/guidance.pdf
http://www.rurdev.usda.gov/rbs/busp/9006grant.htm
http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US07F&re=1&ee=1

Tribal Energy
Program Grant
Reimbursement for EE property
expenses

Other Federal Energy Efficiency ‘Grant’ Programs

Treasury Renewable Energy Grants
Reimbursement for EE property
expenses

Specified Energy Property

Credit Termination Date

Applicable Percentage of Eligible Cost Basis

Large Wind
Closed-Loop Biomass Facility
Open-loop Biomass Facility
Geothermal under IRC sec. 45
Landfill Gas Facility
Trash Facility
Qualified Hydropower Facility
Marine & Hydrokinetic
Solar
Geothermal under IRC sec. 48
Fuel Cells
Microturbines
Combined Heat & Power
Small Wind

Jan 1, 2013
Jan 1, 2014
Jan 1, 2014
Jan 1, 2014
Jan 1, 2014
Jan 1, 2014
Jan 1, 2014
Jan 1, 2014
Jan 1, 2017
Jan 1, 2017
Jan 1, 2017
Jan 1, 2017
Jan 1, 2017
Jan 1, 2017

30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
10%*
30%**
10%***
10%
30%

Geothermal Heat Pumps

Jan 1, 2017

10%

Sources:
http://www.treas.gov/recovery/docs/guidance.pdf

Green Communities Grant Program

Green Communities
Grant Program

MA Cities and Towns
$7 million
(Apps due 5/28/10, Announcement of grant awards 6/28/10)

Source:
http://www.mass.gov/?pageID=eoeeaterminal&L=3&L0=Home&L1=Energy%2c+Utilities+%26+Clean+Technologies&L2=Green+Co
mmunities&sid=Eoeea&b=terminalcontent&f=doer_green_communities_gc-grant-program&csid=Eoeea
http://www.mass.gov/Eoeea/docs/doer/green_communities/grant_program/Green_Communities_Grant_Program_2010_PON.doc

Green Communities Grant Program
As of May 21, 2010, the following 35 municipalities were designated
‘Green Communities’ and are therefore eligible for the Green
Communities Grant.
ACTON

GREENFIELD

LINCOLN

PALMER

ANDOVER

HAMILTON

LOWELL

PITTSFIELD

ARLINGTON

HANOVER

MASHPEE

SALEM

ATHOL

HOLYOKE

MEDFORD

SPRINGFIELD

BECKET

HOPKINTON

MELROSE

SUDBURY

BELCHERTOWN

KINGSTON

MONTAGUE

TYNGSBOROUGH

CAMBRIDGE

LANCASTER

NATICK

WENHAM

CHELMSFORD

LENOX

NEWTON

WORCESTER

EASTHAMPTON

LEXINGTON

NORTHAMPTON

Source: http://www.mass.gov/Eoeea/docs/doer/green_communities/grant_program/052010_gcp_towns.pdf

State Energy Efficiency Rebate Programs

MA Energy Efficiency
Rebate Programs

MA Energy Star
Sponsored by local utilities
Rebates to homeowners who build
Energy Star qualified homes

Commonwealth
Solar Stimulus

Commonwealth
Hydropower Initiative

Sources: http://www.massenergystarhomes.com/; http://www.massenergystarhomes.com/homebuilders/value.htm;
http://www.masscec.com/index.cfm?pid=11052; http://www.masstech.org/Grants_and_Awards/comm_hydro_09/hydro_09.html

Private Sector Research
No current EE grants
but Charleston, SC
received $250K

Rockefeller

Bill and
Melinda
Gates

Kresge
Foundation

Kaiser

Google.org
Foundations

Non-profits and gov’t
entities. Foundation
has Southeast and
Midwest Focus

Foundation
of Ecological
Use of Energy
Ford
Foundation

Soros

Energy
Foundation

Gordon and
Betty
Moore

Notes:
Foundations identified by reviewing the top philanthropists from businessweek and personal knowledge
(http://www.businessweek.com/interactive_reports/philanthropy_individual.html)
http://www.kresge.org/index.php/what/environment_program/energy_efficiency/http://www.kresge.org/index.php/what/environment_program/energy
_efficiency/
http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/what-we-do/current-work/developing-climate-change-resilience
http://www.postandcourier.com/news/2010/may/26/grant-to-boost-citys-green-goals/

APPENDIX 10
VARIANCE ANALYSIS

Appendix 10: Variance Analysis
I.

The section identifies programs for which savings, costs, or benefits vary by more than 20 percent
from planned values. The table below displays the costs, benefits, and benefits associated with each
program, and the corresponding variance from planned values. For each component of a program or
sector that varies more than 20 percent from planned values, an explanation follows.

Sector
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Low Income
C&I
C&I
C&I
C&I
Residential
Low Income
C&I

BCR Activity
A02a Residential Lost Opportunity
A02b Energy Star HVAC
A03a Residential Retrofit 1-4
A04a Residential Lighting
A04b Residential Appliances
B03a Low-Income Retrofit 1-4
C02a C&I Lost Opportunity
C03a Large C&I Retrofit
C03b Small C&I Retrofit
C03c Multifamily Retrofit
Subtotal
Subtotal
Subtotal
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

VARIANCE ANALYSIS TABLE
PA Costs ($000)
Net Lifetime Savings (MWH)
Post
Plan
Post
Variance 3
Variance 3
Plan2
58 $
56
-4%
145
139
-4%
$
N/A
N/A
226 $
304
35%
215
245
14%
71 $
61
-14%
3,169
1,715
-46%
45 $
29
-35%
249
138
-45%
222 $
176
-21%
247
216
-12%
317 $
146
-54%
9,706
4,794
-51%
473 $
420
-11%
20,639
21,520
4%
304 $
378
24%
5,218
5,038
-3%
105 $
18
-83%
1,509
721
-52%
400 $
450
13%
3,777
2,237
-41%
222 $
176
-21%
247
216
-12%
1,200 $
962
-20%
37,072
32,072
-13%
1,821 $ 1,588
-13%
41,096
34,526
-16%

Plan
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

156
459
418
46
435
1,659
2,441
867
203
1,079
435
5,170
6,684

Benefits1
Post
Variance 3
$
155
0%
$
N/A
$
929
102%
$
225
-46%
$
17
-64%
$
597
37%
$
708
-57%
$ 3,058
25%
$
821
-5%
$
111
-45%
$ 1,326
23%
$
597
37%
$ 4,699
-9%
$ 6,622
-1%

Notes
1. Benefits include capacity and energy DRIPE
2. As approved in D.P.U. 08-126
3. Variance is calculated as (Post - Plan)/Plan

Residential Sector:
Residential Lost Opportunity: All categories within the 20% variance.
Energy Star HVAC: This program was not offered in 2009.
Residential Retrofit 1-4 (MassSAVE): This program’s costs were 35% over budget overall and benefits
twice the value as planned. The demand for this program continues to be robust as well as participation
in the HEAT Loan. Benefits for this program include a higher than planned number of high efficiency
heating and water heating equipment rebates provided in conjunction with the HEAT loan. The value of
benefits for this equipment as well as the additional number of customers served with rebate dollars that
were themselves 46% above planned levels produced significantly higher benefits than planned.
Energy Star Lighting: This program’s savings and benefits variance is a result of the change in the netto-gross (NTG) ratio between the filed plan and filed results. The pre-evaluated (planned) in-service
rate was 116.7% (NTG 139% * 84% install rate) and the evaluated in-service rate was 39.7% (NTG
41% * 97% install rate).
Energy Star Appliances: This program was below target in all measure categories due to a lower than
expected participation, resulting from economic conditions and a low availability of participating retail
outlets in the company's service area. At the same time, expenses in the PP&A and STAT categories
were not reduced, and in fact exceeded budgets, due to the resources that were involved in the planning
and regulatory processes associated with the 3-year plan development.
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Low-Income Sector:
Retrofit 1-4: Costs are slightly below the 20% variance level, while benefits exceed the 20% variance.
This result is primarily due to the higher-than expected savings the program has been achieving in nonelectric measures relating to savings in heating fuels from weatherization and heating appliance
upgrades.
C&I Sector:
Lost Opportunity: This program was under goal by more than 20% in all three categories as a result of
current economic conditions. Those that have been participating are in strong cash position to take
advantage of the down economy to expand some of their operations. They have either been acquiring
new machines and equipment or improving the efficiency of existing equipment through new control
systems.
Large Retrofit: This program’s costs and savings are within the 20% variance. Benefits exceeded
planned by 25% due to a higher than planned kW reduction from projects completed in 2009.
Small Retrofit: All categories within the 20% variance.

II.

This section identifies programs with a benefit cost ratio below 1.0.
The Company’s Residential Appliances program has a BCR of 0.58 which is less than 1.0. This
program was below target in all measure categories (as described above) resulting from economic
conditions and a low availability of participating retail outlets in the company's service area. These
factors contributed to the low benefit-cost ratio for 2009. However as this program ramps up over the 3year period the relative expenses for 2009 should balance out with the additional program benefits in the
three year period, resulting in a program that, over time, will be cost-effective.
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